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Chapter 1: Introduction 
‘Everyone needs to play, and to play out of doors. Without parks and outdoor life all that is best 
in civilization will be smothered’. 
-- Enos Mills1 
1. Research Topic 
Nature, gifted with grandeur and a bounty of resources, has long been revered by human beings 
and continually shaped by our footprints. The way we perceive nature and our current 
interactions with nature have changed significantly over the past century. Nature demonstrates 
different facets: it is not only a reservoir of resources for conventional commodity use but also a 
popular tourist destination, a pleasurable playground, a laboratory for scientific research, a 
wildlife paradise, a basis of world heritage and a revenue generator for local economies.2 The 
demand for various uses of nature has increased and diversified. This situation has produced a 
transformative process for public land3 that has continued to the present day. Two dominant 
features of this transformation process can be identified across different jurisdictions: one feature 
is an increase in public awareness of nature conservation and the other is an increase in 
recreational demands and the accompanying blossoming of the tourism industry.  
In terms of the first feature (i.e., conservation awareness), environmental protection has 
become a foundational tenet of the current political, social and legal discourses at the 
international and domestic levels.4 To protect the natural landscape from derogating behaviors 
by humans, particular geographic areas are carved out of the public domain and receive 
dedicated protection. This idea underpinned the establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 
1972 in the United States (US), which was the first national park in the world. Since then, the 
designation of protected areas (PAs) has emerged and become a dominant and effective 
conservation tool worldwide.5 In terms of the second feature (i.e., the boom of recreation and 
tourism), recreational use, including traditional activities such as hiking, camping and fishing 
and new activities such as kayaking and snowmobiling, has emerged as a crucial component of 
the overall public land use pattern. This boom has occurred not only in developed countries such 
as the US but also in developing countries such as China, as indicated by the burgeoning 
                                               
1 Enos Mills, Your National Parks (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1917), p.379. 
2 Eight facets of the national park idea in the US are displayed by Robert Keiter in his book To Conserve Unimpaired: The 
Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2013). He describes national parks as ‘Nature’s Cathedrals’, 
‘A Pleasuring Ground’, ‘The Nation’s Playground’, ‘A Commercial Commodity’, ‘Ancestral Lands’, ‘Nature’s Laboratory’, 
‘Fountains of Life’ and ‘A Vital Core’. 
3 This dissertation particularly focuses on public land. For a discussion of the ownership structure in China and clarification of 
the research scope, see infra section 4.1 and 5 of Chapter 2. 
4 This is featured by adopting ‘sustainable development’, which will be discussed in infra section 4.1 of Chapter 3. 
5 See generally Barbara Lausche, Guidelines for Protected Areas Legislation (Gland, Switzerland: IUCN, 2011); and Alexander 
Gillespie, Protected Areas And International Environmental Law (Leiden/Boston: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2007). 
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nature-based tourism markets in both countries.6 Numerous activities collectively make tourism 
‘the largest industry on the planet’.7 
The transformation of public land use patterns presents challenges to PA managers, who 
must manage various expectations to shape nature, accommodate different interests and claims to 
use nature and reconcile potential conflicts. Natural resources in PAs are usually subject to 
common access; they are managed collectively and are interrelated with the ecological process.8 
Due to these features, different uses of nature may physically interact and unavoidably compete 
with each other in both temporal and spatial dimensions. Therefore, trade-offs are needed to 
balance the allocation of different uses of public lands. The three most important types of uses 
that have tilted this balance are commodity use, conservation use and recreational use.9 
Various dynamics exist in the interactions among these three types of uses. Conservation 
and recreation have demonstrated a symbiotic relationship. Recreation was the foundation of the 
original constituencies for the idea of national parks, which can be observed in the case of the US. 
A well-conserved environment is the basis for sustainable tourism development and guarantees 
the quality of recreational experiences.10 Therefore, a coalition has been formed between 
conservationists and recreationists against the exploitative commodity use of nature. For example, 
both groups may oppose the construction of dams for energy purposes because dams may not 
only cause ecological derogation but also deprive whitewater enthusiasts of rafting. However, 
this traditional coalition has gradually collapsed due to the emergence of mass recreation and 
industrial tourism. Recreational overuse and high-impact recreational use, particularly motorized 
recreation, have had considerably negative impacts on the surrounding environment. Relentless 
people pressure coupled with advances in recreation technology make conservationists 
increasingly cautious about escalating recreational demand. Moreover, recreationists have also 
been greatly divided, especially between low-impact recreational users, such as hikers and bird 
watchers, and high-impact recreational users, such as off-road vehicle drivers and snowmobilers. 
For example, snowmobile users may destroy snow trails previously used by skiers, and 
swimmers may lose access to rivers if these waters are designated for whitewater rafting. 
Partly to mitigate the potential conflicts arising from different uses of nature, modern 
conservation law has focused on the management and regulation of the use of PA resources. 
Exploitative use is categorically prohibited or intensively regulated within PAs. Attempts have 
                                               
6 For discussions of the recreational use pattern and nature-based tourism markets in the US and China, see infra Chapter 5 & 9. 
7 John Terborgh et al., Making Parks Work: Strategies for Preserving Tropical Nature (Washington: Island Press,2002), p.383. 
Statistic information about the tourism industry around the world is available at the United Nations World Tourism Organization, 
http://www2.unwto.org/. Last visited January 2015. 
8 Aagaard identifies three features of environmental resources, i.e., they are public, physical and natural, and pervasively 
interrelated, in order to show that environmental problems are intrinsically conflicts between different uses instead of a traditional 
perception of ‘environmental harm’. See Todd Aagaard, ‘Environmental Harms, Use Conflicts, and Neutral Baselines in 
Environmental Law’, 60 (2010) Duke Law Journal, pp.1510-1511. 
9 For a clarification of different sets of terms such as ‘use, preservation and conservation’ and ‘recreation and tourism’, see infra 
section 2 of Chapter 3. 
10 For a discussion about ‘sustainable tourism’ at length, see infra section 4.2 of Chapter 3. 
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been made to control, decrease or even eliminate some forms of recreation. To realize these 
goals, some legal and managerial instruments have been broadly adopted across different 
jurisdictions, such as environmental impact assessments, environmental standards and permits, 
the delineation of carrying capacities and set caps on visitor numbers. 
However, designing and implementing a regulatory framework that can satisfy all 
stakeholders is no easy task. The key to regulation lies in deciding which forms of recreational 
use are appropriate as well as the scale and degree to which a proposed type of use is permissible. 
Any activity may unavoidably have an impact on the natural environment. Therefore, the 
baseline of regulation is ‘how much intrusion upon the untrammeled ecosystem we are prepared 
to tolerate’.11 Different groups have their own preferences for delimiting such a baseline. As a 
result, disputes about what constitutes appropriate and sustainable use and how management 
authorities should behave in making such a judgment flourish.  
Conflicts may not only arise from competing claims to the use of nature but also from 
different objectives and goals that PAs must serve. In addition to providing ecosystem services, 
PAs may serve development goals, such as economic development, poverty alleviation and the 
improvement of local livelihoods, especially in developing countries.12 On the one hand, tourism 
benefits are deemed the most environmentally friendly way to contribute to local economies, 
mitigate the financial loss of local communities and improve local communities’ livelihoods. On 
the other hand, the designation and management of PAs may cause ‘people-park conflicts’, 
which manifest in the resentment of local communities toward PA designation and the 
enforcement of conservation law.13 Strict regulations of traditional uses of natural resources by 
local communities may deteriorate these communities’ livelihoods. Increasing numbers of 
visitors may deprive local communities of access to and control of natural resources. An 
unbalanced distribution of tourism benefits and conservation burdens may marginalize the local 
population and create injustice. To solve these problems, some fundamental inquiries need to be 
made: should nature be preserved for its intrinsic value per se, or should it serve human needs 
and development goals? How should human beings be situated in natural settings? 
Old problems and new challenges are intertwined, making the issue of PAs a battlefield. The 
effective management of conflicts in PAs calls for a robust, adaptive and resilient application of 
the law. The kernel of the law lies in identifying potential uses, recognizing potential conflicts, 
determining a designated use pattern based on the selection and assessment of values, regulating 
uses and managing conflicts that arise from the uses of PA resources. Aagaard argues that 
‘environmental law is better understood as a way of managing conflicting uses of environmental 
                                               
11 Joseph Sax, ‘Fashioning a Recreation Policy for Our National Parklands: The Philosophy of Choice and the Choice of 
Philosophy’, 12 (1979) Creighton Law Review, p.974. 
12 Lea Scherl et al. (ed.), Can Protected Areas Contribute to Poverty Reduction?: Opportunities and Limitations (Gland, 
Switzerland and Cambridge, UK: IUCN, 2004). 
13 For general discussion of people-park conflicts, see infra section 3.1.4 of Chapter 3. For a discussion of people-park conflicts 
in the context of China, see infra section 4.3 of Chapter 9. 
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resources’14 and proposes the ‘use-conflict’ framework as ‘a way of organizing thinking about 
environmental problems and lawmaking’.15 In the context of this ‘use-conflict’ framework, the 
types of uses and conflicts, the regulatory patterns and the ways that disputes are adjudicated 
may be similar or different in different jurisdictions. Thus, the degree to which conflicts may be 
effectively managed and resolved may differ under different domestic legal frameworks. 
 In this dissertation, I choose the US and the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter, China) 
as two examples of jurisdictions for comparative study. Both countries have designated a variety 
of PAs across their considerably vast territories. Abundant natural and scenic resources have 
created many recreational opportunities together with burgeoning nature-based tourism markets 
in both countries. As the flagship designation of American public land, the concept of the 
national park has evolved for more than 100 years in the US. The National Park Service, the 
federal management agency of the National Park System, will celebrate its centennial in 2016. 
Winks claims that the American National Park System is the ‘most complex, the most carefully 
articulated, and thus the most specific system in the world’.16 In addition to accumulating 
abundant experience in the management of national parks, the US offers a great opportunity to 
examine how its legal system for national parks is structured. ‘Legislation passed with respect to 
the [National Park System] … whether generic to the system as a whole or specific to an 
individual unit, has more extensive application than any other park system in the world’.17 
Congressional statutes, agency regulations and management policies, and judicial case law have 
shaped the conservation and recreation patterns of national park lands.  
In China, a complicated conservation scheme has been formulated since the 1950s. The 
opening up of China since the 1980s has led to a great liberation of the economy and a 
blossoming of the tourism industry. The tremendous transformation of China in the last two 
decades at the economic, societal and political scales provides fresh insights for the current 
research. In addition to its ‘economic miracle’, China has astonished the world with its serious 
environmental problems that have been exposed in recent decades.18 Committed to fighting 
environmental deterioration and creating a green economy, the Chinese government has hastened 
its pace of environmental law-making. PA designation, nature conservation, biodiversity 
protection and the maintenance of ecological security have gained considerable weight in the 
political agenda. However, because China has a poor reputation for its rule of law and lacks a 
legal culture in general, it continues to struggle to translate the letter of law into practice. 
Ingrained problems accumulated during decades of legal practice cannot be resolved overnight. 
                                               
14 Todd Aagaard, supra note 8, p.1507. 
15 Ibid., p.1527. 
16 Robin Winks, ‘The National Park Service Act of 1916: “A Contradictory Mandate”?’, 74 (1996-1997) Denver University Law 
Review, p. 576. 
17 Ibid. 
18 There is no need to provide more evidence, as the serious problem of air pollution is obvious. Heavy haze dramatically engulfs 
parts of Northern China, including Beijing, in the beginning of 2013, and this situation continues until now. For a vivid depiction, 
see Brian Stallard, ‘See the Heavy Haze That is Choking China’, 29 October 2014. Available at 
http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/9946/20141029/see-heavy-haze-choking-china.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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There is still a long way to go and much to learn. These are the preliminary contexts and 
perspectives for the comparative studies that follow. 
In addition to filling the gap in the literature on comparative legal studies between the US 
and China on domestic PA law, this research intends to add to the literature (1) a sustainability 
test of tourism in terms of realizing sustainable development in PAs and (2) the application of the 
institutional theory advocated in the field of statutory interpretation in framing and analyzing PA 
law. 
First, the principle of sustainable development has been broadly endorsed at the international 
level and has become a paradigm for legislation and policy-making on the economy, society and 
the environment.19 There is a need to examine whether sustainable development can be a 
governing legal principle in the field of PA management and whether it may be used as a 
comparative benchmark for assessing the legal foundations of both the US and China. 
Considering the blossoming of the recreational use of PA resources, the need to conduct 
sustainability tests in the field of tourism also arises. Closely linked to the tourism industry and 
environmental justice appeals, recreation in PAs involves three pillars upon which the concept of 
sustainable development is based: the environment, the economy and society. Therefore, this 
situation facilitates an integral perspective with which to examine the realization of sustainability 
in PA-based tourism activities. By examining tourism policy-making and practices in PAs in the 
US and China, this dissertation adds to the literature on how the sustainability test can be 
processed in the field of tourism development and how to translate sustainable tourism into a 
legal principle that governs tourism-related decision making in PAs. 
Second, the effective management of conflicts by law can be a co-effort by different legal 
institutions. Legislatures, agencies and equivalent government institutions (hereafter, agencies) 
and courts may be the three most recognizable key players, although the roles of other 
institutions such as the legal profession and civil society may also be vital. The interactions 
among the three institutions occur on various scales, one of which is the interpretation of statutes. 
To facilitate the flexibility of administration, discretion may be delegated to agencies by 
congressional statutes. When conducting the balance exercise required by sustainable 
development, law-enforcement bodies must construct and interpret statutes to weigh different 
interests. When making judicial judgments, courts may take a hard look at agencies’ 
discretionary decision making or choose to defer to agencies out of respect for their profession. 
Therefore, when analyzing conflict management and resolution in law, institutional interactions 
among legislatures, agencies and courts cannot be overlooked. To approach a normative way of 
thinking about how institutions should be structured in managing conflicts, the institutional 
theory of statutory interpretation proposed and elaborated by Vermeule20 can provide clarity. 
This theory outlines variables of institutional construction and proposes a ‘formalism’ of 
                                               
19 For more discussion on the principle of sustainable development, see infra section 4.1 of Chapter 3. 
20 For more discussion on the institutional theory of statutory interpretation, see infra section 5.2.2 of Chapter 3. 
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statutory interpretation that may have methodological implications for the current research. This 
dissertation is an attempt to adopt the institutional dimension and to analyze how legislatures, 
agencies and courts interact with each other in managing and resolving conflicts that arise from 
PAs in domestic contexts. 
2. Research Questions and Sub-Questions 
Various forms of conflicts have arisen due to PA designation and management. Legal 
frameworks are structured in the US and China to manage and resolve conflicts in their domestic 
contexts. Adopting a comparative perspective, this dissertation aims to answer the following 
research question: 
How are conflicts between conservation and recreation in PAs managed and resolved in the 
legal regimes of the US and China through institutional interactions among legislatures, 
agencies and courts, and how should these conflicts be managed and resolved? 
The central research question can be further broken down into three sub-questions: 
1. What roles do recreation and tourism play in shaping the use-conflict framework of PA 
designation and management? 
Before examining the legal frameworks and instruments that facilitate conflict resolution, a 
preliminary step is to examine the factors that give rise to conflicts in PAs and the resulting 
forms of conflicts. This requires the identification of potential uses of nature, the interaction 
between different uses, the consequences of this interaction, and different stakeholders and their 
respective interests. How recreation and tourism shape the use pattern of nature and invoke the 
generation of conflicts is the starting point for analyzing how these conflicts can be managed and 
resolved by the law. The identification of this role is also the premise for placing tourism under 
the sustainability test, namely, examining why recreation and tourism entail the need for a 
sustainability test and what stakes must be integrated and balanced in a sustainable development 
framework. 
2. What are the main forms of conflict in PAs in the US and China? How did their current 
statuses evolve? 
The formulation of conflicts in PAs is situated in domestic social-economic contexts. The 
structure of the legal system also has a decisive influence on the format of conflicts, for example, 
what is written in statutes and who has the authority to interpret these statutes. Investigation of 
the main forms of conflicts and their evolutionary processes reveals why different legal 
instruments and approaches are employed by the two countries to address their respective 
problems.  
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3. How and to what degree is the resolution of conflicts achieved through institutional 
interactions mainly among legislatures, agencies and courts? How should a desirable 
legal framework be designed from an institutional perspective? 
Based on the institutional approach developed by theoretical analysis, follow-up questions 
involve examining how conflicts are addressed by each institution, namely, what legislatures say, 
how statutes are interpreted and implemented by agencies and how courts interpret statutes and 
review agencies’ actions. The distinctive capacities and limitations of each institution can be 
identified, and the way the current legal framework adjudicates and resolves conflicts can be 
assessed. Based on this identification and assessment, a desirable legal framework that optimizes 
the interactions between different institutions can be proposed based on domestic contexts. 
In addition to approaching the answers to these three questions by comparative studies, a 
further concern of this research lies in the extent to which China can learn from the experiences 
of the US. The respective contexts of the two countries are assessed by identifying the unique 
features and conditions of each country’s approach. The transferability of the US’s experiences is 
examined based on the divergences observed in comparative studies and the variables related to 
these divergences. 
3. Methods and Materials 
The methodologies applied in this dissertation are mainly classic legal analysis, comparative 
legal study and field study. 
Classic legal analysis is used to analyze how the legal system may provide a common 
ground for conflict resolution in PA management. The focus of legal analysis is how different 
institutions, particularly legislatures, agencies and courts, interpret statutory language and how 
their interpretations interact with each other. To serve this purpose, congressional statutes, 
legislative records and intent statements, agency regulations and rules, policy documents and 
judicial cases are reviewed for both countries. In the context of the US, some common-law 
doctrines, such as the public trust doctrine, are also discussed.  
In addition to a review of legal documents and literature, field studies are conducted for this 
research. During my visit to China in September 2012, I visited Yunnan Province with a focus on 
its pilot project of introducing the ‘national park model’ to China. I joined a guided tour to the 
site of Pudacuo National Park, the ‘first’ national park in China. In a semi-structured way, I 
interviewed some governmental officials, staff members working at operation enterprises, 
non-governmental organizations (mainly The Nature Conservancy) and several local residents. 
These conversations helped me to better understand the concerns and pursuits of different 
organizations and individuals and their perceptions of each other. My previous findings obtained 
from the literature review were verified and sharpened. I also obtained some unpublished 
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materials from the interviewees. The methods that I adopted in this field study and the materials I 
obtained will be discussed further in Chapter 11. 
During my second visit to China in August 2014, I visited several nature reserves and scenic 
and historic areas located in Fujian Province. My intention was to better understand the role of 
tourism in local governments’ policy-making agendas and the relationship between PA 
authorities and local communities. I interviewed various people from management agencies for 
nature reserves, investment companies in scenic and historic areas, tourism departments within 
local governments, real estate companies and several local residents. Conversations with these 
people provided me with some intuitive knowledge on how the tourism economy is promoted at 
the local level and how tourism benefits are generally distributed among the government, 
companies and local residents. This first-hand information is not available in publications. The 
knowledge I obtained from this visit is largely presented in Chapter 9, in which the dominant 
forms of conflicts in PA management in China are discussed, especially those conflicts that arise 
between conservation authorities and local communities. 
During my visit to the US from September 2013 to February 2014, I interviewed legal 
scholars, officials working for the National Park Service, national park superintendents,21 
environmental organizations (mainly the National Park Conservation Association) and some 
gateway community members. Updated information and materials about the on-the-ground 
management of national parks were obtained. I learned how NGOs interacted and worked with 
the National Park Service and local communities and what their concerns and pursuits were 
when bringing about lawsuits or starting negotiations. This knowledge assisted me in deepening 
and verifying my understanding from the literature review. 
With regard to comparative studies, some clarifications are necessary. Regarding their 
functions, the comparative studies on conservation laws and policies conducted in this 
dissertation can have informative as well as critical functions: they not only assist in knowledge 
and system building but also may help in determining better laws and providing tools for the 
critique of law.22 With regard to the process of comparison, Kamba identified three phases: the 
description of norms, concepts and institutions; the identification or discernment of differences 
and similarities; and the explanation of the identified divergences and resemblances.23 In his 
                                               
21 Leslie Crossland was then the Superintendent of the Golden Spike National Historic Site and Jim Ireland was then the 
Superintendent of Timpanogos Cave National Monument in Utah. Both of them have worked at other national park units as well. 
22  When examining the functional method of comparative law, Ralf Michaels summarizes seven functions: (1) the 
epistemological function of understanding legal rules and institutions; (2) the comparative function of achieving comparability; 
(3) the presumptive function of emphasizing similarity; (4) the formalizing function of system building; (5) the evaluative 
function of determining the better law; (6) the universalizing function of preparing legal unification; and (7) the critical function 
of providing tools for the critique of law. See Ralf Michaels, ‘The Functional Method of Comparative Law’, in Mathias Reimann 
& Reinhard Zimmermann (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), p.363. 
23 W. Kamba, ‘Comparative Law: A Theoretical Framework’, 23-3 (1974) The International and Comparative Law Quarterly, 
pp.511-512. 
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detailed review of comparative constitutional law, Hirschl classified four types of comparative 
inquiries:  
1. Freestanding and descriptive inquiry into a single country with little or no reference to 
comparable practices in other countries;  
2. Comparative references that aim to find ‘the best’ or most suitable rule through ‘analogy, 
distinction and contrast’ across legal systems;  
3. ‘Concept formation through multiple descriptions’ of the same phenomena across 
different countries; and  
4. Controlled comparison and inference-oriented case selections that aim to generate or 
support causal arguments and explain the observed phenomena.24  
The current research is mainly motivated by the second type of inquiry: the search for a 
plausible solution to improve the legal framework of China by emulating pertinent mechanisms 
developed elsewhere. This aim more or less echoes the utilitarian function of comparative studies, 
which is to extend and enrich the ‘supply of solutions’.25 Baker stated that a comparative 
approach can provide a laboratory for evaluating alternative policy options to similar problems 
and can allow us to hold a mirror to the national context of those ‘apparent success stories’.26 
This statement applies to the current research.  
With regard to the selection of the US as a comparative sample, a general selection principle 
of a ‘prototypical case’, in Hirschl’s words, is adopted.27 As the birthplace of the concept of 
national parks, the US has become a ‘flagship’ country in PA studies. The US-based national 
park concept has not only gained great popularity in the US but also flourished worldwide. The 
American people are often proud to claim that national parks are the ‘best idea’ that they ever 
had.28 Given the country’s considerably complex and developed legal framework of national 
park management and its enshrinement of the rule of law in a constitutional context, it seems that 
the US has much to offer as an ‘apparent success story’. With the aim of seeking a ‘supply of 
solutions’, this research is predominantly China-oriented and aims to learn from the US example 
to solve Chinese problems. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that the research could lead to legal 
and policy recommendations that might be relevant to the US.29  
                                               
24 Ran Hirschl, ‘On the blurred methodological matrix of comparative constitutional law’, in Sujit Choudhry (ed.), The 
Migration of Constitutional Ideas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp.40-47. 
25 Konrad Zweigert & Hein Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), p.15. 
26 Randall Baker (ed.), Environmental Law and Policy in the European Union and the United States (Westport, Conn: Praeger, 
1997), pp.6-7. 
27 Hirschl summarizes five principles of case selection in inference-oriented comparative studies, which are the ‘most similar 
cases’ principle, ‘the most different cases’ principle, the ‘prototypical cases’ principle, ‘the most difficult cases’ principle and the 
‘outlier cases’ principle. See Ran Hirschl, supra note 24, pp,47-58. 
28 Wallace Stegner, ‘The Best Idea We Ever Had’, 46 (1983) Wilderness, pp.4-13. 
29 See infra section 3 of Chapter 12. 
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Of course, there is a commensurability problem.30 Due to differences in the political 
regimes, social contexts, legal development and even languages of the two nations, salient 
differences can be easily found in terms of the domestic legal and regulatory frameworks of PAs. 
For example, although the linguistic problem is common in a comparative context, it becomes 
more salient in the context of nature conservation between the US and China. One of the core 
concepts in American conservation law, ‘wilderness’, remains largely an American phenomenon. 
A parallel translation cannot be easily found in Chinese or in other languages such as Japanese or 
French.31 Considering these contextual differences, questions remain regarding how the current 
research can yield a meaningful comparison. Comparison in this dissertation is premised on the 
‘universality of problems’, which is the basis for the functional method of comparative law.32 
Notwithstanding contextual differences, similar problems arise across jurisdictions regarding 
how to effectively manage conflicts that arise from PA designation and management by law. An 
ideal and unique model of conservation law that is universally applicable to different countries 
may not exist. The choice of a legal system is largely context-specific. Nevertheless, lessons can 
still be learned regarding how similar problems are addressed in different domestic contexts. 
This research also conducts comparative inquiries classified as the third type by Hirschl, 
namely, thick concept formation through multiple descriptions of the same phenomenon across 
different countries. Through the comparison (albeit a limited and selective comparison) of 
conflict generation and conflict management in PAs between the US and China, some basic 
concepts can be formulated and tested, such as ‘conflict’, ‘conflict management’ and 
‘institutional interaction’. These ‘thick’ concepts formulated in the current research may inform 
audiences on a broader scale about the rationale for a specific phenomenon.  
The current research aims not only to describe phenomena but also to explain them. Instead 
of stating what happens, it is more important to show the way that things happen.33 In this 
dissertation, effort is devoted to understanding the laws and policies of the US and China by 
connecting them to their social-economic contexts. As will be elaborated in Chapter 12, specific 
contextual elements are identified to explain the divergences that are found between the US and 
China. However, this can only be a first step. No complete inventory or comprehensive analysis 
can be achieved. The present study aims to clarify the factors that might be relevant in 
comparative studies. In this sense, the current research is not systematically inference-oriented, 
the fourth type of comparative inquiry classified by Hirschl. Nonetheless, the clarification of 
these relevant factors still has merit because it can indicate the potential risks of legal borrowing 
                                               
30 About the commensurability problem, see generally Nicholas Robinson, ‘IUCN as catalyst for a law of the biosphere: acting 
globally and locally’, 35-2 (2005) Environmental Law, p.281. 
31 J. Baird Callicott, ‘Contemporary Criticisms of the Received Wilderness Idea’, in David Cole et al., (eds), Wilderness Science 
in a Time of Change: Changing Perspectives and Future Directions (Ogden, Utah: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest 
Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station, 2000), p.24. For more discussions on the idea of wilderness in the US, see infra 
section 3.1 of Chapter 6. 
32 Ralf Michaels, supra note 22, pp.368-369 (the author notices that ‘comparability is attained through the construction of 
universal problems as tertia comparationis’). 
33 Randall Baker, supra note 26, p.7. 
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and transplantation. These risks have become explicit in the transplantation of the concept of 
‘national parks’ into China.34 In addition to being considered the ‘best idea’ by Americans, 
national parks are also claimed to be an ‘American paradigm’.35 Previous literature has shown 
that ‘the American model is more often than not inappropriate and difficult to implement in less 
developed countries’.36 The current comparative studies may verify the presumed uniqueness of 
the American national park model and the plausibility of transplanting it into other contexts. 
4. Limitations and Areas for Future Study 
First, the selection of the US and China as comparative samples may be challengeable. Some 
skeptical concerns may be rooted in an antagonistic attitude toward the methodology of 
comparative studies itself. The differences between the US and China in terms the development 
of their legal systems are so huge that a problem of comparability may emerge during the 
research. This is intensively reflected in the asymmetry of the available literature, legislative 
documents and judicial cases in the two countries. Nevertheless, the ongoing legal development 
in China and the progress China has made can be observed. The Chinese legal system is 
undergoing a remarkable process of modernization and rationalization.37 This process has 
occurred throughout of the period of this research project. The decisions adopted by the 
Communist Party of China in 2014 that enthusiastically embrace the idea of national parks can 
be considered a vital step toward changing the landscape of PA designation in China. The 
establishment of an environmental chamber within the Supreme People’s Court in 2014 shows a 
gratifying judicial commitment to dispute resolution in environmental issues. The amendment to 
the Environmental Protection Law with substantive changes became effective in 2015.38 These 
ongoing developments increase the difficulty in keeping academic research up to date. 
Furthermore, addressing the latest legal developments in China and comparing them with the 
legal system of the US may add value to the current research because this examination may 
contribute to updating obsolete previous studies, indicating the trends in legal development in 
China and better understanding current Chinese problems. Nevertheless, it is recognized that 
other jurisdictions’ experiences may also be beneficial to China, such as some European 
countries and some developing countries that share similar development problems with China. 
This can be a potential field for further studies, whose findings may also be beneficial and 
enlightening to further the development of China. 
Second, the selection of field study sites and the coverage of interviewees are mainly based 
on the accessibility of information and on my contacts. The time limitations and pressure to 
                                               
34 For more details, see infra Chapter 11. 
35 Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, And Centennial Values’, 33 (2009) William and 
Mary Environmental Law and Policy Review, p. 859. 
36 M. I. Jeffrey, ‘National Parks and Protected Areas-Approaching the Next Millennium’, (1999) Acta Juridica, p.163. 
37 See generally Bin Liang, The Changing Chinese Legal System, 1978 – Present: Centralization of Power and Rationalization of 
the Legal System (New York: Routledge, 2008). 
38 For these latest developments, see infra Part III, Country Studies of China. 
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complete this dissertation supersede efforts to conduct comprehensive empirical research over a 
long time span. Moreover, there is a lack of cooperation with academia in Chinese bureaucracies 
that makes field studies difficult and unavoidably limited. Given this selective choice of field 
study samples, the observations reflected in this dissertation may be partial or even inaccurate. 
However, the empirical studies in this research do not aim for quantitative data collection or to 
provide a comprehensive picture of the status quo of PA management in China and the US. 
These studies are mainly used to complement the literature review and provide updated 
information. In this sense, these field observations may add value.  
Third, with regard to the research on China, limitations emerge from the potential exclusion 
of legal documents and inaccuracies in the statistical data. There is an absence of an 
environmental code, and administrative regulations undergo constant and inconsonant 
amendments in China. Not all governmental documents are publicly accessible even though a 
legal mandate requires them to be available.39 Although many databases can be utilized, no 
single method can guarantee that all applicable regulations are identified or whether a given 
version of a regulation is the most updated.40 Furthermore, statistical data are incomplete and 
sporadic. There may also be inconsistencies in the data collected, which may negatively 
influence the conclusions. Nevertheless, this research has made every effort to minimize these 
limitations. All published and publicly accessible official documents released by the central 
authority on PA management were examined. The sections relating to the management of nature 
reserves and other types of PAs in various yearbooks in China were consulted. Data from 
different sources were double-checked and compared to ensure their reliability. Online sources, 
particularly media coverage, were used to illustrate the problem and provide the most updated 
information. 
Finally, although this dissertation ambitiously targets all types of PAs in the US, the 
discourse is focused on national parks. This focus seems justifiable considering the length of this 
dissertation and the limited period of doctoral research. However, this selective discussion may 
have negative effects on the conclusions from a comparative perspective. For example, national 
parks are a federal product. The fact that the management of refuges and forests may face more 
pressure from local interests may make this subject more meaningful for comparison between the 
US and China because the central-local relationship in managing PAs is problematic in China. 
Other types of public land designations in the US, such as national wildlife refuges and national 
forests, can be potential fields for future studies. 
5. The Structure and Design of the Research 
This dissertation is structured in three parts in addition to the introduction and conclusion.  
                                               
39 State Council, ᭯ᓌؑ᚟ޜᔰᶑֻ(Regulations on the Disclosure of Government Information), 1 May 2008.  
40 Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Mitigating Risk and Ensuring Compliance ( New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), p.14. 
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Part I provides the conceptual and theoretical frameworks of the dissertation. It consists of 
two chapters. Chapter 2 provides a conceptual framework of PAs to bridge the gap in a 
terminological sense and to facilitate the comparative studies that follow. It first reviews the 
history of the designation and development of PAs at the international and regional levels. Then, 
the schemes of PAs and the institutional structures of PA management in the US and China are 
examined under their current legal and regulatory frameworks. Finally, a conceptual framework 
for this dissertation is provided with some clarifications. 
Chapter 3 provides a theoretical framework and has three objectives. First, to facilitate the 
examination of how conflicts are resolved in the US and China, the factors that contribute to the 
rise of these conflicts, the rationale for different types of conflicts and the merits of conflict 
management are elaborated. Second, to identify the necessity and plausibility of a sustainability 
test for tourism, the principle of sustainable development and its associated principles of 
sustainable tourism and ecotourism are analyzed. Whether these principles can serve as 
comparative benchmarks for assessing the legal foundations of the US and China and how they 
can contribute to conflict resolution are examined. Third, in the analysis of how conflicts are 
resolved under domestic legal regimes, the institutional theory of statutory interpretation is 
elaborated to identify how institutional interactions, mainly those among legislatures, agencies 
and courts, can affect conflict resolution. Whether this theory has methodological implications in 
the construction of PA law and conflict resolution in PA management is also examined. 
Part II and Part III present separate country studies. They are devoted to discussing the 
current legal and policy frameworks of PAs and the main forms of conflicts arising from PA 
designation and management. In addition, the way such conflicts are addressed within the 
framework of institutional interaction among legislatures, agencies and courts is elaborated, and 
whether such interactions have resulted in a desirable resolution of conflicts is examined.  
Part II, the country study of the US, consists of four chapters. Chapter 4 reviews the current 
legal and regulatory frameworks that govern the management of national parks and other types 
of public land designations in the US. Chapter 5 presents the transformation of public land use 
patterns and the regulatory framework for recreational activities. The main forms of conflicts 
arising from such a transformation are identified and discussed. Particular attention is paid to the 
role of recreational use in invoking these conflicts. Chapter 6 discusses how statutes and agency 
policies adjudicate conflicts between conservation and recreation and the degree to which a 
solution is achieved. It first analyzes three types of statutes that Congress has enacted for 
national park management, the Organic Act, modern environmental statutes and enabling acts. 
The way that conflicts between conservation and recreational are adjudicated in these three types 
of statutes is examined with a particular focus on how the latter two types of statutes influence 
the application of the Organic Act. The chapter then discusses how the management policies 
issued by the NPS interpret the purpose statement of the Organic Act and restate the 
non-impairment standard prescribed therein. Chapter 7 analyzes how the courts interpret 
congressional statutes, evaluate agencies’ interpretations of these statutes, and choose the 
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deference standard in reviewing agencies’ management decisions. Symbolic cases in the 
application of the Organic Act are examined to determine whether there is established case law 
on how the Organic Act should be read. Several high-profile and long-lasting 
national-park-related litigations are discussed to illustrate the role the courts may play in 
resolving highly political policy conflicts.  
Part III is composed of four chapters regarding the country study of China. Chapter 8 
reviews the legal, regulatory and policy frameworks of PA management in China and discusses 
the ongoing controversies over the enactment of the Natural Heritage Law. Chapter 9 discusses 
the evolution of tourism policies and the dominant forms of conflict in PA management. The 
chronic problem of funding shortfalls and the resulting consequences are discussed. Particular 
focus is given to how China’s current economic development model has influenced the 
generation of conflicts. Chapter 10 first reviews the legal instruments provided by the law to 
adjudicate and reconcile conflicts and then discusses the compliance and enforcement of law in 
practice. Reasons for the implementation gap and potential solutions are explored. Finally, the 
role of courts in solving PA-related disputes is scrutinized. The predicament of the courts in fully 
playing their role is analyzed. Recent developments such as the establishment of environmental 
courts and the opening of public interest litigation are critically reviewed. Chapter 11 is mainly 
based on field observations of the pilot project for national parks promoted in Yunnan Province. 
It aims to explore how different actors involved in the project have co-shaped the blueprints of 
national parks and how the national park model is translated into practice. It also examines the 
way the lessons and experiences gained from this pilot project can inform ongoing efforts to 
escalate the designation of national parks in China. 
Chapter 12 provides comparative observations between the US and China by identifying the 
convergences and divergences between them. Variables for each domestic context are examined 
to explain why there are divergences and how these divergences emerge. Findings and 
conclusions are presented based on the research questions proposed above. Finally, legal and 
policy recommendations for China are provided.
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Chapter 2: Schemes of Protected Areas: Historical, Structural and 
Institutional Perspectives 
1. Introduction 
To study protected areas (PAs) in the US and China, a preliminary step is to clarify several 
concepts and definitions. This chapter approaches these issues from the perspective of 
internationally accepted terminology and then examines whether there are differences between 
US and Chinese law and how these differences can be addressed.  
First, the history of the designation and development of PAs at the international and regional 
levels is reviewed. The definition and categorization of PAs formulated by the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) is particularly emphasized. 
This section also discusses how the system of PAs embodies the idea of the intentional shaping 
of nature and reflects different management philosophies based on different degrees of 
naturalness and human intervention. Second, the schemes for PAs in the current legal and 
regulatory frameworks of the US and China are examined. This section examines the histories of 
public land conservation and PA designation in the two countries and investigates how their 
conservation policies have evolved over time and how the institutional frameworks of PA 
management were formulated. Due to differences in land tenure and governmental structures 
between the two countries, the schemes of PAs in the US and China are quite complex, with 
various titles and governance structures. To clarify these structural differences, the procedures 
and authorities for PA designation are also discussed. The conceptual framework used in this 
dissertation is provided in the summary. 
2. The Intentional Shaping of Nature: From National Parks to Protected Areas 
 Definitions  2.1
The intentional shaping of natural landscapes can be traced to the ancient history of human 
beings. It is said that the Persians established the first ‘parks’ in the world. These parks were 
known as ‘paradeisoi’ in Greek, a term that has evolved into the modern word ‘paradise’.1 Parks 
were born out of the idea of revering the awesomeness and grandeur of nature. This idea was 
epitomized by the establishment of the first national park in the world, Yellowstone, in 1872.2 
The American idea of designating a parcel of land and separating it from human intervention 
provided the world with the so-called ‘Yellowstone Model’.3 Since then, national parks and 
other types of special designations have successively emerged. In different regimes, a variety of 
titles for these designations have been adopted, such as parks, reserves, natural sites, sanctuaries, 
                                               
1 Barry Strauss, Salamis: The Greatest Naval Battle of the Ancient World, 480 B.C. (London: Arrow, 2005), p.45.  
2 Details of the history of national parks in the US will be provided infra in section 3.3.1 of Chapter 2. 
3 About the distinctiveness of the Yellowstone Model, see infra section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3. 
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wildlife refuges and wilderness areas, to name a few examples in English. The designation of 
areas with specific protected status has become the most broadly applied conservation tool 
around the world. 4  A multi-layered regulatory framework at the national, regional and 
international levels with a particular focus on designating various types of protected areas has 
been formulated. 
At the international level, the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural 
and Natural Heritage adopted in 1972 was an important milestone. This convention used the 
concept of ‘world heritage’ to selectively inscribe sites of ‘outstanding universal value’, which is 
a high threshold.5 With the aim of wetland conservation and the ‘wise use’ of wetlands and 
wetland resources, the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, Especially as 
Waterfowl Habitat (the ‘Ramsar Convention’), which became effective in 1975, established a list 
of ‘Wetlands of International Importance’.6 The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) launched the Man and the Biosphere Programme in the early 
1970s. This initiative established the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, which currently 
consists of 631 ‘biosphere reserves’ in 119 countries.7 In 1992, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) was adopted at the ‘Rio Earth Summit’ and came into force in 1993. It 
addresses the pressing problems of the ‘conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use 
of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization 
of genetic resources’.8 The designation of a system of protected areas to achieve the objectives 
stated above is deemed the responsibility of each contracting party.9  
Agreements and networks have also been established at regional levels. Examples are the 
Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere of 1940, 
the Convention on the Conservation of Nature in the South Pacific of 1976 and the Association 
of South East Asian Nations Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources of 
1985. In the European context, a series of regional conventions have been established, including 
the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats of 1979 (the 
‘Bern Convention’) and the European Landscape Convention of 2000 (the ‘Florence 
Convention’). Two directives have been issued by the Council of Europe: Council Directive 
79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds of 1979 and the Council Directive 92/43/EEC on 
the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora of 1992. These are commonly 
known as the ‘Bird’ and ‘Habitat’ directives. The ‘Natura 2000 Network’ was subsequently 
                                               
4 See generally Alexander Gillespie, Protected Areas And International Environmental Law (Leiden/Boston: Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, 2007); Nigel Dudley (ed.), Guidelines for Applying Protected Area Management Categories (Gland, Switzerland: 
IUCN, 2008). 
5 See Preamble of the Convention. Full text is available at http://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf. Last visited January 
2015. 
6 The concept of ‘wise use’ is specifically adopted in the Ramsar Convention. See Article 2, 3 & 6 of the Convention.. 
7 UNESCO, World Network of Biosphere Reserves (WNBR), available at http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/-
environment/ecological-sciences/biosphere-reserves/world-network-wnbr/. Last visited January 2015. 
8 Article 1 of the CBD.  
9 Article 8 of the CBD. 
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established based on these two directives. Two specific sites were designated under the Natura 
2000 Network: the Special Protection Areas for birds and Special Areas of Conservation for 
other species and habitats.10 
The fact that there is a multi-layered conservation framework has resulted in thematic 
overlap, overlapping jurisdictions and management objectives, a diversity of designations and 
confusing acronyms. This situation has been described as ‘a sea of incompatible frameworks and 
paradigms’ 11  and has created difficulties in determining benchmarks and standards for 
comparative purposes. To solve these problems, proposals have been made to unify the concepts 
and develop a categorization scheme that is internationally applicable. The most remarkable 
achievement in this regard is the definition and categorization of PAs developed by the IUCN, 
which has gained international recognition.12 In 1962, at the first World Parks Congress, it was 
recommended that the Commission on National Parks and Protected Areas (now the World 
Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA)) and the IUCN establish an internationally applicable 
classification of terms for national parks and equivalent reserves. The definition and 
classification of PAs was subsequently addressed at the Second World Parks Congress in 1972, 
the third one in 1982 and the fourth one in 1992.13 After 30 years of elaboration, in 1994, the 
Guidelines for Applying Protected Area Management Categories were finally published by the 
IUCN. After a slight revision in 2008, the current definition of a PA provided by the IUCN is as 
follows: 
‘A clearly defined geographical space recognized, dedicated and managed through legal and 
other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated 
ecosystem services and cultural values’ (emphasis added).14 
PAs are thus defined in a strict sense. The IUCN explicitly states that only those areas whose 
main objectives are to ‘achieve the long-term conservation of nature’ can be deemed PAs. Other 
objectives can also be achieved, such as ecosystem services and cultural values, but they should 
not ‘interfere with the aim or outcome of nature conservation’.15 This means that in the case of 
conflict, nature conservation should be the priority.16  
 Categories and Categorization 2.2
In addition to providing the definition of PAs, the IUCN has formulated a matrix of the 
categorization of PAs that ranges from Category I to VI and identifies different management 
                                               
10 For more information, see European Commission, ‘Natura 2000 Network’, available at http://ec.europa.eu/environment/-
nature/natura2000/index_en.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
11 See Alexander Gillespie, supra note 4, p.29. 
12 Several international inventions have adopted the IUCN’s categorization of PA, such as the CBD. The United Nations 
Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC) uses the 2008 definition of PA for the World 
Database on Protected Areas (WDPA), available at http://www.protectedplanet.net/. Last visited January 2015. 
13 Nigel Dudley, supra note 4, pp.3-4; and Alexander Gillespie, supra note 4, pp.29-30. 
14 Nigel Dudley, supra note 4, p.8. 
15 Ibid., p.9. 
16 Ibid., p.10. 
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objectives (Table 1 below). Generally, the degree of naturalness decreases and the extent to 
which the area is open to human intervention (such as use and management activities) increases 
in conjunction with the categories I to VI. A ‘national park’ is categorized in Category II of PAs. 
The primary objective of national parks is to ‘protect natural biodiversity along with its 
underlying ecological structure and supporting environmental processes, and to promote 
education and recreation’. ‘Other objectives’ of national parks include ‘to manage visitor use; to 
take into account the needs of indigenous people and local communities; and to contribute to 
local economies through tourism’.17 These objectives differ from those in Category I, which aim 
for strict preservation, including ‘strict nature reserves’ and ‘wilderness areas’. Moreover, 
national parks will not generally allow resource uses that are permitted in Category VI, except 
for subsistence or minor recreational purposes.18 In other words, the categorization of ‘national 
parks’ ranges in the middle of the conservation spectrum elaborated by the IUCN. 
Several titles of categories in this table can also be found in domestic laws, such as national 
parks, national monuments and wilderness areas in American law and national parks and 
monuments in British law.19 Although different jurisdictions have legislated with the same title, 
these designated areas may not necessarily fall into the same category of PAs according to the 
IUCN’s criteria. Areas with the same title of ‘national parks’ may be managed in different ways 
by different nations. This is reflected in the classification of these areas into the PA categories by 
the IUCN. Scholars generally observe that ‘most of the area protected in North America falls into 
Category II’, whereas ‘most of the area protected in Europe falls into Category V or VI’.20 For 
example, all 15 national parks in the United Kingdom are classified and managed in accordance 
with Category V (protected landscape/seascape).21 Units of the National Park System in the US 
are classified into different categories ranging from I to V based on the different management 
objectives of each unit.22 In contrast, Pudacuo National Park in China, which will be discussed 
in Chapter 11, has not yet been classified as a separate PA unit.  
The IUCN’s definition of PAs provides a conceptual common ground that facilitates a 
comparison between different jurisdictions. Its categorization matrix also provides a benchmark 
to contextualize some easily-taken-for-granted concepts, such as national parks.23 A preliminary 
step for establishing a comparative framework is therefore to contextualize existing types of 
designations into the general scheme of PA studies. 
                                               
17 Ibid., p.16. 
18 Ibid., p.17. 
19 See National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, 1949 c. 97 (Regnal,12_13_and_14_Geo_6); and Ancient 
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, 1979 c. 46. 
20 Federico Cheever, ‘British National Parks for North Americans: What We Can Learn from a More Crowded Nation Proud of 
Its Countryside’, 26-2 (2007) Stanford Environmental Law Journal, p.252. 
21 Nigel Dudley, supra note 4, p.11. 
22 As will be shown in section 3.3.3, the National Park System consists of more than 20 types of designations in the US. They 
cover a broad range of categories of PAs according to the IUCN’s standard. 
23 This is of particular importance considering the fact that there have been practices in China at local levels to introduce the 
national park model based on the IUCN’s categorization. For more details, see infra Chapter 11. 
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Category Title Description 
Ia Strict Nature 
Reserves 
x Strictly protected areas 
x Set aside to protect biodiversity and also possibly geological / 
geomorphological features, where human visitation, use and impacts 
are strictly controlled and limited to ensure protection of the 
conservation values 
x Can serve as indispensable reference areas for scientific research and 
monitoring 
Ib Wilderness Areas x Large unmodified or slightly modified areas 
x Retain their natural character and influence, without permanent or 
significant human habitation 
x Protected and managed so as to preserve their natural condition 
II National Parks x Large natural or near natural areas 
x Set aside to protect large-scale ecological processes, along with the 
complement of species and ecosystems characteristic of the area 
x Provide a foundation for environmentally and culturally compatible 
spiritual, scientific, educational, recreational and visitor 
opportunities 
III National 
Monuments or 
Features 
x Set aside to protect a specific natural monument, which can be a 
landform, a seamount, a submarine cavern, a geological feature such 
as a cave or even a living feature such as an ancient grove 
x Generally quite small protected areas that often have high visitor 
value 
IV Habitat / Species 
Management 
Areas 
x Protect particular species or habitats, and management reflects this 
priority 
x May need regular, active interventions to address the requirements 
of particular species or to maintain habitats (not a requirement) 
V Protected 
Landscapes / 
Seascapes 
x Interaction of people and nature over time has produced an area of 
distinct character with significant ecological, biological, cultural and 
scenic value 
x Safeguarding the integrity of this interaction is vital to protecting 
and sustaining the area and its associated nature conservation and 
other values 
VI Protected Areas 
with Sustainable 
Use of Natural 
Resources 
x Conserve ecosystems and habitats, together with associated cultural 
values and traditional natural resource management systems 
x Generally large, with most of the area in a natural condition, where a 
proportion is under sustainable nature resource management and 
where low-level non-industrial use of natural resources that is 
compatible with nature conservation is seen as one of the main aims 
of the area 
 
Table 1: Categorization of PAs (I–VI) by the IUCN-WCPA 
Source: Adapted from Nigel Dudley24 
 
                                               
24 Nigel Dudley, supra note 4, pp.13-23. 
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3. The Scheme of Protected Areas in the US 
The US has not incorporated the term ‘PA’ into its legal framework. This does not necessarily 
mean that there is no American PA law. PA is mostly discussed in the framework of public land 
and natural resource law in the American context. National parks, the ‘crown jewels’ of federal 
landholding,25 are deemed the flagship of American PAs. However, ‘national parks are merely 
the tip of the federal iceberg’.26 Currently, American public lands are mainly classified into five 
categories managed by four federal agencies in two executive departments.27 At the state and 
local levels, states and local municipalities may designate PAs, such as state and city parks, 
refuges and forests, based on state and local laws. Considering the diversity of state law and 
practices in the US, this research mainly focuses on federal land. PAs designated below the 
federal level are occasionally discussed for complementary purposes. In terms of federal land, 
not all public land designations fit into the definition of PAs provided by the IUCN. For example, 
some federal forests are mainly designated for timber production instead of nature conservation. 
These forests cannot be deemed PAs according to the IUCN criteria.28 In the following text, 
‘PAs’ and ‘public lands’ are used interchangeably, with a focus on public lands that solely or 
partly serve the purpose of nature conservation.  
 The Evolution of Public Land Policies: An Introductory Remark 3.1
The evolution of public land policies in the US is well chronicled. In short, it has undergone four 
distinct stages: acquisition, disposal, retention and intensive management.29  
Acquisition (Birth of the US) 
The formation of the geographical territory of the US is a history that abounds with the 
acquisition of lands from original colonies, foreign nations, American Indian tribes, the State and 
private landowners through treaties, conquests, and purchases.30 All these acquisition activities 
have resulted in both federal ownership and sovereignty over what is now known as the ‘public 
domain’.31 The acquisition of the public domain during the years from 1781 to 1867 accounted 
                                               
25 George Coggins, Charles Wilkinson and John Leshy, Federal Public Land and Resources Law (New York: Foundation Press, 
2007), p.1. 
26 Ibid. 
27 See infra section 3.2. 
28 For more discussion on the difference between a forest and a forest PA, see Nigel Dudley, supra note 4, pp.52-53.  
29 Jan Laitos & Thomas Carr. ‘The Transformation on Public Lands’, 26-2 (1999) Ecology Law Quarterly, p.147; James 
Huffman, ‘The Inevitability of Private Rights in Public Lands’, 65 (1994) University of Colorado Law Review, pp.245-54; Robert 
Keiter, ‘Public Lands and Law Reform: Putting Theory, Policy, and Practice in Perspective’, 25-4 (2005) Utah Law Review, 
p.1131. For a discussion about the history of public lands development, see Paul Wallace Gates & United States Public Land Law 
Review Commission, History of Public Land Law Development (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968). 
30 Paul Smyth, ‘Conservation and Preservation of Federal Public Resources: A History’, 17 (2003) Natural Resources & 
Environment, p.77. 
31 About the relationship between property and sovereignty, especially in terms of American tribal property, see Joseph Singer, 
‘Legal Theory: Sovereignty and Property’, 86 (1991-1992) Northwestern University Law Review, pp.1-56. 
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for 81% of all US land. It also created 30 American states that are commonly known as ‘public 
land states’.32 
Disposal (19th Century) 
During the 19th century, a disposal policy was embraced to promote settlement and development 
in the West. Private ownership of land and resources was the core element of the national land 
strategy during this period. A series of statutes were enacted to serve this purpose, such as the 
Homestead Act of 1862 and the General Mining Law of 1872. The principle of ‘first in time, first 
in right’33 was adopted to allocate the vast West of this newly born nation. This policy was 
rooted in the idea of inexhaustible natural bounty, and flaws gradually manifested. Dubbed the 
‘Great Barbeque’ in the West, this policy was accompanied by the depletion of resources such as 
timber and wildlife. Therefore, the necessity of an adjustment of the national land policy was 
gradually recognized. 
Retention (1872-1964) 
With the 19th century approaching its end and the emergence of the Progressive Movement, 
government ownership of land and resources was promoted in accordance with the Progressive 
idea that government better served as a guardian of the public welfare and interests.34 Some 
observers stated that ‘progressivism, as applied to natural resources through its conservationist 
offshoot, was so central to the history of the federal land management agencies’.35 The goal of 
efficiency exalted in the Progressive Era subsequently influenced the management philosophy 
for public lands. By adopting a series of congressional legislations, the federal government began 
to set aside parts of the public domain as specially protected areas, such as national parks, 
national monuments and wildlife refuges. The first national park, Yellowstone, was established 
by Congress in 1872. The first national forest, Shoshone (part of what was then called the 
‘Yellowstone Timberland Reserve’), was created by Congress in 1891. The first national wildlife 
refuge, Pelican Island, was established by an executive order in 1903. Through the specific 
designation of PAs, the traditional culture of ‘land alienation and consumptive use in American 
history’ was seriously challenged.36 In 1934, with the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act, the 
lands that are now managed by the Bureau of Land Management were intentionally removed 
from herding, settlement and grazing and placed under federal control. This marked the waning 
of the era of public land disposal. 
                                               
32  Bureau of Land Management , ‘Public Land Statistics (2012)’, June 2013, p.3. Available at http://www.blm.gov/-
public_land_statistics/pls12/pls2012-web.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
33 Robert Keiter, supra note 29, p.1132. 
34 Samuel Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency: the Progressive Conservation Movement, 1890-1920 (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1959), pp.122-46 and 261-76. Cited from Robert Keiter, supra note 29, p.1134. 
35 Robert Nelson, ‘The Federal Land Management Agencies’, in Richard Knight & Sarah Bates (eds.), A New Century for 
Natural Resources Management (Washington D.C., Island Press:1995), p.42. 
36 Lary Dilsaver (ed.), America’s National Park System: The Critical Documents (Boston, Md: Rowman & Littlefield, 1994), 
Chapter 1 ‘The Early Years, 1964-1918’, available at http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/anps/index.htm. Last visited 
February 2015. 
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Intensive Management (1964-present) 
Once the federal government retains ownership of federal lands, it must allocate them among 
competing uses. During the 1960s, when the environmental movement emerged in the US, 
intensive management activities began to take place on public lands, including resource use and 
visitor management. This trend was accompanied by a series of environment-related legislations 
enacted by Congress, such as the Wilderness Act of 1964, the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the Clean Water Act of 1977.37 These 
congressional statutes reflected a growing federal commitment to public land and natural 
resource conservation. 
The path of the evolution of public land policies in the US is illustrated by remarkable 
events and the enactment of symbolic legislation. The advent of each distinctive era reflects 
changing values and norms regarding public land, including its function in fulfilling national 
purposes and its relation to nature conservation. 
 The Current Institutional Framework of Public Land 3.2
Public lands are now mainly legislated in four distinct systems, the National Park System, the 
National Forest System, the National Wildlife Refuge System, and remaining public lands that 
do not fall into any of the former three systems. Public land management institutions were 
established somewhat later than were the different types of public land designations.38 These 
four public land systems are now governed and managed by the National Park Service (NPS), the 
United States Forest Service (USFS), the Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS), and the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM), respectively. Among these four agencies, the USFS is affiliated with 
the Department of Agriculture (DOA) and the remaining three are operated under the 
Department of Interior (DOI). The directors/chiefs of these four agencies are nominated by the 
president and approved by the Senate. 
Currently, these four agencies administer approximately 95% of the approximately 650 
million acres of federally owned lands.39 Each of them is given distinctive authority for public 
land management. 40  To carry out this authority, each agency has formulated its own 
management policies and built its own constituencies, for example, outdoor recreationists and the 
NPS, timber companies and the USFS, hunters and the FWS and oil and gas enterprises and the 
BLM. 
                                               
37 For more details of environmental statutes enacted during this period, see infra Chapter 4. 
38 Robert Nelson, supra note 35, p.40. 
39 Kori Calvert et al., ‘Recreation on Federal Lands’, Congressional Research Service Report for Congress, RL33525, 22 
September 2010, p.1. Full text is available at http://cnie.org/nle/crsreports/10Oct/RL33525.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
40 For more discussion about each agency’s management authority, see infra section 2 & 3 of Chapter 4. 
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In addition to the designations shown above, which are managed by parallel federal agencies, 
there are other types of designations of public lands. The most prominent designations are 
wilderness areas and national recreational areas. 
Wilderness Areas 
The designation of ‘wilderness areas’ and the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) 
were established by the Wilderness Act of 1964.41 Unlike the National Park System or the 
Wildlife Refuge System, the NWPS is not managed by a single agency. If Congress designates a 
parcel of land as a ‘wilderness area’, the agency with jurisdiction over that parcel of land prior to 
the wilderness designation retains its management authority. The agency must manage the land 
in accordance with the purpose stated in the Wilderness Act. In other words, the Wilderness Act 
provides management authority to administer wilderness areas to the four federal agencies: the 
NPS, USFS, BLM and FWS.42 
Statistics show that as of February 2015, there were 796 wilderness areas designated in the 
US. Among them, the USFS holds the most units (442), which accounts for 56%; the BLM holds 
222 units (28%); the FWS holds 71 units (9%); and the NPS holds the remaining units (61), 
which accounts for 8%. In terms of size, more than 109 million acres of federal lands are 
protected by their wilderness status.43 This equals approximately 4.5% of the nation’s entire 
territory, which is as large as the state of California. Although this number is large, Congress is 
still criticized by wilderness advocates for its slow pace of wilderness designation.44 This slow 
pace is apparent in the unsatisfactory record of wilderness designation by the 112th Congress 
(2011-2013), which was the first since the 89th Congress (1965-1967) not to protect a single acre 
of wilderness.45 The only wilderness bill enacted into law by the 112th Congress reduced the 
acreage of a wilderness area by 222 acres.46 
National Recreational Areas 
                                               
41 16 USC. §§ 1131-1136. For more details, see infra section 4.1 of Chapter 4. 
42 Originally, the Wilderness Act of 1964 did not include BLM lands in the wilderness inventory requirement. The Federal Land 
Policy and Management Act later added the wilderness use and inventory requirement onto BLM lands in 1976. See infra section 
6 of Chapter 6. 
43 See Wilderness.net, ‘Wilderness Statistics Reports’, available at http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/chart. Last visited February 
2015. In 1980, Congress passed the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (16 USC. §§ 3101-3233). Over 56 million 
acres of lands in Alaska were designated wilderness areas that had doubled the size of the NWPS. 
44 John Lesh, ‘Contemporary Politics of Wilderness Preservation’, 25-1 (2005) Journal of Land, Resources & Environmental 
Law, p.1; Sandra Zellmer, ‘A Preservation Paradox: Political Prestidigitation and an Enduring Resource of Wildness’, 34-4 
(2004) Environmental Law, pp.1017-1018. 
45  Max Greenberg, ‘How Congress dropped the ball again on wilderness this week’, 7 February 2014, available at 
http://wilderness.org/blog/how-congress-dropped-ball-again-wilderness-week. Last visited February 2015. 
46 P.L.112-97. For more details, see Katie Hoover, Kristina Alexander & Sandra Johnson, ‘Wilderness: Legislation and Issues in 
the 113th Congress’, Congressional Research Service R41610, 17 April 2014, p.18. Full text is available at 
http://nationalaglawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/assets/crs/R41610.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
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Along with the increasing conservation and recreational demands of public lands, Congress 
began to designate parcels of public lands primarily for recreational and conservational use.47 
Generally, extractive uses that may impede recreation and conservation are strictly controlled in 
such areas. The labels that Congress has used for these areas are diverse, such as national 
recreation areas, national scenic areas and national seashores. These areas are generically named 
‘National Recreation Areas’ (NRAs). 
Like the NWPS, NRAs may be managed by different agencies, including the NPS, the USFS 
and the BLM.48 For example, the first NRA under the administration of the NPS, Lake Mead, 
was established in 1964, and the first NRA under the USFS, the Spruce Knob-Seneca Rocks 
NRA, was designated in 1965. Unlike the NWPS, NRAs are established by individual 
congressional statutes and are not systemized into one particular system. Furthermore, in the 
NWPS, the designation of wilderness areas has priority over existing designations, which means 
that these specific areas must be managed according to the standard prescribed by the Wilderness 
Act. In contrast, the designation of an NRA does not negate the application of existing generic 
laws. In this sense, NRAs cannot be deemed a sui generis system of separate designations that 
are distinguished from existing ones; instead, they are a loose combination of different 
designated areas with the same title or purpose. The five distinctive systems of public land 
designations are shown in Table 2.  
Type 
Management 
agency 
Number of 
units Acreage 
Percentage 
(%) 
Quadripartite Public 
Land Systems 
National Park 
System NPS 401 79,691,484 13.08 
National Forest 
System 
USFS 175 192,880,840 31.65 
National 
Wildlife Refuge 
System 
FWS 820 88,948,699 14.60 
BLM Lands BLM - 247,859,076 40.67 
Total 609,380,099 100 
Other Designation NWPS NPS, USFS, FWS & BLM 792 109,546,170 - 
Table 2: Overview of different systems of public land designations in the US  
Source: USFS; FWS; Ross Gorte et al.49 
                                               
47 For more details of this tendency, see infra section 3 of Chapter 5. 
48 Since the FWS manages the national wildlife refuge system under a dominant use mandate, i.e., wildlife-dependent 
recreational use, there seems to be no necessity to designate special national recreational areas under the FWS. In practice, there 
is no such designation managed by the FWS. For a discussion of the dominant use mandate, see infra section 3.1 of Chapter 4. 
49 The total units of National Forest System consist of 155 national forests and 20 national grasslands. The total units of NWRS 
consist of 561 National Wildlife Refuges, 209 Waterfowl Production Areas and 50 Coordination Areas. See USFS, ‘About Us- 
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 Shaping the National Park System: A Historical Perspective 3.3
This section focuses on the evolution of the National Park System. Three distinctive stages in 
this history can be identified: the birth of the concept of national parks, the establishment of the 
NPS, and the formulation of the National Park System.  
3.3.1 The Birth of National Parks in the US (1872–1916)  
In 1864, President Lincoln signed a bill granting to California the Yosemite Valley and land 
including the Mariposa Grove of Giant Sequoias to be held for the public ‘in perpetuity’.50 This 
bill was the basis for the idea of national parks and arguably created the first national park in the 
US. 51  The first commonly acknowledged national park was Yellowstone National Park, 
designated by Congress in 1872.52 Congress set aside more than one million acres as ‘a public 
park or pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people’.53 Unlike Yosemite, 
which was granted to the state of California, the territory of Yellowstone stretched over three 
different states: Wyoming, Idaho and Montana. The idea of designating an area as a ‘national’ 
park that enjoyed federal protection was thus born.  
The birth of the concept of national parks was closely related to merchants and large 
enterprises. The designation of national parks in the West was expected to increase the 
transportation of eastern tourists by train. For example, Jay Cooke, who helped finance the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, and others who were related to the railroad business proved to be 
influential during the establishment of Yellowstone.54 National identity is also considered one of 
the incentives for the American establishment of national parks. The US, which was then a 
young country compared to its European ancestors, attempted to symbolize its unparalleled 
natural beauty in ‘national parks’ that would rival the monuments that Europe had developed.55 
                                                                                                                                                       
Meet the Forest Service’, available at http://www.fs.fed.us/aboutus/meetfs.shtml; FWS, ‘Statistic Data Tables for Lands Under 
Control of the Fish & Wildlife Service’, available at http://www.fws.gov/refuges/realty/archives/pdf/2013_-
Annual_Report_of_LandsDataTables.pdf. Other information is collected from Ross Gorte et al., ‘Federal Land Ownership: 
Overview and Data’, Congressional Research Office Report for Congress, R42346, 8 February 2012, p.16. Available at 
https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42346.pdf. All were last visited in February 2015. 
50 Linda Greene, Historic Resource Study (Yosemite: The Park and Its Resources; A History of the Discovery, Management, and 
Physical Development of Yosemite National Park, California) (US Department of the Interior / National Park Service,1987), 
p.xxxvi. 
51 Harmony Mappes, ‘Comment. National Parks: For Use and “Enjoyment” or for “Preservation”? and the Role of the National 
Park Service Management Policies in That Determination’, 92 (2007) Iowa Law Review, p.604. 
52 Aubrey Haines, Yellowstone National Parks: Its Exploration and Establishment (Washington: US National Park Service, 
1974). 
53 Yellowstone National Park Act (1872), in Lary Dilsaver (ed.), supra note 36, Chapter 1. 
54 Dennis Herman, ‘Loving Them to Death: Legal Controls on the Type and Scale of Development in the National Parks’, 11 
(1992) Stanford Environmental Law Journal, p.6; Harmony Mappes, supra note 51, p.606; see also George Coggins & Robert 
Glicksman, ‘Concessions Law and Policy in the National Park System’, 74-3 (1997) Denver University Law Review, p.731(they 
mentioned the Northern Pacific Railroad was an enthusiastic booster of the Yellowstone bill because it foresaw that lots of people 
would need rail transport to visit the Yellowstone). 
55 Nathan Scheg, ‘Preservationists vs. Recreationists in Our National Parks’, 5 (1998) Hastings West-Northwest Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy, pp.49-50; William Shutkin, ‘The National Park Service Act Revisited’, 10 (1991) Virginia 
Environmental Law Journal, p. 351. 
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After Yellowstone, Congress continued this pattern. By the time the NPS Organic Act was 
passed in 1916, 14 national parks had been established.56 However, the time span of 44 years 
(i.e., 1872 –1916) indicates that the idea of national parks was not enthusiastically promoted 
within this period. 
In addition to the designation of national parks, Congress explored other means to protect 
the scenic, historic and cultural treasures of the US. In 1890, Congress designated the first 
National Battlefield Park.57 In 1906, Congress passed the Antiquities Act, which authorized the 
president to ‘declare… objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated upon the lands 
owned or controlled by the Government of the United States to be national monuments’.58 
Compared to Congress’s slow pace of designating national parks, the president showed more 
interest in exercising his power to designate national monuments. Within 10 years, by 1916, 21 
national monuments had been established by the president’s executive orders.59 
3.3.2 The Creation of the NPS and the Hetch Hetchy Debate (1916–1970) 
Many different designations occurred on public lands after the establishment of Yellowstone, 
and their management authority was scattered. For example, the management of national 
monuments was divided between the DOI, the DOA and the Department of War. This 
distribution was deemed uneconomical and inefficient.60 The call for a consolidated federal 
institution to manage these scattered areas was consistently heard beginning in the early 1900s.  
In 1910, Richard Ballinger, the then-Secretary of the DOI, recommended in his annual 
report that Congress should create a ‘bureau of national parks and resorts’ to ensure the 
competent administration of parks. 61  In February 1911, President Taft recommended the 
establishment of a bureau of national parks as essential to the ‘proper management of those 
wondrous manifestations of nature which were so startling and so beautiful that everyone 
recognizes the obligations of the Government to preserve them for the edification and recreation 
of the people’.62 After three hearings before Congress in 1912, 1914 and 1916,63 the NPS was 
finally created by the enactment of the Organic Act of 1916.64 
                                               
56 Harmony Mappes, supra note 51, p.605. See also Benjamin Kline, First Along the River: A Brief History of the US 
Environmental Movement (Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2011), p. 68. 
57 Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park, see http://www.nps.gov/chch/index.htm, last visited February 2015. 
58 Section 2, Antiquities Act (1906), 16 USC. §431-433.  
59 Harmony Mappes, supra note 51, p.605. It is noteworthy that, in the judgment of National Rifle Asso. v. Potter, it was stated 
that by 1916, there were 13 national parks and 19 national monuments established in total (628 F. Supp. 903 (D.C.Court, 1986), 
p.905). 
60 Harlan Unrau & G. Frank Williss, Administrative History: Expansion of the National Park Service in the 1930s (Denver, 
Colo: Denver Service Center, National Park Service, 1983), Chapter 2, Introduction, available at http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/-
online_books/unrau-williss/adhi2.htm. Last visited February 2015. 
61 Bills to Establish a National Park Service and for Other Purposes: Hearing on H.R. 434 & H.R. 8668 Before the House Comm. 
On the Public Lands, 64th Congress, 1st Session 3 (1916). See Robin Winks, ‘The National Park Service Act of 1916: “A 
Contradictory Mandate”?’, 74 (1996-1997) Denver University Law Review, p. 585. 
62 President William Howard Taft (11 February1911) in Hearing 1916. See Robin Winks, ibid., p. 586. 
63 Ibid., pp. 587, 590, 594. 
64 For more details of this Organic Act, see infra section 2.2 of Chapter 4. 
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The protracted process of creating the NPS was partly attributed to the Hetch Hetchy Valley 
debate.65 This debate is considered the first national debate on nature preservation and a symbol 
of environmental activism. In 1908, San Franciscans proposed damming the Hetch Hetchy 
Valley inside Yosemite to provide a steady water and power supply. This proposal stirred 
controversy between utilitarians and preservationists. The frequently cited argument by the 
utilitarians that supported this bill was that ‘only a few thousand people visited Hetch Hetchy 
every year, while nearly 500,000 San Franciscans were thirsty for the water the Valley could 
provide’.66 Preservationists, led by John Muir, believed that nature should be saved from 
destruction and human interference. In 1913, Congress passed a bill agreeing to flood the valley. 
Although preservationists lost the valley in this debate, the Hetch Hetchy debate greatly raised 
public awareness of nature conservation. Preservationists began to craft a more comprehensive 
scheme to better protect nature, leading to a successful lobby that passed the Organic Act, which 
established the NPS. 
3.3.3 Shaping the National Park System: 1970 and Beyond 
After establishing the NPS, the designation of national park units witnessed steady growth. Due 
to the government’s reorganization in 1933, nearly 50 national military parks, national parks, 
battlefield sites and national monuments that were previously under the control of the 
Department of War were transferred to the DOI and placed under the NPS.67 By 1970, 217 units 
were designated with different titles under the control of the NPS.68 To unify management 
standards across different types of designations, Congress passed the General Authorities Act in 
1970, which clearly established the National Park System and defined it as follows: ‘any area of 
land and water now or hereafter administered by the Secretary of the Interior through the [NPS] 
for park, monument, historic, parkway, recreational, or other purposes’.69 
The National Park System has developed into a complicated system of federally designated 
areas including more than 20 types of designations. Within the 401 units, only 59 are called 
‘national parks’ (Table 3). 
 
 
 
                                               
65 The influence of Hetch Hetchy Valley on the passage of the Organic Act is noted by many scholars. See Nathan Scheg, supra 
note 55, pp.50-51; Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, ‘Protecting and Preserving our National Parks in the Twenty First Century: 
Are Additional Reforms Needed Above and Beyond the Requirements of the 1998 National Parks Omnibus Management Act?’, 
62-2 (2001) Montana Law Review, p.218; Michael Mantell, ‘Preservation and Use: Concessions in National Parks’, 8-1 (1979) 
Ecology Law Quarterly, pp.11-12.  
66 Dennis Herman, supra note 54, p.6; Michael Mantell, ibid., pp.11-12; Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, ibid., p.218. 
67 Harlan Unrau & G. Frank Williss, supra note 60, Chapter 2, ‘C. Reorganization of 1933’. 
68 NPS Statistics, ‘Annual Summary Report (1970)’, available at https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/Reports/National. Last visited 
February 2015. 
69 Section 2 of the General Authorities Act of 1970. 
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Number Type of Designation Number of Units 
1.  National Battlefields 11 
2.  National Battlefields Parks 4 
3.  National Battlefields Site 1 
4.  National Military Parks 9 
5.  National Historical Parks 46 
6.  National Historic Sites 78 
7.  International Historic Sites 1 
8.  National Lakeshores 4 
9.  National Memorials 29 
10.  National Monuments 78 
11.  National Parks 59 
12.  National Parkways 4 
13.  National Preserves 18 
14.  National Reserves 2 
15.  National Recreation Areas 18 
16.  National Rivers 5 
17.  National Wild and Scenic Rivers & Riverways 10 
18.  National Scenic Trails 3 
19.  National Seashores 10 
20.  Other Designations 11 
Total Units 401 
 
Table 3: Types of designations and units of the National Park System (as of 2014) 
Source: NPS70 
The National Park System has evolved from ‘the basic bipartite design of parks and 
monuments to a diverse taxonomy’.71 There is no established rule to clarify each type of 
designation. Congress has discretion over designating a type to each unit. According to the 
nomenclature of the NPS, generally speaking, ‘a national park contains a variety of resources and 
encompasses large land or water areas to help provide adequate protection of the resources’, 
whereas ‘a national monument is intended to preserve at least one nationally significant resource. 
It is usually smaller than a national park and lacks its diversity of attractions’.72 Both Congress 
                                               
70  NPS, ‘Units in the National Park System’, available at http://www.nps.gov/news/upload/CLASSLST-401_updated-
-03-27-13.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
71 Robert Fischman, ‘The Problems of Statutory Detail in National Park Establishment Legislation and Its Relationship to 
Pollution Control Law’, 74 (1997) Denver University Law Review, p.790 (he notes that the National Park System also includes a 
miscellaneous category for sui generis units such as the White House and Prince William Forest Park, Virginia). 
72  NPS, ‘Nomenclature of Park System Areas’, available at http://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/hisnps/NPSHistory/nomen-
clature.html. Last visited February 2015. 
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and the NPS have attempted to simplify the nomenclature and establish basic criteria for these 
titles.73  
The expansion of the National Park System in terms of both number and size is considered 
to have been random and piecemeal. Scholars argue that it has failed to deliver a unified federal 
commitment to nature conservation.74 This can be further seen from the designation authorities 
and procedures discussed below. 
 Designation of PAs: Authorities and Procedures 3.4
The federal government may directly designate a parcel of public land as a particular type of PA, 
such as a national park. It can also acquire lands that are not owned by the federal government, 
such as state or privately owned lands, and designate them as federal PAs. A federally designated 
PA may include parcels of state-owned and privately owned land. As of September 2009, there 
were 84.3 million acres of land within the National Park System; 80.4 million were federally 
owned, and the remaining 3.9 million were privately owned or owned by other public bodies, 
such as states.75 This patched ownership arrangement has created tension between different 
landowners.76 The federal acquisition of land for designation purposes is mainly achieved 
through the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF), created by the LWCF Act of 1965. 
The fund is derived from revenues from offshore oil and gas leases. It was created especially for 
federal and state governments to acquire land and water to preserve outdoor recreation 
resources.77  
With regard to the national park designation, the NPS Organic Act is silent regarding the role 
of the NPS in expanding the National Park System. 78  As of 1978, when the Redwood 
Amendment to the Organic Act was passed, the NPS was required ‘to investigate, study, and 
continually monitor the welfare of areas whose resources exhibit qualities of national 
significance and which may have potential for inclusion in the National Park System’.79 Three 
criteria are identified that govern the NPS to create a list of ‘study areas’:80 
1. ‘The greatest potential to meet the established criteria of national significance, suitability, 
and feasibility; 
2. Themes, sites, and resources not already adequately represented in the National Park 
System; and 
3. Public petition and Congressional resolutions’. 
                                               
73 Ibid. 
74 Robert Keiter, To Conserve Unimpaired: The Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington: Island Press, 2013), p.232. 
75 Carol Vincent, ‘National Park System: Establishing New Units’, Congressional Research Service Report for Congress, 
RS20158, 22 July 2010. Full text is available at http://crs.ncseonline.org/nle/crsreports/10Aug/RS20158.pdf. Last visited 
February 2015. 
76 For more details, see infra section 4.2 of Chapter 5. 
77 §460 l-4. 
78 Robert Keiter, supra note 74, p.75. 
79 16 US C. § 1a–5. 
80 16 US C. § 1a–5 (b)(2). 
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The National Park Omnibus Management Act of 1998 further added that the NPS should not 
initiate new studies without specific congressional authorization.81 
The designation of a unit within the National Park System is mainly accomplished by acts of 
Congress. The president was given the power to designate national monuments by the 
Antiquities Act of 1906, so the power to designate a national monument is shared between 
Congress and the president. Different administrations have shown different interests in 
designating national monuments. Several active presidents, such as Carter and Clinton, 
designated millions of acres of public lands as monuments, whereas other presidents, such as 
Nixon, Ford and Reagan, did not designate any parcels of land as national monuments.82 
Controversies arise regarding whether the president should be entitled to this discretion to 
dispose of large tracts of public land. On 26 March 2014, Republicans promoted a bill passed in 
a 222-to-201 vote in the House to amend the Antiquities Act by requiring that any presidential 
national monument designation of 5,000 acres or larger undergo public scrutiny.83 Although it is 
unlikely that the Senate will endorse this bill and make it into law, there is a political divergence, 
especially between Congress and the president, on the disposal of public land for conservation 
purposes. 
4. The Scheme of Protected Areas in China 
 The Ownership Structure of Lands and Natural Resources: A Preliminary Context 4.1
Because the US section of this dissertation focused on PAs designated as public lands, it is 
necessary to clarify the ownership structure of land and natural resources in China. Generally, 
there are two types of ownership with regard to land and natural resources, state ownership and 
collective ownership. Although private individuals are excluded from owning lands and natural 
resources, they may have the usufruct of and benefit from them. 
The ownership of lands is mainly distinguished by their location, and the ownership of 
natural resources is distinguished by their type. In terms of lands, according to the latest 
amended Constitution in 2004,  
‘lands in the cities are owned by the State, lands in the rural and suburban areas are owned by 
collectives except for those portions that belong to the State as prescribed by law, and house sites and 
privately farmed plots of cropland and hilly land are also owned by collectives’ (Article 10).  
                                               
81 National Parks Omnibus Management Act (title III, §303). 
82 President Jimmy Carter (in office 1977 - 1981) designated 15 national monuments up to 54,125,000 acres, and President Bill 
Clinton (in office 1993 - 2001) designated 19 national monuments up to 5,031,391 acres. The acreages of the designated 
monuments during the tenures of these two Presidents rank the top two among all Presidents in the US. For more information, see 
Tom Coburn, ‘PARKED! How Congress’ Misplaced Priorities are Trashing Our National Treasures’, a report by a US Senator, 
October 2013, p.15. 
83 See Ed O’Keefe & Juliet Eliperin, ‘How Republicans are Using National Monuments to Fight President Obama’, 26
 March 2014, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2014/03/26/can-republicans-stop-obama-from-cre
ating-national-monuments/?tid=pm_politics_pop. Last visited January 2015. 
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In terms of natural resources, it is provided that  
‘all mineral resources, waters, forests, mountains, grasslands, unclaimed land, beaches and other 
natural resources are owned by the State, that is, by the whole people, with the exception of the 
forests, mountains, grasslands, un-claimed lands and beaches that are owned by collectives as 
prescribed by law’ (Article 9). 
 The general principle is that natural resources are owned by the State unless otherwise 
provided. Mineral resources and waters can only be owned by the State, whereas other areas, 
including forests, mountains, grasslands, unclaimed lands and beaches, can be owned by the 
State or by collectives. 
The tenure structure of forest-related resources is more complicated. The Forest Law and its 
implementing regulations identify three types of forest-related resources: forests (἞᷇ ), 
forestlands (᷇ൠ) and forest woods (᷇ᵘ). The State or collectives may have ownership of all 
three types. Private individuals cannot have ownership of forests, but they can have usufruct of 
forestlands and ownership of forest woods.84 Currently, state-owned forestland accounts for 
42.45% of all forestland and is managed by state-owned forest enterprises and farms. 
Collectively owned forestland accounts for 57.55%, with diverse models of governance 
structures.85 
The pattern of land ownership in PAs may be diversified. A PA may be totally state owned 
or totally collectively owned, or it may have a mixed ownership structure.86 This pattern is the 
same case as the forest tenure in PAs. A survey conducted in 2007 showed that in all forest-type 
nature reserves87 in China, there were 79,054.9 km2 collectively owned forestlands, which 
accounted for 6.52% of the total area of nature reserves. In some eastern provinces, such as 
Zhejiang and Fujian, this percentage could be as high as 74.66% and 80.13%, respectively.88 In 
some nature reserves, forestlands were entirely owned by collectives, such as Huangsang in 
Hunan and West Eerduos Nature Reserves in Inner Mongolia.89 
One can see from the statistics that collective ownership accounts for a considerable 
percentage of the overall ownership pattern of PAs. In practice, as a result of previous traditions, 
some collective lands and forests were designated as nature reserves without consulting relevant 
                                               
84 NPC, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ἞᷇⌅(Forest Law of PRC), 29 April 1998, Article 3; State Council, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ἞᷇⌅ᇎᯭ
ᶑֻ(Implementing Regulations of the Forest Law of PRC), 29 January 2000, Article 2. 
85 Li Ping & Zhu Keliang, A Legal Review and Analysis of China’s Forest Tenure System with an Emphasis on Collective 
Forestland (Washington, DC: Rights and Resources Initiative, 2008), p.7.  
86 Li Jianquan et al., ᡁഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४᷇ᵳ᭩䶙䰞仈оሩㆆ᧒䇘(Problems and counter-measures on collective forest tenure 
reform in the nature reserves in China), 12 (2009) ᷇ъ䍴Ⓚ㇑⨶(Forest Resources Management), p.3. 
87 Fore discussion of different types of nature reserves and their respective management institutions, see infra section 4.3.2. 
88 Liu Wenjing et al., ᡁഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४䳶փ᷇⧠⣦䰞仈о࠶᷀(Problems and analysis of the status quo of collectively owned 
forest lands in nature reserves in China), 24-3 (2011) ц⭼᷇ъ⹄ウ(World Forestry Research), p.74. 
89 Xu Jiliang et al., ‘A Review and Assessment of Nature Reserve Policy in China: Advances, Challenges and Opportunities’, 
46-4 (2012) Oryx, p.559. 
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stakeholders and considering their interests. This situation resulted in numerous conflicts 
regarding how to clarify the ownership of lands and resources within PAs.90 Furthermore, since 
the early 2000s, the central government has sponsored pilot projects and initiatives at the 
provincial level on ‘collective forest tenure reform’ (䳶փ᷇ᵳ᭩䶙).91 This reform, inspired by 
the Household Responsibility System (ᇦᓝ㚄ӗ᢯व䍓ԫࡦ) in the agriculture field in the 
1980s,92 aimed to contract out collectively owned forestlands to individual households to enable 
and encourage them to operate forest-related resources. Due to this reform, there is an explicit 
discrepancy between individual households that live within nature reserves and outside of nature 
reserves regarding their capacities to benefit from forest products. Therefore, proposals have 
been made to initiate such reforms within nature reserves as well.93 
 Nature Conservation in the People’s Republic of China: A Historical Review 4.2
4.2.1 The establishment of the first nature reserve and its sluggish development (1956 – 1978) 
The notion of protecting nature with a specific designation was born in the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC, hereafter, China) in the 1950s. The first nature reserve, Dinghu Mountain Nature 
Reserve, was established in Guangdong Province by the approval of the State Council in 1956.94 
It was advocated by several scientists from the China Academy of Science who were also 
deputies of the National People’s Congress (NPC). Without a congressional mandate as there 
was in the US, only one announcement was posted in Southern Daily on 23 June 1956, stating 
that ‘the Dinghu Mountain in Gaoyao County is a nature reserve; from now on, timber logging, 
hunting, smoking, firing and other activities would be prohibited in this area’.95 The first nature 
reserve in China was thus born. 
Following the designation of Dinghu Mountain, the Chinese government issued several rules 
to protect forest and wildlife resources. In October 1956, the Ministry of Forestry formulated the 
Draft of Designating a Logging Ban Zone of Natural Forest (Nature Reserve) and designated 
more than 40 areas in 15 provinces (/regions) as ‘logging ban zones’ (⾱Հ४).96 In 1960, the 
State Council issued the Instructions on Active Protection and Rational Utilization of Wild 
                                               
90 For a discussion of such conflicts, see infra section 4.3 of Chapter 9. 
91 Jintao Xu, Andy White and Uma Lele, ‘China’s Forest Land Tenure Reforms: Impacts And Implications for Choice, 
Conservation, and Climate Change’, Rights and Resources Initiative, 2010, available at http://www.rightsandresources.org/-
documents/files/doc_1403.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
92 It was first adopted in agriculture in 1981 and later extended to other sectors of the economy in China. The household 
responsibility system, which allows households to contract land, machinery and other facilities from collective organization,  
replaces the production team system as the unit of production and income distribution. This institutional change resulted in 
remarkable growth in agricultural productivity. See generally Justin Yifu Lin, ‘The Household Responsibility System in China’s 
Agricultural Reform: A Theoretical and Empirical Study’, 36-3 (1988) Economic Development and Cultural Change, p.199. 
93 Liu Wenjing et al., supra note 88, p.75. For more discussion on the conflicts between nature reserve designation and local 
communities’ development, see infra section 4.3 of Chapter 9. 
94 See Yao Jiawei, ㅜањ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ 50ᒤ“؍ছᡈ” (50 years’ ‘Guardian War’ for the first nature reserve), in ইᯩઘᵛ
(Southern Weekly), 14 February 2007, available at http://www.infzm.com/content/5913. Last visited January 2015. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Ke Shuifa & Zhao Tiezhen ,ѝഭⲴ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ (Nature Reserve in China), 11 (2001) ൠ⨶ᮉᆖ(Geographical Teaching 
and Study), p.10. 
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Animals Resources and proposed to establish nature reserves and no-hunting zones to protect 
rare wildlife.97  
The nascent nature reserve system was situated in a less poetic social and economic 
backdrop than in the US, where national parks were born out of the desire to admire natural 
beauty. The campaign of the ‘Great Leap Forward’ occurred in China from 1958 to 1961 and 
called for the development of socialism ‘greater, faster, better, and more economically’ (ཊᘛྭ
ⴱ).98 Under the irrational and even frantic goal of industrialization and collectivization during 
this period, the protection of forests and nature went explicitly against the call for ‘backyard 
furnaces’ in China. From 1966 to 1976, the Cultural Revolution struck another serious blow at 
efforts toward nature conservation. 99  During this period, the problem of environmental 
management was addressed for the first time by the Chinese government when China prepared 
for the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm. 100 
Nevertheless, the process of environmental protection and nature conservation still suffered 
significantly from the overall political turbulence.101 Judith Shapiro made a keen observation 
about the devastating impact of Maoist politics on China’s environment. She noted that the 
traditional Chinese ideal of ‘harmony between the heavens and humankind’ (ཙӪਸа) was 
abrogated in favor of Mao’s insistence that ‘man must conquer nature’ (Ӫᇊ㜌ཙ).102 During 
this period, nature was deemed an object to be conquered and tamed instead of something to be 
revered and protected. 
The tumultuous relationship between humans and nature under Mao’s ideology caused 
stagnation in the development of nature reserves. As of 1978, there were only 34 nature reserves, 
accounting for 0.13% of the total area in China.103 
4.2.2 The Renaissance of the Policy Significance of Nature Conservation in the Post-Mao Era 
In the post-Mao era, along with the shift in the nation’s emphasis from class struggle to 
economic development, there was a growing awareness of the significance of nature protection. 
The development of nature reserves flourished. The symposium on agricultural and natural 
                                               
97 Ibid. 
98 Hong Jiang, ‘Grassland management and views of nature in China since 1949: regional policies and local changes in Uxin Ju, 
inner Mongolia’, 36-5 (2005) Geoforum, p.645. 
99 For more information about the history of China in the 1950s-1970s, see generally R. Keith Schoppa, The Columbia Guide to 
Modern Chinese History (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), pp.119-154. 
100 In 1973, the National Conference on Human Environment was held in which the first country-wide discussion on 
environment protection was launched. See Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Governance in 
China (Paris: OECD,2005), p.497. 
101 For scholarly discussion about the environmental history of China during Mao’s era, see Richard Edmonds, Patterns of 
China’s Lost Harmony : A Survey of the Country's Environmental Degradation and Protection (London; New York: Routledge, 
1994); Vaclav Smil, China’s Environmental Crisis: An Inquiry into the Limits of National Development (Armonk, New York.: 
M.E. Sharpe, 1993); and Hong Jiang, supra note 98. 
102 Judith Shapiro, Mao’s War Against Nature: Politics and The Environment in Revolutionary China (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), p.9. 
103 Ke Shuifa & Zhao Tiezhen, supra note 96, p.10. 
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resources held in 1979 heralded a new era for nature conservation.104 The enactment of the 
Environmental Protection Law (for trial implementation) in 1979 was a landmark of the 
renaissance of environmental protection on the nation’s agenda. In 1985, the then-Department of 
Forestry issued the Measures on the Administration of the Forest and Wildlife Nature 
Reserves.105 This was the first legal document with a particular focus on nature reserves. Since 
then, a series of relevant laws, regulations and policies have been enacted to govern issues such 
as the protection of wildlife, grassland, forests and maritime environments.106 
China also began to actively participate in programs launched at the international level and 
to join international and regional conventions on nature conservation. 107 One of the most 
remarkable achievements was that in 1992, China became one of the first developing countries to 
ratify the CBD.108 As a contracting party, China agreed to establish a system of PAs and to take 
specific measures to conserve biodiversity. The legal framework for nature conservation in 
China has been further improved by the Chinese government’s fulfillment of its conventional 
responsibilities. 
Situated in this beneficial policy environment, both the number and the area of nature 
reserves have witnessed great growth in the post-Mao era. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 1, 
from the 1980s onward, the growth rate of nature reserves has skyrocketed in China. As of the 
end of 2013, the most recent year for which statistics are available, there were 2,697 nature 
reserves established, which represented a 79-fold increase in terms of quantity and a 116-fold 
increase in terms of the area covered in 1978.  
Year 
Total 
Number 
Total area 
(sq.km) 
Increase rate of 
area (%) 
Average area 
(sq.km) 
Percentage of territorial 
area in China (%) 
1956 1 11.33 / 11.33 - 
1965 19 6,488.74 / 341.51 0.07 
1978 34 12,650.00 / 372.06 0.13 
1982 119 40,819.35 / 343.02 0.40 
1985 333 193,300.00 / 580.48 2.10 
1987 481 237,000.00 / 492.72 2.47 
                                               
104 Xu Jiliang et.al, supra note 89, p.557. 
105 Department of Forestry, ἞઼᷇䟾⭏ࣘ⢙㊫ර㠚❦؍ᣔ४㇑⨶࣎⌅(Measures on Administration of the Forest and Wildlife 
Nature Reserve), 6 July 1985. 
106 For more discussion, see infra Chapter 8. 
107 In 1973, China became a member of the ‘Man and Biosphere’ Programme (MAB). China is a contracting party of a series of 
international conventions, such as the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (ratified 
in 1985) and the Ramsar Convention (ratified in 1992). Currently, there are 28 nature reserves included in the MAB network and 
designated as ‘Biosphere Reserves’,45 sites listed in the ‘World Heritage List’, 46 wetlands listed as ‘The Ramsar List of 
Wetlands of International Importance’, and 29 designated ‘World Geological Park’. 
108 Jerry McBeath & Jenifer Huang McBeath, ‘Biodiversity Conservation in China: Policies and Practice’, 9-4 (2006) Journal of 
International Wildlife Law & Policy, p.300. 
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1989 573 270,630.17 / 472.30 2.82 
1991 708 560,666.50 / 791.90 5.54 
1993 763 661,791.28 / 867.35 6.89 
1995 799 718,500.00 / 899.25 7.19 
1997 926 769,790.00 / 831.31 7.64 
1998 926 769,790.00 0.00 831.31 7.64 
1999 1,146 881,524.30 14.51 769.22 8.80 
2000 1,227 982,079.67 11.41 800.39 9.85 
2001 1,551 1,298,900.00 32.26 837.46 12.9 
2002 1,757 1,329,450.00 2.35 756.66 13.2 
2003 1,999 1,439,800.00 8.30 720.26 14.4 
2004 2,194 1,482,260.00 2.95 675.60 14.8 
2005 2,349 1,499,490.00 1.16 638.35 15.0 
2006 2,395 1,515,350.00 1.06 632.71 15.8 
2007 2,531 1,518,818.00 0.23 600.09 15.19 
2008 2,538 1,489,400.00 -1.94 586.84 15.13 
2009 2,541 1,477,500.00 -0.80 581.46 14.72 
2010 2,588 1,494,400.00 1.14 577.43 14.90 
2011 2,640 1,497,114.64 0.18 567.09 14.93 
2012 2,669 1,497,900.00 0.05 561.22 14.94 
2013 2,697 1,463,098.00 -2.32 542.49 14.60 
Table 4: Number and acreage of nature reserves in China (1956-2013) 
Source: Ministry of Environmental Protection109 
 
  
                                               
109 The data from 1956-1991 is from Ministry of Environmental Protection,ѝഭ⧟ຳ⣦ߥޜᣕ 2000 (Environmental Situation 
Bulletin in China (2000)), available at http://jcs.mep.gov.cn/hjzl/zkgb/2000/200211/t20021125_83824.htm; the data of 1982, 
1987 and 1993 is cited from Li Jingwen, Cui Guofa and Li Junqing, ‘Income and managing problems of the protected areas in 
China’, 12-3 (2001) Journal of Forestry Research, p.196; the data from 1995-2012 is from ޘഭ⧟ຳ㔏䇑ޜᣕ
(1995-2013)( Environmental Statistics Bulletin in China (1995-2013)) (the most updated data is until 2013), available at 
http://www.mep.gov.cn/zwgk/hjtj/qghjtjgb/; the data in 2011 is from the website of the MoEP, http://sts.mep.gov.cn-
/zrbhq/zrbhq/201208/P020120824531200801316.pdf. All were last visited January 2015. 
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Figure 1: Growth tendency of the number and the area of nature reserves in China (1965-2013) 
Source: Ministry of Environmental Protection110 
However, examining the figures more carefully, several phenomena are noteworthy. First, 
although the quantity of nature reserves has shown an absolute increase, the growth rate of the 
area of these reserves is much lower. This tendency is particularly apparent after the 2000s. For 
example, the average area of nature reserves in 2000 was approximately 800 km2, whereas in 
2013, the number decreased to approximately 542 km2. In other words, nature reserves in China 
are becoming smaller and smaller. This has caused the effect of an ‘ecological island’, which 
means that the designation of nature reserves is piecemeal and patched and cannot reflect the 
entire ecological process. Scholars criticize the excessive emphasis on the quantitative increase 
of nature reserves and inadequate attention to the quality of nature reserve management.111 
Second, the total area saw a decrease in 2008 and 2009. In fact, despite a small increase in 
the total area in 2007, 136 new nature reserves were established in that year. This means that 
there has been a considerable shrinkage of existing nature reserves. This phenomenon is partly 
due to the enactment of the Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas in 2006. Because 
regulations on scenic and historic areas (SHAs) are less strict than regulations on nature reserves, 
                                               
110 Ibid. 
111 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, ‘National parks in China: Experiments with protecting nature and human livelihoods in 
Yunnan province, Peoples’ Republic of China (PRC)’, 144 (2011) Biological Conservation, p.1315. 
For more discussion, see infra section 3.5 of Chapter 8. 
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some local nature reserves were re-designated as SHAs, which resulted in a decrease in the total 
area of nature reserves.112  
4.2.3 An Increasing Variety of PA Designations and Management Bodies 
In addition to paying increasing attention to the development of nature reserves, China has 
gradually diversified the types of PA designations and applied different management strategies to 
them. For example, the system of SHAs was established under the authority of the construction 
department in 1982;113 the system of maritime nature reserves was established by the oceanic 
administration in 1983; and the system of forest parks was established by the forestry 
administration in 1993. There are currently more than 10 types of designations of PAs in China 
(Table 5). 
Authority Designation Enabling Legislation Effective Date (Amendment Date) 
Ministry of 
Housing and 
Urban-Rural 
Development 
(MoHURD) 
SHA 
Regulations on Scenic and 
Historic Areas  
7 June 1986 
(1 December 2006) 
Park 
Opinions on Strengthening the 
Administration of Parks 
3 February 2005 
Key National Park 
Interim Measures on 
Administration of Key National 
Parks 
31 March 2006 
Urban Wetland Park 
Measures on Administration of 
Urban Wetland Parks at the 
National Level (Trial) 
2 February 2005 
Ministry of 
Environmental 
Protection 
(MoEP) 
Nature Reserve Regulations on Nature Reserves 1 December 1994 
Ecological 
Functional Zone 
Outline for the Protection of the 
National Ecological 
Environment 
26 November 2000 
State Forestry 
Administration 
(SFA) 
Forest and 
Wildlife-type 
Nature Reserve  
Measures on Administration of 
Forest and Wildlife-type Nature 
Reserves 
6 July 1985 
Forest Park 
Measures on Administration of 
Forest Parks 
11 December 1993 
Opinions on Accelerating the 21 December 2006 
                                               
112 See Xu Jiliang et.al, supra note 89, p.558. More details of this phenomenon of de-designation of nature reserves will be 
discussed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 10. 
113 In November 1982, the State Council approved 44 SHAs as the first batch of SHAs at the national level. This marked the 
formal establishment of the system of SHAs in China. It is noteworthy of notice that the Interim Regulations on SHAs were not 
issued until 1986. See the MoHURD, ѝഭ仾Ჟ਽㜌४һъਁኅޜᣕ˄ 1982ü2012 (˅Bulletin of the Development of Scenic and 
Historic Areas in China (1982-2012)), December 2012, p.1. Full text is available at http://www.mohurd.gov.cn-
/zxydt/w02012120419937414971793750.doc. Last visited February 2015. 
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Development of Forest Parks 
Measures on Administration of 
Forest Parks at the National 
Level 
1 August 2011 
National Wetland 
Park 
Measures on Administration of 
National Wetland Parks (Trial) 
28 February 2010 
Ministry of 
Land and 
Resources 
Mineral Park 
Announcement on 
Strengthening the Construction 
of National Mineral Parks 
11 January 2006 
Geological Park 
Announcement on 
Strengthening the Construction 
of International Geological 
Parks in China 
9 April 2009 
Ministry of 
Water 
Resources 
Irrigational Scenic 
Area 
Measures on Administration of 
Irrigational Scenic Areas 
1 August 2004 
State 
Administration 
of Cultural 
Heritage 
Cultural Relics 
Law on Protection of Cultural 
Relics 
29 June 2013 
Archaeological Site 
Parks 
Measures on Administration of 
National Archaeological Site 
Parks (Trial) 
17 December 2009 
State Oceanic 
Administration 
Maritime Special 
Protected Area 
Measures on Administration of 
Maritime Special Protected 
Area 
31 August 2010 
Table 5: Institutional structure of PA designation in China 
One of the most important factors that have led to the diversification of PA designations is 
the increasing recreational use of PAs. Table 5 shows that most new designations are based on 
the notion of ‘parks’. New types of designations usually develop out of scenic resources in terms 
of geological, irrigational or mineral resources. Different departments claim their respective 
management authority over these new types of designations. Alford and Shen note that ‘national 
agencies vie with one another to develop new laws that will… justify their continued call on state 
resources’.114 This has largely complicated the overall institutional structure of PA management. 
As will be discussed below, the problem of overlapping designations exists, and the issue of the 
best way to coordinate different management authorities remains to be solved.115 
                                               
114 William Alford & Yuanyuan Shen, ‘Limits of the Law in Addressing China’s Environmental Dilemma’, 16 (1997) Stanford 
Environmental Law Journal, p.139. 
115 See infra section 3.4. of Chapter 9. 
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Among these designations, the three most common and important types of terrestrial PAs are 
nature reserves, SHAs and forest parks in terms of their number, size and legislative significance. 
At the level of ‘administrative regulation’, which is enacted by the State Council, there are only 
two types of PAs: nature reserves and SHAs. Other types of PAs are designated by the 
regulations and rules issued by each department.116 
As of 2013, there were more than 6,600 units of these three types of PAs in China, which 
covered approximately 18.26% of the territorial land (Table 6). It is noteworthy that in contrast 
to the management of forests in the US by the USFS, the forest park is a special designation that 
differs from the designation of forests in general.117 Both forests and forest parks are managed 
by the SFA; however, they differ in terms of allowable uses and regulated activities, which can 
be seen from the strict regulation of timber production in forest parks.118 According to the latest 
statistics, there are 2.08 million km2 of forest vegetation in China.119 The area of forest parks 
accounts for approximately 8.5% of the total area of forests. 
Type Number Area (sq.km) Percentage of territorial land (%) 
Nature Reserves 2,697 1,463,098 14.58 
SHAs 962 193,700 1.93 
Forest Parks 2,948 175,800 1.75 
Total 6,607 1,832,598 18.26 
 
Table 6: The number and area of nature reserves, SHAs and forest parks and their percentage of 
territorial area in China 
Source: Data are collected from official releases120 
4.2.4 Local Initiatives to Introduce National Parks  
                                               
116 About the legislative hierarchy in China, see infra section 1.1 of Chapter 8. 
117 Forest is defined as land having no less than 20% tree canopy cover. See Xu Jianchu & David Melick, ‘Rethinking the 
effectiveness of public protected areas in southwestern China’, 21-2 (2006) Conservation Biology, p.8. 
118 See SFA, ἞᷇ޜഝ㇑⨶࣎⌅(Measures on Administration of Forest Parks), Article 12; and SFA, ഭᇦ㓗἞᷇ޜഝ㇑⨶࣎
⌅(Measures on Administration of Forest Parks at the National Level), Article 14. 
119 See SFA, ѝഭ἞᷇䍴Ⓚ(2009-2013) (Forest resources in China (2009-2013)), available at http://www.forestry.gov.cn-
/main/58/content-660036.html. Last visited January 2015. 
120 The data of nature reserve are from MoEP, ޘഭ⧟ຳ㔏䇑ޜᣕ(2013) (Environmental Statistics Bulletin in China (2013)), 
available at http://zls.mep.gov.cn/hjtj/qghjtjgb/201503/t20150316_297266.htm; the data of SHA are from the MoHURD, ѝഭ仾
Ჟ਽㜌४һъਁኅޜᣕ(1982-2012) (Bulletin of the Development of Scenic and Historic Areas in China (1982-2012)), 
available at http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/zxydt/w02012120419937414971793750.doc; the data of forest parks are from SFA, 2013
ᒤᓖ἞᷇ޜഝᔪ䇮㓿㩕ᛵߥ(Construction and Operation of Forest Parks in 2013), available at http://zgslgy.forestry.gov.cn-
/portal/slgy/s/2452/content-669504.html. All last visited January 2015. 
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In addition to the types of PAs discussed above, there have been attempts to designate ‘national 
parks’ at the local level.121 In 2007, under the auspices of international NGOs (especially The 
Nature Conservancy), local governments and the SFA, the ‘first’ national park, Pudacuo 
National Park, was inaugurated in Shangri-La County, Diqing Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, 
Yunnan Province. Yunnan claims that Pudacuo was established in accordance with the 
international standards for PAs set by the IUCN, and it differs from existing types of PA 
designations, particularly nature reserves and SHAs. The operation of Pudacuo has experienced 
great economic success. However, Yunnan’s initiative to introduce the national park model has 
been criticized for lacking the legitimate power to designate a ‘national’ park. Due to the lack of 
statutory stipulations at the national level, consensus has not been achieved among central 
agencies about who should have the power to manage this new model of national parks. 
Therefore, disputes have arisen. Although the latest policy from the CPC has shown keen interest 
in establishing national parks across China, further measures have not yet been specified.122 
Thus, the plan for the development of national parks in China remains unclear.  
 The Institutional Framework of PA Designation and Management 4.3
4.3.1 A General Overview and the Proposed ‘Natural Heritage System’ 
There is no integrated system of PAs in China. Although many scholars advocated the adoption 
of the concept and categories of ‘PAs’ developed by the IUCN into law to integrate diverse 
designations in China, their efforts were thwarted when the draft of the ‘Law on Natural Heritage’ 
was released to replace the former draft of the ‘Law on Protected Areas’.123 The enactment of 
the Law on Natural Heritage is still under debate, especially with regard to the definition and 
scope of ‘natural heritage’. Whether the ‘Natural Heritage System’ could be a governing concept 
for PA management in China remains questionable. The proposed ‘Natural Heritage System’ did 
not unify the management authority across different departments, nor did it comprehensively 
cover different types of PA designations in China. According to the latest draft, the National 
Heritage System is mainly a combination of existing systems of SHAs and nature reserves that 
leaves their management authority unchanged. Whether the Chinese legislatures will adopt the 
IUCN’s definition and categorization of PAs into their national legislation remains to be seen. 
4.3.2 The Institutional Structure of Nature Reserve Designation and Management 
                                               
121 In the relevant English literature, the use of the term ‘national park’ is chaotic. In some scholarly writing, the term includes 
‘national forest parks, national key scenic resorts, national natural reserves, national geo-parks, national wetland parks, national 
mining parks and national water reserve parks’, see Guangyu Wang et al.,‘National Park Development in China: Conservation or 
Commercialization?’, 41 (2012) AMBIO, p.249. In other cases, it refers specifically to SHAs at the national level, nature reserves 
at the national level, or both in China. See Ma Xiaolong, Chris Ryan, Bao Jigang, ‘Chinese National Parks: Differences, 
Resource Use and Tourism Product Portfolios’, 30 (2009) Tourism Management, p.21. The usage of the term ‘national park’ is 
no more accurate in these contexts considering the fact that Pudacuo has been operating for more than 8 years now. For more 
details, see Chapter 11. 
122 Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC), ѝޡѝཞޣҾޘ䶒␡ॆ᭩䶙㤕ᒢ䟽བྷ䰞仈Ⲵߣᇊ
(Decisions of the CCCPC on Several Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms), 12 November 2013, para. 
52. For more details, see infra Chapter 11. 
123 The draft of the ‘Law on Natural Heritage’ will be further discussed in infra section 2.2.3 of Chapter 8. 
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The institutional structure of nature reserve management is mainly formulated on two sets of 
criteria: different types and different levels of nature reserves. Nature reserves are divided into 
three categories that include nine specific types, as shown in Table 7. 
Category of Nature Reserves Type of Nature Reserves 
Category I Natural Ecosystems 1. Forestry ecosystem 
2. Grassland and meadow ecosystem 
3. Desert ecosystem 
4. Inland wetland and waters ecosystem 
5. Marine and coastal ecosystem 
Category II Species 6. Wild animals 
7. Wild plants 
Category III Natural Relics 8. Geological remains 
9. Paleontological remains 
Table 7: Categorization of nature reserves in China 
Source: State Environmental Protection Administration124 
Before 1994, nature reserves were separately managed by different departments. There was 
no unified authority in charge of the overall supervision of nature reserve management. The 
Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994 adopted a system that combined ‘integrated 
management’ and ‘separate management by departments’ (㔬ਸ㇑⨶о࠶䜘䰘㇑⨶⴨㔃ਸ) to 
manage nature reserves. At the central level, the MoEP (the then-National Environment 
Protection Agency (ഭᇦ⧟؍ተ)) is in charge of the integrated management of nature reserves. 
Competent departments of forestry, agriculture, geology and mineral resources, water 
conservancy, marine affairs and other departments are responsible for relevant types of nature 
reserves within their jurisdictions (Article 8). This combined system was confirmed by an 
official interpretation by the MoEP (the then-State Environmental Protection Agency, SEPA, ഭ
ᇦ⧟؍ᙫተ)) in 2001 in response to an inquiry by Guangdong Province on the application of 
Article 8 of the Regulations.125 Three reasons were provided in this explanation:  
1. The complexity of the categorization of nature reserves (see Table 7) makes separate 
management necessary; 
                                               
124 State Environmental Protection Administration, 㠚❦؍ᣔ४㊫රо㓗࡛ࡂ࠶৏ࡉ(Principles for Categories and Grades of 
Nature Reserves), GB/T 14529-93, 19 July 1993. 
125 SEPA, ޣҾǉѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ᶑֻǊᴹޣᶑⅮާփᓄ⭘䰞仈Ⲵ༽࠭(Reply of the SEPA on Application of 
Relevant Articles Provided in the Regulations of the Nature Reserves of the P.R.C.), Huanhan No.268 [2001], 13 November 
2001.  
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2. Practices before the 1990s indicated that coordination between different departments and 
supervision needed to be established to mitigate potential inter-departmental conflicts; 
and 
3. Practices after the Regulations took effect in 1994 indicated that such a combinative 
management system was effective and thus necessary.  
Table 8 shows the composition of authorities on nature reserve management and the 
numbers of nature reserves that are under their control. 
Authority Number Percentage (%) 
SFA 1,879 73.9 
MoEP 253 10.0 
MoHURD 11 0.4 
State Oceanic Administration 102 4.0 
Ministry of Agriculture 85 3.3 
Ministry of Land & Resources 69 2.7 
Ministry of Water Resources 44 1.7 
Other 98 3.9 
Total 2,541 100 
Table 8: Management of various types of nature reserves by different authorities (2009) 
Source: Megan Kram et al.126 
Although the MoEP is in charge of the overall management of all nature reserves, only 10% 
of all nature reserves are under its direct control. Instead, the SFA manages the majority of 
Chinese nature reserves, namely, the forest- and wildlife-type nature reserves. In addition, the 
SFA manages other types of PAs, such as forest parks and national wetland parks (Table 5). In 
this way, the SFA plays a crucial role in China’s nature conservation scheme. 
Nature reserves are divided into four levels: nature reserves at the national level, at the 
provincial level, at the city level, and at the county level.127 The criteria to be listed as a nature 
reserve at the national level are ‘of typical significance nationally or internationally, of 
significant international influence in terms of science, or of special scientific research value’.128  
                                               
126 Megan Kram et al., Protecting China’s Biodiversity: A Guide to Land Use, Land Tenure, and Land Protection Tools (Beijing: 
The Nature Conservancy, 2012), p.157. 
127 The Regulations on Nature Reserves only prescribe two levels, i.e., national and local levels (Article 11). According to an 
official explanation made by the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council in 2002, nature reserves at the local level are 
further divided into provincial, city and county levels. See State Council, ഭ࣑䲒⌅ࡦ࣎ޣҾྲօ䘲⭘ǉѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㠚❦
؍ᣔ४ᶑֻǊㅜॱҼᶑⲴ䈧⽪Ⲵ༽࠭(Reply of the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council on How to Apply Article 12 
of the Regulations on Nature Reserves of PRC), ഭ⌅〈࠭[2002]190ਧ, Guofamihan No.190 [2002], 16 October 2002.  
128 Article 11 of the Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994. 
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The designation of nature reserves is based on a procedure of ‘application, examination and 
approval’. To be listed as a nature reserve at the national level, first, governments at the 
provincial level where the proposed nature reserve is located or competent departments under the 
State Council apply to the National Nature Reserves Appraisal Committee, which is affiliated 
with the MoEP. After the appraisal by the Committee, competent departments of environmental 
protection under the State Council coordinate with relevant departments and decide whether to 
approve the application. Their comments are submitted to the State Council for final approval. 
The designation of nature reserves at local levels follows similar procedures and depends on 
approval by provincial governments.129 
4.3.3 The Institutional Structure of SHA Designation and Management 
The Interim Regulations on the Administration of Scenic and Historic Areas of 1985 (the Interim 
Regulations) classify SHAs into three levels: national, provincial and city-county levels. The 
Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas of 2006 (the Regulations) abridge the third level, and 
SHAs are currently classified as either national or provincial. The institutional structure has been 
adjusted accordingly. 
In the 1980s, the institutional framework of SHA management was not fully established in 
China. The Interim Regulations provide that ‘a level of government should be established where 
the SHA is located’ (Article 5). This means that all branches of a government, including the 
legislature, executive bodies and judiciary, are established for an SHA. In reality, several 
governments were specifically created for SHAs during the 1980s in China. The establishment of 
the government of Wulingyuan District is such an example.130 If no ad hoc government is 
established within the domain of an SHA, it is generally provided that a management body for an 
SHA should be established (Ibid.). 
After the Regulations were promulgated in 2006, the institutional structure of SHA 
management was more or less stabilized. At the central level, the management of SHAs was 
assigned to the construction department (i.e., the MoHURD). This department is responsible for 
supervising the management of SHAs throughout the country. The Regulations also require that 
other departments at the central level are responsible for ‘relevant aspects’ of the supervision and 
management of SHAs. In contrast to nature reserves, other relevant departments play a 
cooperative and assistive role in SHA management, and they have management authorities that 
are delegated by legislatures in particular types of nature reserves under their control.  
The criteria to be listed as an SHA at the national level are generally based on a ‘national 
representativeness’ standard (Article 8), which is similar to the ‘national significance’ standard 
                                               
129 Article 12 of the Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994. 
130 The State Council approved the establishment of Wulingyuan government in 1988, at the same time as the SHA of 
Wulingyuan was designated as a SHA at the National Level. The district of Wulingyuan is subordinated to the city of Zhangjiajie 
in Hunan province and is in charge of managing the SHA of Wulingyuan that consists of Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, Tianzi 
Mountain Nature Reserve, Suoxiyu Nature Reserve and Yangjiajie Nature Reserve.  
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of nature reserves. The designation of SHAs at the national level shares similar procedures with 
the designation of nature reserves (Article 10).  
At the local level, competent departments of construction within governments at the 
provincial level are empowered to manage SHAs at the local level (Article 5). At the ground 
level, SHAs are managed by individual SHA administrations with different titles, such as 
administrative committees or bureaus. These administrations have various institutional 
arrangements with local governments. Therefore, the institutional structure of individual SHAs at 
the local level may differ significantly from one another.  
4.3.4 The Institutional Structure of Forest Park Designation and Management 
According to the Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks of 1993, forest parks are 
divided into three levels: national, provincial and city-county levels (Article 6). The designation 
procedures for forest parks differ from those for nature reserves and SHAs.  
First, because there is no ‘administrative regulation’ or law that enables the establishment of 
forest parks, forest parks are a product of the forestry department. The SFA, instead of the State 
Council, is in charge of approving the application of the establishment of ‘forest parks at the 
national level’. 
Second, the scope of qualified applicants for this designation differs. The owners and users 
of forests, forest woods and forestlands are entitled to apply to establish forest parks at the 
national level.131 These differ from relevant administrative authorities as qualified applicants in 
the case of nature reserves and SHAs. This is partly due to the particular tenure structure of 
forest-related resources in China discussed above. 
Third, the criteria for designating a forest park at the national level are more specific and 
include the following: (1) the quality of forest scenic resources must reach the first level of the 
relevant national standard and must achieve a score of at least 40; (2) the area to be designated 
must accord with the development plan of forest parks at the national level; (3) the ownership of 
forest resources must be clear, without any disputes; and (4) there must be a qualified operation 
and management body with clear duties and responsibilities that is equipped with relevant 
technological and managerial staff.132 
According to the Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks of 1993, ‘a management 
body of forest parks should be established if such parks are established by the forestry 
administration, state-owned forest farm, state-owned forest nursery or collective forest farm’. It 
is noteworthy that if such forest parks are established by state-owned forest farms or nurseries, 
                                               
131 SFA, ഭᇦ㓗἞᷇ޜഝ䇮・ǃ᫔䬰ǃਸᒦǃ᭩ਈ㓿㩕㤳തᡆ㘵ਈᴤ䳦኎ޣ㌫ᇑᢩ㇑⨶࣎⌅(Administrative Measures on 
Examination and Approval of the Establishment, Revocation, Merger, Change of Business Scope or Change of Subordination 
Relationship of Forest Parks at the National Level), ഭᇦ᷇ъተԔㅜ 16ਧ(Decree No. 16 of the SFA), 20 July 2005, Article 3. 
Full text is available at http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2006/content_303591.htm. Last visited February 2015. 
132 Ibid., Article 3. 
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these farms or nurseries would become the management bodies of forest parks. Unlike other 
management agencies that are part of governments, these administration bodies are public 
institutions sponsored by governments (һъঅս), which are similar to NGOs (Article 4). 
5. Summary 
First, the foregoing discussion shows that the designation of PAs has become a dominant 
strategy to protect nature around the world. The rationale for PAs is to separate valuable 
landscapes, fauna and flora, resources and ecosystems from those factors that might threaten 
them. A myriad of international, regional and national instruments has come into existence with 
a particular focus on designating certain parcels of land as specifically protected areas.  
Second, the definition and categorization of PAs developed by the IUCN and the domestic 
practices of PAs in the US and China demonstrate the complexity of formulating a PA scheme. 
A ‘one-size-fits-all’ tactic does not suffice to address site-specific issues of different types of 
natural areas, different types of needs from different user groups and different degrees of need 
for human intervention. Therefore, a diversified and hierarchical structure of PA designation is 
necessary to accommodate PAs to fit into these complexities. 
Third, there has been an evolution of public land policies in both the US and China. In the 
US, public land policies have undergone four distinctive stages. These stages reflect changing 
perceptions of and underlying values in relation to nature, the development needs of the nation, 
influences from the environmental movement and improved environmental science. In China, 
nature conservation has suffered setbacks due to political turbulence and has witnessed a 
renaissance in the post-Mao era. PA designation has gradually diversified; however, it has not 
been systemized and legalized. Compared to the US, where the institutional structure of public 
land management is considerably formalized and stabilized, the scheme of PAs in China is still 
undergoing experimental and contingent changes due to initiatives from both the local and 
departmental levels. 
Fourth, the roles of local governments in managing public land differ significantly between 
the US and China. In the US, the designation of PAs on federal lands indicates a federal solution 
to land and resource protection. Federal public land management agencies are direct managers of 
public lands, although they may cooperate with states and local governments on certain issues. In 
China, due to the hierarchical designation structure, departments at the central level are not 
directly involved in the management of PAs. Instead, they function as policymakers and 
supervisors. PAs at all levels in China are managed in practice by local governments, even 
though they possess a ‘national’ title. In this way, local governments play an important role in 
the management of national PAs. 
Following this examination of the definition and categorization of PAs at the international 
level and the schemes of PAs in the US and China, I will now provide some clarifications on the 
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concepts to be used in this dissertation and the scope of this research. The term ‘PA’ with 
particular reference to the IUCN is used as a governing concept throughout the dissertation. 
Regarding the scope of this research, (1) it only focuses on terrestrial PAs due to the 
particularities of maritime PAs;133 (2) country studies of the US mainly focus on PAs designated 
at the federal level on public lands, with a specific focus on national parks, whereas other types 
of designations will serve for comparative and complementary purposes; and (3) in the case of 
China, attention is focused on the three dominant types of PAs: nature reserves, SHAs and forest 
parks. 
                                               
133 The particularities of maritime PAs include that they are always exceptionally large areas, areas beyond national jurisdiction, 
vastly extended areas within national jurisdiction, less well understood, have large-scale connectivity of natural processes, 
three-dimensional spaces, with high environmental variability and have long-standing traditional tenure and resource rights 
regimes. Thus maritime PAs have received special legislative treatments around the world. See Barbara Lausche, Guidelines for 
Protected Areas Legislation (Gland, Switzerland: IUCN, 2011), pp.209-264. 
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Chapter 3: Resolving Conflicts in Protected Areas: Rationale, 
Principles and the Institutional Approach 
1. Introduction 
To examine how conflicts are resolved in the legal systems of the US and China, preliminary 
questions to address include what conflicts in PA management are, why there are conflicts, what 
the goal of conflict resolution is and how law can contribute to conflict resolution. This chapter 
approaches these preliminary questions in three ways. It first elaborates the rationale for conflict 
and conflict resolution scenarios with a particular focus on the role of recreation and tourism. 
Second, it outlines the principles that govern how an optimal balance would look and how it can 
be achieved. Third, it develops an institutional approach to analyze how a desirable legal regime 
can be constructed.  
First, a preliminary clarification of three sets of terms used in this dissertation is provided, 
including use, preservation and conservation; recreation and tourism; and conflict and dispute. 
Then, the reasons conflicts arise and the contexts in which conflicts are situated are discussed. 
By applying Campbell’s triangle model, conflicts in PAs are classified into three types: resource 
conflicts, development conflicts and property conflicts. 
Second, the principle of sustainable development (SD) and its associated principles, 
including sustainable tourism and ecotourism, are investigated. The requirements established in 
these principles to balance interests and make decisions that affect the environment are examined. 
Through a presentation of the normative influences of these principles on nature conservation 
law, this study examines how the legal system can better integrate the substance of these 
principles to resolve conflicts in PA management.  
Third, this study investigates how the resolution of conflicts in PA management relates to 
administrative law issues. Based on an elaboration of Vermeule’s institutional theory of legal 
interpretation, an institutional approach is proposed to frame the issues of conflict and conflict 
resolution in PA management. The potential of Vermeule’s theory to frame the interpretation of 
PA-related laws is examined. 
2. A Preliminary Clarification of Basic Concepts 
The following three sets of terms are used throughout this dissertation: (1) use, preservation and 
conservation; (2) recreation and tourism; and (3) conflict and dispute. Clarification of these terms 
is provided below. 
 Use, Preservation and Conservation 2.1
In spoken and written English, the words ‘preservation’ and ‘conservation’ are used 
interchangeably. They share meanings, such as the protection and care of nature. However, in 
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particular contexts, differences between them may be apparent or even crucial, such as in 
environmental philosophy and the legislative language used in the NPS Organic Act.1 
From a linguistic perspective, Webster’s Dictionary defines ‘conservation’ as ‘to care or 
keep supervision of something by a governmental authority or by a private association or 
business, [such as] planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, 
or neglect’.2 To ‘preserve’ is defined as ‘to keep safe from injury, harm, or destruction; [or] to 
keep alive, intact, in existence, or from decay’. 3  Some subtle differences can be found: 
conservation indicates a certain type of activity, such as management and supervision, whereas 
preservation refers to an intact status. 
In the field of nature studies, especially in the context of the US, conservation refers to a 
protective status of nature in which affirmative management activities (such as predator 
eradication and fire extinguishing) exist and the controlled use of natural resources is allowed. In 
contrast, preservation elevates the value of natural processes per se. It refers to a ‘step-out’ 
approach with as little human interference as possible. In the early history of nature management 
in the US, preservationists and conservationists were considered two distinct groups of people 
that possessed different, even opposing, attitudes toward the human-nature relationship.4  
Another concept that is frequently used in nature studies is ‘use’. The scenario of conflicts 
between ‘use and preservation’ is applied broadly in the literature.5 However, this dichotomy is 
not always tenable. Some scholars deem preservation a type of ‘use’ for its provision of 
ecological services, such as the maintenance of climates, habitats, and species. These services 
can even be quantified into economic value. In 1997, Costanza et al. estimated the economic 
value of 17 ecosystem services, which fell in the range of 16-54 trillion US dollars per year, with 
                                               
1 The Organic Act mandates the NPS to ‘conserve’ nature and provide for enjoyment. The adoption of the term ‘conserve’ 
instead of ‘preserve’ is used by scholars to argue against the ‘museum’ perception of nation parks. For more discussion of the 
semantic reading of the Organic Act, see infra section 2.1.1 of Chapter 6. 
2 Philip Babcock Gove et al., Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the English Language, Unabridged (Springfield, 
Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Co., 1981), p.483. 
3 Ibid, p.1794. 
4 For a comprehensive list of literature on the ‘conservation-preservation’ debate in the US, see Adam Rome, ‘Conservation, 
Preservation, and Environmental Activism: A Survey of the Historical Literature’, NPS online publication, 2003, available at 
http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/hisnps/NPSThinking/nps-oah.htm. Last visited February 2015. In literature, many commentators 
have drawn a firm distinction between conservation and preservation, see A. Dan Tarlock, ‘For Whom the National Parks?’, 34 
(1981) Stanford Law Review, pp.256-257; Harmony Mappes, ‘Comment. National Parks: For Use and “Enjoyment” or for 
“Preservation”? and the Role of the National Park Service Management Policies in That Determination’, 92 (2007) Iowa Law 
Review, pp.612,628; and Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, And Centennial Values’, 33 
(2009) William and Mary Environmental Law and Policy Review, p.856. 
5 See Bill Carter & Gordon Grimwade, ‘Balancing Use and Preservation in Cultural Heritage Management’, 3-1 (1997) 
International Journal of Heritage Studies, pp.45-53; Oumar Bouare, ‘A Policy Tool for Establishing a Balance between Wildlife 
Habitat Preservation and the Use of Natural Resources by Rural People in South Africa’, 44(2006) African Journal of Ecology, 
pp.95-101; Michael Mantell, ‘Preservation and Use: Concessions in National Parks’, 8-1 (1979) Ecology Law Quarterly, pp.1-54; 
and Kamron Keele, ‘Preservation and Use: Road Building, Overcrowding, and the Future of Our National Parks’, 11 (1998) 
Tulane Environmental Law Journal, pp.441-459. 
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an average of 33 trillion dollars per year.6 Federal public land statutes in the US also deem 
‘preservation’ one of ‘multiple uses’.7 
If we situate conservation within a value-free context and understand it on a spectrum of 
different degrees of human interference in nature, the relationships between use, preservation and 
conservation can be described as shown in Figure 2 below. At the leftmost extreme lie 
unregulated uses of nature, and at the rightmost extreme lies pure preservation, leaving nature in 
a pristine state. In reality, the intensity of conservational activities occurs between these two 
extremes, which means that most uses are under a certain degree of regulation. 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of the relationships between use, conservation and preservation 
 Recreation and Tourism 2.2
The second question lies in the conceptual differences between recreation and tourism. Both 
recreation and tourism may occur in various forms. This dissertation focuses on outdoor 
recreation in the natural environment, such as hiking, mountain climbing and skiing. In general, 
recreation refers to experiences of refreshment, relaxation and enjoyment. Recreation is not 
necessarily costly and does not depend on commercial services, whereas the perception of 
tourism is always connected to the market as a sector of industry. Distinguishing between the 
two might help in clarifying their roles in PA designation and management. Recreational use by 
the public is often enshrined as one of the fundamental purposes of PA designation; however, the 
tourism industry can only be deemed a ‘by-product’. In low-income developing countries, 
recreational needs may rank lower than basic livelihoods in the hierarchy of human needs. 
However, because tourism may generate benefits for local communities and because it has the 
potential to improve livelihoods, PAs’ political and economic functions become more explicit in 
this context. In the relevant literature, the phrase ‘recreation and tourism’ is often used to cover a 
broad range of topics. 8  In this dissertation, the terms recreation and tourism are used 
interchangeably based on different contexts: recreation generally refers to a specific type of land 
use together with other types of use, whereas tourism is used to discuss the economy, industry, 
market and benefits. 
                                               
6 Robert Costanza et al., ‘The Value of the World’s Ecosystem Services and Natural Capital’, 387 (1997) Nature, pp. 253-60. 
7 See multiple-use mandates on BLM and national forest lands. For more details, see infra section 3.2 and 3.3 of Chapter 4. 
8 For example, see John Tribe, The Economics of Recreation, Leisure and Tourism (London: Routledge, 2012); Stephen 
Williams, Tourism and Recreation (Harlow, England: Prentice Hall, 2003) and John Edington and M A. Edington, Ecology, 
Recreation, and Tourism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
Conservation (Human interference in nature) 
Unregulated uses Preservation (use) Regulated uses 
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 Conflict and Dispute 2.3
The last pair of concepts to be clarified is conflict and dispute. Schmid defines conflict as 
follows: 
‘Conflict is present when two or more parties perceive that their interests are incompatible, express 
hostile attitudes, or … pursue their interest through actions that damage the other parties… Interests 
can differ over: i) access to and distribution of resources (e.g., territory, money, energy sources, 
food); ii) control of power and participation in political decision-making; iii) identity (cultural, social 
and political communities); iv) status, particularly those embodied in systems of government, 
religion, or ideology’.9 
In terms of the relationship between conflict and dispute, ‘a dispute occurs when a conflict 
over a specific issue or event becomes public’.10 In this sense, ‘all disputes reflect conflict, but 
not all conflicts develop into disputes’.11 
Compared to the terms ‘dispute’ and ‘dispute resolution’, which are broadly used and 
discussed in the legal arena, conflict analysis has not been similarly acknowledged. Conflict is 
not necessarily bad; it can ‘represent the productive interaction of competing interests and 
values’.12 It is ‘to be expected in pluralist democracies, and is often a sign that democracy is 
working’.13 It precedes the discovery of and solution to problems. Engel and Korf identify three 
key steps of ‘conflict management’: 
1. Identify latent conflict and address it constructively; 
2. Prevent existing conflict from escalating; and  
3. Make use of conflict in promoting positive social change.14 
Therefore, the steps mentioned above may be of particular importance for the objective of 
settling disputes. This also applies to legal studies. Because interests may differ over a broad 
range of issues, legal remedy, especially judicial remedy, may not be universally applicable to all 
types of conflicts. By identifying the main forms of conflicts and whether they are judicable 
disputes, conflicts can be better understood and managed, and directed resolution mechanisms 
can be provided by the law. 
3. The Rationale for Conflict and Conflict Resolution in PA Management 
                                               
9 Alex Schmid, Thesaurus and Glossary of Early Warning and Conflict Prevention Terms (abridged version) (London: Fewer, 
1998). Cited from Antonia Engel & Benedikt Korf, Negotiation and Mediation Techniques for Natural Resource Management 
(Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2005), pp.8-9. 
10 Antonia Engel & Benedikt Korf, ibid., pp.19-20. 
11 Ibid., p.20. 
12 Connie Lewis, Managing Conflicts in Protected Areas (Gland, Switzerland: IUCN, 1996), p.2. 
13 Martin Nie, ‘Drivers of Natural Resource-Based Political Conflict’, 36(2003) Policy Science, p.333. 
14 Antonia Engel & Benedikt Korf, supra note 9, p.3. 
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To examine how conflicts are managed and resolved in the legal regime, a preliminary step is to 
investigate why there are conflicts, the contexts in which such conflicts are embedded, the 
interplay between different types of conflicts and the key concerns in resolving a particular 
conflict. This section examines the rationale for conflict and conflict resolution in PA 
management. The particular features of these conflicts are identified, a classification model is 
proposed, and some key concerns in resolving different types of conflicts are identified. 
 The Rise of Conflicts: Reasons and Contexts 3.1
3.1.1 The Rise of Conflicts in the Context of the Plurality of Values 
How people view nature and their interactions with nature is the starting point to formulate rules 
that guide their behaviors and choices of actions. However, nature management is rarely 
consensus based. Different philosophies and values guide behaviors in many different ways. This 
plurality is found not only between different groups of individuals but also as a remarkable 
feature of institutions. Tension exists among different groups in society and institutions that 
pursue different goals and hold different management strategies toward nature. 
In general, a fundamental divergence that guides environmental philosophical thinking is the 
tension between anthropocentrism and non-anthropocentrism. 15  The former regards human 
beings as the only or main source of moral standing. It emphasizes human domination over 
nature and the instrumental value of nature to the welfare and benefit of human beings. In 
contrast, the latter recognizes the intrinsic value of nature and embodies the ethic of ‘reverence 
for life’. This difference may provide different justifications for nature conservation and PA 
designation. Kalamandeen and Gillson identified four distinctive periods that involved four 
models of conservation and distinctive justifications for designating PAs:16  
1. Wilderness conservation and the Yellowstone Model; 
2. ‘Wise use’ and the Game Reserve Model; 
3. Wildlife and biodiversity conservation; and 
4. Ecosystem management.17 
In the first model, PAs are mainly designed to preserve the wild and pristine status of nature 
and its recreational and scientific value. The NPS in the US embodied this wilderness ethic, 
which was symbolized with the establishment of Yellowstone National Park. In contrast to the 
wilderness ethic, the ‘wise use’ model is advocated by people considered utilitarians. This wise 
                                               
15  See generally Katie McShane, ‘Anthropocentrism vs. nonanthropocentrism: Why should we care?’, 16-2 (2007) 
Environmental Values, pp.169-186. 
16 Michelle Kalamandeen & Lindsey Gillson, ‘Demything “wilderness”: implications for protected area designation and 
management”, 16 (2007) Biodiversity Conservation, p.170. Similar findings were also made by Gamborg et al. by looking into 
the reason why we should protect while managing and conserving wildlife, they notice a plurality of values exists: the 
instrumental value of wildlife to human beings, the wellbeing of individual wild animals (animal welfare), biodiversity 
protection, ecosystem protection and protection of wild nature. See Christian Gamborg, Clare Plamer and Peter Sandoe, ‘Ethics 
of Wildlife Management and Conservation: What Should We Try to Protect?’, 3-10(2012) Nature Education Knowledge, p.8. 
17 Michelle Kalamandeen and Lindsey Gillson, ibid., pp.167-174. 
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use ideology has become the governing management philosophy for the USFS in managing 
national forests. It is epitomized in the expression of Glifford Pinchot, the first director of the 
USFS: the ‘greatest good for the greatest number’. 18  ‘Wise use’ is not based on an 
anti-conservation rationale. Though it does not cherish the value of conservation per se, it 
endorses the instrumental value of conservation for the purpose of ‘better use’ by human beings. 
A typical example of the wise use model is the game reserve, in which wildlife is conserved not 
for wildlife per se but for purposes of sustainable hunting by maintaining populations. In the 
third model, animal welfare and biodiversity are enmeshed with ethical concerns. PA designation 
is a crucial means to curb the extinction of biodiversity and to support the welfare of wildlife or, 
for ‘animal rights’ advocates, to protect animal rights. Each species has its raison d’être and 
deserves respect and reverence.  
The first three models are based on the assumption that human intervention is detrimental to 
nature: it may derogate wilderness, cause the overexploitation of game species, or accelerate the 
extinction of biodiversity. The fourth ecosystem management model adopts a ‘people-in-nature’ 
approach and deems human beings part of the ecological process to be protected.19 
The foregoing discussion demonstrates that on the one hand, a pluralism of values exists, as 
argued by Norton in his sustainability studies.20 On the other hand, the tension between different 
values is inevitable. A simple example of hunting may illustrate this tension. Deemed a ‘blood 
sport’, recreational hunting is strongly opposed by animal rights advocates, whereas hunters 
enjoy the adventurous atmosphere and trophies. This tension is also reflected in different 
agencies’ management strategies, simply conceptualized as pro-development and 
pro-conservation ideologies. As will be shown below, examples include the tension between the 
NPS and the USFS in the case of the US and the tension between the MoHURD and the MoEP 
in the case of China. Inter-agency rivalry and inconsistencies between different agencies have 
created a patched and fragmented management pattern of PAs. 
3.1.2 The Rise of Conflicts in a Changing Use Pattern of Land and Resources 
Land-use patterns have undergone gradual change worldwide. In addition to traditional 
commodity uses, such as timber and mineral resources, new types of uses are burgeoning.  
One of the most prominent changes in public land use is the increasing recognition of 
conservation. By recognizing the significance of biodiversity and ecosystem services, nature 
conservation has become a leading scenario in land and resource management. This can be seen 
in the increasing use of PA designation as a conservation tool. In addition to setting aside land 
for conservation, other types of land and resource uses have emerged: genetic resources are used 
in bioprospecting for scientific research and medicine production; scenic resources are used for 
                                               
18 Ibid., p.170. 
19 For an illustrative comparison between these four models, see ibid., p.175. 
20 Bryan Norton, Sustainability: A Philosophy of Adaptive Ecosystem Management (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2005). 
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filming and outdoor recreation; and forests are used to provide carbon sinks that are further 
traded on the market. These uses have enlarged our perceptions of what nature can provide.  
Within the geographical boundaries of PAs, due to the scarcity of land and resources and the 
common access to them, different types of uses unavoidably interact with each other on both 
temporal and spatial dimensions. Conflicts arise in this process of interaction, especially among 
commodity use, preservation and recreational use. A coalition between preservationists and 
recreational users used to exist among these three groups. Because recreation and tourism largely 
rely on the positive qualities of the environment and scenic resources, preservationists and 
recreational users are in agreement with each other in opposing exploitative commodity users, 
such as miners and lumberjacks. However, this coalition has gradually collapsed. An increasing 
variety of motorized recreational use, such as snowmobiles, personal watercraft and other 
off-road vehicles, has intensified the conflicts between the recreational use of nature and 
preservation. Compared to traditional non-motorized recreational activities, such as hiking, bird 
watching and camping, motorized recreation has greater negative environmental impacts. 
Therefore, the traditional coalition between preservationists and recreationists has been 
weakened. As will be shown below, in the US, conflicts among motorized recreationists, 
non-motorized recreationists and preservationists have become an overwhelming concern in 
public land policy-making and have been frequently debated in courts.21  
This divergence can also be seen in studies of the tourism-environment interaction. Tourism 
used to be considered a ‘zero-pollution’ industry. According to Jafari, from the 1950s to the 
1960s, tourism was deemed an ideal activity and was enthusiastically promoted. By the 1970s, 
the negative impacts of tourism were gradually acknowledged. This situation resulted in a 
paradigm shift of tourism from an ‘advocacy platform’ to a ‘cautionary platform’.22 Budowski 
classified the relationship between nature conservation and tourism into three categories: 
1. Coexistence: both pursue individual goals and have minimal interaction; 
2. Conflict: detrimental effects of tourism on the environment and the encroachment of 
tourism on local communities emerge; and 
3. Symbiosis: the two exist in a mutually beneficial relationship due to their advantageous 
interaction.23 
3.1.3 The Rise of Conflicts under the Regulatory State 
To mitigate conflicts arising from competing claims to use land and resources, management has 
been put in place for resources and tourists. In the context of the rise of the regulatory state,24 a 
                                               
21 See infra Chapter 5. 
22 Jafari proposed a four-platform model of tourism development in the post-WWII era, which are advocacy platform (1950s to 
1960s), cautionary platform (1970s), adaptancy platform (1980s) and knowledge-based platform (1990s onwards). This 
four-platform model has become the most well-known in tourism studies. See Jafar Jafari, ‘Research and Scholarship: The Basis 
of Tourism Education’, 1-1 (1990) Journal of Tourism Studies, pp.33-41. 
23 Gerardo Budowski, ‘Tourism and environmental conservation: conflict, coexistence, or symbiosis?’, 3-1(1976) Environmental 
Conservation, pp. 27-31. 
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product of the Progressive Era, uses of land and resources are intensively regulated. This 
regulation is made possible via intensive rule making, rule monitoring and rule enforcement.25 
There are generally two sets of criteria that are adopted by regulations. The first is the 
environmental impact and consequences of a proposed use, and the second is the nature of such 
uses (e.g., whether it is a commercial use or a self-reliant use). The former can be deemed a 
quantitative standard, whereas the latter is a qualitative standard.  
Due to the designation of PAs, exploitative use has been strictly regulated across different 
jurisdictions within PAs, such as mining and timbering. This regulation also extends to 
recreational use in terms of either the scale or the degree of use. For example, some forms of 
recreational activities in PAs, such as hunting, may be explicitly outlawed or allowed with a 
permit. Alternately, such activities may be restricted to a certain period (e.g., closed fishing 
season) or to a certain area (e.g., hunting ban area) or capped (e.g., quotas on permissible 
snowmobile use).  
However, making management decisions that are acceptable and satisfactory to all parties is 
not an easy task. Allowing one type of use while banning another is not always justifiable, 
especially considering the general legislative mandate to ‘promote recreation’ in the legislative 
practices of some countries, such as the US.26 Preservationists complain about the delay and 
weakness in regulating uses that may cause adverse impacts on nature, whereas recreational 
users may be disgruntled by management agencies’ restriction of their recreational opportunities 
or the overly strict regulations placed on them. Different parties hold differing opinions on how 
nature should look and how management agencies should behave. Therefore, conflicts arise 
between the regulators, the regulated and third parties. In the US, disputes arise between 
agencies and citizen groups (both environmental NGOs and recreational clubs). Both substantive 
and procedural aspects of agencies’ management decisions are frequently debated in court.27 
3.1.4 The Rise of Conflicts under the Development-Conservation Paradox 
In addition to providing ecosystem services, PAs serve other goals, especially development goals. 
The relationship between conservation and local communities that live within or around PAs is 
always a contentious issue, especially in developing countries. This is because a considerably 
large population resides within economically impoverished but biologically rich areas. These 
areas are the places where nature most needs to be conserved, biodiversity most needs to be 
protected, poverty most needs to be eliminated, and people’s livelihoods most need to be 
improved. PA designation and management usually accompany the restriction of local 
                                                                                                                                                       
24 For an early discussion on ‘regulatory state’, see James Anderson, The Emergence of the Modern Regulatory State 
(Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1962). For a comprehensive review of the concept of the ‘regulatory state’, see David 
Levi-Faur, ‘The Odyssey of the Regulatory State: From a “Thin” Monomorphic Concept to a “Thick” and Polymorphic 
Concept’, 35-1 (2013) Law & Policy, pp.29-50. 
25 David Levi-Faur, ibid., p.39. 
26 The NPS Organic Act of 1916 requires the NPS to ‘promote and regulate’ the use of national parks (16 USC. §1). For more 
discussion, see infra section 2.2 of Chapter 4. 
27 See infra Part II. 
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communities’ use of natural resources and a decrease in the quality of their livelihoods. This has 
resulted in the problem of poverty and the degradation of livelihoods. Poverty is one of the 
decisive factors that results in the deterioration and derogation of the natural environment.28 
Therefore, conflicts between conservation and development arise. 
In terms of the relationship between conservation and development, some argue that ‘only 
development will make conservation possible in the poorest countries’. 29  They view 
development, especially poverty alleviation, as a precondition of conservation. Others refute the 
idea of incorporating development into conservation by arguing that ‘it is unlikely that 
development will in itself stop the destruction of biological diversity, because its value to the 
economy and to development is only potential and cannot be evaluated in monetary terms’.30 
To cope with conservation-development conflicts, a new idea of a ‘people-oriented’ 
approach has been adopted since the 1980s. This idea embraces practices such as 
community-based management and Integrated Conservation with Development Projects 
(ICDPs).31 These projects aim to realize a win-win situation in which the natural landscape and 
resources are conserved and the poverty and hardship of local communities is alleviated by 
increasing their income. However, studies cast doubt on the real effects of ICDPs and cite their 
failures.32 In addition to initiatives in managerial ideas, a paradigm shift in law can be observed, 
the most explicit of which is the proposal of a rights-based approach to nature conservation law. 
Increasing importance is attached to human rights in conservation-related issues at the UN or 
domestic levels.33  
 The Typology of Conflicts: Application of the Triangle Model 3.2
The conflicts described above are centered on three pillars, economic growth, nature 
conservation and social equity, which have been well identified and recognized in the current 
scenario of SD.34 Various conflicts arise in the interaction between these three pillars of 
concern. 
                                               
28 Se Sairam Bhat, Natural Resources Conservation Law (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2010), p.9 (the author identifies poverty as one 
of the reasons of environmental deterioration in India). 
29 Cyrille de Klemm and Clare Shine, Biological Diversity Conservation and the Law: Legal Mechanisms for Conserving 
Species and Ecosystems (Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge: IUCN,1993), p.xvii. 
30 Cyrille de Klemm and Clare Shine, ibid., p.xvii. 
31 The first batch of ICDPs was initiated by the World Wide Fund for Nature in 1985. Today, there have been more than 300 
ICDPs around the world. For more information, see Ross Hughes & Fiona Flintan, Integrating Conservation and Development 
Experience: A Review and Bibliography of the ICDP Literature (London: International Institute for Environment and 
Development, 2001). 
32 Ross Hughes & Fiona Flintan, ibid., p.7; Ralph Winkler, ‘Why do ICDPs fail?: The relationship between agriculture, hunting 
and ecotourism in wildlife conservation’, 33-1 (2011) Resource and Energy Economics, pp.55-78. 
33 HRBA Portal, ‘The Human Rights Based Approach to Development Cooperation: Towards a Common Understanding Among 
UN Agencies’, 2003, available at http://hrbaportal.org/the-human-rights-based-approach-to-development-cooperation-
-towards-a-common-understanding-among-un-agencies. Last visited February 2015. See also Thomas Greiber (ed.), 
Conservation with Justice: A Rights-based Approach (Glad, Switzerland: IUCN, 2009). 
34 See infra section 4.1. 
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Campbell identifies three types of conflicts in his discussion of urban planning. To achieve 
the three goals of urban planning, ‘green, profitable and fair’, he contends that the planner must 
reconcile three conflicting interests: ‘to “grow” the economy, distribute this growth fairly, and in 
the process not degrade the ecosystem’.35 By taking advantage of the three pillars of the concept 
of SD, he classifies three types of conflicts: 
1. Property conflict (economic growth-equity conflict) arises from competing claims on 
and uses of property by private property owners and government. Its prerequisite is the 
‘intrinsically contradictory nature of property’ as both a private commodity and a public 
good; 
2. Resource conflict (economic-ecological conflict) arises from competing claims on the 
consumptive use of natural resources and the preservation of nature for present and 
future demands. Its prerequisite is the tension between the economic and ecological 
utility of nature; and 
3. Development conflict (equity-preservation conflict) arises from competing needs to 
reduce poverty through economic growth and protect the environment through growth 
management.36 
The relationship between these three types of conflict is shown in the following figure. 
 
Figure 3: Typology of conflicts among three pillars of ecology, equity, and economy 
Source: Adapted from Scott Campbell, 199637 
Although Campbell’s model is established in the context of urban-rural planning, it is 
beneficial for the current research. Similar conflicts are observed in the area of PA designation 
                                               
35 Scott Campbell, ‘Green cities, growing cities, just cities?: Urban planning and the contradictions of sustainable development’ , 
62-3 (1996) Journal of the American Planning Association, p.297. 
36 Ibid., pp.298-299. 
37 Ibid., p.298. 
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and management. Applying Campbell’s analytical framework, a framework of classification of 
conflicts in PAs is proposed below that governs the following discussion of the US and China. 
Type of 
conflict Content Prerequisite 
Core concerns in conflict 
resolution 
Resource 
Conflict 
Conflicting claims on uses 
of natural resources, e.g., 
commodity use vs. 
preservation of nature Scarcity of natural 
resources, 
including scenery 
resources 
Substantive: to clarify the 
fundamental purposes that 
PAs intend to serve; to set 
a baseline of management 
criteria; to identify the 
scale and degree of 
permissible use 
Competing claims on a 
particular type of use, e.g., 
non-motorized vs. 
motorized recreational use 
Procedural: environmental 
impact assessment (EIA)  
Development 
Conflict 
Competing goals of PAs, 
e.g., poverty reduction and 
the improvement of local 
communities’ livelihoods 
vs. strict nature 
conservation 
Multiple goals of 
PAs; dynamics in 
people-park 
relationship 
Substantive: to equitably 
distribute burdens and 
benefits; to adopt a 
localized strategy of PA 
management 
Procedural: to guarantee 
procedural justice in 
decision-making (e.g., 
access to information, 
participatory rights) 
Property 
Conflict 
Jus dispodendi of 
private/collective 
ownership vs. state 
intervention in property 
right;  
State vs. collective vs. 
private / federal vs. states 
vs. private 
The public good 
nature of private / 
collective property 
in PA-based 
resources 
To clearly demarcate 
boundaries of different 
property arrangements; to 
promote public-private 
partnership and 
incentive-based 
mechanisms 
Table 9: Classification of conflicts in PA designation and management 
This research does not go into detail about every type of conflict. The subject of this 
research includes PAs designated on publicly owned lands, with a particular focus on the role of 
government in managing these PAs. Therefore, nature conservation on private land, state land (in 
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the context of the US) and collective land (in the context of China) are sporadically mentioned,38 
but they have not received full attention.39 Furthermore, because the need for poverty alleviation 
is not as salient in the US as it is in China, as will be shown below,40 development conflict is not 
commonly observed in the context of the US. Therefore, the discussion on the US is mainly 
focused on resource conflicts. 
4. Attainment of an Optimal Balance: Seeking Principles 
The various conflicts discussed above require a balance to be reached among different values and 
interests. Numerous efforts have been devoted to assessing how such a balance can be attained 
and how an optimal balance might look. The most prominent achievement in this field is the 
formulation of the principle of SD. Although this concept involves ambiguities and even though 
it has received criticism, as will be shown below, the concept of SD has become an underpinning 
tenet of legislation and policy-making on the economy, society and the environment at both the 
international and domestic levels. In this section, SD and its associated principles of sustainable 
tourism and ecotourism are examined to determine how they perceive and resolve conflicts that 
arise from competing interests. The evolution of SD at the international level, the essences and 
core legal principles embodied in SD and the endorsement of this principle in the domestic legal 
systems of the US and China are examined. Finally, the legal implications of these principles and 
the extent to which they may facilitate the attainment of a balance in PA management are 
analyzed. 
 Sustainable Development: Evolution and Substance 4.1
4.1.1 The Evolution of SD at the International Level 
SD has been broadly endorsed by a large number of states, NGOs and intergovernmental 
organizations41 and has great significance in international legal instruments, both binding and 
non-binding. The evolution of SD is a result of intense UN-led activities. It is continually shaped 
                                               
38 For example, in infra section 4.3 of Chapter 5, the conflicts between private inholdings within national parks and management 
agencies and between state right-of-way and federal agencies in the US are discussed. In infra section 4.3 of Chapter 9, the 
collective ownership within PAs and the conflicts between collectives and the state are discussed. 
39 Preliminary research is also done about private land conservation. See Yun Ma, ‘Working in Concert: Regulation and 
Incentives for Private Land Conservation in the United States’, in A. McCann et al. (eds.), When Private Actors Contribute to 
Public Interests: A Law and Governance Perspective (Den Haag: Eleven International Publishing, 2014), pp.155-176. In this 
paper, I discuss various legal mechanisms on private land for the purpose of conservation, with a particular focus on the tension 
and possible integration between regulation and incentive-based mechanisms, including conservation easement agreements 
concluded between authorities, NGOs and private landowners. 
40 See infra section 4.1.3 of this chapter for a discussion on the endorsement of sustainable development in the US and China. 
41 For example, the IUCN, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization. For more 
information on how these organizations endorse SD, see generally John Drexhage & Deborah Murphy, ‘Sustainable 
Development: From Brundtland to Rio 2012’, p.10, background paper prepared for consideration by the High Level Panel on 
Global Sustainability at its first meeting, 19 September 2010. Full text is available at http://www.un.org/wcm/webdav-
/site/climatechange/shared/gsp/docs/GSP1-6_Background%20on%20Sustainable%20Devt.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
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by actions at the international level, mainly the World Summit,42 and remains an evolutionary 
concept. 
The Stockholm Declaration of 1972 first noted the link between the environment and 
development.43 It was not until 1987, when the World Commission on Environment and 
Development issued the so-called ‘Brundtland Report’ (Our Common Future), that the term ‘SD’ 
was used for the first time to integrate the environment and development. For this reason, the 
Brundtland Report is deemed a watershed in thinking about the environment and development.44 
The definition of SD it provided has now become the most frequently quoted one: 
SD is the ‘development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs’.45 
The Brundtland Report provided the momentum for convening the landmark 1992 UN 
Conference on Environment and Development (also known as the Rio Earth Summit) that further 
elevated the role of SD in the international community. The Rio Declaration elaborated 27 
principles of SD for joint fulfilment at the international scale and called for the integration of the 
environment and development.46  
The World Summit on Sustainable Development held in Johannesburg in 2002 represented 
another landmark in the evolution of SD. Proposed in the Johannesburg Declaration and 
Implementation Plan,47 the third pillar of ‘social development’ was added to the previous 
‘bipolar components’ of SD, namely, economic development and environment protection.48 
Since then, the three pillars of SD that are now broadly accepted, economic development, 
environmental protection and social equity, 49 have been established. The three pillars are 
recognized as ‘non-hierarchical objectives’.50 
                                               
42 For a discussion on the functions of World Summit and International Consultation in developing the idea of SD, see Nico 
Schrijver, The Evolution of Sustainable Development in International Law: Inception, Meaning and Status (Leiden: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 2008), pp.99-101. 
43 Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 16 June 1972, A/CONF.84/14. 
44 Chris Sneddon, Richard Howarth & Richard Norgaard, ‘Sustainable Development in a post-Brundtland World’, 57-2 (2006) 
Ecological Economics, p.253. 
45 World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1987), 
p.43.  
46 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, 1992, UN doc. A/CONF.151/26.  
47 Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development and the Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development (UN doc. A/CONF.199/20). 
48 Michael Healy, ‘The Sustainable Development Principle in Untied States Environmental Law’, 2 (2011) Geo. Wash. J. Energy 
& Envtl. L., p.22. It is noteworthy that before Johannesburg, in 1997, during the Rio+5 Conference, the UN added social 
development as one of the third pillar of SD. It was during the Johannesburg Conference in 2002 that such a notion was 
confirmed and generalized. See UN doc. A/RES/S-19/2, 28 June 1997.  
49 This is reflected in both scholarly research and UN documents. For example, Jacob Scherr & Judge Gregg, ‘Johannesburg and 
Beyond: The 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development and the Rise of Partnership’, 18 (2005-2006) Georgetown 
International Environmental Law Review, p.429; UN, ‘The Future We Want’(adopted at the United Nations Conference on 
Sustainable Development in 2012), A/CONF.216/16. 
50 The comment on ‘non-hierarchical objectives’ is from Alhaji Marong, ‘From Rio to Johannesburg: Reflections on the Role of 
International Legal Norms in Sustainable Development’, 16 (2003) Georgetown International Environmental Law Review, p.31. 
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4.1.2 The Substance of SD: Intrinsic SD-based Principles 
Although SD is broadly acknowledged, it is criticized for its vagueness and elusive definition of 
sustainability, 51 its all-encompassing nature52 and its ‘politically expedient compromise’.53 
Therefore, SD is sometimes deemed ‘empty of substance or incapable of legal classification’.54 
However, these criticisms do not bar SD from penetrating environmental law at both the 
international and national scales. It has been broadly incorporated into international 
conventions,55 applied in international and domestic adjudication,56 and reflected in national 
constitutions.57  
Some legal principles have been identified and deemed intrinsic components of the concept 
of SD. Barral considers SD a combination of two principles, intergenerational equity (equity 
between generations) and intragenerational equity (equity within one generation), via the means 
of integration. In his words,  
SD = (Intergenerational equity + Intragenerational equity) ¯ Integration.58 
Atapattu categorizes the components of SD into substantive and procedural ones. The former 
include (1) the right to equity; (2) intra- and intergenerational rights; and (3) the principle of 
integration. The procedural components include (1) the right to information and to participate in 
the decision-making process; (2) the EIA process; and (3) the right to effective remedies.59 
In 2002, the International Law Association adopted the New Delhi Declaration of Principles 
of International Law Relating to Sustainable Development.60 These include the following: 
1. The duty of States to ensure sustainable use of natural resources; 
2. The principle of equity and the eradication of poverty; 
                                               
51 Michael Redclift, Sustainable Development: Exploring the Contradictions ( London: Methuen, 1987); Yosef Jabareen, ‘A new 
conceptual framework for sustainable development’, 10-2 (2008) Environment, development and sustainability, pp.179-192. 
52 See Sharachchandra Lele, ‘Sustainable development: a critical review’, 19-6 (1991)World Development, p.607. 
53 Lamont Hempel, Environmental Governance: The Global Challenge (Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1996), p.39. Cited from 
David Hodas, ‘The Role of Law in Defining Sustainable Development: NEPA Reconsidered’, 3 (1998) Widener Law Symposium 
Journal, p.5. 
54 See Virginie Barral, ‘Sustainable Development in International Law: Nature and Operation of an Evolutive Legal Norm’, 33-2 
(2012) The European Journal of International Law, p.383. 
55  For example, the 1992 Climate Change Convention, the 1992 Convention on Biodiversity Protection, the 1994 
Anti-Desertification Convention, the 1998 Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and 
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention), etc. For a detailed discussion on the adoption of ‘sustainable 
development’ in treaty law, see Nico Schrijver, supra note 42, pp.102-141. 
56 For a detailed discussion about the application of SD in international jurisprudence and selected cases in domestic 
jurisprudence, see ibid., pp.141-153.  
57 These nations include South Africa, Qatar, Ecuador, Jamaica, etc. La Charte de l’environnement de 2004 of France, 
incorporated into the Constitution, also include sustainable development as a goal of public policy-making. For more details, see 
ibid., pp.153-161. 
58 Virginie Barral, supra note 54, pp.380-381. 
59 Sumudu Atapattu, ‘Sustainable Development, Myth or Reality: A Survey of Sustainable Development Under International 
Law and Sri Lankan Law’, 14 (2002) Geo. Int’l Envtl. L. Rev., p.273. 
60  International Law Association, ‘New Delhi Declaration of Principles of International Law Relating to Sustainable 
Development’, 2 April 2002. Full text is available at http://cisdl.org/tribunals/pdf/NewDelhiDeclaration.pdf. Last visited 
February 2015.  
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3. The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities; 
4. The principle of the precautionary approach to human health, natural resources and 
ecosystems; 
5. The principle of public participation and access to information and justice; 
6. The principle of good governance; and 
7. The principle of integration and interrelationship, in particular in relation to human rights 
and social, economic and environmental objectives. 
The components and connotations of SD are not static; instead, the concept of SD is 
evolving and continues to shape the formulation of legal principles. Just as Barral noted, the list 
of principles connected to the achievement of SD cannot be exhaustive due to the ‘concept’s 
intrinsically evolutive nature’.61 Overall, SD requires the adoption of the principle of integration 
to fulfill the state’s commitment to environmental protection, to ensure the sustainable use of 
natural resources and to realize intra- and intergenerational equity. 
4.1.3 Does SD Have Normative Status? 
SD has become an ‘unavoidable paradigm of environment/development relations’.62 However, 
the debate over its normativity continues unabated: is SD a legal norm, or is it merely an idea, a 
concept or an objective? 
Both international jurisprudence and academia have profiled different facets of SD and its 
normative status. For example, in the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros case of 1997, the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) deemed SD a concept.63 However, Judge Weeramantry, in his separate 
opinion of this case, argued that SD was ‘more than a mere concept, but…a principle with 
normative value’.64 In the Pulp Mills case of 2010, the ICJ refined SD as an objective to be 
achieved.65 In contrast to the previous cases by the ICJ in which the customary status of SD was 
denied, in the Iron Rhine case in which the Permanent Court of Arbitration delivered the award, 
SD was deemed ‘a principle of general international law’.66 
In academia, opinions on the normative status of SD also vary. Two extremes can be 
observed: SD is nothing more than an empty concept, and SD is an established international legal 
norm. McCloskey once used the metaphor of SD as the Emperor’s clothes because it is ‘a fine 
phrase without much meaning’.67 Despite recognizing the influence of SD in guiding the 
                                               
61 Virginie Barral, supra note 54, p.382. 
62 Ibid., p.379. 
63 See Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia), Judgment, ICJ Reports 1997, p.78 (‘this need to reconcile 
economic development with protection of the environment is aptly expressed in the concept of sustainable development’). 
64 Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia), ibid., p.88, Separate Opinion of Vice-President Weeramantry. 
65 See Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v. Uruguay), Judgment, ICJ Reports 2010, p.64 (‘the need to strike a balance 
between the use of the waters and the protection of the river consistent with the objective of sustainable development’).  
66 Award in the Arbitration regarding the Iron Rhine (‘Ijzeren Rijn’) Railway between the Kingdom of Belgium and the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands, 24 May 2005, 27(2005) Reports of International Arbitral Awards, p.67. 
67 Michael McCloskey, ‘The Emperor Has No Clothes: The Conundrum of Sustainable Development’, 9 (1998) Duke Envtl. L. 
& Pol’y F., p.157. 
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decision-making process, Atapattu deems SD ‘neither precise nor coherent enough…to be 
applied by courts as a legal principle’.68 Marong argues that although there is ‘legitimate 
international expectation that States and other actors should conduct their affairs in accordance 
with the norms, ideals, and objectives of [SD]’, SD cannot deemed a binding legal obligation.69 
Barral argues that in addition to the hermeneutical function of SD that assists judicial bodies in 
the interpretation of conventions, it has the function of ‘obligation of means or of best efforts’ for 
states to achieve SD. 70  Vagit deems SD a general principle with normative values in 
international law, which is legitimized by the widespread use of SD in both domestic and 
international legal systems.71 
Though controversies remain on the status of SD as customary international law, scholars 
agree that SD has contributed intensively to the establishment of key principles of 
decision-making in both substantive and procedural ways, such as EIA, the precautionary 
principle, inter-and intragenerational equity and public participation.72 Through these principles, 
law can make a difference and contribute to the realization of SD.73 Marong refers to these 
intrinsic principles of SD as ‘good conduct terms’ that should be incorporated into domestic legal 
systems toward the attainment of SD in different contexts.74 
4.1.4 Endorsement of SD in the Legal Systems of the US and China 
Although SD has a paramount influence at the international level, the way that domestic 
countries endorse the principle of SD in their domestic legal systems varies substantially. This 
can be seen in the examples of the US and China. 
The United States 
When examining the implementation of SD in the US, Bryner claims that ‘the US has basically 
remained aloof from the sustainable development agenda’. 75  At the level of federal 
environmental statutes in the US, the term ‘sustainable development’ is entirely missing, 
according to a Westlaw search.76 This indicates that the principle of SD is not enthusiastically 
embraced in the US at the legislative level for reasons that are twofold: SD is still deemed ‘a 
                                               
68 Sumudu Atapattu, supra note 59, p.281. 
69 Alhaji Marong, supra note 50, p.22. 
70 Virginie Barral, supra note 54, p.377. 
71 Christina Voigt, Sustainable Development As a Principle of International Law: Resolving Conflicts between Climate 
Measures and WTO Law (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2009), p.75. 
72 Michelle Barnard, ‘The Role of International Sustainable Development Law Principles in Enabling Effective Renewable 
Energy Policy – A South African Perspective’, 15-2 (2012) Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal, pp.207-243 (the author 
adopts the legal principles developed by the New Delhi Declaration of Principles of International Law Relating to Sustainable 
Development as criteria in a principled assessment of renewable energy law and policy). 
73 Alhaji Marong, supra note 50, p.76. 
74 Alhaji Marong, ibid., p.59. 
75 Gary Bryner, ‘The United States: “Sorry- Not Our Problem”’, in William Lafferty & James Meadowcroft, Implementing 
Sustainable Development: Strategies and Initiatives in High Consumption Societies (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 
2000). 
76 35 hits are found in the database of Westlaw; however, none of them relates to the incorporation of ‘sustainable development’ 
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problem for developing countries’,77 and SD is partially perceived as equal to pro-environmental 
actions.78 However, this does not necessarily mean that the essence of the principle of SD is not 
reflected in American law.  
Given the overwhelming consideration of poverty reduction embodied in the concept of SD 
at the level of international law, this problem might not be as pressing for the US, an affluent and 
industrialized nation, as it is for developing countries.79 Therefore, in the literature addressing 
the problem of SD in the US, the central concern is between economic development and 
environmental protection.80 It is even asserted that the only criterion to assess whether American 
law conforms to SD requirements is ‘[whether the] environment [is] protected sufficiently, if 
such protection is available at a reasonable cost’.81 
By adopting the criteria on ‘the degree to which statutes reference environmental protection 
alone…, economic impact alone, or a balance of environmental protection and economic impact’, 
Healy summarizes three approaches to SD in American environmental statutes:82 
1. The ‘thumb on the scale’ approach, which favors environmental protection or economic 
development in regulating impacts on the environment;83 
2. The balancing approach, which addresses the concerns of SD on a case-by-case basis; 
examples of this approach include the following: 
o The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),84 in which agencies consider 
expected adverse environmental impacts before proposing development 
activities; 
o The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, in which regulatory 
action is required when environmental harm outweighs social benefits 
(cost-benefit analysis); and 
o ‘Exemption procedures’ in the Endangered Species Act (ESA), 85  in which 
development is permitted when ‘its benefits clearly outweigh important harms to 
the environment’. 
3. The approach of ‘shifting the applicable regulatory regime along the sustainable 
development spectrum’, in which statutes show more than one specific approach to 
addressing environmental issues due to variances such as costs and phases of regulation.  
                                               
77 Gary Bryner, supra note 75. 
78 Michael Healy, supra note 48, p.19. 
79 Michael Healy, ibid., p.21 and footnote 17. 
80 See Michael Healy, ibid.; David Hodas, supra note 53, p.5 (noting that ‘the key element of sustainable development is the 
recognition that economic and environmental goals are inextricably linked’). 
81 Michael Healy, ibid., p.39. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Respective examples are the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act. 
84 For more discussion of the NEPA, see infra section 4.2 of Chapter 4. 
85 For more discussion of ESA, see infra section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 
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Healy concludes that ‘U.S. environmental law appears to be quite inconsistent in its 
approach to [SD]’.86 By applying the criterion of whether protection is sufficiently protected if it 
is available at a reasonable cost, he concludes that the Clean Water Act fails to meet the 
requirement of a balance embodied in SD because it mandates environmental protection ‘only to 
the extent that the protection is affordable’.87 In contrast, though the Clean Air Act also imposes 
controls on the basis of available technology as in the Clean Water Act, it provides a second 
phase of regulation based on the standard of ‘minimal risk to human health’.88 Therefore, it 
conforms to the requirements of SD. 
Other scholars also assess American laws to determine whether they conform to the 
principle of SD. For example, by pointing out the structural defect of the NEPA, namely, ‘no 
after-the-fact responsibility for substantive errors’, Hodas argues that ‘NEPA not only fails to 
promote sustainable development, it allows decision-makers to dress up unsustainable proposals 
with a veneer of sustainability’.89 His criteria seem more stringent than Healy’s criteria because 
procedural mechanisms do not suffice to bring about a substantive balance, according to Hodas. 
China 
In contrast to the US’s aloof attitude, China enthusiastically welcomes the idea of SD into its 
domestic scenario of development. Shortly after the Rio Conference in 1992, China became the 
first developing country to embrace this concept by issuing the Ten Strategies for Environment 
and Development.90 To fulfill its obligation made at the Rio Conference to implement the 
Agenda 21, China made its own Agenda 21 in 1994. This was the first Agenda 21 at the national 
level worldwide.  
SD has been written into both legislation and policies as a governing principle.91 It has 
obtained a paramount position on political agendas, especially when the idea of ‘scientific 
development’ (、ᆖਁኅ㿲) was proposed by the CPC as a guiding ideology to direct the 
development of the nation.92  
In contrast to the various approaches to SD in American environmental statutes, it seems that 
China simply adopts the ‘thumb on the scale’ approach, as Healy calls it, to fulfill the 
requirements of SD. The ‘priority of protection’ (؍ᣔՈݸ) is prescribed as a fundamental 
principle in the Environmental Protection Law of 2014.93 Concerning the governing status of the 
                                               
86 Michael Healy, supra note 48, p.39. 
87 Ibid., p.27. 
88 Ibid., p.39. 
89 David Hodas, supra note 53, p.7. 
90 CCCPC & State Council, ѝഭ⧟ຳоਁኅॱབྷሩㆆ(Ten Strategies for Environment and Development), August 1992. 
91 For a discussion about incorporation of SD in legislation and policies in China, see infra section 2 & 3 of Chapter 8 and 
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92 For more discussion of China’s adoption of SD and scientific development, see infra section 3.1.3 of Chapter 8. 
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Environmental Protection Law in the field of environmental protection, the principle of ‘priority 
of protection’ equally applies to each sector of environmental management, including PA 
management. Caution is still necessary regarding how this legislative commitment can be 
translated into practice.94 
 Sustainable Tourism and Eco-tourism 4.2
Sustainable Tourism   
SD has become a ‘parental paradigm’ for tourism management.95 Tourism development should 
also be based on the criterion of sustainability. Therefore, an important concept for tourism is 
proposed: sustainable tourism. As defined by the United Nations Environmental Programme 
(UNEP) and the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), sustainable tourism is  
‘tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental 
impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment and host 
communities’.96 
In addition to the economic and environmental aspects of tourism, the social aspects of 
tourism have received increasing attention within the international community, as seen in the call 
for a responsible and universally accessible tourism and the aim of poverty elimination through 
good practices of sustainable tourism.97 
Tourism in PAs has specifically been addressed. In a non-binding charter, the European 
Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas issued by the EUROPARC Federation, a 
pan-European and non-governmental umbrella organization of PAs in Europe, defined 
‘sustainable tourism in PAs’ as 
‘any form of tourism development, management or activity which ensures the long-term 
protection and preservation of natural, cultural and social resources and contributes in a 
positive and equitable manner to the economic development and well-being of individuals 
living, working, or staying in protected areas’ (emphasis added).98 
                                               
94 For more discussion, see infra section 3 of Chapter 10. 
95  Richard Sharply, ‘Tourism and Sustainable Development: Exploring the Theoretical Divide’, 8-1 (2000) Journal of 
Sustainable Tourism, p.1 (though by comparing the two concepts, he argues that the principles of sustainable development cannot 
be transposed onto tourism as a specific economic and social activity).  
96 UNEP and UNWTO, Making Tourism More Sustainable - A Guide for Policy Makers (Paris: UNEP, 2005), p.12. 
97 See UNWTO, Global Code of Ethics for Tourism: For Responsible Tourism, October 1999 (promoting ‘responsible, 
sustainable and universally accessible tourism’) and UNWTO, ‘Sustainable Tourism – Eliminating Poverty’, available at 
http://step.unwto.org/. Last visited February 2015. 
98 EUROPARC Federation, ‘European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas’, first published in 1999 and updated 
in 2007 and 2010, p.4. Full text is available at http://www.europarc.org/uploaded/documents/460.pdf. Last visited February 2015. 
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Like the term SD, the definition of the term ‘sustainable tourism’ is vague, which causes 
difficulties in applying it in practice.99 Nevertheless, several key elements can be identified in 
the call for sustainable tourism: 
1. Compliance with the principle of SD; 
2. Protection of natural and cultural heritage; 
3. A high-quality tourist experience; 
4. Partnership among authorities, industry, tourists and local communities at the local, 
national, regional and international levels; 
5. Public participation and consensus building in tourism-related decision-making; 
6. Equitable distribution of the benefits and burdens of tourism; 
7. Improvement of the quality of life of local residents and contributions to local economic 
development. 
Ecotourism 
A related concept in the literature and in management practice is ecotourism. The International 
Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism as ‘responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the 
environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and involves interpretation and 
education’.100 The IUCN defines ecotourism as ‘environmental responsible travel and visitation 
to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature… that promotes 
conservation, has low visitor impact, and provides for beneficially active social-economic 
involvement of local populations’.101 Ecotourism is generally understood as a responsible way to 
conduct tourism. Several common elements can be identified: conservation-based tourism, 
community-based tourism and equity-and-justice-oriented tourism. 
First, sustainable tourism aims to realize a balance between the environment, the economy 
and society, whereas ecotourism presents itself as a solution to these competing interests, that is, 
‘environmentally sustainable tourism’. 102  Williams states that ecotourism must incorporate 
notions of sustainable tourism; however, ‘sustainable tourism does not necessarily encapsulate 
the value of ecotourism, but rather, represents the attempted reconciliation of environmental, 
economic, and social considerations’.103 In this sense, sustainable tourism, like SD, represents a 
balancing approach, whereas ecotourism emphasizes the priority of conservation. 
                                               
99 For relevant discussion, see Axel Marx, ‘Towards Sustainability? The Case of Tourism and the EU’, 6 (1997) Euro. Envt.L. 
Rev., pp.181-182; Karen Woodward, ‘Loving the Environment to Death: Can Law Protect the Environment from the Leisure 
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Last visited February 2015. 
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Second, ecotourism ensures that economic benefits from tourism remain at the local level 
within communities instead of flowing to external stakeholders. 104  Scheyvens argues that 
‘ecotourism ventures should only be considered “successful” if local communities have some 
measure of control over them and if they share equitably in the benefits emerging from 
ecotourism activities’.105 However, empirical studies have shown that the benefits of tourism 
flow to the state and state-sponsored enterprises, whereas local communities receive the fewest 
benefits from tourism.106 
Third, ecotourism embodies both distributive and procedural aspects of justice.107 It requires 
that the benefits and costs of tourism development and nature conservation are equitably and 
fairly distributed among different stakeholders and that the public is provided with sufficient 
opportunities to participate in tourism policy-making and decision-making processes.  
There is confusion regarding whether ecotourism should be deemed a principle or a 
product.108 It is sometimes misused as a product of nature-based tourism without considering the 
criteria stated above. For example, it has been stated that there is a trend in China toward turning 
ecotourism into an income earner.109  
 Implications of SD for the Construction of PA Laws and Policies  4.3
4.3.1 A Principle of Integrated Policy-Making  
An inherent requirement of SD is to integrate environmental, social and economic goals instead 
of treating them as separate issues. The reference to integration in SD is straightforward because 
if environmental factors are not taken into consideration in the formulation and implementation 
of other sectors of policy that regulate economic and social activities, the development model 
cannot be environmentally sustained and vice versa.  
Integrated policy-making aims to ensure that ‘policy issues are appropriately defined, 
potential solutions compared, the solution that increase synergies and reduces trade-offs adopted, 
and the adopted solution implemented, monitored, and evaluated’.110 A baseline of integrated 
policy-making is that different policies should ‘at least not hinder the achievement of each 
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other’s objectives’, and an ideal situation is that different policies would even ‘contribute to each 
other’s objectives’.111 The principle of integrated policy-making has two implications: it not 
only aims to ensure that all environmental, social and economic goals are considered but also 
intends to ensure that sustainability is achieved. In other words, it requires both procedural and 
substantive integration.112 
To formulate laws and policies that are geared toward SD, the principle of integration needs 
to be incorporated in the processes of law making, policy making and decision-making. 
Equilibrium needs to be achieved among different interests and stakeholders without one 
disproportionately trumping the other. The application of the principle of integration can have a 
harmonizing impact on the effects of the fragmentation of laws and policies. It may also promote 
coordination between different law-implementation bodies.  
PA management involves multiple agencies , each of which possesses a distinguishing 
management philosophy and objective. Because each agency is empowered with authority over 
policy-making, the field of PA management has many choices of policies. Integrated 
policy-making is crucial because inter-agency rivalry and a lack of coordination between 
governmental agencies are likely to produce fragmented policies or policies that give one or 
more factors disproportionate weight. Adding environmental concerns to sector policy-making 
that may influence PA management, such as tourism policies, at an early stage may contribute to 
the detection, prevention and mitigation of the negative environmental impacts of such policies. 
Furthermore, the integration should be equitable, which requires that the burdens and interests 
that arise from PA designation and management are equally and fairly distributed within the 
community and between current and future generations.  
4.3.2 A Rule of Conflict Resolution 
The goals of SD may conflict with each other. Different legal norms that aim to attain different 
goals of SD may also conflict with each other. For example, the provisions in environmental 
statutes may conflict with rules related to the economy and trade. Therefore, a balancing exercise 
needs to be conducted between the different goals of SD. To achieve such a balance, different 
weights need to be attached to each goal that SD aims to promote. Different arguments can be 
made regarding the weighting process. It may be argued that the objective of policy integration is 
to find ‘win-win’ solutions to different goals, and environmental interests do not necessarily 
prevail over other social and economic interests. It may also be argued that there is a hierarchy of 
priorities between different goals. Voigt argues for a consideration of respect for ecological 
thresholds as the inherent component of SD. Among the three pillars of SD, environmental 
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factors should be given priority over others, and environmental protection is the prerequisite for 
any development to be conducted in a sustainable manner.113  
Recognizing the status primus inter pares of ecological functions among the various aspects 
of SD, the principle of SD can have the potential to be an ‘arbiter’ of conflicts between different 
legal norms.114 Lower provides an analytical framework of SD as an ‘interstitial norm’. In his 
words, SD ‘does not seek to regulate the conduct of legal persons directly’, which is the 
distinguishing feature of a primary norm in Hart’s words,115 but can ‘[push] and [pull] the 
boundaries of true primary norms when they threaten to overlap or conflict with each other’.116 
In this sense, the principle of SD can be functional for legal practitioners, particularly judges, to 
solve conflicts of norms. The application of SD may produce a hierarchical systemization of 
values by which the conformity of a particular norm to SD can be assessed and the rule to choose 
the most appropriate applicable norm can be established. Courts may invoke the principle of SD 
to invalidate laws and policies that prove to be unsustainable. The application of the principle of 
SD can also work as a way to correct unsustainable development practices. All of these potential 
functions of SD are of crucial significance in attaining sustainability in PA management. 
4.3.3 A Framework of Good Governance  
Good governance is a key element of the principle of SD.117 Partnership among multiple 
stakeholders and a ‘localized’ strategy of tourism management are also associated with the 
concept of sustainability in tourism. The application of SD in PA law requires conformity with 
the requirements of good governance. 
Endowing SD with the essence of good governance occurs in the far-reaching context of the 
transition from government to governance. Governance is ‘a process whereby societies or 
organizations make their important decisions, determine whom they involve in that process and 
how they render account’.118 As opposed to government, governance ‘involves the full range of 
individuals and organizations involved with policy decisions and implementation’.119 
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According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the 
key elements of good governance in environmental policies include the following: 
1. Consensus/science-based objectives (differentiated by time) appropriately reflected in 
policies, laws and regulations; 
2. An appropriate institutional framework for policy development and implementation, 
including a clear allocation of responsibilities and powers to national and sub-national 
levels of government; 
3. Institutions and instruments for policy integration and coherence that embrace the three 
pillars of SD: the environment, the economy and society; and 
4. The provision of information, public participation and access to an impartial judiciary in 
the development and implementation of environmental policies.120 
The application of the requirements of good governance in PA management requires an 
appropriate institutional framework in which power and responsibility are clearly allocated at 
both vertical (central-local) and horizontal (intra-department and inter-department) levels. It 
requires a legislative guarantee to the right to information and participatory rights during the 
decision-making process.121 It also requires an independent and professional judiciary to provide 
effective and fair remedies to afflicted interests and to practice the judicial review of agencies’ 
decision-making.  
4.3.4 An Indicator of Contextual Differences  
The application of SD varies across different times, areas and subjects. Barral categorizes three 
dimensions in which SD varies: ratione temporis, ratione personae and ratione materiae.122 
These dimensions refer, respectively, to variance in intergenerational understanding and the 
interpretation of SD, variance between developing and developed countries in terms of their state 
capacities and levels of development, and variance of SD in terms of the area or type of activity 
concerned, such as forestry and fishery activities. 
The temporal dimension requires the adoption of a future-oriented perspective to understand 
current issues. The personal dimension requires a trans-jurisdictional perspective to examine 
domestic issues that might be similarly confronted in other countries. The material dimension 
necessitates caution against the universal applicability of a particular standard or interpretation 
when it occurs across areas or activities. 
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From the foregoing discussion of the endorsement of SD in the domestic legal systems of the 
US and China, one can see that the term SD may not be explicitly endorsed in domestic law, and 
different nations may approach and interpret SD in their own ways. Nevertheless, the principle of 
integrated decision-making and the need to balance different interests are unanimously 
acknowledged. Thus, a comparative perspective is necessary to examine how sustainability is 
interpreted and perceived in domestic contexts. This perspective is adopted in the current 
research. 
5. Formulating a Legal Arena: Toward an Institutional Approach 
The key to formulating a legal arena lies in how to design a legal framework that facilitates an 
optimal balance between conflicting interests. The key issues are who (to balance) and how (to 
balance). In terms of the ‘who’ issue, different players are involved in constructing law, mainly 
legislatures, administrative agencies and courts. Each institution has its own capacities and 
concerns that determine how these players interact and what consequences this interaction may 
produce. It is necessary to clarify the term ‘administrative agencies’ used in this dissertation. In 
the US, the institutional structure of the federal executive branch is diverse and possesses 
different titles, such as departments, bureaus and administrations within departments, executive 
independent agencies, independent regulatory commissions, government corporations, and other 
agencies and entities.123 Nevertheless, they are all included under the umbrella term ‘agencies’. 
A broad definition of ‘agency’ is provided in the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946: ‘each 
authority of the Government of the United States, whether or not it is within or subject to review 
by another agency’, excluding Congress, courts and the governments of the territories or 
possessions of the US.124 In the current research, the term ‘agencies’ specifically refers to the 
four federal land-management agencies. In China, a definition of ‘agency’ is not similarly 
provided in law. The term ‘agency’ used in this research generally refers to all administrations 
that exercise administrative power, including governments at all levels, their executive 
departments, and management bodies that exercise on-the-ground management authority of PAs. 
In terms of the ‘how’ issue, a balancing decision necessitates a certain degree of discretion. 
Discretionary decisions are subject to the substantive and procedural requirements prescribed by 
law. Statutory instructions are not always clear. In addition to carrying out the mandates of the 
statutes, it is increasingly recognized that agencies need to interpret statutes in the event of 
ambiguities. Therefore, legal rules involve not only how to ensure agencies’ compliance with 
statutory stipulations but also how to delimitate permissible room for agencies’ own construction 
of statutes.  
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Both the who and the how issues indicate the significance of interactions among different 
legal institutions in constructing a desirable legal framework. Identification of what the 
legislation says and how agencies carry out and interpret legislation is the key process of 
doctrinal legal analysis. Conflict resolution largely relies on how the statutes are to be interpreted 
by different institutions. Therefore, in this section, the perspective of administrative discretion in 
making balancing decisions is adopted to analyze how a legal arena is constructed. The 
resolution of conflicts that arise from vague or ambiguous statutory language relies on how a 
statute is to be interpreted. Theories of statutory interpretation, particularly the institutional 
theory of statutory interpretation, are applied to determine how different institutions have 
interpreted and should interpret a particular text.  
 The Raison D’être of Administrative Discretion and the Means of Statutory Interpretation 5.1
Discretion is a power that is inherently possessed by administrative agencies. It is conferred to 
agencies to achieve flexibility of administration. Agencies exercise their discretionary power to 
weigh different interests to best fulfill legislative goals. Departing from the traditional view that 
deems administrative discretion against the rule of law,125 modern administrative law that arises 
from the regulatory state has broadly recognized the inevitability of administrative discretion due 
to the broad delegation of power from Congress to the executive bodies.126  
Despite its inevitability, discretion is not unfettered. Instead, it is subjected to the principles 
and mechanisms of administrative law. There are generally three methods to control 
administrative discretion: 
1. The enactment of laws by Congress to clarify indefinite legal terms and reduce the room 
for discretionary decision-making; 
2. Control of the process of discretionary decision-making, such as requirements for due 
process and public participation; and 
3. Judicial review of administrative decision-making, which includes ‘scrutiny of the 
substantiality of the evidence supporting agency fact-finding’, procedural safeguards and 
requirements of reasoned consistency in agency decision-making.127 
According to Stuart, discretion has two sources: (1) an agency is endowed with plenary 
responsibilities by the legislature and has free choice; and (2) an agency’s choice is controlled 
among alternatives dictated by the legislature, but the ‘generality, ambiguity, or vagueness’ of 
statutes makes this choice unclearly determined.128 The factors that contribute to the lack of 
specificity of statutes include, among others, a ‘lack of legislative incentives to clarify directives’, 
‘legislators’ desire to avoid resolution of controversial policy issues’, ‘the inherent variability of 
                                               
125 See John Locke, Two Treatises on Government (London: Awnsham Churchill, 1690). 
126 See generally Kenneth Davis, Discretionary Justice: A Preliminary Inquiry (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1969). See also Robert Rabin, ‘Federal Regulation in History Perspective’, 38 (1986) Stanford Law Review, p.1189. 
127 Richard Stuart, ‘The Reformation of American Administrative Law’, 88-8 (1975) Harvard Law Review, pp.1679-1680. 
128 Ibid., p.1676 and footnote 25. 
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experience’ and ‘the limitations of language’.129 Statutory ambiguity is a common problem 
across jurisdictions. Because the legislature cannot foresee every potential circumstance that may 
occur in the future, the usage of ‘indefinite legal terms’ is broadly observed in statutes. Typical 
examples of these terms include ‘state secrets’ and ‘public order’. This entails the need for 
statutory interpretation of these terms.  
An agency’s interpretation of statutes is a crucial means of exercising its discretion. A 
paradigm shift is therefore found in terms of administrative agencies’ functions, from strictly 
carrying out statutes (in Stewart’s words, the ‘transmission belt’ model) 130  to actively 
interpreting statutes. Sunstein even asserts that statutory interpretations by agencies have 
replaced judicial interpretation, and federal agencies have become ‘America’s common-law 
courts, with the power to adapt statutory regimes to new facts and new values when the 
underlying statute is ambiguous’.131 
Compared with the pragmatic approach in American academia that generally refers to 
discretion in terms of statutory ambiguities, a distinction is made between discretion and 
‘indefinite legal terms’ in continental-law countries, such as Germany. It is stated that 
‘completing an indefinite legal term is a question of law, whereas the exercise of discretion is a 
matter of convenience’.132 The most crucial difference between indefinite legal terms and 
discretion is their reviewability by the judiciary. The judiciary has full power to review 
administrative agencies’ interpretations of indefinite legal terms, whereas it must show deference 
to discretionary decision-making.133 Chinese academia also accepts this distinction, though this 
distinction is not firmly established by law.134 
It is generally accepted that in both continental-law and common-law countries, courts 
should not replace the discretionary decisions made by administrative agencies with their own 
decisions; that is, the ‘judicial usurpation of agency discretion’135 is not allowed. In the US, the 
‘arbitrary and capricious standard’ prescribed in the Administrative Procedure Act is generally 
used for the judicial review of administrative discretion. The principle of judicial deference is 
established in the Chevron case.136 In continental-law countries such as Germany, courts only 
                                               
129 Ibid., p.1677 and footnote 27. 
130 The transmission belt metaphor refers to the functions of administrative agencies that they are mainly for implementing 
legislative directives made by Congress. See Richard Stewart, ibid., p.1675. 
131 Cass Sunstein, ‘Is Tobacco a Drug? Administrative Agencies as Common Law Courts’, 47 (1998) Duke Law Journal, p.1013. 
132 René Seerden (ed.), Administrative Law of the European Union, its Member States and the United States : A Comparative 
Analysis (Antwerpen: Intersentia, 2007), p.130. 
133 Ibid., p.130 (the case of Germany) and p.194 (the case of the Netherlands). 
134 For a discussion of indefinite legal term and discretion in Chinese academia, see generally Zheng Chunyan, ਆߣҾ㹼᭯ԫ
࣑Ⲵн⺞ᇊ⌅ᖻᾲᘥᇊᙗü޽䰞㹼᭯㻱䟿ᾲᘥⲴ⭼ᇊ (The nature of ‘Indefinite Legal Term’ inferred from administrative 
tasks- re-questioning the definition of administrative discretion), 37-3 (2007) ⎉⊏བྷᆖᆖᣕ(Journal of Zhejiang University), 
pp.166-174. 
135 Termed by Nie in Martin Nie, supra note 13, p.259. 
136 Chevron USA., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 US 837 (1984). For more details, see infra section 2.2 of 
Chapter 7. 
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review whether administrative agencies have made mistakes in exercising their discretion. Such 
mistakes include exceeding their discretion and abusing their discretion.137 In the Netherlands, 
courts may only intervene ‘if the weighing of interests [is] manifestly incorrect (prohibition 
against arbitrariness, willekeur)’.138 In the Administrative Litigation Law in China, a general 
judicial review standard for administrative discretion is not established. Instead, two separate 
standards are generally referred to as legislative standards on the judicial review of 
administrative discretionary decision-making. First, Chinese courts are entitled to review 
discretionary administrative punishments that are ‘obviously unjust’ (㹼᭯༴㖊ᱮཡޜ↓); 
second, the standard of ‘abuse of power’ (┕⭘㙼ᵳ) is used to annul an administrative action 
(Article 70).139 
 Toward an Institutional Theory of Legal Interpretation 5.2
There is abundant theoretical framing for the way statutes can and should be interpreted. 
Influential approaches include the positivism proposed by Hart, the integral interpretation 
proposed by Dworkin and the textualism proposed by Manning.140 In a critical review of these 
traditional interpretation theories for their ‘institutional blindness’, Vermeule’s book Judging 
under Uncertainty proposes an institutional argument for the ‘formalism’ of legal 
interpretation.141 He argues that any approach to statutory interpretation should rest on the 
empirical premises of two variables: the institutional capacities and systematic effects that an 
interpretative choice may entail. He contends that the right question is not ‘how, in principle, 
should a legal text be interpreted?’ but ‘how should certain institutions, with their distinctive 
abilities and limitations, interpret certain texts?’142  
In fact, scholars have long recognized the relevance of institutional capacities for 
interpretation theories, such as William Eskridge’s dynamism and Richard Poser’s pragmatism 
theories of statutory interpretation. Vermeule insists that both of these have subtle forms of 
                                               
137 René Seerden (ed.), supra note 132, p.130. 
138 Ibid., p.194. 
139 NPC, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅(Administrative Litigation Law of the People’s Republic of China), 1 January 2015. For 
analysis of the judicial application of these two review standards, see Zheng Chunyan,Ā䳀९āਨ⌅ᇑḕлⲴ㹼᭯㻱䟿㿲৺ަ
؞↓üüԕǉᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ޜᣕǊѝⲴ⴨ޣṸֻѪṧᵜⲴ࠶᷀ (Judicial perception of administrative discretion and its 
rectification from the perspective of ‘hidden’ judicial review: analysis based on relevant cases released in the Supreme People 
Court’s Gazette), 1 (2013) ⌅୶⹄ウ(Studies in Law and Business), p.61; and Shen Kui, 㹼᭯䇹䇬⺞・Ā㻱䟿᰾ᱮнᖃāḷ
߶ѻ䇞(Analysis on establishing the standard of ‘obvious inappropriate discretion’ in administrative litigation), 4(2004)⌅୶⹄
ウ(Studies in Law and Business), pp.27-37; 
140 Herbert L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law (Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2012) (3rd edition) (he argues 
that the legality of a given norm depends on its sources instead of merits); Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1986) (Dworkin’s theory is often taken to be antagonistic to Hart’s; he argues for treating law as 
integrity and assumes that the law is structured by a coherent set of principles about justice and fairness and procedural due 
process); John Manning, ‘Textualism as a Nondelegation Doctrine’, 97-3 (1997) Columbia Law Review, pp.673-739 (he urges 
that courts should interpret statutes according to the ordinary meaning of their texts). See generally Frank Cross, The Theory and 
Practice of Statutory Interpretation (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008).  
141 Adrian Vermeule, Judging under Uncertainty: An Institutional Theory of Legal Interpretation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2006). 
142 Ibid., p.36. 
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institutional blindness and rebuts them as a ‘nirvana fallacy’ for holding an overly idealized view 
of courts. 143  Eskridge argues for the flexible judicial treatment of statutory texts by 
incorporating a broad range of public values and updating obsolete statutes.144 Posner argues for 
‘practical reasoning’ in directing statutory interpretations toward the most beneficial outcome for 
society and is thus deemed a consequentialist.145 Vermeule states that this is ‘overestimat[ing] 
the judiciary’s capacity to succeed at dynamic updating and flexible interpretation’.146 He 
identifies two problems that may cause institutional dilemmas for judges: uncertainty (i.e., 
judges do not have enough information to make an interpretive choice) and bounded rationality 
(i.e., judges have limited capacity to understand and use information even if it is accessible).147 
Instead, he advocates a dramatic shift of interpretive authority from courts to agencies.148 By 
using the method of cost-benefit analysis, he argues that an optimal interpretive approach should 
minimize the collateral costs of decision and uncertainty. In a nutshell, his institutional argument 
indicates that judges should do the following: 
1. ‘Follow the clear and specific meaning of the legal texts, where those texts have clear 
and specific meanings; and 
2. Defer to the interpretations offered by legislatures and agencies, where legal texts lack 
clear and specific meanings’.149 
Vermeule’s institutionary theory has incurred criticism. Opponents question his negative 
view of the judiciary’s capacities and his overly optimistic view of agencies’ capacities.150 
 Developing an Institutional Approach to PA Law 5.3
Institutional theory informs a particular approach and dimension that may be used to interpret 
and construct PA law in the current research.  
First, to set the context, the scenario of conflict and conflict resolution that was previously 
framed falls into the general context of the discussion on administrative discretion and statutory 
interpretation. Statutory vagueness and ambiguities are prevalent in the field of nature 
conservation law. Terms such as ‘rational use’ and ‘appropriate use’ are used broadly in 
legislation to define the standard for the allowable use of natural resources, not to mention the 
term ‘sustainability’ upon which consensus is hardly ever achieved. Influenced by the 
                                               
143 Ibid., p.40. 
144 William Eskridge, ‘Dynamic Statutory Interpretation’, 135 (1987) University of Pennsylvania Law Review, pp.1479-1555. 
145 Richard Posner, Law, Pragmatism, and Democracy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003). In an article of 
2003, Posner explicitly proposed the institutional dimension of his statutory interpretation theory. See Richard Posner, ‘Reply: 
The Institutional Dimension of Statutory and Constitutional Interpretation’, 101(2003) Michigan Law Review, pp.954-955. 
146 Adrian Vermeule, supra note 141, p.10. 
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148 For example, Vermeule states that ‘specialist agencies… are far better positioned to comprehend the complex legislative 
histories of their particular statutes than the generalist judges’. Ibid., p.215. 
149 Ibid., p.1. 
150 Caleb Nelson, ‘Statutory Interpretation and Decision Theory’, 74 (2007) University of Chicago Law Review, pp.329-406; and 
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Progressive idea, it has been advocated that the ‘science of conservation must be left to the 
professionally trained and apolitical experts’ in agencies. 151  As the daily, on-the-ground 
managers of PAs, agencies must make discretionary decisions on which uses are rational and 
appropriate and which are not. Agencies are therefore empowered with the discretion to 
determine the meanings of these terms that Congress has presented.  
Second, the institutional arguments toward statutory interpretation emphasize the role of 
interactions among different institutions in fostering a desired interpretation of law. In the current 
research, the issue boils down to how the term ‘sustainability’, in a general sense, can and should 
be interpreted by different institutions, mainly legislatures, agencies and courts, with their 
distinctive abilities and limitations. 
Vermeule argues that his institutional theory has both methodological and substantive 
implications.152 Adopting his thesis as a methodology, the current research takes as its starting 
point the premise that all institutions, particularly legislatures, administrative agencies and courts, 
have distinctive institutional capacities and limits, such as uncertainty and bounded rationality. 
When controversies occur in PA management, especially political conflicts, a premised question 
is who should be primarily responsible for dealing with such issues: Congress, agencies or courts? 
Vermeule states that institutional design matters in interpreting statutes and solving conflicts. 
What Congress should say in law, how agencies should carry out and interpret statutes and how 
courts should oversee agencies’ management decisions are key issues to be addressed when 
designing a legal framework for PA management. 
In the context of US public land law, scholars have discussed how institutional interaction 
influences agencies’ decision-making. For example, Michael Mortimer argues that ‘the problems 
currently afflicting the USFS result from Congress avoiding responsibility for difficult resource 
management decisions’. He claims that the USFS’s management has been ‘plagued by 
controversy and litigation’ due to vague statutory missions enacted by Congress. As will be 
shown below, similar situations can be found in the context of national park management. 
6. Summary 
PA designation and management is rife with various types of conflicts. These conflicts involve 
issues such as how to use natural resources, how to distribute the benefits and burdens that arise 
from PA management, and how to protect the property rights of land and resources within PAs. 
These conflicts arise due to the plurality of values that govern how people view nature and 
interactions with nature, the changing land- and resource-use patterns, the transforming 
                                               
151 See generally Samuel Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement, 1890-1920 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959). Cited from Martin Nie, supra note 13, p.260. 
152 Adrian Vermeule, supra note 141, p.1. 
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tourism-environment relationship, the increasing regulations on land use and recreational 
activities, and the conflicting goals of PAs between conservation and development.  
Various conflicts necessitate a balance among conflicting interests. The principle of SD, 
despite its ambiguities, has become an underpinning tenet for what an optimal balance looks like 
and how it can be reached. The tourism industry also needs to undergo a sustainability test to 
realize sustainable tourism. SD requires the integration of environmental, social and economic 
factors in decision-making, the sustainable use of natural resources and the realization of intra- 
and intergenerational equity. Although the US and China show different attitudes toward the 
inclusion of the concept of SD in their domestic legal frameworks, this does not necessarily 
exclude SD from being a comparative benchmark for the assessment of domestic legal 
construction. SD confers the principle of integrated decision-making in both substantive and 
procedural respects. It can be a rule for resolving conflicts between different legal norms, and it 
provides criteria for courts to eliminate unsustainable state conduct. It places good governance 
requirements on the construction of legal frameworks for PA management in domestic contexts. 
It also necessitates a comparative perspective to examine how sustainability is interpreted and 
realized in different contexts. 
The key issue in formulating a legal arena as a common ground lies in how to accommodate 
conflicting interests and reach an optimal balance. Due to the prevalence of statutory vagueness 
and ambiguities in conservation law, agencies are empowered with the discretion to interpret and 
determine the meanings of statutory language. The institutional theory of statutory interpretation 
states that the institutional design of legislatures, agencies and courts matters when there is a 
need for statutory interpretation. A normative setting for a legal framework needs to take into 
account the capacities and limits of each institution. 
The rationale, principles and approaches discussed above lead to the next two country 
studies of the US and China. Parts II and III will examine how conflicts in PA management, 
particularly conflicts between conservation and recreation, are formed and resolved under the 
current legal frameworks of the US and China. Normative questions on how an institutional 
arrangement to resolve these conflicts should be designed and implemented are also explored 
and analyzed. 
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Chapter 4: The Legal Framework of Protected Areas in the United 
States 
 
National parks are the best idea we ever had. Absolutely American, absolutely democratic, they 
reflect us at our best rather than our worst. 
---- Wallace Stegner1 
 
1. Introduction 
A preliminary step in analyzing how conflicts that arise from protected area (PA) management 
are resolved in the legal system is to identify what the applicable laws are, how they evolve into 
the current status, and how PA law is situated in the general environmental law framework. This 
chapter aims to provide an overview of the legislative framework of PAs in the US. First, 
applicable congressional statutes related to PA management are analyzed with a particular focus 
on the National Park System. Second, legislative frameworks for other types of public land 
designations are discussed, and the differences in congressional mandates on different public 
land management agencies are identified. Third, overarching and generic legislation that applies 
to all types of public lands is discussed. Fourth, in addition to these statutory legislations, 
common law plays a role, albeit a controversial role, in public land management. Common-law 
principles are discussed with a particular focus on the public trust doctrine.  
Before moving forward, some introductory remarks are presented on the sources and 
hierarchies of law in the US.2 The Constitution of the US, the ‘supreme law of the land,’3 is the 
fundamental law of the federal government. The principles of the separation of power and checks 
and balances are adopted as the foundation of government formation. Three branches are 
established under the federal government: the legislative, executive and judicial branches. 
Federal courts have the sole authority to interpret the Constitution and to review the 
constitutionality of federal laws and state laws. Congress has the power to enact federal statutes, 
which are compiled in the United States Code (USC). Congress may grant federal agencies the 
authority to issue rules and regulations that have a quasi-legislative character. Valid federal rules 
and regulations possess the force of law and preempt state laws and rules similarly to the 
                                               
1 Wallace Stegner, ‘The Best Idea We Ever Had’, 46 (1983) Wilderness, pp.4-13. 
2 See generally William Burnham, Introduction to the Law and Legal System of the United States (St. Paul, Minn: West/Thomas 
Reuters, 2011). 
3 Article VI, Clause 2 of the Constitution of the US. 
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preemptive effect of federal statutes.4 The president has the power to issue executive orders to 
direct the actions of federal agencies, and these executive orders possess a force equal to the law. 
Rules, executive orders and other executive branch notices are first published in the Federal 
Register and are subject to public comments, and then, they are codified in the Code of Federal 
Regulation (CFR). Courts produce case law with binding effects. Common law, which evolves 
from courts’ decisions, is also part of the legal system in the US. 
2. The Legislative Framework of the National Park System 
The characteristics of a national park, such as its wild fauna and flora, natural resources, 
wilderness features and historical structures, subject national park management to a series of 
relevant legal documents. The National Park System is governed by a long list of hierarchical 
legal documents ranging from the Constitution, international treaties and statutes to executive 
orders, regulations, directives and management policies. This complicated legal framework has 
become a distinguishing feature of the National Park System in the US. Winks commented that 
‘legislation passed with respect to the Park System … whether generic to the system as a whole 
or specific to an individual unit, has more extensive application than any other park system in the 
world’.5  
 The ‘Property Clause’ in the Constitution 2.1
The constitutional basis for enacting laws on federal land lies in Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2 
of the US Constitution, which is commonly referred to as ‘the Property Clause,’ which states, 
‘Congress will have the power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations 
respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United States’.6 Congress is thus 
empowered with two types of powers: one to dispose of properties belonging to the US, 
including federal lands, and the other to make all necessary rules and regulations for that purpose. 
By contrast, under the scenario of the dichotomy of natural resources law and environmental 
law,7 it is generally accepted that the constitutional basis for the former lies in the ‘Property 
Clause’, whereas the basis for environmental law, which is roughly defined as ‘pollution control 
law,’ lies in the ‘Commerce Clause,’ in which Congress is empowered to regulate pollution 
activities that have a substantial relation to interstate commerce.8 
                                               
4 For general discussions of the ‘preemption doctrine’ and the ‘supremacy clause’ in the Constitution of the US, see William 
Bratton, ‘The Preemption Doctrine: Shifting Perspectives on Federalism and the Burger Court’, 75 (1975) Columbia Law Review, 
pp.623-654; Viet Dinh, ‘Reassessing the law of preemption’, 88-7 (1999) The Georgetown Law Journal, pp. 2085-2118. 
5 Robin Winks, ‘The National Park Service Act of 1916: “A Contradictory Mandate”?’, 74 (1996-1997) Denver University Law 
Review, p. 576. 
6 Article IV, Section 2, Clause 2 of the Constitution of the US. 
7 See Robert Fischman, ‘What is Natural Resources Law?’, 78-2 (2007) University of Colorado Law Review, pp.717-750 (the 
author argues that natural resources law has distinctive attributes that distinguish it from pollution control law or property law). 
8 Article 1, Section 8, Clause 3 of the Constitution (‘The Congress shall have power… to regulate commerce with foreign 
nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes’). For discussions of this general distinction, see Paul Smyth, 
‘Conservation and Preservation of Federal Public Resources: A History’, 17 (2003) Natural Resources & Environment, p.77; 
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 Congressional Mandates to the National Park Service 2.2
Under the empowerment of the ‘Property Clause’, quite a long list of statutes has been enacted 
by Congress to govern national park management. As of January 2015, this list of applicable 
statutes covered 72 acts enumerated by the Office of Policy of the National Park Service (NPS) 
(see Appendix I).9 
These 72 acts can be generally categorized into three categories. The first category refers to 
those acts specifically directed to the NPS and the National Park System it manages, such as the 
Organic Act of 1916, the General Authorities Act of 1970, and the National Parks Omnibus 
Management Act of 1998. This category also includes the ‘enabling legislation’ formulated for 
each unit of the National Park System by Congress. The second category refers to the 
broad-ranging acts enacted by Congress relating to the protection of the environment and natural 
resources, such as the Wilderness Act of 1964, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1970. The third category refers to acts that are universally 
applicable to all federal agencies including the NPS, such as the Administrative Procedure Act of 
1946. This section focuses on the first category, specific legislation on national parks. The other 
two are discussed in the following sections. 
(1) The Organic Act of 1916: the birth of the NPS 
As previously discussed, the direct result of the Organic Act of 1916 was the birth of the NPS. 
This is the main reason this act is titled ‘Organic’.10 Until now, the Organic Act has acted as the 
most important congressional statute for the NPS, and legal scholarship has focused almost 
exclusively on it. The statement of the fundamental purpose of national parks has become the 
kernel of the Act, which reads as follows: 
‘… which purpose is to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life 
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave 
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations’.11  
Several key words can be identified in this statement, including ‘conserve’, ‘enjoyment’ and 
‘unimpaired’. Because explanations of these terms are not provided in the Act, this statement has 
stirred ongoing controversy.12 In addition to this controversial statement, the Act empowers the 
NPS to ‘promote and regulate’ the use of park land and resources by ‘means and measures as 
                                                                                                                                                       
Robert Fischman, ‘The Problem of Statutory Detail in National Park Establishment Legislation and Its Relationship to Pollution 
Control Law’, 74 (1996) Denver University Law Review, pp.784-785. 
9 NPS Office of Policy, ‘Policy Related Laws’, available at http://home.nps.gov/applications/npspolicy/getlaws.cfm. Last visited 
January 2015. 
10 Fischman traces the meaning of ‘Organic’ and proposes five requisite components of a modern organic act, which include a 
systematic purpose, designated uses, comprehensive planning, substantive management criteria and public participation. See 
Robert Fischman, ‘National Wildlife Refuge System and the Hallmarks of Modern Organic Legislation’, 29 (2002) Ecology Law 
Quarterly, pp.514-592. 
11 16 USC. §1. 
12 See infra section 2 of Chapter 6. 
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conform to the fundamental purpose’.13 A dual task of the promotion and regulation of use is 
thus assigned to the NPS. Potential tension exists between the two tasks, which has mired the 
NPS in a management dilemma.14 Reaching a balance requires a proper explanation of the 
‘fundamental purpose’ that the NPS is instructed to fulfill. In practice, debates on both of the 
NPS’s promotion and regulation of park uses always refer to the explanation of the fundamental 
purpose stated above. Literally speaking, this congressional delegation is quite broad. Cheever 
states that the NPS is ‘getting “carte blanche” from Congress’.15 
(2) The General Authorities Act of 1970: toward the unification of the ‘National Park System’ 
Since the late 1930s, Congress has designated different types of park areas, such as national 
lakeshores, national seashores and national scenic riverways, most of which are specifically for 
recreational purposes.16 The NPS itself also developed a taxonomy of ‘management categories’ 
(i.e., natural, historical and recreational areas) to distinguish different areas based on their natural 
conditions and management requirements. 17  Accordingly, in some recreational areas, 
traditionally prohibited activities such as hunting, trapping and fishing were allowed by the NPS. 
To clarify the mission it expressed in 1916 and the management standards across different 
categories of park areas, Congress passed an act in 1970 that is generally referred to as the 
‘General Authorities Act’.18  
In addition to re-confirming the mission stated in the Organic Act of 1916, the General 
Authorities Act attempted to unify the scattered national park units into one cohesive ‘National 
Park System’. It stated 
‘natural, historic, and recreation areas… though distinct in character, are united through their 
inter-related purposes and resources into one national park system as cumulative expressions of a 
single national heritage’. 
This statement indicated that no matter whether a park unit was a natural, historic or 
recreational area, it would be integrated into the ‘National Park System’ and protected equally 
with other units under the Organic Act.19 After this Act, the NPS gradually phased out its usage 
of ‘management categories’. Thus, the less restrictive management standards enjoyed in 
recreational areas were no longer valid. This shift triggered litigations against the NPS.20 
The 1970 Act also made several visible moves by stating  
                                               
13 16 USC. §1. 
14 This can be seen from numerous lawsuits against the NPS’s management decisions. See infra Chapter 7. 
15 Federico Cheever, ‘United States Forest Service and National Park Service: Paradoxical Mandates, Powerful Founders, and 
the Rise and Fall of Agency Discretion’, 74 (1996-1997) Denver University Law Review, p.632. 
16 See infra section 3.2 of Chapter 5. 
17 See National Rifle Association v. Potter, 628 F. Supp. 903 (D. D.C. 1986), p.905. 
18 Pub. L. No. 91-383; 84 Stat. 825 (1970) (codified as amended at 16 USC. § 1a-1 to 1a-7). 
19 For an in-depth examination of the 1970 and the following 1978 amendment, see Robin Winks, supra note 5, pp.577-79.  
20 See Bicycle Trails Council of Martin v. Babbitt, 82 F.3d 1445 (9th Cir.1996) (the NPS’s decision to close bicycle trails in a 
national recreational area was upheld by the court). For more details, see section 4.1.2 of Chapter 7. 
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‘[national park units] derive increased national dignity and recognition of their superb environmental 
quality through their inclusion jointly with each other in one national park system preserved and 
managed for the benefit and inspiration of all the people of the United States’ (emphasis added).  
This was the first time that the significant role of national parks in environmental protection 
was recognized. Ross notes that the 1970 Act used the term ‘preserve’ to supplant the use of 
‘conserve’ in the Organic Act, and the phrase ‘benefit and inspiration’ has ‘trumped, or at least 
embellished’ the word ‘enjoyment’ in the Organic Act.21 Winks reads the wording of ‘all the 
people’ in this sentence as an indication that requires management decisions to serve the purpose 
of national benefits instead of localized and specified interests or those ‘historically vested 
bodies that [lack] clear national significance’.22  
(3) The Redwood Amendment of 1978: adjacent development and the derogation standard  
The Redwood Amendment of 1978 was originally enacted to amend the Redwood National Park 
Act of 1968, with the purpose of expanding the Redwood National Park.23 Originally created in 
1968, Redwood was an enclave surrounded by both public and private timberlands. The 
environment and landscape within the park suffered dramatically from extensive upstream 
logging activities. In 1978, despite opposition from the timber industry, Congress acquired up to 
48,000 acres of these upstream lands to expand the park and restore the ecosystem.24 Because 
this act added two important sentences after the first section of the General Authorities Act of 
1970, it was considered an amendment to the Act of 1970 and thus was named ‘The Redwood 
Amendment’. These two important sentences read as follows: 
‘Congress further reaffirms, declares, and directs that the promotion and regulation of the various 
areas of the National Park System … shall be consistent with and founded in the purpose established 
by the first section of [the Organic Act], to the common benefit of all the people of the United States. 
The authorization of activities shall be construed and the protection, management, and administration 
of these areas shall be conducted in light of the high public value and integrity of the National Park 
System and shall not be exercised in derogation of the values and purposes for which these various 
areas have been established, except as may have been or shall be directly and specifically provided 
by Congress’ (emphasis added). 
The first sentence is a reaffirmation of the mandate set forth in the Organic Act. The 
importance of this amendment is shown in the second sentence, which sets a standard for the 
NPS to manage the National Park System (i.e., the ‘derogation standard’). On the one hand, the 
NPS is empowered to prohibit any activities that could ‘derogate’ the values and purposes of 
                                               
21 Molly Ross, ‘The Requirement to Leave Park Resources and Values “Unimpaired”’, 30-1 (2013) The George Wright Forum, 
pp.68-69. 
22 Robin Winks, supra note 5, p. 578. 
23 Pub. L. 95-250, Title I, §101(b), Mar. 27, 1978; 92 Stat. 166; 16 USC. §1a-1. 
24 For more information of the Redwood National Park, see Edwin Bearss, History Basic Data: Redwood National Park, 
Delnorte and Humboldt Counties, California (Washington D.C.: USDOI, NPS, Division of History, Office of Archeology and 
Historic Preservation, 1982).  
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parks. On the other hand, the NPS is required to safeguard parks and manage them in a manner 
that would not ‘derogate’ them. However, the prescribed ‘derogation’ standard does not differ 
substantially from the ‘impairment’ standard embodied in the Organic Act. This is reflected in 
the NPS’s interpretation of these two standards in its Management Policies of 2006. The NPS 
explicitly emphasizes that derogation and impairment are not two different standards; there is 
only one management standard.25 It seems that the importance of the Redwood Amendment lies 
in its initial concern for external threats and development adjacent to national parks, which has 
produced considerable challenges for park managers.26 
(4) The National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998 
Facing the problems of overcrowding and funding shortages, Congress enacted the National 
Parks Omnibus Management Act in 1998.27 As an omnibus act, many management issues are 
addressed in it, such as the reform of the concession industry,28 budget and fundraising problems, 
encouragement for cooperative agreements with universities and scientific communities, and the 
reform of the criteria for admission to the National Park System.29  
This Act is the latest comprehensive congressional legislation on national parks. Compared 
to previous acts, it provides more substantive criteria on the management of national parks.30 
For example, it requires the inventory and monitoring of resource conditions in the National Park 
System (Section 204) and the consideration of resource studies for management decisions on 
administrative record (Section 206). 
(5) The Concession Policy Act of 1965 and the Concession Management Improvement Act of 
1998 
The Organic Act empowers the Secretary of the Interior to grant ‘privileges, leases, and permits 
and enter into contracts relating to the same with responsible persons, firms, or corporations’.31 
To systemize concession policies across the border, in 1965, Congress enacted the Concession 
Policy Act and stated that the development of ‘public accommodations, facilities, and services … 
shall be limited to those that are necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the 
                                               
25 Section 1.4.2 of the Management Policies of 2006. For more information, see infra section 5.2 of Chapter 6. 
26 James Agee, ‘Issues and impacts of Redwood National Park expansion’, 4-5 (1980) Environmental Management, pp.407-423. 
27 16 USC §5901; Pub. L. 105 -391; 112 Stat.3497 (1998).  
28 The content of concession reform is separately referred to as the ‘Concession Management Improvement Act’ to be discussed 
in the next section. 
29 See generally Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, ‘Protecting and Preserving our National Parks in the Twenty First Century: 
Are Additional Reforms Needed Above and Beyond the Requirements of the 1998 National Parks Omnibus Management Act?’, 
62-2 (2001) Montana Law Review, p.217. 
30 Compared to BLM land and national park lands, substantive management criteria are more explicitly prescribed in National 
Forest Management Act of 1976 and the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act pf 1997. The ‘non-impairment 
standard’ prescribed in the NPS Organic Act seems not to be ‘substantive’ enough. See Robert Fischman, supra note 10, p. 545. 
31 16 US C. § 3. 
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national park area in which they are located and that are consistent to the highest practicable 
degree with the preservation and conservation of the areas’.32 
This Act proved to be an effective tool to attract investment.33 However, the NPS did not 
benefit significantly from the concessioners’ success, and the royalties it received were quite 
limited.34 To improve the concession practices and solve the problem of the profit-sharing 
imbalance, the Concession Management Improvement Act35 was enacted by Congress as part of 
the Omnibus Management Act of 1998. The 1998 Act confirmed the purpose statement 
expressed in the 1965 Act, which limited park accommodations and services to those that are 
‘necessary and appropriate’.36 The main changes introduced by the 1998 Act included adding 
competitive bid requirements, reducing preferential rights possessed by concessioners37 and 
changing the franchise fee distribution pattern.38  
The reform accomplished by the 1998 Act was not welcomed by concessionaires, whose 
statutory advantages shrunk. The Act was challenged in the courts by two Yellowstone 
concessionaires.39 
 Enabling Legislation for Units within the National Park System 2.3
The congressional mandates presented above are generally applied to the entire range of the 
National Park System. Nevertheless, each unit within this system is created by Congress through 
an individual ‘enabling legislation’. In this way, Congress addresses specific goals and 
instructions with regard to the particular unit within the system. The sources of legislation that 
are applicable to each unit within the National Park System vary. For example, hunting is 
prohibited in most national park units; however, through enabling legislation, Congress explicitly 
prescribes that hunting is allowed at Grand Teton National Park.40 Congress also makes it clear 
that enabling legislation has precedence over the general Organic Act in case of a conflict 
between them.41 Consequently, park managers need to manage the parks not only in accordance 
with the overarching congressional mandates but also in accordance with the park’s own 
                                               
32 Section 1, 16 USC. § 20-20g; 79 Stat. 969 (1965). 
33 The concession industry earned $800 million in 1998 alone. See Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, supra note 29, p.220. 
34 Ibid., p.222. 
35 112 Stat. 3503; 16 USC. § 5951 et seq. 
36 16 USC. § 5951. 
37 It is stated that ‘except as provided in subparagraph (B), the Secretary shall not grant a concessioner a preferential right to 
renew a concessions contract, or any other form of preference to a concession contract’ (§ 5952). This provision nearly ended the 
preferential rights that concessionaires had enjoyed under the 1965 Concession Policy Act. 
38 The 1998 Act distinguished the ‘special account’ and ‘subaccount for each unit’ for distribution of franchise fees. The parks 
were allowed to retain 80% of the franchise fees collected at the unit under the concession contracts, rather than turning all of 
them over to the special account established in the ‘Treasury of the United States’, which was required under the 1965 
Concession Policy Act. See 16 USC. § 5956(c), (d). 
39 ‘Yellowstone Concessionaires File Suit Over New Bidding Law’, Associated Press Newswires, 17 December 2000. Cited 
from Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, supra note 29, p.229. 
40 An Act to Establish A New Grand Teton National Park in the State of Wyoming and for Other Purposes, 64 Stat. 849 (1950), 
Section 6(b). 
41 16 USC. §1c(b) (stating that ‘the provisions of the Organic Act… shall, to the extent such provisions are not in conflict with 
any such specific provision, be applicable to all areas within the national park system’). 
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enabling legislation, which has been specifically formulated. The NPS’s managerial discretion is 
thus limited. This legislative model is named ‘place-based legislation’, 42  meaning that 
site-specific legislation trumps generic laws. 
3. Congressional Mandates for Other Types of Public Land Designations 
In contrast to the impairment standard for national park management, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) manages the national wildlife refuge system according to a dominant use 
mandate, and the United States Forest Service (USFS) and the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) manage their public lands based on multiple-use mandates. 
 A Dominant Use Regime: National Wildlife Refuge System 3.1
One of the original congressional mandates on the National Wildlife Refuge System is the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918,43 which aims to implement the 1916 Convention between 
the US and Great Britain to sustain populations of migratory birds. In 1929, Congress enacted 
the Migratory Bird Conservation Act,44 which promoted the development of the fledgling 
Refuge System by authorizing the newly established Migratory Bird Conservation Commission 
to purchase or rent lands to serve as waterfowl refuges.45 This Act set a general standard for this 
type of acquisition, which was to be ‘suitable for use as an inviolate sanctuary’ for migratory 
birds.46  
After a precipitous decline in waterfowl populations in the early 1930s, in 1934, Congress 
enacted the Migratory Birds Hunting and Conservation Stamp Act, which is commonly known as 
the Duck Stamp Act.47 To acquire more lands for waterfowl refuges, this Act created a dedicated 
Migratory Bird Conservation Fund by selling federal hunting stamps to waterfowl hunters, who 
were required to affix such stamps to their hunting licenses. The Duck Stamp funding remains 
the major source of funds for purchasing lands and expanding the refuge system.48  
As recreational demands in refuges mounted, in 1962, Congress enacted the Refuge 
Recreation Act,49 which heralded the beginning of the modern trend. It authorized the FWS to 
administer refuges, hatcheries and other conservation areas for recreational use. For the first time, 
it employed a compatibility standard that has now become the touchstone of refuge 
                                               
42 Martin Nie & Michael Fiebig, ‘Managing the National Forests through Place-Based Legislation’, 37-1 (2010) Ecology Law 
Quarterly, p.14. 
43 40 Stat. 755;16 USC. § 703-712. 
44 45 Stat.1222; 16 USC. §§ 715-715d, 715e, 715f-715r. 
45 16 USC.§715a. 
46 16 USC.§715d. 
47 48 Stat. 452; 16 USC. §§ 718-718(j). 
48 Robert Fischman, supra note 10, p.474. 
49 76 Stat. 653; Pub. L. 87-714; 16 USC. §§ 460k-460k-4. 
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administration.50 The 1962 Act prohibited ‘those forms of recreation that are not directly related 
to the primary purposes’ of the refuge until the Secretary of the Interior determines that 
1. Such recreational use will not interfere with the primary purposes for which the areas 
were established; and  
4. Funds are available for the development, operation, and maintenance of these permitted 
forms of recreation.51 
In 1966, Congress passed the National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act, 52  which 
consolidated disparate national wildlife refuges into a unitary Refuge System53 and established a 
uniform compatibility standard to govern all refuge activities instead of the specific recreational 
uses addressed by the 1962 Act.  
In 1997, Congress enacted the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act,54 which 
further elaborated the compatibility standard and clarified the FWS’s mission. It provided  
‘the mission of the System is to administer a national network of lands and waters for the 
conservation, management, and where appropriate, restoration of the fish, wildlife, and plant 
resources and their habitats within the United States for the benefit of present and future generations 
of Americans’.55  
The Act enshrines compatible wildlife-dependent recreation uses as the priority general 
public uses. Wildlife-dependent recreation use is defined and limited to the use of a refuge 
‘involving hunting, fishing, wildlife observation and photography, or environmental education 
and interpretation’.56 
 A Multiple-Use Mandate for National Forests 3.2
The Organic Administration Act of 1897 stipulated the purpose of the national forest designation, 
which was ‘to improve and protect forest within the boundaries, or ... [to secure] favorable 
conditions of water flows, and to furnish a continuous supply of timber for the use and 
necessities of citizens of the United States’.57 National forests were directed to be managed for 
productive purposes. In the case of United States v. New Mexico,58 the Supreme Court stated 
                                               
50 16 USC. §§ 460k. 
51 Section 1 of the 1962 Act. The adoption of these two determinations, i.e., ‘interference’ and ‘fiscal availability’, was quite 
unusual compared to other congressional mandates on other public lands at that time. See Robert Fischman, supra note 10, 
pp.478-479. 
52 80 Stat. 927; Pub. L. 89-669; 16 USC. §§ 668dd–ee. 
53 16 USC. §§ 668dd (‘all lands, waters, and interests therein administered by the Secretary as wildlife refuges, areas for the 
protection and conservation of fish and wildlife that are threatened with extinction, wildlife ranges, game ranges, wildlife 
management areas, or waterfowl production areas are hereby designated as the ‘National Wildlife Refuge System’). 
54 Pub. L. 105-57; 16 USC. §§ 668dd, 668ee. It was codified as the amendment of the 1966 Act. 
55 National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997, Section 4. 
56 Ibid., Section 5. 
57 30 Stat. 35; 16 USC. §§ 473-478, 479-482 and 551. 
58 United States v. New Mexico, 438 US 696 (1978). 
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that there were only two purposes established for the national forest system in this Act: 
watershed protection and timber production. 
However, this utilitarian philosophy was soon challenged by emerging environmental 
concerns. Conflicts between preservation and timber production led to the enactment of the 
Multiple-Use, Sustained-Yield Act (MUSYA)59 in 1960 to clarify the USFS’s mission, which 
read as follows: 
‘It is the policy of the Congress that the national forests area established and shall be administered 
for outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes’.60  
This was the first time that Congress asked the USFS to manage its lands for purposes of 
outdoor recreation and wildlife rather than merely for timber and watershed. Since then, the 
‘multiple use’ of national forests has been affirmed in statutory language. The MUSYA defined 
‘multiple use’ as the management of national forests to ensure that they are ‘utilized in the 
combination that will best meet the needs of the American people; making the most judicious use 
of the land for some or all these resources or related services over areas large enough to provide 
sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in use to conform to changing needs and 
conditions’.61 It also emphasized that multiple use did not necessarily mean the ‘combination of 
uses that [would] give the greatest dollar return or the greatest unit output’.62  
The MUSYA did not specify the priority among these five uses or provide a solution for the 
competitive use of forest lands. This situation led to the case of Sierra Club v. Hardin,63 in 
which the plaintiffs argued that the USFS’s large-scale timber sale violated the MUSYA because 
the USFS failed to consider and balance uses other than timber production. The district court 
denied the plaintiffs’ claims, and the circuit court vacated and remanded the judgment.64 
In 1976, Congress enacted the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) to address the 
problem of over-exploitation and to further clarify how the USFS should balance the industrial 
use of timber and nature conservation in national forests.65 The NFMA created a new planning 
process and imposed strict environmental constraints, including biodiversity protection, on the 
USFS.66  
 A Multiple-Use Mandate on BLM Lands 3.3
                                               
59 16 USC. §528-31. 
60 16 USC. §528. 
61 16 USC. §531. 
62 16 USC. §531. 
63 325 F.Supp. 99 (D. Alaska, 1971). 
64 Sierra Club v. Butz, 3 Envtl. L. Rptr. 20292 (9th Cir. 1973). 
65 16 USC. §§ 1600-1687. 
66 16 USC. §1604(g)(3)(B). 
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The BLM received its multiple-use mandate until 1976 through the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act (FLPMA).67 The FLPMA states that public lands should be ‘retained in 
Federal ownership… disposal of a particular parcel will serve the national interest’.68 The 
federal government’s long-established policy of retaining public lands was thus recognized. 
Although the FLPMA largely followed the definitions of ‘multiple use’ and ‘sustained yield’ 
provided in the MUSYA, the most important difference was that the FLPMA did not specify five 
uses, as in the MUSYA, but provided an open-ended number of uses, which read as follows: 
‘The term ‘multiple use’ means… a combination of balanced and diverse resource uses that takes 
into account the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and nonrenewable resources, 
including, but not limited to, recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed, wildlife and fish, and 
natural scenic, scientific and historical values’.69 
This statement shows that more permissible uses were allowed on BLM lands than USFS 
lands, such as use for minerals. Furthermore, in defining ‘multiple use’, the MUSYA cited the 
‘harmonious and coordinated management of the various resources… without impairment of the 
productivity of the land’.70 By contrast, the wording of the FLPMA was ‘without permanent 
impairment of the productivity of the land and the quality of the environment’. The FLPMA 
included ‘the quality of the environment’ in its impairment standard, which was a product of the 
emerging environmental movement in the 1970s. The expression ‘permanent impairment’ shows 
that the criteria of permissible land use for BLM lands were lower than the criteria for USFS 
lands. In other words, uses that cause minor impairment are allowed on BLM lands as long as 
there is no permanent impairment. 
4. Overarching and Generic Legislation on Federal Land Management Agencies 
In addition to congressional statutes that specifically address federal land management, other 
environmental statutes and administrative acts may impose requirements on the four federal land 
agencies’ management decisions. 
 The Wilderness Act of 1964 4.1
The idea of keeping nature in its wild state originates from the USFS’s management practices in 
‘primitive areas’, which date back to the 1920s. The USFS’s management of these areas was 
then without statutory backing 71  and thus incurred litigation. 72  To legalize the idea of 
                                               
67 Pub. L. 94-579; 43 USC. §§ 1701-1702. 
68 Section 102, 43 USC. 1701. 
69 43 USC. §1702 (c). 
70 16 USC. §531. 
71 Before 1964, Congress enacted legislation requiring some specific federal lands to be managed as roadless, such as the  
Shipstead-Nolan Act in 1930. It is also deemed to be the first congressional recognition of the wilderness idea. However, most of 
the USFS’s primitive areas were not granted by Congress.  
72 See Perko v. United States, 204 F.2d 446 (8th Cir. 1953) (The President’s Executive Order decreed that the airspace below 
4,000 feet above sea level in roadless areas of the Superior National Forest was reserved and set aside as an airspace reservation. 
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wilderness protection, the first wilderness bill was heard in Congress in 1956. However, both the 
USFS and the NPS initially opposed the idea of designating wilderness areas on the lands they 
managed.73 After several years of negotiation and debates, the Wilderness Act74 was finally 
enacted by Congress in 1964. This Act imposed the strictest legal protection for federal lands.  
Four concrete steps were taken by Congress in the Wilderness Act. First, the Act established 
the new designation of wilderness areas, which composed the National Wilderness Preservation 
System on federal lands. It also specified the procedures and standards to expand the System by 
adding new units.75  
Second, it provided a definition of wilderness and wilderness areas that, like other American 
statutes, guided the judiciary to review agencies’ management decisions.76 Terms such as 
‘untrammeled by man’, ‘man as a visitor’, ‘primeval character’, and ‘unnoticeable human 
imprint’ were used in the definitions. These definitions were formed in a quite poetic, idealistic 
and romantic sense.77 Vagueness in the statutory language also resulted in subsequent suits.78  
Third, the Act instructed management agencies to take an inventory of their primitive areas 
or road-less areas to assess the suitability of these areas to be designated as wilderness areas 
within 10 years.79 In fact, this requirement is not well implemented in practice due to opposition 
from agencies. For example, the NPS did not finish the inventory by the deadline of 1974, and it 
remains to be completed. 
Finally, the Act listed prohibitive uses and management standards within wilderness areas.80 
The Act completely proscribed ‘commercial enterprise and permanent road’ and conditionally 
prohibited ‘temporary road and use of mechanical transport and structure or installation’ within 
wilderness areas.81 This strict prohibition has incurred controversies and resistance. For example, 
                                                                                                                                                       
Private landowners of resorts challenged the validity of this Order and argued that this was unconstitutional taking of their 
property as it deprived them of a commercial aviation service. The Appeal Court affirmed the judgment and ruled for the US). 
73 The USFS argued that the statutory wilderness would be contrary to its multiple-use management practices. Congress passed 
the MUSYA in 1960 and recognized the compatibility. For relevant discussions, see infra section 3.1 and section 6 of Chapter 6. 
74 16 USC. §§1131-1136. 
75 16 USC. §1131(a) and §1132 (d)). 
76 16 USC. §1131(c). 
77 George Coggins, Charles Wilkinson and John Leshy, Federal Public Land and Resources Law (New York: Foundation Press, 
2007), p.1012. 
78 See Wilderness Society v. US Fish and Wildlife Service (353 F.3d 1051 (9th Cir. 2003) (en banc), amended by 360 F.3d 1374 
(9th Cir. 2004) (en banc)). Judge Graber pointed out two ambiguities embodied in the statutory language of ‘wilderness’: (1) 
wilderness is not absolutely off limits to all human interference because some human activities are to be allowed; and (2) there 
are two kinds of conflicting interpretations on how an agency should protect and manage an area so as to preserve its natural 
conditions: to protect against the introduction of artificial propagation programs that alter the natural ecological processes, or to 
preserve the natural ecological processes as they would exist in their wild state, in the absence of artificial disturbance from 
outside the wilderness area.  
79 16 USC. §1132 (b)-(c). This inventory instruction was originally made to the NPS, the USFS and the FWS. Until Congress 
passed the FLPMA in 1976, wilderness inventory requirements were placed on the BLM (43 USC. § 1782 (a)). 
80 16 USC. §1133 (b)-(d). 
81 16 USC. §1132 (c). For more discussion on regulation of commercial use within wilderness areas, see infra section 3.1 of 
Chapter 6. 
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when the Act was considered in the 1950s, it was opposed by Western officials who feared that 
the prohibition of economic activities in wilderness areas would deprive local interests.82 
To quell interagency rivalries between the USFS and the NPS and to balance wilderness 
protection and commercial interests, the Wilderness Act also made some compromises. These 
are reflected in three respects: 
1. It provided that any wilderness area would continue to be managed by the previous 
agency that had managed it before the designation.83 
2. Congress reserved the right to designate new wilderness areas by clearly stating that ‘no 
Federal lands shall be designated as “wilderness areas” except as provided for in this 
chapter or by a subsequent Act’.84 
3. It generally prohibited construction of roads and commercial uses, and it also provided 
quite a few exceptions to have the Act passed.85 It protected some existing uses and 
allowed for limited commercial use and resource exploitation within wilderness areas.86 
 The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969  4.2
The enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)87 launched the modern 
environmental law era. The aim of the NEPA is to ensure that the decisions made by federal 
agencies are environmentally sound. Instead of creating an elaborate regulatory scheme, the 
NEPA adopts an ‘unusual strategy’88 to change the decision-making procedures used by federal 
agencies. It requires all federal agencies to take a close look at environmental consequences 
before they make decisions. The core requirement of the NEPA is outlined in its Section 102, 
which states that all federal agencies 
‘include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major federal 
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the 
responsible official on: 
(i) The environmental impact of the proposed action; 
(ii) Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be 
implemented; 
(iii) Alternatives to the proposed action; 
                                               
82 John Nagle, ‘The Spiritual Values of Wilderness’, 35 (2005) Environmental Law, p.961. 
83 Section 2(b). 
84 Section 2(a). 
85 For a thorough discussion of wilderness exceptions, see John Nagle, ‘Wilderness Exceptions’, 44 (2014) Environmental Law, 
pp.373-414 (the author identifies four types of exceptions: 1. Congress decided not to designate an area as wilderness even 
though the area possesses wilderness characteristics; 2. Congress draws the boundaries of a wilderness area to exclude land that 
possesses wilderness characteristics because Congress wants to allow activities there that would be forbidden by the Act; 3. 
Congress specifically authorizes otherwise prohibited activities when it establishes a new wilderness area; or 4. Congress acts to 
approve contested activities in response to a controversy that arises after a wilderness area has already been established.) 
86 Section 4 (c) & (d). 
87 42 USC. § 4321-4370a. 
88 Robert Percival et al., Environmental Regulation: Law, Science, and Policy(Sixth Edition) (New York: Aspen Publishers, 
2009), p.858. 
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(iv) The relationship between local short-term uses of man’s environment and the 
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity; and 
(v) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in 
the proposed action should it be implemented.’89 
This detailed statement is commonly known as an ‘Environmental Impact Statement’ (EIS). 
This model of assessing environmental impact has become ‘the most widely emulated form of 
environmental regulation’ around the world.90 The section also specifies the circumstances 
under which EIS should be prepared, that is, proposals for legislation and other major federal 
actions that significantly affect the quality of the human environment.91 Among the five 
requirements, the consideration of alternatives is deemed the heart of the EIS.92 
In addition to the EIS requirement, the NEPA provides for other two types of environmental 
review, ‘environmental assessment’93 and ‘finding of no significant impact’ (FONSI).94 The 
former is a concise document prepared by agencies to determine whether to prepare an EIS or a 
FONSI. If it is found that significant impacts will result, an EIS is prepared. If it is determined 
that there will be no significant impact, a FONSI is prepared.  
 The Endangered Species Act of 1973 4.3
The Endangered Species Act (ESA)95 was enacted to protect America’s endangered and 
threatened wildlife. The implementation of the ESA is mainly governed by the FWS. One of the 
most remarkable provisions is Section 9, the so-called ‘taking provision’, which prohibits anyone 
from taking any endangered or threatened species. Section 3 defines ‘taking’ as ‘to harass, harm, 
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any such 
conduct’. The ESA also sets a bottom line for the federal government by requiring all federal 
agencies to consult with the FWS before they take any action. Section 7 requires federal agencies 
to consult with the FWS Secretary to ensure that any agency action ‘is not likely to jeopardize 
the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or result in the 
destruction or adverse modification of habitat of such species’.96 This consultation requirement 
is applicable to the NPS’s species and habitat management decisions within the National Park 
System.  
                                               
89 42 USC. § 4332 (C). 
90 It is said that more than 100 countries around the world require some form of EIA. See Alan Gilpin, Environmental Impact 
Assessment(EIA): Cutting Edge for the Twenty-first Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); Robert Percival, 
‘Law, Society and the Environment’, in Robert Gordon & Morton Horowitz (eds.), Law, Society and History: Themes in the 
Legal Sociology and Legal History of Lawrence M. Friedman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2011), p.220 (noticing 
that ‘nearly every country on the globe now requires some form of environmental assessment’). 
91 The courts have parsed these circumstances word by word, such as ‘major federal actions’, ‘proposal for’ and ‘significantly 
affecting the quality of the human environment’. See Lange v. Brinegar, 625 F.2d 812 (9th Cir. 1980); Swain v. Brinegar, 542 F. 
2d 364 (7th Cir. 1976); Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 US 390 (1976); and Hanly v. Kleindienst, 471 F.2d 823 (2d Cir. 1972). 
92 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14 (stating that [alternatives including the proposed action] is the heart of the EIS). 
93 40 CFR 1508.9. 
94 40 CFR 1508.13. 
95 16 USC. §§1531-1544. 
96 16 USC. 1536 (a) (2). 
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Congress intended to use this consultation procedure to ‘reduce conflicts between economic 
development and endangered species protection’. 97  However, the record of consultation 
decisions is not satisfying. The Government Accountability Office report in 1992 showed that 90% 
of the FWS inquiries led to informal resolution, and 90% of the formal consultations resulted in 
no-jeopardy decisions.98 Another report showed that among the 14,004 consultations completed 
by the FWS Region 1 in 2001, only 863 (6%) were formal consultations, with three (0.02%) 
resulting in a finding of jeopardy.99 These findings show that the FWS tries to ‘avoid completely 
abandoning a proposed project’ and attempts to find alternatives when implementing Section 7 
consultations.100  
 The Administrative Procedure Act of 1946  4.4
The Administrative Procedure Act (APA)101 was enacted as a response to the increasing scale of 
the administrative state during the New Deal era. It sets the ground rules for all federal agencies. 
The NPS and other federal public land agencies are no exception. They must conform to the 
‘notice and comment’ requirements for informal agency rulemaking as well as other 
well-established rules for agency decision-making. 
In the context of public land, the APA is of particular importance in terms of its guidance in 
the judicial review of agency actions. It allows courts to set aside agency actions that are 
‘arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law’,102 which 
is usually referred to as the ‘arbitrary and capricious standard’. Actions taken through formal 
adjudication or formal rulemaking are reviewed under a different standard, which is called the 
‘substantial evidence test’.103 
Because some environment-related legislation, such as the Wild and Scenic River Act, does 
not authorize citizen suits, a judicial review of agency action is proposed under the APA based 
on its ‘arbitrary and capricious’ standard. 
5. Common-Law Doctrines 
In addition to legislative mandates, common law plays a role in public land management. Two 
common-law doctrines are generally referenced: the public nuisance doctrine and the public trust 
doctrine (PTD). The public nuisance doctrine empowers members of the public whose rights are 
                                               
97 John Steiger, ‘The Consultation Provision of Section 7 (a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act and Its Application to Delegable 
Federal Programs’, 21 (1994) Ecology Law Quarterly, p. 256. 
98 US Government Accountability Office, ‘Endangered Species Act: Types and Number of Implementing Actions’, 8 May 1992, 
GAO/RCED-92-131BR. 
99 US Government Printing Office, ‘Endangered Species Act: Review of the Consultation Process Required by Section 7; 
hearing before the Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife, and Water’, 25 June 2003, S. Hrg. 108-356. 
100 John Steiger, supra note 97, p. 259; Mark Schwartz, ‘The performance of the Endangered Species Act’, 39 (2008) Annual 
Review of Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics, p.287. 
101 5 USC. §§ 551-706. 
102 5 USC. § 706(2)(A) . 
103 5 USC. § 706(2)(E) (2000.) 
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infringed by a ‘nuisance’104 to bring a lawsuit to enjoin the offending activities. The federal 
government is also empowered to enjoin activities that create nuisances on federal lands. In the 
specific context of national parks, Scheg notes the potential of this doctrine to control 
recreational activities by stating that ‘if one considers the use of the national parks to be a right 
common to all, a public nuisance theory would seem to be ideally suited as authority for the 
government to bring lawsuits to control the detrimental activities of recreational users of the 
parks’.105  
In contrast, the PTD was and remains the most widely debated and discussed common-law 
doctrine in relation to natural resources management. Since the resurgence of the PTD in the 
1970s as a result of the article by Professor Joseph Sax, The Public Trust Doctrine in Natural 
Resources Law,106 it has been lauded as a doctrine with the potential for environmental and 
natural resources protection, and it has also been subject to significant criticism.107 Although 
there is hardly an undisputable definition, the PTD, at its core, is ‘the idea that there are some 
resources, notably tidal and navigable waters and the lands under them that are forever subject to 
state ownership and protection in trust for the use and benefit of the public’.108  
The judiciary plays a crucial role in expanding the scope of the PTD in terms of both 
geography and protected activities. The PTD traditionally confines itself to the field of tidal land 
and navigable waters. By active judicial promotion, it has extended to inland lakes, tributaries109 
and resources above high watermarks, such as dry land, beaches, parkland and wildlife.110 In 
addition to geological expansion, there is an explicit expansion of activities to which PTD is 
applicable. The PTD was originally adopted to protect the activities of navigation, fishery and 
commerce. It is currently also used to protect recreational activities.111 
                                               
104 The Second Restatement of Torts defines a public nuisance as ‘an unreasonable interference with a right common to the 
general public’. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 821B (1979). 
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The PTD is now broadly used in various causes of actions.112 Generally, these can be 
classified into four categories:  
1. The guarantee of citizens’ access to natural resources; 
2. Environmental and resource protection; 
3. Limitation on the government’s alienation of trust property; and 
4. Limitation on the government’s diversion of uses of trust property.113 
However, the application of the PTD is deemed a matter of state law. Whether the PTD 
could be equally applied to federal lands, such as national parks (i.e., whether the federal 
government has the same trust duty and obligation as state governments do) is still controversial 
in literature.114 Furthermore, federal courts differ in their opinions on this issue.115 There is still 
no decisive and universal implication of the doctrine’s applicability to federal land, including 
designated PAs. Scheg notes two disadvantages of the PTD. The first is its dependence on 
judicial interpretation. Courts may freely determine whether the NPS has affirmative trustee 
duties. The second is the uncertainty of what duties the public trusteeship may entail. Unless 
Congress explicitly imposes trustee duties on public land agencies by statutes, uncertainties 
remain with regard to the agencies’ trustee duties in public land management.116  
Considering the controversies and uncertainties stated above, this dissertation mainly 
focuses on the statutory laws of public land management, which have been discussed in the 
previous sections. 
6. Summary 
First, law, especially the enactment of statutes, is employed as the principal tool to regulate and 
guide public land management. In addition to the trend of enacting environmental statutes such 
as the NEPA, due to the environmental movement in the 1970s, a comprehensive legislative 
                                               
112 Plater et al. summarized three causes of actions: resource-defense or prevention-of-derogation, alienation and diversion. Moss 
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framework on public land management has been in place since the beginning of the specific 
designation of public lands. In this context, national parks are governed by a complicated 
legislative framework. Congress has enacted several dozens of acts that govern national park 
management. Compared to most other countries, including China, congressional legislation 
governing national parks in the US is well developed and mature.  
Second, different public land management agencies receive distinctive congressional 
mandates. In contrast to the BLM and the USFS’s multiple-use mandate and the FWS’s 
dominant-use mandate, the NPS is instructed to provide both conservation and enjoyment and to 
manage park lands based on a non-impairment standard.  
Third, federal public land legislation has elevated environmental values to a prominent 
position. This is not only reflected in the Organic Acts for each management agency but also in 
overarching environmental legislation, such as the Wilderness Act and the NEPA. This tendency 
carries visible consequences: an increasing federal commitment to preservation, stricter 
management criteria, the extensive regulation of public land uses, broader civic involvement and 
a ‘harder look’ by the judiciary at agencies’ decisions that may affect the environment. 
Fourth, the legislative framework of the National Park System has been continually 
diversified and fragmentized by enabling legislation. The core federal policy is reflected in the 
Organic Act, which remains the governing statute for the NPS and the entire system. However, it 
is seldom amended. Congress enacts enabling legislation for each unit of the system, which 
makes the legislative framework quite diversified. Congress intends to specify management 
requirements in greater detail in the enabling legislation, which indicates the ‘expanding role of 
congressional involvement in national park system management’.117 This detailing tendency 
produces at least three consequences. First, managers must first look into enabling legislation to 
determine whether a specific issue has been addressed by Congress in the particular unit. Second, 
the NPS’s power to make discretionary management decisions may shrink due to specific 
congressional instruction. Third, it makes courts’ adjudicative work easier, which means courts 
may easily find ‘the’ answer prescribed in enabling legislation. For these reasons, Fischman 
argues that the Organic Act cannot serve as an indicator of trends, and enabling legislation 
deserves more academic attention to consider national-park-related issues.118  
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Chapter 5: The Formation of Conflicts in Public Land Designation 
and Management 
1. Introduction 
The use pattern of public land in the US has witnessed a remarkable transformation. On the one 
hand, the early policy of promoting the recreational use of public land ushered in the arrival of 
mass recreation and industrial tourism, which incurred the increasing regulation of recreational 
activities. On the other hand, the increasing awareness of environmental protection calls for a 
stronger state commitment to nature conservation and both necessitates and justifies the more 
intensive regulation of the use of natural resources. Conflicts arising from both the changing land 
use pattern and increasing regulation have perplexed public land managers.  
This chapter discusses the transformation occurring on public land and the regulatory pattern 
of recreational use and reveals the main forms of conflicts arising from the transformation. First, 
key changes in public land use patterns are identified. Second, the evolution of recreational 
policies is revealed. Challenges in recreation management, especially overcrowding and 
underfunding, are addressed. Third, the regulation of recreational activities is discussed, with a 
particular focus on the regulation of the motorized recreational use of public land. Fourth, the 
main forms of conflicts over recreation in modern times are presented. Examples include 
conflicts arising from extractive use and adjacent development, the construction of recreational 
amenities and the commercialization of park services, motorized recreational activities and 
hunting. Conflicts between recreational use and nonfederal rights are also examined to determine 
how ‘property conflict’ may be formulated in the context of the US.  
2. A Changing Land Use Pattern of Public Lands 
Public land in the US has been long exploited for commercial use, such as timber, grazing, hard 
rock mining and oil and gas drilling. This is especially the case for national forests and BLM 
lands that are managed on multiple use mandates,1 whereas the total acreages of forest lands and 
BLM lands account for more than 70% of public lands. This public land use pattern has 
undergone tremendous changes in recent decades. The most prominent two are increasing 
preservation and the recreational use of public land. 
More than a decade ago, in their article The Transformation on Public Lands, Laitos and 
Carr observed two-fold changes to the use of public lands: the rise and fall of traditional 
commodity uses of public lands and the growth of recreation and preservation uses of public 
lands.2 Based on this observation, they further argued that the multiple-use pattern had failed to 
                                               
1 See supra section 3.2 and 3.3 of Chapter 4, the MUSYA of 1960 for the USFS and the FLPMA OF 1976for the BLM. 
2 Jan Laitos & Thomas Carr. ‘The Transformation on Public Lands’, 26-2 (1999) Ecology Law Quarterly , pp.140-242. 
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accomplish the goal of simultaneously producing compatible resources.3 They also predicted 
that ‘the looming conflict in public land use will be between two former allies- recreation and 
preservation interests’.4 The main type of conflict on public land was between ‘low-impact, 
human powered recreational users (preservationists) and high impact, motorized recreational 
users (recreationists)’. 5  Five years later, in another article, Laitos and Reiss took their 
conclusions one step further. They proclaimed that there was a ‘recreational war’ for natural 
resources on public land,6 and argued that public land was shifting from a paradigm of a 
multiple-use system to a dominant-use one. Recreation and preservation had become new forms 
of dominant uses of public lands.7 They further specified that the dominant forms of conflicts on 
public land were those among three groups, preservationists, ‘high impact, non-motorized 
recreationists’ and motorized recreationists.8  
These observations of the transformation of public land are echoed by other scholars. 
Stevens and Frank note two phenomena currently occurring on public lands: the exalted place 
that environmental preservation has occupied and the rise of recreation as a major use of public 
lands.9 The academic observation also echoes public opinion on the desired use pattern of public 
lands. According to a poll in 2013, on the list of ‘very important priority’ areas for public lands 
managed by the federal government, two choices were at the top: the first was ‘permanently 
protect/conserve public lands for future generations’ accounting for 65%, and the second was 
‘ensure access to public lands for recreation’ accounting for 63%.10 
A consensus has been achieved on the rising role of preservation and recreation. However, 
whether it is accurate to claim that recreation has replaced traditional commodity use and thus 
has become a dominant or major use of public lands remains controversial.11 Laitos and Carr 
argue that the commodity uses of public lands are in decline. However, there may be some 
limitations to this argument. Currently, 15 years after Laitos’s first article was written, oil and 
gas drilling is still one of the most lucrative activities occurring on public lands. Federal lands 
produce 11% of the nation’s natural gas supply and 5% of its oil.12 Statistics show that sales of 
oil and gas leasing on public lands grew by 20% in 2011. Among all of the leases, the BLM 
                                               
3 Ibid., p.145. 
4 Ibid., p.144. 
5 Ibid., p.144. 
6 Jan Laitos & Rachael Reiss, ‘Recreation Wars for Our Natural Resources’, 34 (2004) Environmental Law, pp.1091-1122. 
7 Ibid., p.1091. 
8 Ibid., pp.1108-1114. 
9 Jan Stevens & Richard Frank, ‘Current Policy and Legal Issues Affecting Recreational Use of Public Lands in the American 
West’, Resources for the Future Discussion Paper 09-23, July 2009, p.2. Full text is available at http://www.rff.org-
/RFF/Documents/RFF-DP-09-23.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
10 Hart Research Associates, ‘Equal Ground – Balancing Conservation and Drilling on America’s Public Lands’, 12 June 2013. 
Full text is available at http://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/MEMO-Hart-Research-Equal-Ground-
-06-2013.pdf. last visited January 2015. 
11 Robert Fischman and Robert Keiter expressed their concerns about the so-called dominant use paradigm. The author’s 
personal interview with them in January 2014. 
12  See US Department of the Interior, BLM, ‘Oil and Gas’, available at http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/-
oil_and_gas.html. Last visited January 2015. 
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brought in $256 million compared to $213 million in 2010.13 Though the data show a decrease 
in 2012 and 2013, the total earnings remained above $200 million.14 These figures do not 
necessarily indicate that oil and gas drilling activities have more monetary value than 
preservation and recreation because their measuring methods may differ substantially. It is 
difficult or even meaningless to compare the two groups solely in monetary terms. However, 
they show that the commodity use of nature still possesses an important role in the overall public 
land use pattern. 
Compared to 15 years ago, when Laitos’s article was written, the process of shifting from 
commodity use to preservation and recreational use seems to have been tempered. In addition to 
the steady role of commodity use that was previously clarified, recreational visits have 
maintained a moderately stable level since the 1990s.15 The overwhelming environmental 
pursuit to curb economic development has encountered a counterforce composed of private 
business and local communities, which, to a certain extent, has pushed back this shifting process. 
Transformation has thus become more dynamic and locked in a fluctuating struggle. 
No matter how recreational use and commodity use are portioned, a simple observation is 
that there is a growing demand for the recreational use of public land. Recreational use has 
become a crucial, if not dominant, component of public land use. The Department of Interior 
(DOI) estimates that hunting, fishing, and other outdoor recreation contributes an estimated $730 
billion to the US economy each year.16 A NPS report shows that park visitors spent $12.95 
billion in gateway regions. This amounts to ‘251,600 jobs, $9.34 billion in labor income, and 
$16.50 billion in value added’.17 A recent report by the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) shows 
that wildlife-refuge-based recreation has a significant influence on local economies. In the fiscal 
year 2011, recreational spending to the National Wildlife Refuge System generated ‘$2.4 million 
of sales in regional economies’. 18  A second observation is that there is a corresponding 
commitment, either political or legal, toward nature conservation, which is seen in the frequent 
enactment of environmental statutes since the late 1960s. Furthermore, Laitos’s observation of 
                                               
13  Puneet Kollipara, ‘Oil and gas leases on public lands up 20 percent in 2011, feds say’, 20 January 2012. Available at 
http://fuelfix.com/blog/2012/01/10/oil-and-gas-leases-on-public-lands-up-20-percent-in-2011-feds-say/. Last visited January 
2015. 
14 The total receipts in 2012 were 233 million USD, and 202 million in 2013. See BLM, ‘Oil and Gas Lease Sales, Calender 
Years 2009-2013’. Available at http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/energy/oil_and_gas/statistics.html. Last visited January 2015. 
15 For details, see infra section 3.3. 
16 DOI, ‘Fiscal Year 2013, The Interior Budget in Brief (February 2012)’, p.DO 7. Full text is available at http://www.doi.gov/-
budget/appropriations/2013/highlights/upload/2013_Highlights_Book.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
17 Yue Cui et al., ‘Economic Benefits to Local Communities from National Park Visitation, 2011’, February 2013, Natural 
Resource Report NPS/NRSS/ARD/NRR–2013/632 , p.v. Full text is available at http://www.nature.nps.gov/socialscience-
/docs/NPSSystemEstimates2011.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
18 Erin Carver & James Caudill, ‘US Fish & Wildlife Service - Banking on Nature: The Economic Benefits to Local 
Communities of National Wildlife Refuge Visitation’, October 2013, p.ii. Available at http://www.fws.gov/refuges-
/about/RefugeReports/pdfs/BankingOnNature2013.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
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the division between recreationists and preservationists is largely verified by increasing 
regulation on recreational activities and the follow-up disputes heard in courts.19 
3. Burgeoning Recreational Use and the Intensive Management of Recreational Activities 
 Promotion of Recreation in the Early Period 3.1
When the NPS was established, recreation was viewed an important component of the national 
park experience and was extensively promoted in park policies. The rationale was that the new 
national parks needed ‘a strong political constituency to ensure congressional protection, and that 
constituency would primarily be the American citizens who visited the parks and developed 
lasting ties with them’.20 The first director of the NPS, Stephen Mather, aimed to promote the 
accessibility of national parks to the public.21 This aim is evident in the Lane Letter, which 
instructed the NPS to approve luxurious hotels and to collaborate with railroad and highway 
companies to promote park visitation.22 The NPS welcomed people to visit, and the more the 
better.  
Congress confirmed public recreation as part of the mission of the newly established NPS in 
the Organic Act of 1916 by using the word ‘enjoyment’. The NPS’s strategy was to promote 
recreation and make national parks more accessible to the public. Since the beginning, the NPS 
has been working in tandem with railroad companies to construct roads to and within parks. The 
arrival of the automobile era in the 1920s further broadened the accessibility of national parks to 
the general public. Economic prosperity and greater leisure time stimulated more recreational 
visitation to national parks. In addition, nature was actively manipulated by the NPS to provide 
better visiting experiences to visitors, such as the eradication of ‘bad’ animals and the 
extinguishing of wildfires.23  
National parks witnessed an intensive expansion of recreational amenities throughout the 
period from the 1930s to the 1960s. This expansion was largely accomplished by two programs: 
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) from 1933 to 1942 and Mission 66 from 1956 to 1966.  
The CCC operated as part of Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. It largely expanded the role 
of the NPS in providing recreational services.24 The CCC helped the NPS to construct public 
                                               
19 For more details, see infra section 4 and Chapter 7. 
20 Robert B. Keiter, To Conserve Unimpaired: The Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington: Island Press, 2013), 
pp.15-16. 
21 Robert Keiter, ibid., p.15. 
22 The Lane Letter was written from the Secretary of the Interior Franklin Lane to Stephen Mather in 1918. This Letter is deemed 
the first official interpretation of the Organic Act after its enactment in 1916 and therefore gains broad academic attention. See 
‘Secretary Lane’s Letter on National Park Service Management’, 13 May 1918, in Lary Dilsaver (ed.), America’s National Park 
System: The Critical Documents (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1994), pp.48-52. 
23 Robert Keiter, supra note 20, p.46. 
24 See generally Richard Sellars, Preserving Nature in the National Parks (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 2009), 
‘New Deal Impacts on the Park Service’, pp.140-42; Conrad Wirth, Parks, Politics, and People (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1980), pp.128-57; and John Paige, The Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Park Service, 1933-1942: 
An Administrative History (Washington, DC: National Park Service, 1985). 
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recreational facilities, such as roads, camps, trails, cabins, swimming pools, and picnicking and 
camping facilities. It is calculated that when the CCC ended, ‘2,186 miles of road, 188 new water 
lines, 5,310 new campground acres, and various other building projects were added to the 
national parks’.25  
After the Second World War, recreational visits to national parks skyrocketed. Facing the 
need to renovate park facilities and recognizing the opportunity of the upcoming 50th anniversary, 
the NPS launched the so-called Mission 66 program to be completed by 1966. This program 
aimed to expand park facilities and attract more visitors. Congress showed great support for the 
NPS’s ambition: it ‘responded with everything Wirth [the then NPS Director] asked for, and 
initially Mission 66 was hailed as a great success’.26 This was a symbol of the shift of national 
park management policy toward industrial tourism and intensive recreational development.27 
Large-scale construction in the Mission 66 program incurred criticism from preservationists, 
especially the Sierra Club, which questioned the appropriateness of prioritizing new construction 
in national parks instead of preservation activities.28  
 Responses to the Arrival of Mass Recreation 3.2
In the post-Second World War era, public demand for outdoor recreation surged, and an era of 
mass recreation arrived. Figure 4 shows that recreational visits in 1960 increased 24 times over 
the 1930s, before the War. Current recreational visitation has experienced another 3.5-time 
increase from the 1960s. 
 
                                               
25 Robert Keiter, supra note 20, p.47. 
26 Ethan Carr, ‘Park, Forest and Wilderness’, 17-2 (2002) The George Wright Forum, p.22. 
27 See generally Richard Sellars, supra note 24, pp.180-185; Conrad Wirth, supra note 24, pp.266-270; and Robert Keiter, supra 
note 20, pp.47-49. 
28 Ethan Carr, supra note 26, p.23. 
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Figure 4: Recreational visitation to all national park units from 1904-2010 
Source: NPS statistics, ‘Annual Abstracts and Forecast Reports’ (1904-2010) 
In addition to the increasing recreational use of national park lands, other public land 
management agencies also experienced burgeoning recreational demands. The BLM reports that 
eight out of every 10 contacts between the BLM and the public relate to recreation.29 The latest 
report from the USFS shows that there were approximately 165.9 million annual recreational 
visits to national forest lands throughout the fiscal years 2007 to 2011.30 In 2010, there were 
approximately 439 million recreational visits to DOI-administered sites, which included nearly 
58 million visits to BLM public lands, more than 281 million to NPS units, more than 47 million 
to national wildlife refuges, two million to fish hatcheries, and 90 million to Bureau of 
Reclamation recreation sites.31  
In response to mass recreation, several visible moves have been made on the congressional, 
executive or agency levels. These changes can be seen in the establishment of new 
recreation-based institutions, the expansion of the National Park System, new types of 
recreation-oriented designations and specific congressional legislation on recreation issues. 
First, from an institutional perspective, Congress created the first Outdoor Recreation 
Review Commission (ORRC) in 1958 to complete another inventory of recreational resources 
and to recommend ways to meet surging demand over the next several decades. Following the 
ORRC’s recommendation in its 1962 report, two explicit changes occurred: first, the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation was specifically created in 1962 to focus on recreational issues,32 and 
second, Congress passed the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1964 to acquire lands for 
recreational purposes. 33  The ORRC also introduced the notion of charging user fees for 
recreational activities. Since then, charging user fees has been gradually incorporated into federal 
policy.  
By a presidential executive order, the President’s Commission on Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review, later renamed the President’s Commission on Americans Outdoors, was 
                                               
29 BLM, ‘People, Places, & Partners: Planning, Managing, and Enhancing Recreational Experiences on BLM Public Lands’, 
available at http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/wo/Communications_Directorate/general_publications/ppp.Par.31679-
.File.dat/blmRecHandout.pdf. Last visited January 2015.  
30 USFS, ‘National Visitor Use Monitoring Results USDA Forest Service National Summary Report’ , 22 May 2012, available at 
http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/nvum/nvum_national_summary_fy2011.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
31 DOI, ‘Fiscal Year 2013, The Interior Budget in Brief (February 2012)’, p.DO 22, available at http://www.doi.gov/budget-
/appropriations/2013/highlights/upload/2013_Highlights_Book.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
32 The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation was short-lived. It was replaced by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service in 
1977. The latter was again reorganized to be governed by the NPS in 1981. 
33 16 USC. §4601-4 et seq. 
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established in 1985 to review existing public outdoor recreation policies, programs and 
opportunities.34 
Second, Congress has significantly expanded the park system to meet escalating recreational 
demands. Figure 5 shows that from less than 50 national park units in the 1930s, Congress and 
the President designated hundreds of new units to the National Park System, which resulted in 
more than 400 units currently within the system. 
Third, new types of designations were created by Congress, which diversified the 
components of the National Park System. Some new designations were especially created for 
recreational purposes, such as national recreational areas and national scenic trails. The first 
National Recreation Area was designated in 1936, and the first National Seashore was created 
soon after that.35 There are now more than 20 different types of designations within the system. 
Congress has added 18 national recreation areas, 14 national lakeshores and seashores, three 
national scenic trails, 15 national rivers and others to the National Park System. 
Fourth, several acts were enacted by Congress specifically targeting outdoor recreation, such 
as the Outdoor Recreation Act of 1963 to promote outdoor recreation programs36 and the 
National Trails System Act to preserve outdoor historic resources and provide for recreation 
needs.37 The Land and Water Conservation Act in 1964 made substantive funding available for 
federal, state and local governments to acquire land, water and wetlands for recreational use.  
 
                                               
34 Executive Order 12503 , 28 January 1985. See also George Siehl, ‘The Policy Path to the Great Outdoors: A History of the 
Outdoor Recreation Review Commissions’, Resources for the Future Discussion Paper 08-44, October 2008. Full text is available 
at http://www.rff.org/Documents/RFF-DP-08-44.pdf. Last visited January 2015 
35 Respectively, the Lake Mead on the Colorado River, 16 USC. §460 (n) et seq. and the Cape Hatteras (renamed the Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore Recreational Area in 1940), 16 USC. §459 a-1 et seq. 
36 Pub. L. 88-29 (‘all American people of present and future generations be assured adequate outdoor recreation resources’ and 
federal government should ‘promote the coordination and development of effective programs relating to outdoor recreation’). 
37 Pub.L. 90-543; 82 Stat. 919; 16 USC. c1241 et seq. (‘provide for the ever-increasing outdoor recreation needs of an 
expanding population and … promote the preservation of, public access to, travel within, and enjoyment and appreciation of the 
open-air, outdoor areas and historic resources of the Nation’). 
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Figure 5: Number of units of the National Park System and national parks by decade 
(1872-2013) 
Source: NPS Statistics; Harpers Ferry Center & NPS38 
 Challenges to Recreation Management: Overcrowding and Underfunding 3.3
The arrival of mass recreation has brought considerable challenges to park managers. The most 
visible problem is overcrowding. It has been claimed that the ‘American people are loving their 
national parks to death’.39 Rapidly increasing park visitation has placed relentless pressure on 
maintaining landscapes, habitats and resources inside parks. The NPS’s conventional strategy to 
accommodate increasing visitors is to build more accommodation facilities instead of capping 
                                               
38  NPS Statistics, ‘Annual Summary Report (1904 - Last Calendar Year)’, available at https://irma.nps.gov-
/Stats/SSRSReports/National%20Reports/Annual%20Summary%20Report%20(1904%20-%20Last%20Calendar%20Year); 
Harpers Ferry Center & NPS, The National Parks: Shaping the System (Washington D.C.: US DOI, 2005), appendix ‘Park 
Origins Chronological Summary’, available at http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/mackintosh1/sts3.htm. Both were last 
visited in January 2015. Due to re-name, re-designation, combination and de-designation of certain park units, the number in total 
may not equal the sum of individual items.  
39 Dennis Herman, ‘Loving Them to Death: Legal Controls on the Type and Scale of Development in the National Parks’, 11 
(1992) Stanford Environmental Law Journal, pp.3-67; Federico Cheever, ‘The United States Forest Service and National Park 
Service: Paradoxical Mandates, Powerful Founders, and the Rise and Fall of Agency Discretion’, 74 (1997) Denver University 
Law Review, p.637. 
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them. 40  However, underfunding and budget cuts have further increased the difficulty of 
construction projects and effective visitor management. 
In addition to a first-glance observation of the overcrowding problem, some recent 
tendencies shed light on this old problem and bring new challenges to park managers. Figure 6 
below shows that although recreational visits have skyrocketed since the 1940s, in recent years, 
national park visitation has not experienced a sharp increase as it did before. Instead, park 
visitation has been maintained at approximately 280 million per year. Some commentators even 
assert that park visitation has experienced a ‘steep decline’. This is seen in the decrease of the 
number of overnight stays and camping.41 This decrease can be partly attributed to the NPS’s 
failure to attract young people and minorities outdoors.42 Park visitors are largely well-paid 
older generations who have long been park lovers; however, younger generations and minority 
groups are losing interest in outdoor recreation. Another phenomenon along with the overall 
decrease of park visitation is the unbalanced distribution of visitation among different park units. 
Some popular sites, such as Yellowstone and Yosemite, have been under great pressure due to 
overcrowding. However, visitation to less well-known and remote park sites is limited and even 
decreasing.  
These phenomena have caused some consternation among congressmen and the NPS. They 
consider declining numbers of visitors to be a symbol of eroding constituencies to national parks 
and envision budget cuts to the NPS. There have been calls in recent years to promote greater 
industrial recreation and commercialized recreational activities in parks to reconnect national 
parks to the American people.43 In April 2010, President Obama launched the America’s Great 
Outdoor initiative to reconnect Americans, especially youth, with outdoor recreation. 44 
Therefore, the NPS is struggling, on the one hand, to ease the pressure of overcrowding in 
certain areas; on the other hand, it is struggling to promote and encourage more people to go 
outdoors. If the NPS’s latter strategy turns out to be successful, it could be expected that the 
overcrowding problem within national parks may become more serious. 
                                               
40 This strategy is challenged in courts. See infra section 5 of Chapter 7 (Merced River ‘user capacity ‘controversy). 
41 Julie Cart, ‘Camp? Outside? Um, No Thanks’, in Los Angeles Times, 24 November 2006 (overnight stays fell 20%, tent 
camping and backcountry camping each decreased 24% during the period of 1995 to 2005). Available at 
http://articles.latimes.com/2006/nov/24/local/me-natparks24. Last visited January 2015 
42 Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, And Centennial Values’, 33 (2009) William and 
Mary Environmental Law and Policy Review,p.878. 
43 Julie Cart, supra note 41. 
44 See AGO, ‘About America’s Great Outdoor’, available at http://www.doi.gov/americasgreatoutdoors/whatwedo/index.cfm. 
Last visited January 2015. 
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Figure 6: Recreational visits to units of the National Park System per year (1979-2014) 
Source: NPS Statistics45 
In terms of the budget, although the Land and Water Conservation Act was enacted to assist 
in the acquisition of lands for recreational use, Congress only fully funded these projects once. 
Throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s, national parks incurred a $3.5 million backlog in 
maintenance projects.46 Underfunding produces three potential consequences: first, the daily 
management budget is decreased, so parks lack sufficient staff for visitor-related work; second, 
the decaying infrastructure cannot be repaired in time, which poses safety risks to visitors; and 
third, research programs may be discontinued or postponed, which leads to insufficiencies in the 
scientific research and monitoring of ecological processes.  
There are multiple reasons for the current situation. Since the 1970s, Congress has approved 
more than 100 units to the National Park System. Most of these new parks were created solely 
because members of Congress wanted new parks in their districts.47 The NPS is reluctant to 
refuse Congress members’ proposals for ‘park pork barrel’ projects because it depends on 
Congress’s appropriation of funding.48 As of March 2013, only one state, Delaware, did not 
have a national park designation. Urged by Delaware politicians, who stated that they ‘also want 
to have a national park’, the First State National Monument was finally designated by the 
                                               
45  NPS Statistics, ‘Annual Visitation Summary Report (1979 – Last Calendar Year)’, available at 
https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/Reports/National. Last visited April 2015. 
46 Richard Ansson & Dalton Hooks, ‘Protecting and Preserving Our National Parks in the Twenty First Century: Are Additional 
Reforms Needed Above and Beyond the Requirements of the 1998 National Parks Omnibus Management Act?’, 62-2 (2001) 
Montana Law Review, p.215. 
47 Ibid., p.216; Richard Ansson, ‘Our National Parks-Overcrowded, Underfunded, and Besieged with a Myriad of Vexing 
Problems: How Can We Best Fund Our Imperiled National Park System’, 14 (1998) J. Land Use & Envtl. L., p.19. 
48 Richard Ansson, ibid., p.20. 
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president in March 2013, and the National Park System finally spread across all 50 states.49 
However, whether there is a true need to designate so many parks and whether these proposed 
parks truly meet the ‘national significance’ standard to be included in the system is overlooked. 
The NPS has also spent money on extravagantly overpriced construction projects, such as the 
toilets at Delaware Gap National Recreation Area, which cost $333,000.50  
Partly to address the underfunding problem, in 1996, Congress enacted the ‘fee 
demonstration program’, which allowed 100 out of 375 park units to charge higher entrance fees 
and keep 80% of the revenues.51 The Omnibus Management Act of 1998, as discussed above, 
was also a response to the funding problem by increasing concession fees and conducting budget 
and funding reforms. However, due to recent government retrenchment, funding for public lands 
has been greatly reduced. Figure 7 shows that after reaching a peak in 2010 of 3.15 billion, the 
NPS budget has continually decreased since 2011, with a slight increase in 2014. In terms of the 
percentage of the NPS budget to federal outlays, there is a tendency toward a continuous 
decrease, and the percentage has fluctuated approximately 0.08% in recent years. Although 
compared to most developing countries and even most developed countries, the US allocates a 
considerable amount of money to PA management,52 there are still increasing concerns about 
the negative consequences of budget cuts for parks.53  
                                               
49 Brad Scriber, ‘Delaware Gets Its First National Monument’, National Geographic News, 26 March 2013. Available at 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/03/130326-delaware-first-state-national-monument-science-nation/. Last visited 
February 2014. 
50 Richard Ansson, supra note 47, p.21. 
51 Omnibus Consolidated Rescissions and Appropriations Act of 1996, P.L.103-104. 
52 For a comparison among countries in PA funding, see infra section 3.1 of Chapter 9. 
53 For a recent discussion on the budget of the NPS, see Tom Coburn, ‘PARKED! How Congress’ Misplaced Priorities are 
Trashing Our National Treasures’, October 2013, pp.33-82.  
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Figure 7: Enacted budgets of the NPS and their percentages in federal outlays (fiscal years 
2000-2014) 
Source: DOI, Office of Budget; NPS, Budget Justifications (Green Book); and White House, 
‘Historical Tables’54 
4. Conflicts in Public Land Management 
Controversy over how to manage and use public lands is described as being ‘as American as 
apple pie and as old as the nation’.55 Old conflicts gradually shift in their focus and intensity, 
and new conflicts emerge. These conflicts mainly focus on three types of public land uses: 
development, conservation and recreation. 
 Adjacent Development and Extractive Use vs. Conservation and Recreation 4.1
4.1.1 Adjacent Development 
Extractive industrial uses in national parks are generally banned. However, national parks are not 
islands; instead, they are part of a shared landscape. The original boundary of a national park 
                                               
54 In terms of the enacted budget of the NPS, most of the data in the table is from the website of DOI, Office of Budget, available 
at http://www.doi.gov/budget/appropriations/index.cfm. In the case that the number of enacted budgets in a specific fiscal year is 
not provided in the DOI website, the number provided by the NPS Greenbooks is used, which is available at 
http://www.nps.gov/aboutus/budget.htm. The data of federal overlays is from White House, ‘Summary of Receipts, Outlays, and 
Surpluses or Deficits: 1989-2019’, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/BUDGET/HISTORICALS. All were last 
visited in January 2015 
55 Jan Stevens & Richard Frank, supra note 9. 
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may be a product of political negotiation and compromise. Therefore, it may not fully represent a 
complete ecological system. Because ecological processes occur across boundaries, activities 
occurring within park boundaries may have impacts outside of these boundaries, and the 
activities occurring on adjacent lands may significantly affect a park’s resources and value.  
Extractive uses outside park boundaries threaten the effective conservation of national 
parks.56 It is recognized that more than 50% of the approximately 5.7 million acres of habitats 
suitable for grizzly bears in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem lie within USFS lands that are 
under a multiple-use mandate.57 The destructive use of BLM lands also threatens adjacent 
national parks. For example, the landfill project on BLM lands near Joshua Tree National Park 
was supposed to receive 20,000 tons of trash every day.58 Oil- and gas-drilling activities on 
adjacent BLM lands may damage park resources and visitors’ experiences by producing constant 
noise, uncertain and unstudied air and water impacts, and visible rigs from park trails day and 
night. Using the technology of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, in oil and gas drilling, oil and 
natural gas is extracted from shale formations buried deep beneath the surface, producing 
considerable harm to air, water and wildlife.59 Furthermore, oil- and gas-drilling activities may 
have destructive influences on gateway communities’ tourism economies. Conflicts are thus 
intensified. 
Political controversies arise from the issue of adjacent development. The shift of energy 
policy during the transition from the Bush Administration to the Obama Administration may 
illustrate this type of controversy. In December 2008, the Bush Administration issued six auction 
plans for oil and gas leases on BLM lands in Utah that were near two iconic national parks, 
Arches and Canyonlands. To protect the national parks and prevent the industries from obtaining 
a lease, a university student bid on several of the lease parcels with no intention of paying for 
them. He was sentenced to jail for civil disobedience.60 Following six lawsuits brought by the 
NPCA and other groups, the BLM was ordered by the courts to remove the most controversial 
parcels in the proposed plans. In 2009, the Obama Administration agreed to remove an additional 
77 offending leases from the Moab auction. A new leasing process, called the ‘Master Leasing 
Plans’, was also launched. It specifically examined how oil and gas was leased in particular 
                                               
56 The initial concern of adjacent development was addressed in the Redwood Amendment of 1978. See supra section 2.2 of 
Chapter 4. 
57 Craig Shafer, ‘The Unspoken Option to Help Safeguard America’s National Parks: An Examination of Expanding US 
National Park Boundaries by Annexing Adjacent Federal Lands’, 35 (2010) Columbia Journal of Environmental Law, p.58. 
58 After being disputed in courts, this project was finally revoked by a court ruling in 2009. See NPCA, ‘Joshua Tree National 
Park’, available at http://www.npca.org/parks/joshua-tree-national-park.html. Last visited January 2015. 
59 In 2013, the NPCA issued a special report on what large-scale oil and gas development adjacent to national parks could mean 
for these parks. See NPCA, ‘A Responsible Process: Using Master Leasing Plans to Balance Sensible Energy Development and 
the Protection of National Parks’, 2013, available at http://www.npca.org/assets/pdf/A-Responsible-Process-web-spreads.pdf. 
Last visited January 2015. 
60 Nick Lund, ‘The DeChristopher Effect: How Years of Controversy over Drilling for Energy in the Southwest Could Result in 
Compromise’, 22 January 2014; available at http://www.parkadvocate.org/the-dechristopher-effect-how-years-of-controversy-
-over-drilling-for-energy-in-the-southwest-could-result-in-compromise/. Last visited January 2015. 
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controversial areas, such as lands with high recreational and ecological value, including many 
lands near national parks.61 
To cope with the problem of adjacent development, academics have proposed to expand the 
boundaries of national parks by annexing adjacent lands.62 Such practices have also taken place. 
In the 1960s, Walt Disney proposed to build a ski resort in the Mineral King Valley that was 
previously managed by the USFS. This project called for 27 ski lifts for two million visitors per 
year. After decades of disputes and lawsuits,63 in 1978, Congress added the proposed ski lands 
to the Sequoia National Park and thus ended the dispute.64 
4.1.2 Mining, Oil and Gas Drilling and Abandoned Mines 
Due to the low cost (nearly free) and exclusive rights to mining provided in the General Mining 
Act of 1872,65 numerous mines were developed, especially in the Western region. Mining 
activities inside parks are currently under intense regulation. New mining claims under the 1872 
General Mining Act are prohibited in all park units. However, existing mining rights within 
national parks continue to threaten the protection of park land and resources. In 1976, in 
response to controversies over ongoing mining activities in the Death Valley and Denali National 
Parks, Congress enacted the Mining in the Parks Act to put these existing mining rights under 
NPS regulation.66 It is generally required that prospective operators should obtain the approval 
of their plans of operation from the NPS.  
Similarly, nonfederal oil- and gas-drilling activities inside national parks are under federal 
regulation. Prospective operators are required to obtain approval from the NPS for their 
operation plans.67 However, as a compromise, approximately 60% of the 534 nonfederal oil and 
gas operations in 12 units are exempted from such regulations.68 These exemptions continue to 
threaten park conservation. 
Furthermore, after they were exploited to their maximum economic potential, mines were 
abandoned, leaving behind rotting structures and hazardous materials. Though mining in national 
parks has been intensively regulated, these abandoned mines have not been cleaned up, and they 
                                               
61 See NPCA, supra note 59. 
62 Craig Shafer, supra note 57. 
63 See Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 US 727 (1972). 
64 16 USC.§45 f (‘Mineral King Valley addition authorized’). For more information, see Nathan Masters, ‘In the ’60s, Disney 
Almost Built a Ski Resort in Sequoia National Park’, 18 February 2014. Available at 
http://southland.gizmodo.com/a-mountain-disneyland-how-disney-almost-built-a-ski-re-1525286740. Last visited January 2015 
65 It provides that ‘all valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States, both surveyed and unsurveyed, shall be 
free and open to exploration and purchase… by citizens of the United States’ (30 USC.§22). 
66 16 USC. §§ 1901 et seq. The Act governs activities ‘resulting from the exercise of valid existing mineral rights on patented or 
unpatented mining claims within any area of the National Park System,’ and makes such activities subject to ‘regulations 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior as he deems necessary or desirable for the preservation and management of those 
areas’ (16 USC. § 1902). 
67 36 CFR. Part 9, Subpart B (the so-called ‘9B regulations’). 
68 NPS, ‘Oil and Gas Management’, available at http://www.nature.nps.gov/GEOLOGY/oil_and_gas/index.cfm. Last visited 
January 2015. 
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have become hazards for recreationists.69 As of 2008, there were ‘at least 161,000 [hardrock 
mine] sites in [12 Western states] with at least 332,000 features that may pose physical safety 
hazards and at least 33,000 sites that have degraded the environment’.70 After inspecting the 
management of abandoned mines on BLM and NPS lands,71 the DOI released an audit report in 
2008 and concluded that the BLM and NPS have ‘put the public’s health and safety at risk by not 
addressing hazards posed by abandoned mines on their lands’.72 
Abandoned mines also present the risk of contaminating ground water, which adversely 
influences swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities. For example, the 
long-abandoned Pennsylvania Mine in Colorado causes continuous pollution to the Peru Creek 
through toxic metals. The Creek flows downstream to the Snake River, which winds through the 
White River National Forest. The pollution has caused the decimation of trout stocked for fishing 
purposes and has led to considerable losses to local communities because tourism is the primary 
source of revenue in adjacent areas.73  
 Nonfederal Rights vs. Public Land Control 4.2
Due to the disposal of public lands throughout the 19th century in American history, such as 
railroad land grants, homestead claims and mining patents, American public land presents a 
checkerboard feature. Though a large part of national park lands is federally owned, parcels of 
private and state lands are scattered within the system.74 The NPS must contend with these 
nonfederal claims when conserving and accommodating visitors inside parks.  
4.2.1 Rights of Way 
As part of the Mining Law of 1866, the Revised Statute 2477, commonly known as R.S. 2477, 
was enacted by Congress to grant ‘the right-of-way for the construction of highways across 
public lands not otherwise reserved for public purposes’.75 R.S. 2477 was repealed by the 
enactment of the FLPMA in 1976; however, the FLPMA did not terminate ‘valid existing rights’ 
                                               
69 Jan Stevens & Richard Frank, supra note 9, p.7. 
70 See Government Accountability Office, ‘Hardrock Mining: Information on Abandoned Mines and Value and Coverage of 
Financial Assurances On BLM Land’, GAO–08-574T (2008), front page and p.13. Full text is available at 
http://www.gao.gov/assets/120/119391.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
71 Most of the abandoned mines are located on BLM and USFS lands. The vast majority of abandoned mines on NPS lands are 
located in the California desert areas, specifically at the Death Valley National Park, Mojave National Preserve, and Joshua Tree 
National Park. See DOI, Office of Inspector General, ‘Audit Report: Abandoned Mine Lands in the Department of the Interior’, 
C-IN-MOA-0004-2007, July 2008, p.2, available at https://www.blm.gov/epl-front-office/projects/nepa/-
31261/37258/39058/OIG-AML_Report_7-08.pdf. Last visited January 2015.  
72 Ibid., p.1. 
73 For details, see Scott Streater, ‘Abandoned Mines: Water supply, fish stocks, recreation propel efforts to clean Colo.’s Peru 
Creek’, in Land Letter, 4 December 2008. Available at http://www.eenews.net/stories/71923. Last visited January 2015. 
74 Fore relevant discussion, see supra section 3.4 of Chapter 2. 
75 Mining Act of 1866, ch. 262, § 8, 14 Stat. 251. 
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on the date of its approval.76 During the period from 1866 to 1976, R.S. 2477 granted thousands 
of rights of way across federal lands in states and counties, with more than 5,600 in Utah alone.77 
Because federal agencies adopt a conservation-oriented management policy on public lands, 
states and counties have increasing concerns that their access to federal lands for motorized 
recreation and extractive industries may be impaired. Therefore, relying on R.S. 2477, they 
frequently challenge federal agencies’ management of public lands. Different courts possess 
different opinions regarding the right-of-way claims.78 This issue has not been settled in 
legislation or in case law. 
Most right-of-way controversies have occurred in Utah. In 2000, when President Clinton 
declared the Grand Staircase-Escalante a national monument, several Utah counties filed 
lawsuits asserting roadway claims under R.S. 2477.79 In 2005, Kane County in southern Utah 
passed an ordinance opening all Class B and D roads in the county to off-road vehicle (ORV) 
use.80 Many of these roads that Kane opened were previously closed to ORV due to the 
designation of national parks, wilderness areas and national monuments. Kane removed federal 
signs that prohibited ORV access and placed its own signs. Though some roads that Kane 
claimed did not account for a de facto ‘road’,81 Kane adopted the ordinance as open defiance 
against the federal government in spite of objections from federal land management agencies. A 
lawsuit was soon presented by the Wilderness Society against this Ordinance.82 The district 
court supported the Wilderness Society’s claim by holding that Kane must first establish the 
validity of its R.S. 2477 claims, and, until it did so, federal law preempted any ordinances and 
actions. However, the appellate court dismissed the Wilderness Society’s action for its lack of 
prudential standing to pursue the claims.83 
Another example relates to the NPS’s management of the Salt Creek inside Canyonlands 
National Park. The NPS used to open Salt Creek to ORV use. The Southern Utah Wilderness 
Alliance sued the NPS in 1995.84 As a result, the NPS finally prohibited vehicles in Salt Creek 
in June 2004. However, San Juan County and the State of Utah sued the NPS and asked for a 
                                               
76 Pub. L. No. 94-579, § 701(a); 43 USC. § 1701 note (a). 
77 US DOI, ‘Report to Congress on R.S. 2477: The History and Management of R.S. 2477 Right-of-Way Claims on Federal and 
Other Lands’, June 1993. Available at https://archive.org/details/reporttocongress8278unit. Last visited January 2015. 
78 Matthew Squires, ‘Note: Federal Regulation of R.S. 2477 Rights-of-Way’, 63 (2008) N.Y.U. Ann. Surv. Am.L., pp.566-590 
(noticing that the Ninth and Tenth Circuit Courts have adopted different approaches to interpret the R.S. 2477 right-of-way, i.e., 
the legislative approach and the proprietary approach). 
79 Norton v. Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, 542 US 55 (2004). 
80 Kane County Ordinance No.2005-3 Off-Highway Vehicles, 8 August 2005, available at http://www.highway-robbery.org-
/documents/Kane_County_ORV_ordinance_August_2005_signed.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
81 See Matthew Squires, supra note 78, p.550. 
82 The Wilderness Society v. Kane County, Utah, 470 F. Supp. 2d 1300 (D. Utah, 2006); The Wilderness Society v. Kane 
County, Utah, 581 F.3d 1198 (10th Cir.2009), rev’d by 632 F.3d 1162. 
83 The Wilderness Society v. Kane County, Utah, 632 F.3d 1162 (10th Cir.2011). 
84 Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Dabney, 7 F. Supp. 2d 1205 (D. Utah 1998), rev’d, 222 F.3d 819 (10th Cir. 2000). For 
more details, see infra section 4.1.1 of Chapter 7. 
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right-of-way for motorized use under R.S. 2477.85 After several years of lawsuits, in 2011, the 
district court of Utah finally ruled in favor of the NPS that Salt Creek was not a R.S. 2477 
right-of-way.86 
In addition to state right-of-way claims, private sectors may claim the right of way to access 
private property or to allow utilities to pass over, under or through federal lands. In the case of 
Hale v. Norton,87 private landowners requested a right-of-way permit from the NPS to bring a 
trailer and bulldozer across national park lands multiple times to rebuild a home. The NPS 
informed them that a document of Environmental Assessment would be needed. The court 
supported the NPS’s decision to require the document by stating that it was ‘appropriate for the 
NPS to apply a NEPA analysis to the Hales’ request’.88  
4.2.2 Rails-to-Trails Controversies 
Railroad companies obtained the right of way to thousands of miles of land from the federal 
government to build rails on federal lands.89 With the advent of automobile tourism, the role of 
railroads has experienced a decline. This change in transportation patterns has led to the question 
of how to address thousands of miles of unused railroads. A proposed solution is to convert these 
unused or disused railroads to recreational trails for hikers, skiers, bikers and horseback riders. In 
1965, the first recreational trail, Eiroy-Sparta State Trail in Wisconsin, was created from an 
abandoned rail corridor. This rail-to-trail idea was backed by Congress with the enactment of the 
National Trails System Act in 1983.90 Congress encouraged state and local agencies and private 
actors to establish appropriate trails through the interim use of railroad rights of way. Following 
this, states have actively converted abandoned railroad rights of way to recreational trails. 
However, thousands of lawsuits were brought by private landowners who claimed that such a 
conversion amounted to unconstitutional taking without compensation.91  
In addition to state governments, federal agencies face similar claims. Recently, the USFS 
was sued by a private owner, Brandt, and the case went all the way to the Supreme Court.92 In 
2005, the USFS proposed to convert a railroad corridor that was abandoned in 2004 into a 
bicycle trail that bisected Brandt’s land where the railroad formerly operated. Brandt stated that 
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his view was ruined by these bikers. He claimed that once the railroad abandoned the 
government-issued right of way, he gained ownership of that land. Therefore, the USFS’s 
conversion amounted to an unconstitutional taking of this property. In contrast, the USFS 
claimed that the abandoned railroad right of way reverted to the US and became federal property. 
These conflicting interpretations have significant political implications. This is why the Obama 
administration took the ‘unusual step’ of asking the Supreme Court to review this case, even 
though lower courts had ruled for the USFS.93 The Supreme Court finally ruled in March 2014 
that Brandt obtained full rights over the right of way, which was an easement terminated by the 
railroad’s abandonment.94 
4.2.3 Construction on Park Inholdings 
Private lands that are located within national parks and other federal lands are called inholdings. 
Private landowners are free to build houses or other buildings on their inholdings. At Gettysburg 
National Military Park, a private landowner built a 390-foot observation tower on private land 
within the park in 1974.95 In Zion National Park in Utah, such inholdings amount to 3,490 
acres.96 The following photo shows a private mansion constructed by a private landowner near 
one of the most scenic spots, Tabernacle Dome, in Zion. 
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Figure 8: Photo of a private house constructed on inholdings in Zion National Park 
Source: Staff working at the National Park Conservation Association 
These construction activities may impair the ecosystems of parks. They may also impair the 
overall park atmosphere because private houses are easily visible by visitors. With the concern 
that inholdings might lead to subdivisions sprouting inside parks, the NPS and environmental 
groups have sought to acquire these sandwiched personal properties based on the Land and 
Water Conservation Fund of 1964. However, due to financial retrenchment, the NPS has seldom 
been sufficiently funded to acquire these personal properties. 97  Though some successful 
examples have been achieved by resorting to private donors and charities,98 how to handle these 
inholdings and curb landowners’ desires to dispose of their properties in a manner incompatible 
with the park environment remains a concern for park managers. 
 Use of Motorized Vehicles vs. Use of Non-Motorized Vehicles  4.3
Over the last several decades, motorized recreation, such as the use of snowmobiles, personal 
watercrafts and other ORVs, has gained great popularity. Between 1999 and 2008, the number of 
four-wheeled all-terrain vehicles in use almost tripled, increasing from 3.6 million to 10.2 
million. 99  These vehicles interfere with traditional forms of recreation, such as fishing, 
bird-watching, camping and hiking. Conflicts between motorized users and non-motorized users 
arise. Some scholars refer to this conflict as a conflict between ‘passive recreational use’ and 
‘active recreational use’.100  
ORV use on national park lands is one of the most contentious issues in park management. 
This is partly due to the diversity of stakeholders, including motor clubs, outfit producers and 
groups of environmentalists who pursue quieter and wilder natural experiences. The opponents 
of ORV use assert that these vehicles damage the natural landscape, destroy habitats, present 
safety risks, harass wildlife and cause conflicts with non-motorized recreational users.101 
Bluewater Network, an organization dedicated to reducing environmental damage from motor 
vehicles, denounces snowmobiling as ‘one of the most environmentally devastating recreational 
activities permitted by the [NPS]’.102 Statistics show that snowmobile use accounts for 97.9% of 
carbon monoxide emission in West Yellowstone during the winter season.103 Supporters contend 
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that motor vehicles provide outdoor recreation opportunities for seniors and the disabled, allow 
visitors to access hard-to-reach areas and bring economic benefits to gateway communities. 
Moreover, snowmobiles can make parks accessible during harsh winters. They also assert that 
technological advances continue to limit the noise and pollution of motor vehicles.104 
Partly to minimize potential conflicts arising from ORV use, strict regulations have been 
placed on motorized recreation.105 These regulations have resulted in numerous lawsuits among 
the NPS, the motor clubs and the environmental groups that possess respective interests in this 
matter.106  
 The Commercialization and Construction of Recreational Amenities vs. Conservation 4.4
In 2013, the NPS launched a pilot project in five national parks to increase Wi-Fi availability and 
cellular coverage in national parks.107 This project was intended to invite more Americans to 
visit national parks by providing them with an opportunity to be connected while enjoying nature. 
Though the proposed plan only covered areas of park entrances, lodges, visitor centers and major 
traffic corridors, unexpected objections still arose. Concerns included the damage to the 
environment from the 100-foot cell towers, the loss of solitude and the disturbance of the 
wilderness experience. Because this project was a joint effort between the NPS and the National 
Park Hospitality Association, a concessioner organization, opponents also contended that this 
project was intended to serve commercial subscribers and that it constituted a private use of 
public lands.108 
 This event reveals several problems that have plagued park managers, such as the 
appropriateness of facility construction and the relationship between concessioners and the NPS. 
It also touches upon fundamental inquiries into recreational policy-making, including what types 
of park experiences should be provided to visitors and how to reconcile different demands and 
perceptions of park experiences, for example, being connected to or disconnected from Wi-Fi. 
To promote the recreational use of national parks, the NPS actively cooperates with 
concessioners to provide accommodations and recreational services to visitors. These large 
companies have deeply influenced the shaping of park policies, especially in promoting tourism 
within parks. As visitors’ demands for better and more-diversified services increase, 
concessioners begin to build more luxurious facilities within park boundaries. This not only 
threatens the protection of park resources but also raises questions about the appropriateness of 
such amenities in the national park setting. The NPS’s enthusiastic promotion of recreation and 
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the follow-up phenomenon of the commercialization of national parks placed the NPS under 
harsh criticism. Newton Drury criticized the NPS as the ‘Super-Department of Recreation’ and a 
‘glorified playground commission’. 109  The Leopold Report of 1963 stated that ‘it seems 
incongruous that there should exist in the national parks mass recreation facilities such as golf 
courses, ski lifts, motorboat marinas, and other extraneous developments which completely 
contradict the management goal’.110 It urged the NPS to reverse its policy of permitting these 
nonconforming uses. The Vail Agenda report of 1992 further stated that the NPS ‘is in danger of 
becoming merely a provider of “drive through” tourism or, perhaps, merely a traffic cop 
stationed at scenic, interesting or old places’.111   
In addition to the pressure of commercialization from concessioners, pressure also comes 
from gateway communities. After the establishment of the NPS, private enterprises, most of 
which were large railroad companies, were allowed to monopolistically provide accommodations 
to visitors inside parks. This situation has, to some extent, marginalized local small businesses 
that previously provided rudimentary services. Due to the advent of automobile tourism, 
increasing numbers of tourists visit national parks in their own automobiles, which has 
fundamentally challenged the monopolistic position of concessioners.112 Automobile visitors 
bring commercial opportunities for gateway communities that may provide local hotels or motels 
instead of concessioner-run lodges inside parks. National parks have therefore become a cash 
cow for gateway communities. Similar to concessioners inside park boundaries, there is a 
tendency among communities to commercialize their services and accommodate as many visitors 
as possible. Keiter describes this commercialized atmosphere in gateway communities outside 
parks as the ‘Glitter Gulch’ syndrome.113 While the NPS is alert to retrenching facilities and 
commercial services, it is also confronted with resistance from both concessioners and gateway 
communities, which pursue the maximization of their interests. 
 Recreational Use vs. Regulation Sui Generis 4.5
Some particular types of recreational activities are under sui generis regulation within national 
parks. They are not regulated based on their detriment to the environment but are generally 
deemed inconsistent with the national park setting. Examples include hunting and thrill-seeking 
recreational activities, such as hang gliding and base jumping. 
Recreational hunting is generically prohibited in national parks, except for specific 
congressional mandates provided in enabling acts. 114  In contrast, recreational hunting is 
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generally allowed in wildlife refuges because hunters are the original constituencies of the FWS. 
Issues regarding whether hunting should be allowed in national parks and whether trapping is an 
allowable hunting method have been raised in courts.115 The fundamental divergence between 
hunters and wildlife preservationists is whether recreational hunting, a so-called ‘blood sport’, 
should be allowed. Wildlife lovers oppose any form of killing animals to amuse human beings. 
This divergence is more sympathetic than scientific.  
Thrill-seeking activities are also under strict regulation in national parks. Parachuting, or 
base jumping, is generally prohibited by NPS regulations.116 As of 2013, more than 40 units, 
approximately 10% of the total units of the National Park System, allowed off-road mountain 
bicycling.117 Similarly, rock climbing is under intensive management based on a permit system. 
These thrill-seeking activities may not be detrimental to the environment (or, at least, they may 
be less detrimental than motorized activities). The NPS prohibits these activities on the grounds 
that these sports are inappropriate inside parks. However, the NPS shows inconsistencies in its 
management policies on thrill-seeking activities. Regulations are mainly made on a park-by-park 
basis. For example, base jumping is permitted once a year at the New River Gorge National 
River, but it is prohibited elsewhere.118 The extent to which the individual judgment of the NPS 
is based on site-specific conditions and whether a system-wide management policy should be 
adopted are still disputable issues.  
5. The Increasing Regulation of Recreational Activities 
Joseph Sax stated that ‘parks and wilderness areas are not the product of the modern growth of 
regulatory government or of the expansion of the federal role in American life’.119 Traditionally, 
the public land system is not under intensive management and regulation. In Sax’s words, ‘the 
[traditional] governance of the national parks and national forests was so open-ended that it 
cannot be usefully compared with any example drawn from the contemporary structure of 
administrative law’.120 Currently, however, this is no longer the case. Increasing recreational use 
has fundamentally changed the regulatory pattern of public lands. 
The Organic Act instructs the NPS to both ‘promote and regulate’ the use of national 
parks.121 In the era of mass recreation, the NPS no longer needs to promote park visitation, with 
exceptions to this promotion among the younger generation and minority groups. The 
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recreational use of parks has caused the derogation of the environment and harassment to 
wildlife. It has also produced conflicts between different user groups. To protect nature and 
reconcile these conflicts, the management and regulation of certain recreational activities are 
necessary.  
The regulation of recreational use did not occur until the 1960s. According to Keiter’s 
survey, in 1960, park officials issued a ‘backcountry management plan’ to address the problem 
of environmental damage caused by increasing recreational activities at the Sequoia and Kings 
Canyon backcountry meadows.122 This document represents an early agency effort to intervene 
in growing recreational demands and heralds the era of the intensive recreation management of 
public lands. Currently, the regulation of recreational activities takes place in various forms and 
to a significant extent.  
The key to regulation lies in the question of whether a certain type of use is permissible as 
well as the scale and degree of such use.123 To make such judgments, two standards may be 
applied: the appropriateness of a proposed use in the national park context and the environmental 
impacts of this use. For example, snowmobiling is prohibited or limited largely due to its 
consequences for the natural environment. The reason that base jumping is regulated is not its 
adverse impacts on the environment but its thrill-seeking nature. However, a bright line is not 
easily drawn to determine which type of use is appropriate, which is not and how much use is too 
much. Regulation on recreation is accompanied by continuous controversies and resistance. 
Nearly every effort made to curb particular forms of recreation has been politically resisted and 
frequently litigated.124 
The current regulation of recreational activities in national parks can be classified into three 
patterns: 
1. ‘Opened unless closed’: recreational activities are generally allowed unless otherwise 
specified. For example, recreational fishing is allowed in parks when it is authorized or 
not specifically prohibited by federal law.125 
2. ‘Closed unless opened’: recreational activities are generally prohibited unless otherwise 
specified. Examples include hunting, trapping,126 base jumping, and personal watercraft 
and off-road vehicle use. 
3. ‘Case-by-case regulation’: recreational activities are neither generally allowed nor 
prohibited but are to be decided on a case-by-case evaluation. Examples include 
recreational pack and saddle stock use.127 
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Currently, the most volatile controversy concerns the regulation of motorized recreational use, 
which falls into the second pattern. In general, the federal government has broad control over 
motorized recreation. This includes the federal control of the use of motorized vehicles on 
private lands that may have adverse impacts on public lands.128  
There are two main executive orders that compose the general regulatory framework 
governing the recreational use of motorized vehicles on public lands: the E.O. 11644 adopted by 
President Nixon in 1972 (the 1972 Order)129 and the E.O. 11989 adopted by President Carter in 
1977 (the 1977 Order), which amended the 1972 Order.130 The 1972 Order was issued to ‘ensure 
that the use of [ORVs] on public lands will be controlled and directed so as to protect the 
resources of those lands, to promote the safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize 
conflicts among the various uses of those lands’ (Section 1). The Order directed each agency to 
designate areas and trails in which ORVs might be permitted and areas in which such uses might 
not be permitted (Section 3). The most significant amendment to the 1977 Order appeared in 
Section 9, which authorized agencies to immediately close areas or trails if the use of ORVs 
would cause or was causing considerable adverse effects on the environment. Each agency was 
authorized to adopt the policy to close the areas stated above except for those areas or trails that 
were suitable and specifically designated as open to such uses.  
These two executive orders are applicable to all types of federal lands. On national park 
lands in particular, routes and areas for ORV use can only be designated into four types of 
National Park System units: national recreation areas, national seashores, national lakeshores and 
national preserves. 131  Table 10 below shows the status quo of regulations on motorized 
recreational use within the National Park System. It can be seen that the regulation of motorized 
recreation presents a piecemeal feature and adopts a park-by-park approach. Different types of 
motorized activities are subjected to different degrees of regulation in different park units. This 
approach has caused site-specific conflicts, such as the snowmobile controversy in Yellowstone 
and the overflight controversy in the Grand Canyon.132 
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Type of motorized use Status quo 
All-terrain vehicles 
(ATVs) and Oversand 
Vehicles 
12 of the 398 units are open to ATVs, four-wheel-drive vehicles, and/or 
dune, sand and swamp buggies. 
Snowmobiles 43 units are open to snowmobile use. Disputes are primarily focused on 
winter-use plans developed by the NPS in Yellowstone about setting the 
numerical limits of snowmobiles. 
Aircraft Overflights The main dispute is about how to limit air tours and restore the natural 
quiet in the Grand Canyon. The NPS and the Federal Aviation 
Administration work together to implement congressional statutes on 
reducing noise within national parks. 
Personal Watercraft 
(PWC) 
PWC use is allowed in designated areas in 13 units. PWC bans in two 
units were challenged by environmental groups in court in 2010. 
Table 10: The status quo of regulations on motorized use within the National Park System (as of 
February 2013) 
Source: Adapted from Laura Comay et al., 2013133 
Although over-snow vehicles were defined as ORVs in both executive orders134 and the 
NPS Management Policies recognized snowmobiles as a form of ORV,135 the regulation of 
snowmobiles was distinct from general ORV regulation. The rule that ORV permits could only 
be issued in four specific types of park units did not apply to snowmobiles.136 Therefore, 
snowmobile use can also be permitted in ‘national parks’ under certain conditions. Nevertheless, 
the regulation of snowmobiles falls into the second pattern of ‘closed unless opened’.137 
Snowmobiles are categorically prohibited ‘except where designated and only when their use is 
consistent with the park’s natural, cultural, scenic and aesthetic values, safety considerations, 
park management objectives, and will not disturb wildlife or damage park resources’.138 During 
the 1970s, the snowmobile regulation strategy was to designate certain routes for snowmobiles 
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through special regulations without entry limits.139 In recent years, the NPS has begun to set a 
cap on the numbers of snowmobiles in parks.  
The NPS adopted a park-by-park approach to snowmobile regulation. After the 1972 Order, 
Anderson, the then-superintendent of Yellowstone, first responded to the order by designating all 
of Yellowstone’s interior roads as snowmobile routes. 140  However, other national park 
superintendents did not respond in the same manner. For example, in 1975, Glacier National 
Park decided to ban snowmobiles, and this ban was formalized in 1977. Other national parks, 
such as Yosemite, Sequoia/Kings Canyon, and Lassen National Parks, eliminated snowmobile 
use in the same period.141  
6. Summary 
The public land use pattern has witnessed a gradual transformation. Apart from traditional 
commodity uses of public land, diversified uses have mushroomed. The two most prominent 
issues are burgeoning recreational demands across different types of public land designations and 
an increasing commitment to conserving nature. Recreational use in national parks was 
previously associated with a preferential legislative and policy-making tendency. The resulting 
mass recreation and industrial tourism produced considerable challenges for park managers, 
especially the overcrowding problem. The budget shortfall further exacerbated this problem. It is 
noteworthy that the tendency to shift from commodity use to recreational use has been tempered 
in recent years, as evidenced by the fact that the role of commodity use on public land has 
remained steady and that recreational visitation has maintained a stable level since the 1990s. 
Nevertheless, the regulatory and management frameworks of public lands have been extensively 
influenced by the interaction between different uses, particularly commodity, conservation and 
recreation.  
Various conflicts are formulated in diverse forms, both internal and external. New forms of 
conflicts continue to emerge due to technological, social and economic variations. Extractive 
uses of adjacent lands outside national park boundaries threaten conservation and the enjoyment 
of park resources. Existing mining rights and abandoned mines within parks place the 
preservation of park resources and the provision of recreational opportunities in jeopardy. 
Property conflicts are also found between nonfederal rights and public land control. States and 
individuals claim the right of way on public land for development or recreational purposes. 
Private inholdings inside park boundaries also have negative impacts on both park environments 
and resource protection.  
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Interest groups have been significantly divided by recreational uses. The former alliance 
between environmental preservationists and recreational users deteriorated due to the emergence 
of high-impact motorized recreational use. Conflicts between motorized and non-motorized 
recreational activities are frequently debated in courts and have become the dominant form of 
conflict in park management. Partly to reconcile and mitigate conflicts arising from recreational 
use, intensive regulation has been gradually placed on recreational activities by restricting the 
type or scale of recreational activities. However, these regulations also incur controversies 
regarding whether regulation is needed for certain activities and how strict the regulation should 
be. This is evident from the resistance and discontentment of recreational groups on sui generis 
regulation, such as regulations of hunting and thrill-seeking activities. Furthermore, the 
commercialization of parks and the construction of recreational amenities cause increasing 
concerns and tension among concessioners, gateway communities and the NPS. Currently, the 
NPS’s management emphasis has shifted from the active promotion of recreational visitation to 
the intensive management of recreational uses and the reconciliation of conflicts arising therein.
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Chapter 6: Resolution of Conflicts in Legislation and Policies: 
Assessing the Legal Foundations 
1. Introduction 
Having reviewed the rise of conflicts on public land in the previous chapter, this chapter 
examines how these conflicts are resolved in law and the extent to which such a solution has 
been achieved. Both Congress and the NPS have established their respective understandings of 
how a national park should look and how conflicts arising from park management should be 
resolved. Therefore, the assessment of the legal foundations is two-fold: it involves what 
Congress states in law and how the agency interprets the statutory language. 
First, three types of statutory mandates are scrutinized. By examining the purpose statement 
embodied in the NPS Organic Act, the congressional intent to balance the weight of conservation 
and enjoyment is identified. The management criteria prescribed therein, the non-impairment 
standard, is analyzed, and the controversies arising from how the purpose statement should be 
interpreted are examined. Then, modern environmental statutes, particularly those statutes 
associated with wilderness protection, are subsequently discussed. These statutes have, to a 
certain extent, re-positioned the human-nature relationship that was established in the Organic 
Act. The third type of congressional statutes is the enabling act, which marks a subtle shift of the 
congressional attitude in establishing such a balance. 
Second, regulations and management policies issued by the NPS are examined with a 
particular focus on the Management Policies of 2006. How the Organic Act is interpreted by the 
NPS and how such an interpretation accords with or deviates from congressional mandates are 
examined. 
Based on both congressional mandates and agency management policies, the designated use 
pattern of national parks is finally proposed with a comparison to other types of public land 
designations. The role of recreation in these designated use patterns is given particular focus. 
2. The NPS Organic Act and Its Impairment Standard 
 The Purpose Statement of National Parks: A Contradictory Mandate? 2.1
As mentioned earlier, there is a long-standing controversy about the fundamental purpose of 
national parks prescribed in the Organic Act, which reads as follows: 
‘[The fundamental purpose of national parks] is to conserve the scenery and the natural and 
historic objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such 
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future 
generations’. 
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This sentence has several key terms, namely, ‘conserve’, ‘enjoyment’ and ‘unimpaired’. The 
Organic Act seems to contain multiple purposes: (1) to conserve scenery, natural and historic 
objects and wildlife; (2) to promote the public enjoyment of them; and (3) to leave them 
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.1  
Similar conflicting statements are found in the purpose statements of specific national parks. 
For example, the General Management Plan for Grand Canyon National Park explicitly states 
that the purpose of the Grand Canyon is to ‘preserve and protect its natural and culture resources 
and ecological processes, as well as its scenic, aesthetic, and scientific values’ and to ‘provide 
opportunities for visitors to experience and understand environmental interrelationships, 
resources, and values of the Grand Canyon without impairing the resources’.2 
The application of the Organic Act may be useful to solve easy questions. A management 
decision that promotes both enjoyment and conservation would fit into the Act’s mandate, such 
as the maintenance of the landscape and wildlife population. Similarly, a decision that impairs 
both conservation and enjoyment opportunities would be directly outlawed, such as the 
construction of dumpsites. However, the real challenge that this statement may produce is 
whether conservation and enjoyment are compatible with each other and whether there are 
inherent conflicts between the two. Taking it one step further, if such conflicts exist, how can we 
reconcile them? 
For this reason (i.e., the co-existence of conservation and enjoyment in the purpose 
statement), the Organic Act is frequently referred to as a dual mandate. Antolini held that the 
Organic Act had ‘a soft or silent dual mandate that leaves the NPS “broad discretion” in making 
its specific management decisions’.3 Cheever labeled the Organic Act a ‘paradoxical mandate’.4 
Orr and Humphreys phrased the Act as embodying a ‘mission rivalry’.5 Herman stated that ‘in 
passing the [NPS] Organic Act, Congress saddled the [NPS] with a schizophrenic mandate: the 
park system was to be managed both to preserve its resources “unimpaired” for future 
generations and to allow for “free pass” by members of the public’.6  
Abundant literature has shed light on the debate about how this statement should be read. 
Opinions have conflicted: some see that conservation trumps enjoyment, whereas others see 
tourism and the recreational use of park resources as having an explicit congressional sanction. 
                                               
1 John Lemons and Dean Stout, ‘A Reinterpretation of National Park Legislation’, 15 (1984) Environmental Law, p.50. 
2 US DOI, NPS & Denver Service Center, General Management Plan of the Grand Canyon National Park, August 1995, pp.6-7, 
available at http://www.nps.gov/grca/parkmgmt/upload/GRCA_General_Management_Plan.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
3 Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, and Centennial Values’, 33 (2009) William and Mary 
Environmental Law and Policy Review, p.891. 
4 Federico Cheever, ‘The United States Forest Service and National Park Service: Paradoxical Mandates, Powerful Founders, 
and the Rise and Fall of Agency Discretion’, 74 (1997) Denver University Law Review, p. 625. 
5 Shannon Orr and Rebecca Humphreys, ‘Mission Rivalry: Use and Preservation Conflicts in National Parks Policy’, 12-1 (2012) 
Public Organization Review, pp.85-98. 
6 Dennis Herman, ‘Loving Them to Death: Legal Controls on the Type and Scale of Development in the National Parks’, 11 
(1992) Stanford Environmental Law Journal, p.17. 
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The analytical approaches that have been adopted also vary. Some adopt a linguistic method to 
interpret the statutory language, some compare the purpose statement of national parks with 
those of other types of public land designations, and others analyze the intent of Congress by 
tracing the legislative history and records. 
2.1.1 Textual Interpretation of the Organic Act  
Opinions based on a semantic reading of the legal text vary. Herman notes that ‘the plain 
language of the Organic Act implies that preservation trumps use whenever the two are in 
conflict’. 7  Arguments for the pro-conservation 8  reading of the Organic Act include the 
following: 
1. In terms of the sequence of the words, ‘the conservation clause comes before the use 
clause, suggesting a primary, overarching emphasis on preservation and conservation’;9 
2. Because the condition of ‘leaving them unimpaired for the future generation’ is 
particularly placed on use and enjoyment, this ‘non-impairment’ standard ‘indicates that 
resource preservation responsibilities should take precedence over public use in the event 
of conflict.’10 
However, by reading the language of the Organic Act in a different way, the conclusion that 
use and enjoyment are prioritized as the purpose of national parks can also be drawn. In contrast 
to reading ‘non-impairment’ as a requirement of use and enjoyment, it is argued that the term 
before non-impairment is ‘for the enjoyment of future generations’. Therefore, enjoyment is the 
purpose of non-impairment, not the other way around. ‘The restrictions on use are not purely for 
the sake of preservation as an end; they are to ensure that use and enjoyment will continue in 
perpetuity’.11 In this way, preservation can be read as the means that serves the end, which is to 
guarantee the availability of recreational opportunities to all. 
2.1.2 Implications of Other Types of Designations 
The arguments a contrario and by analogy that compare national parks with other types of public 
land designations also contribute to identifying the fundamental purpose of national parks. The 
two most frequently adopted objects of reference are national forests and wilderness areas. 
As soon as the national park idea was proposed, the distinct value of the preservation of 
national parks was noted by legislators, with comparisons to the then-existing national forest 
                                               
7 Dennis Herman, supra note 6, p.17. 
8 As previously discussed, the terms of conservation and preservation are not explicitly distinguished in some literature. See 
supra section 2.1 of Chapter 3. Though a proper distinction does make a big difference, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 12, 
conservation and preservation are not strictly distinguished in this chapter. They are used interchangeably especially in the 
context of direct citation. 
9 Harmony Mappes, ‘National Parks: For Use and “Enjoyment” or for “Preservation”? and the Role of the National Park Service 
Management Policies in That Determination’, 92 (2007) Iowa Law Review, p.611. 
10 Robert Keiter, ‘Preserving Nature in the National Parks: Law, Policy, and Science in a Dynamic Environment’, 74 
(1996-1997) Denver University Law Review, p. 675. 
11 Harmony Mappes, supra note 9, p.617. 
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system. As previously shown, the Organic Administration Act of 1897, the so-called Organic Act 
for the USFS, articulated two purposes of the national forest system, watershed protection and 
timber production, which were later confirmed by the Supreme Court.12 In the House Report on 
the NPS Organic Act, it was stated that ‘the segregation of national park areas necessarily 
involves the question of the preservation of nature as it exists’, whereas the ‘primary objects and 
purposes [of national forests] are the utilitarian use of land, of water, and of timber, as 
contributing to the wealth of all the people’.13 This Report was adopted by the Supreme Court to 
illustrate the distinctive purpose of national forests.14 The Supreme Court also noted that in 1906, 
Congress transferred the jurisdiction of the national forests to the Department of Agriculture, 
whereas national parks remained exclusively under the jurisdiction of the Department of the 
Interior (DOI). This separation of jurisdictions also proved that the purpose of national parks and 
the purpose of national forests were different: one was to preserve nature and the other was to 
utilize national assets.15 
Different opinions may be formulated when comparing national parks to wilderness areas. 
Because the Wilderness Act adds additional protection to previously designated national parks, it 
is argued that this does not detract from the purposes of the Organic Act or the enabling 
legislation of a particular park unit.16 This means that the status of the non-use of a park area 
accords with the Organic Act. The Organic Act should consequently be read as a preservation 
mandate. However, the Wilderness Act can also be read in a different way, which might support 
the opposite argument: ‘The fact that Congress saw a need to specially designate land… as 
“wilderness”… implies, by mere existence that such protection did not already exist in parks’.17 
This reading belies the previous construction of the Organic Act because if there were already a 
preservation mandate, there would be no need to add additional protection to national parks. In 
this sense, use and enjoyment should be interpreted as the fundamental purposes of national 
parks. 
2.1.3 The Review of the Legislative History: Intent of the Framers 
The review of the legislative history is the most frequently used method to explore congressional 
intent, though this method of statutory interpretation is controversial in adjudication.18 Similar to 
other interpretation methods, tracking legislative history produces conflicting opinions. 
After exhaustively reviewing the legislative records of the Organic Act and the personal 
papers of congressmen who were involved in enacting the Act, Robin Winks, a Yale historian, 
found that there was and is no inherent contradiction in the Act. The mission of the NPS to 
                                               
12 Supra section 3.2 of Chapter 4. 
13 H.R. Rep. No. 700, 64th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1916). 
14 United States v. New Mexico, 438 US 696 (1978), fn. 18. 
15 Ibid. 
16 John Lemons and Dean Stout, supra note 1, p. 59. 
17 Harmony Mappes, supra note 9, p.620. 
18 See Hall v. US, 132S.Ct 1882 (2012), p.1892 (cautioning ‘against allowing ambiguous legislative history to muddy clear 
statutory language’) (quoting Milner v. Department of Navy, 131 S.Ct. 1259 (2011), p.1266).  
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conserve the scenic, natural and historic resources in such a way as to leave them unimpaired 
takes precedence over providing means of access.19 His research has become the most widely 
cited work on the legislative history of the Organic Act. 
However, by referring to the personal statements of Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., the drafter 
of the original language of the Act, scholars also note that the framers did not always prioritize 
conservation. Instead, they intended to attract more visitors to national parks and had ‘a… 
compelling interest in and sympathy with, the people using the parks’.20 The park historian 
Richard Sellars’s statement that Congress reaffirmed the NPS’s authority in the Organic Act 
‘with its emphasis on public use’ is also used as support.21  
 The Softness of the Organic Act: True Congressional Intent? 2.2
The previous discussion shows that each interpretation method may yield conflicting conclusions. 
To some extent, the problem of how to prioritize conservation and enjoyment remains unsolved. 
Recognizing this conundrum of legal interpretation, some scholars deny the value and benefits of 
continuing to interpret the Organic Act because it is inherently ambiguous and of little help in 
solving the use-preservation conflicts.22 For example, Everhart claims that the instruction from 
the Organic Act to the NPS is ‘ambiguous, perhaps even meaningless, as a guideline’.23  
On the contrary, other scholars disagree that the ambiguities embodied in the Organic Act 
should be deemed a legislative defect. Instead, they argue that it is Congress’s true intent to 
avoid answering difficult questions and leave the NPS with the discretion to make management 
decisions.24 Mappes notes that the ‘legislators even used the term “purpose” in the singular form, 
acknowledging that the two mandates were inextricably intertwined’.25 Therefore, conservation 
and enjoyment cannot be intentionally separated even through meticulous legislative deliberation. 
It is left to the NPS to decide in particular instances. Nagle even asserts that unlike the presumed 
discretion, as the Court recognized it in the famous Chevron case,26 there is evidence that 
‘Congress purposefully delegated broad management authority to the NPS’.27 In this sense, the 
                                               
19 Robin Winks, ‘The National Park Service Act of 1916: “A Contradictory Mandate”?’,74 (1997) Denver University Law 
Review, p.623. 
20 John Nagle, ‘How National Park Law Really Works’, 86 (2015) University of Colorado Law Review (forthcoming). This 
article is available as Notre Dame Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No.1430. The citation is on page 14 in this research 
paper. 
21 Richard Sellars, Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1997), p.285. Cited 
from Martin Nie, ‘Statutory Detail and Administrative Discretion in Public Lands Governance: Arguments and Alternatives’, 19 
(2004) J. Envtl. L. & Litig., p.234 and footnote 54. 
22 See John Lemons & Dean Stout, supra note 1, pp. 44-45 (‘an examination of the history and meaning of park legislation was 
of limited value because Congress had never resolved the difficult questions of competing uses or the dilemma of preservation 
versus development’); see also Michael Mantell, ‘Preservation and Use: Concessions in National Parks’, 8-1 (1979) Ecology Law 
Quarterly, p.1; Nathan Scheg, ‘Preservationists vs. Recreationists in Our National Parks’, 5 (1998) Hastings West-Northwest 
Journal of Environmental Law and Policy, p.51. 
23 William Everhart, The National Park Service (New York, NY: Praeger, 1972), p.80. 
24 Robin Winks, supra note 19, pp.593-594. 
25 Harmony Mappes, supra note 9, p.621. 
26 For a discussion of administrative discretion and the Chevron case, see infra section 2.2 of Chapter 7. 
27 John Nagle, Research Paper, supra note 20 , p.18. 
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administrative discretion received by the NPS should not be deemed a given by Congress; 
instead, congressional mandates should not impose excessive restrictions on the NPS’s discretion 
lest they fail to produce a proper balance with full empowerment. 
Regardless of whether the ambiguities in the Organic Act were part of the congressional 
intent, the ambiguities make the Chevron test meaningful in judicial review of the NPS’s 
management decisions. The essence of the Chevron test is how much judicial deference should 
be afforded to agencies in the case of statutory ambiguities. The case law discussed in Chapter 7 
shows that the courts afford substantial deference to the NPS in its management decisions 
regarding balancing conservation and enjoyment. 
3. Hardening the Organic Act: the Role of Wilderness-Oriented Statutes 
The Organic Act leaves the potential conflict between conservation and enjoyment unresolved. It 
is asserted that ‘the softness of the Organic Act becomes clearer when its dual mandate is 
matched up against a similar statute with a clarion conservation mandate’. 28  Modern 
environmental statutes, especially those statutes that embody a feature of wilderness protection, 
have played such a role. The idea of wilderness is closely related to nature conservation in the 
American context,29 though this is not necessarily the case elsewhere.30 Wallace Stegner stated 
that ‘if the national park idea is… the best idea America ever had, wilderness preservation is the 
highest refinement of that idea’.31  
Compared to these wilderness-oriented statutes, the influences of the NEPA – a crucial 
modern environmental statute – on the Organic Act are not as salient as those of the wilderness 
statutes. This is partly due to the nature of the NEPA as a procedural guarantee instead of 
substantive requirements. The NEPA does not adjudicate substantial conflicts between 
conservation and enjoyment. In some cases, the NEPA can even undermine the conservation 
mandate of the Organic Act.32 This section discusses two wilderness-oriented statutes, the 
Wilderness Act and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and reveals how their preservation 
mandates influence national park management. 
 The Wilderness Act: A Stronger Preservation Mandate 3.1
                                               
28 Denise Antolini, supra note 3, p.903. 
29 For a classic reading of American wilderness and its criticism, see Jan Laitos & Rachael Gamble, ‘The Problem with 
Wilderness’, 32 (2008) Harvard Environmental Law Review, pp.503-597; J. Baird Callicott & Michael Nelson, The Great New 
Wilderness Debate (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1998); and J. Baird Callicott, ‘Contemporary Criticisms of the 
Received Wilderness Idea’, 1 (2000) Wilderness Science in a Time of Change Conference Proceedings. 
30 Though the model of national parks has received popularity worldwide, the concept of wilderness remains largely an 
American phenomenon. One of the reasons is that there is no wilderness left in many countries around the world. Another reason 
is due to the resistance from local cultures. See J. Baird Callicott, ibid., p.24. 
31 Wallace Stegner, ‘A Capsule History of Conservation’, in Wallace Stegner, Where the Bluebird Sings to the Lemonade 
Springs: Living and Writing in the West (New York: Random house, 1992), p.128. Cited from Curt Meine, Wallace Stegner and 
the Continental Vision: Essays on Literature, History, and Landscape (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1997), p.174. 
32 Denise Antolini, supra note 3, pp.896-902. For more discussion on the application of NEPA in judicial process, see infra 
section 3.3.2 of Chapter 7. 
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The enactment of the Wilderness Act was initially advocated by the Wilderness Society, a main 
player in the Wilderness Movement. The Wilderness Society argued that national parks, as 
administered under the NPS Organic Act, were deficient in protecting the wilderness value of 
these areas. In response, the NPS initially opposed the extension of the wilderness designation to 
park lands. It contended that the Organic Act provided it with sufficient authority to conserve 
park lands and resources; thus, an additional wilderness designation would be unnecessary.33 
Keiter notes that the NPS’s concern was actually twofold: first, the Act would ‘undercut [its] 
management prerogatives’, by making it more difficult to build roads and other facilities, for 
example; second, because it has always been the practice that the USFS lands are taken to create 
new or expand existing national parks,34 it would be difficult for the NPS to ask the USFS to 
transfer any more lands.35 Under such circumstances, as previously shown, the Wilderness Act 
turns out to be a product of compromise.36  
The Wilderness Act states that wilderness areas should be  
‘administered for the use and enjoyment of American people in such manner as will leave them 
unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness’.37  
Compared to the purpose statement in the NPS Organic Act, which is to ‘conserve, provide 
for the enjoyment and leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations’, both Acts 
emphasize the use and enjoyment of the American people and adopt the so-called 
‘non-impairment’ standard. In this sense, the statutory language in the Wilderness Act and the 
Organic Act do not differ substantially. The major difference is reflected in the strict regulation 
of commercial and motorized vehicle use and road construction. 
The Wilderness Act generally prohibits the construction of any ‘permanent road’ except as 
specifically provided for in this Act and subject to existing private rights. It also provides limited 
authorization for ‘temporary roads’ unless they are ‘necessary to meet minimum requirements 
for the administration of the wilderness area’. The same requirement applies to the use of motor 
vehicles, motorized equipment or motorboats, the landing of aircraft, other forms of mechanical 
transport, and structures or installation.38 
                                               
33 Robert Keiter, To Conserve Unimpaired: The Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2013), 
p.21. 
34 The original transfer occurred during the 1933 government re-organization. All national monuments previously managed by 
the USFS were transferred to the DOI and placed under the management authority of the NPS. The establishment of Olympus 
National Park also derives from the previous designation of Olympus National Monument managed by the USFS. For more 
details of interagency battle between the USFS and the NPS on national monument management, see Gerald Williams, ‘National 
Monuments and the Forest Service’, NPS, 18 November 2003. Available at http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/-
online_books/fs/monuments.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
35 Robert Keiter, supra note 33, p.22. 
36 See supra section 4.1 of Chapter 4. 
37 Section 2(a). 
38 Section 4(c). 
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The Wilderness Act categorically proscribes commercial enterprise but allows a narrow 
exception for the authorization of ‘commercial services’ by stating that ‘commercial service may 
be performed within the wilderness areas… to the extent necessary for activities which are 
proper for realizing the recreational or other wilderness purposes of the areas’.39 
In this sense, the Wilderness Act adds a layer of protection to national park lands that were 
originally under the protection of the Organic Act. 
 The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 3.2
Congress passed the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA)40 in 1968 to counterbalance decades 
of dam, diversion and other river-related development. Today, there are 203 rivers and creeks 
with a total length of 12,600 miles protected by the WSRA as units of the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers System.41 
Generally speaking, the WSRA adds another layer of legal protection to the outstanding 
rivers that are located within existing public land designations such as national parks. The 
WSRA mandates the protection of some outstanding rivers in their natural and free-flowing state 
‘for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations’. It aims to protect American 
rivers with ‘outstandingly remarkable value’, including ‘scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and 
wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values’.42 River managers are required to ‘protect and 
enhance’ this value without ‘limiting other uses that do not substantially interfere with public use 
and enjoyment of these values’.43 In other words, recreational use, insofar as it is consistent with 
public use and enjoyment and does not substantially interfere with them, is allowed in the 
National Wild and Scenic River System. 
Managers are required to delineate river boundaries and classify the river or its various 
segments as wild, scenic or recreational,44 the three levels of WSRA protection. First and 
foremost, every wild, scenic or recreational river must be free-flowing. Wild rivers are free from 
impoundment such as dams and other water resource projects. They represent vestiges of 
primitive America and are generally not accessible except by trail. Scenic rivers are also free 
from dams and other water resource projects. They have shorelines or watersheds that are still 
largely primitive and undeveloped but that are accessible in places by roads. Recreational rivers 
or segments are accessible by road or railroad, may have some development along their 
shorelines, and may have been dammed or diverged in the past.45 
                                               
39 Section 4(d)(6). The distinction between commercial enterprise and commercial service is debated in High Sierra Hikers 
Association v. Blackwell, 390 F. 3d 630 (Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit 2004). 
40 Pub. L. No. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906 (1968), codified at 16 USC. § 1271 et seq. 
41 US National Wild and Scenic River System, ‘River Mileage Classification for Components of the National Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System’, September 2012. Available at http://www.rivers.gov/documents/rivers-table.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
42 16 USC. § 1271. 
43 16 USC. § 1281. 
44 16 U.S.C. § 1273(b). 
45 Ibid. 
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Because both the designations of ‘wilderness’ and ‘wild and the scenic river’ are additions to 
existing public land designations, the WSRA provides a solution to the potential overlap between 
them. It prescribes that in case of conflict between the Wilderness Act and the WSRA, the more 
restrictive provisions should apply.46  
To summarize, compared to the NPS Organic Act, the WSRA establishes a clearer 
preservation mandate but allows uses, including recreational uses, that do not adversely affect a 
river’s ‘outstandingly remarkable values’. The WSRA is considered a model for improving the 
mandate of the NPS because it considerably heightens the judicial scrutiny of the agency’s 
actions.47 
4. A Tendency to Push Back: Enabling Acts and Congressional Intervention 
Although environmental statutes have hardened the soft Organic Act by showcasing clearer 
preservation mandates, there are counterbalancing forces that swing the pendulum back toward 
enjoyment. Nagle shows that such forces mainly come from statutory provisions that Congress 
enacts for specific parks. These provisions can be either prospective or responsive. The former 
refers to enabling acts made by Congress when new national park units are established, and the 
latter refers to specific statutes Congress enacts to ‘mandate a different management policy that 
had been adopted by the NPS’.48 
With regard to enabling acts, as previously shown, they may alter the general provisions in 
the Organic Act and have priority of application over the Organic Act. The most explicit 
example is hunting and trapping. These activities are generically prohibited by the Organic Act; 
however, they may be explicitly allowed by the individual enabling acts of particular units, such 
as the Great Sand Dunes National Park.49 Congress shows a tendency to detail its instructions in 
enabling acts,50  which curtails the NPS’s discretion. For example, it permits the use of 
snowmobiles on one particular trail in Rocky Mountain National Park.51 The enabling act for the 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area specifies in detail permissible recreational uses, such as 
bathing, boating, camping, picnicking, and vacation cabin site use.52 
In the case of a specific management controversy within national parks, Congress is also 
inclined to step in and provide a particular solution. These are the so-called responsive 
provisions made by Congress, as Nagle calls them. Nagle noted three recent disputes in which 
                                               
46 16 USC. § 1281(b). 
47 Denise Antolini, supra note 3, p.906. For judicial elaboration of the WSRA, see the controversy of the Merced River, 
discussed in infra section 5 of Chapter 7. 
48 John Nagle, supra note 20 , Research Paper, p.31. 
49 Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve Act of 2000, Pub. L. No.106-530. 
50 See generally Robert Fischman, ‘The Problem of Statutory Detail in National Park Establishment Legislation and Its 
Relationship to Pollution Control Law’, 74 (1996) Denv. UL Rev., pp.779-814. 
51 16 USC. § 192b-9(g) 
52 16 USC § 460n–3 (b). 
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local congresses actively intervened in specific management controversies, mostly between local 
communities’ desires, such as the development of the local economy, and the NPS’s enforcement 
of conservation laws, such as the regulation of motorized recreation and noise control.53 These 
controversies and the way Congress was involved showed strong political influences on the 
NPS’s decision-making and enforcement of law. It also raised the concern of how to maintain the 
integrity of the National Park System without Congress providing too many exceptional rules to 
each park unit.54 In addition to the examples of local congresses’ interventions mentioned by 
Nagle, a recent bill regarding boating activities in rivers shows a similar tendency. Despite 
long-standing bans on canoes, rafts and other boating vehicles in rivers, Yellowstone and Grand 
Teton were recently forced to open their rivers to paddlers by a bill passed in the House of 
Representatives.55 
Should Congress act in this way? Does it place too much political maneuvering on the 
NPS’s professional judgment? Nagle holds a considerably tolerant attitude toward this type of 
congressional intervention. Three reasons are provided:  
1. ‘Disputes between conservation and enjoyment often feature parties with equal political 
power’. The congressional endorsement of local communities and economy is equally 
armed with those powerful environmental groups; 
2. Congressional intervention does not undercut the authority of the NPS, especially on its 
professional judgment, or the integrity of the federal judiciary. Congress has the last say 
on how the value of conservation and enjoyment should be balanced instead of 
knowledge that the NPS is better equipped; and 
3. The integrity of the National Park System should not preclude site-specific rules that 
guarantee the flexibility of the system.56 
In contrast, Nie shows a more conservative attitude toward such congressional intervention 
with regard to the risk of exacerbating park conflicts. Enabling legislation may ‘hamper 
comprehensive planning and dilute the importance of administrative and scientific expertise’ and 
create a ‘less cohesive, integrated, and unified’ national park system.57 
5. Agency Regulations and Policies on National Park Management 
                                               
53 The first dispute is about control of ORV use in Cape Hatteras National Seashore which is against development of the local 
tourism economy, the second dispute is about boat inspection by the NPS personnel in Yukon Charley National Preserve in 
Alaska, and the third dispute is about permissible use of an air museum in the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site. See John 
Nagle, supra note 20 , Research Paper, pp.36-45. 
54 Robert Fischman, supra note 50, p.808. 
55 Matthew Brown, ‘Bill to open Yellowstone, Grand Teton to more paddling advances in US House’, 28 January 2014. 
Available at http://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/bill-to-open-yellowstone-grand-teton-to-more-paddling-advances-
/article_48860ff6-885e-11e3-abb1-001a4bcf887a.html. Last visited January 2015. 
56 John Nagle, supra note 20 , Research Paper, pp.45-46. 
57 Martin Nie, ‘Statutory Detail and Administrative Discretion in Public Lands Governance: Arguments and Alternatives’, 19 
(2004) J. Envtl. L. & Litig., pp.237-238. 
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 The Framework of NPS Regulations and Guidance Documents 5.1
Delegated by Congress in the Organic Act, the Secretary of the DOI is authorized to ‘make and 
publish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the use and 
management of the parks, monuments, and reservations under the jurisdiction of the [NPS].58 
Most national-park-related regulations are now codified into Title 36 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations under the title ‘Parks, Forests, and Public Property’.59 These regulations stipulate 
how policies prescribed by the NPS Director will be applied to the public who uses the parks. 
They are the roadmap for park managers to decide whether a proposed use will be allowed, 
limited or prohibited. These regulations can be enforced against violators, which is why these 
policies are published in the form of ‘regulations’. 
The guidance documents that the NPS has formulated for park managers are called the ‘NPS 
Directive System’. 60  This system consists of three types of documents. The first is the 
‘Management Policies’ (MP), a recent version of which was released in 2001 and revised in 2006. 
The second is the ‘director’s orders’ to accomplish interim updates and amendments of the MP. 
The third is usually found in the form of ‘handbooks or reference manuals’ to assist employees in 
carrying out the MP and the director’s orders.61 Among these three types, the MP is of the 
highest academic importance. 
 The Management Policies of 2006 5.2
The MP is applicable service-wide. It sets the general framework and prescribes parameters for 
making management decisions. The current 2006 MP is mainly divided into 10 sections, which 
cover park system planning, resource management, wilderness management, park use, 
commercial visitor services and other management issues. 
5.2.1 The History and Controversies of Policy-Making: A Roller Coaster? 
The original version of the MP was released in 2001.62 The 2001 MP recognized that there was 
only a single standard regarding the promotion and regulation of the National Park System: the 
non-impairment standard. The derogation proposed in the General Authorities Act of 1970 was 
simply a different wording, not a different standard (1.4.2). It was also made clear that in the 
case of conflict between conserving resources and value and providing for the enjoyment of them, 
conservation would be predominant (1.4.3).  
In 2005, the Bush Administration released a draft to amend the 2001 MP. After Paul 
Hoffman took the position of deputy assistant secretary in the DOI, he proposed a significant 
                                               
58 16 USC. §3. 
59 36 C.F.R. 1, et seq. 
60 NPS, ‘The Directive System’, in NPS, ‘Management Policies 2006: The Guide to Managing the National Park System’. 
Available at  http://www.nps.gov/policy/mp/policies.html. Last visited January 2015. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Early NPS policy-making can be traced back to the ‘Lane Letter’, which was written by Secretary Franklin Lane to Director 
Stephen Mather in 1918. The 2001 MP was discussed as the original version in the sense that it was the previous version of the 
current 2006 MP. 
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change to the previous MP. Aiming to water down the definition of impairment, the proposal 
required that ‘any impairment finding be judged not just by the proposal’s effect on park 
resources but also by its effect on visitor enjoyment’.63 The draft deleted conservation as an 
independent goal, specifically removed all uses of the term ‘preservation’ and emphasized use 
and recreation.64 It showed a strong user-friendly tendency and was considered to have rewritten 
the long-accepted interpretation of the Organic Act that deemed resource conservation the NPS’s 
primary responsibility.65 Jon Jarvis, the current NPS director nominated by President Obama, 
openly criticized the proposed changes as ‘the largest departure from the core values of the 
National Park System in its history, posing a threat to the integrity of the entire system’.66 
Madeline Kass suggested that the proposed management policies reflected political priorities and 
threatened a long-standing alliance between preservationists and recreational park vacationers.67 
After the draft was released for public comment, it lit a fire among the public and park 
supporters. More than 45,000 comments arrived at the NPS. Under pressure, the NPS reversed its 
opinions and finalized the MP in 2006, which is the one currently in use. The 2006 MP shows a 
shift from the 2005 draft, which is considered ‘roller-coaster’ policy-making.68  
5.2.2 Restatement of the Impairment Standard 
The 2006 MP retains the impairment standard articulated in the 2001 MP.69 First, the MP 
reiterates that derogation and impairment are not two different standards; there is only one single 
standard governing national park management (1.4.2). It is also emphasized that ‘when there is a 
conflict between conserving resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, 
conservation is to be predominant’ (1.4.3).  
Second, ‘enjoyment’ is defined in a broad manner. It is not merely recreational experiences 
by those who actually visit parks; instead, it includes broader recipients, such as those ‘who 
appreciate [national parks] from afar’ (1.4.3). The question arises regarding whether the 
impairment of enjoyment is deemed the impairment that is outlawed. According to the NPS’s 
interpretation, the standard of impairment of park resources and value is not likewise applied in 
determining the impairment of enjoyment. The impairment of park resources may impair others’ 
                                               
63 Robert Keiter, supra note 33, p.75. 
64 Harmony Mappes, supra note 9, pp. 629-30. 
65 Ibid., pp. 623-24. 
66 Robert Keiter, supra note 33, p.75. 
67 Madeline Kass, ‘ The National Park Service Management Policies Controversy’, 20 (2006) Nat. Resources & Env’t, p.70. 
68 Denise Antolini, supra note 3, p.866. 
69 Section 1.4. For relevant academic discussion, see Thomas Duncan, ‘Driving Americans’Perception of Recreation: Awaiting 
the Park Service’s Long-Term Solution to Access in Yellowstone National Park’, 19-2 (2012) Jeffrey S. Moorad Sports Law 
Journal, p.713; James Rasband et al., Natural Resources Law and Policy (New York: Foundation Press, 2009), p.618 (claiming 
that revised 2006 MP reiterated the interpretation of impairment provided for in the 2001 MP). 
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opportunity to enjoy national parks.70 The opportunity of future generations to experience 
enjoyment should be protected under the impairment standard. 
Third, the MP provides a definition of ‘impairment’:  
‘an impact that, in the professional judgment of the responsible NPS manager, would harm the 
integrity of park resources or values, including the opportunities that otherwise would be present for 
the enjoyment of those resources or values’ (1.4.5).  
The impacts of visitor activities, NPS administrative activities and concessioners’ activities 
may lead to impairment. These activities should be governed under the impairment test. This 
definition is of crucial importance because it is the clearest articulation of the agency’s 
interpretation of the term ‘impairment’ that is not defined in the statute. 
Finally, with regard to how the NPS should make decisions to identify and avoid 
impairments, the MP proposes a ‘professional judgment’ requirement.71 Decision-makers are 
thus required to take into consideration the environmental impact assessment required by the 
NEPA, the consultations required under the National Historic Preservation Act, relevant 
scientific and scholarly studies, advice or insights offered by subject matter experts and others 
who have relevant knowledge or experience, and the results of civic engagement and public 
involvement activities (1.4.7). 
5.2.3 Appropriate Use, Unacceptable Impact and Impairment 
In addition to restating the impairment standard, greater assurance is proposed by the MP, which 
is the test of ‘unacceptable impacts’. This is the most prominent achievement of the 2006 MP. 
The NPS requires managers to prohibit uses that would cause unacceptable impacts, that is, 
those impacts that ‘fall short of impairment, but are still not acceptable within a particular park’s 
environment’ (1.4.7.1). By applying both the ‘impairment’ and the ‘unacceptable impact’ tests, 
the NPS may allow ‘appropriate uses’ in national parks, which are ‘suitable, proper, or fitting for 
a particular park, or to a particular location within a park’ (1.5). Such appropriate uses may be 
hierarchical. Because providing opportunities for public enjoyment is a crucial component of the 
NPS’s mission, ‘appropriate public enjoyment’ is deemed a preferred form of use that the NPS 
actively promotes, whereas ‘other uses’ are allowed when they are considered appropriate upon 
regulation. ‘Preferred forms of enjoyment’ should satisfy two requirements:  
                                               
70 See NPS, ‘The Impairment Issue: Questions and Answers’, ‘20. Is the impairment of enjoyment prohibited?’, August 2007. 
Available at http://www.nps.gov/protect/q_and_a.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
71 According to the MP’s definition, professional judgment means ‘a decision or opinion that is shaped by study and analysis and 
full consideration of all the relevant facts, and that takes into account the decision-maker’s education, training, and experience; 
advice or insights offered by subject matter experts and others who have relevant knowledge and experience; good science and 
scholarship; and, whenever appropriate, the results of civic engagement and public involvement activities relating to the decision’, 
2006 MP, Glossary. 
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1. Be uniquely suited to the superlative natural and cultural resources found in the park; 
and  
2. Foster an understanding of and appreciation for park resources and values, or promote 
enjoyment through a direct association with, interaction with, or relation to park 
resources (1.5). 
Figure 9 below shows the relationships among appropriate uses, unacceptable impacts and 
impairment. 
 
 
Figure 9: The relationships among appropriate uses, unacceptable impacts and impairment 
Source: adapted from NPS MP 2006, Section 1.4.7.2 
To decide whether a proposed use is appropriate, several steps are identifiable:  
1. Whether it is consistent with applicable laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; 
2. Whether it is consistent with existing plans for public use and resource management;  
3. Whether it has actual and potential effects on park resources and values that will 
constitute an ‘unacceptable impact’;  
4. Whether total costs to the NPS are bearable; and  
5. Whether the public interest will be served (8.1.2). 
Figure 10 shows the process of determining whether a proposed use is an appropriate use. 
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Figure 10: The process of determining appropriate uses in the National Park System 
Source: adapted from the NPS MP 2006. 
6. Designated Use Patterns on Public Land: The Role of Recreation 
Designated use is one of the hallmarks of the modern Organic Act for public land management 
agencies.72 It refers to those categories or types of activities that are to be prohibited, preferred, 
encouraged, or merely tolerated in a certain type of public land designation. Based on the 
discussions above, the designated use patterns of public lands can be summarized as shown in 
Table 11 below.73 
The National Wildlife Refuge System typically features a hierarchically designated use 
pattern. The initial image of refuges was that of an ‘inviolate sanctuary for migratory birds’ as 
prescribed by the Migratory Bird Conservation Act of 1929. Until 1962, when the Refuge 
Recreation Act was enacted, recreational use was authorized as an appropriate use of wildlife 
refuges. The National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997 established priority for 
wildlife-dependent recreational use; thus, the dominant-use regime for wildlife refuges was 
formulated. Other types of uses are also conditionally allowed in wildlife refuges, such as other 
recreational activities that meet the compatibility standard and the economic uses of natural 
resources that contribute to the achievement of a refuge purpose or the system mission.74 
 
                                               
72 Fischman summarizes five hallmarks including purpose statements, designated uses, comprehensive planning, substantive 
management criteria, and public participation. See Robert Fischman, ‘National Wildlife Refuge System and the Hallmarks of 
Modern Organic Legislation’, 29 (2002) Ecology Law Quarterly, pp.514-592. 
73 The hierarchy of designated uses within the wildlife refuge system is adapted from Fischman’s reserach. See Robert 
Fischman, ibid., p.531. 
74 50 C.F.R. § 29.1. 
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Table 11: Comparison of the designated use patterns of four types of federal land designations 
Source: Adapted from relevant statutes and policies 
Because the National Park System does not have a dominant-use mandate as the wildlife 
refuge system does, the characteristic of hierarchy among different designated uses is not as 
salient as it is in the wildlife refuge system. Nevertheless, some hierarchical features can be 
observed from both the Organic Act and the MP of 2006. Similar to the refuge system, the 
primary uses are those prescribed in individual park purposes established by enabling acts and 
conservation, which is clarified by the MP and underpinned by wilderness-oriented statutes. 
Wilderness use is added to both national parks and wildlife refuges by the Wilderness Act in the 
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public enjoyment’ provided for in the MP, which satisfies the two requirements discussed above. 
The tertiary uses are other forms of recreational uses, such as snowmobiling and ORV uses. As a 
means to promote public enjoyment, concession-related activities are deemed quaternary uses 
together with other uses that have satisfied the ‘appropriateness test’. 
Unlike park and refuge systems, the designated use patterns of the lands administered by the 
USFS and the BLM do not show a hierarchal structure. As previously discussed, the MUSYA of 
1960 and the FLPMA of 1976 provide multiple-use mandates for the USFS and the BLM, 
respectively.75 Recreation is listed as one of these multiple uses in both national forests and 
BLM lands. Furthermore, the MUSYA authorized and directed the Secretary of Agriculture to 
‘develop and administer the renewable surface resources of the national forests for multiple use 
and sustained yield of the several products and services obtained therefrom’. It further specified 
that ‘the establishment and maintenance of areas of wilderness area consistent with the purposes 
and provisions of [the MUSYA]’.76 The FLPMA added the wilderness use and inventory 
requirement on BLM lands.77 In this sense, there are seven types of designated uses of forest 
lands and eight enumerated types with one open-ended type of use of BLM lands. 
7. Summary 
The ambiguous statutory language in the NPS Organic Act can be considered the cause or one of 
the causes of conflicts. Its instruction to the NPS to both promote and regulate enjoyment has 
directly caused management dilemmas on national park lands. The NPS can be accused of not 
fulfilling its mandate either to preserve park land and resources or to provide optimal recreational 
opportunities to visitors. In this sense, the Organic Act itself does not adjudicate potential 
conflicts between conservation and enjoyment. The ongoing debate over the fundamental 
purpose shows that there is room left for statutory interpretation.  
Modern environmental statutes, such as the Wilderness Act and the NEPA, burden agencies’ 
decision-making processes in either a substantive or a procedural manner. These 
wilderness-oriented statutes clearly adjudicate conservation-enjoyment conflicts by showcasing a 
clearer preservation-oriented attitude. Due to the additional layer of protection of national parks 
provided by these statutes, the NPS’s discretion in balancing conservation and enjoyment shrinks. 
Nagle asserts that ‘they act as a check on any temptation that the NPS would encounter to 
prioritize enjoyment over conservation in certain instances’.78 These environmental statutes may 
provide the judiciary with a stronger weapon for judicial review by enabling courts to take a 
‘hard look’79 at the NPS’s management decisions. 
                                               
75 See supra section 3.2 and 3.3 of Chapter 4. 
76 Section 2, 16 USC. §529. 
77 Section 603, 43 USC. 1782 (a). 
78 John Nagle, supra note 20 , Research Paper, pp.30-31. 
79 For the hard look doctrine, see infra section 2.1 of Chapter 7. 
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The NPS’s MP explicitly recognizes the priority of conservation over enjoyment as its 
management responsibility and thus relieves the tension between the two. It further elevates the 
protection standard prescribed by Congress by proposing the ‘unacceptable impact’ test. This 
strict threshold provides a clearer guideline for the NPS to make environmentally friendly 
decisions. However, when considering the rewriting of the MP in 2005, anxiety about the agency 
and the executive power remains compelling. A close connection between the agency’s 
conservation policy and the political environment can be observed. 
Although a conservation mandate of the Organic Act is clarified by environmental statutes 
and the NPS’s own interpretation in the MP, there is a tendency by Congress to push back 
toward enjoyment in the form of either enabling acts or ad hoc intervention in management 
conflicts. The active involvement of Congress has created dynamics and uncertainties in the 
balance between conservation and enjoyment. Therefore, the assessment of the legal foundations 
for adjudicating the conservation-enjoyment conflicts increasingly depends on site-specific 
conditions.
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Chapter 7: Resolution of Conflicts: A Judicial Perspective 
1. Introduction 
Enshrined by the principle of the separation of powers, the judiciary is empowered by the 
Constitution to exercise judicial review and determine how Congress intends for statutes to apply 
to disputes. Having assessed the congressional statute and the NPS’s interpretation of it in the 
previous chapter, the questions that follow address how to evaluate the judiciary’s role in the 
resolution of conflicts and how different national park management would be today without 
courts.1 This chapter approaches these questions by reviewing how the judiciary interprets 
congressional statutes, including the Organic Act and other environmental statutes, how it 
interplays with Congress, agencies and other interest groups, and how conflicts in public land 
management are perceived and resolved in the judicial sphere. 
First, some characteristics and tendencies of public land lawsuits are identified to provide a 
context for the courts’ role in adjudicating national-park-related disputes in general. Then, a brief 
overview of the standard of judicial review, especially in the field of environment-related cases, 
is provided.  
Second, the judicial interpretation of the purpose statement embodied in the Organic Act is 
analyzed. A crucial question is whether case law has firmly established that the Organic Act 
should be read as a conservation mandate. The symbolic Southern Utah Wilderness Association 
case, its precedents and subsequent cases are examined to approach the answer to this question. 
Furthermore, the way that courts apply other environmental statutes in adjudicating 
public-land-related disputes, particularly the Wilderness Act and the NEPA, is analyzed. The 
influences of the application of these statutes on a review of the NPS’s management decisions 
are presented. 
Third, several high-profile controversies and hotly debated cases are further discussed, such 
as the Merced River controversy at Yosemite, the Yellowstone snowmobile policy case and the 
Grand Canyon overflight policy case, to identify the role of the courts in adjudicating politically 
controversial issues and the challenges it may encounter. 
2. The Characteristics and Tendencies of Public Land Lawsuits 
Some key characteristics and tendencies of public land lawsuits can be outlined. First, there has 
been more litigation on public lands since the 1970s. Prior to that time, it was not routine for the 
judiciary to intensively examine public land and natural resource-related decision-making by 
                                               
1 Farber proposes this question when he reviews the relevance of the Supreme Court in environmental law: how different would 
environmental protection be today if without judicial cases? He concludes that the Supreme Court has failed to play a 
‘constructive’ and effective role in environmental law. See Daniel Farber, ‘Is the Supreme Court Irrelevant--Reflections on the 
Judicial Role in Environmental Law’, 81(1996) Minn. L. Rev., pp.547, 569. 
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federal agencies. Before the 1970s, the USFS, the NPS and the FWS did not appear frequently in 
federal courts. The BLM was an exception; however, the cases arose out of private disputes 
rather than claims against agency actions.2 There are several reasons that explain the litigation 
boom in the 1970s:  
1. Congress provided detailed management criteria in statutes and created enforceable 
rights for private parties, which facilitated bringing suits to courts;  
2. Standing requirements were more relaxed, which enabled environmental groups to bring 
lawsuits to courts. 3  Litigation proposed by environmental groups has become 
commonplace; 
3. Different interest groups were emerging, such as recreational user organizations. These 
groups were willing and ready to assert their rights as environmental groups do, which 
diversifies the components of plaintiffs; and  
4. Courts are active in reviewing all kinds of administrative actions and are more inclined 
to impose judicial skepticism on administrative decision-making. 
Second, increasing numbers of claims are brought to courts based on procedural grounds, 
especially on the NEPA-based environmental impact assessment requirements. Though it is 
noted that NEPA is ‘merely a procedural statute’ and does not dictate any particular conservation 
result for the NPS,4 it is frequently adopted and serves as an effective litigious tool for plaintiffs. 
The agency’s management plans are increasingly sued by plaintiffs on the grounds of NEPA 
violation and procedural deficiencies. The NEPA is also used by agencies to legitimate their 
decisions against recreational demands, with the result of enhancing their conservation mandates. 
Third, plaintiffs regularly claim that agencies have violated multiple statutes.5 The NPS 
Organic Act does not itself create a private right of action. Therefore, plaintiffs seeking to 
enforce the values that the Organic Act protects need to base their claims on the APA in order for 
their cases to arrive in court. They usually allege the violation of other statutes, such as the 
NEPA, the ESA, the Wilderness Act and the WSRA. 
Fourth, the NPS is frequently involved in lawsuits in which it has to defend itself against 
‘flying allegations from opposite sides’,6 that is, conservationists and user groups. When the 
NPS is sued by environmental groups for its lenient policy on motorized recreation, organized 
recreational groups may participate in litigation as interveners and vice versa.7 Therefore, the 
                                               
2 George Coggins, Charles Wilkinson and John Leshy, Federal Public Land and Resources Law (New York: Foundation Press, 
2007), p.207. 
3 See Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972) (the Supreme Court held that the Sierra Club might sue on behalf of any of its 
members who had individual standing when government actions caused injury to their particularized interests). 
4 Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, And Centennial Values’, 33 (2009) William and Mary 
Environmental Law and Policy Review, p.901. 
5 Ibid., p.889. 
6 Ibid. 
7 See the case of Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Dabney, 222 F. 3d.819 (2000) (ORV groups intervened in support of the 
NPS’s decision to allow continued motorized access to Salt Creek). 
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NPS is alternatively seen as parallel to both environmental groups and recreational groups before 
courts. 
3. Standards of Judicial Review in General and in Particular 
Judicial review of administrative decisions is generally differentiated into the review of questions 
of fact and the review of questions of law. Three levels of review standards are established with 
regard to the former, which are de novo, substantial evidence and the ‘arbitrary and capricious’ 
standard. With regard to the judicial review of questions of law, the most well-known standard is 
the Chevron doctrine.8 
 The ‘Arbitrary And Capricious’ Standard and the ‘Hard Look Doctrine’ 3.1
As previously discussed, the APA of 1946 provides the foundation for decision-making for all 
federal agencies in the US. The scope of judicial review is stipulated in section 706, and the most 
well-known standard is presented in section 706(2) (a), which allows courts to strike down 
informal agency action that is ‘arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in 
accordance with law’.9  
During the New Deal era, courts usually treated this standard essentially as a reasonableness 
standard10 and showed a deferential attitude toward agencies. However, since the 1970s, courts 
have reviewed agency actions with greater scrutiny, which is termed a ‘hard look doctrine’. This 
is intensively reflected in the Overton Park case,11 in which the Supreme Court ruled that the 
Secretary of Transportation’s sole reliance on litigation affidavits was insufficient to justify its 
decision to build highways through Overton Park. This case established a heightened standard to 
review agency actions than that provided in the APA. For example, the Supreme Court required 
agencies to create a full administrative record in their informal procedures and to base their 
decision on that record. Stipulated in the APA, such a requirement only applies to formal 
rulemaking and adjudication. The Supreme Court also stated that the judicial review should be a 
‘thorough, probing, in-depth review’.12 
This heightened standard was later solidified in the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
Association case.13 The Supreme Court required that agencies provide a satisfactory explanation 
                                               
8 For A general discussion about American administrative law and judicial review standards, see Ronald Cass et al., 
Administrative Law: Cases and Materials (Sixth Edition) (New York: Wolters Kluwer Law & Business, 2011). For literature in 
Chinese, see generally Zhang Qianfan, ਨ⌅ᇑḕⲴḷ߶оᯩ⌅-ԕ㖾ഭ㹼᭯⌅Ѫ㿶䀂(Tests and methods of judicial review: a 
perspective from the administrative law of the United States), 6 (2006) ⌅ᆖᇦ(The Jurist), pp.36-44 (the author reviews the 
standard of de novo trial, the reasonableness standard, the arbitrary and capricious standard, the hard-look doctrine, the standard 
of clear error and others). 
9 5 USC. § 706(2)(a). 
10 Alfred Aman, Administrative Law and Process: Cases and Materials (Newark, N.J.: LexisNexis Matthew Bender, 2006), 
p.803. 
11 Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 US 402 (1971). 
12 Ibid., p.415. 
13 Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 463 US 29 (1983). 
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for their actions, including a ‘rational connection between the facts found [in the record] and the 
choice made’.14 Since then, the so-called ‘hard look doctrine’ has been established, which 
requires courts to more closely scrutinize informal rulemaking by agencies. 
 The Chevron and Skidmore Deference and the Mead Standard 3.2
Case 1: Chevron USA, Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (1984)15 
The central issue of the Chevron case was ‘whether [the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA)]’s decision to allow states to treat all of the pollution-emitting devices within the same 
industrial group as though they were encased within a single “bubble” is based on a reasonable 
construction of the statutory term “stationary source”’.16 The Supreme Court found that the 
EPA’s interpretation of the Clean Air Act was reasonable. This case is of crucial importance in 
American administrative law because it articulates the doctrine of ‘administrative deference’.17 
The Chevron case proposed a two-step test for courts to evaluate whether to defer to an 
agency’s interpretation of a statute:  
Step 1: the court must first determine whether the statute is ambiguous. If Congress has 
unambiguously answered the question, then ‘that is the end of the matter’. 
Step 2: If the courts determine that the statute is ambiguous, then the courts must defer to the agency 
if ‘the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.’18 
The Supreme Court also noted that ‘the court need not conclude that the agency construction 
was the only one it permissibly could have adopted to uphold the construction, or even the 
reading the court would have reached’.19  
Chevron establishes the basic rule for statutory interpretation. In Sunstein’s words, it grants 
agencies two important ‘common-law functions’: ‘specifying statutory terms’ in the case of 
ambiguities and ‘adapting those terms to new facts and values’.20 Due to the two-step test it 
established, the Chevron case has become the most frequently cited case in subsequent 
judgments. Sunstein states that ‘Chevron, a kind of counter-Marbury21 for the administrative 
state, has been cited more frequently than Marbury v. Madison, Brown v. Board of Education, or 
                                               
14 Ibid., p.43. 
15 467 US 837 (1984). 
16 Ibid., p.840. 
17 The influences of the Chevron case on the American administrative law is so far-reaching that the journal of Administrative 
Law Review has a special issue of commemoration of the 30th anniversary of the Chevron case in 2014. See volume 66, number 
2 of Administrative Law Review of 2014.  
18 Chevron, pp.842-43. 
19 Ibid., note 11. 
20 Cass Sunstein, ‘Is Tobacco a Drug? Administrative Agencies as Common Law Courts’, 47 (1998) Duke Law Journal, p.1058. 
21 Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803). 
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Roe v. Wade…[and] has become the framework through which agency interpretations of law are 
reviewed’.22  
The so-called Chevron deference has witnessed a gradual evolution. In 2001, the Supreme 
Court delivered another judgment in the Mead case that further elaborated the principle of 
‘administrative deference’. 
Case 2: United States v. Mead Corp (2001)23 
The central issue of the Mead case is whether the tariff classification rulings made by the US 
Customs Service deserve Chevron deference. The Supreme Court ruled that Chevron deference 
was not applicable to such rulings. It set the standard for Chevron deference as follows: an 
administrative interpretation of a particular statutory provision qualifies for Chevron deference 
when  
‘It appears that Congress delegated authority to the agency generally to make rules carrying the force 
of law, and that the agency interpretation claiming deference was promulgated in the exercise of that 
authority.’  
It further clarified that even if the agency action ‘may be precedent in later transactions, 
precedential value alone does not add up to Chevron entitlement’ (p.232). In the alternative, 
administrative interpretations ‘not meeting these standards are entitled not to deference, but to a 
lesser ‘respect based on the persuasiveness of the agency decision’ (p.228). This lesser degree of 
deference is established in the Skidmore v. Swift & Co.24 case, which is generally referred to as 
the Skidmore deference as compared to the Chevron deference. The Mead judgment 
distinguished these two types of deference: Chevron deference was established in delegated 
law-making power under a constitutional structure, whereas Skidmore deference was established 
under the scenario of ‘prudential exercise of administrative discretion’ by agencies.25 
Based on the Mead judgment, courts should first review whether the agency is entitled to 
receive Chevron deference for its action before they can apply the first step of the Chevron test. 
For this reason, Cass Sunstein called the Mead test ‘Chevron step zero.’26 
4. Judicial Interpretation of Congressional Statutes 
 Courts’ Interpretation of the Organic Act 4.1
The core of the judicial interpretation of the Organic Act is focused on the following questions: 
whether there are ambiguities in the statutory language of the Organic Act (i.e., whether 
                                               
22 Cass Sunstein, supra note 20, p.1058. 
23 533 US 218, 121 S. Ct. 2164, 150 L. Ed. 2d 292 (2001). 
24 Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134 (1944). 
25 Jerry Mashaw, ‘Norms, Practices, and the Paradox of Deference: A Preliminary Inquiry into Agency Statutory Interpretation’, 
57 (2005) Administrative Law Review, p.505. 
26 Cass Sunstein, ‘Chevron Step Zero’, 92 (2006) VA. L. REV., p.187. 
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Congress explicitly establishes the priority of conservation over enjoyment) and whether the 
NPS is mandated with the discretion to balance conservation and enjoyment. If ambiguities and 
the NPS’s discretion can be recognized, the question arises regarding how much judicial 
deference should be given to the NPS’s management decisions and its interpretation of statutes.  
4.1.1 Case Study: Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Dabney 
The Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance (SUWA) case is symbolic in the case law regarding the 
interpretation of the Organic Act. It was the first time that the district court ruled against the 
NPS’s management decision on the basis of its violation of the Organic Act instead of other 
environmental statutes.27 
Case 3: Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Dabney (1998)28 
In 1995, the NPS issued a backcountry management plan (BMP) for Canyonlands National 
Park that allowed the use of motor vehicles on jeep tracks or trails in a ten-mile segment of park 
road. The plaintiffs challenged the BMP, arguing that it violated the APA, the NPS Organic Act, 
the Canyonlands National Park Enabling Act and the NEPA. The plaintiffs argued that the 
Organic Act was a preservation mandate and protected park resources against any impairment. In 
contrast, the NPS contended that its decision was a ‘reasonable accommodation of conflicting 
mandates that is to be afforded considerable deference’.29  
The district court delivered its judgment in 1998 and found for the plaintiffs. It stated that 
‘the first Chevron inquiry [was] determinative’ in the current case. The court phrased the central 
issue as ‘whether the [NPS] is authorized to permit activities within national parks that 
permanently impair park resources’.30 It ruled that Congress’s answer to this question was 
clearly no. The Utah Shared Access Alliance31 appealed. The NPS did not appeal, but it 
submitted a brief ‘to advise the Court of the Department’s views as to the proper legal 
construction of the [Organic] Act’.32 
                                               
27 John Nagle, ‘How National Park Law Really Works’, 86 (2015) University of Colorado Law Review (forthcoming). This 
article is available as Notre Dame Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No.1430, see p.16 and footnote 79. The NPS also 
singles out the SUWA case ‘the first case to find that the Service’s actions in a park had violated the Organic Act’. See NPS, ‘The 
Impairment Issue: Questions and Answers’, ‘3. Since similar lawsuits have been adjudicated before, why has the SUWA case 
been singled out?’, August 2007. Available at http://www.nps.gov/protect/q_and_a.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
28 Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Dabney, 7 F. Supp. 2d 1205 (D. Utah 1998), rev’d, 222 F.3d 819 (10th Cir. 2000). A 
subsequent case is Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. NPS, 387 F.Supp.2d 1178( D. Utah 2005). In the following discussion, 
these three litigations are respectively referred to as SUWA 1998, SUWA 2000 and SUWA 2005. For a thorough study of the 
Canyonlands disputes, see generally David Watts, ‘Canyonlands National Park and the Organic Act: Balancing Resource 
Protection and Visitor Use’, NPS, September 2008. Full text is available at http://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/-
online_books/cany/resource_protection.pdf. Last visited January 2015.  
29 SUWA 1998, p.1211. 
30 SUWA 1998, p.1211. 
31 During the litigation in the first instance, the Utah Shared Access Alliance, a combination of motor vehicle recreation 
associations, intervened as co-defendants, together with the NPS. 
32 SUWA 2000, p.822 
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The 10th circuit reversed and remanded. By citing precedents of the cases of Bicycle Trails 
Council vs. Babbitt and the Sierra Club vs. Babbitt,33 the circuit court concluded that the 
Organic Act was inherently ambiguous. Therefore, the case was a Chevron Two case rather than 
a Chevron One case. The question before the circuit court was ‘whether the agency’s answer is 
based on a permissible construction of the statute’.34  
In the judgment delivered by the 10th Circuit, the purpose statement of the Organic Act was 
elaborated. The circuit court first corrected the central issue that the district court had framed and 
re-phrased it as ‘whether the BMP, in particular the portion of the BMP allowing vehicle use on 
the ten-mile segment of the Salt Creek Road from Peekaboo Spring to Angel Arch, is 
inconsistent with a clear intent of Congress expressed in the Organic Act and the Canyonlands 
enabling legislation’.35 In contrast to the district court’s view, the circuit court interpreted the 
Organic Act as ‘permitting the NPS to balance the sometimes conflicting policies of resource 
conservation and visitor enjoyment in determining what activities should be permitted or 
prohibited’.36 The Court also elaborated the test for examining whether the NPS had properly 
established such a balance, which was ‘whether the resulting action leaves the resources 
“unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations”’.37  
At the time of the appellate case, the NPS was drafting its Management Policies, which 
would provide its construction of the ‘impairment’ standard. Because this draft policy lacked the 
formality that was required for Chevron deference, the circuit court ruled that ‘there [was] 
currently no valid agency position worthy of deference’.38 Therefore, the case was remanded to 
the district court to ‘re-examine the evidence in the record regarding impairment caused by 
vehicles in that area’.39 The circuit court also required the lower court to examine the nature of 
the NPS Management Policies that might be released by the time of the re-trial, namely, whether 
they were ‘legislative rules worthy of Chevron deference’ or ‘interpretative rules [that] should be 
evaluated pursuant to the less deferential standard’.40  
After this appeal, the NPS issued its MP in 2001 and articulated the impairment standard 
(Section 1.4). In 2002, the NPS made a new environmental assessment of the use of motorcycles 
and issued a ‘finding of no significant impact’ (FONSI). The FONSI selected the alternative that 
would prohibit all motor vehicle access for implementation. A final rule was released by the NPS 
in 2004 that prohibited all motor vehicle use in this disputed area. This rule was totally different 
from its previous 1995 BMP. This time, the Utah Shared Access Alliance and other recreational 
                                               
33 Bicycle Trails Council v. Babbitt, 82 F.3d 1445 (9th Cir.1996); Sierra Club v. Babbitt, 69 F.Supp.2d 1202 (E.D.Cal.1999). 
More details about these two cases will be provided later. 
34 Chevron case, p.843. 
35 SUWA 2000, p.826. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid., p.827. 
38 Ibid., p.828. 
39 Ibid., p.830. 
40 Ibid., p.829. 
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groups disagreed. They relied on the Organic Act and argued that the final rule violated the Act 
because ‘it [deprived] members of the public the ability to use and enjoy significant portions of 
Salt Creek Canyon’. They also challenged the validity of the 2001 NPS MP, arguing that it 
would make ‘use and enjoyment … a secondary consideration’.41 
This time, the district court learned the lesson from previous litigations. It recognized the 
inherent ambiguities in the Organic Act’s impairment standard and adopted a Chevron Two 
approach to analyze the issue, as instructed by the circuit court. Three steps can be identified in 
the district court’s analysis:  
1. The 2001 MP was ‘the type of agency decision intended to carry the force of law’ that 
satisfied the Mead standard and was entitled to Chevron deference.  
2. The NPS’s construction of the statute was permissible under the second step of the 
Chevron test, which deserved judicial deference. The court read the Organic Act as not 
‘[mandating that] the NPS equally balance preservation with public use in making its 
management decision’; instead, impairment was the test for providing conservation and 
enjoyment. Therefore, the court concluded that the NPS’s 2001 MP was ‘not manifestly 
contrary to the express language of the Organic Act’.42 
3. The final rule ‘[fell] well within the NPS’s broad grant of discretion and constitute[d] a 
permissible interpretation of the Organic Act and the Enabling Act’. 
For these reasons, the district court ruled for the NPS and supported its prohibition of motor 
vehicle use in this disputed area.  
It is clear that the district court delivered its judgment mainly based on a deference scenario 
instead of making a substantial judgment itself. In demonstrating that the NPS’s construction of 
the Organic Act was permissible, it cited several precedents that were claimed to support the 
conservation mandate of the Organic Act. By citing the National Rifle Association of America 
case, it ruled that the legislative history of the Act suggested that the ‘overriding purpose of the 
bill was to preserve “nature as it exists”’. By citing the Bicycle Trails Council case, it stated that 
‘the majority of courts that have interpreted the “no-impairment” mandate have interpreted it as 
placing an “overarching concern on preservation of resources”’.43 With these citations, it ruled 
that ‘the [MP’s] interpretation therefore is consistent with over twenty years of federal court 
decisions confirming that conservation is the predominant facet of the Organic Act’. 
This logic seemed to create a prima facie contradiction. The district court ruled for the NPS 
because the NPS’s interpretation of the Organic Act deserved Chevron deference. However, the 
precedents it quoted seemed to indicate that there was a long-established judicial interpretation 
of the Organic Act, that is, that it should be read as a conservation mandate. The question of 
                                               
41 SUWA 2005, p.1181. 
42 SUWA 2005, p.1190. 
43 SUWA 2005, p.1191. 
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whether this is an established case law that supports the conservation mandate of the NPS 
Organic Act remains unanswered. To approach this answer, it is necessary to examine the cited 
precedents and the cases that followed. 
4.1.2 Examination of the Precedents  
Case 4: National Rifle Association of America v. Potter (1986)44 
The court upheld the NPS’s generic regulations on the prohibition of hunting and trapping 
throughout the National Park System. The National Rifle Association of America (NRAA) 
asserted that the Organic Act did not prohibit ‘properly regulated hunting and trapping’ activities, 
whereas the NPS argued that conservation of wildlife meant ‘safeguarding it from harm, whether 
from natural or human causes.’45 The most frequently cited sentence of the judgment is that ‘in 
the Organic Act, Congress speaks of but a single purpose, namely, conservation’.46 This 
statement is used by many scholars to support the court’s recognition of the conservation 
mandate of the Organic Act.47  
It is necessary to examine how this decision was reached by the court in its reasoning 
process. The court rejected the NRAA’s argument by stating that its interpretation of the Organic 
Act was ‘inconsistent with that principle of statutory interpretation known as expression unius 
est exclusion alterius’.48  Because Congress authorized hunting and trapping in individual 
enabling acts, this led to ‘a supposition that it expected that they would not be allowed to take 
place elsewhere’.49 Though the court iterated the frequently cited ‘single purpose statement’ in 
its reasoning process,50 this statement cannot be deemed a direct judicial argument to rebut the 
NRAA’s claims. In other words, the value of this frequently cited statement is overestimated.  
This statement was not articulated as a direct answer to the conflict between conservation 
and visitor enjoyment. In fact, the judgment was silent on which one should be prioritized. 
Instead, the court concluded that hunting and trapping activities, even properly regulated hunting 
and trapping activities, did not fall into the category of ‘visitor enjoyment’ that deserves 
protection through the Organic Act. What the court had claimed to be the ‘single purpose’ was 
not conservation but rather the unimpaired status of park land and resources. Furthermore, the 
                                               
44 628 F.Supp. 903 (D.D.C. 1986). 
45 Ibid., p.909. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Robert Keiter, ‘Revisiting the Organic Act: Can It Meet the Next Century’s Conservation Challenges?’, 28-3 (2011) The 
George Wright Forum, p.243 (‘The courts… have consistently found that resource conservation takes priority over public 
enjoyment or other interests’); and Frank Buono, ‘The Wilderness Act of 1964: Its Relationship to the NPS Organic Act’, 11-1 
(1994) The George Wright Forum, p.51. 
48. The principle of ‘expression unius est exclusion alterius’ means that ‘omissions from enumerated specifics are generally 
presumed to be deliberate exclusions from the general unless otherwise indicated’. Cited from 628 F.Supp. 903 (D.D.C. 1986), 
p.909. 
49 Ibid. 
50 In the latter part of the judgment, the court re-emphasized the ‘single purpose of conservation’ by stating that the Redwood 
Amendment mandated the NPS to manage parks according to the ‘purpose’ instead of ‘purposes’ of the Organic Act. See 628 
F.Supp., p.909. 
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court ruled that it was ‘satisfied that the [NPS]’s reading of the statutory law comports with the 
apparent legislative intent’.51 This sentence shows that the court still relied on a ‘deference’ 
scenario. This statement echoed the 10th Circuit Court’s attitude in the SUWA case: the case was 
a Chevron Two instead of a Chevron One issue. 
Case 5: Bicycle Trails Council of Marin v. Babbitt (1996)52 
Another precedent is the Bicycle Trails Council case, in which the NPS’s closing of bicycle 
trails in a national recreational area was upheld. The frequently cited statement was that 
‘resource protection [was] the overarching concern [of the Organic Act]’.53 It should be noted 
that what the circuit court phrased as the ‘overarching concern’ was ‘resource protection’ instead 
of ‘conservation’. Rather than saying that the court prioritized conservation over enjoyment, it is 
more accurate to say that the court actually defined the term ‘resource protection’ as 
‘non-impairment,’ as enshrined in the Organic Act. The circuit court also stated, ‘The Organic 
Act is silent as to the specifics of park management and … the [NPS] has broad discretion in 
determining which avenues best achieve the Organic Act’s mandate.’54 One can observe that, 
similar to the previous case, courts showed deference to the NPS’s discretion in making 
management decisions. 
In addition to referring to these two cases, scholars refer to other judicial cases in which they 
claim that courts have consistently found the Organic Act to be a preservation mandate.55 
However, these cases do not necessarily prelude the conclusion that the judiciary first established 
its own interpretation of the Organic Act in such a way that conservation is to be prioritized. 
Though some excerpts from the judgments show a prima facie judicial attitude indicating this 
conclusion, putting them in context may make it clear that the courts recognized that the NPS has 
broad discretion in balancing conservation and enjoyment. Furthermore, courts show 
considerable deference to the NPS’s interpretation. An examination of the cases after the SUWA 
case also helps to verify this conclusion. 
4.1.3 Examination of the Cases Following the SUWA Case 
Antolini conducted a quantitative study on the approximately 40 reported national-park-related 
federal cases (20 district court cases and 20 circuit court of appeal cases) adjudicated from 2000 
to 2008.56 She showed that courts found that the Organic Act gave the NPS broad discretion in 
making balancing decisions, and courts were inclined to show considerable deference to the 
                                               
51 628 F.Supp. 903 (D.D.C. 1986), p.912. 
52 82 F.3d 1445 (9th Cir.1996). 
53 Ibid., p.1453. 
54 Ibid., p.1454. 
55 For example, Michigan United Conservation Clubs vs. Lujan, 949 F.2d. 202 (6th Cir. 1991), Organized Fishermen of Florida 
v. Hodel, 775 F.2d 1544 (11th Cir. 1985);Wilderness Public Rights Fund v. Kleppe, 608 F.2d 1250 (9th Cir. 1979). In these cases, 
courts upheld the NPS’s regulations that limit hunting, fishing, whitewater rafting and other recreational activities. See Robert 
Keiter, supra note 47, p.243 and footnote 20. 
56 Denise Antolini, supra note 4, pp.851-971. 
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NPS’s discretion-based decision-making. She also noted that several pre-2000 decisions showed 
that courts were inclined to provide great deference to the NPS’s decisions.57 
In accordance with judicial deference to the NPS, judgments show both pro-conservation 
and pro-enjoyment results. Especially before the 2000s, case law shows that courts usually 
upheld the NPS’s conservation-oriented decisions challenged by user groups. 58  However, 
according to Antolini’s survey during the period from 2000 to 2008, a stunning conclusion was 
that under the dualism of the Organic Act, there was a shift in case law toward a more 
user-driven mandate.59 Examples included the series of cases regarding the snowmobile policy 
in Yellowstone in which courts favored a pro-user policy by the NPS,60 the series of cases about 
commercial rafting on the Colorado River in which the NPS plan favoring commercial boaters 
was upheld,61 and the case of Davis v. Latschar62 in which the NPS’s decision to conduct a 
controlled hunt of deer in Gettysburg National Military Park was upheld. The period that 
Antolini’s research covered largely spanned the two terms of the Bush Administration. Previous 
discussions about the draft MP of 2005 and the oil and gas drilling policy in Utah have shown 
that the Bush Administration indicated an explicit pro-user tendency. Antolini’s conclusion 
demonstrated a strong connection between the political commitment to national parks and the 
court record in this regard. 
Following Antolini’s quantitative research, this research conducted a further survey of 
reported national-park-related federal cases adjudicated during the period from 2009 to 2014. 
Through a Westlaw search, 33 such cases, including 18 district court cases and 15 circuit court 
cases, were found with a combination of the key words ‘National Park Service’ and ‘Organic 
Act’. By a further filter, 10 cases, including seven district court cases and three court of appeal 
cases, were related to the NPS’s management decisions.63 However, limited rulings are based on 
elaborating the Organic Act; other environmental statutes, such as the NEPA and Wilderness Act, 
are more frequently used. Two examples of cases in which the Organic Act is referred to are 
discussed below. 
                                               
57 Ibid., p.895. 
58 For example, the two precedents discussed in the previous section. 
59 Voyageurs Region National Park Association v. Lujan, 966 F.2d 424, 427 (8th Cir. 1992) (allowing snowmobiles in corridors 
of national park); Wilderness Public Rights Fund v. Kleppe, 608 F.2d 1250, 1254 (9th Cir. 1979); S. Utah Wilderness Alliance v. 
Dabney, 7 F. Supp. 2d 1205, 1211 (D. Utah 1998). 
60 Different courts delivered conflicting judgments with regard to the snowmobile policy. For more details, see infra section 6.3. 
61 Wilderness Public Rights Fund v. Kleppe, 608 F.2d 1250 (9th Cir.1979), cert. denied, 446 US 982 (1980); River Runners for 
Wilderness v. Martin, 593 F. 3d 1064 (9th Cir. 2010). 
62 Davis v. Latschar, 202 F.3d 359 (D.C. Cir. 2000). 
63 For example, in the case of Sierra Club North Star Chapter v. LaHood , 693 F. Supp. 2d 958 (D. Minnesota, 2010) , it was 
ruled that the Organic Act and General Authorities Act did not apply in the current case as the proposed bridge was located in the 
lower segment of the Lower St. Croix which was a state-administered area (p.983). This case is not taken into consideration in 
the current analysis. Other cases that are not included include those whose causes of actions are not based on the Organic Act, but 
based on other statutes, such as NEPA and APA. For example, High Sierra Hikers Association v. U.S. DOI, 848 F. Supp.2d 1036 
(N.D. Cal. 2012). 
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Case 6: Bluewater Network v. Salazar (2010)64  
Environmental groups challenged the NPS’s decision to reintroduce personal watercrafts to 
two national seashores. The district court recognized that the NPS had to interpret the Organic 
Act to ‘reconcile values that may at times be in tension with one another’.65 It also stated that 
‘there can be no doubt, as NPS and the courts have concluded, that the overriding aim of the 
Organic Act, as well as the purpose of NPS’s oversight and management of the park system, is to 
conserve the natural wonders of our nation’s parks for future generations’.66 The court finally 
ruled for environmental groups because the NPS failed to provide a reasoned analysis of how the 
facts it found led to the conclusion that no impairment was caused by re-introducing personal 
watercrafts. 
Case 7: National Parks Conservation Association v. Jewell (2013)67 
The NPS approved an expanded electric transmission line across an existing right of way in 
the Delaware River Gap National Recreation Area. The NPS found that this would not bring 
impairment to the area. The National Parks Conservation Association sued the NPS, claiming 
that the transmission line would ‘permanently scar the landscape and degrade the visitor 
experience in some of the most visited national parks in the country’. The district court showed 
considerable deference to this NPS decision. It stated that ‘because the Organic Act is silent as to 
the specifics of park management, the Secretary has especially broad discretion on how to 
implement his statutory mandate’. It finally ruled that the NPS provided a sufficient rational 
basis for its non-impairment decision under the Organic Act and was thus not ‘arbitrary and 
capricious’. 
One can observe that in both Antolini’s research and the follow-up studies discussed above, 
there seems to be no definite statutory standard for courts to apply in terms of interpreting the 
Organic Act. There are considerable inconsistencies in courts’ interpretation of precedents and 
the Organic Act: some courts state that a strong preservation mandate has been firmly established 
by case law, whereas others recognize great discretion possessed by the NPS in balancing 
conservation and enjoyment. This creates difficulties in summarizing a universal standard of 
judicial review. If there is any, the ‘arbitrary and capricious’ standard seems to be the one to 
which courts frequently refer; this standard is more or less easy for the agency to satisfy. The 
requirement of a ‘harder look’ placed on the agency is not universally applied by courts. 
 Courts’ Application of Other Environmental Statutes 4.2
Courts seldom adjudicate national-park-related disputes based solely on the Organic Act. Instead, 
other environmental statutes are more frequently applied. This section examines how the 
                                               
64 721 F. Supp. 2d 7 (D.C. Court, 2010). 
65 Ibid., p.20. 
66 Ibid., p.21. 
67 965 F. Supp. 2d 67 (D.D.Court, 2013). 
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application of the Wilderness Act and the NEPA has influenced the courts’ adjudication in 
national-park-related disputes. 
4.2.1 Wilderness Act: A Less Deferential Judiciary 
As previously shown, the Wilderness Act shows a strong preservation mandate, and the agency’s 
discretion to make management decisions is therefore reduced. Sax deems the Wilderness Act 
‘the single most significant congressional enactment separating the old era of administrative 
discretion and expertise from the modern period of legislative skepticism toward the federal 
land-management bureaucracy’. 68  This legislative skepticism is also reflected in judicial 
attitudes. 
Appel traces the 94 wilderness cases that courts at all levels have tried from the enactment of 
the Wilderness Act in 1964 to 2010. The data show that when wilderness advocates challenge 
agencies’ decisions by seeking more protection or less use within a wilderness area, they tend to 
win with a success rate of 52%. When land agencies defend their decisions against wilderness 
users who argue that agencies are protecting wilderness too stringently, they almost never lose, 
with a high success rate of 86.4%. Appel depicts this phenomenon as the judiciary’s ‘one-way 
ratchet in favor of wilderness protection’.69 By comparing other figures that show judicial 
deference to agency decisions, either generally in administrative law or particularly in 
environmental law, he asserts that the judiciary in wilderness cases stands in stark contrast; it 
shows less deference and a pro-wilderness tendency.70 He provides six reasons that might 
explain the courts’ attitude, including the language in the Wilderness Act that invites strict 
judicial construction, long-standing and widespread political support for wilderness protection, 
the risk-averse nature of judges, excellent attorneys in wilderness advocacy organizations, the 
correction of biased agencies’ management decisions and broader popular support.71 
In terms of national-park-related cases, previous discussions indicate that courts show 
considerable judicial deference to the NPS’s interpretation of the Organic Act. However, when 
the disputed decision is challenged against the Wilderness Act, courts are more inclined to adopt 
the standard of a ‘hard look’ at the NPS’s wilderness-related decisions and show less deference. 
This echoes a previous finding that the soft Organic Act is hardened when is matched by the 
Wilderness Act, which shows a clearer preservation mandate.72 
4.2.2 NEPA: A Harder Look Requirement  
                                               
68 Joseph Sax, ‘Parks, Wilderness, and Recreation’, in Michael Lace (ed.), Government and Environmental Politics: Essays on 
Historical Developments since World War Two (Washington D.C.,Woodrow Wilson Center Press: 1989), p.120. 
69 Peter Appel, ‘Wilderness and the Courts’,29 (2010) Stan. Envtl. LJ, pp.111-119. The author mentioned in his introduction to 
this article the two figures as 56% and 88% which were inconsistent with the figures he used later in Table 1 of his article. Cf. 
pp.66-67 and p.113. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid., pp.119-125. 
72 See supra section 3.1 of Chapter 6. 
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After being applied for more than 40 years, the NEPA became one of the most frequently 
litigated statutes in American environmental law.73 The NEPA requires agencies to take a harder 
look at environmental consequences before taking major actions. The NEPA does not mandate a 
particular result, but it prescribes the necessary process to be followed. Courts have established 
four NEPA requirements to evaluate whether such a hard look is taken:  
‘First, the agency [has] accurately identified the relevant environmental concern. Second, once the 
agency has identified the problem it must have taken a “hard look” at the problem in preparing the 
[Environmental Assessment]. Third, if a finding of no significant impact is made, the agency must be 
able to make a convincing case for its finding. Last, if the agency does find an impact of true 
significance, preparation of an [Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)] can be avoided only if the 
agency finds that the changes or safeguards in the project sufficiently reduce the impact to a 
minimum’.74 
The relationship between the NEPA analysis and the Organic Act analysis is discussed in the 
case of Bluewater Network v. Salazar.75 The court ruled that the NPS overwhelmingly relied on 
the ‘impairment’ reasoning to serve the purpose of its NEPA analysis. This did not fulfill the 
requirement of a ‘hard look’ under the NEPA.76 In other words, the hard look requirement in the 
NEPA is more stringent than the impairment reasoning prescribed in the Organic Act. 
By analyzing the application of the NEPA in national park cases, Antolini finds that the 
NEPA’s influences can be two-fold: in some cases, the NEPA backstops the NPS’s conservation 
mandate; however, in other cases, the NEPA may undermine the conservation mandate.77 
Because the NEPA is merely a procedural statute, in some cases, the NEPA is ‘simply a 
litigation tool wielded by the NPS or private-use groups to justify agency decisions that promote 
the use and enjoyment of the National Parks over conservation’.78 This finding echoes scholars’ 
criticism of the NEPA for failing the sustainable development requirements because it lacks 
‘after-the-fact responsibility for substantive errors’.79 
By reviewing courts’ application of the Wilderness Act and the NEPA, one may find that the 
judicial review of national-park-related issues becomes more complex. Compared to the 
deferential attitude in interpreting the Organic Act, the judiciary shows a more skeptical attitude 
to the NPS when other environmental statutes are applied. 
In the following sections, several typical and influential judicial cases on 
national-park-related management decisions are discussed to examine how the judiciary 
                                               
73 Heather Ross, ‘Using NEPA in the Fight for Environmental Justice’, 18 (1994) Wm. & Mary J. Envtl. L., p.362 & note 41. 
74 Town of Cave Creek, Arizona v. Federal Aviation Administration, 325 F.3d 320 (2003), p.327. 
75 721 F. Supp. 2d 7 (D.C. Court, 2010). 
76 721 F.Supp.2d 7, pp.39-40. 
77 Denise Antolini, supra note 4, pp.896-902. 
78 Ibid., p.901. 
79 David Hodas, ‘The Role of Law in Defining Sustainable Development: NEPA Reconsidered’, 3 (1998) Widener Law 
Symposium Journal, p.7. 
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interprets the statutory terms, how it selects the deference standard in reviewing the agency’s 
management decision, and the pitfalls and challenges of the judicial approach in adjudicating 
conservation-related disputes. 
5. Case Study: The Use of Motorized Recreational Vehicles on Federal Land 
Lawsuits centered on motorized recreation use, such as ORV use, have accounted for a 
significant proportion of the overall public land litigation. One of the earliest cases on the 
regulation of ORVs occurred at the Cape Cod National Seashore as early as 1981.80 The district 
court required the NPS to ‘more thoroughly consider whether ORV use… [was] an appropriate 
public use of the Seashore’.81 However, this judicial protection was only procedural. After 
conducting a survey of 1,300 visitors, the NPS concluded that ORV use was appropriate on the 
seashore, though on a limited basis. The plaintiff brought another case in 1989 and further 
argued that ‘any use which alters the scenery from its original character is per se 
inappropriate’.82 The circuit court rejected its claims. 
Some controversies regarding motorized recreation have become symbolic in 
national-park-related lawsuits. These include the snowmobile controversy in Yellowstone and 
the overflight controversy in the Grand Canyon. 
 The Snowmobile Controversy in Yellowstone National Park 5.1
After opening its doors to the first snowmobiles in 1963, Yellowstone witnessed an explosion of 
snowmobile use. 83  It admitted more snowmobiles than all of the other national parks 
combined.84 This situation produced management problems, including air and noise pollution 
and wildlife harassment. Complaints mounted, and the NPS began to manage snowmobile use. 
The snowmobile controversy came to a head in the early 1990s and was reflected in the 
time-consuming process of winter use planning along with numerous lawsuits. Keiter stated that 
‘few national park recreation controversies have evoked the passionate response that has driven 
the Yellowstone snowmobile imbroglio’.85  
5.1.1 The Evolution of the Snowmobile Policy at Yellowstone 
In 1971, the NPS issued the first regulation addressing ‘oversnow vehicle’ use in Yellowstone,86 
in which snowmobiles were generally allowed under some conditions. At the same time, the NPS 
began to groom snow-covered roads to facilitate oversnow vehicle use. After the 1972 Order 
                                               
80 Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Inc. v. Clark, 590 F.Supp.1467 (D.Mass. 1984). 
81 Ibid., p.1489. 
82 Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Inc. v. Secretary of the Interior, 864 F.2d 954 (1st Cir.1989). 
83 NPS, ‘Yellowstone in Winter: A History of Winter Use’, available at http://www.nps.gov/yell/parkmgmt/timeline.htm. Last 
visited January 2015. 
84 Michael Yochim, ‘The Development of Snowmobile Policy in Yellowstone National Park’, 
85 Robert Keiter, To Conserve Unimpaired: The Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2013), 
p.76. 
86 36 FR 12014 (24 June 1971); 36 C.F.R.c7.13. 
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issued by President Nixon regulating ORV use on public land, 87  Anderson, the 
then-superintendent of Yellowstone, first responded to the order by designating all of 
Yellowstone’s interior roads as snowmobile routes. 88  Snowmobile use in Yellowstone 
burgeoned, and environmental groups were ignited.  
Case 8: Fund for Animals v. Babbitt (1997)89 
In 1997, the Fund for Animals sued the NPS for violating the NEPA and the ESA by 
grooming snowmobile trails in Yellowstone, which led bison to follow these trails out of the park. 
This eventually resulted in the slaughter of more than 1,000 bison to prevent the spread of 
brucellosis to livestock outside the park. The two parties reached a settlement agreement several 
months later in which the NPS agreed to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) 
‘addressing a full range of all alternatives for all types of visitor winter use, including 
snowmobiling and trail grooming’.90  
In 1999, Bluewater Network, an NGO devoted to stopping environmental damage from 
motor vehicles, petitioned to the NPS, demanding that it ban recreational snowmobiling in 
Yellowstone and all other national park units that allowed it. In response, in December 2000, the 
NPS under the Clinton Administration issued a proposed rule that aimed to phase out 
snowmobiles from Yellowstone, Grand Teton and other nearby park units by the winter of 
2003-2004 and to substitute the use of multi-passenger snowcoaches for snowmobiles. The NPS 
received 5,273 comments during the 30-day public comment period, of which more than 4,300 
supported this phase-out rule.91 In January 2001, the NPS released the final plan (the ‘Clinton 
Plan’) and decided to implement the snowmobile phase-out.92 This plan was published the day 
after President Bush took office and was thus pending. In reality, this effort to eliminate 
snowmobiles proved to be short-lived.  
Despite public support for this phasing out, the NPS’s attitude toward snowmobiles has 
changed since November 2002, when the Clinton Rule was scheduled to go into effect. The NPS 
issued a rule and delayed the implementation for an additional year.93 The shift of the NPS’s 
attitude went further. In December 2003, the NPS issued a final plan in which the snowmobile 
ban in the Clinton era was eliminated and a daily entry limit of up to 950 snowmobiles was 
established (the ‘Bush Plan’). This plan indicated a clear departure from the Clinton-era 
no-snowmobile policy and was soon debated in court. 
                                               
87 For details of the 1972 Order, see supra section 5 of Chapter 5. 
88 39 FR 16151 (7 May 1974). 
89 Fund for Animals v. Babbitt, No. 1:97-cv-01126 (D.D.C., 1997). 
90 Fund for Animals v. Babbitt, No. 1:97-cv-01126 (D.D.C. September 23, 1997) (settlement agreement). 
91 Cited from Fund for Animals v. Norton, 294 F. Supp.2d 92 (2003), p.100. 
92 66 Fed. Reg. 7260, 22 January 2001. 
93 Final Delay Rule, 67 Fed.Reg. 69473, citing from ibid. 
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Case 9: Fund for Animals v. Norton (2003)94 
The plaintiff argued that the NPS’s decision to allow the continuation of snowmobiling and 
trail grooming violated the APA and the NEPA. The NPS gave two defenses: first, the new plan 
was based on the availability of ‘cleaner, quieter snowmobiles’ due to the implementation of the 
best available technology (BAT) requirements; second, the use of guided group tours and the 
maximum limit of 950 snowmobiles served as mitigation measures to prevent negative impacts 
on wildlife and their habitats.95 However, the court rebutted both defenses, finding neither of 
them convincing. 
The District Court for the District of Columbia (the ‘D.C. Court’) found that the NPS’s 
decision ‘[amounted] to an 180-degree reversal’ ‘in a relatively short period of time and 
conspicuously timed with the change in administrations’.96 The NPS had the responsibility to 
supply a reasoned explanation; however, it failed to do so. Consequently, the 2003 Bush Plan 
was vacated and remanded. The 2001 Clinton Plan was confirmed to remain in effect. 
After this judgment, the litigation centered on the Yellowstone snowmobile policy 
underwent dramatic chaos. Conflicting court rulings created confusion. The tension among the 
NPS, different interest groups, and the courts intensified. 
Case 10: International Snowmobile Manufacturers Association (ISMA) v. Norton (2004)97 
Unsatisfied with the D.C. court’s judgment and failing to request a stay of the judgment in 
the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, in 2004, the ISMA, the Wyoming State Snowmobile 
Association, Wyoming state and local residents sued in the District Court of Wyoming, seeking 
to enjoin the implementation of the 2001 Clinton Plan. They asserted that the ban on 
snowmobiles would have caused irreparable harm, including significant financial loss, the loss of 
goodwill and the potential bankruptcy of businesses and concessionaires.98 
The Wyoming District Court first claimed that it had jurisdiction over the validity of the 
2001 Clinton Plan instead of the validity of the D.C. court’s judgment. It ruled for the plaintiffs 
and issued an injunction relief by stating that ‘any harm from issuing the injunction is less than 
the harm which would occur if the injunction is not granted’.99 The NPS was ‘temporarily 
restrained from enforcing the 2001 Snowcoach Rule…[and required to] promulgate temporary 
rules for this 2004 snowmobile season that [would] be fair and equitable to snowmobile owners 
and users, to the business community, and to the environmental interests’.100 
                                               
94 Fund for Animals. v. Norton, 294 F. Supp. 2d 92 (D.D.C. 2003). 
95 Ibid., pp.106-107. 
96 Ibid., p.105. 
97 304 F.Supp.2d 1278 (D.Wyo.2004). 
98 Ibid., p.1293. 
99 Ibid., pp.1293-1294. 
100 Ibid., p.1294. 
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A simple fact was that until February 2004, the 2001 Clinton Plan was set aside. After this 
Wyoming judgment, crowds gathered at the D.C. District Court and asked for various types of 
relief or injunctions. The following case was heard. 
Case 11: Fund for Animals v. Norton (2004)101 
The NPS sought relief by stating that it was ‘left in the impossible position of having to 
satisfy two irreconcilable court orders’.102 In contrast, the Fund for Animals and the Greater 
Yellowstone Coalition sought to enjoin trail grooming and snowmobiling. 
Instead of scaling up the inner-judiciary conflict, the D.C. court made some compromises. It 
did not ask the NPS to enforce the 2001 Clinton Plan, but it asked the NPS to formulate a new 
one. It stated that a rule governing snowmobile use in the 2004-2005 winter season did not exist 
because the 2003 Plan was enjoined by the D.C. court, the 2001 plan was subsequently enjoined 
by the Wyoming court, and the temporary plan ordered by the Wyoming court was only interim 
for this 2004 snowmobile season. Therefore, the environment groups’ motion of injunction was 
denied for prematureness.  
By June 2004, after a series of lawsuits, the snowmobile policy in Yellowstone returned to 
the starting line. The question arose regarding how a new snowmobile policy should be 
formulated. 
In December 2004, the NPS published a ‘Temporary Winter Use Plan’ that was to be in 
effect through 2007 and was to be replaced with a long-term winter use plan in the 2007-2008 
winter season.103 This temporary plan allowed a daily limit of 720 snowmobiles. Two separate 
lawsuits followed: the Fund for Animals sued in the D.C. Court on 4 November 2004, and the 
Wyoming Lodging and Restaurant Association sued in the District Court of Wyoming on 10 
November 2004.104 This time, neither court vacated the 2004 temporary plan. Therefore, the 
dispute continued until 2007. 
In December 2007, as promised, the NPS published the long-term winter use plan.105 This 
plan allowed up to 540 commercially guided and grouped (from size 1 to 11) BAT snowmobiles 
and 83 snow coaches into the park each day. Not surprisingly, this plan was simultaneously 
challenged by different groups in two courts, one in D.C. and the other in Wyoming. 
Case 12: Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Kempthorne (2008)106  
                                               
101 323 F. Supp. 2d 7 (D.C.D.C., 2004). 
102 Ibid., p.10. 
103 69 Fed. Reg.65348, 10 November 2004. 
104 The Fund for Animals v. Norton, 390 F.Supp.2d 12 (D.D.C. 2005); Wyoming Lodging and Restaurant Association v. US 
Department of Interior, 398 F.Supp.2d 1197 (D. Wyo. 2005). 
105 72 Fed.Reg. 70781 (13 December 2007). 
106 577 F.Supp.2d 183 (D.D.C. 2008). 
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In the D.C. court, the plaintiff alleged that the number allowed in the 2007 Plan was too high 
and violated the APA, the NEPA, the Organic Act and other regulations. In September 2008, the 
D.C. court delivered the judgment and found that the plan ‘clearly elevate[d] use over 
conservation of park resources and values and fail[ed] to articulate why the Plan’s “major 
adverse impacts” [were] “necessary and appropriate to fulfill the purposes of the park”’.107 The 
2007 plan was vacated and remanded to the NPS. 
This time, the D.C. court delivered its judgment earlier than the Wyoming court. The 
Wyoming court issued an order stating its disagreement, but it declined to issue a ruling contrary 
to that of the D.C. court. The D.C. court’s invalidation of the 2007 plan would remain 
undisturbed; however, the 2004 temporary plan that allowed 720 snowmobiles daily, as the last 
valid rule, would be reinstated until the NPS could promulgate an acceptable new one.108 
Therefore, while the litigation regarding the 2007 plan was ongoing, the NPS already began to 
formulate a new one. 
On 20 November 2009, a final plan was issued by the NPS that allowed daily entry of up to 
318 snowmobiles and 78 snowcoaches,109 which was extended through subsequent winter 
seasons until the 2012-2013 winter season. 110  Compared to the previous cap of 720 
snowmobiles and 78 snowcoaches, this plan reduced the daily limit to a large extent. At the same 
time, the NPS was trying to formulate a permanent winter use plan for Yellowstone that would 
govern the 2014-2015 winter season onward. 
5.1.2 The Latest Winter-Use Plan for Yellowstone 
Following extensive public review and comments, the most recent and final winter-use plan was 
issued by the NPS in February 2013. This final rule replaced the previous fixed maximum 
number of snowmobiles or snowcoaches with a flexible new concept, a ‘transportation event’, 
defined as one snowcoach or a group of up to 10 snowmobiles, averaging seven seasonally. A 
maximum of 110 transportation events daily (with up to 50 transportation events for groups of 
snowmobiles) was prescribed. In contrast with the previous ‘all commercial guiding’ rule, the 
new plan provided some exceptions, allowing up to four transportation events to be 
non-commercially guided. According to the new calculation method, there may be up to 500 
snowmobiles permitted, which is more than the current number of 318. Therefore, this change 
was applauded for its flexibility and simultaneously criticized for its tolerance of 
snowmobiling.111 
                                               
107 Ibid., p.210. 
108 Wyoming v. US DOI, No. 07-CV-319 (D. Wyo. Nov. 7, 2008). 
109 74 Fed. Reg. 60159 (20 November 2009). 
110 77 Fed. Reg. 74027 (12 December 2012). 
111 See Phil Taylor, ‘Yellowstone releases draft snowmobile plan’, 29 June 2012 (citing that the BlueRibbon Coalition supported 
the potential increase of snowmobile allowance by the new method), available at http://rlch.org/news/yellowstone-
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 The Overflight Controversy in Grand Canyon National Park 5.2
In contrast with the conflicts that arise from ground motor vehicles, the conflicts that arise from 
aircraft use are more complex due to the involvement of the aviation authority, business aircraft 
operators and concessioners of recreational air tours. 
5.2.1 The Evolution of the Overflight Policy in Grand Canyon National Park 
The Grand Canyon is closely connected to overflights. The first air tour company began 
operation in the Grand Canyon as early as 1927.112  In June 1987, the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) issued Special Federal Aviation Regulations (SFAR) No.50-1, which 
regulated aircraft flying below 9,000 feet in the park.113 This was the initial regulation on 
aircraft flying in the Grand Canyon. 
In August 1987, Congress enacted the National Parks Overflights Act, in which overflights 
in the Grand Canyon were specifically addressed in Section 3.114 Recognizing significant 
adverse effects of overflights on the ‘natural quiet and experience of the park’ and safety of park 
users, Congress made a recommendation-plan-report arrangement between the NPS and the 
FAA. First, the NPS was required to submit recommendations to the FAA regarding ‘actions 
necessary for the protection of resources in the Grand Canyon from adverse impacts associated 
with aircraft overflights’. Such recommendations were required to ‘provide for substantial 
restoration of the natural quiet’. Second, the FAA was required to issue a final plan for 
managing air traffic above the Grand Canyon. This plan should implement the recommendations 
from the NPS. Third, the NPS should submit a report to Congress discussing whether the plan 
had succeeded in ‘substantially restoring the natural quiet’.115 
1994 NPS Report 
As a response to the Overflights Act, recommendations were submitted by the DOI to the FAA 
in 1987, and they were adopted and implemented by the FAA in the form of SFAR 50-2 in 
1988.116 Minimum altitudes, four flight-free zones, four flight corridors and specified flight 
routes within the Grand Canyon were established. In 1994, the NPS submitted the report to 
Congress (‘1994 NPS Report’)117 and provided three important definitions: 
1. The appropriate measure of quantifying aircraft noise was the percentage of time that 
aircraft were audible; 
2. An aircraft was audible if it increased the ambient noise level by three decibels; and 
                                                                                                                                                       
2012, available at http://www.bozemandailychronicle.com/opinions/guest_columnists/article_ee578f1a-dfde-11e1-99ef-0019b-
b2963f4.html. Both were last visited January 2015. 
112  See NPS, ‘Overflights - Chronology of Significant Events’, available at http://www.nps.gov/grca/naturescience-
/airoverflights_chrono.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
113 Special Flight Rules in the Vicinity of the Grand Canyon National Park, 52 Fed.Reg. 22,734 (1987). 
114 Pub.L. No.100-91;101 Stat.674. 
115 Section 3 (a)-(b). 
116 Special Flight Rules in the Vicinity of the Grand Canyon National Park, 53 Fed. Reg. 20,264 (2 June 1988). 
117 NPS, ‘Report on the Effects of Aircraft Overflights on the National Park System’, 12 September 1994. 
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3. ‘Substantial restoration of the natural quiet’ meant that 50% or more of the park achieved 
‘natural quiet’ for 75% - 100% of the day.118  
Applying these definitions and standards, the NPS concluded that under the SFAR 50-2, 
only 34% of the Grand Canyon enjoyed a ‘substantial restoration of the natural quiet,’ which 
meant that only 34% of the park had aircraft noise no more than three decibels above ambient 
levels for at least 75% of the day. Moreover, with a recommendation to revise the SFAR 50-2, 
the report predicted that the SFAR 50-2 would cause the proportion of the park experiencing a 
substantial restoration of natural quiet to drop to less than 10% by the year 2010.119  
1996 FAA Final Rule 
The FAA issued the final rule that adopted the definitions contained in the 1994 NPS Report in 
1996 (‘1996 Final Rule’). 120  New flight-free zones were established, existing ones were 
modified, flight curfews for the eastern portion of the park were enacted, and a cap on the 
number of aircraft that could fly over the park was set.121 However, the Final Rule did not set a 
cap on the number of flights. It turned out that the 1996 Rule significantly underestimated the 
actual number of aircraft: the estimated number was 136, and the actual number was 260. In 
1997, the FAA clarified that the final rule would be less effective than previously thought, and it 
planned to re-assess the environmental impacts of aircrafts.122 
Case 13: Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. FAA (1998) (Grand Canyon I)123 
Four groups brought petitions against the 1996 Final Rule to the D.C. court. Among these 
four groups, three of them, the Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition (a group of 13 air-tour 
operators), the Clark County Department of Aviation and the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors 
Authority, and the Hualapai Indian Tribe (‘the Coalition’), argued that the FAA’s rule did ‘too 
much, too soon’. The fourth group, seven environmental groups led by the Grand Canyon Trust 
(‘the Trust’), argued that the FAA’s rule did ‘too little, too late’.124 
The Coalition contended that ‘substantial restoration of the natural quiet’ was defined overly 
restrictively by the NPS and the FAA (‘too much’). The FAA should not have promulgated 
flight-free zones until it was ready to issue final routes and corridors and until it had more 
adequately assessed their environmental impact (‘too soon’). In contrast, the Trust argued that 
the definition did not satisfy the Overflights Act’s requirement. ‘Substantial’ should mean more 
than 50% instead of 37.5% yielded by the proposed measures (50% of the park for 75% of the 
                                               
118 Cited from Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. FAA, 154 F.3d 455 (1998), pp.461-462. 
119 1994 NPS Report, p.13. 
120 Special Flight Rules in the Vicinity of Grand Canyon National Park,61 Fed.Reg. 69,302 (1996). 
121 1996 Final Rule, pp.69,317 & 69,332. 
122 Cited from Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. FAA, 154 F.3d 455 (1998), p.464. 
123 154 F.3d 455 (D.C. Cir. 1998). 
124 Grand Canyon I, p.460. 
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day: 50%*75%=37.5%) (‘too little’). It also contended that taking the needs of the air tour 
industry into consideration was not permissible. It urged the FAA to issue regulations that would 
‘immediately achieve the substantial restoration of natural quiet’ (‘too late’).125  
The court rejected petition requests from all four groups and upheld the final rule on the basis 
that it ‘defer[red] to the agency’s reasonable exercise of its judgment and technical expertise’. It 
also noted that the petitioners’ requests were not yet ripe, and challenges might be raised 
again.126  
2000 FAA Limitation Rule 
In April 2000, the FAA published a rule to cap the number of commercial air tours that operators 
might run in the park (‘the Limitations Rule’),127 which prescribed that an air tour operator 
might not conduct more flights in the park than it conducted during the base year of 1 May 1997 
through 30 April 1998.  
Case 14: US Air Tour Association v. FAA (2002) (Grand Canyon II)128 
In 2002, the US Air Tour Association (‘the Association’) sought the judicial review of the 
Limitations Rule, and the Grand Canyon Trust (‘the Trust’) intervened. The Association argued 
that the Limitation Rule was unlawful for five reasons: 
1. Improper change in defining ‘natural quiet’ from ‘three-decibels-above-ambient 
threshold’ in the more developed area (Noticeability standard) to 
‘eight-decibels-below-ambient threshold’ in backcountry areas (Detectability standard); 
this meant that the methodology to measure audibility was based on a ‘vigilant and 
active listener’ instead of a normal visitor; 
2. Scientific flaws in choosing acoustic methodology;  
3. The absence of a quiet technology rule in advance;  
4. The violation of the Regulatory Flexibility Act; and  
5. Ignorance of the elderly and disabled.129 
The Trust contended that the FAA unlawfully altered the NPS’s definition of the ‘substantial 
restoration of the natural quiet’ from ‘50% of the Park experiencing natural quiet for 75% of any 
given day’ defined by the NPS to ‘50% of the Park experiencing natural quiet for 75% of the 
                                               
125 Grand Canyon I, p.476. 
126 Grand Canyon I, p.478. 
127 Commercial Air Tour Limitation in the Grand Canyon National Park Special Flight Rules Area, 65 Fed.Reg. 17,708 (4 April 
2000). 
128 298 F.3d 997, 1015 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 
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average annual day’. The FAA’s methodology of noise measurement ignored noise from types 
of aircraft other than commercial air tours.130  
The D.C. court rebutted the five arguments made by the Association and ruled that the 
agency had provided reasonable explanations of relevant change. However, the agency’s change 
of definition from ‘any given day’ to ‘the average annual day’ was ruled to be arbitrary and 
capricious as argued by the Trust, similar to its ignorance of noise from other aircrafts. The case 
was finally remanded to the FAA for further consideration of the Trust’s challenges. 
5.2.2 Post-Litigation Developments 
As ordered by the Court, the NPS and FAA issued several clarifications and notices defining the 
controversial terms. However, the disputes between aircraft operators and environmental groups 
were not fundamentally solved. 
In February 2004, the NPS and the FAA, under the auspices of the National Parks 
Overflights Advisory Group, a group co-founded in March 2001 by the NPS and FAA to 
implement the 1987 Overflights Act, began the ‘alternative dispute resolution’ (ADR) process. 
Mediation was conducted to resolve long-standing issues and improve interagency 
communication. Multiple stakeholders were involved in the mediation process, including the two 
main adversaries (NPS and FAA), the FWS, which had concerns about the protection of 
endangered birds, tribes (e.g., the Hualapai, which had its own airtour company), hikers, 
commercial airline companies, airtour companies and others. A consensus was not easily 
achieved. Each agency prepared to release its own ‘preferred alternative’.131 
In January 2011, an agreement was reached between the Department of Transportation, with 
which the FAA was affiliated, and the DOI to delineate the responsibilities of the FAA and the 
NPS for the EIS process. In February 2011, the NPS released the Draft EIS for Grand Canyon 
overflights. Nearly 30,000 public comments arrived at the NPS. The final overflight management 
plan has still not been issued, and the airspace above the Grand Canyon remains a battlefield. 
6. Case study: the Merced River Controversy in Yosemite Valley 
Burgeoning recreational visits to national parks produce concern about limiting the number of 
visitors to parks. However, the NPS is reluctant to directly cap visitation limits. Its strategy is to 
add more accommodations, facilities and infrastructure to accommodate these increasing needs. 
Conflicts between construction projects and nature conservation frequently arise. The NPS is 
mired in the dilemma of whether to limit the number of visitors or to build more facilities to 
accommodate them. This dilemma was evident in a case regarding the Yosemite Valley. 
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 WSRA and the Issue of ‘User Capacity’ 6.1
 
Figure 11: The geographic map of the Merced River and Yosemite National Park 
Source: NPS132 
The Merced River flows through the seven-mile-long Yosemite Valley, and it is one of Yosemite 
National Park’s most popular and scenic sites. Due to its designation as a ‘National Wild and 
Scenic River’ in 1987, the NPS was required to formulate a separate Merced River management 
plan and to revise the General Management Plan of Yosemite National Park (formulated in 1980) 
by 1990 to ensure that no inconsistent development or use of park lands would be undertaken.133 
The key statutory requirement of the management plan prescribed in the Wild and Scenic River 
Act (WSRA) is that it should address the issue of ‘user capacities’.134 
The 2000 Plan 
The NPS had not finished the Merced River Plan in 1997 when a devastating flood wiped out the 
facilities at the Yosemite Lodge. After two lawsuits against the NPS’s reconstruction 
activities,135 the NPS released its initial Merced River Plan in 2000 (the 2000 plan). Two small 
local environmental groups, Friends of Yosemite Valley and Mariposans for Environmental 
Responsible Growth (the ‘Friends’), brought a lawsuit and challenged this plan. These actions 
initiated an eight-year-long lawsuit on the Merced River Plan.  
                                               
132  NPS, Merced Wild and Scenic River Comprehensive Management Plan/DEIS, p.1-1; available at 
http://www.nps.gov/yose/parkmgmt/upload/mrp-deis-chapter-1-web.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
133 16 USC. § 1274(a)(62)(A). 
134 16 USC. § 1274(d). 
135 See Sierra Club v. United States, 23 F. Supp.2d 1132 (N.D. Cal. 1998) and Sierra Club v. Babbitt, 69 F.Supp.2d 1202 (E.D. 
Cal. 1999) (the court enjoined part of the NPS’s road widening project within the Merced River corridor, and ordered the NPS to 
complete a valid Merced River Plan by July 2000). 
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Case 15: Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Norton (2002) (Yosemite I)136 
In the 2000 Plan, the NPS proposed the Visitor Experience and Resources Protection (VERP) 
as the primary mechanism for addressing the issue of user capacity as required by the WSRA. 
Three features of this VERP framework later became the focus of court debate. (1) The VERP 
was an adaptive process. It required ‘a continuing learning process, a reiterative evaluation of 
goals and approaches, and redirection based on an increased information base and changing 
public expectations’. A five-year timetable was proposed by the NPS to implement the VERP 
framework. (2) The VERP selected and monitored indicators and standards that reflected the 
desired conditions. (3) Management action would only be undertaken when the desired 
conditions were not being realized.137 
The Friends claimed that the NPS failed to prepare a valid plan to protect and enhance the 
natural values of the Merced River and thereby violated the WSRA, the NEPA and the APA. 
However, the district court rejected all their claims. The Friends appealed to the Ninth Circuit 
Court arguing that, among other issues, the plan failed to address the issue of user capacity.138 
The Circuit Court reversed and remanded the case. 
The circuit court did not preclude the NPS from using the VERP to fulfill the user capacity 
requirement. However, it ruled that the 2000 plan failed to ‘yield any actual measure of user 
capacities, whether by setting limits on the specific number of visitors, by monitoring and 
maintaining environmental and experiential criteria under the VERP framework, or through 
some other method’.139 Recognizing that the WSRA did not provide a clear definition of ‘user 
capacities’, the circuit court explained that the plain meaning of the statute was that the plan 
‘must deal with or discuss the maximum number of people that can be received’.140 The NPS 
was also required to take temporary or provisional measures to avoid environmental degradation 
instead of waiting five years until the VERP would have been completed.141 
In July 2004, following the circuit court’s invalidation of the Merced River Plan, the district 
court ordered the NPS to develop a new or revised plan and enjoined certain Yosemite Valley 
construction projects by ruling that expanded development would inhibit the ability of the NPS 
to make decisions about user capacity.142 
                                               
136 Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Norton, 194 F. Supp. 2d 1066, 1127-28 (E.D. Cal. 2002), affirmed in part, reversed in part, 348 
F.3d 789 (9th Cir. 2003) (Yosemite I), clarified by 366 F.3d 731 (9th Cir. 2004) (Yosemite II). 
137 Yosemite I, p.796. 
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142 Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne, 464 F. Supp. 2d 993 (E.D. Cal. 2006), p. 1003 (quoting Judge Ishii’s unpublished 
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The 2005 Plan 
In July 2005, the NPS released the second Merced River Plan (the 2005 plan), in which the 
VERP program was revised. An interim cap was established based on facility limits, including 
campsites, overnight lodging, day-visitor parking and bus parking spaces. Among these limits, 
the latter three were set at existing levels, whereas campsites were allowed to increase to match 
the level prior to the 1997 flood and 1987 designation.143 The Friends challenged this 2005 plan 
again in the courts. 
Case 16: Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Scarlett (2006) (Yosemite III)144 
The district court found that the NPS continued to violate the WSRA, the NEPA and the 
circuit court’s instructions in Yosemite I and II. It ruled that the new plan did not describe an 
actual level of visitor use that would not adversely impact the Merced’s ‘outstandingly 
remarkable values’.145 The five-year timetable was also invalidated because it was ‘a tentative 
plan of uncertain duration which adopts temporary limits, which will apply for an unknown 
length of time’.146 The NPS appealed.  
Case 17: Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne (2008)147 
The Ninth Circuit adjudicated on the validity of the Merced River management plan and 
invalidated it again. The NPS argued that ‘sufficiently specific measurable limits on use’ were 
provided, which could be found in (1) the Wilderness Trailhead Quota System and the 
Superintendent’s Compendium; (2) the new VERP indicators and standards; and (3) the interim 
limits imposed by the User Capacity Management Program’.148 However, none of these were 
accepted by the circuit court. Three reasons were provided:149 
1. Neither the Wilderness Trailhead Quota System nor the Superintendent’s Compendium 
was ‘persuasive as to whether the 2005 Revised Plan adequately addresses user 
capacities’, though the circuit court agreed that they were ‘steps in the right direction’; 
2. The VERP could be acceptable if implemented properly. However, it was reactive 
because it did not require a response to environmental degradation until after had 
occurred; and  
3. The NPS had a responsibility to address ‘both past and ongoing degradation’. Derogation 
already existed due to existing construction of facilities, such as swimming pools, tennis 
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courts, golf courses and rental facilities. These facilities did not meet the mandatory 
criteria for inclusion as a recreational ‘outstandingly remarkable value’, which are (1) a 
river-related or river-dependent value and (2) rare, unique, or exemplary in a regional or 
national context.150 Therefore, holding facility levels to those in existence in 1987 was 
not protective of river values and thus did not satisfy the user capacity requirements. 
The 2014 Plan 
After eight years of litigation, the Friends and the NPS entered into mediation in 2008 and 
reached a court-mediated settlement agreement in 2009 that directed the NPS to complete a new 
Merced River Plan by July 2013.151 A draft plan was issued in January 2013, and more than 
30,000 written comments arrived at the NPS.152 
Compared to previous plans, this draft plan seemed to be an overhaul. It called for a 
dramatic scaling back of human activities and recreational facilities along and near the river, 
such as the closure of the swimming pool, removal of the ice rink and the closure of services for 
horseback riding and river rafting. These facilities and services were highly controversial in 
previous litigations. Furthermore, for the first time, the draft plan capped the number of visitors 
in East Yosemite Valley to 19,900 per day.153 
This draft ignited another firestorm of controversy. This time, people were unsatisfied by the 
disappearance of so many recreational facilities. Critics noted that the current agenda of 
Yosemite could be best described as ‘look, but don’t touch’.154 Gateway communities were 
displeased and worried about the potential loss of visitors. Even the framer of the WSRA, Tony 
Coelho, harshly attacked the draft plan by asserting that the Merced River had been recreational 
for almost 150 years and that the Yosemite Valley had never been wilderness. He argued that the 
draft should not ‘change any infrastructure, or ban any activities traditionally carried on in 
Yosemite Valley’.155 Others argued for removing the wild and scenic river designation from 
                                               
150 Ibid., p.1035 and note 5. 
151 NPS, ‘Merced Wild and Scenic River Comprehensive Management Plan/DEIS’, Chapter 2 ‘Purpose and need for the 
“Merced River Plan”’, p.2-7, available at http://www.nps.gov/yose/parkmgmt/upload/mrp-deis-chapter-2-web.pdf. Last visited 
January 2015. 
152 The full draft was as long as 2,500 pages and criticized for not being reader friendly. For a summary of the draft Plan, see 
NPS, ‘Summary Guide’, available at http://www.nps.gov/yose/parkmgmt/upload/mrp-deis-sum-guide-web.pdf. Last visited 
January 2015.  
153 Ibid., p.14. 
154 Tom McClintock, ‘Yosemite National Park: Closed for Preservation’, 23 August 2013. Available at http://online.wsj.com-
/news/articles/SB10001424127887324108204579020751582621362. Last visited January 2015. 
155 See open letter written by Tony Coelho to the NPS Director, 13 April 2013. Available at http://yosemiteforeveryone.com-
/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/4-14-Letter-From-Tony-Coelho.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
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Merced,156 and a congressman in California even threatened to introduce a bill that would force 
the park to keep its commercial services.157 
On the other side, environmental groups were also unsatisfied. They stated that the NPS 
could have gone further to reduce recreational facilities and protect the river. Adair, from Friends 
of Yosemite, responded to the media by stating that ‘optimism requires that we see movement in 
the right direction and we haven’t seen that yet’.158 
Facing the outcry from the public, the NPS applied for an extension from the court to submit 
the final plan to better incorporate public input. Released in February 2014, the final plan slightly 
increased the number of campsites and lodging units, retained the swimming pool and relocated 
the rental services.159 A user capacity of 18,710 people at one time and 20,100 visitors per day 
in the East Yosemite Valley was established. 
 Implications of the Merced Controversy 6.2
First, the concept of visitor capacity has become a new and powerful tool for environmental 
groups to supervise and challenge the NPS’s management decisions. Facing the overcrowding 
problem, the NPS has long avoided capping the number of visitors allowed in parks; instead, it 
has addressed this problem in an indirect way, such as by limiting available facilities, relocating 
facilities outside the parks and enticing visitors elsewhere.160 The NPS’s approach is reflected in 
the VERP program, on which it has primarily relied. However, in the Merced River case, the 
NPS was urged by the courts to face this problem in a more straightforward way.  
In fact, there is no legal obstacle that impedes the NPS from capping the number of visitors. 
The easily ignited public at large placed the NPS in this dilemma. Strict limits on recreational 
visits unavoidably increase the risk of losing the NPS’s constituencies that have accumulated 
throughout its century-long efforts to attract more people to parks. Any policy of limited access 
has political consequences and raises questions of equity by strongly implying ‘cultural 
                                               
156 Peter Hoss, ‘The Park is fine without the Merced River Plan’, 1 August 2013. Available at http://www.nytimes.com-
/roomfordebate/2013/08/01/is-yosemite-national-park-for-all-or-some/yosemite-national-park-is-fine-without-the-merced-river-pl
an. Last visited January 2014. 
157 Molly Peterson, ‘Merced River Plan for Yosemite draws fire from several quarters’, 25 March 2013, available at 
http://www.scpr.org/news/2013/03/25/36507/merced-river-plan-for-yosemite-draws-fire-from-sev/. See also Tom McClintock, 
‘Merced River Draft Comprehensive Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement - Comments by Congressman 
McClintock’, 12 April 2013, available at http://mcclintock.house.gov/2013/04/merced-river-draft-comprehensive-
-management-plan-and-environmental-impact-statement---comments-by-co.shtml. Both were last visited in January 2015. 
158 Marc Boyd, ‘Viewpoints: Plan is best chance to restore Merced River’, 17 August 2013. Available at http://www.sacbee.com-
/2013/08/17/5658046/plan-is-best-chance-to-restore.html. Last visited January 2014. 
159  For details of this final Plan, see NPS, ‘Merced River Plan’, available at http://www.nps.gov/yose/parkmgmt-
/mrp_finalplan.htm. Last visited December 2014. For details of the changes between draft and final plan, see NPS, ‘Executive 
Summary of the Merced River Final Plan’, p.ES-5. Available at http://www.nps.gov/yose/parkmgmt/upload/MRP-
_Ch_Executive_Summary_web.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
160 Robert Keiter, supra note 85, p.62. 
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elitism’.161 As stated by Lemons and Stout, the NPS still faces the question of whether to 
‘preserve a high-quality experience for relatively few people or a less grand experience for 
greater numbers’.162 
Second, the Merced River controversy stirs the question of how to interpret the term ‘user 
capacity’ stipulated in the WSRA. Though the NPS finally set a numerical limit in its 2014 plan, 
the Ninth Circuit Court did not ultimately resolve whether the WSRA required a cap on the 
number of visitors.163 This can be seen in subtle changes in the court’s wording. Though the 
Ninth Circuit Court interpreted ‘user capacity’ as the ‘maximum number of people’ in Yosemite 
I, it tempered its definition and suggested that a numerical cap could be a proper way to address 
‘user capacity’ in Yosemite III. Finally, it left the decision of whether to cap the number of 
visitors to the NPS. It did not hold that the NPS must cap the number of visitors to satisfy the 
WSRA mandate. Instead, it suggested that a more flexible, adaptable framework of monitoring 
and maintaining conditions such as the VERP might satisfy the WSRA as well.164  
Because the Merced River controversy occurred in the context of a ‘wild and scenic river’ 
designation, the Yosemite decisions did not have direct effects on the NPS’s duties in identifying 
visitor capacities in national parks outside designated wild and scenic rivers. The Ninth Circuit’s 
decision did not ‘threaten the [NPS’s] widespread application of VERP outside of the wild and 
scenic river realm’.165  
7. Summary 
Considering the penchant for detail in the congressional instruction on the enabling acts, 
Fischman commented that ‘courts play a relatively insignificant role in National Park System 
management, other than ensuring that the Service adhere to specific directives of Congress’.166 
He is certainly correct when a single, definite answer can be easily found in statutes, especially 
enabling acts. However, not all clear answers are available in statutes, particularly the 
conservation-enjoyment conflict in the purpose statement. Furthermore, Congress cannot fully 
foresee all problems and provide answers in advance (for example, problems arising from 
emerging forms of motorized recreation). Thus, the detailing tendency in congressional statutes 
lags behind the emergence of disputes to be solved. Therefore, before Congress gives specific 
                                               
161 John Lemons and Dean Stout, ‘A Reinterpretation of National Park Legislation’, 15 (1984) Environmental Law, p.48; see 
also John Cathcart-Rake, ‘The Friends of Yosemite Valley Saga: The Challenge of Addressing the Merced River’s User 
Capacities’, 39 (2009) Environmental Law, p.859. 
162 John Lemons & Dean Stout, ibid., p.48. 
163 John Cathcart-Rake, supra note 161, p.837. 
164 Yosemite III, pp.1034-35, n.4. 
165 John Cathcart-Rake, supra note 161, p.838. 
166 Robert Fischman, ‘The Problem of Statutory Detail in National Park Establishment Legislation and Its Relationship to 
Pollution Control Law’, 74 (1996) Denv. UL Rev., p.813. 
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instruction to agencies and courts (though whether Congress should do so remains 
controversial),167 there is room for courts to maneuver.  
Litigation has been used more frequently as a method of dispute resolution on 
public-land-related cases since the 1970s. This has enabled the judiciary to play a more 
remarkable role in reviewing the agency’s decisions, determining what Congress says in statutes 
and, finally, resolving disputes. 
The discussion of the SUWA case, its precedents and the subsequent cases shows that there 
are considerable inconsistencies in courts’ interpretations of the purpose statement of the Organic 
Act. The conclusion that the Organic Act should be read as a preservation mandate, as argued by 
scholars, has not been firmly established by case law. Instead, the judiciary recognizes the NPS 
has broad discretion in balancing conservation and enjoyment as mandated by Congress. 
Consequently, the judiciary has offered substantial deference to the NPS on its decisions 
regarding national park management based on the Organic Act. Though the courts tend to be 
deferential to the NPS in its interpretation of the Organic Act, courts show less deference when 
other environmental statutes are involved, especially wilderness-related cases. The NEPA also 
enables the judiciary to take a harder look at agencies’ environment-affecting decisions. 
The finding of a deferential judiciary does not necessarily indicate that the courts play a 
limited role in interpreting statutes. Considering the conservation-enjoyment debate embodied in 
the purpose statement of the Organic Act, courts have at least clarified that Congress does not 
provide a clear-cut answer regarding whether conservation or enjoyment should be prioritized in 
the Organic Act. In other words, courts deem this issue a Chevron two issue instead of a first step, 
as elaborated in the SUWA case. In this sense, the judiciary already has a significant influence on 
how the Organic Act should be read—not as a spontaneous preservation mandate but as a ‘dual 
mandate’, based on which it was once seriously criticized.  
The discussion of symbolic national park cases shows that the resolution of disputes largely 
relies on how statutory terms are to be interpreted. This is seen from both the interpretation of the 
‘substantial restoration of the natural quiet’ of the Overflights Act in the overflight controversy 
in the Grand Canyon and the interpretation of the ‘user capacity’ of the WSRA in the Merced 
River controversy at Yosemite. On technical issues, such as the measurement of the audibility of 
aircrafts in the Grand Canyon, courts generally defer to agencies’ professional and 
expertise-based judgments. On less technical issues, such as whether ‘user capacity’ requires a 
numerical cap on visitors, courts attempt to substantively assess agencies’ interpretations and 
formulate their own. 
                                               
167 See supra section 4 of Chapter 6 discussing the role of Congress in pushing back towards enjoyment by enabling acts and 
intervention. 
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The limitations of litigation become visible through these case studies. Litigation is 
protracted and costly. The Merced River Plan controversy has lasted for over a decade, and the 
dispute continues. It is estimated that litigations have cost approximately $15 million, and 
drafting the latest 2014 management plan has cost more than $1 million.168 The Yellowstone 
snowmobile controversy has cost taxpayers more than $10 million in the last decade and 
produced upwards of 160,000 pages of documents.169 Moreover, litigation is retroactive rather 
than proactive. Disputes sometimes cannot be completely resolved through litigious procedures, 
and courts are not totally value-free; they are vulnerable to political changes. This is reflected in 
the conflicting judgments delivered by the D.C. court and the Wyoming court in the snowmobile 
case in Yellowstone.  
The rise of ADR demonstrates the limitations of the judicial approach to resolving disputes. 
During the ADR process, multiple stakeholders could be involved, which is otherwise difficult in 
the litigation process. In term of the overflight controversy in the Grand Canyon, after years of 
litigation, the NPS finally resorted to the mechanism of mediation. The Merced River Plan 
controversy was also finally settled by a court-led mediation agreement after a decade-long 
litigation. Another mediation example occurred in the Kenai Fjords National Park in Alaska. 
Skiers complained that snowmobilers ruined the snow-covered landscape and destroyed their 
recreational opportunities. Negotiations and mediation were attempted, and an agreement was 
finally reached among the different stakeholders.170 
                                               
168 See John Cathcart-Rake, supra note 161, p.866 and note 273. 
169 See Stephanie Simon, ‘Battle Over Snowmobiles in Yellowstone Roars On’, Wall Street Journal, 21 October 2011, at A6; 
Thomas Duncan, ‘Driving Americans’ Perception of Recreation: Awaiting the Park Service’s Long-term Solution to Address 
Snowmobile Access in Yellowstone National Park’, 19 (2012) Vill. Sports & Ent. L.J., p. 701. 
170 From the author’s personal interview with Jim Ireland on 11 February 2014. Ireland is now the superintendent of Timpanogos 
Cave National Monument in Utah. 
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Chapter 8: The Legislative and Policy Frameworks of Protected 
Areas in China 
1. Introduction 
China has witnessed increasing awareness of environmental protection in general and nature 
conservation in particular, and this awareness is reflected in both lawmaking and policy-making. 
This chapter aims, first, to present the current legislative and policy frameworks of protected area 
(PA) management and their evolutionary processes and then to summarize the characteristics and 
deficits of the current framework. Before moving forward, some introductory remarks on the 
general institutional structure, the typology and the hierarchy of legislative documents in China 
are provided to facilitate further discussion in the following chapters.  
 The Institutional Structure in China 1.1
The Chinese Constitution1 creates a unitary State of China. In a strict sense, there is no 
‘separation of powers’; however, there does exist a ‘separation of functions’ between different 
State organs. At the national level, the National People’s Congress (NPC) is the highest organ of 
State power in China. Its Standing Committee (SCNPC) is granted the power to interpret and 
supervise the enforcement of the Constitution and to enact and amend laws, with the exception of 
‘basic laws’ that should be enacted by the NPC (Article 67). All administrative, judicial and 
procuratorial organs of the State are created by the people’s congresses, to which these organs 
are responsible and under whose supervision they operate (Article 3). The State Council is the 
highest executive body. Ministries are organized under the State Council, and the ministers, 
among others, are components of the State Council (Article 86). The Supreme People’s Court 
(SPC) is the highest judicial organ, and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate (SPP) is the highest 
procuratorial organ. The State Council, the SPC and the SPP are responsible to the NPC and the 
SCNPC. The administrative division is based on a three-tiered structure of provinces, counties 
and townships. At each level, public sectors, namely, people’s congresses, people’s governments, 
people’s courts and people’s procuratorates, are organized. 
 The Typology and Hierarchy of Legislative Documents 1.2
The distribution of legislative power and the hierarchy of legislative documents in China are 
mainly stipulated in the Legislation Law of 2000 (the LL).2 The legislative power of legislatures 
at both the central and local levels and the rule-making power of administrative bodies are 
                                               
1 China adopted its first Constitution in 1954. It has undergone significant revisions along with the flux of the political regime in 
China. The current Constitution was based on the version of 1982 which has been further amended in 1988, 1993, 1999 and 
2004. In the text hereinafter, the Constitution of China will be referred to as the amended version of 2004. 
2 NPC, Legislation Law of the P.R.C. (ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ・⌅⌅), 1 July 2000. A specific statute on legislation is not commonly 
seen in other countries. Scholars deem the Legislation Law ‘a unique product among the world’s major legal families’. See Chen 
Jianfu, Chinese Law: Context and Transformation (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2008), p.180. For general information 
about law-making in China, see Jan Michiel Otto, Maurice Polak, Jianfu Chen & Yuwen Li (eds.), Law-Making in the People's 
Republic of China (The Hague, London and Boston: Kluwer Law International, 2000). 
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distinguished and provided for in the LL. As shown in Table 12, in line with the Constitution, the 
LL classifies legislative documents into six categories: ‘law’ (⌅ᖻ), ‘administrative regulations’ 
(㹼᭯⌅㿴), ‘local regulations’ (ൠᯩᙗ⌅㿴), ‘autonomous regulations and separate regulations’ 
(㠚⋫ᶑ઼ֻঅ㹼ᶑֻ), ‘departmental rules’ (䜘䰘㿴ㄐ) and ‘local government rules’ (ൠᯩ᭯
ᓌ㿴ㄐ).  
 Typology Legislative Authority 
Central 
Level 
Law 
Basic Law NPC 
Other Law SCNPC 
Administrative Regulation State Council 
Departmental Rules 
Ministries and Commissions under the State 
Council 
Local 
Level 
Local Regulation Local Legislatures at the Provincial Level3 
Autonomous Regulations and 
Separate Regulations 
Legislatures of National Autonomous Areas4 
Local Government Rules Local Governments at the Provincial Level5 
Table 12: The typology of legislative documents in China 
Source: Adapted from the Constitution and the LL 
As shown in Figure 12 below, the Constitution is at the top of the hierarchy chart, and law 
made by the NPC or the SCNPC follows. The administrative regulations by the State Council 
rank below the Constitution and the law and above other legislative documents. The most 
problematic issue arises with regard to the hierarchy between local regulations and departmental 
rules. According to the LL, when conflicts between local regulations and departmental rules arise, 
the State Council will make a preliminary decision. If it decides that the provisions of local 
regulations should be applied, local regulation will prevail in this case; if it decides that 
departmental rules should be applied, then the issue will be submitted to the SCNPC for a final 
ruling (Article 86). 
                                               
3 The term ‘local legislatures at the provincial level’ refers to: 1) the people’s congresses or their standing committees of the 
provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the central government; and 2)the people’s congresses or their 
standing committees of the relatively large cities (䖳བྷⲴᐲ). A ‘relatively large city’ refers to a city where a provincial or 
autonomous regional people’s government is located , where a special economic zone is located, or a city approved as such by 
the State Council. Currently, there are 18 cities approved by the State Council as ‘relatively large cities’ (ഭ࣑䲒ᢩ߶Ⲵ䖳བྷⲴ
ᐲ). See Article 63 of the Legislation Law.  
4 The term ‘legislatures of national autonomous areas’ refers to the people’s congresses of the national autonomous areas (≁᯿
㠚⋫ൠᯩ) including autonomous regions, autonomous prefectures and autonomous counties. See Article 112, 116 of the 
Constitution and Article 66 of the Legislation Law. 
5 The term ‘local governments at the provincial level’ refers to: 1)the governments of the provinces, autonomous regions and 
municipalities directly under the central government; and 2) the governments of the relatively large cities. See Article 73 of the 
Legislation Law. 
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However, the figure only illustrates part of the complete picture of the Chinese regulatory 
framework. There are other legal documents that are not stipulated in the LL, including 
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6 The term of ‘other normative document’, as a specific legal concept in Chinese law, refers to the documents which are not 
stipulated in the Legislation Law and not listed in the ‘legislative’ system. It is not explicitly defined in any written law. In 
academic research, the provisions listed in Article 7 of Administrative Reconsideration Law of 1999 are generally deemed the 
scope of ‘other normative documents’. Article 7 stipulates that the scope of legal documents that can be reviewed by 
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governments and their organs. These documents are dubbed ‘documents headed with red seals’ 
(㓒ཤ᮷Ԧ). There is no explicit distinction between ‘government rules’ (㿴ㄐ) that are part of 
governments’ rule-making power and ‘other normative documents’ that are not. Because the 
former category is beyond the scope of judicial review, 7 in reality, numerous normative 
documents that have violated citizens’ rights and interests cannot be challenged before the 
courts. 8  The adoption of these ‘documents headed with red seals’ is pervasive in the 
government’s administrative activities, and PA management is no exception. Due to the 
underdevelopment of the Chinese legal system, these normative documents have played the role 
of law to some extent and have sometimes even replaced the law. This phenomenon can be seen 
in the adoption of normative documents to regulate the rampant transfer of the operation rights of 
PAs.9 
2. The Legislative Framework of PAs 
The legislative framework of environmental protection can be generally categorized into 
pollution control law, environmental impact assessment law, marine protection law and natural 
conservation law.10 The Environmental Protection Law is the basic law that is the foundation for 
other sectors of environmental laws. With regard to nature conservation law, until now, there has 
been no single act that comprehensively governs conservation-related issues. Instead, these 
issues are regulated by other applicable laws, such as laws on specific types of natural resources, 
spatial planning law, land administration law, and tourism law. At the level of ‘administrative 
regulation’, there are two regulations on nature reserves and scenic and historic areas (SHAs). At 
the lower level, specific ‘departmental rules’ are enacted to govern the administration of other 
types of PAs, such as forest parks. Other ‘departmental rules’ are issued to implement laws and 
regulations at a higher level. 
 Constitutional Clauses 2.1
The Constitution addresses the issue of PA in two respects: it confirms the state and collective 
ownership of land and natural resources (Articles 9 and 10)11 and principally prescribes the 
                                                                                                                                                       
administrative organs during the process of administrative reconsideration. It states that ‘if citizens, legal persons or other 
organizations consider the following provisions illegal, upon which the concrete administrative actions are based, they may also 
apply for examination of these provisions when applying for administrative reconsideration of the said actions: 1. Provisions (㿴
ᇊ) made by departments of the State Council; 2. Provisions made by local governments at or above the county level as well as 
the departments under them; and 3. Provisions made by government at the levels of villages and towns’.  
7 See Article 13 and 53 of Administrative Litigation Law of 2014 (explicitly excluding government rules in the scope of judicial 
review).  
8 Generally see Yuwen Li & Yun Ma, ‘The Hurdle is High: The Administrative Litigation System in the People’s Republic of 
China’, in Yuwen Li (ed.), Administrative Litigation Systems in Greater China and Europe (Farnham, England; Burlington, 
USA: Ashgate Publishing, 2014), pp.15-40; see also Jiang Bixin, 㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅оᣭ䊑㹼᭯㹼Ѫ(Administrative Litigation Law 
and Abstract Administrative Actions), 3 (2009) 㹼᭯⌅ᆖ⹄ウ(Administrative Law Review), p. 13. 
9 For more details, see infra section 4.2.1 of Chapter 9. 
10 Du Qun, ‘The People’s Republic of China’, in Louis J Kotzé and Alexander R Paterson (eds.), The Role of the Judiciary in 
Environmental Governance: Comparative Perspectives (Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 
2009), p.414. 
11 About the ownership structure of land and natural resources, see supra section 4.1 of Chapter 2. 
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State’s responsibility in environmental and resource protection. It establishes that ‘the State 
ensures the rational use of natural resources and protecting rare animals and plants; the 
encroachment or derogation of natural resources by any organization or individual by whatever 
means is prohibited’ (Article 9) and that ‘the State protects and improves the environment in 
which people live and the ecological environment. It prevents and controls pollution and other 
public hazards and organizes and encourages the afforestation and protection of forests’ (Article 
26). With regard to scenic areas that are culturally significant, the Constitution provides that ‘the 
State protects sites of scenic and historic interests, valuable cultural monuments and other 
important historical and cultural heritage’ (Article 22). Furthermore, concerning the nature of 
PAs as public property, the general proclamation that ‘the State protects socialist public property’ 
(Article 12) is applicable. 
The Constitution itself does not specify which institution will represent the State in 
exercising State ownership and carry out the duty to protect PAs. Until the enactment of the Real 
Property Law (⢙ᵳ⌅) in 2007,12 the State Council was entitled to exercise ownership of 
State-owned property on behalf of the State (Article 45). 
 Congressional Statutes 2.2
The Chinese legislature began to develop its environmental legislative framework at the end of 
the 1970s.13 Environmental statutes account for more than 10% of all the statutes enacted by 
national legislatures, including the NPC and the SCNPC, in the past three decades.14 A series of 
environmental statutes that were applicable to nature conservation and PA management were 
enacted in the 1980s, including the Marine Environmental Protection Law of 1982, the Forest 
Law of 1984, the Grassland Law of 1985, the Fisheries Law of 1986, the Land Administration 
Law of 1986, the Water Law of 1988 and the Wildlife Protection Law of 1988. These statutes 
underwent continuous amendments in the 1990s and the 2000s. The most symbolic legislation of 
the 2000s was the enactment of the Law on Environmental Impact Assessment in 2003.15 
2.2.1 Environmental Protection Law 
Increasing attention to nature conservation is seen in the continuous amendments to the 
Environmental Protection Law. In 1979, the SCNPC promulgated the Environmental Protection 
Law (for trial implementation) (the 1979 EPL). This was the first law to specifically address 
environmental problems in China, such as pollution and ecological degradation. It governs land 
and resource protection by regulating the use of soil, water, mineral resources, forests, grasses, 
wild animals and plants (Articles 10-15). This law has resulted in subsequent separate statutes, 
                                               
12 NPC, Real Property Law of PRC (ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ⢙ᵳ⌅), effective on 1 October 2007. 
13 For a list of Chinese environmental legislation, see Appendix II. 
14 Liu Jingjing, ‘Environmental Justice with Chinese Characteristics: Recent Developments in Using Environmental Public 
Interest Litigation to Strengthen Access to Environmental Justice’, Vermont Law School Research Paper, No.24-12, 2012, p.16. 
15 For a comprehensive review of environmental legislation in China, see Wang Shuyi & Wang Zaixiang, ѝഭ⧟ຳ⌅ᆖйॱᒤ
(1978-2008) (Thirty years of environmental law in China (1978-2008)), in Jiang Ming’an (ed.),ѝഭ⌅ᆖйॱᒤ(1978-2008) 
(Thirty Years of China Law (1978-2008)) (Beijing: Zhongguo Renmin Daxue Chubanshe, 2008), pp.463-489. 
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such as the Forest Law of 1984, the Grassland Law of 1985 and the Wildlife Protection Law of 
1988. The 1979 EPL also sporadically addresses some specific types of PAs. For example, it 
includes ‘scenic spots for sightseeing’ and nature reserves in its definition of ‘environment’ 
(Article 3) and prohibits the establishment and operation of polluting enterprises within these 
areas (Article 17). These provisions serve as the foundation for the subsequent regulations on 
SHAs and nature reserves enacted in 1985 and 1994, respectively. However, because the 1979 
EPL was promulgated shortly after the turbulence in China, the provisions in its 33 articles are 
too brief and general and therefore lack enforceability.  
After 10 years of trial implementation, the 1979 EPL was amended in 1989 (the 1989 EPL), 
and the number of articles was increased to 47. Within this period, the level of environmental 
protection was strengthened, which can be seen in the elevation of the administrative level of 
authority for environmental protection. In 1982, the Environmental Protection Bureau (⧟ຳ؍ᣔ
ተ) was established to replace the previous Leading Group of Environmental Protection (⧟ຳ؍
ᣔ亶ሬሿ㓴), an ad hoc coordination institution. This new bureau was then affiliated with the 
Ministry of Urban-Rural Construction and Environmental Protection. After two reorganizations 
in 1984 and 1988, the Environmental Protection Bureau was finally separated from the Ministry 
of Construction and renamed the National Environmental Protection Agency (ഭᇦ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ
ተ ). 16  However, the increasing authority given to environmental protection has made 
departments of economic development and local governments anxious about the potential 
impairment of economic interests. Compromise on this issue is reflected by the fact that a 
pollutant discharge license was not adopted in the 1989 EPL. The ‘Focus on Economic 
Development’ (ԕ㓿⍾ᔪ䇮Ѫѝᗳ) was still the paramount concern.17  
Although the 1989 EPL paid more attention to nature conservation issues, such as the 
protection of ecological environments (Article 19) and the designation of SHAs (Article 23), it 
was still criticized for adopting a partial approach to pollution control without providing 
enforceable rules on conservation.18 For example, among the 11 articles that address the issue of 
liability, only one refers to the liability of damaging land and natural resources (Article 44). The 
gap between pollution control and ecological protection in the 1989 EPL was also recognized by 
the SCNPC when the draft of the amendment to the EPL was issued for the solicitation of public 
comments in 2012.19 
                                               
16 See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Governance in China (Paris: OECD, 2005), p.498.  
17 See Wang Jing, Ӿ⧟ຳสᵜ⌅Ⲵ・⌅⢩ᖱ䇪ᡁഭǉ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ⌅ǊⲴ؞᭩ᇊս(Analysis on the strategy of amending the 
Environmental Protection Law of China considering the characteristics of the fundamental law), 16-4 (2004)ѝཆ⌅ᆖ(Peking 
University Law Journal), p.476. 
18 Xu Haigen, Wang Shunqing and Xue Dayuan, ‘Biodiversity Conservation in China: Legislation, Plans and Measures’, 8(1999) 
Biodiversity and Conservation, pp.834-835.  
19 SCNPC, ޣҾ<ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ⌅؞↓Ṹ(㥹Ṹ)>Ⲵ䈤᰾ (Legislative statement on the draft of the amendment to 
the Environmental Protection Law), 31 August 2012, para. 4 of section 3. 
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In April 2014, after four rounds of deliberation, the amendment to the EPL was finally 
approved by the SCNPC (the 2014 EPL),20 which intensively amended and expanded the 1989 
EPL. In addition to the strengthened regulatory authority and liability for pollution that has been 
applauded by the media as ‘the most stringent EPL ever,’21 the 2014 EPL also greatly elevates 
the significance of nature conservation. This change is reflected in the following aspects. 
First, the 2014 EPL adds the ‘building of ecological civilization’ (⭏ᘱ᮷᰾ᔪ䇮) as one of 
the fundamental legislative purposes (Article 1), prescribes ‘environmental protection’ as ‘the 
basic State policy’(สᵜഭㆆ ) (Article 4) and proposes five fundamental principles of 
environmental protection: ‘priority of protection, prevention first, integrated governance, public 
participation, and bearing of liability’ (Article 5). 
Second, the 2014 EPL establishes a set of legal instruments for ecological protection and 
nature conservation. For example, it delimits the ‘ecological red lines’ (⭏ᘱ㓒㓯 ) as 
environmental baselines and ‘legalizes’ the instrument of ‘ecological functional zoning’ (⭏ᘱ࣏
㜭४ࡂ), which has been proposed in policy documents since 2000 (Article 29).22 It also 
prescribes instruments such as ecological restoration (Article 30) and ecological compensation 
(Article 31). Furthermore, it establishes trans-boundary and cross-sector cooperation and 
coordination mechanisms to battle ecological derogation (Article 20). 
2.2.2 Law on Environmental Impact Assessment 
Since the NEPA of 1969 prescribed the instrument of environmental impact assessment (EIA) in 
the US,23 EIA has been broadly endorsed by many countries. China followed this trend and 
enacted its own Law on EIA24 in 2003. This law provides two types of EIA: EIA of plans and 
EIA of construction projects (Article 3). Four formats of EIA documents are prescribed, 
including a chapter or an explanation of environmental impacts in the plan (A), a report of 
environmental impacts (B), a statement on environmental impacts (C) and a registration form for 
environmental impacts (D).25 The circumstances in which different types and formats of EIA are 
applied are shown in Table 13 below. 
 
 
                                               
20 SCNPC, Environmental Protection Law of PRC (ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ⌅), effective on 1 January 2015.  
21 See articles 59 of the new EPL. For media coverage, see generally Jin Yu & Wang Shuo, 䀓䈫“ਢкᴰѕṬ⧟؍⌅” 
(Analysis of the most stringent environment protection law ever), 1 May 2014. Available at http://www.banyuetan.org-
/chcontent/sz/szgc/2014430/100433.html. Last visited January 2015. 
22 For more details on ecological functional zoning, see infra section 3.2.1. 
23 See supra section 4.2 of Chapter 4. 
24 SCNPC, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ⧟ຳᖡ૽䇴ԧ⌅(Law on EIA of PRC), effective on 1 September 2003.  
25 Cf. three types of EIA documents in the US, i.e., EIS, environmental assessment and FONSI. See supra section 4.2 of Chapter 
4. 
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Type of EIA Circumstances Formats of EIA 
Plan-based EIA 
Land use plan; 
Construction, development and utilization of 
certain areas, river basins and sea areas 
A (Article 7) 
Special plans for industry, agriculture, 
husbandry, forestry, energy, water 
infrastructure, transportation, urban 
construction, tourism and natural resources 
development 
B (Article 8) 
Construction 
project-based 
EIA 
Projects that may cause significant impacts on 
the environment 
B (Article 16) 
Projects that may cause mild impacts on the 
environment 
C (Article 16) 
Projects that may cause very little impact on the 
environment, making it unnecessary to prepare 
EIA 
D (Article 16) 
Table 13: The types and formats of EIAs in China 
Source: Adapted from the Law on EIA of 2003 
2.2.3 The Draft of the Natural Heritage Law 
Based on calls by both practitioners and scholars, PA legislation has been listed on the national 
legislature’s agenda for more than 10 years. The original proposal was to amend the existing 
Regulations on Nature Reserves. However, as time passed, the concept of ‘natural heritage’ 
emerged. This concept resulted in the draft of the ‘Natural Heritage Protection Law’ released by 
the NPC in 2012 (the Draft).26 Although the Draft was optimistically expected to be approved 
during the plenary session of the NPC in March 2012, it encountered unexpectedly harsh 
criticism from both preservationists and scholars.27 One of the sternest critics of this draft was 
Xie Yan, a prominent scientist from the Chinese Academy of Science. She launched an intensive 
campaign to thwart the legislation through the media and the Internet one month before the 
opening session of the NPC, which culminated in the postponement of the promulgation of this 
law.28  
                                               
26 NPC, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅(ᖱ≲᜿㿱は) (Natural Heritage Protection Law of PRC (draft for soliciting public 
opinion)), 6 March 2012. Full text is available at http://green.sina.com.cn/2012-03-06/175124069634.shtml. Last visited January 
2015. 
27 Shen Qiaohong, 85਽уᇦ㚄਽ᔪ䇞؞᭩㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅(85 experts jointly recommended to revise the Natural Heritage 
Protection Law), in ইᯩઘᵛ(Southern Weekly), 15 September 2012. Available at http://www.infzm.com/content/80785. Last 
visited January 2015. 
28 Media coverage of Xie Yan’s opinion can be found online, including several mainstream web portals in China. See Sina, Ѫ
Ӱ Ѹ ৽ ሩ ǉ 㠚 ❦ 䚇 ӗ ؍ ᣔ ⌅ Ǌ (Why I oppose the Law on Natural Heritage Protection?), available at 
http://news.sina.com.cn/z/NaturalHeritage/; Sohu, 䀓❡ ǉ˖㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌ㥹Ṹᓄ᧘䘏ᇑ䇞аᒤ(Xie Yan: the deliberation of 
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The title of the Draft itself changed several times: the Law on Nature Reserves, the Law on 
Protected Areas, the Law on Natural Protected Districts, and finally the Law on Natural 
Heritage.29 These changes indicate that the final draft is, in reality, a product of compromise. 
The concept of ‘natural heritage’ was finally proposed to integrate the parallel systems of ‘SHAs’ 
and ‘nature reserves’. According to Article 11 of the Draft, natural heritage is further divided 
into ‘protected districts’ and ‘related protected districts’. The former includes core zones of 
nature reserves at the national level and core scenic spots of SHAs at the national level, whereas 
the latter is designated at the peripheries of the ‘protected districts’ based on different types of 
natural heritage and different measures of protection. Thus, the Draft only covers two types of 
PAs, SHAs and nature reserves. Furthermore, only SHAs and nature reserves at the national 
level are included.  
Xie estimated that if the Draft were approved, the Natural Heritage Law would only cover 
approximately 600 PAs. This would leave more than 7,000 PAs unprotected, unregulated and, to 
some extent, illegal.30 Gao and Cheng note that the integration of SHAs and nature reserves at 
the national level into a concept of ‘natural heritage’ creates legal disorder.31 First, the scope of 
natural heritage is not in accordance with the understanding adopted in international conventions, 
especially the Convention for Protecting the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, which is much 
broader. Second, the draft is not in accordance with the existing legislative framework. 
According to the current legislation, SHAs consist of both natural sites and cultural sites. The 
definition of natural heritage in the Draft only pays attention to the natural aspect, which results 
in the partial protection of SHAs. Furthermore, the Draft only focuses on the property value of 
natural heritage while leaving value that cannot be easily measured in monetary terms, such as 
ecological and aesthetic value, unprotected.32 
Moreover, according to the Draft, the department of environmental protection and the 
department of construction, which are in charge of managing nature reserves and SHAs, 
respectively, would become the two main authorities for natural heritage management. In this 
way, the MoHURD would become the largest beneficiary and replace the previous beneficial 
                                                                                                                                                       
the draft of the Law on Natural Heritage Protection should be postponed for one year), 9 February 2012, available at 
http://gongyi.sohu.com/20120209/n334242664.shtml; Tencent, ྣᆖ㘵䀓❡Ā䱫ࠫāǉ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌ(The female scholar 
Xie Yan ‘blocks’ the Law of Natural Heritage Protection), 7 February 2012, available at http://news.qq.com-
/a/20120207/000445.htm. All were last visited January 2015. 
29 See Zhang Hailin, 㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅ 7ᒤ؞᭩䎵 10⅑, ਴ᯩ࡙⳺ঊᔸ (More than 10 revisions of the Natural Heritage 
Protection Law within 7 years: the game among different stakeholders), 20 December 2010, available at 
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2010-12-20/150921675053.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
30 Xie Yan,ǉ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌ㥹Ṹᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈઼䙊䗷ਾⲴਾ᷌ (Problems of the draft of Natural Heritage Law and the 
consequences if it should be passed), 5 February 2012, available at http://xieyan07.blog.sohu.com/202820777.html. Last visited 
January 2015. 
31 Gao Lihong & Cheng Fang, ᡁഭ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔⲴ・⌅ਸ⨶ᙗ⹄ウ-ެ䇴ǉ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌᖱ≲᜿㿱は㥹Ṹ (Research on 
the Appropriateness of the Legislation on Protection of Natural Heritage in China: Comments on the Draft of the Natural 
Heritage Law), 1 (2012) ⊏㾯⽮Պ、ᆖ (Social Science in Jiangxi), pp.153-162.. 
32 Gao Lihong & Cheng Fang, ibid., at p.159. 
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status of the SFA in terms of staffing and funding. This is why the SFA was the main stumbling 
block that impeded the drafting process.33 
Opponents are unsatisfied with the proposed Natural Heritage Law, which selectively 
chooses particular types and levels of PAs to protect, and most opponents argue for the 
enactment of a ‘Law on Protected Areas’. This law would be the ‘Constitution’ in the field of 
nature conservation and biodiversity protection. Fear has spread among scholars that if the Draft 
were passed, it would be extremely difficult to initiate the legislative process to enact another 
‘Law on Protected Areas’.34 
2.2.4 Separate Legislation on Natural Resources 
Because there is no comprehensive PA law, the protection and use of resources within PAs are 
governed by separate statutes on specific types of natural resources, such as the Forest Law, the 
Grassland Law and the Wildlife Protection Law.  
 First, these separate statutes place an obligation of PA designation on governments as a 
means to fulfill their responsibilities with regard to nature protection. For example, the Forest 
Law of 1998 specifically requires the designation of nature reserves to protect forestry resources. 
It states that ‘the competent forestry departments at the national and provincial levels should 
designate certain areas with typical forest ecosystems, habitats of rare and endangered animals 
and plants, natural tropical rain forests and other natural forest areas that are valuable for special 
protection as nature reserves’ (Article 24). The Wildlife Protection Law of 2004 also requires 
that ‘competent wildlife departments at the national and provincial levels should designate the 
terrestrial and water areas where wildlife with special national and local protection inhabits and 
breeds as nature reserves’ (Article 10). The Grassland Law of 2003 provides that ‘competent 
grassland departments at the national and provincial levels may set up grassland nature reserves 
in the following areas: (1) grassland with representative significance; (2) areas in which rare and 
endangered species of wild animals and plants are concentrated; and (3) grasslands of significant 
ecological functions and economic and scientific research values’ (Article 43). It is worth noting 
that the specific word used in the Grassland Law is ‘may’, whereas the designation of nature 
reserves is obligatory in the former two areas. 
                                               
33 See Oriental Outlook, ǉ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌ䳮ӗ㛼ਾⲴ“᳇ᡈ” (Law on Natural Heritage Protection: ‘The Dark War’ Behind 
Its Dystocia), in ⷝ ᵋ ь ᯩ ઘ ࠺ (Oriental Outlook Weekly), 25 December 2010, available at 
http://www.dooland.com/magazine/article_105458.html. Last visited January 2015. 
34 See Zhou Ke & Hou Jiaru, ᡁഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४࠶㊫փ㌫Ⲵ・⌅ᆼழ(Improvement of legislation on the categorization system 
of nature reserves in China), 2 (2007) 俆䜭ᐸ㤳བྷᆖᆖᣕ(⽮Պ、ᆖ⡸)(Journal of Capital Normal University (Social Sciences 
Edition)), pp.58-63; Gao Lihong & Cheng Fang, supra note 31; Xie Yan & Qin Tianbao, ѪӰѸ৽ሩǉ㠚❦䚇ӗ؍ᣔ⌅Ǌ (Why 
I oppose the Law on Natural Heritage Protection), 13 March 2012, available at http://talk.weibo.com/ft/201203084480; Lin Yan, 
㠚❦؍ᣔสᵜ⌅˖7ᒤҶˈ䘈൘ㅹ!(Fundamental law of nature protection: we are still waiting after seven years have passed!), 
in ѝ ഭ 䶂 ᒤ ᣕ (China Youth Daily), 24 November 2010, available at http://zqb.cyol.com/content/2010-11/24-
/content_3450426.htm. Both were last visited in January 2015.  
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Second, these statutes provide regulations on certain activities within PAs. The Wildlife 
Protection Law states that hunting and other activities that are detrimental to the habitation and 
breeding of wildlife are prohibited in nature reserves (Article 20). The Mineral Resources Law of 
1996 states that unless approved by competent authorities, no one may mine mineral resources 
within nature reserves and important scenic spots designated by the State (Article 20). Forests 
within SHAs and nature reserves are categorized into ‘forests for special use’35 according to the 
Forest Law of 1998 (Article 4). Logging is prohibited within ‘forests for specific use’ (Article 
31). 
2.2.5 Other Applicable Statutes 
The management of PAs is also governed by other statutes, mainly, the Tourism Law and 
general administrative statutes. 
The Tourism Law36 aims to protect tourists and tourist service providers’ legal rights and 
interests and to protect and develop tourism resources (Article 1). It stipulates three principles of 
tourism development: (1) the integration of social benefits, economic benefits and ecological 
benefits; (2) the State encourages all market subjects to rationally utilize tourism resources under 
the precondition that tourism resources are effectively protected; and (3) scenic areas that are 
based on public resources should be public interest-oriented (Article 4). To protect tourism 
resources, the Law requires that the necessary facilities for environmental protection and 
measures for ecological protection should be put into place before a tourist site can be opened to 
the public (Article 42). The Law also stipulates conditions on charging entrance fees to scenic 
areas, such as the requirement of a hearing before charging or increasing entry fees and 
additional fees, the requirement to decrease or cancel additional fees if the costs of the 
investment have already been covered (Article 43) and the requirement of a public 
announcement six months in advance of a fee increase (Article 44). 
Another field of law that is applicable is general administrative statutes. Unlike the APA in 
the US, the Administrative Procedure Law has not been enacted in China, although different 
versions of drafts have been proposed by scholars.37 Therefore, the principles of due process, 
public participation and procedural justice are not fully legalized in the current legal framework; 
instead, they are sporadically embodied in different sectors of administrative law.38 Furthermore, 
                                               
35 According to the current classification system, forests are classified into 5 categories, which are shelter forests, timber forests, 
economic forests, firewood forests and forests for special use. The last category refers to those forests in which forests and trees 
are primarily used for national defense, environmental protection and scientific purposes (Article 4). 
36 SCNPC, ᯵⑨⌅ (Tourism Law of PRC), effective on 1 October 2013. 
37  Jiang Ming’an, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㹼᭯〻ᒿ⌅ (䈅ᤏは )(Administrative Procedure Law (draft)), 2002, available at 
http://www.publiclaw.cn/article/Details.asp?NewsId=248&Classid=&ClassName. Last visited January 2015; Ma Huaide (ed.), 
㹼᭯〻ᒿ・⌅⹄ウ˖ǉ㹼᭯〻ᒿ⌅Ǌ㥹Ṹᔪ䇞は৺⨶⭡䈤᰾Җ (Studies on legislation of administrative procedure: 
recommended draft of the Administrative Procedure Law and its explanations) (Beijing: Falv Chubanshe, 2005). 
38 These include Administrative Penalty Law of 1996, Administrative Licensing Law of 2004, Administrative Coercion Law of 
2012. See NPC, 㹼᭯༴㖊⌅(Administrative Penalty Law), effective on 1 October 1996; SCNPC, 㹼᭯䇨ਟ⌅(Administraive 
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because the APA grants a private right of action to bring lawsuits against federal agencies to 
courts in the US,39 similar provisions are made in the Administrative Reconsideration Law of 
199940 and the Administrative Litigation Law (ALL) of 2014.41 The former grants private 
parties the right to apply for an administrative reconsideration within the administrative system 
(Article 2), and the recently amended ALL grants the right of action to private parties against 
administrative actions made by administrative bodies (Article 2). 
 Administrative Regulations 2.3
2.3.1 Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994 
In 1994, when the Regulations on Nature Reserves were issued, the number of nature reserves in 
China was mushrooming. To provide legislative support, the Regulations were enacted to 
‘strengthen the construction and management of nature reserves and protect the natural 
environment and resources’ (Article 1). Although they introduced the basic principles and legal 
framework for the designation and management of nature reserves, the Regulations, with only 44 
articles, were far from well-crafted.  
The core mechanism adopted by the Regulations to manage nature reserves is the zoning 
mechanism, which divides nature reserves into three distinctive zones: the core zone, the buffer 
zone and the experimental zone (Article 18). In this way, different types and scales of designated 
and prohibited activities are specified. The degree of protection gradually increases from the 
outer experimental zone to the inner core zone.42 Zoning is applauded as an effective means of 
nature reserve management; however, it triggers suspicion on the basis that it is overly rigid and 
not resilient. Local communities’ livelihoods are negatively influenced by the designation and 
management of nature reserves, as is local economic development. Therefore, conflicts are 
intensified, leading to deficiencies in the implementation of the law.43 
2.3.2 Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas of 2006 
In 2006, the State Council promulgated the Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas (the 
Regulations), which repealed the Interim Regulations on Administration of Scenic and Historic 
Areas issued in 1985 (the Interim Regulations).44 The number of articles increased from 17 to 52, 
and the Regulations were enriched and became the main legal document for regulating and 
managing SHAs. Compared with the Interim Regulations and the Regulations on Nature 
                                                                                                                                                       
Licensing Law), effective on 1 July 2004; and SCNPC, 㹼᭯ᕪࡦ⌅(Administrative Coercion Law), effective on 1 January 
2012. 
39 5 U.S.C.§ 702. 
40 SCNPC,㹼᭯༽䇞⌅(Administrative Reconsideration Law), effective on 1 October 1999. 
41 NPC,㹼᭯䇹䇬⌅ (ALL), effective on 1 January 2015. The original ALL was enacted in 1989. It was for the first time 
amended in 2014. 
42 For more discussion on designated use pattern within different zones of nature reserves, see infra section 2.2 of Chapter 10. 
43 For details about the implementation gap, see infra Chapter 10, section 3 in general and section 3.5 in particular for analysis of 
the reasons. 
44 State Council, 仾Ჟ਽㜌४ᶑֻ(Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas), 19 September 2006, Decree No. 474 of the State 
Council; 仾Ჟ਽㜌४㇑⨶Ჲ㹼ᶑֻ (Interim Regulations on Administration of Scenic and Historic Areas), 7 June 1985, Guofa 
No. 76[1985].  
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Reserves, the Regulations have made substantial improvements in terms of the establishment, 
planning, protection, utilization and management of SHAs.  
First, the clear legal protection of property owners and users of land, resources and real 
estate within SHAs is provided, such as compulsory consultation requirements and compensation 
payments (Article 9 &11).45  
Second, to regulate the rampant practice of transferring the operation rights of SHAs to 
individuals and enterprises at the local level, the Regulations establish a ‘preliminary’ concession 
system by stipulating the requirements for public bidding, the conclusion of a concession 
contract and the payment of compensation to use scenic resources (仾Ჟ਽㜌䍴Ⓚᴹگ֯⭘䍩) 
(Article 37). Furthermore, the management body of SHAs should not conduct for-profit 
commercial activities or authorize any enterprises or individuals to carry out the planning, 
management and supervision of SHAs. Staff members of the management body should not hold 
a concurrent post in any enterprise located within SHAs (Article 39).46  
Third, the ‘separation between revenue and expenditure’ (᭦᭟єᶑ㓯) is stipulated, which 
means that the income from the tickets of SHAs and compensation fees for the use of scenic 
resources paid by concessioners should be managed separately from their expenditures. The 
income should be exclusively used for the protection and management of scenic and historic 
resources and for compensating the losses of property owners and users within SHAs (Article 
38). 
Although the Regulations stipulate strict requirements for SHA management, criticism of 
law enforcement continues. The overuse and commercialization of scenic resources remain 
commonplace in practice.47 
 Departmental Rules 2.4
In addition to the two Regulations on nature reserves and SHAs, other sectors have developed 
‘departmental rules’ to designate and manage PAs. These departmental rules, together with laws 
and administrative regulations, form the whole picture of the regulatory framework of PA 
designation and management at the national level. 
These rules can be classified into two types. The first type includes rules enacted to 
implement congressional legislation and administrative regulations. To implement the Interim 
Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas of 1985, the Ministry of Urban-Rural Construction and 
Environmental Protection (subsequently renamed the MoHURD) issued the Implementation 
                                               
45 For more discussion, see infra section 2.3 of Chapter 10. 
46 For more discussion on ‘transfer of operation right’ and ‘concession’, see infra section 4.2.1 of Chapter 9. 
47 For more discussion on enforcement of the Regulations, see infra section 3.3 of Chapter 10. 
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Measures of the Interim Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas48 in 1987 to specify and 
detail the provisions of the Interim Regulations. To implement the Regulations on Nature 
Reserves, the State Land Administration issued the Measures on the Administration of Land in 
Nature Reserves in 1995.49 The second type includes rules that initially create new types of PAs. 
As shown above, there have been a variety of designations of PAs created by different 
departments, such as forest parks, wetland parks, mineral parks, irrigational scenic parks and 
archaeological site parks.50 These two types of rules are generally referred to as ‘implementing 
rule-making’ and ‘innovative rule-making’ in Chinese academia.51 
 Local Regulations and Local Government Rules 2.5
At the local level, the legislative and regulatory frameworks are also diversified. Some scholars 
have argued for the goal of ‘one protected area, one enabling act’ (а४а⌅), that is, 
site-specific legislation for PA units.52 However, this goal has not been fully achieved. By the 
end of 2012, ‘local regulations’ had been enacted by local people’s congresses in 19 provinces 
and ‘enabling legislation’ had been adopted in 82 ‘SHAs at the national level.’53 The statistics 
on nature reserves show that the number of enabling legislations for individual nature reserves 
stands at approximately 50.54 Compared to the total number of 2,669 nature reserves in 2012, 
this figure shows that a gap remains. Because legislative protection provided at the local level is 
one of the considerations for examiners in approving applications to become a ‘PA at the 
national level’, local legislatures have quickly advanced their ‘enabling legislation’ for PA units 
in recent years.  
In the US, an enabling act for each national park unit is made by Congress. In contrast, the 
enabling legislation for each PA in China, if any, is usually made by the local legislature where 
the PA is located. According to the Legislation Law, local legislation has to accord with the 
Constitution, laws and administrative regulations (Article 63). Therefore, most local legislation 
on PAs is enacted to implement the two regulations on SHAs and nature reserves by specifying 
and detailing them. In the US, a specific enabling act of a national park unit may contradict and 
take priority over the general law, i.e., the NPS Organic Act. The ‘enabling legislation’ for each 
                                               
48 Ministry of Urban-Rural Construction and Environmental Protection, 仾Ჟ਽㜌४㇑⨶Ჲ㹼ᶑֻᇎᯭ࣎⌅(Implementation 
Measures of the Interim Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas), effective on 10 June 1987.  
49 State Land Administration, 㠚❦؍ᣔ४൏ൠ㇑⨶࣎⌅(Measures on the Administration of Land in Nature Reserves), 
effective on 24 July 1995. 
50 See supra section 4.2.3 of Chapter 2. 
51 See generally Yang Haikun, 䇪ᡁഭ㹼᭯・⌅ (Analysis on Administrative Rule-making in China), 1 (1992) ेӜ⽮Պ、ᆖ
(Beijing Social Science), pp.138-147. 
52 Yan Shipeng & Luo Ying, ഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४“а४а⌅”・⌅⁑ᔿⲴ⨶䇪࠶᷀(The theoretical analysis on the legislative 
model of ‘One Reserve, One Enabling Act’ in nature reserves at the national level), 20-5 (2007) ц⭼᷇ъ⹄ウ (World Forestry 
Research), pp.68-72. 
53 MoHURD, ѝഭ仾Ჟ਽㜌४һъਁኅޜᣕ(1982-2012) (Bulletin of the Development of Scenic and Historic Areas in China 
(1982-2012)), 2012, pp.3-4. Full text is available at http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/zxydt/w02012120419937414971793750.doc. 
Last visited January 2015. 
54 The data collection is from the database of WestlawChina and up to 20 February 2013. Concerning the overlap and 
amendments to enabling legislations, the number of 50 is calculated on an approximate basis. 
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PA in China must strictly follow the laws and regulations at the upper level. In practice, most 
local regulations repeat the regulations at the central level, which hardly reflects the place-based 
nature of PA management. Therefore, in contrast to the call for increasing academic attention to 
enabling acts in the US,55 the academic significance of these local regulations in China is 
limited. 
3. Overview of the Policy Framework of PAs 
 A General Overview of the Framework of Environmental Policy-Making 3.1
Unlike the U.S., where agencies issue management policies to implement and interpret 
congressional statutes, policies in China are usually issued to fill a legislative vacancy. In China, 
there is no comprehensive policy manual on the management of PAs like the Management 
Policies of 2006 issued by the NPS. Instead, policy documents are scattered in different fields, 
issued by different agencies and cover different issues. This section first discusses the 
composition and types of environmental policies and then reviews the evolution of 
policy-making from a historical perspective.
3.1.1 Composition and Types of Environmental Policies 
Environmental policies in China generally consist of two parts, pollution control and ecological 
protection. The latter part covers a broad range, such as ecological functional zoning, 
biodiversity and natural resources management. PA designation and management is a shared 
concern in these policies. In addition to its direct alignment with environmental policies, PA 
management is influenced by other relevant policies, such as urban-rural planning and tourism 
policies. Figure 13 depicts this relationship. 
 
Figure 13: The composition of relevant policies of PA management in China 
                                               
55 Robert Fischman, ‘The Problem of Statutory Detail in National Park Establishment Legislation and Its Relationship to 
Pollution Control Law’, 74 (1996) Denv. UL Rev., pp.779-814. 
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Among all types of policy documents, the most important and frequently used document 
involves various types of plans. These plans mainly include national economic and social 
development plans, territorial plans (mainly the urban-rural plan), pollution control plans, 
ecological protection plans and natural resources plans, such as plans for water resources, 
mineral resources and land use.56   
The primary form of national economic and social development plans is the Five-Year Plan 
(FYP). FYPs are a series of plans made every five years. These plans map the development 
strategies and set the growth targets that will guide policy-making in the following five years. 
Since 1953, there have been twelve FYPs.57 PA planning was gradually formed during this 
process. Since the 6th FYP (1981-1985), environmental protection has been listed as an 
independent chapter. The 1989 EPL requires that ‘the plans for environmental protection 
formulated by the State must be incorporated into the national economic and social development 
plans’ (Article 4). Since the 8th FYP (1991-1995), a specific FYP on environmental protection 
has been issued or approved by the State Council. Beginning with the 10th FYP (2001-2005), the 
NPC made an ad hoc plan for ecosystem construction and environmental protection.58 Since the 
12th FYP (2011-2015), a specific FYP for ecological protection has been issued.59  
3.1.2 Environmental Protection as a Basic State Policy (Post-Mao - Early 1990s) 
In the early 1970s, China began to take serious actions to combat environmental problems. 
Although these actions were comparatively late on a global scale, they nevertheless represented a 
courageous decision at that time because the economy of China was on the verge of bankruptcy 
and economic restoration was the top priority. China was facing a series of environmental 
problems, such as deteriorating quality of rivers, contamination of ground water, air pollution 
and industrial waste.60 To some extent, these horrendous pollution problems detracted from 
attention to nature conservation. Therefore, the main focus of environmental policies was the 
prevention and control of pollution.  
In 1983, at the Second National Environmental Protection Conference, then-Prime Minister 
Li Peng announced that environmental protection was a basic State policy (สᵜഭㆆ). This 
                                               
56 For a general overview of the planning for land utilization in China, see Tian Chunhua, ⵰⵬ᵚᶕⲴһъüüᡁഭ൏ൠ࡙⭘
㿴ࡂᐕ֌ 30ᒤশ〻എ亮 (The undertaking aiming at the future: overview of the land utilization planning in China in the past 30 
years), in ѝഭഭ൏䍴Ⓚᣕ (News of the Land and Resources in China), 12 January 2009. Full text is available at 
http://www.mlr.gov.cn/sy/gd1/200901/t20090112_113906.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
57 It was named as the ‘five-year plan’ from the 1st to the 10th plans. Since the 11th five-year period (2006-2010), the name has 
been changed to ‘five-year guideline (㿴ࡂ)’ instead of ‘five-year plan (䇑ࡂ)’. For purposes of expediency, the term of 
‘five-year plan’ will be generally used in the dissertation. Full texts of all five-year plans (guidelines) are available at 
http://dangshi.people.com.cn/GB/151935/204121/. Last visited January 2015. 
58 NPC, ഭ≁㓿⍾઼⽮Պਁኅㅜॱњӄᒤ䇑ࡂ⭏ᘱᔪ䇮઼⧟ຳ؍ᣔ䟽⛩у亩㿴ࡂ(National 10th Five-Year Plan for 
Ecosystem Construction and Environmental Protection), 2001. 
59 See State Council, ഭᇦ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ “ॱҼӄ”㿴ࡂ(National 12th Five-Year Plan on Environmental Protection), 2011; and 
MoEP, ޘഭ⭏ᘱ؍ᣔ “ॱҼӄ”㿴ࡂ(National 12th Five-Year Plan on Ecological Protection ), 2013. 
60 Zhang Kunmin & Wen Zongguo, ‘Review and challenges of policies of environmental protection and sustainable development 
in China’, 88-4 (2008) Journal of Environmental Management, p.1250. 
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Conference established three main policies: ‘prevention first and integration between prevention 
and control of pollution’, ‘polluters pay’ and ‘strengthening environment management’. 61 
Following this Conference, environmental law-making and institutional establishment were 
included on the agenda. In 1984, the State Council established the Environmental Protection 
Committee, which was dedicated to coordinating environment-related issues between different 
departments. The Committee was headed by the Prime Minister, demonstrating the central 
government’s resolution to seriously address environmental issues.62  
3.1.3 Sustainable Development and Scientific Development as the Core of Environmental 
Policy-Making (1992 - present) 
Embracing Sustainable Development 
As previously discussed, China enthusiastically embraced the concept of sustainable 
development (SD) after the Rio Conference in 1992.63 Since then, SD has gained a paramount 
position on the political agenda as well as in legislation and policy-making. PA designation and 
management are no exception.  
In 1993, the Environmental Action Plan of China (1991-2000) was approved by the State 
Council, and 7% of the total territorial area of the nation was reserved for the designation of 
nature reserves.64 Other action plans were subsequently adopted, including the Action Plan for 
Biodiversity Protection in China in 1994, the Outline of the Development Plan for Nature 
Reserves in China (1996-2010) in 1997 and the National Plan for the Construction of the 
Ecological Environment in 1998.65 
In 1995, China adopted the strategy of ‘two fundamental transformations’ (єњṩᵜᙗ䖜
ਈ), which marked the transition from a traditional planned economy to a socialist market 
economy as well as the transition from extensive growth to intensive growth.66 This strategy was 
                                               
61 MoEP, ㅜҼ⅑ޘഭ⧟ຳ؍ᣔՊ䇞(1983ᒤ 12ᴸ 31ᰕ㠣 1984ᒤ 1ᴸ 7ᰕ)(The Second National Environmental Protection 
Conference (31 Dec. 1983 -7 Jan. 1984)). Available at http://www.zhb.gov.cn/ztbd/gzhy/diqicihbdh/ljhbdh/-
201112/t20111221_221579.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
62  Li Ruinong, 䍟ᖫ⧟ຳ؍ᣔสᵜഭㆆ  ᇎ⧠ਟᤱ㔝ਁኅüቡᡁഭ᭩䶙ᔰ᭮ԕᶕ⧟ຳ؍ᣔһъਁኅ䇯ᵾ呿਼ᘇ 
(Implementing the basic State policy of environmental protection and achieving sustainable development: interview of Li Peng 
on the development of environmental protection since the Opening-Up reform of China), in ѝഭ⧟ຳᣕ(Newspaper of China 
Environment), 8 September 2009. Available at http://www.cenews.com.cn/xwzx/zhxw/qt/200909/t20090908_622487.html. Last 
visited January 2015. 
63 See supra section 4.1.3 of Chapter 3. 
64 State Council,ѝഭ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂ (1991-2000) (Environmental Action Plan of China (1991-2000)), 1994, p.3. Full 
English text is available at http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/1994/03/698551/china-environmental-action-
-plan-china-1991-2000. Last visited January 2015. 
65 State Council,ѝഭ⭏⢙ཊṧᙗ؍ᣔ㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂ(Action Plan for Biodiversity Protection in China), 1994; SEPA,ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ
४ਁኅ㿴ࡂ㓢㾱(1996ü2010ᒤ)(Outline of the Development Plan for Nature Reserves in China (1996-2010)), 1997; and State 
Council, ޘഭ⭏ᘱ⧟ຳᔪ䇮㿴ࡂ(National Plan for Construction of Ecological Environment), 1998. 
66 It was proposed during the Fifth Plenary Session of the 14th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC) 
held in 1995. See CCCPC, ѝޡѝཞޣҾࡦᇊഭ≁㓿⍾઼⽮ՊਁኅĀҍӄā䇑ࡂ઼ 2010 ᒤ䘌ᲟⴞḷⲴᔪ䇞 
(Recommendations of the CCCPC on Drafting the 9th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development and Vision 
of 2010), 28 September 1995. 
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formed in the context of increasing concern about environmental pollution and demands for 
natural resource consumption in China. 
The turning point for the significance of policy on ecological protection occurred in 1998, 
when a disastrous flood struck the southern part of China. The need for ecological environmental 
protection was acknowledged nationwide.67 The lessons learned from this ecological disaster 
were reflected in the specific focus on ecological protection when China began to advance its 
strategy of Great Western Development (㾯䜘བྷᔰਁ) in the 2000s and the State Council 
approved the Six Primary Forestry Projects (ޝབྷ᷇ъ䟽⛩ᐕ〻) in 2001.68 These enormous 
projects were conducted intensively across China, with an influence on a large population and a 
large amount of investment. For example, the project of returning farmland to forests (䘰㙅䘈᷇) 
has influenced more than 25 provinces, 2,279 counties, 32 million peasant households and 124 
million farmers.69 One of the six projects, the project on wildlife protection and the construction 
of nature reserves, directly influenced PA management in China, as reflected in the substantial 
increase in the number of nature reserves since the new millennium (shown in Table 4).  
Proposal of Scientific Development (2005 - present) 
Since 2003, the Outlook of Scientific Development (、ᆖਁኅ㿲)70 has spread across China. 
This was initially an innovative ideology of the CPC, and it has become a guiding principle that 
governs the economy and society of the nation.  
In December 2005, the State Council issued the Decision of the State Council on 
Implementing the Outlook of Scientific Development and Strengthening Environmental 
Protection (the Decisions),71 which echoed the national development strategy of ‘scientific 
development’ and re-examined the issue of environmental protection under this strategy. The 
Environmental Rule of Law (⧟ຳ⌅⋫) was proposed to strengthen the role of law in addressing 
environmental problems. The balance between economic and social development and 
environmental protection was established as the governing principle. Strategic moves were 
provided, including the following: 
                                               
67 See Liu Yu, et al., ‘The Politics and Ethics of Going Green in China’, in Joanne Bauer (ed.), Forging Environmentalism: 
Justice, Livelihood, and Contested Environments (Armonk, N.Y.; London: M.E. Sharpe, 2006), p.63. 
68 China Daily, ഭ࣑䲒ᢩ߶ᇎᯭޝབྷ᷇ъ䟽⛩ᐕ〻(The State Council approved the Six Primary Forestry Projects), 16 
February 2001. Available at http://www.people.com.cn/GB/huanbao/55/20010216/396955.html. Last visited January 2015. 
69 Xinhuanet, ѝഭ䘰㙅䘈᷇ᙫᣅޕሶ䗮4300ཊӯݳ(The total investment in the project of returning farmland to forests would 
be 430 billion RMB), 18 August 2010. Available at http://politics.people.com.cn/GB/1026/12477229.html. Last visited January 
2015. 
70 The Outlook of Scientific Development was firstly put forward by the General Secretary of the CPC, Hu Jintao, in 2003 
during his speech. It was further developed at the 3rd Plenary Session of 16th Central Committee of CPC held in October 2003. 
For more information, see Xinhuanet, 、 ᆖ ਁ ኅ 㿲 (Outlook of Scientific Development), available at 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/ziliao/2005-03/16/content_2704537.htm. Last visited January 2015.  
71 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ㩭ᇎ、ᆖਁኅ㿲࣐ᕪ⧟ຳ؍ᣔⲴߣᇊ (Decision of the State Council on Implementing the 
Outlook of Scientific Development and Strengthening Environmental Protection), Guofa No.39 [2005]. Full text is available at 
http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2005-12/13/content_125680.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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1. The improvement of the legal system; 
2. The strict enforcement of environmental laws and regulations; 
3. The improvement of the governance structure; 
4. The strengthening of environmental supervision; 
5. The increase of environmental funding; and 
6. The adoption of economic policies (e.g., eco-compensation, access and benefit-sharing 
of genetic resources) (Article 5). 
 The Evolution of Policy-Making for PAs 3.2
Ecological protection carries considerable weight in the current policy-making agenda. This 
importance can be seen in the gradual acknowledgement of the equal priority of ecological 
protection and pollution control and the adoption of the concepts of ecosystem and biodiversity 
protection along with the development of science in the research field. This section maps the 
evolution of policy-making for ecological protection in general and then discusses policy-making 
for nature reserves and SHAs in particular. 
3.2.1 Ecological Functional Zoning 
The most remarkable development of policy-making for ecological protection in China is the 
proposal and practices of ‘ecological functional zoning’ (⭏ᘱ࣏㜭४ࡂ , EFZ) and the 
designation of ‘ecological functional zones’ (⭏ᘱ࣏㜭४, EFZs).  
In 2000, the State Council issued the Outline of National Ecological Environmental 
Protection (the Outline),72 in which the establishment of EFZs was proposed for the first time. 
The designation of EFZs was given the same priority as the designation of nature reserves as a 
conservation tool to protect the ecological environment. This policy initiative of establishing 
EFZs was underpinned by the Decision of the State Council on Implementing the Outlook of 
Scientific Development and Strengthening Environmental Protection in 2005 and the 11th FYP 
(2006-2010) (Chapters 20 and 23).  
 EFZ is officially defined as ‘the process of dividing areas into different EFZs based on the 
factors of ecological environment, the sensitivity of ecological environment and the rule of 
regional differentiation of ecological services’. 73  EFZs, a new type of comprehensive 
designation, refer to those areas with crucial significance for ecological functions. EFZs are 
classified into three levels: national, provincial and prefecture. Similar to other designations of 
PAs, strict regulation is applied within EFZs, such as the prohibition of development activities 
and construction projects.  
                                               
72 State Council, ޘഭ⭏ᘱ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ㓢㾱 (Outline of National Ecological Environmental Protection), Guofa No. 38 [2000].  
73 Western Development Office of the State Council & State Environmental Protection Administration,⭏ᘱ࣏㜭४ࡂᢰᵟᲲ㹼
㿴〻 (Provisional Technical Specifications of Ecological Service Zoning), effective on 1 September 2002.  
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Given the policy-based practices of EFZ, since 2006, a broader context has been formulated 
under the concept of ‘primary functional zoning’ (PFZ) (ѫփ࣏㜭४ࡂ).74 PFZ aims to 
integrate ecological protection and spatial planning at the national level. The relationship 
between designations under PFZ and EFZs is shown in Figure 14 below. Primary EFZs are 
identified as either restricted exploitation zones (䲀ࡦᔰਁ४) or prohibited exploitation zones 
(⾱→ᔰਁ४). The former refers to primary EFZs in which large-scale and highly insensitive 
industrialization and urbanization are restricted, and the latter refers to those in which all types of 
industrialization and urbanization are prohibited. A prohibited exploitation zone covers previous 
PA designations, such as SHAs, nature reserves, forest parks and other types of PAs.  
 
Figure 14: Classification of primary functional zones and their functions in China  
Source: Adapted from the State Council, National Plan of Primary Functional Zoning (2010) 
EFZ has gained considerable weight in policy-making and has developed into a 
comprehensive mechanism that guides the overall designation and management of PAs in China. 
As a new management tool that embodies the idea of ‘integrated ecosystem management’, which 
has been widely acknowledged around the world, 75  EFZ has several characteristics: it 
emphasizes the significance of ecological service and ecosystem protection; it functions as the 
                                               
74 It was first proposed by the11th FYP in 2006 and further developed in the National Plan of Primary Functional Zoning (ޘഭ
ѫփ࣏㜭४㿴ࡂ) issued by the State Counci in 2010, Guofa No.46 [2010].  
75 See Du Qun, ᡁഭ⭏ᘱ㔬ਸ㇑⨶Ⲵ᭯ㆆоᇎ䐥˖⭏ᘱ࣏㜭४ࡂࡦᓖ᧒㍒(Policies and Practices of Integrated Ecosystem 
Management in China: Exploration of the System of Ecological Functional Zoning), in 2007ᒤޘഭ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ᆖՊ(ᒤՊ)䇪᮷
䳶(ㅜй޼)(Symposium of the Annual Conference of National Environmental Law and Natural Resources Law in 2007(Volume 
3)).  
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scientific basis for land-use planning and other forms of ecological decision-making; it 
emphasizes coordinated management based on ecological services instead of the traditional 
criteria of individual factors of ecological environment; it guides the industrial layout and 
structure and the exploitation of resources within EFZs; and it emphasizes public participation 
and the protection of community interests. As discussed earlier, the new EPL of 2014 has 
generally endorsed EFZ, and EFZ has, to some extent, been ‘legalized’. It is expected that the 
rules governing PA management that are proposed via the policy documents of EFZ discussed 
above will be incorporated into law in the short term. 
3.2.2 Policy-Making for Nature Reserves 
In addition to policy-making on ecological protection in general, a series of policies and plans 
are specifically issued for nature reserve management. 
In 1991, the former SEPA issued the National 8th FYP and Ten-Year Plan on the Protection 
of Nature Reserve and Species.76 This was the first specific plan for nature reserves. To update 
this 1991 Plan, in November 1997, the State Council approved the Outline of the Development 
Plan for Nature Reserves in China (1996-2010) (the Outline).77 The Outline summarized the 
major problems in nature reserve management, which included the limited number and area of 
nature reserves, over-development within nature reserves, a shortage of funds, the deficiency of a 
national development plan and a dearth of professionalism in the management of nature reserves 
(Article 1 (3)). To handle these problems, two stages of goals were delimited in this Outline: 
1. 1996 to 2000: establish 1,000 nature reserves (140-150 at the national level), accounting 
for approximately 9% of the total territorial area (10% plus SHAs), to improve the legal 
system of nature reserves, establish management authorities at 80% of total nature 
reserves and equip 50% of the total nature reserves; 
2. 2001 to 2010: establish 1,200 nature reserves (160-170 at the national level), accounting 
for approximately 10% of the total territorial area (12% plus SHAs), to establish a 
comprehensive legal system of nature reserves, establish management authorities for 90% 
of the total nature reserves and equip 70% of the total nature reserves.  
Based on these goals, the Outline further set goals for the number of nature reserves to be 
established by different departments, as shown in the table below. 
 
 
                                               
76 SEPA, ޘഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४઼⢙⿽؍ᣔޛӄ䇑ࡂ઼ 10ᒤ㿴ࡂ(National 8th Five-Year Plan and Ten-Year Plan on Protection of 
Nature Reserves and Species), 1991. 
77 SEPA, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ਁኅ㿴ࡂ㓢㾱(1996ü2010ᒤ) (Outline of the Development Plan for Nature Reserves in China 
(1996-2010)), 1997.  
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Department 
Established nature 
reserves Plan up to 2000 
(number) 
Plan up to 2010 
(number) Number Area (10,000 ha.) 
Forestry 574 6,100 600-610 >700 
Agriculture 37 316.6 90-100 >110 
Ocean 19 22.5 40-50 >60 
Mineral 10 7.4 30-40 >50 
Environmental 
protection 149 1,144.3 180-200 >200 
Others 10 71.2 60-100 >90 
Total 799 7,185 1,000-1,100 >1,200 
Table 14: Department-based plans for the establishment of nature reserves in the Outline of the 
Development Plan for Nature Reserves in China (1996-2010)  
A similar method of target-setting is found in other plans issued on nature reserve 
management, such as the National Master Plan of Wildlife Protection and the Construction 
Project of Nature Reserves issued by the SFA in 2001, in which three stages of goals are 
delimited.78  
3.2.3 Policy-Making for SHAs 
The earliest policy-making for SHAs can be dated to 1981, when the State Council approved and 
circulated a report by the Ministry of Construction and others.79 The system of SHA designation 
and management was not established at that time. Destructive activities were not properly 
regulated, and the development of SHAs remained in a preliminary phase. This 1981 report 
proposed to designate SHAs, establish management authorities, make SHA plans and protect the 
natural resources of SHAs. Following this report, the State Council officially established the 
system of SHAs in 1982 by designating the first batch of 44 SHAs at the national level. This 
report also accelerated the enactment of the Interim Regulations on Administration of Scenic and 
Historic Areas issued by the State Council in 1985. 
In 1992, the State Council circulated another report by the Ministry of Construction on 
SHAs.80 Tourism had just begun to flourish in China at that time. Therefore, the construction 
                                               
78 SFA,ޘഭ䟾⭏ࣘἽ⢙؍ᣔ৺㠚❦؍ᣔ४ᔪ䇮ᐕ〻ᙫփ㿴ࡂ(National Master Plan of Wildlife Protection and the 
Construction Project of Nature Reserves), 2001. Full text is available at http://www.forestry.gov.cn-
/uploadfile/main/2010-11/file/2010-11-26-b2588ec7594b41f7a1a96e9990c3fd2d.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
79 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ᢩ䖜ഭᇦ෾ᔪᙫተㅹ䜘䰘ޣҾ࣐ᕪ仾Ჟ਽㜌؍ᣔ㇑⨶ᐕ֌Ⲵᣕ੺Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice of the State 
Council on Approving and Circulating the Report of the State Administration of Urban Construction and Other Departments on 
Strengthening the Protection and Management of Scenic and Historic Areas), Guofa No. 38 [1981]. Full text is available at 
http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/1200/22016/22026/22263/2006/3/gu8537155721173600220570-0.htm.Last visited January 
2015. 
80 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵䖜ਁᔪ䇮䜘ޣҾ࣐ᕪ仾Ჟ਽㜌४ᐕ֌ᣕ੺Ⲵ䙊⸕(Circular of the General Office of the State 
Council on the Report of the Ministry of Construction on Strengthening the Work of Scenic and Historic Areas 
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and investment of SHAs were promoted to meet the needs arising from tourism and the opening 
up reforms in China. Following this policy, local governments promoted the development of 
SHAs on a broad scale. To attract investment, most local governments have engaged in an 
extensive campaign of transferring the operation rights of SHAs to private enterprises or 
individuals, and extensive construction projects within SHAs have begun to take place. The 
commercialization of SHAs that has arisen from these local practices has caused concern at the 
central level. Tension between central policies and their implementation at the local level has 
emerged.81 
Unlike the ad hoc plan for nature reserves, the planning of SHAs is included in the general 
framework of urban-rural planning in China. Starting in 2000, the State Council, the MoHURD, 
the Ministry of Finance and other competent departments have issued a series of policy 
documents on SHA planning in the context of urban-rural planning. 82  This intensive 
policy-making in SHA planning is mainly intended to regulate rampant construction activities, 
the transfer of SHA operation rights and the arbitrary change of SHA management plans 
occurring at the local level. These policy documents repetitively stipulate the prohibition of 
exploitative activities within SHAs, specify the procedures for SHA planning and provide the 
mechanisms for responsibility.83 
These policy documents resulted in the enactment of the Regulations on SHAs in 2006. 
Most of the provisions provided in these policies were incorporated in the Regulations. 
4. Summary 
From the aforementioned lawmaking and policy-making on environmental protection in general 
and nature conservation in particular, some characteristics and defects can be identified. 
At the legislative level, with regard to the overall environment-related legislation, a general 
observation by scholars is that China has established a complicated framework of environmental 
                                                                                                                                                       
ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵䖜ਁᔪ䇮䜘ޣҾ࣐ᕪ仾Ჟ਽㜌४ᐕ֌ᣕ੺Ⲵ䙊⸕ ),Guobanfa No.50 [1992]. Full text is available at 
http://www.law-lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=55150. Last visited January 2015. 
81 For more details, see infra section 4.2 of Chapter 9. 
82 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵ޣҾ࣐ᕪ઼᭩䘋෾ґ㿴ࡂᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕ (Notice of the General Office of the State Council on 
Strengthening and Improving the Work of Urban-Rural Planning), Guobanfa No.25 [2000]. Full text is available at 
http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2000/content_60113.htm; State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᕪ෾ґ㿴ࡂⴁⶓ㇑⨶Ⲵ䙊⸕
(Notice on Strengthening the Supervision and Administration of Urban-Rural Planning), Guofa No.13[2002]. Full text is 
available at http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2002/content_61538.htm; MoC, et al, ޣҾ䍟ᖫ㩭ᇎǉഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᕪ෾ґ㿴
ࡂⴁⶓ㇑⨶Ⲵ䙊⸕ǊⲴ䙊⸕(Notice on Implementing the Notice of the State Council on Strengthening the Supervision and 
Administration of Urban-Rural Planning), Jiangui No.204 [2002]. Full text is available at 
http://www.law-lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=41223; MoC, ޣҾڊྭഭᇦ䟽⛩仾Ჟ਽㜌४ṨᗳᲟ४ࡂᇊо؍ᣔᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕
(Notice on Improving the Work Affairs of Delimiting and Protecting the Core Scenic Spots of National Key Scenic and Historic 
Areas), Jiancheng No.77 [2003]. Full text is available at http://www.china.com.cn/chinese/PI-c/320199.htm. All last visited 
January 2015. 
83 For a discussion of these policies in details, partly see infra section 4.2.1 of Chapter 9. 
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legislation that is relatively complete.84 However, in spite of the broad coverage and number of 
statutes, China’s environmental laws suffer from ineffective enforcement. Both Chinese and 
foreign researchers regularly complain about the vagueness, brevity, ambiguity and lack of 
definition of important terminology in Chinese environmental law.85 Alford and Shen note that 
China’s environmental laws are more akin to policy statements than to laws in a western sense.86 
Consequently, a large amount of discretion in interpreting and applying these laws and 
regulations is vested in management agencies at the local level.  
In the field of nature conservation, the defects of the current legislative framework are 
identified as follows. 
First, to date, there has been no comprehensive law that covers all types of designations of 
PAs. Instead, the designation of PAs is quite diversified and lacks uniformity. A governing 
concept for PAs has not been adopted in the legislative framework. Furthermore, the legislative 
level of existing types of PAs is comparatively low. The enabling acts for nature reserves and 
SHAs are at the level of ‘administrative regulation’, and other types of PAs’ enabling acts are 
below that level. Moreover, the speed of legislation is comparatively lower than the speed of 
establishing PAs. Therefore, PA management is not effectively regulated under a legal 
framework. This situation has resulted in the ‘paper park syndrome’.87 
Second, the current legislative framework is piecemeal and cannot meet the needs of PA 
management. The EPL is overwhelmingly focused on pollution control. Although the new EPL 
of 2014 has rectified this flaw to some extent, it remains challenging to attempt to rectify the 
long-unbalanced attention to pollution and conservation in practice, and this issue awaits an 
ideological change. Other laws, such as the Grassland Law and the Fishery Law, are oriented 
toward one specific type of resource. The concept of PA protection that is spatially and 
territorially integrated is not fully endorsed. Consequently, ideas such as ecosystem and 
biodiversity protection are not well incorporated into law. This situation is intensively reflected 
in wildlife protection. Flagship species, such as the giant panda, are well protected or even 
‘overprotected’, whereas other unpopular but ecologically significant species do not have 
sufficient legal protection. 
Third, the current legislative framework is department-dominant. This is reflected mainly in 
two aspects: 
                                               
84 Alex Wang ‘The Role of Law in Environmental Protection in China: Recent Developments’, 8 (2006-2007) Vermont Journal 
of Environmental Law, p.203. 
85 Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Mitigating Risk and Ensuring Compliance ( New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), p.14. 
86 William Alford & Yuanyuan Shen, ‘Limits of the Law in Addressing China’s Environmental Dilemma’, 16 (1997) Stanford 
Environmental Law Journal, p.135. 
87 See infra section 3.1 of Chapter 9. 
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1. Departmental interests are the main stakes that dominate the legislative process, as 
reflected in the process of enacting the Natural Heritage Law. Departments are the main 
promoters of and active participants in the bargaining of legislation. Potential conflicts 
and friction between different departments have made the legislative process sluggish and 
the final draft a product of compromise. 
2. Rule-making bodies are varied. Different departments have possessed the rule-making 
authority to designate and manage PAs, which has resulted in a diversified PA framework. 
Furthermore, these rules overlap and sometimes conflict with each other. However, the 
coordination mechanism is currently neither available nor sufficient.88 
With regard to the characteristics and defects of the policy framework, one important 
observation is the frequent use of the policy-making instrument by the Chinese government. 
Because policies are more flexible and can be changed more easily compared to lawmaking, 
policy-making is a preferred choice. However, the heavy reliance on policies may impair the 
establishment of a stable and predictable legislative framework and the realization of the rule of 
law in China.  
Fourth, in the evolution of environmental policies, a shift in focus from pollution control to 
equal attention to pollution control and ecological protection can be identified, although 
ecological protection is still under-emphasized.89 This situation is reflected in the allocation of 
funding and staffing and in the field of academic research. Most environmental lawyers, NGOs 
and scholars are concerned with the problem of pollution. Furthermore, public awareness of 
ecological protection is considerably lower than awareness of pollution problems. 
Fifth, as a legacy of the period of a planned economy in China, the adoption of various plans 
is still used as the main instrument for policy-making. Ranging from comprehensive FYPs to 
specific plans for nature reserves, plans have played a significant role in setting goals and 
guiding subsequent policy-making. McElwee asserts that ‘although China has permitted the 
market to control larger segments of its economy, the plan, though sporting a new name, 
continues to be an important tool in setting strategic goals, initiating broad reforms, and setting 
the targets upon which the performance of political cadres can be evaluated’.90 The adoption of 
plans in China involves setting specific goals and targets, a process known as the ‘target 
responsibility system’ (ⴞḷ䍓ԫࡦ). Such targets are set by the central authority and distributed 
to different departments and provinces with a command-and-control nature. Moreover, most 
targets are set in terms of quantity instead of quality, such as a specific number and area of PA 
                                               
88 For more discussion, see infra section 3.4 of Chapter 10. 
89 Cai Shouqiu & Wang Huanhuan, ᭩䶙ᔰ᭮ 30 ᒤ˖ѝഭ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ǃ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ᆖо⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ᆖᮉ㛢Ⲵਁኅ (30 
Years after the Open-up Policy: Development of Legislation on Environment and Natural Resources, Environment and Natural 
Resources Law and Legal Education on Environment and Natural Resource Law in China), 3 (2009) ⭈㚳᭯⌅ᆖ䲒ᆖᣕ 
(Journal of Gansu Institute of Political Science and Law), pp.1-9. 
90 Charles McElwee, supra note 85, p.72. 
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designations. This phenomenon is reflected in nearly every plan discussed above. Furthermore, 
in the process of planning, there is scarcely any public participation or comments. The FYP, as 
the most important State plan, is a State strategy with high political resolution rather than a 
product of sufficient public involvement and discussion. 
Concerns arise about the legal basis for such plans, such as whether a plan is law, how a plan 
relates to law and how a plan is enforced with regard to the requirements set within it.91 In 
reality, the targets set in the plans are to be followed by governments and their officials. Plans 
have played an equivalent role to the law. Guttman and Song even assert that ‘in short, in a 
practical and authoritative sense the plan is law’.92 However, the requirements in plans may be 
at odds with the requirements in the law or may lack comparable legal requirements. How to 
legalize planning remains a problem to be solved in China. 
Sixth, the quality of the compliance with and implementation of policies is not satisfying. 
The previous discussion has shown that many policies that address the same issue have been 
enacted. This is reflected in the titles of policy documents, such as ‘strengthening/further 
strengthening’ and ‘accelerating/further accelerating’. It is reasonable to doubt the effects of the 
enforcement of and compliance with these policies. Although insufficiencies also exist in the 
field of law enforcement, which will be discussed in Chapter 10, problems with the poor 
enforcement of policies might be worse because most policies do not contain a clearly stated 
responsibility system. 
                                               
91 Dan Guttman & Song Yaqin, ‘Making central-local relations work: Comparing America and China environmental governance 
systems’, 1-4 (2007) Frontiers of Environmental Science & Engineering, p.423. 
92 Ibid., p.423. 
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Chapter 9: The Formation of Conflicts in the Designation and 
Management of Protected Areas in China 
1. Introduction 
Due to diversified interests in the designation and management of PAs, various types of conflicts 
have arisen. This chapter examines the dominant forms of conflicts that arise from PA 
designation and management and how these conflicts formed and evolved. First, the status quo 
of the nature-based tourism industry and the evolution of tourism policies are discussed. Second, 
the chronic problem of the lack of sufficient funding for PA management is presented. Its 
consequences, such as the ‘paper park syndrome’, which means that parks only exist on paper, 
not in practice, and the ‘ticket economy’, which means that PA funding predominantly relies on 
the collection of entrance fees, are also discussed.  
Based on these contexts, the most prominent forms of conflicts in PA management are 
examined. Conflicts between economic development and nature conservation are still fierce, as 
reflected in the construction of large-scale projects. The commercialization and industrialization 
of tourism have intensified the tension between the tourism industry and PA conservation. The 
resulting problems are reflected in the following three areas. First, the epidemic of the large-scale 
transfer of the operation rights of PAs has caused the de facto abdication of governments’ 
management power over PAs. Second, as a result of private investment in PA operation, the 
construction of tourist facilities and amenities has become pervasive, and some of this 
construction has changed the natural landscape and derogated the ecosystem. Third, due to the 
lack of supervision and control, PAs have become a breeding ground for corruption and 
rent-seeking. Finally, the ‘development conflicts’ between local communities and nature 
conservation are addressed. 
2. The Flourishing Tourism Industry: Status Quo and Policies 
Along with increases in the levels of income and leisure time, recreational demands increase 
among citizens. As a result, since the 2000s, China has witnessed a flourishing tourism industry 
that constitutes a critical part of the Chinese economy. Nature-based tourism has also gained 
momentum across different types of PAs. In addition to its economic impacts, tourism has 
gradually had a social and environmental influence. Policy-making is accordingly directed 
toward realizing sustainability in tourism development.  
 Prosperity of the Market of Nature-based Tourism 2.1
The success of the tourism industry mirrors the timeframe when China witnessed a rise in market 
force due to its ‘opening up’ policies. Figure 15 shows that both tourism revenue and the number 
of tourists have experienced stable growth since the 2000s. The tendency toward growth has 
become more apparent since the 2010s. Figure 16 shows that tourism revenue has become an 
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important component of China’s GDP. This percentage has remained above 3.7% in the most 
recent decade and increased to 5.19% in 2013. 
 
Figure 15: Domestic tourism revenue and the number of domestic tourists in China (1999-2014) 
Source: State Statistics Bureau1 
Nature-based tourism has seen corresponding growth. According to a survey conducted in 
2011, among the 1,110 PA samples, 1,033 PAs were open for nature-based tourism, which 
accounted for 93% of the total number of PAs. The highest rate of increase occurred during the 
1990s: 210 new PAs were opened to tourism, an increase of 156% compared to the 1980s.2 
It is noteworthy that differences exist between the US and China in terms of their domestic 
tourism markets. These differences may result in different recreational policies and the main 
forms of conflict in PA management. 
                                               
1 State Statistics Bureau, ഭ≁㓿⍾઼⽮Պਁኅ㔏䇑ޜᣕ(1979-2014) (Statistical Bulletin for National Economy and Social 
Development of PRC (1979-2014)), available at http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/tjgb/ndtjgb/. Last visited January 2015. The 
indicator of ‘domestic tourism revenue’ is included in the Statistical Bulletin for National Economy and Social Development 
since 2000. The figure of domestic tourism revenue in 1999 is calculated based on the increase rate released in 2000.  
2 Zhong Linsheng & Wang Jing, ᡁഭ؍ᣔൠ⭏ᘱ᯵⑨ਁኅ⧠⣦䈳ḕ࠶᷀(Investigation and Analysis of the Situation of 
Ecotourism Development in Protected Areas of China), 31-24 (2011) ⭏ᘱᆖᣕ (Acta Ecologica Sinica), p.7452. 
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Figure 16: Tourism revenues and their percentage of GDP in China (2000-2013) 
Source: State Tourism Administration3 
First, with regard to the components and purpose of visitors, most Chinese visitors travel to 
scenic spots for sightseeing.4 Their preference for visiting destinations with well-constructed 
tourist facilities and the provision of convenient tourist services is unlike the pursuit of a 
wilderness experience in harsh natural conditions amongst recreational travelers within the US. 
Moreover, most Chinese recreational visitors are young and well educated,5 in contrast to the 
‘elitism’ of national park visitation in the US. Therefore, the NPS’s recent efforts to attract 
younger generations to national parks do not suit the Chinese context. 
                                               
3  State Tourism Administration,ѝഭ᯵⑨ъ㔏䇑ޜᣕ  (2001-2013) (Statistics Bulletin of Tourism Industry in China 
(2001-2013)). Available at http://www.cnta.gov.cn/html/zh/index.html. Last visited January 2015. The figures of the year of 2000 
in the table is calculated based on the figures of 2001.  
4 China Tourism Academy, ѝഭՁ䰢᯵⑨ᇒᡧ䴰≲䎻࣯⹄ウ(Research on the Tendency of Recreational Customer Demands 
in China), March 2012. Summary of the reserch is available at http://www.ctaweb.org/html/2012-4/2012-4-13-11-34-48207.html. 
Last visited January 2015. The research shows that among domestic individual visitors, 43.89% of them go for sightseeing, and 
38.56% of them go for recreation and vacation. Among domestic group visitors, 47.03% of them go for sightseeing and 39.4% of 
them go for recreation and vacation. 
5 See the research by China Tourism Academy, ibid.; see also Jin Xiaoqian, ᡁഭՁ䰢᯵⑨㘵੸ᒤ䖫ॆ儈ᆖশ⢩ᖱ 
(Characteristics of recreational visitors: young and well-educated), 15 March 2012. Available at http://www.chinadaily.com.cn-
/hqcj/2012-03/15/content_14842023.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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Second, automobile use in China is not as popular as it is in the US. Self-driving tours were 
gradually popularized until the most recent decade. However, data show an increasing rate of 
motorized visitors to nature areas.6 In 2012, 1.4 billion tourists participated in self-driving tours, 
accounting for 48% of the total number of tourists in 2012.7 In 2013, sponsored by the State 
Tourism Administration (STA), the first official report with a particular focus on self-driving 
tourism was issued.8 Statistics show that in 2012, there were 0.14 billion privately owned cars, 
0.2 billion people with driver’s licenses and more than 15,000 car clubs and motorcycle 
associations in China.9 These figures indicate great potential for the motorized tourism market. 
The emergence of self-driving tourism is a symbol of the shift from ‘sightseeing tourism’ (㿲ݹ
᯵⑨) to ‘recreational tourism’ (Ձ䰢᯵⑨) in China.10 
Third, similar to the trend in the US, new recreational forms are flowering in China, such as 
yachting, kayaking and the use of personal watercraft. This change accompanies a continuous 
increase in Chinese billionaires. For example, the Hainan province aims to promote high-end 
tourism products, such as personal aircrafts and watercrafts, to the super-rich. Some local 
governments spare no effort in promoting special products, particularly to serve the needs of 
these people, which has caused potential conflicts between private interests and public 
interests.11 
Finally, with the advent of mass tourism, the enormous number of visitors has become a 
continuous challenge for tourism management. This problem has also perplexed park managers 
elsewhere. However, unlike in the US, due to the unsoundness of the system of paid annual 
vacations in China, the number of outdoor visitors has increased dramatically during several 
particular periods of public holidays. During 1-7 October 2014, there were 31.69 million outdoor 
tourists.12 This situation has caused concentrated and high-intensity derogation of the natural 
environment and scenic landscape.  
 From Tourism to Sustainable Tourism and Ecotourism: The Evolution of Policies 2.2
                                               
6 During the ‘Golden Week’ of the National Day holiday (October 1-7) in 2013, the SHA of Yueyanglou in Hunan Province 
received nearly 5,000 private motorized vehicles per day. The SHA of Wudang Mountain in Hubei Province received 12,700 
private motor vehicles on 3 October 2013 alone. See China Tourism Academy, ѝഭ४ฏ᯵⑨ਁኅᒤᓖᣕ੺(2013-2014) 
(Annual Report of the Development of Regional Tourism in China (2013-2014)), 2014. Available at 
http://www.ctaweb.org/html/2014-3/2014-3-31-8-18-21839.html. Last visited January 2015. 
7 Liu Yang, ᮠᦞ㺘᰾˖ѝഭ 2012ᒤޡᴹ 14ӯ 2ॳӪ⅑䘹ᤙ㠚傮⑨(Data shows that there are totally 1.4 billion and 2,000 
persons choosing self-driving tours in 2012 in China), 24 May 2013. Available at http://www.scopsr.gov.cn-
/whsh/mtjj/jklyms/ly/201305/t20130524_222732.html. Last visited January 2015. 
8 China Tourism Automobile and Cruise Association & Tourism Research Center of Chinese Academy of Social Science, ѝഭ
㠚傮⑨ਁኅᣕ੺(Report on the Development of Self-driving Tourism in China), 2013. 
9 Sun Changsheng, ѝഭ㠚傮⑨ਁኅ䎻࣯࠶᷀ü᳘㠚傮⑨ᮠᦞㆰᣕ(Analysis of the Development Tendency of Self-driving 
Tourism in China-Brief Report of the Data of Self-driving Tourism), 1 August 2012. Available at http://blog.sina.com.cn/-
s/blog_50a10c5c01019ikx.html. Last visited January 2015. 
10 Liu Yang, supra note 7. 
11 For details, see infra section 4.2.3. 
12 STA, 2014ᒤഭᒶٷᵏٷᰕ᯵⑨㔏䇑ᣕ੺(Statistic Report on Vocation Tourism during the National Holiday of 2014), 8 
October 2014, available at http://www.cnta.gov.cn/html/2014-10/2014-10-8-16-47-45550.html. Last visited January 2015. 
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During the Mao period, tourism was politicized by receiving foreign diplomats and politicians. 
There were two main goals of tourism in this period: one was to increase the political influence 
of China, and the other was to earn revenues through foreign exchange.13 The civilianization and 
growth of the tourism industry occurred only in the post-Mao period.  
Beginning with the Decision of the State Council on Strengthening the Work of Tourism 
issued in 1981,14 the State Council has issued or co-issued a series of policy documents to 
promote the development of the tourism industry. The status of the tourism industry within the 
national economy has experienced a gradual increase from an ‘important part of the tertiary 
industry’15 to a ‘new growth point of the national economy’ (ഭ≁㓿⍾ᯠⲴ໎䮯⛩)16 to the 
current ‘pillar industry’ (᭟ḡӗъ). In 2009, the State Council issued the Opinions of the State 
Council on Accelerating the Development of the Tourism Industry (the Opinions).17 In the 
Opinions, the tourism industry was endowed with a dual status for the first time as a ‘strategic 
pillar industry of the national economy’ (ഭ≁㓿⍾Ⲵᡈ⮕ᙗ᭟ḡӗъ) and a ‘modern service 
industry.’  
In terms of the first status, the previous discussion shows that tourism revenue accounted for 
up to 5.19% of the nation’s GDP in 2013. At the local level, until 2011, 27 of the 32 mainland 
provinces regarded the tourism industry as a pillar industry.18 In terms of the second status, the 
role of tourism in providing public services in addition to boosting the national economy has 
been gradually recognized in policies.19 As of 2004, the foreign exchange reserve of China 
reached 610 billion USD, ranking the third largest in the world.20 The percentage of foreign 
exchange from tourism in terms of the total foreign exchange reserve decreased from 53.45% in 
                                               
13 Du Jiang, 䇪ѝഭ᯵⑨ӗъ࣏㜭оӗъ᭯ㆆⲴ䖜ਈ (Analysis on the transformation of the function and industrial policy of 
tourism in China), 5 (2005) ेӜㅜҼཆഭ䈝ᆖ䲒ᆖᣕ(Journal of Beijing International Studies University), p.1. 
14 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᕪ᯵⑨ᐕ֌Ⲵߣᇊ(Decision of the State Council on Strengthening the Work of Tourism), 
1981. 
15 Central Committee of the Communist Party of China & State Council, ѝޡѝཞǃഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᘛਁኅㅜйӗъⲴߣᇊ
(Decisions on Accelerating the Tertiary Industry), 16 June 1992. Full text is available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/ziliao-
/2005-02/17/content_2586400.htm. Last visited January 2015 
16 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ䘋а↕࣐ᘛ᯵⑨ъਁኅⲴ䙊⸕(Announcement of the State Council on Further Accelerating the 
Development of Tourism Industry), Guofa No.9 [2001]. Full text is available at http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/-
content/2001/content_60814.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
17 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᘛਁኅ᯵⑨ъⲴ᜿㿱(Opinions of the State Council on Accelerating the Development of the 
Tourism Industry), Guofa No.41 [2009]. Full text is available at http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2009-12/03/content_1479523.htm. Last 
visited January 2015. 
18 Ban Ruochuan, ѝഭ 27ⴱ४ᐲᨀࠪᢺ᯵⑨ъਁኅѪᡈ⮕ᙗ᭟ḡӗъ(27 provinces, regions and cities propose to develop 
tourism industry as a strategic pillar industry), 27 October 2011. Available at http://www.china.com.cn/travel/txt/-
2011-10/27/content_23744833.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
19 Tourism as part of the service industry was specifically addressed in the 11th and 12th FYPs. It is further underpinned by the 
STA in 2007. See STA, ޣҾ䘋а↕׳䘋᯵⑨ъਁኅⲴ᜿㿱(Opinions on Further Improving the Development of the Tourism 
Industry), 2007.  
20 Du Jiang, supra note 13, p.3. 
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1979 to 4.22% in 2004.21 In this context, the political function of tourism has faded, and the 
public service function of tourism has been highlighted.  
In 2013, the State Council further issued the Outline of Civilian Tourism and Recreation 
(2013-2020) (the Outline).22 This was the first policy document with a specific focus on 
recreation instead of the previous focus on the tourism industry in policy-making. The Outline 
emphasized the public interest embodied in public parks and encouraged the construction of 
infrastructure in scenic areas. It prescribed several measures to promote tourism and recreation, 
such as guaranteeing employees’ rights to vacation with pay, improving the quality and the 
public service of recreational use, improving infrastructure construction, and diversifying 
recreational products. The shift from tourism to civilian recreation indicates that the social 
effects of tourism, such as the equitable distribution of recreational opportunities, are taken into 
consideration in policy-making.  
In addition to the growing importance of tourism in the country’s economic blueprint, the 
importance of nature protection and sustainable tourism is gaining increasing acknowledgement. 
The need for a balance between the development of tourism resources and the protection of 
nature is increasingly recognized in a series of policy documents.23 Requirements have been 
established to include environmental protection in tourism planning, monitor environmental 
management within scenic spots and control pollution.24 Measures such as coordination between 
different departments, the formulation of a social evaluation system for tourism plans, and the 
normalization of the development of tourism resources have been proposed.25 
The related concept of ecotourism has also emerged in policy-making. In 2008, the STA and 
the MoEP co-issued the National Outline of the Development of Ecotourism (2008-2015).26 
Ecotourism refers to tourism based on ecological scenic resources within nature reserves, SHAs, 
or forest parks. Four basic principles were established for the development of ecotourism: strict 
protection, differentiated policies based on local conditions, the coordination and participation of 
stakeholders and the promotion of key pilot projects. The Outline also established requirements 
for the management of ecotourism-related scenic spots, such as the prohibition of destructive 
                                               
21 Ibid., p.4. 
22 State Council, ഭ≁᯵⑨Ձ䰢㓢㾱(2013—2020ᒤ)(Outline of Civilian Tourism and Recreation (2013-2020) ), Guobanfa 
No.10 [2013]. Full text is available athttp://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2013-02/18/content_2333544.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
23 STA & SEPA, ޣҾ䘋а↕࣐ᕪ᯵⑨⭏ᘱ⧟ຳ؍ᣔᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕ (Notice on Further Strengthening the Work of Tourist 
Ecological Environment Protection), Lvjicaifa No.5 [2005]. Full text is available at http://www.mep.gov.cn/gkml-
/hbb/gwy/200910/t20091030_180689.htm. Last visited January 2015. See also STA, 2007, supra note 19.  
24 STA & SEPA, ibid. 
25 Shao Qiwei (Director of the STA), ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ᯵⑨ъਁኅᐕ֌ᛵߥⲴᣕ੺(Report of the State Council on the 
Development of Tourism Industry to the SCNPC), 28 December 2011. Available at http://www.npc.gov.cn/huiyi/ztbg-
/gylyygzqkbg/2011-12/28/content_1685797.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
26 STA & MoEP, ޘഭ⭏ᘱ᯵⑨ਁኅ㓢㾱 (2008-2015) (National Outline of the Development of Ecotourism (2008-2015)), 
Lvfa No.61 [2008]. Full text is available at http://www.qhepb.gov.cn/hjgl/zrst/stbh/201003/t20100331_11815.html. Last visited 
January 2015. 
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activities, the restoration of the ecosystem, the staggered opening of key tourist spots and key 
tourist routes, the development of a scientific zoning system and pollution control.  
However, scholars have noted that the Chinese concept of ‘ecotourism’ (⭏ᘱ᯵⑨) differs 
from the concept promoted in the West.27 In most cases, ecotourism is understood as a tourism 
product, namely, tourism activities based on an amenable ecological environment. This is very 
different from the understanding of ecotourism as a development idea. Sofield and Li note that in 
China, any tourism activity that is located in a natural setting is deemed ecotourism regardless of 
whether it is delivered in an environmentally, economically and socially sustainable way.28 
The latest policy issued by the State Council in 201429 in response to the Decisions issued 
by the CPC30 and the enactment of the Tourism Law in 2013 proposed the idea of ‘scientific 
tourism development’ (、ᆖ᯵⑨㿲), which emphasized the realization of sustainability in 
tourism. It set the schedule for tourism development, with the establishment of ‘national parks’ 
scheduled for the end of 2015. 
3. The Funding Structure of PAs and Its Consequences for Tourism Management 
As in other developing countries, PA management in China is burdened by a shortage of funds. 
Therefore, the ‘paper park syndrome’ and the ‘ticket economy’ that the shortage has produced 
have become the most chronic problems and the greatest barriers to sustainable tourism in China. 
  The ‘Paper Park Syndrome’ and the Shortage of Government Funding 3.1
The number of PAs has grown in China since the 1990s. However, the designation of PAs lacks 
sufficient funding and effective management. Therefore, the ‘paper park syndrome’ has 
emerged.31 According to an announcement issued by the State Council in 1998, it was estimated 
that ‘at least one-third of the nature reserves have “three withouts” (without a management 
agency, without staff and without recurrent funding)’ in China.32 James Harness observed that 
                                               
27 Trevor Sofield & Fung Mei Sarah Li, ‘China: Ecotourism and cultural tourism: Harmony or dissonance?’, in James Higham 
(ed.), Critical Issues in Ecotourism: Understanding a Complex Tourism Phenomenon (Amsterdam: Elsevier, Butterworth 
Heinemann, 2007), pp.368-385. 
28 Ibid. 
29 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ׳䘋᯵⑨ъ᭩䶙ਁኅⲴ㤕ᒢ᜿㿱 (Several Opinions of the State Council on Promoting the 
Reform and Development of Tourism), 21 August 2014, Guofa No.31 [2014]. 
30 Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC), ѝޡѝཞޣҾޘ䶒␡ॆ᭩䶙㤕ᒢ䟽བྷ䰞仈Ⲵߣᇊ
(Decisions of the CCCPC on Several Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms), 12 November 2013. 
31 Guangyu Wang et al., ‘National Park Development in China: Conservation or Commercialization?’, 41 (2012) AMBIO, p.248; 
James Harkness, ‘Recent Trends in Forestry and Conservation of Biodiversity in China’, 156 (1998) The China Quarterly 
(Special Issue: China’s Environment), p.918; C.Y. Jim & Steve S.W. Xu, ‘Recent Protected-Area Designation in China: An 
Evaluation of Administrative and Statutory Procedures’, 170-1 (2004) The Geographical Journal, pp.39-50; 
32 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵ޣҾ䘋а↕࣐ᕪ㠚❦؍ᣔ४㇑⨶ᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Announcement of the State Council on Further 
Strengthening the Management of Nature Reserves), Guobanfa No.111 [1998].  
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‘the rapid growth of China’s nature reserve system during the 1980s was not accompanied by a 
commensurate increase in state financial support for conservation’.33 
The problem of funding shortfalls for PAs is chronic in China. Most PAs have to ‘fund 
themselves by themselves’ (ԕ४ޫ४).34 A cost-neutral approach is adopted in PA management, 
which means that managers have to generate revenue to cover management costs through the 
collection of entry fees, concessions and the commercial operation of PAs. 
PA funding in China is considerably lower than in other countries. According to two surveys 
conducted by the World Conservation Monitoring Center (WCMC) in 1993 and 1995, the 
average budget for PAs is 893 USD per km2, whereas the average PA budget in developed 
countries is 2,058 USD and that in developing countries is 157 USD.35 According to a survey 
conducted in China based on 85 samples of nature reserves in 1999, the average funding for PAs 
was 52.7 USD per km2 (including both national funding and self-generated income). The average 
funding for 46 nature reserves at the national level was 113.1 USD per km2.36  Though 
comparative samples and methods may differ between studies, it can be observed that PA 
funding in China is considerably lower than the global average and even lower than PA funding 
in developing countries.  
Country Average PA budget (1996 USD per km2) Year of survey 
USA 2,560 1993 
Canada 1,104 1991 
Netherlands 9,775 1996 
France 2,531 1993 
United Kingdom 3,217 1995 
Brazil 224 1995 
India 277 1994 
China 
52.7 (all nature reserves) 
1999 
113.1 (nature reserves at the national level) 
Table 15: Comparison of the average PA budget in selected countries 
                                               
33 James Harkness, supra note 31, p.917. 
34 Zuo Keyan, ‘Management of Marine Nature Reserves in China: A Legal Perspective’, 6-3 (2003) Journal of International 
Wildlife Law & Policy, p.197. 
35 Alexander James, Michael Green & James Paine, A Global Review of Protected Area Budgets and Staffing (Cambridge, UK: 
WCMC-World Conservation Press, 1999), p.V. Full text is available at https://www.cbd.int/financial/-
expenditure/g-spendingglobal-wcmc.pdf. Last visited January 2015. The survey covers 600 PAs in 108 countries around the 
world. However, the data of China was insufficient so that it was not included in this survey. 
36 This survey was sponsored by the Chinese National Committee for Man and Biosphere Programme, the UNESCO and the 
Canadian International Development Agency in 1999. See Han Nianyong, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ਟᤱ㔝㇑⨶᭯ㆆ⹄ウ(Research on 
the policies of the scientific management of nature reserves in China), 15-3 (2000) 㠚❦䍴Ⓚᆖᣕ (Journal of Natural 
Resources), pp.201-207. 
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Source: Alexander James et al., 1999 and Han Nianyong, 200037  
Because there is no recent survey on this issue in China, the data used in this table are not up 
to date. China has not established a formal budgetary channel for supporting nature reserves.38 
Therefore, government funding is not allocated on a regular basis. This causes difficulties in 
scholarly research in ascertaining the degree of funding shortfalls in practice. Furthermore, 
accurate information on the amount of funding for each nature reserve is not publicly available.  
Some sources show that state financial support for PAs has increased since the 2000s. This 
increase has mainly been achieved through ad hoc funding programs and projects, such as the 
Six Key Forestry Projects (ޝབྷ᷇ъ䟽⛩ᐕ〻) launched in 2001. One of these six projects is 
the project of ‘wildlife protection and the construction of nature reserves.’ The funding for this 
project reached 62.87 million USD (2006 rate) in 2005, which indicates an average budget 
increase of 41.93 USD per km2.39 Furthermore, since 2011, the central government has allocated 
ad hoc transfer payments in the National Primary Ecological Function Zone to compensate those 
areas listed as prohibited or restricted exploitation zones, most of which are designated as PAs. 
A recent study in 2011 also supports the notion that the deficiency in funding for nature 
reserves has been gradually alleviated.40 The authors show that the total investment in nature 
reserves at the national level reached 550 USD per km2 in 2009. Compared to 113.1 USD per 
km2 in 1999, as shown in Table 15 above, the total investment in nature reserves at the national 
level increased by a factor of 2.3.41 The report concludes that 65% of nature reserves at the 
national level received sufficient funding to cover their expenditures. 42 This result is not 
particularly satisfying considering that it only refers to nature reserves at the national level. The 
situation of reserves designated at the local level might be even worse. 
Because central funding only accounts for a limited portion of the overall funding structure, 
a large part of funding for nature reserves must be supported by local financing. Local funding 
differs significantly from one area to another due to the different levels of development in 
different provinces and areas. According to a survey conducted in 1998, the Lingdingfutian 
Nature Reserve at the National Level received 2.9 million RMB from Guangdong Province, 
                                               
37 Alexander James et al., supra note 35, pp.5-7; Han Nianyong, ibid., p.202. The data of the US provided by the WCMA survey 
is based on two federal agencies, i.e., the NPS and the FWS.  
38 Li Jingwen, Cui Guofa and Li Junqing, ‘Income and Managing Problems of the Protected Areas in China’, 12-3 (2001) 
Journal of Forestry Research, p.197. 
39 The project funding on nature reserves in 2005 was 515 million RMB and the total area of nature reserves in that year was 
1,499,490 km2. The average exchange rate between USD and RMB was 8.1917 in 2006. See SFA, ޝབྷ᷇ъ䟽⛩ᐕ〻ᔪ䇮㔏䇑
ޜᣕ (2001-2005) (Statistic Bulletin of the Construction of the Six Key Forestry Projects (2001-2005)). Available at 
http://www.forestry.gov.cn/CommonAction.do?dispatch=index&colid=67. Last visited January 2015. The figures are no longer 
provided in the Bulletins issued by the SFA since 2006. 
40 Li Yanbo, et al., ‘Current status and recent trends in financing China’s nature reserves’, 158 (2013) Biological Conservation, 
pp.296-300. 
41 The authors convert the data of 1999 to 1999 RMB and then adjust it to 2009 RMB as a benchmark for comparison to avoid 
the inaccuracies resulted from fluctuating exchange rate. See ibid., p.298. 
42 Ibid., p.296. 
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whereas the Maolan Nature Reserve at the National Level only received 280,000 RMB from 
Guizhou Province.43 
How much money is really needed for the management of nature reserves? How huge is the 
gap? A rough estimation by the State Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) shows that 
during the 2001 to 2010 period, the total funds needed amounted to approximately 445 million 
RMB per year.44 Other researchers have presented different estimations. Ma Zhong estimates 
that 1 billion RMB are needed per year to protect nature reserves at the national level, which is 
10 times the current amount of funding allocated for nature reserves.45 Xie Yan and her research 
group estimate that at least 26 billion RMB are needed per year to guarantee ecological safety.46 
These results differ substantially. However, even if we ambitiously consider the highest amount 
(i.e., 26 billion RMB), it only accounts for less than 0.21% of the overall outlay in 2012.47 
Compared to the outlay for education, which accounts for more than 16.8% of the overall outlay, 
such a small amount of investment is not extravagantly beyond the nation’s capacity. Thus, 
nature conservation still ranks considerably low on the nation’s agenda of expenditures. 
Comparing the figures between China and the U.S., a fundamental gap can be seen. The 
NPS receives its budget from the federal government up to approximately 3,000 million USD per 
year (see Figure 7). Compared to the U.S., national funding in China seems trivial. This 
difference causes not only quantitative consequences but also qualitative ones, which are 
reflected in the operation structure of PAs and the resulting phenomenon of the ‘ticket economy’. 
 Consequences of Funding Shortfalls: The Self-Funding Model and the Ticket Economy 3.2
Because most Chinese PAs have to fund themselves with self-generated income, the commercial 
operation of PAs becomes unavoidable. Paul Mozur provided an example of the Datian National 
Nature Reserve in the Hainan Province. Datian is famous for the endangered species it protects, 
the Eld’s deer. Without sufficient funding to repopulate the deer, the reserve slaughtered a 
percentage of the deer to make blood wine, which was deemed a valuable medicine for the cure 
of diseases, and it sold this wine in stores on the reserve for a price of 100 RMB per bottle. 
                                               
43 Xu Haigen, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४㓿䍩᭯ㆆ᧒䇘(Discussion on the funding policy of nature reserves in China), 17-1 (2001) ߌᶁ
⭏ᘱ⧟ຳ(Rural Ecological Environment), p.14. 
44 SEPA, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ਁኅ㿴ࡂ㓢㾱(1996ü2010ᒤ)(Outline of the Development Plan for Nature Reserves in China 
(1996-2010)), 1997. 
45 Zhang Ke, ᣕ੺〠ᆸտ⭏ᘱᆹޘᓅ㓯⇿ᒤ䴰ᣅޕ 260ӯ(Report reveals that 26 billion RMB is needed per year to defend 
the bottom line of ecological safety), in ㅜа䍒㓿ᰕᣕ  (China Business News), 9 November 2012. Available at 
http://finance.qq.com/a/20121109/000350.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
46 Ibid. 
47 C.f. Shown in Figure 8, in recent years, the percentage of the NPS budget in terms of the federal outlay is between around 
0.08% and 0.1%. In China, the estimation of 26 billion covers every aspect of ecological protection in which PA funding only 
accounts for a very limited part. The overall outlay in 2012 was 125,71 billion RMB in China. See Ministry of Finance, 2012ᒤ
䍒 ᭯ ᭦ ᭟ ᛵ ߥ (Financial revenue and expenditure in 2012). Available at http://gks.mof.gov.cn/zhengfuxinxi-
/tongjishuju/201301/t20130122_729462.html. Last visited January 2015. 
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Mozur indicated that there was an increase in deer harvesting as a result of the lack of the 
establishment of an adequate quota system.48 
The phenomenon of the ‘ticket economy’ is prevalent. Based on a survey conducted in 1998 
that included a sample of 77 nature reserves, Table 16 below presents the main sources of 
income for nature reserves in China. From this table, it is clear that tourism services and resource 
exploitation account for a predominant percentage of the total income. Within the income of 
tourism services, income from tickets accounts for 82.72%. Local governments largely rely on 
selling entrance tickets to visitors to support PA management and to stimulate the local economy. 
This is directly reflected in the surging entrance fees of scenic spots in recent years, which have 
stirred public outcry.49 It has been calculated that one would need to spend 22,536 RMB to visit 
all 136 scenic spots in China certified at the AAAAA level.50 This means that a Chinese resident 
would have to spend nearly eight months’ income to visit all of these 5A scenic spots.51 
Sources of Income Income (10,000 RMB) Percentage (%) 
Planting industry 1.95 4.41 
Breeding industry 1.45 3.28 
Tourism services 24.01 56.24 
x Tickets 20.59 46.52 
x Accommodations 3.42 7.73 
Industrial production 1.48 3.34 
Resource exploitation 10.19 23.02 
x Sale of woods fallen from wind, 
dead woods and rotten woods 
3.21 7.25 
x Forest woods thinning 5.94 13.42 
x Electricity fee from hydropower 
station 
0.29 0.66 
x Exploitation of mineral 
resources 
0.20 0.45 
x Other 0.55 1.24 
Resources compensation fee 5.18 11.70 
Total 44.26 100 
Table 16: Sources of income in nature reserves and their respective percentages 
                                               
48 Paul Mozur, ‘Preserving China’s Reserves’, 171-2 (2008) Far Eastern Economic Review, p.78. 
49  Hexun News, Ჟ४䰘⾘⏘ԧ˖ⴻн䎧Ⲵ仾Ჟ (Increasing entrance fees: unaffordable scenery), 2012. Available at 
http://news.hexun.com/2012/jqmp/. Last visited January 2015.  
50 Kuang Zhida & Fu Ying, ⧙䙽ഭ޵ 5AᲟ४䰘⾘㾱㣡 19085ݳ (You have to spend 19,085 RMB to enter all the 5A scenic 
spots), in ↖ ≹ ᲊ ᣕ (Wuhan Evening News), 9 October 2012, available at http://politics.people.com.cn/n/2012/-
1008/c1001-19184058.html. Last visited January 2015. 
51 According to the World Bank, the Gross National Income per capita of China in 2012 was 5,740 US dollars. See World Bank, 
‘GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$)’. Available at http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD. Last visited 
January 2015. 
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Source: Xu Haigen, 200152 
A survey conducted in 2000 provided similar findings. According to Han, self-generated 
income accounted for a considerable percentage of the total income of nature reserves. Based on 
a survey of 81 nature reserves in China, an overview of self-generated income and its percentage 
of total income is shown below. 
Self-generated 
income/ Total 
income (%) 
Nature Reserves at the National Level Nature Reserves at All Levels 
Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) 
0 9 17.3 14 17.3 
1-20 12 23.1 19 23.5 
21-40 11 21.2 14 17.3 
41-60 10 19.2 13 16.1 
61-80 7 13.5 6 7.4 
81-100 3 5.7 15 18.5 
Sum 52 100.0 81 100.0 
Table 17: Overview of the self-generated income of nature reserves and its percentage of total 
income  
Source: Han Nianyong, 200053 
4. Conflicts between Conservation and Recreation in PAs: Contexts, Origins and Formats 
Conflicts between exploitative use and nature conservation remain paramount in PA 
management. These conflicts are reflected in various types of large-scale projects conducted 
within PAs. Moreover, the commercialization and industrialization of tourism have resulted in 
intense conflicts between the recreational use and conservation of PAs, as demonstrated by the 
involvement of the business sector in PA management, the construction of tourist amenities and 
the abusive use of administrative power in tourism development. Unlike the US, a particular type 
of conflict in China is conflict between nature conservation and local communities’ livelihoods. 
This section discusses these types of conflicts, including their contexts, origins and formats. 
 Economic Development vs. Nature Conservation 4.1
Large-scale construction projects and the exploitation of natural resources have been and 
continue to be main contributors to China’s rapid GDP growth. Although the significance of 
environmental protection has been gradually acknowledged, it occasionally conflicts with the 
need for continuous economic growth. It has been noted that ‘when real or perceived conflicts 
between economic development and the enforcement of environmental laws and regulations 
                                               
52 Xu Haigen, supra note 43, p.15. 
53 Han Nianyong, supra note 36, p.203. 
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arose, economic development won’.54 It is usually the case that nature is sacrificed to pave the 
road for economic development. Several examples can illustrate this phenomenon. 
The first example is rapid urbanization. According to the strategy of ‘Great Western 
Development’ proposed since the 2000s, western China, whose ecologically sensitive areas used 
to be well protected, has been intensively reshaped.55 Existing cities have expanded, and new 
cities have been created out of nowhere. For example, in 2012, the largest ‘mountain-moving 
project’ occurred in the Gansu Province. An investment company was expected to spend up to 20 
billion RMB to flatten 700 mountains in the area of Lanzhou, the capital city of the Gansu 
Province, to build a new metropolis on the outskirts of the city. Critics argued that this project 
was unsuitable because Lanzhou is one of China’s most chronically water-scarce cities.56 
However, because this project was sponsored by the State Council, such a large-scale 
transformation of the landscape obtained a free pass from public scrutiny and proceeded.57 
The second example is damming activities. It is predicted that in 2022, there will be more 
than 30 dams constructed along the Yangtze River with installed capacities four times that of the 
Three Gorges Dam. 58  Large-scale damming activities have raised concerns among 
environmental experts because the upstream watershed of the Yangtze River is a critical area of 
biodiversity and ecological protection. In practice, it is not unusual for the construction of dams 
to commence even before they are approved. For example, operators of the Xiangjiaba and 
Xiluodu Dams were punished by the SEPA in 2005 due to the lack of approval before the 
construction work started. In 2009, two dams began damming activities before they submitted 
documents for the environment impact assessment (EIA). 59  Though the MoEP issued 
injunctions for more than 30 dams on the Yangtze River at the beginning of 2005, which was 
labeled an ‘unprecedented EIA storm,’ all suspended dams resumed their construction after 
                                               
54 Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Mitigating Risk and Ensuring Compliance ( New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), p.6. 
55 For a discussion of the environmental effects of urbanization, see Li Bo, 儈䙏෾ᐲॆⲴ⧟ຳԓԧоਁኅ䐟ᖴ(The 
Environmental Cost of Overheated Urbanization), in Friends of Nature, ѝഭ⧟ຳਁኅᣕ੺(2013)(Annual Report on the 
Environmental Development of China (2013)) (Beijing: Social Sciences Academic Press, 2013), pp.1-23. 
56 See Jonathan Kaiman, ‘China to flatten 700 mountains for new metropolis in the desert’, 6 December 2012, available at 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/06/china-flatten-mountain-lanzhou-new-area. Last visited January 2015. 
57 Lanzhou New Zone (ޠᐎᯠ४) was the fifth ‘New Zone at the National Level’ approved by the State Council. See State 
Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ਼᜿䇮・ޠᐎᯠ४Ⲵᢩ༽(Approval and Reply of the State Council on Establishing the Lanzhou New 
Zone), 20 August 2012, Guohan No.104 [2012]. Though this ‘mountain-moving project’ has incurred public criticism, the latest 
relevant media report in 2013 showed that this project was still proceeding then. Further information of this project is not 
available online. 
58 Bao Zhiheng, 䮯⊏к⑨≤⭥ᔰਁ޽⧠ডተ(Hydropower Development Crisis in the Upstream of the Yangtze River), in 
Friends of Nature, ѝഭ⧟ຳਁኅᣕ੺(2013)(Annual Report on Environment Development of China (2013)) (Beijing: Social 
Sciences Academic Press, 2013), p.48. 
59 Liu Shixin, 䮯⊏⍱ฏ≤⭥ㄉ䱸ᰗ㿴ࡂྲօਈ㝨(How could the old planning document for the dams in the Yangtze River 
refresh itself?), in ѝഭ䶂ᒤᣕ  (China Youth Daily) , 15 June 2009. Available at http://zqb.cyol.com/content/-
2009-06/15/content_2710376.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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paying a small penalty.60 With pressure from the business sector and local governments, the 
MoEP currently faces a dilemma. The EIA is not as powerful as it is supposed to be, and it 
sometimes becomes a shield for local governments to justify their development activities.61 
Some appalling cases have been disclosed in the media. In early 2014, the illegal 
construction of a dam and hydropower station in a nationally designated poor county in the 
Shaanxi Province was publicized. The construction project was not based on the EIA or on the 
examination and approval procedures from higher authorities. It was revealed that the planned 
inundated area covers the territory of a National Wetland Park inhabited by quite a few 
endangered species. The primary purpose of this project is not to generate electricity but to create 
human-made and dam-based scenery to facilitate the creation of a ‘waterscape city’ and the 
construction of water-based recreational facilities.62 
The third example is the construction of transportation infrastructure. The density of 
railways and freeways is an important indicator of the fragmentation of wildlife habitats and 
ecological systems. Figure 17 shows that the density of freeways has experienced a steady 
increase since 1989 and a sharp increase since the 2000s. This case resembles that of railroads. 
Due to the large-scale construction of highways and railroads in China, the fragmentation of 
habitats and ecosystems is exacerbated. In its National Report on the Implementation of the 
Convention of Biodiversity, the MoEP claims that the Chinese government ‘made every effort to 
keep railways and highways away from sensitive areas such as nature reserves and took 
measures to lower their environmental impacts’.63 This may be true for the construction of some 
symbolic railroads with national significance, such as the Qinghai-Tibet railways. However, 
suspicion can be raised regarding the effects of the implementation of transportation 
infrastructure projects at the local level.64  
                                               
60 Meng Dengke, ⧟؍༽㣿˖䠁⋉⊏≤⭥ㄉ䘍㿴䈳ḕ (Revival of environmental protection: Investigation into the illegal 
behaviors of hydropower stations on the Jinshajiang River), in ইᯩઘᵛ(Southern Weekly), 29 September 2010. Available at 
http://www.infzm.com/content/30217. Last visited January 2015. 
61 Gong Gu,Ā⧟䇴仾᳤āⲴࡦᓖഠຳ䀓᷀üüԕ≤⭥亩ⴞѪֻ(Analysis on the institutional dilemma of the ‘EIA Storm’: 
the example of hydro-electric projects), 6 (2009) ⌅୶⹄ウ(Studies in Law and Business), pp.122-130. 
62 Chen Xingwang, 䲅㾯ഭᇦ䍛ഠ৯Ѫᤖ⋣䙐Ჟ㣡ӯݳᔪ≤⭥ㄉ(A nationally designated poor county in Shaanxi Province 
spent millions of dollars to build a hydropower station for creating human-made and dam-based scenery), in ьᯩᰙᣕ(Oriental 
Morning Post), 8 May 2014. Available at http://news.163.com/14/0508/08/9RN89R4800014AED.html. Last visited January 
2015. 
63 MoEP, ‘China’s Fourth National Report on the Implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity’, November 2008, 
p.58. Full text is available at https://www.cbd.int/doc/world/cn/cn-nr-04-en.pdf. Last visited January 2015. 
64 The gap between central policies and their implementation at the local level is commonplace in China. For more discussion on 
the enforcement of PA law in China, see infra section 3 of Chapter 10. 
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Figure 17: Density of freeways and railroads in China (km/sq.km) (1989-2007)  
Source: MoEP, 200865 
The fourth example is the exploitation of mineral resources and oil and gas drilling. The 
exploitative use of nature resources remains a main engine of the Chinese economy. In 2012, 227 
new large and medium-sized mining sites were built. In 2013, another 67 sites were mined, and 
1,337 mine-prospecting rights priced at 1.378 billion RMB and 1,962 mining rights priced at 
5.289 billion RMB were transferred.66 Although mining activities are strictly regulated inside 
PAs, there are still gaps in terms of their implementation. Mining activities inside PAs are 
occasionally disclosed in the media.67 Furthermore, to facilitate the construction of roads and the 
exploitation of natural resources in nature reserves, some local governments have adjusted the 
boundaries of nature reserves, making way for highways and mining sites. This phenomenon has 
become commonplace across China. To cope with this situation, the central government has 
issued a series of regulations to curb the rampant adjustment of nature reserves.68 
Consider the example of the Kalamaili Ungulate Nature Reserve in the Xinjiang Province. 
The reserve was designated in 1982 with a size of 18,000 square kilometers (sq.km). It functions 
as an important ecological belt to block sands from the Gobi desert. In 1986, construction work 
on the National Highway 216, which traverses from north to south, divided the reserve in two. 
                                               
65 MoEP, supra note 63, p.58. 
66 Zong He, ޘഭᯠ໎བྷѝරⸯӗൠ਼∄㕙߿гᡀ(The number of newly added large and medium sized mining sites 
decreases to 30% of last year’s total), in ѝഭⸯъᣕ (Chinese Mining Newspaper) , 12 Febuary 2014. Available at 
http://app.chinamining.com.cn/Newspaper/E_Mining_News_2013/2014-02-12/1392200981d74020.html. Last visited January 
2014. 
67 See infra section 3 of Chapter 10. 
68 See infra section 3.2 of Chapter 10. 
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Even the core zone was divided. This development adversely influenced the migration of the 
main protected species of this reserve, the Mongolian wild ass.69 This situation has worsened 
since the 2000s as abundant mineral resource deposits have been gradually discovered in this 
area. To facilitate and legalize the exploitation of coal resources, the size of the reserve has 
repeatedly decreased. In 2011, the size of the reserve was reduced by another 592.76 sq.km. This 
was the fifth time that the government of the Xinjiang Province agreed to curtail the protected 
areas of the reserve since the first adjustment in 2005. Currently, the reserve covers only 12,800 
km2. This means that almost one-third of its original size has been eliminated.70 In 2010, a 
railway was constructed to transport the coal mined from the mining site inside the reserve. This 
railway split the reserve from west to east, and more challenges to wildlife and landscape 
protection emerged in this area. The Kalamaili Nature Reserve is not an exceptional case; more 
examples could easily be found.71 
 Commercialization and Industrialization of Tourism versus Nature Conservation 4.2
4.2.1 Involvement of the Private Sector: Transfer of the Operation Rights of PAs 
The private sector has extensively intervened in the operation and management of PAs in China. 
The complex arrangements between the private sector and the governments have resulted in a 
variety of governance structures of PAs. The de facto abdication of management authority by 
transferring the operation rights of PAs to enterprises has stirred intensive regulation from the 
central government. Dynamics are found in such an interaction process among the central 
government, the local governments and the enterprises. 
 Different Models of the Governance Structure of PAs 4.2.1.1
Private investment in PA management, such as the construction of tourist facilities and the 
provision of visitor services, has commonly been adopted across jurisdictions. In the US, this 
issue is governed under the legal framework of concession, in which the private sector under the 
for-profit scheme is involved in national park management by entering into concession contracts 
with the relevant authority.72 
The need for private investment is even more imminent in China due to the pervasive 
underfunding of PAs. However, rather than merely providing accommodations, facilities and 
services to visitors as it does in the U.S., the private sector in China intervenes in PA 
                                               
69 Sun Danping, ‘Paper Protection in Western China’, 18 February 2011. Available at https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/-
show/single/en/4113-Paper-protection-in-western-China-. Last visited January 2015. 
70 Wang Shanshan, ᯠ⮶঑᣹哖䟼ኡ㠚❦؍ᣔ४Ā㻛ⱖ䓛ā䈳ḕ(Investigation into the Shrinkage of the Kalamaili Nature 
Reserve in Xinjiang Province), 13 February 2012. Available at http://finance.chinanews.com/ny/2012/02-13/3662469.shtml. Last 
visited January 2015. 
71 For example, the size of the Luobupo Wild Camel Nature Reserve at National Level has been reduced by 16,800 sq.km for the 
purpose of exploiting the sylvite resources in this area. This has adversely influenced the habitat for wild camels. See Zhao Mei, 
ᯠ⮶㖇ᐳ⋺䟾傶催؍ᣔ४䶒〟㕙߿㠣 6.12зᒣᯩޜ䟼(The size of the Luobupo Wild Camel Nature Reserve in Xinjiang 
Province is reduced to 61,200 sq. km), 15 January 2014. Available at http://www.huaxia.com/xj-tw/xjxw/2014/01/3704885.html. 
Last visited January 2015. 
72 For a discussion of concession-related statutes, see supra section 2.2 of Chapter 4. 
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management to a greater degree. In practice, quite a few PA authorities have transferred the 
operation rights of the PA to private enterprises. The private sector is not only the service 
provider but also performs the functions that are associated with the administrative authority, 
such as the collection of entrance fees.  
As early as 1997, the operation rights of two scenic spots in Zhangjiajie, Huanglong Cave 
and Baofeng Lake, were transferred to private enterprises by entering into a commission contract 
(ငᢈ㓿㩕) with a term of 50 years and a lease contract (』䍱㓿㩕) with a term of 60 years, 
respectively.73 Since then, various types of contracts have been adopted between governments 
and private enterprises in other PAs, and the large-scale transfer of operation rights has grown. 
For example, the operation rights of half of the scenic areas in Fujian Province have been 
transferred to enterprises.74 In 2001, the government of Sichuan Province announced that it 
would publicly sell the operation rights of ten PAs, including more than 100 scenic spots. One of 
the most famous Chinese tourist destinations, Jiuzhaigou, was also on this list. 75 Though 
accurate statistics are not available, it is estimated that the operation rights of more than 300 
scenic spots in more than 20 provinces have been transferred to private enterprises.76 
Based on the practices of these transfers, scholarly research has classified different models 
of governance structures for PAs in China. Based on the theory of shared tenancy proposed by 
Zhang Wuchang, Tang Ling summarizes three models of PA operation: dividing leases (࠶ᡀ』
㓖), fixed leases (പᇊ』㓖) and self-run models.77 Based on the degree of marketization, the 
ownership structure of operators and the link to administrative subordination, Peng Decheng 
classifies six models of PA governance: 
compound operation (༽ਸ㓿㩕), a self-run model (㠚㩕), operation by State-Owned Enterprises 
(SOEs), tenancy by the entirety (ᮤփ』䍱), operation by joint-equity enterprises, and operation by 
listed companies.78  
The Zhongjingyuan Research Institute further classifies ten models:  
                                               
73 Wang Xiaorun & Huang Qiuli, ᯵⑨Ჟ४㓿㩕ᵳࠪ䇙ᱟ⾨ᱟ⾿ (Transfer of operation right of tourist spots: a blessing or a 
curse?), in ݹ ᰾ ᰕ ᣕ (Guangming Daily), 13 April 2001, available at http://www.people.com.cn/GB-
/jinji/36/20010413/441406.html. Last visited January 2015. 
74 Guo Hongpeng & Liu Baijun, ⾿ᔪ䗷ॺᲟ४㓿㩕ᵳ䖜䇙㔉Աъ㻛ᤷ䍡আ (The operation rights of half of the scenic areas, 
which are accused of being undervalued, have been transferred to enterprises in Fujian), in ⌅ࡦᰕᣕ(Legal Daily), 20 
September 2010, available at http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2010-09-20/002121135799.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Li Jiping, Ჟ४“䍡আ”䍘⯁仁ࠪᴍ⌅㿴┎ਾ(Criticism of ‘undervalued’ scenic spots shows the lagging status of legislation), 
20 September 2010. Available at http://www.legaldaily.com.cn/index/content/2010-09/20/content_2294456.htm?node=22668. 
Last visited January 2015. 
77 Tang Ling, 仾Ჟ਽㜌४ӗᵳࡦᓖਈ䗱⹄ウ(Research on the evolution of the property right system of scenic and historic 
areas), unpublished PhD dissertation at Sichuan University in 2007, pp. 94-102. 
78 Peng Decheng, ѝഭ᯵⑨Ჟ४⋫⨶⁑ᔿ⹄ウ(Research on the governance models of tourist spots in China) (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Lvyou Chubanshe, 2003). 
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tenancy by the entirety, public-listed company, non-public-listed join equity enterprise, compound 
operation with subordination to company groups, SOE operation subordinated to local governments, 
SOE operation subordinated to departments within local governments, compound governance with 
the combination of the management committee and tourism administration, compound governance 
with the combination of the management committee and resource administration, a self-run model 
with subordination to tourism administration, and a self-run model with subordination to resource 
administration.79  
Based on the arrangement of property rights and the degree to which local governments 
transfer their managerial rights, Dan Su et al. summarize three models that are commonly 
adopted: the leasing model, the non-listed shareholding model and the publicly listed 
shareholding model.80  
Irrespective of the different methods of modeling, it is clear that a complex commercial 
arrangement has been formulated between government authorities and private enterprises. Some 
concrete examples are examined below to illustrate how private enterprises have ‘taken’ the PAs 
in China. 
The Leasing Model 
The first operation model occurs in the form of a lease contract. In practice, two types of lease 
contracts may be adopted. First, joint-equity enterprises, which are composed of both 
state-owned shares and public shares, may take over the authority and responsibility for PA 
management. The benefits arising from the operation of a scenic area are divided between 
different shareholders according to the shares they possess (Type A). In the second type, 
enterprises pay a fixed amount of money to government authorities in the name of land transfer 
fees, management fees or other fees and enjoy residual profits from the operation of a PA (Type 
B). Usually, such enterprises are not subordinated to governments as they are in Type A. 
The first joint-equity enterprise that operated an SHA in China is the Fuchunjiang Tourist 
Company Limited by Shares in Tonglu, Zhejiang Province. The company was previously 
subordinated to the Tourism Bureau of Tonglu County and took charge of the overall 
development and operation of the tourism resources in Tonglu. Due to a shortage of funds, the 
company was transformed into a ‘company limited by shares’ (㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨ) in December 
1993, with total capital up to 60 million RMB. More than 40 million was collected from the 
public, with more than 300 shareholders.81 The company performs all administrative functions 
of the scenic area and operates as a business unit with an equal rate of return on investment of 
                                               
79 Beijing Zhongjingyuan Research Institute of Tourism Planning and Design, ѝഭ᯵⑨Ჟ४Ⲵ㓿㩕㇑⨶⁑ᔿ(Models of 
operation of tourist areas in China), available at http://www.la-tourplanning.com/news/news.php?nid=54. Last visited January 
2015. 
80 Dan Su, Geoffrey Wall and Paul Eagles, ‘Emerging Governance Approaches for Tourism in the Protected Areas of China’, 
39-6 (2007) Environmental Management, p.749. 
81 Peng Decheng, supra note 78, p.86.  
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more than 20%. This Tonglu model was followed by other provinces and areas, such as the 
Langyatai in Qingdao, the Keyan in Zhejiang, the Hailuogou in Sichuan, and the Wolong Panda 
Reserve in Sichuan.82  All of them have established ad hoc enterprises to take over PA 
management. State-owned shares are usually dominant in the overall share structure, and various 
types of other shares co-exist. 
Another case is the Jinshanling Great Wall in Beijing. Since the 1990s, the government of 
Luanping County, where the Great Wall is located, could no longer afford expenditures for the 
maintenance and protection of the Great Wall. In 1997, the county signed a contract with a SOE, 
the Guangda Agriculture Development Ltd. (‘Guangda’), which was subordinated to the Finance 
Bureau of Chengde City in Hebei Province. They co-founded a company (‘the Company’) to 
operate the Great Wall with each of them holding 40% and 60% of the total shares, respectively. 
The term of the contract was 50 years, from 1997 to 2047, and the income collected from 
entrance fees would be distributed between the two shareholders pro rata.83 The Company thus 
substitutes for the government in managing and operating the scenic area. 
These two examples are Type A. The benefits that state-owned shares obtain from the 
operating company are turned over to local financing, and all or some of these benefits are 
transferred to the management agency for the daily management of PAs.  
In Type B, enterprises pay a fixed amount of money and monopolize the operation of a PA 
for a fixed term, which is usually more than 50 years. The operation of the Bifeng Canyon in 
Sichuan Province adopted this model. In 1998, a contract between Ya’an City, where the canyon 
is located, and the Sichuan Wanguan Company was concluded, through which the operation 
rights of the Canyon were exclusively transferred to Wanguan Bifeng Canyon Ltd. (the 
Company) for 50 years. A one-off payment of 10 million RMB was paid by the Company to 
Ya’an as the fee for the land transfer (൏ൠ䖜䇙䍩). Moreover, because there were 7,000 mu of 
state-owned forestry and 2,000 mu of collectively owned forestry within the PA, the company 
paid 3.5 million RMB to the local forestry agency to buy the land use rights for the forests and 
paid more than 10 million RMB to local farmers for relocation. In addition to these one-off 
payments, the Company was obliged to pay 100,000 RMB annually to the PA management 
agency as a return.84 This Bifeng model had many followers. Quite a few local governments 
have signed similar contracts with enterprises that paid a fixed amount of money and obtained 
monopolistic rights to operate complete scenic areas. For example, the Wanxiang Group invested 
500 million RMB in Qiandao Lake, and Sanjia Ltd. obtained the operation rights to the 
Mianshan Mountain SHA in Shanxi Province for 50 years.85 
                                               
82 Tang Ling, supra note 77, p.38. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Peng Decheng, supra note 78, pp.67-70.  
85 Tang Ling, supra note 77, p. 39. 
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In the leasing model, either Type A or Type B, the initial concern is to attract investment 
from private sectors to ease the underfunding problem of PAs. Local governments are the 
leading initiators of such contracts. In Type A, management agencies represent local 
governments in performing management duties and obtaining benefits from operating companies. 
This is a typical characteristic of the governance structure of China, which is dubbed ‘unity 
between governments and enterprises’ (᭯Աн࠶). In Type B, management agencies are 
separated from operating companies. Agencies perform administrative functions, whereas 
companies perform operational functions. In the Chinese scenario, this phenomenon is called the 
‘separation between governments and enterprises’ (᭯Ա࠶⿫) and has long been considered the 
goal of the reform of governmental structure. 
The Self-Run Model 
In China, some scenic areas have been successfully commercialized and have become quite 
profitable. Therefore, in these areas, a shortage of funds is not as urgent as presented in the 
previous model. Instead, the primary concern is guaranteeing profitability and making 
governments the largest beneficiaries. The operation of these areas features a self-run model in 
which the government itself performs the function of an enterprise and retains all benefits arising 
from the operation of PAs. Examples of areas that use this model include the Yellow Mountain 
in Anhui Province and the Huangguoshu Waterfalls in Guizhou Province. 
Before 1987, the government of Anhui Province directly took charge of the management of 
the Yellow Mountain. The city of Yellow Mountain at the prefecture level (ൠ㓗ᐲ) was 
established in 1987. The Yellow Mountain Management Committee (YMMC) was established 
and given management authority by the provincial Congress in 1989. In 1996, the Yellow 
Mountain Tourism Development Company Limited by Shares (‘the Company’) was established. 
The previous Yellow Mountain Tourism Development Limited Liability Company (later 
renamed the Yellow Mountain Tourism Development Group (‘the Group’)), the single initiator 
of this new Company, subscribed for part of the shares with all of its business assets, including 
the Beihai Hotel and nine other enterprises, and raised money for the subscription of the 
remaining shares from both domestic and foreign investors. The Company was listed in the 
B-share market in 1996 and the A-share market in 1997. Because the business scope of the 
Company covers the development of scenic areas, hotels, ropeways and tourist agencies, it is 
applauded as ‘the first tourist stock in a complete sense in China.’86 The Group, the controlling 
shareholder of the Company, overlaps with the YMMC. The director and deputy director of the 
YMMC hold the posts of Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Group. 
Other personnel and assets also overlap. This phenomenon is dubbed ‘one team, two signboards’ 
                                               
86  For more information, see YMMC, 哴ኡ᯵⑨ਁኅ㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨㆰӻ (Introduction to Yellow Mountain Tourism 
Development Company Limited by Shares), available at http://www.tourmart.cn/otherinfo/stockContent.do?topid=7612. Last 
visited January 2015. 
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(а྇Ӫ傜,єඇ⡼ᆀ). In reality, the YMMC commercially operates the whole PA in the name 
of the Company. The for-profit scheme of the administrative agency is thus legitimized through 
the intermediation of a commercial enterprise. 
The Yellow Mountain model is considered a successful way to commercialize the operation 
of scenic areas. Thus, it was adopted by other areas. Many tourism companies listed by shares 
began to flourish in the stock market. For example, copying the Yellow Mountain model, the 
Ermei Mountain Tourism Company Limited by Shares was listed in the A-share market in 1997. 
Similar to the Yellow Mountain case, the Ermei Mountain Management Committee overlaps 
with the operating Company in terms of personnel and assets. This is also the case for 
Zhangjiajie in Hunan Province and Yulong Snow Mountain in Yunnan Province, though the 
structure of initiators and shareholders is slightly different. As of December 2014, there were 28 
publicly listed companies in the tourism industry. The business scopes of most of them cover the 
investment and operation of a specific PA.87 
In addition to the Yellow Mountain model, in which the government and enterprise are not 
separated,88 there is another model in practice in which the two are separated. For example, in 
the SHA of Huangguoshu Waterfalls in Guizhou Province, the Huangguoshu SHA Management 
Committee and the Huangguoshu Tourism Group (‘the Group’) were established at the same 
time in 1999. The Group was established with its shares jointly held by the provincial, city and 
county governments. The Group is in charge of the SHA operation and assumes sole 
responsibility for its profits and losses. The Management Committee performs its administrative 
functions, such as drafting the management plan, examining and approving the investment 
projects, and coordinating different stakeholders. Though the Group and the Committee are 
separated, due to the nature of the SOE of the Group, the Huangguoshu model is essentially a 
self-run model. 
The cases discussed above demonstrate that a variety of governance structures of PAs have 
been put into practice. There are three main players in these operation models: local governments 
at different levels (LG), the management agency of a specific PA (MA) and operating enterprises 
(OE). They share management authority, the operation rights of the PA and the right to benefits 
in different combinations in different models, as shown in the following Table 18. 
 
 
                                               
87  See Sina Finance, ᯵⑨ъⲴᡰᴹкᐲޜਨ (All public-listed companies in tourism industry), available at 
http://vip.stock.finance.sina.com.cn/corp/view/vCI_CorpInfoLink.php?page=1&stockid=600054&Type=ZK34. Last visited 
January 2015. 
88 Due to new restrictions prescribed in Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas in 2006, entry fees cannot be included in the 
income of a listed company. Therefore, ‘asset stripping’ and follow-up reforms were done in the Yellowstone Mountain 
operation structure after 2006. 
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Models Ownership Management Authority 
Operation 
Right Right to Benefits 
The 
Leasing 
Model 
Tonglu Model LG OE LG+OE 
LG+OE (pro 
rata) 
+MA (fiscal 
allocation) 
Bifeng Model LG MA OE 
LG (fixed rent) 
+OE (residual 
benefits) 
+MA (fiscal 
allocation) 
The 
Self-run 
Model 
Yellow Mountain 
Model LG MA (§OE) OE (§MA) 
OE +MA 
LG (turn over 
from MA) 
Huangguoshu 
Model LG MA OE 
OE (shareholder 
benefits) 
LG (shareholder 
benefits) 
MA (fiscal 
allocation) 
Table 18: Different models of governance structure of SHAs in China 
In reality, due to various initiatives and the constant adjustment of the operation structure by 
local governments in practice, the real picture is much more complex than the case shown in 
Table 18. The involvement of different departments, such as tourism and resource departments 
(land, water, forestry, etc.), and different company governance structures have added 
considerable complexity to the overall governance structure of PAs in China. Irrespective of the 
complexities, the common observation is that governments and business sectors are closely 
intertwined with each other under a for-profit scheme. This is the starting point to understand the 
Chinese problem, not only in specific PA management but also in other fields. Such a coalition is 
not without controversies. Supporters argue that introduction of enterprise-style management can 
activate the potential of PA development and solve the problems of underfunding and 
deficiencies of the professional management of the public sector.89 Opponents note that such a 
                                               
89 Yan Youbing & Zhao Liming, ᯵⑨Ჟ४㓿㩕ᵳ䖜䇙᧒᷀(Analysis of Transfer of Operational Right of Scenic Areas), 5-3 
(2005) 㾯ेߌ᷇、ᢰབྷᆖᆖᣕ(Journal of Northwest A&F Univrsity), pp.92-96; Tang Ling, 䇪ޜޡ䍴Ⓚ㊫᯵⑨Ჟ४ᡰᴹᵳ
о㓿㩕ᵳ࠶⿫(Analysis on the separation of the ownership and the operation right of public-resource-based tourist scenic areas), 
7 (2005) 㾯ই≁᯿བྷᆖᆖᣕ(Journal of Southwest University for Nationalities), pp.275-277. 
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large-scale transfer of operation rights results in over-commercialization, and governments have 
de facto contracted out their authority and responsibility in managing and supervising PAs.90  
 The Evolution of Regulation: The Game between Central and Local Governments 4.2.1.2
The transfer of operation rights to private enterprises is largely a local strategy, either for 
purposes of attracting investment or retaining tourism benefits by governments. In practice, some 
problems began to emerge during the process of large-scale transfer, such as the excessive 
exploitation of scenic resources and the unaffordable entrance fees charged by enterprises. It has 
also been claimed that such a transfer is a process of the privatization of State property, which 
results in a loss of State assets. The media report that some PAs with crucial ecological and 
biological significance have been ‘sold’ at relatively low prices. In some extreme cases, the term 
of the leasing contract may reach 70 years.91 Coverage of the rampant transfer of operation 
rights is frequently seen in the media, and numerous streams of literature have been devoted to 
the discussion in this field.92 
The central government began to intervene in local governments’ transfer practices in the 
2000s. This intervention is twofold: on the one hand, the central government strengthens the 
monitoring and regulation of the transfer; on the other hand, by learning about the experiences of 
concession in other countries, such as the US, the central government begins to promote 
standardized concession in PAs. 
Regulation of the Transfer of the Operation Rights of SHAs 
Before the 2000s, there was no legal or policy document that specifically addressed the issue of 
the transfer of operation rights. In 1995, the General Office of the State Council issued a notice 
that specified that ‘no area or department shall be allowed to assign (ࠪ䇙), either overtly or in 
any disguised form, scenic resources and the lands within scenic areas in any name or any 
way’.93 However, this notice only refers to the land and resources of SHAs; it is silent on the 
legality of transfer of the ‘operation rights’ of SHAs as a whole. In 2000, the General Office 
issued another notice on urban-rural planning in which the same statement as the 1995 Notice 
                                               
90 Xie Ninggao, ഭᇦ仾Ჟ਽㜌४࣏㜭Ⲵਁኅ৺ަ؍ᣔ࡙⭘(Development of Functions of Scenic and Historic Areas at the 
National Level and Their Protective Use), 4 (2002) ѝഭഝ᷇(Journal of Chinese Landscape Architecture), pp.16-20. 
91 See Wang Xiaorun & Huang Qiuli, supra note 73; and Guo Hongpeng & Liu Baijun; supra note 74. 
92 For a general list of relevant literature, see Liu Min, ѝഭᲟ४㓿㩕ᵳ䖜䇙⹄ウ㔬䘠(Literature review of the research on the 
transfer of operation rights of scenic areas in China), 31-11 (2012) ൠ⨶、ᆖ䘋ኅ(Progress in Geography), pp.1492-1502 
(during the period of 2002-2011, there were in total 143 articles published in 99 journals in Chinese on the topic of the transfer of 
the operation rights of scenic areas). 
93 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵ޣҾ࣐ᕪ仾Ჟ਽㜌४؍ᣔ㇑⨶ᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice of the General Office on Strengthening 
Protection and Management of the Scenic and Historic Areas) Guobanfa No.23[1995].  
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was made.94 The same statement was repeated in the Notice on Strengthening the Supervision 
and Administration of Urban-Rural Planning made by the State Council in 2002.95 
In 2001, in an official reply that quoted the previous documents issued by the General Office 
of the State Council in 1995 and 2000, the MoC explained that what the State Council meant was 
that ‘no areas or departments shall be entitled to assign (ࠪ䇙) or transfer (䖜䇙), partially or as a 
whole, the operation rights of scenic and historic areas to individual enterprises.’96 According to 
the MoC’s interpretation, the assignment and transfer of ‘the operation rights of a SHA’ are a 
disguised form of the assignment and transfer of ‘land and scenic resources’, which is explicitly 
prohibited by the State Council. 
In 2005, the Department of Construction in Fujian Province asked the MoC for instructions 
on whether it was allowed to transfer the operation rights of the key scenic spot of the Guanzhi 
Mountain SHA (a National Key SHA) to a private company. In its reply, the MoC explicitly 
refused Fujian’s proposal.97 It further specified that ‘social investment in SHAs is encouraged 
under the conditions that the SHA is state-owned, supervised and managed by governments, and 
the investment accords with the planning of the SHA. The collection of entrance fees is an 
important method for governments to unify the management of scenic resources. Management 
agencies of SHAs may pay a certain amount of money from the benefits of entrance fees to 
enterprises as a return for its investment; however, it is prohibited to assign or transfer the 
monopolistic rights to operate scenic resources and collect entrance fees to enterprises’. 
At a national conference on SHA management held in September 2005, the minister of the 
MoC, Qiu Baoxing, proposed four restrictions that could not be bypassed when local 
governments cooperated with private enterprises:  
1. The government’s management authority should not be impaired or transferred. SHAs 
should never be managed by enterprises;  
2. Any form of the substantive transfer of operation rights in core spots of scenic areas is 
absolutely prohibited;  
3. The transfer of operation rights in developed and mature scenic spots and other 
significant spots should not be allowed; and  
                                               
94 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵ޣҾ࣐ᕪ઼᭩䘋෾ґ㿴ࡂᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice of the General Office of the State Council on 
Strengthening and Improving the Work of Urban-Rural Planning), Guobanfa No.25 [2000].  
95 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ࣐ᕪ෾ґ㿴ࡂⴁⶓ㇑⨶Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice on Strengthening the Supervision and Administration of 
Urban-Rural Planning), Guofa No.13 [2002].  
96 MoC, ޣҾሩഋᐍⴱ仾Ჟ਽㜌४ࠪ䇙ǃ䖜䇙㓿㩕ᵳ䰞仈Ⲵ༽࠭(Reply to Sichuan Province on Issues of Assignment and 
Transfer of Operation Rights of Scenic and Historic Areas), Jianchenghan No. 80[2001]. Full text is available at 
http://china.findlaw.cn/lawyers/article/d2268.html. Last visited January 2015. 
97 MoC, ᔪ䇮䜘࣎ޜ঵ޣҾሩഭᇦ䟽⛩仾Ჟ਽㜌४㓿㩕ᵳࠪ䇙䰞仈Ⲵ༽࠭(Reply on the Issue of Transferring the Operation 
Rights of National Key Scenic and Historic Areas), Jianbanchenghan No.225 [2005]. Full text is available at 
http://www.pkulaw.cn/fulltext_form.aspx?Gid=77452&Db=chl. Last visited January 2015. 
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4. The collection of the main entrance fees of SHAs (instead of those fees for individual 
spots or facilities inside SHAS) should not be monopolized by enterprises or publicly 
listed in a bundle with other assets in the stock market (᥶㔁кᐲ)’.98  
These ‘Four Baselines’ were a summary of previous regulations and policies. However, 
some compromises were made by the MoC. The prohibition of the transfer of operation rights 
was confined to the scope of core spots, well-developed and mature spots, and the collection of 
main entrance fees. Some leeway was given to spots and items other than those stated above.  
A previous discussion of the evolution of regulations and policies shows that the central 
government’s attitude toward the local practices of the transfer of the operation rights of PAs is 
clearly negative. However, given that different policy documents were consecutively issued with 
exactly the same content, one can infer that the efficacy of enforcing these policies is not 
satisfactory. In reality, explicit prohibition from the central level does not curb local 
governments’ rampant transfer practices. On the one hand, because some local practices have 
already become fait accompli, the central government faces a dilemma when trying to enforce its 
regulations. On the other hand, even though some PAs were not transferred at the time of these 
regulations, local governments can still establish a complex arrangement with the business sector 
to dodge the central policy. A Chinese metaphor illustrates this situation well: ‘where there is a 
rule, there is always a way to get around it’ (кᴹ᭯ㆆ лˈᴹሩㆆ). These complexities have also 
subtly influenced the central government’s attitude. This can be partly seen in the compromise 
made in the ‘Four Baselines’. According to an anonymous interview with an official in the MoC, 
‘it is not a black and white thing. The “one size fits all” approach does not work’. Furthermore, 
the degree of monitoring by the central government has decreased in recent years. The MoC 
prefers to be silent unless there is whistle-blowing. In the language of the media, there are too 
many mice, but there is only one cat.99 
The Pilot Practices of Concession in Guizhou 
In addition to strengthening the monitoring and regulation of the transfer of operation rights, the 
central government promoted the pilot program of concession in certain PAs. 
In 2003, Guizhou province was selected to be the first pilot province to introduce 
concessions in its core scenic spots. To proceed with the pilot project, the Department of 
Construction in Guizhou Province delivered a draft called Interim Measures on Administration of 
                                               
98 Kang Ning, ⾱→䖜䇙ṨᗳᲟ४㓿㩕ᵳ,ᔪ䇮䜘ࡂഋᶑ“⾱㹼㓯” (Transfer of operation right of key scenic areas is 
prohibited, Four baselines are scored by MoC), 23 September 2005, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/-
fortune/2005-09/23/content_3530089.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
99 Yang Hongsheng, “Ჟ४㓿㩕ᵳ”䖜䇙᥁ᡈᔪ䇮䜘“⾱Ԕ”? (Transfer of Operation Rights of Scenic Areas: A Violation of the 
MoC’s Prohibition?), in ᯠ䰫ઘᣕ  (News Weekly), 20 April 2004. Available at http://www.landscapehr.com/career-
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Concession of Scenic and Historic Areas in Guizhou Province to the MoC in 2003. In its reply to 
Guizhou, the MoC stressed three opinions. 
1. The object of concession should be defined as one or several specific items instead of the 
whole SHA. Therefore, the title of the draft should be revised accordingly;  
2. It should be clarified that entrance fees are an important source of scenic resource 
protection, the exclusive right to the collection of entrance fees should not be transferred 
to enterprises, and service items, such as the maintenance of infrastructures, 
environmental sanitation, safety and other items within the categories of estate 
management could be transferred to enterprises. Enterprises could also be involved in the 
construction of infrastructure and newly developed scenic spots. Their investment could 
be rewarded from the income from entrance fees in the future; and 
3. The supervision and management of the planning and construction of SHAs should be 
strengthened.100  
It can be seen from this reply that the MoC intentionally distinguished between the ‘transfer 
of operation rights’ of an SHA and ‘concession’ inside a SHA. The former was prohibited, 
whereas the latter was legal and encouraged.  
After a revision in accordance with the MoC’s reply, the government of Guizhou Province 
released Interim Measures of Administration of the Concession of Items of Scenic and Historic 
Areas in 2005 (Interim Measures). 101  This was the first ‘local governmental rule’ about 
concession in SHAs in China. In the Interim Measures, concession is defined as ‘activities in 
which the citizens, legal persons and other organizations, within a specific term and scope, 
obtain the right to invest and operate one or all items in the scenic and historic area according to 
specific procedures, legal standards and conditions’. Moreover, the maximum term of the 
concession for all items is limited to 20 years, whereas the maximum term for an individual item 
is 15 years.  
In reality, before the finalization of the Interim Measures in 2004, Guizhou Province had 
already conducted some ‘concession’ practices. The city of Xingyi, where the SHA of Malinghe 
Canyon at the National Level is located, signed a contract with Zhejiang Qingniao Group 
(‘Qingniao’) that obtained the exclusive concession rights to this SHA for 50 years. Qingniao 
would provide all profitable services, such as tourist coaches, sightseeing cruises, ropeways, 
drifting services, restaurants, accommodations, commodity sales, and photography services, and 
pay the Xingyi Government franchise fees. This case was applauded as the first concession case 
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Office of the Moc on Opinions of the ‘Interim Measures on the Administration of Concessions of Scenic and Historic Areas in 
Guizhou Province’ (draft for soliciting public comments)), 1 Septebmer 2003, Jianbanchenghan No.411 [2003]. 
101 Provincial government of Guizhou,䍥ᐎⴱ仾Ჟ਽㜌४޵亩ⴞ⢩䇨㓿㩕㇑⨶Ჲ㹼࣎⌅(Interim Measures of Administration 
of the Concessions of Items of Scenic and Historic Areas of Guizhou Province), Order No.83 of the People’s Government of 
Guizhou Province (2005). 
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in Guizhou and even the first concession case in China.102 Although in this case the power to 
collect entrance fees was retained by the government, it was still not easy to distinguish between 
this ‘concession’ and the previous ‘transfer of operation rights’. The term of this concession 
contract was 50 years, which violated the requirements prescribed by the new Interim Measures. 
The risk of policy change was still a main concern for investors. As discussed earlier, in 2005, 
the MoC began to strengthen the monitoring and regulation of the transfer of the operation rights 
of the SHA at the national level. This change caused anxieties in Qingniao, although it claimed 
to be a concession case instead of a case of the transfer of operation rights. Finally, in 2005, 
Qingniao decided to terminate the contract and withdrew all of its investment. This so-called first 
‘concession’ case lasted only one year. The muddy situation in policy-making and practice still 
requires clarification and improvement.  
A ‘Preliminary’ Normalization 
The confusion regarding ‘concession’ policy-making and practice was normalized to a certain 
extent by the enactment of the Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas (‘Regulations’) in 2006. 
As previously discussed, the Regulations established the systems of ‘payment of compensation 
to use scenic resources’ (Article 37), ‘separation between revenue and expenditures’ (Article 38), 
procedural requirements for concluding contracts to provide tourist services, such as public 
bidding (Article 37), and the prohibition of for-profit operations by management agencies 
(Article 39).103 
Due to these requirements, several of the operation models of SHAs discussed above have 
lost their legality, such as the Tonglu Model and the Yellow Mountain Model, in which 
enterprises and governments are not separated. Local governments have gradually adjusted the 
operational structures of SHAs to fit the new regulatory framework. However, because this 
adjustment will alter the original benefit-sharing arrangement and affect the possessed interests, 
the process is sluggish and ongoing. MoHURD conducted an ad hoc campaign to inspect the 
enforcement of the Regulations in 2007. It was found that the transfer of management functions 
and the authority to collect entrance fees to enterprises was still commonly seen at the local 
level.104 In some publicly listed tourism companies, the income from entrance fees remains 
unseparated from the assets of the listed company. For example, in 2013, the Yellow Mountain 
Tourism Group was fined 30,000 RMB by competent finance authorities. This was partly due to 
its wrongdoings in accounting methods related to income from entrance fees.105 
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103 See supra section 2.3.2 of Chapter 8. 
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Though the Regulations established basic rules and regulations on SHA operation, there are 
still gaps to be addressed. The legislature hesitates to use the term ‘concession’ (⢩䇨㓿㩕 in 
Chinese) in the Regulations and avoids distinguishing between ‘concession’ and ‘transfer of 
operation rights’. Instead, it only specifies that administrative agencies should retain the 
authority to collect entrance fees. It remains silent on specific issues, such as the maximum term 
of such contracts, the scope of service items that are allowed to be subjected to private operations, 
and the percentage of private operators’ incomes for compensating the use of scenic resources. 
Furthermore, some prohibitions that have been repeatedly addressed in previous policies are not 
codified in the Regulations. These include the prohibition of transferring the operation rights of 
core spots of SHAs and the prohibition of including entrance fees in the company assets of a 
publicly listed company. The Regulations state that tickets should be exclusively ‘sold’ by 
administrative agencies, but this does not necessarily mean that entrance fees should be 
exclusively ‘retained’ by agencies. Therefore, some loopholes still exist. In this sense, the 
Regulations can only be deemed a ‘preliminary’ normalization of the disordered operation 
practices of SHAs beginning in the 1990s. 
Though deficiencies remain in the Regulations, some achievements have been reached with 
regard to the pilot practices of concession in Guizhou Province. In September 2007, the 
Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas in Guizhou Province were enacted, which repealed the 
Interim Measures issued in 2005. This new rule adds a separate chapter on the concession of 
SHAs with 13 articles, which enriches the regulatory framework on concession. It specifies the 
definition of concession (Article 39), the maximum terms of concession (Article 40), state 
ownership of newly added facilities after the termination of concession (Article 41), the 
formulation of the concession plan by administrative agencies (Article 42), the qualifications of 
bidders of concession (Article 43), the procedures for granting concession (Article 44), the 
prohibitive activities of concessioners (Article 46), the requirement of continuous operation by 
concessioners (Article 47), the preferential right of concessioners (Article 48), the right to 
terminate concession contracts in case of force majeure (Article 49), and the payment of 
compensation for using scenic resources (Article 50). A basic framework has been established 
that might be a transferrable example of lawmaking and policy-making for other provinces and 
the central government. The limitation of this rule is that it does not have a retroactive effect on 
operation rights that were previously obtained (Article 51). Because many local governments 
have signed contracts with enterprises with terms up to 50 or even 70 years, addressing these 
operators seems more difficult than regulating future operators. 
4.2.2 The Construction of Tourist Amenities and the Commercialization of PAs 
The construction of tourist amenities and other facilities is prevalent in Chinese PAs. Though the 
adverse impact of vertical transportation facilities, such as ropeways and cable cars, on nature 
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has been acknowledged,106 the construction of such projects remains commonplace. One of the 
most notorious examples is the Bailong Sky Elevator in the SHA of Wulingyuan in Zhangjiajie, 
Hunan Province. Shown in Figure 18 below, this 330-meter glass elevator is built into the side of 
a cliff. It even set three Guinness World Records,107 although this does not necessarily mean that 
it deserves praise. 
 
Figure 18: Bailong Sky Elevator in the SHA of Wulingyuan in Hunan Province 
According to the Master Plan of the Wulingyuan Scenic and Historical Area made by the 
Wulingyuan management agency in 1990 and approved by the MoC in 1992, ‘an elevator [was] 
planned to be built in Laowuchang’, the place where the Bailong Elevator is located now. Based 
on a financing contract signed between Sun Yingui and the government of the Wulingyuan 
District in 1992, construction work began in October 1999.  
When the elevator was under construction, another large-scale program to rehabilitate the 
derogated landscape of Wulingyuan with an investment of up to 1 billion RMB was also in 
progress. The recovery program was a direct response to the negative report by UNESCO on 
Wulingyuan in 1998, which noted that the site was ‘overrun with tourist facilities, having a 
considerable impact on the aesthetic qualities of the site’.108 In this context, the construction of 
the Bailong Elevator was the topic of heated debates at the outset. 
                                               
106 For example, see Xie Ninggao, ㍒䚃ሩц⭼䚇ӗⲴေ㛱(Threats of Ropeways on World Heritage), 6 (2000)᯵⑨ᆖ࠺
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After construction was completed, the elevator began operation in May 2002. After 150 days, 
due to harsh criticism from society and the media, the operators of the elevator were ordered by 
the relevant authorities to suspend their operation. The criticism was twofold: the first concern 
was about the security issues of such a giant elevator, and the second criticism involved the 
legality of the construction work within PAs. The elevator operator claimed that the construction 
project fulfilled all of the compulsory procedures of examination and approvals and that the legal 
interests of the contractor should be respected and protected. Furthermore, elevator construction 
would be beneficial to the rehabilitation work. Because tourists had no need to stay overnight on 
the peak due to the convenience offered by the elevator, the demolition of accommodation 
facilities on the top of the mountain would be facilitated. Critics argued that the Master Plan on 
which the construction approval was based was seriously outdated and did not properly consider 
the environmental impacts of such a construction project. The construction derogated the scenic 
landscape, which was against the fundamental purpose of the World Heritage designation. The 
environmental protection bureau, which had previously approved the construction project, 
acknowledged the potential defects of the approval and proposed that the demolition of the 
elevator would be the best choice.109 
Despite these environmental concerns, in August 2003, after ten months of suspension, the 
operation of the Bailong Elevator was resumed. This can hardly be deemed a settlement of the 
dispute. Instead, the close link between the revenue from the elevator’s operation and the local 
economy is the dominant factor that underpins the legitimacy of this elevator. By charging 96 
RMB per person to use the elevator, the operation of the elevator produced a turnover of more 
than 200,000 RMB per day. The accompanying tax from the operation accounted for 1/20 of the 
total tax income of Wulingyuan city.110 The local government’s interests and the developer’s 
interests were closely tied. Furthermore, surveys showed that tourists and local communities 
supported the construction of this elevator because it was energy saving or because it could bring 
more income to them. Considering these factors, it will be difficult to demolish the elevator in 
the future. 
Similar construction projects have occurred in other PAs. In 1983, 1/3 of the peak of the 
Taishan Mountain was bombed for the construction of a ropeway. In 1987, the General Plan of 
the Taishan Mountain approved by the State Council recommended that ‘the ropeway may be 
dismantled after the expiration of the maximum usage term’. The old ropeway was not 
dismantled as suggested until 2000. Instead, the large-scale expansion of the previous ropeway 
took place against strong criticism from society. For this expansion project, more than 15,000 
cubic meters of mountain massif was bombed. A new business street with hundreds of stores was 
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constructed at the top of the Taishan Mountain. 111  In addition to the construction of 
transportation infrastructure, the construction of man-made scenery is prevalent, such as artificial 
fog and snow used to attract visitors. Commercial advertisements are also common; the most 
notorious example is the commercial billboard on the cliff of the SHA of the Three Gorges Dam. 
4.2.3 The Abuse of Power in Tourism Development: The ‘Privatization’ of Scenic Resources 
In practice, governments’ power to develop tourism may be abused to serve a specific group of 
interests. Instead of improving tourist facilities and infrastructure for the general public, some 
PAs have become clubs for the super-rich. Some local governments zealously develop real estate 
and build golf courses inside PAs under the banner of ‘ecological construction’ or ‘protective 
development’.  
Golf is considered an upper-class sport in China. Along with the increasing number of 
Chinese billionaires, the need for golf course construction has increased. Local governments 
consider this an impulse of economic development and thus approve quite a number of 
construction projects for golf courses. Because golf courses occupy a large amount of green land 
and need fresh water for daily maintenance, they have posed considerable threats to land and 
water protection. Since 2004, the State Council has issued a series of policy documents that 
categorically prohibit any new construction of golf courses and halt any construction that has not 
been approved.112 However, this prohibition is not implemented in a satisfactory manner. It is 
reported that there were 180 golf courses in 2004; in 2013, there were more than 600 golf 
courses in China. This means that more than 400 ‘illegal’ golf courses have been constructed 
against explicit prohibitions in the last decade.113 Most of these golf courses are constructed 
adjacent to or even inside PAs to take advantage of their scenic value and wetland resources. It is 
reported that a company invested 15 billion RMB to construct a golf course in the Jiangshan 
Wetland Park in Shandong Province.114 The construction of golf courses is not for golf per se; it 
is always combined with real estate development because a golf course may increase the market 
value of the adjacent real estate. Together, golf and real estate have strongly spurred GDP 
growth, which is an important indicator of the performance of local officials. 
It is reported that at the end of 2010, there were more than 50 real estate companies 
investing in ‘tourism real estate’ at an amount of more than 300 billion RMB. In the first quarter 
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of 2012, nearly 70 projects were established in tourism real estate, with a contracted amount of 
more than 100 million RMB. The total amount was more than 260 billion RMB.115 
Furthermore, the construction of luxury hotels and conference centers within SHAs has 
become a breeding ground for corruption and rent-seeking. To cope with potential corruption 
problems, as early as 1998, the General Office of the CPC and the State Council co-issued the 
Notice on Prohibiting Party Organs and Governmental Offices to Convene Conferences within 
Scenic and Historic Areas.116 In September 2014, they issued another notice specifying the 12 
SHAs in which the convention of conferences was prohibited.117 
Through these dramatic examples, it is clear that administrative power and interests in 
developing tourism may be closely linked and may have severe consequences if the power is not 
properly controlled. There is a large gap in terms of the enforcement of central policies and 
regulations at the local level. 
 Conflicts between Conservation and Local Communities 4.3
As a developing country with a massive population, China has been forced to consider the fact 
that nature is not as ‘wild’ as it is, for example, in the U.S. There were approximately 30 million 
people living in and around China’s nature reserves in 1997.118 More importantly, these 30 
million people were in considerable poverty, and their livelihoods needed drastic 
improvement.119 The most recent literature shows that there were still approximately 10 million 
people living in approximately 2,000 nature reserves in China in 2008.120 For example, in the 
Sanjiangyuan Nature Reserve in Qinghai Province, there are more than 250,000 people living 
within the reserve’s boundary.121 Because more PAs have been established since the 1990s, 
conflicts between nature conservation and local residents have been exacerbated.  
These conflicts are reflected in the following aspects. 
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1. Economic disenfranchisement and insufficient compensation to local residents due to the 
designation of PAs and the implementation of conservation programs;  
2. Negative influences on nature by tourism-related activities conducted by local residents;  
3. Unbalanced benefit-sharing schemes between different communities and between 
communities and governments; and  
4. Insufficient participation by local communities in governments’ decision-making and 
lack of co-governance on issues of nature management on the local scale. 
The designation of public PAs and the implementation of conservation programs usually 
accompany the displacement and economic disenfranchisement of local residents. Xu and Melik 
note that ‘in China, displacement and resettlement of indigenous people are amongst the State’s 
oldest continuous land-use policies’.122 For example, 1,085 local villages were emigrated and 
resettled from the core zone of the Wulingyuan Nature Reserve in Zhejiang Province. Similar 
programs were conducted in other nature reserves, such as Shennongjia in Hubei Province and 
Zhalong in Heilongjiang Province.123 Meanwhile, due to the implementation of conservation 
laws, local residents’ traditional uses of natural resources, such as fishery, timber, hunting, and 
plant collection, were strictly restricted. These resources compose a large part of local residents’ 
livelihoods; therefore, poverty is substantially exacerbated. Moreover, an increase in the wildlife 
population, such as bears and wolves, in PAs results in conflicts between humans and wildlife 
both inside and near PAs.  
Compensation to local people for displacement, disenfranchisement and wildlife damage is 
not sufficiently funded and enforced.124 Empirical studies indicate that local people show 
resentment toward the establishment of nature reserves.125 Harkness gave an example: ‘When 
the collective forest lands of Yuhu village were incorporated into the Yulongxueshan Nature 
Reserve in northwest Yunnan … farmers responded by cutting down trees they had previously 
managed on a sustainable basis’.126  
Moreover, conflicts between governments and local communities may occur during the 
process of ‘nationalization’. The designation of nature reserves sometimes accompanies the 
‘taking’ of collectively owned lands. It has been stated that ‘only 60% or so of nature and forest 
reserves are on land over which state agencies have clear control’.127 In the Maolan Nature 
Reserve at the National Level in Guizhou Province, where the reserve was established in 1986, 
the local government decided to nationalize forests within the boundaries of the nature reserves 
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that were formerly collectively owned and privately used.128 The ‘nationalization’ policy creates 
conflicts between the enforcement of conservation regulations and the protection of individual 
and collective property rights. 
Although the designation of PAs may negatively influence local residents’ traditional ways 
of life, the conservation of nature has also made it possible for nature to support alternative 
livelihoods for local communities. Along with the boom of nature-based tourism, income from 
tourism has become an important alternative for local residents. According to a survey conducted 
in Lashihai in Yunnan Province in the Meiquan village, which is located within the PA, income 
from traditional livelihoods was reduced to less than a quarter from 2005 to 2009 due to the 
implementation of conservation programs in this area. However, the percentage of income from 
tourism in terms of the total income of a family increased by 75%.129 In this case, local residents 
formed horseback tourism teams and provided horse-riding services to visitors. However, this 
alternative also poses threats to the protection of the local ecosystem. The survey shows that 
wetlands in Lashihai are facing degradation and overuse due to the sharp increase in horse-riding 
services provided by local villagers.130  
Another problem involves the benefit-sharing scheme in areas where nature-based tourism 
prospers. Such benefit-sharing arrangements exist not only between different communities but 
also between communities and the government. There is serious inequity in the distribution of 
tourism benefits within local residents and between local residents and outsider groups.131 
Because tourism activities are strictly restricted inside PAs, communities that reside inside PAs 
are, to some degree, deprived of benefiting from the profits of tourism; instead, communities that 
are peripheral to PAs (in the American sense, gateway communities) become the biggest 
beneficiaries. An example is found in the Zhangjiajie Forest Park at the National Level. It has 
been stated that ‘many of the economic benefits of parks may be diverted to outside groups’.132 
A study of the Wolong Nature Reserve shows that there is still strong reliance on the exploitation 
of natural resources, such as the collection of medicinal herbs by local residents to maintain their 
livelihoods. The expected benefits of tourism are not explicit. This is largely due to the lack of 
skills and training among local residents to conduct tourism-related activities.  
Previous discussions have shown that tourism income may contribute significantly to local 
revenues. Due to insufficient compensation for the economic losses suffered by local residents 
for the purpose of ecological protection, tourism benefits are not shared fairly between 
                                               
128 Ran Jingcheng, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ 56ᒤ(56 Years of Natural Proetction in China), 7 (2012) ѝഭഭᇦൠ⨶(China National 
Geography), p.70. 
129 Jian Wu et al., ‘The Governance of Integrated Ecosystem Management in Ecological Function Conservation Areas in China’, 
13-6 (2013) Regional Environmental Change, p.1307. 
130 Ibid., pp.1309-1310. 
131 Liu Yang & Lv Yihe, ᯵⑨⍫ࣘሩগ嗉㠚❦؍ᣔ४⽮४ት≁Ⲵ㓿⍾ᖡ૽(The Economic Impact of Tourism on Local 
Residents in Wolong Nature Reserve), 16-1 (2008) ⭏⢙ཊṧᙗ(Biodiversity Science), pp.68-74. 
132 Guangyu Wang et al., supra note 31, p.256. 
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governments and local communities. Local people generally receive considerably fewer benefits 
in comparison with local governments’ gains from the ‘ticket economy’.133 This is the case in 
the national park pilot project initiated by Yunnan province. Zinda argues that ‘while the national 
park flourishes, residents sit on the sidelines’.134 
Finally, the local community’s right to information and participatory rights is always 
bypassed when the government makes a decision related to nature conservation.135 The absence 
of sufficient consultation with local people by governments at all levels is a decisive factor that 
intensifies the conflicts between governments and local communities.136 Structural limits exist in 
terms of the insufficiencies of the legislative guarantee of participatory rights and the 
bureaucratic culture of elite domination.137 In terms of the right to information, Chinese laws 
emphasize the obligation of governmental agencies to open and disclose information instead of 
empowering citizens with the right to information.138 In terms of the right to participation, there 
is no explicit legal empowerment of citizens to participate in PA-related issues, and the scope of 
public participation in affairs related to environmental matters is not adequate in general.139 
Access to information is the precondition for effective participation. However, the deficiency of 
knowledge and the lack of incentives for local communities constrain their effective participation 
in PA management decisions.  
5. Summary 
Along with the liberation of the Chinese economy, tourism has become a pillar industry in the 
national economy, and it is situated in a favorable policy environment. The environmental and 
social aspects of tourism have gradually gained greater acknowledgement, as evidenced by the 
rise of sustainable tourism and ecotourism in China. 
A shortage in PA funding has resulted in the ‘Paper Park Syndrome’ in China. A 
self-funding model has been adopted to cover management costs, and tourism benefits have 
become the dominant component of the funding structure of PAs. The phenomenon of the ‘ticket 
economy’ has followed.  
                                               
133 See Xu Jianchu & David Melick, supra note 122, p.321. 
134 John Zinda, ‘Hazards of Collaboration: Local State Co-optation of a New Protected-Area Model in Southwest China’, 25-4 
(2012) Society & Natural Resources, p.396. For more discussions, see infra Chapter 11. 
135 C.Y. Jim & Steve S.W. Xu, supra note 31, p.40. 
136 Guangyu Wang et al., supra note 31, p.256. 
137 Cevat Tosun, ‘Limits to Community Participation in the Tourism Development Process in Developing Countries’, 21-6 
(2000) Tourism Management, pp.613-633. 
138 See State Council, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ᭯ᓌؑ᚟ޜᔰᶑֻ(Regulations on Disclosure of Government Information), 1 May 
2008; and SEPA, ⧟ຳؑ᚟ޜᔰ࣎⌅(Measures on Disclosure of Environmental Information), 1 May 2008. For scholarly 
discussion, see generally Miao He & An Cliquet, ‘Sustainable Development through A Rights-based Approach to Conserve 
Protected Areas in China’, 3 (2014) China-EU Law Journal, pp.146-148. 
139 See ibid., pp.148-152. For more discussions, see infra section 2.3 of Chapter 10. 
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Conflicts between different interests in PA designation and management have accumulated 
in China. Confined by the stage of development, the conflicts between economic development 
and nature conservation in China are daunting. The process of urbanization and large-sale 
infrastructure construction has demonstrated governments’ insatiable appetite to develop the 
economy. Though nature conservation has been elevated to a status with high political 
significance, it has been bypassed by the overwhelming goal of GDP growth. In addition to 
encroachment by economic development activities, the commercialization and industrialization 
of tourism has become a major threat to conservation. Incentivized by the GDP-based 
performance-assessment system, officials in local governments are inclined to commercialize 
and develop scenic resources in PAs as much as possible. Due to funding shortfalls, local 
governments spare no effort in attracting private capital to PA operations, which leads to the 
rampant construction of tourism amenities. From the discussion of complex 
government-business arrangements in PA operations, it can be observed that the business sector 
has intervened in PA management and, to some extent, has ‘taken over’ PAs. This situation has 
caused the de facto abdication of governments’ management authority to commercial enterprises.  
Lacking the rule of law and efficient supervision of governments’ exercise of administrative 
power, administrative power in tourism development can easily be abused to serve private 
interests instead of the interests of the general public. The examples of the construction of golf 
courses, luxury hotels and conferences centers show that the enforcement of central policies at 
the local level is problematic. 
Finally, conflicts between local communities and PA management remain pervasive in 
China. Local residents suffer from economic disenfranchisement due to PA designation, and they 
do not always receive sufficient compensation for their losses. In turn, the tourism-related 
activities and services provided by local residents may also have negative influences on nature. 
Due to the imbalance in sharing benefits that arises from nature-based tourism between different 
communities and between communities and local finance, the issue of justice emerges, and a 
more equitable and fair benefit-sharing scheme is necessary. Local communities’ rights to 
information and to participation are not legislatively guaranteed or translated into practice. This 
causes problems with the acceptability of management decisions at the community level and 
intensifies people-park conflicts. 
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Chapter 10: The Resolution of Conflicts in Law and Practice in 
China 
1. Introduction 
This chapter aims to show how the conflicts discussed in the previous chapter have been 
addressed in law and in practice and examines the extent to which a resolution has been achieved. 
First, to assess the legal foundations of conflict resolution, some key legal instruments are 
examined, including the purpose statement, designated use pattern, compensation and 
participation. Although a preliminary normative framework is established in law, the real 
problem in China does not lie in legal expression but rather in legal practices. The enforcement 
of conservation law is subsequently discussed, and ad hoc law enforcement campaigns launched 
by the central authorities are critically examined. In this way, several paramount examples of 
enforcement deficiencies are identified, such as the rampant adjustment of nature reserves and 
the overlapping designation and management of PAs. Reasons for the enforcement gap in 
environmental law in general and in PA regulation in particular are identified and analyzed. 
Finally, this chapter examines the role of the judiciary in adjudicating PA-related disputes. 
The status quo of conservation-related lawsuits in China is discussed. The result shows that 
courts play a limited, even dormant, role in the resolution of disputes. The predicament of the 
judiciary regarding the full performance of its functions is discussed and analyzed. Recent 
developments in the establishment of environmental courts and the empowerment of public 
interest litigation are critically examined. 
2. The Resolution of Conflicts in Law 
Conflicts are addressed in many aspects of Chinese law. The general legal attitude can be 
observed in the purpose statement of law. Unlike the controversies over ‘conservation and 
enjoyment’ embodied in the Organic Act in the US, Chinese legislation has explicitly embraced 
the principle of the ‘priority of protection,’ which replaces the previous ‘principle of 
coordination.’ A designated use pattern is also formulated in the law, which serves to adjudicate 
conflicts that arise from different uses of resources. The establishment of legal instruments to 
mitigate ‘development conflict’ in either procedural or substantive forms can also indicate the 
degree to which such conflicts have been resolved in law. 
 The Statement of Fundamental Purpose in Law 2.1
2.1.1 From ‘the Principle of Coordination’ to ‘the Priority of Protection’ 
In the Constitution, both the rational utilization and protection of nature and resources are 
included as the State’s duties (Article 9 & 26). Although these articles are used by scholars as a 
constitutional basis for the principle of the ‘priority of ecological protection’ in framing natural 
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conservation law, 1  there is no explicit recognition of the ‘priority of protection’ in the 
Constitution. 
Instead, in the beginning stage of environmental legislation in China, the ‘principle of 
coordination’ (ॿ䈳ਁኅ) is deemed a basic principle of environmental law and management 
practice. Though worded in different ways, its essence is to ‘coordinate between economic 
development, social development and environmental protection’. For example, the 
Environmental Protection Law (EPL) (for trial implementation) of 1979 provided that ‘in making 
national economic development plans, [governments] should give overall consideration to (㔏ㆩ
ᆹᧂ) protection and improvement of the environment and take practical measures for its 
implementation’ (Article 5). At the National Environmental Protection Conference held in 1983, 
the principle of ‘three synchronization, three benefits’ (й਼↕ˈй᭸⳺) was proposed, which 
suggested that there should be synchronization in terms of planning, enforcement and 
development between economic construction, urban-rural construction and environmental 
construction to realize the unification of economic benefits, social benefits and environmental 
benefits.2 This conference provided the foundation for the amendment of the EPL in 1989. In the 
1989 EPL, the ‘coordination principle’ was legally established by stating that ‘environmental 
protection plans formulated by the State must be incorporated into national economic and social 
development plans. The State adopts economic and technological policies and measures that are 
favorable for environmental protection to ‘coordinate the work of environmental protection with 
economic construction and social development’ (Article 4).  
This ‘coordination principle’ is also reflected in the relevant legislation on specific resources, 
such as the Forest Law of 1998, the Grassland Law of 2003 and the Land Administration Law of 
2004. All of the fundamental purpose statements in Article 1 of these statutes use the terms 
‘rational utilization’ (ਸ⨶֯⭘) and ‘environmental protection’. Both the protection and 
utilization of natural resources are prescribed in one sentence as an integrated purpose. There is 
no explicit recognition of the priority of environmental protection. The overall criterion for 
regulating resource use is the so-called ‘rationality’ standard. 
With regard to the relationship between ‘coordinated development’ and ‘sustainable 
development’, the academic literature suggests that ‘coordinated development’ is, in reality, the 
Chinese version of the principle of ‘sustainable development’. The only difference is that the 
former principle emphasizes the horizontal relationship between protection and development, 
whereas the latter emphasizes a vertical intergenerational relationship.3 Although the principle 
                                               
1 Wang Jiheng, 䇪⭏ᘱ⧟ຳ؍ᣔՈݸ৏ࡉ(Analysis of the principle of priority of ecological protection), 5-6 (2011) ⋣ইⴱ᭯
⌅㇑⨶ᒢ䜘ᆖ䲒ᆖᣕ(Journal of Henan Administrative Cadre Institute of Politics and Law), p.81. 
2 Wu Weixing, Ӿॿ䈳ਁኅࡠ⧟ຳՈݸüѝഭ⧟ຳ⌅ࡦⲴশਢ䖜ර(From ‘coordinated development’ to ‘priority of 
environment’: the historical turn of Chinese environmental law system), 10-3 (2008) ⋣⎧བྷᆖᆖᣕ(ଢᆖ⽮Պ、ᆖ⡸)(Journal 
of Hehai University), p.29. 
3 Jin Ruilin (ed.), ⧟ຳ⌅ᆖ(Textbook of Environmental Law) (Beijing, Peking University Press, 1999), p.122. 
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of coordination is applauded and enshrined as the basic principle of Chinese environmental law, 
scholars note that environmental protection is only one of many indicators that need to be 
considered when developing the economy. The essence of coordination is still the priority of 
economic development.4 It requires environmental protection to be ‘coordinated’ with economic 
and social development, not the other way around; that is, economic and social development 
should be ‘coordinated’ with the environment. Without the explicit acknowledgement of the 
priority of protection, the ‘coordination principle’ has created leeway and caused the 
peripheralization of environmental interests and environmental law in practice.5 
The shortcomings of this ‘coordination principle’ have been gradually perceived. The 
principle of the ‘priority of protection’ has emerged in both policy-making and academic 
research. A 2005 decision by the State Council proposed that ‘economic and social development 
must be coordinated with environmental protection’.6 By revising the wording of this principle, 
the primary and secondary status between environmental protection and economic-social 
development was reversed, at least in theory. The decision also explicitly proposed that priority 
should be given to protection in ecologically sensitive areas and primary ecological functional 
zones.  
In Chinese academia, the significance of the fundamental principles of environmental law is 
advocated by scholars. Cao Mingde considers the ‘principle of coordination’ incongruent with 
the principle of sustainable development and proposes the ‘priority of ecological protection’ as 
one of the fundamental principles of conservation law.7 Yang Qunfang proposes that the 
‘priority of environment’ should consist of two parts, the priority of protection and the priority of 
restoration.8 Wang Canfa proposes adding a specific article to the EPL that elaborates the 
fundamental principles of environmental law.9 
The principle of the ‘priority of protection’ was finally legalized in the EPL of 2014. 
Together with four other principles, including the prevention first, integrated governance, public 
participation and liability principles, ‘priority of protection’ was established as one of the five 
fundamental principles of environmental law (Article 5). Article 5 was not added to the initial 
version of the draft amendment to the EPL but rather to the later versions based on public 
                                               
4 Zhao Xudong & Huang Jing, ״㖇ᯟĀ⧟ຳ؍ᣔՈݸᙗā৏ࡉ˖ᡁഭ⧟ຳ⌅Āॿ䈳ਁኅā৏ࡉⲴ৽ᙍо᭩䘋(Analysis 
on the principle of ‘priority of environmental protection’ in Russia: re-thinking and improvement of the ‘coordination principle’ 
in China), 6(2000) ⋣े⌅ᆖ(Hebei Law Science), p.131; Cao Mingde, 䇪⭏ᘱ⌅Ⲵสᵜ৏ࡉ(Analysis on the Fundamental 
Principles of Ecological Protection Law), 6 (2002) ⌅ᆖ䇴䇪(Law Review), p.63. 
5 Wu Weixing, supra note 2, p.29. 
6 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ㩭ᇎ、ᆖਁኅ㿲࣐ᕪ⧟ຳ؍ᣔⲴߣᇊ (Decision of the State Council on Implementing the 
Outlook of Scientific Development and Strengthening Environmental Protection), Guofa No.39 [2005].  
7 Cao Mingde, supra note 4. 
8 Yang Qunfang, 䇪⧟ຳ⌅Ⲵสᵜ৏ࡉѻ⧟ຳՈݸ৏ࡉ (Analysis of the principle of priority of the environment as a 
fundamental principle of environmental law), 2 (2009) ѝഭ⎧⌻བྷᆖᆖᣕ(⽮Պ、ᆖ⡸)(Journal of Ocean University of China 
(Social Science Edition)), pp.62-65. 
9 See Yang Chaofei (ed.), 䙊ᖰ⧟ຳ⌅ࡦⲴ䚃䐟: <⧟ຳ؍ᣔ⌅>؞᭩ᙍ䐟⹄ウᣕ੺ (Path to Environmental Rule of Law: 
Research report on amending the Environmental Protection Law) (Beijing: Zhongguo Huanjing Chubanshe, 2013), p.85. 
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comments.10 Scholars expressed concern about adding the principle of the ‘priority of protection’ 
to the draft.11  
First, the expression of the ‘priority of protection’ is seldom seen in environmental 
legislation in other countries. Chinese scholars who support the addition of this principle usually 
refer to the Russian Federal Environmental Protection Act of 2002, which has a similar 
expression in Article 3.12 Therefore, there is limited legislative precedent on how to define, 
interpret and apply this principle. 
Second, because Article 4 of the newly amended EPL prescribes that ‘environmental 
protection is a basic State policy’ and ‘economic and social development should be coordinated 
with environmental protection,’ it is unclear how the principle of the ‘priority of protection’ can 
be coordinated with these two provisions. Zhu Xiao argues that the provisions in Article 4 clarify 
the relationship between protection and development; therefore, there is no need to add the 
principle of the ‘priority of protection’ as a fundamental principle in Article 5. Instead, he argues 
for the addition of the ‘precautionary principle’ as a governing principle to replace the ‘priority 
of protection’ and ‘prevention first’.13 
Although problems remain with regard to the way the principle should be defined and 
interpreted, it has now been established as a fundamental principle of environmental law. Thus, 
this principle has become an overarching mandate for all relevant fields that address 
environmental protection, and PA management is no exception. In reality, in addition to the new 
EPL, the principle of the ‘priority of protection’ has already been included in separate 
congressional statutes, such as the Sea Island Protection Law of 2009 (Article 3) and the 
amended Soil and Water Conservation Law of 2010 (Article 3).  
2.1.2 Purpose Statements of PA Designation and Management 
This section reviews the evolution of purpose statements in the regulations of PA designation 
and management and discusses how the principle of the ‘priority of protection’ may apply to 
them. 
SHAs 
The Interim Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas (1985) stated, ‘These regulations are 
enacted to strengthen the management of SHAs, better protect, utilize and develop the scenic and 
historic resources’ (Article 1). In the amended Regulations on Scenic and Historic Areas (2006), 
                                               
10 Zhu Xiao, 䇪ѝഭ⧟ຳ⌅สᵜ৏ࡉⲴ・⌅ਁኅо޽ਁኅ(Analysis on the development and further development of the 
fundamental principles of environmental law in legislation in China), 3 (2014) ॾь᭯⌅བྷᆖᆖᣕ (Journal of East China 
University of Political Science and Law), p.8. 
11 Ibid. (Zhu Xiao reviews the legislative history of the article of fundamental principles, and details scholars’ opinions when the 
draft was passed to the scholarly circle for the purpose of soliciting opinions). 
12 Zhao Xudong & Huang Jing, supra note 4. Due to the author’s limitations of language ability, the way this term is used and 
defined in its original context of Russian law is not checked. 
13 Zhu Xiao, supra note 10, p.9. 
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the wording was slightly different: ‘to effectively protect and rationally utilize scenic and historic 
resources’. The general requirements for the effectiveness of the protection and rationality of 
utilization were added, and the ‘development of resources’ was excluded from the purpose 
statement. The amended Regulations also added one article to the fundamental principle of 
regulation of SHAs: ‘the State adheres to the principle of scientific planning, integrated 
management, strict protection and perpetual utilization (≨㔝࡙⭘)’ (Article 3).  
Although the ‘priority of protection’ is not enshrined as a fundamental principle in the 
Regulations, one article uses the term ‘priority of protection’ by stating that ‘the master plans of 
SHAs should accord with the principle of “protection first and development second”’ (Article 
13). Furthermore, although ‘sustainable development’ is not prescribed as one of the 
fundamental principles of SHA management, it provides that ‘the landscape and natural 
environment within SHAs should be strictly protected in light of the principle of sustainable 
development’ (Article 24). 
Nature Reserves 
Article 1 of the Regulations on Nature Reserves (1994) states that these regulations are enacted 
‘to strengthen the establishment and management of nature reserves and protect the natural 
environment and natural resources’. Aiming for strict protection, the regulations do not even list 
‘utilization’ as one of the purposes. Furthermore, unlike section 5, which is titled ‘Utilization and 
Management’ in the Regulations on SHAs, there is no single section on the utilization of 
resources in the Regulations on Nature Reserves. A strong pro-preservation feature of nature 
reserve management is found therein. 
Forest Parks 
In the Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks issued by the SFA in 1993 (1993 
Measures), the legislative purpose was stated as follows: ‘to strengthen the management of forest 
parks, rationally utilize the scenic resources of forests and develop the forest-related tourism 
industry’ (Article 1). The purpose of ‘protection’ was not mentioned. This statement was 
amended when the Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks at the National Level was 
issued by the SFA in 2011 (2011 Measures), in which the legislative purpose was defined to 
‘normalize the management of forests parks at the national level, protect and rationally utilize 
scenic resources of forests, develop ecological tourism in forests and promote the development 
of ecological civilization’ (Article 1). The 2011 Measures explicitly enshrine the ‘coordination 
principle’ as a governing principle of forest park management (Article 5). 
Unlike nature reserves, other types of PAs have addressed both protection and utilization in 
their legislative purposes. A general requirement of ‘rational utilization’ is provided. A dominant 
feature of embracing the ‘principle of coordination’ is seen across these types of PAs. Because 
the new EPL explicitly adopts the principle of the ‘priority of protection,’ this has become a 
governing principle in PA management as well. Therefore, considering the ongoing efforts to 
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enact a fundamental law for PAs, the principle of the ‘priority of protection’ should be explicitly 
recognized. However, the draft of the Natural Heritage Law prescribes principles of ‘sufficient 
protection, proper use (䘲ᓖ࡙⭘) and perpetuity for future generations’ (Article 4). Although it 
shows a strong pro-protection feature, a more explicit incorporation of the principle of ‘priority 
of protection’ is needed to maintain consistency and unity within the legal system. 
 The Designated Use Pattern in PAs 2.2
Similar to the US, a designated use pattern has been formulated within different types of PAs. By 
establishing a hierarchy of different uses in law, conflicts between particular interests and claims 
to use resources, ‘resource conflict’ in the classification model presented above can be 
effectively managed. 
In nature reserves, the designated use pattern is mainly formulated through the zoning 
mechanism. According to the Regulations on Nature Reserves (the Regulations), within a nature 
reserve, different degrees of regulation are applied to different zones, namely, core, buffer and 
experimental zones. 
1. The core zone aims for pristine preservation and represents the most precious ecological 
value of nature reserves. No type of entry by any individual or any unit is allowed therein, 
and limited scientific research activities are allowed based on case-by-case approval 
(Article 27); 
2. The buffer zone surrounds the core zone, and scientific research and observation is 
allowed; however, tourism, commercial activities and the construction of production 
facilities are prohibited (Article 28 and 32); 
3. The experimental zone receives a lower degree of protection than the former two. 
Activities such as scientific experiments, educational practices, sightseeing, tourism, and 
the domestication and breeding of precious and endangered species are permitted. No 
production facilities that cause environmental pollution or damage to the natural resource 
landscape can be built in the experimental zone (Article 32).  
The mandatory percentage of the area of specific zones is not provided in the Regulations. 
However, according to the Outline of the Overall Planning of Nature Reserves at the National 
Level issued by the SEPA in 2002,14 a mandatory provision stated that the area of the core zone 
of a nature reserve at the national level should be more than 1/3 of the total area and the area of 
the experimental zone should be less than 1/3 of the total area (Article 1.5).  
Generally, activities such as felling, grazing, hunting, fishing, collecting medicinal herbs, 
reclaiming, burning, mining, quarrying and sand dredging are prohibited within nature reserves. 
                                               
14 SEPA, ഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४ᙫփ㿴ࡂབྷ㓢(Outline of Overall Planning of Nature Reserves at the National Level), 2002. 
Available at http://sts.mep.gov.cn/zrbhq/fzgy/200206/t20020626_90651.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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These activities are allowed unless exceptional stipulations in laws and administrative 
regulations are otherwise provided (Article 26).  
Unlike nature reserves, a strict zoning system is not explicitly adopted in SHA management. 
A general distinction between ‘core scenic spots’ and ‘other scenic spots’ is provided in the 
Regulations on SHAs (2006). This distinction can be observed in the scope of ‘prohibited 
activities’: Article 27 states that ‘any construction of a hotel, hostel, training center, sanitarium or 
other building irrelevant to the protection of scenic and historic resources is prohibited within the 
core scenic spots of an SHA’. It can be deduced that the construction projects that are prohibited 
within ‘core scenic spots’ are allowed in ‘other scenic spots’ based on examination and approval 
procedures.  
Similar to the congressional instruction to the NPS to ‘promote and regulate’ the uses of 
national park resources in the US, agencies are required to ‘promote healthy and beneficial 
sightseeing as well as cultural and entertainment activities within SHAs’ (Article 32) and 
‘improve the transportation, service and tourist facilities’ (Article 33). These provisions indicate 
that the dominant designated use of SHAs is recreational use. In addition to dedicated 
recreational use, other commercial uses of scenic resources are allowed based on examination 
and approval procedures. Article 29 states that the following activities need to be approved: the 
installation and display of commercial advertisements, large-scale entertainment activities, 
activities that would change the natural state of water resources or water environments, and other 
activities that affect ecology and the landscape. 
Similar to SHAs, there is no strict zoning in forest parks except for the provision that ‘no 
hotel, hostel, sanatorium or other construction project is allowed to be built in precious 
landscapes, key scenic spots and core scenic areas’ (Article 11, Measures of the Administration 
of Forest Parks of 1993). The main functions of ‘forest parks at the national level’ are fleshed out 
by the 2011 Measures: ‘to protect forestry scenic resources and biodiversity, to popularize the 
knowledge of ecological culture and to promote forest-based ecotourism’ (Article 5). Timber 
resources are strictly protected within forest parks: ‘felling of trees is only allowed for purposes 
of cultivation and thinning in order to increase the quality of forest-based scenic resources or 
conduct forest-based ecotourism’ (Article 14). In addition to timber management activities, the 
2011 Measures prescribe regulations on film shooting and large-scale performance activities 
within forest parks. These activities are not prohibited per se, but they are allowed with approval 
(Article 19). 
Based on the discussion above and the model of designated use developed in the context of 
the US,15 the respective hierarchy of designated uses within nature reserves, SHAs and forest 
parks is shown below. 
                                               
15 See supra section 6 of Chapter 6. 
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Nature Reserves SHAs Forest Parks 
Protection (‘natural environment and 
natural resources’) 
Protection (‘scenic 
and historical 
resources’) 
Protection (‘forest-based 
scenic resources and 
biodiversity’) 
Core zone preservation 
Recreation and 
tourism 
Forest-based recreation and 
tourism 
Buffer zone 
 
scientific research 
and observation 
Experimental 
zone 
 
scientific 
experiments, 
education, 
sightseeing, tourism, 
species management 
Commodity use based on explicit 
exceptional provisions stipulated in 
laws and administrative regulations 
(Article 26) 
Scenic 
resource-based 
commercial activities 
(e.g., advertising, 
entertainment 
activities) (Article 
29) 
Forestry management 
activities (e.g., timber thinning 
and cultivation) (Article 14); 
Forest-based commercial 
activities (e.g., film shooting 
and performance) (Article 19) 
Table 19: Comparison of designated use patterns among nature reserves, SHAs and forest parks 
Source: Adapted from relevant regulations 
 Compensation and Participation at the Community Level 2.3
To mitigate people-park conflicts (i.e., ‘development conflict’ in the classification model), 
general principles governing the relationship between conservation and local communities are 
stipulated. Instruments such as ecological compensation, public participation and 
community-based management in both substantive and procedural terms are prescribed in 
legislations and policies. 
Ecological Compensation 
In the Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994, a general principle is stipulated that ‘in the 
process of designating and managing nature reserves, local economic development, local 
residents’ production activities and livelihoods should be taken into consideration’ (Article 5). In 
terms of the boundary demarcation of nature reserves, it is prescribed that the ‘demarcation of 
the scope and boundary of nature reserves should take into consideration the integrity and 
appropriateness of the protected object, and the necessities of local economic construction and 
residents’ producing and living needs’ (Article 14). The Regulations state that ‘if it is necessary 
to move out the residents living in the core zone of a nature reserve, local governments should 
make proper arrangements (࿕ழᆹ㖞) to settle them down elsewhere’ (Article 27). These 
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provisions are principle-based without further elaboration. Disputes arise between local 
governments and local communities regarding what types of arrangements can be deemed proper 
and what types cannot. 
In the Regulations on SHAs of 2006, the principle of the ‘protection of property rights within 
designated SHAs’ is generally provided. The property rights of the owners and users of land, 
resources and real estate within SHAs are legally protected (Article 11). This is reflected in two 
aspects.  
1. Compulsory consultation procedures before the designation of a SHA: local 
governments are required to ‘fully consult with’ property owners and users before 
designating a SHA (Article 11). The results of such consultation are listed as one of the 
requisite documents for applying for the designation of an SHA (Article 9); and  
2. The payment of compensation to the owners and users for their losses arising from the 
designation of SHAs (Article 11). 
The Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks of 1993 have no provisions on 
coordinating interests between local communities and forest park management or a mechanism 
for compensation. The Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks at the National Level of 
2011 address this gap by providing that ‘compensation should be paid to relevant parties within 
forest parks at the national level for their losses arising from the implementation of the master 
plans of forest parks at the national level’ (Article 16). Furthermore, it is stated that ‘agencies 
should guide those communities living within or near forest parks to conduct endemic and 
pollution-free farming, husbandry and processing of forest by-products, encourage them to 
conduct forest resource-management activities and tourism-related activities’ (Article 27). 
In addition to these provisions on the relevant regulations of PAs, compensation mechanisms 
have been established in relevant statutes. For example, the Forestry Law of 1998 establishes the 
‘compensation fund for ecological benefits of forests’ (἞᷇⭏ᘱ᭸⳺㺕گส䠁) especially for 
the ‘afforestation, cultivation, protection and administration of forest resources and trees within 
shelter forests and forests for special use’ (Article 8). As mentioned earlier, forest-type nature 
reserves, forests in designated SHAs and forests within forest parks fall into the category of 
‘forests for special use’. The Regulations for Implementing the Forestry Law issued by the State 
Council in 2000 explicitly provide that the ‘operators of shelter forests and forests for special use 
have the right to obtain compensation from the compensation fund for the ecological benefit of 
forests’ (Article 15). Furthermore, the Wildlife Protection Law of 2004 provides that 
‘compensation should be made by local governments to those who suffer from crop loss or other 
losses due to the protection of wildlife; measures of such compensation should be formulated by 
governments at the provincial level’ (Article 14). This applies to compensation in designated 
PAs as well. 
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The new EPL of 2014 explicitly establishes the ‘ecological compensation’ system. It states 
that the State should increase financial transfer payments to PAs, and the State guides the 
governments of ecologically benefited areas and ecologically protected areas in providing 
compensation through consultation or in accordance with market rules (Article 31). 
Local legislation has also made advances in promoting ecological compensation in 
designated PAs. For example, in 2013, the government of Wuhan City in Hubei Province issued 
the Provisional Measures on the Ecological Compensation of Wetland Nature Reserves in 
Wuhan.16 Ecological compensation is defined as the ‘compensation of economic losses due to 
the restriction of production and operation activities and feeding of avian and other wildlife in 
order to protect and restore the ecological services provided by wetland nature reserves’ (Article 
3). The Measures also prescribe principles, including principles regarding ‘who loses, who 
obtains compensation’, standards, funding sources and responsibility mechanisms for ecological 
compensation. 
Access to Information and Public Participation 
Public participation is not explicitly stipulated in the Regulations on Nature Reserves. The 
Regulations on SHAs require public participation in making the master plans for SHAs. The 
Regulations state that ‘opinions should be fully solicited from relevant departments, the general 
public and experts; and a hearing should be held when necessary’ (Article 18). They also require 
that solicited opinions and the reasons for adopting or not adopting these opinions should be 
included in the documents to be submitted for approving the master plans of SHAs (ibid.). 
Similar to the provisions in SHAs, the Measures of the Administration of Forest Parks at the 
National Level of 2011 prescribe the requirement of soliciting public opinion in making forest 
park master plans (Article 10). 
The new EPL of 2014 prescribes public participation as one of five fundamental principles 
(Article 5). An entire chapter of the law specifically addresses the issue of information disclosure 
and public participation (Chapter 5).17 However, most of the articles in this Chapter relate to the 
disclosure of pollution-related information and public participation in the EIA of construction 
projects. Local communities’ participation in PA designation and management is not specifically 
addressed in the EPL. Other environmental statutes and regulations also provide for citizens’ 
                                               
16 People’s government of Wuhan City, ↖≹ᐲ⒯ൠ㠚❦؍ᣔ४⭏ᘱ㺕گᲲ㹼࣎⌅(Provisional Measures on the Ecological 
Compensation of Wetland Nature Reserves in Wuhan), effective on 1 January 2014, Wuzhenggui No.19 [2013]. Full text is 
available at http://www.whepb.gov.cn/hbZrbhq/104064.jhtml. Last visited January 2015. 
17 For analysis of the public participaiton provisions in the new EPL, see generally Lang Huanlin, Public Participation in 
Environmental Decision-Making in China: Towards an Ecosystem Approach, PhD dissertation at the University of Groningen, 
Netherlands, 2014. 
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participatory rights in EIA, such as the EIA Law of 2003 and the Regulations on the EIA of 
Planning of 2009.18 
In addition to legislation, policy-making has paid increasing attention to resolving conflicts 
between local communities and nature protection. Instruments such as incentive-based 
mechanisms, public participation and community-based management have been adopted in 
policies. The Strategy and Action Plan for Biodiversity Protection in China (2011-2030), which 
was issued by the MoEP in 2010,19 proposed to ‘establish incentive mechanisms that combine 
biodiversity protection and poverty alleviation and to protect local governments and indigenous 
communities to participate in the construction and management of nature reserves’ (Article 
3(4)(4)). In this Action Plan, proposals to conduct pilot programs of the community-based 
co-management of nature reserves were also made (Priority Action 14). Community-based 
management is considered an effective management strategy that is applauded worldwide.20 
However, although China has carried out some initiatives in the community-based management 
of PAs, this is not a common practice. According to a survey conducted in 2009 based on 
approximately 200 nature reserves in China, 42.5% of these nature reserves have not conducted 
such management projects, and 14.7% do not incorporate local communities into policy-making 
or decision-making.21  
At the legislative level, especially after the enactment of the new EPL of 2014, a preliminary 
normative framework for access to information and public participation has been established in 
China. However, gaps still exist in terms of the scope, representation and procedures of 
participation.22 The way that local communities can fully access information and effectively 
participate in the process of PA designation and management is still not firmly guaranteed by 
law. Existing PA regulations are either silent on this issue or lack specificity and enforceability. 
What is even more challenging is how to translate law into practice. 
3. Compliance and Enforcement of Law in Practice: A Critical Examination 
The issues surrounding the noncompliance and implementation deficits of environmental laws 
and regulations have been observed by many scholars.23 It has even been asserted that ‘China’s 
                                               
18 State Council, ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ⧟ຳᖡ૽䇴ԧ⌅ (EIA Law), 1 September 2003; ѝॾӪ≁ޡ઼ഭ㿴ࡂ⧟ຳᖡ૽䇴ԧᶑֻ
(Regulations on EIA of Planning), 1 October 2009. 
19 MoEP, ǉѝഭ⭏⢙ཊṧᙗ؍ᣔᡈ⮕о㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂǊ(2011-2030ᒤ) (The Strategy and Action Plan for Biodiversity Protection 
in China (2011-2030)), Huanfa No.106 [2010]. Full text is available at http://www.mep.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bwj-
/201009/t20100921_194841.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
20 See generally Grazia Borrini-Feyerabend, Shish Kothari and Gonzalo Oviedo, Indigenous and Local Communities and 
Protected Areas: Towards Equity and Enhanced Conservation (Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK, IUCN: 2004). 
21 Xu Jiliang et al., ‘A Review and Assessment of Nature Reserve Policy in China: Advances, Challenges and Opportunities’, 
46-4 (2012) Oryx, p.559. 
22 For analysis on whether Chinese legislation on public participation has fulfilled the requirements of participation embodied in 
sustainable development, see generally Lang Huanlin, supra note 17, pp.163-175. 
23  Alasdair MacBean, ‘China’s Environment: Problems and Policies’, 30 (2007) World Economy, p.300; Zuo Keyan, 
‘Management of Marine Nature Reserves in China: A Legal Perspective’, 6-3 (2003) Journal of International Wildlife Law & 
Policy, p.196; John Zinda, ‘Hazards of Collaboration: Local State Co-optation of a New Protected Area Model in Southwest 
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problem now is not the absence of environmental laws but the challenge of making them 
work’.24 These observations are generally made in the scenario of pollution control. Though the 
absence of a comprehensive law on PAs is still one of the most formidable challenges at the 
legislative level, the implementation gap in the field of nature conservation is similar to the case 
of pollution control. This section examines the implementation of laws and regulations on nature 
conservation and analyzes the reasons for the deficiencies in implementing conservation law in 
China. 
The preliminary question is how to detect and examine the situation of law enforcement in 
practice. Relevant authorities in China periodically conduct ad hoc campaigns on the 
examination of law enforcement to detect and rectify incompliance with laws and regulations. 
This is deemed a characteristic of the regime of environmental law in China.25 A discussion of 
the results of such ad hoc law enforcement campaigns in the field of nature reserves and SHA 
regulations could help in understanding the problems of law enforcement in reality. 
 The Examination of the Enforcement of Nature Reserve Regulations 3.1
In 2005, by issuing the Notices on the ad hoc Examination on Law Enforcement in Nature 
Reserves, 26  the MoEP launched a campaign that lasted from March to October 2005 to 
strengthen law enforcement in nature reserves. This was the first time that such a campaign was 
specifically launched for nature reserves.27 According to the circulation released by the MoEP in 
November 2005, 23 provinces and 2,056 nature reserves were covered in this campaign. In total, 
506 cases were filed, 158 entities were required to go through the EIA within a limited period, 
260 construction projects were shut down, 136 projects were required to undertake special 
treatment within a limited period, 10 tourist routes were closed, 66 persons were charged, and 23 
cases were transferred to other authorities for treatment.28 The MoEP also circulated seven 
typical cases of illegal activities that derogated the nature reserves, shown in Table 20. 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
China’, 25-4 (2012) Society & Natural Resources, pp.384-399; Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Mitigating Risk 
and Ensuring Compliance ( New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), pp.3-9; and D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, 
‘National parks in China: Experiments with protecting nature and human livelihoods in Yunnan province, Peoples’ Republic of 
China (PRC)’, 144 (2011) Biological Conservation,  pp.1314-1321. 
24 Dan Guttman & Song Yaqin, ‘Making central-local relations work: Comparing America and China environmental governance 
systems’, 1-4 (2007) Frontiers of Environmental Science & Engineering, p.418. 
25 Benjamin Van Rooij, Regulating Land and Pollution in China, Lawmaking, Compliance, and Enforcement; Theory and Cases 
(Leiden: Leiden University Press, 2006). 
26 MoEP, ޣҾᔰኅ㠚❦؍ᣔ४у亩ᢗ⌅ỰḕⲴ䙊⸕(Notices on Ad Hoc Examination of Law Enforcement in Nature 
Reserves), Huanfa No.37 [2005]. 
27 Xinhuanet, ഭᇦ⧟؍ᙫተ俆⅑ᔰኅޘഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४у亩Ựḕ (The MoEP launched the ad hoc examination of nature 
reserves for the first time), 1 April 2005, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/st/2005-04/01/content_2773209.htm. Last visited 
January 2015. 
28 Gu Ruizhen, ⧟؍ᙫተ䙊ᣕ 7њ⹤ൿ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ިර䘍⌅ṸԦ(The MoEP circulates 7 typical cases with regards to illegal 
activities within nature reserves), 15 November 2005, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2005-11/15-
/content_3784206.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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Name and location 
of nature reserve Illegal activities Relevant provisions 
Jiufengshan Nature 
Reserve at the 
Provincial Level 
(Inner Mongolia 
Province) 
37 coal mining enterprises illegally 
produced coals with 1 in the core zone, 
8 in the buffer zone and 28 in the 
experimental zone; eco-degradation 
and soil erosion. 
 ‘mining is forbidden in 
nature reserves’ (Article 
26) 
Dongtinghu Nature 
Reserve at the 
National Level 
(Hunan Province) 
A large area was planted with 
fast-growing poplars in the core zone 
and the buffer zone, with 1,000 mu of 
poplars in the core zone. 
‘production and 
commercial activities are 
forbidden in the core zone 
and the buffer zone of 
nature reserves’ (Article 27 
& 28) 
Dafeng Pere 
David’s Deer 
Nature Reserve at 
the National Level 
(Jiangsu Province) 
A private aquaculture enterprise leased 
lands in the core zone to individuals 
for production and operation of aquatic 
product (digging 3 ponds, installing 
high voltage power lines and 
construction of plants). 
‘production facilities are 
not allowed to be built in 
the core zone and the buffer 
zone of nature reserves’ 
(Article 32) 
Wuzhishan Nature 
Reserve at the 
National Level 
(Hainan Province) 
A hydropower station was constructed 
within the experimental zone without 
going through EIA procedures. 
‘no production facilities 
that cause damage to the 
resources or landscape 
should be built within the 
experimental zone of nature 
reserves’ (Article 32); 
‘no construction should be 
undertaken without the 
EIA’(Article 25 of the 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment Law of 2002) 
Huanglianshan 
Nature Reserve at 
the National Level 
(Yunnan Province) 
Two hydropower stations were under 
construction without going through 
EIA procedures. 
Ibid. 
Daqinggou Nature 
Reserve at the 
National Level 
(Inner Mongolia 
Province) 
Two projects of slide rail on dry land 
and ropeway were constructed without 
approval from relevant authorities and 
without going through EIA procedures. 
Ibid. 
Yellow River 
Wetland Nature 
Reserve at the 
National Level 
(Henan Province) 
Roads, parking lots and sluice gates 
were constructed within the core zone 
and the buffer zone without approval 
from relevant authorities. 
‘production and 
commercial activities are 
forbidden in the core zone 
and the buffer zone of 
nature reserves’ (Article 27 
& 28) 
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Table 20: Seven typical cases of illegal activities within nature reserves circulated by the MoEP 
in 200529  
Source: Circulation released by the MoEP30 
The MoEP summarized the problems of nature reserve management and the enforcement of 
nature reserve regulations found in this campaign, which included the following:  
1. The approval of applications for designating nature reserves outweighs the construction 
and management of natural reserves by local governments; 
2. The development within nature reserves outweighs the protection of nature reserves; and 
3. The application to be upgraded to nature reserves at a higher level outweighs the 
management of nature reserves.31 
Specifically, noncompliance with laws and regulations is exemplified by the illegal 
exploitation of mineral resources, the construction of transportation facilities, hydroelectric 
power stations and forestry-related facilities, and rampant tourism development activities.32  
In addition to this ad hoc campaign in 2005, the MoEP subsequently launched several more 
campaigns, such as the campaign in 2010 about the ad hoc examination of law enforcement in 
nature reserves at the national level33 and the campaign in 2013 regarding the water sources of 
the centralized supply of drinking water and nature reserves at the national level.34 The key 
points of the 2010 round include the following: 
1. Whether there are development and construction activities within nature reserves that 
derogate environmental quality and ecological services; 
2. Whether EIA procedures have been carried out according to the law in terms of 
construction projects and operational activities; 
3. Whether protection, restoration and compensation measures are carried out when 
construction and development activities are conducted; and 
4. Whether the boundary and zoning plan of nature reserves are arbitrarily adjusted, that is, 
against the stipulation made by the State Council.35 
                                               
29 Note: the relevant provisions refer to those in the Regulations on Nature Reserves of 1994, if not otherwise mentioned. 
30 See Xinhuanet, ⧟؍ᙫተ䙊ᣕ 2005ᒤ⹤ൿ㠚❦؍ᣔ४ިර䘍⌅ṸԦ(The MoEP circulates typical cases with regards to 
illegal activities within nature reserves in 2005), 15 November 2005, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2005-11/15-
/content_3785387.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
31 Gu Ruizhen, supra note 28. 
32 Ibid. 
33 MoEP, ޣҾᔰኅഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४у亩ᢗ⌅ỰḕⲴ䙊⸕(Notices on Ad Hoc Examination on Law Enforcement in Nature 
Reserves at the National Level), Huanbanhan No.184 [2010].  
34 MoEP, ޣҾᔰኅ䳶ѝᔿ侞⭘≤≤Ⓚൠ઼ഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४у亩ᢗ⌅ⶓḕⲴ䙊⸕(Notice on Ad Hoc Examination on Law 
Enforcement in Water Source of Centralized Supply of Drinking Water and Nature Reserves at the National Level), Huanban 
No.77 [2013].  
35 Results of the latter rounds of ad hoc campaigns in 2010 and 2013 were not circulated by the MoEP, therefore can only be 
observed by sporadic information. These four points are summarized from the Department of Environmental Protection in Hubei 
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These ad hoc campaigns illustrate that problems of law enforcement are not fully rectified 
by one campaign, as evidenced by repeated and periodic ad hoc campaigns. As Percival 
comments, these ad hoc campaigns are only ‘temporary and undertaken in part to cool down an 
overheating economy’. 36  Moreover, the main problem of law enforcement lies in the 
developmental needs of natural resources within reserves. Such needs emerge not only from 
exploitative commodity use, such as mining and timbering, but also from tourism development 
activities. A peculiar phenomenon of law enforcement deficiencies in China is the rampant 
adjustment of nature reserves to circumvent laws and regulations, as discussed below. 
 The Adjustment of Nature Reserves: Regulations and Enforcement 3.2
The phenomenon of the adjustment of nature reserves refers to the de-designation, adjustment of 
zoning plans, change of boundaries, and change of protected objects in nature reserves. As 
discussed earlier, due to strict protection within nature reserves, the designation of a PA, 
especially in the form of a nature reserve, confines the development of the local economy and the 
exploitation of natural resources. It also imposes burdens on local governments to actively 
manage the area and monitor it to prevent noncompliance. Therefore, rampant adjustments of 
reserve boundaries (i.e., the shrinkage of the PA) or even the de-designation of protected status 
as a nature reserve are frequently exposed by the media. For example, to facilitate the 
construction of a hydropower station, a conference center and other facilities, the former core 
zone in the Jinggang Mountain Nature Reserve was adjusted to become a buffer zone and an 
experimental zone.37 In 2003, local governments in Yunnan Province received a warning from 
UNESCO stating that the Three Parallel Rivers Scenic and Historic Area would be de-listed from 
the list of World Heritage Sites if they proceeded with the plan to reduce the total area by 20% 
and to allow mining and hydropower station construction in this area. 38  The negative 
consequences of these adjustments are explicit, including, but not limited to, the fragmentation of 
ecosystems, deterioration of habitats for species, and derogation of natural landscapes and 
enjoyment opportunities.  
Strict requirements have been provided in the Regulations on Nature Reserves, which state 
that the ‘de-designation of a nature reserve or any change or adjustment made to its nature, range 
or boundaries should be subject to the approval of the people’s government which approved the 
                                                                                                                                                       
Province, ⒆ेⴱᔰኅഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४у亩ᢗ⌅ỰḕᇎᯭᯩṸ (Implementation Plan of Hubei Province in Conducting Ad 
Hoc Examination of Law Enforcement of Nature Reserves at the National Level), 29 March 2010, Ehuanfa No.4 [2010]. Full text 
is available at http://www.hbepb.gov.cn/zwgk/zcwj/shbjwj/201004/t20100402_28846.html. Last visited January 2015. 
36 Robert Percival, ‘The challenge of Chinese environmental law’, 10 (2008) International Environmental Law Committee 
Newsletter, p.4. 
37 See Feng Yongfeng, ѝഭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४㓧㓧䈳ᮤ࣏㜭ˈ᜿൘㓿⍾ᔰਁ(Successive adjustment of functions of nature reserves 
in China aiming at economic development), 30 June 2009, available at http://culture.gansudaily.com.cn/system/-
2009/06/30/011154850.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
38 See Yang Min, Ӂইᔪ䇞䟽ᯠࡂᇊй⊏ᒦ⍱, 䚇ӗൠ䶒〟߿ቁ 20% (Yunnan suggests re-drawing the boundary of the 
Three Parallel Rivers, the area of heritage site will be reduced by 20%), 16 October 2006, available at 
http://www.china.com.cn/city/txt/2006-10/16/content_7245176.htm. Last visited January 2015. See also Guangyu Wang, et al., 
‘National Park Development in China: Conservation or Commercialization?’, 41 (2012) AMBIO, pp.252-253. 
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establishment of the nature reserve’ (Article 15). However, enforcement of this rule is far from 
satisfactory in practice. To cope with this problem, in 2002, the State Council issued the Reply to 
the MoEP Regarding the Provisions on the Administration of Adjustments of Boundary and 
Functional Zones and the Change of the Title of Nature Reserve at the National Level (the 
Reply).39 The MoEP is thus empowered to supervise the mentioned adjustments, and ‘other 
related departments’ are in charge of regulating such adjustments based on their respective 
authorities (Article 4). It is explicitly prescribed that ‘the scope, the zoning system and the name 
of nature reserves at the national level should not be adjusted and changed ad libitum…the 
shrinkage of the scopes of the core zone and buffer zone of nature reserves at the national level 
should be strictly regulated’ (Article 5).   
To regulate similar adjustments to nature reserves at local levels, in 2008, the MoEP and six 
other departments co-issued the Notice on Strengthening the Administration of Adjustments of 
Nature Reserve,40 which expanded the examination and approval procedures to nature reserves 
at the local level (Article 4). Following this notice, the SFA issued a notice in 2008 to address the 
adjustment of forest-type nature reserves. It added to the previous regulations by stating that 
‘adjustments are prohibited to those which are titled as nature reserves at the national level in 
recent years, and strict regulation should be applied to adjustments within nature reserves below 
the provincial level’ (Article 1). 
This prohibitive clause by the SFA was further quantified by the State Council in 2010, 
which explicitly stipulated that ‘adjustments to nature reserves are prohibited, in principle, within 
five years of the date on which the establishment of or adjustments to the nature reserve is 
approved’ (Article 2).41 
In December 2013, the State Council issued Regulations on the Administration of the 
Adjustment of Nature Reserves at the National Level (the Regulations).42 Guiding principles 
were set for the adjustment of nature reserves: ‘the sizes of core zones and buffer zones should 
not shrink in principle. The adjustment of nature reserves should guarantee that the main 
protected objects are effectively protected, the integrity of ecological systems and ecological 
processes is not derogated, the biodiversity is not impaired, and the nature of a nature reserve is 
not changed’ (Article 5). According to the official explanation of this new regulation by the 
MoEP, compared to previous policy documents, the new Regulations made the following 
changes: 
                                               
39 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒ޣҾ⧟؍ᙫተǉഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४㤳ത䈳ᮤ઼࣏㜭४䈳ᮤ৺ᴤ᭩਽〠㇑⨶㿴ᇊǊⲴᢩ༽ , 29 
January 2092, Guohan No. 5 [2002]. Full text available at http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2002/content_61943.htm. Last 
visited January 2015. 
40 MoEP et al., ޣҾ࣐ᕪ㠚❦؍ᣔ४䈳ᮤ㇑⨶ᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice on Strengthening the Administration of Adjustments of 
Nature Reserves), 29 April 2008, Huanfa No.30 [2008].  
41 State Council, ഭ࣑䲒࣎ޜ঵ޣҾڊྭ㠚❦؍ᣔ४㇑⨶ᴹޣᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice of General Office of the State Council on 
Satisfactorily Doing Related Work on the Administration of Nature Reserve), Guobanfa No.63 [2010].  
42 State Council, ഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४䈳ᮤ㇑⨶㿴ᇊ(Regulations on Administration of Adjustment of Nature Reserves at 
National Level), Guohan No.129 [2013].  
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1. Specific causes for adjustment were provided, including a major change of natural 
conditions, frequent human activities in populated regions inside nature reserves, the 
need for national major construction projects, and major changes to main protected 
projects (Article 6);  
2. The prohibitive period of adjustment was set: ‘adjustments to nature reserves are 
prohibited, in principle, within five years of the date on which the establishment of or 
adjustments to the nature reserve is approved’ (Article 5). Furthermore, ‘a nature reserve 
at the national level should not be adjusted again if it has been adjusted due to major 
construction projects’ (Article 8);  
3. Special protection was provided to those nature reserves with crucial ecological 
significance. Core zones of these nature reserves could only be enlarged instead of 
shrunk or exchanged (Article 7);  
4. Procedural requirements were added to adjust nature reserves and requirements of 
consultation to community members, public participation and ecological compensation 
were incorporated (Articles 8 & 11); and 
5. A responsibility mechanism was provided to guarantee compliance (Article 16).43  
The Regulations are the latest administrative regulations by the State Council on nature 
reserve management. The initial concern is to reconcile the conflicts between nature reserve 
protection and the desires of local governments to construct large-scale projects and develop the 
tourism economy. However, risks remain. The Regulations clearly include ‘the necessity for 
national major construction projects’ (ഭᇦ䟽བྷᐕ〻) as a legal cause of nature reserve 
adjustment, which are defined as projects that are examined and approved by the State Council 
(Article 6). Discretionary power to allow potentially negative influences on nature reserves has 
not been eradicated but has been shifted from the hands of local governments to the central 
government. As long as the State Council deems that the economic and social benefits of a 
proposed project outweigh the benefits of nature conservation, the adjustment of nature reserves 
can be easily legitimized. In reality, projects that are deemed ‘national major construction 
projects’ have more destructive influences on nature than those without national significance, 
such as the Three Gorges Dam Project, the South-to-North Water Diversion Project (ই≤े䈳) 
and the West-to-East Electricity Transfer Project (㾯≄ь䗃). In this sense, the Regulations may 
function as a watchdog for local governments’ misbehavior. However, it is unclear how to 
include the central government in the supervision framework. 
 The Examination of the Enforcement of SHA Regulations 3.3
Similar to ad hoc campaigns in nature reserves, in 2003, the MoC (now the MoHURD) launched 
a campaign for the comprehensive rectification (㔬ਸᮤ⋫) of SHA management nationwide.44 
                                               
43 MoEP, ⧟ຳ؍ᣔ䜘ቡഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४䈳ᮤ㇑⨶㿴ᇊㆄ䰞(Questions and answers with regards to the Regulations on the 
Administration of the Adjustment of Nature Reserves at National Level by the MoEP), 11 December 2013. Available at 
http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2013-12/11/content_2545994.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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The rectification of misbehaviors in SHA management was expected to be finished in 2005; 
however, it was ultimately extended to 2007. 45  The main focus of this five-year long 
examination included the following:  
1. The placement of the logo and board of National Key SHAs; 
2. The establishment of the management bodies of SHAs; 
3. The separation of management authority and the commercial operation of SHAs; 
4. The demarcation of core protected areas of SHAs and the specific protection plans of 
these areas; 
5. Illegal construction activities and other activities that derogate the environment; and  
6. The formation of rules and policies for the ground management of SHAs.46 
According to the circulation of the rectification results released by the MoC in 2007, the 
management of SHAs demonstrated visible improvements through this five-year campaign in 
terms of the enactment of local regulations and rules, the formulation of SHA master plans, 
trans-departmental coordination, and the control of illegal construction.47 The most prominent 
problems of the on-the-ground management of SHAs included the following: some SHAs 
transferred the administrative functions of management, planning, supervision and the collection 
of entrance fees to private enterprises; construction projects were illegally approved and 
constructed; and the master plans of SHAs were not formulated within the time limit prescribed 
by law. Furthermore, the MoC noted that some local governments illegally transfer land within 
SHAs to enterprises or change the purpose of land use from agricultural land to land for the 
construction of tourism facilities and real estate development under the banner of developing 
scenic resources. For example, the administrative agency of the SHA of Wudang Mountain in 
Shanxi Province transferred 700 mu of farmland to commercial land by signing two agreements 
with local villagers.48 
Following this five-year renovation campaign from May to October 2012, the MoHURD 
conducted a series of ad hoc examinations on law enforcement within SHAs at the national level. 
The circulation of the examination result showed that among the 48 SHAs that were randomly 
selected for examination, 16 obtained scores higher than 90 and ranked as ‘Excellent’, 27 
obtained scores between 60 and 90 and ranked as ‘Qualified or Good’ (15 of which were ordered 
to rectify their problems within a limited period) and 5 SHAs obtained scores lower than 60 and 
                                                                                                                                                       
44 MoC, ޣҾᔰኅഭᇦ䟽⛩仾Ჟ਽㜌४㔬ਸᮤ⋫ᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice on Conducting the Comprehensive Rectification of the 
Work of National Key Scenic and Historic Areas), 11 March 2003, Jianbancheng No.12 [2003].  
45 MoC, ޣҾڊྭ 2005 ᒤᓖഭᇦ䟽⛩仾Ჟ਽㜌४㔬ਸᮤ⋫ᐕ֌Ⲵ䙊⸕(Notice on Conducting the Comprehensive 
Rectification of the Work of National Key Scenic and Historic Area in 2005), 27 August 2005, Jianbancheng No.69 [2005].  
46 These points were repetitively mentioned in both the 2003 and 2005 notices issued by the MoC shown in previous two 
footnotes. 
47 MoHURD, ޘഭഭᇦ㓗仾Ჟ਽㜌४㔬ਸᮤ⋫ᛵߥ䙊ᣕᯠ䰫ਁᐳՊ᮷ᆇᇎᖅ(Manuscript of the Press Conference on 
Circulating the Result of the Comprehensive Rectification of the Work on Scenic and Historic Areas at the National Level), 26 
December 2007. Available at http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/zxydt/200804/t20080424_162768.html. Last visited January 2015. 
48 This case was mentioned by the MoHURD officials in the press conference of the circulation. See ibid. 
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ranked as ‘Disqualified’ (these SHAs were ordered to be rectified within a limited period).49 As 
a result, 20 SHAs out of 48 were deemed to be poorly managed, and they were ordered to be 
rectified within a limited period. The main problems of law enforcement within these 20 SHAs 
included the following: 
1. The absence or deficiency of a management agency; 
2. Illegal construction projects without undergoing of examination and approval 
procedures;  
3. Delays in formulating master plans or specific resource plans; 
4. Illegal transfer of operation rights, management functions and the right to collect entry 
fees to private enterprises; and 
5. Deficiencies in the effective monitoring and enforcement of the law. 
 The Overlapping Designation and Management of PAs: Regulations and Enforcement 3.4
Although PAs are categorized into different categories and managed by different departments, 
the boundary between different designations is not clear. Although inter-agency rivalry, 
especially between the NPS and the USFS, is also found in public land management in the US, 
each of its management agencies manages its own system under a specific congressional 
mandate. At least in terms of geographical boundaries, there is no overlap in their jurisdictions. 
However, in China, overlapping designation and management is commonplace. The former 
refers to multiple designations of PAs in the same geographical territory, and the latter refers to 
multiple management bodies in a particular designated PA. Different institutions manage the 
same PA based on different standards in accordance with their respective mandates. Therefore, 
friction and conflicts arise from this overlapping jurisdiction. 
Examples of overlapping designations are numerous. The SHA of Wulingyuan at the 
National Level consists of four components, the Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (the first 
national forest park in China) and three nature reserves (Suoxiyu, Tianzishan and Yangjiajie).50 
The SHA of Three Parallel Rivers at the National Level in Yunnan Province consists of nine 
nature reserves and 10 SHAs at different levels.51 According to a 2009 report, there were 102 
SHAs at the national level that overlapped with nature reserves, and the boundaries of 18 SHAs 
were exactly the same as those designated as nature reserves.52  
                                               
49 MoHURD, տᡯ෾ґᔪ䇮䜘ޣҾഭᇦ㓗仾Ჟ਽㜌४؍ᣔ㇑⨶ᢗ⌅Ựḕ㔃᷌Ⲵ䙊ᣕ(Circulation on the Examination Result 
of Law Enforcement of the Protection and Management of Scenic and Historic Areas at the National Level), 27 December 2012, 
Jianchenghan No.250 [2012]. Full text is available at http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2012-12/06/content_2283754.htm. Last visited 
January 2015. 
50 See introduction of Wulingyuan on the website of UNESCO , http://whc.unesco.org/pg.cfm?ID_SITE=640&CID=31&l=EN. 
Last visited January 2015. 
51 Wang Huanhuan, ؍ᣔ䟽ਐሩ䍛ഠᖡ૽Ⲵ⌅ᖻ࠶᷀˖ԕӁইй⊏ᒦ⍱४ฏѪֻ (Legal analysis on the impacts of 
overlapping designation of protected areas over poverty: a case study of the area of Three Parallel Rivers in Yunnan Province), 4 
(2008) ॾই⨶ᐕབྷᆖᆖᣕ(⽮Պ、ᆖ⡸)(Journal of South China University of Technology(Edition of Social Science)), p.90. 
52 The figure is from unpublished data from the SFA. Citing from Xu Jiliang et al., supra note 21, p.558. 
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Overlapping management is also commonplace in practice. Because management authority 
for wildlife, water, land, grassland and forestry is given to different departments, a PA is 
managed by a variety of authorities. This situation is dubbed ‘nine dragons co-govern the water’ 
(ҍ嗉⋫≤). Taking the SHA of Wulingyuan as an example, there are two main management 
authorities in this area, the government of Wulingyuan District, which was specifically 
established based on the geographical scope of Wulingyuan, and the Management Agency of 
Zhangjiajie Forest Park, which was subordinated to the SFA. Both of these authorities have more 
than 1,000 working staff members in the Wulingyuan area. Furthermore, the MoHURD, the 
MoEP, the Ministry of Land and Resources and the Tourist Bureau of Zhangjiajie City have 
authority over the management of Wulingyuan. The problem of overlapping management is 
dramatically reflected in practice. Taking the SHA of the Lushan Mountain as an example, the 
management authority is allocated to six different authorities that are in charge of managing the 
mountain peak, the mountainside and the foot of the mountain. The fragmented allocation of 
power is epitomized in the charging of fees at the scenic spot (i.e., ‘Three-Layered Waterfall’ (й
ਐ⋹)), which is split into three layers as the water flows from the peak to the bottom. Because 
the waterfall is managed by two authorities, visitors who want to enjoy the whole waterfall are 
required to pay two different fee-charging bodies.53   
Why is there such an overlap? In addition to the flaws of intuitional arrangement prescribed 
in the legislation, the preference of SHA designation by local governments may be a reason. This 
is because nature reserves enjoy stricter legal protection than SHAs. There are more legal 
obstacles to developing tourism and exploiting resources within nature reserves than within 
SHAs. After the enactment of the Regulations on SHAs in 2006, many local governments began 
to designate SHAs over the previous boundary of nature reserves, de-designate nature reserves 
and re-designate them as SHAs, or shrink the previous boundaries of nature reserves. The 
problem of overlap has therefore been intensified.  
Recognizing the potential for conflict, recent lawmaking and policy-making has paid 
specific attention to the problem of overlap. Measures have been taken ex ante and ex post to 
specifically address this problem. The general idea is that, first, overlapping designations should 
be avoided when a new type of PA is to be designated; and second, the hierarchy of the 
applicable norms of different PAs should be formulated in the case of an existing overlap. 
 In terms of ex ante measures, the Regulations on SHAs (2006) provide that ‘a new SHA 
should not overlap or intersect a nature reserve’ (Article 7). In the Measures of the 
Administration of National Wetland Parks (Trial) issued by the SFA in 2010, it is also provided 
                                               
53 Huang Hui & Liqing, ޡ㇑аᓗኡ ᓀኡօᰦ㔃ᶏĀаኡޝࡦā⧠⣦ (When will the situation of ‘one mountain, six 
authorities’ end?), in ⌅ ࡦᰕ ᣕ (Legal Daily), 11 September 2006. Available at http://news.sohu.com/20060911-
/n245266581.shtml; see also Liu Jing, Zhang Shuguang & Ye Zaichun, ᓀኡо哴ኡⲴĀփࡦሩ䈍ā(Dialogue between Lushan 
and Huangshan Mountains on administrative systems), 28 October 2001, available at http://www.jx.xinhuanet.com-
/reporter/2001-10/28/content_11982549.htm. Both were last visited January 2015. 
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that the domain of the national wetland park should not overlap or intersect a nature reserve or a 
forest park (Article 5). A document issued by the SFA in 2005 stated that new nature reserves, 
SHAs or geographical parks cannot be established within the operational scope of the forest 
parks at the national level. Approval by the SFA should be obtained before such an establishment 
can be undertaken if the need truly exists (Article 20).54 
A general solution to existing overlaps is provided under a ‘coordination’ scenario in the 
legislation. The Regulations on SHAs (2006) stated that ‘where an established SHA overlaps or 
intersects a nature reserve, planning for SHAs needs to be in harmony with that of nature 
reserves’ (Article 7). Only one existing provision provides an explicit solution to this problem. 
The Measures on the Administration of Forest Parks at the National Level issued by the SFA in 
2011 state that ‘concerning the overlap or intersection between forest parks at the national level 
and nature reserves at the national level, the provisions of nature reserves should prevail’ (Article 
9).  
 Analysis of the Reasons for the Enforcement Gap 3.5
From the discussion above, it can be observed that the management of nature reserves and SHAs 
faces similar problems in practice, such as the illegal construction of facilities, the exploitation of 
resources and rampant commercialization. Generally speaking, noncompliance and the 
deficiency of law enforcement is commonplace in the ground management of PAs in China. 
What are the reasons for such a gap?  
It has been commonly observed that there are challenges to using the law for environmental 
protection in China.55 Numerous studies have discussed the issue of why environmental law 
cannot be enforced in China. For example, Charles McElwee summarizes nine factors that 
impede the effective implementation of environmental laws in China: 
1. The low status of the law as a means for achieving societal goals; 
2. The lack of capacity within the country’s bureaucracies and legal institutions; 
3. The delegation of responsibility for environmental protection to local authorities; 
4. The development the economy outranks protection of the natural environment; 
5. The horizontal fragmentation of the responsibility for environmental compliance 
weakens environmental enforcement efforts; 
6. Public oversight of the implementation of environmental laws and regulations is 
constrained; 
7. A strong influence of informal networks on the application and administration of laws 
and regulations; 
                                               
54 SFA, ഭᇦ㓗἞᷇ޜഝ䇮・ǃ᫔䬰ǃਸᒦǃ᭩ਈ㓿㩕㤳തᡆ㘵ਈᴤ䳦኎ޣ㌫ᇑᢩ㇑⨶࣎⌅(Administrative Measures on the 
Examination and Approval of the Establishment, Revocation, Merger, Change of Business Scope or Change of Subordination 
Relationship of Forest Parks at the National Level), Order No.16 of the SFA, 16 June 2005. 
55 Alex Wang ‘The Role of Law in Environmental Protection in China: Recent Developments’, 8 (2006-2007) Vermont Journal 
of Environmental Law, p.202. 
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8. Environmental policy-making and implementation that are characterized by bureaucratic 
fragmentation; and  
9. Structural flaws in existing laws and regulations.56 
Stefanie Beyer notes that ‘enforcement tensions between the center and the periphery [are] a 
result of decentralization and growing local protectionism, [and are] major obstacles to the 
implementation process’. 57  Robert Percival states that ‘the initial generation of Chinese 
environmental laws largely consisted of statements of general principles that were ambiguous 
and difficult to enforce’, and ‘China’s economic boom roared forward faster than these laws 
could be implemented and enforced’. He adds other factors, such as the highly decentralized 
nature of China’s government, low penalties for environmental violation, the lack of direct 
enforcement authorities of the MoEP, the lack of education on environmental concerns among 
the general public, the lack of resources and the influence of environmental NGOs, the lack of an 
independent judiciary and a tradition of respect for the rule of law.58 
Although most scholars take the enforcement of pollution control laws as an example to 
explain the poor implementation of environmental law in China, their explanations for this gap 
are applicable to nature conservation law. Three reasons that may cause enforcement 
insufficiencies in PA law have been identified: structural defects in legislation, bureaucratic 
structures and the underdevelopment of civil society. 
First, in terms of the defects of legislation, some scholars argue that the current legislation is 
not based on a realistic and practical foundation. In terms of the Regulations on Nature Reserves, 
the regulatory tactic is linear and involves the categorical prohibition of most human activities 
via zoning. Because nature reserves are managed based on the criteria for different types of 
resources, such as forests and grassland, the same regulatory standard is applied to all types of 
reserves. This situation overlooks the complexities of natural and social conditions. The strict 
regulation of nature reserves ‘drain[s] local government budgets’59 and becomes difficult to 
enforce. Antagonistic attitudes toward nature reserve designation at the level of local 
governments and communities can be found. The costs of the implementation of the law increase, 
and the efficiency of reserve management is limited. Zinda notes that when regulation is 
consistently implemented, it imposes hardships on local communities. In practice, it disinclines 
local authorities to undertake effective implementation. 60  Furthermore, the most attractive 
landscapes and resources are designated as the core zones or buffer zones of a nature reserve, 
                                               
56 Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Mitigating Risk and Ensuring Compliance( New York: Oxford University 
Press,2011), pp.4-9.  
57 Stefanie Beyer, ‘Environmental Law and Policy in the People’s Republic of China’, 5-1 (2005) Chinese Journal of 
International Law, p.185. 
58 Robert Percival, supra note 36, pp.3-4. 
59 Megan Kram et al., Protecting China’s Biodiversity: A Guide to Land Use, Land Tenure, and Land Protection Tools (Beijing: 
The Nature Conservancy, 2012), p.141. 
60 John Zinda, ‘Hazards of Collaboration: Local State Co-optation of a New Protected Area Model in Southwest China’, 25-4 
(2012) Society & Natural Resources, p.388. 
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whereas the less interesting scenery in experimental zones suffers from over-construction and 
overpopulation. Simply, this means that ‘core zones tend to be overprotected, and experimental 
zones go under-protected at the expense of the environment and tourists’ enjoyment alike’.61 In 
contrast, tourism development is overly emphasized in SHAs, and insufficient attention is paid to 
nature protection.  
Second, in terms of the bureaucratic structure of nature conservation, McBeath notes that 
‘the organization of China’s national bureaucracy is not conducive to effective implementation’ 
of conservation laws.62 Local protectionism is one of the most identifiable problems of law 
enforcement in China. The association of local government interests with economic development 
is deemed the source of local protectionism. Von Rooij stated that ‘the main reason for weak 
natural resource protection enforcement in China, most scholars agree, has been local 
protectionism, local government protecting local economic, political and social interests while 
resisting non-local policies and laws’.63 An interview with one NGO representative reveals that 
‘local governments want to develop the economy. And they want to measure the efficiency of 
their officials by economic development and not their conservation efforts. So they look at 
economic development needs first. Each local government administration has only 4–5 years to 
get promotions, and they focus on economic development. It is short-term, non-sustainable 
economic development, and that’s the main stress to the environment in local areas’.64 
Third, the underdevelopment of civil society and the limited number of environmental 
NGOs makes sufficient law enforcement difficult to realize. Governments’ discretionary 
decision-making is not under sufficient supervision by the general public. Citizens are not 
explicitly empowered with the right to information and the right to participate in PA-related 
decision-making, and they do not have the knowledge or capacity to participate effectively. 
Governments are inclined to close the door to citizens or NGOs instead of establishing a 
participatory governance framework. For example, in 2011, the Friends of Nature applied to the 
MoEP to disclose information on the reason why the Nature Reserve for Rare and Endemic Fish 
of the Upper Yangtze River was downsized. However, this application was refused because the 
related information was unripe ‘process information’ (䗷〻ᙗؑ᚟) and therefore not necessary 
to disclose.65 
4. The Resolution of Conflicts: The ‘Dormant’ Role of Courts 
                                               
61 Paul Mozur, ‘Preserving China’s Reserves’, 171-2 (2008) Far Eastern Economic Review, p.78. 
62 Jerry McBeath & Jenifer Huang McBeath, ‘Biodiversity Conservation in China: Policies and Practice’, 9-4 (2006) Journal of 
International Wildlife Law & Policy, p.301. 
63 Benjamin Van Rooij, supra note 25, p.264.  
64 Interview with ENGO representative, Beijing, 11 June 2004. Citing from Jerry McBeath & Jenifer Huang McBeath, supra 
note 62, pp.308-309. 
65 Liu Shixin, 㠚❦؍ᣔ४䶒Ѥ㕙≤, ⧟؍㓴㓷⭣䈧ؑ᚟ޜᔰ䙷䱫 (Nature reserves are shrinking; environmental NGOs 
encounter barriers when applying for the disclosure of information), in ѝഭ䶂ᒤᣕ(China Youth Daily), 13 May 2011. Full text 
is available at http://cityup.chinasus.org/news/portect/20110513/77489-2.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
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Unlike the litigation culture in the US, courts in China are mired in a dilemma. On the one hand, 
increasing disputes that arise from the transformation of the economy and society call for an 
efficient judicial mechanism to settle them. On the other hand, the judiciary in general is inferior 
to other branches and suffers from inappropriate interventions that hinder it from fulfilling its 
task. This section discusses the role of Chinese courts in adjudicating PA-based conflicts, 
analyzes the predicament that courts face and presents the latest developments in this field.  
 The Characteristics and Status Quo of Conservation-Related Lawsuits in China 4.1
Legal suits against polluters have been increasingly found in the courts.66 However, legal suits 
regarding conservation issues are still scarce. Courts have played a very limited, even ‘dormant’ 
role in this area.  
A rough search in Beidafabao,67 a Chinese law database, in September 2014 produced only 
two civil cases and four administrative cases in which the Regulations on SHAs were mentioned 
in their judgments, six civil cases (one of which involved mass litigation including 21 separate 
cases with similar causes of action)68 and one administrative case in which the Regulations on 
Nature Reserves were mentioned, and four civil cases in which Administrative Measures on 
Forest Parks were mentioned. In sum, only 17 cases were found that mentioned the three main 
conservation regulations.69 Not all of these judgments directly applied relevant regulations to 
PAs, let alone the judicial elaboration of specific articles. 
The causes of actions in these cases can be classified into the following categories:  
1. administrative litigation against relevant authorities for fines and other forms of 
administrative punishment due to illegal construction projects within PAs;70 
2. administrative litigation against relevant authorities for undue compensation to villagers 
due to the designation and management of PAs;71 
3. contractual disputes between concessioners (or developers) and local authorities or 
between different individuals on the usufruct of land and resources within PAs;72 and 
4. personal injury tort cases relevant to PA management.73 
                                               
66 For more information about pollution-related environmental litigation in China, see generally Alex Wang, supra note 55, 
pp.195-223. 
67 Beidafabao (ेབྷ⌅ᇍ)ˈhttp://www.pkulaw.cn/, a Chinese law database sponsored by Peking University in Beijing. 
68 See the judgment of ։⎧㦓䇹⊏㣿ⴀ෾ഭᇦ㓗⧽⿭㠚❦؍ᣔ४㇑⨶༴ㅹ൏ൠ᢯व㓿㩕ᵳ㓐㓧Ṹ  (Yu Hairong vs. 
Yancheng Nature Reserve Administration Bureau of Yancheng, Jiangsu Province), (2013) ⴀ≁㓸ᆇㅜ 1668ਧ ((2013) Yan 
Min Zhong Zi, No.1668), concluded on 13 January 2014, and another 20 cases within the same mass litigation. 
69 Since not all judicial judgments are accessible by internet in China, the data collected from Beidafabao may not reflect the 
whole picture in practice. However, it does show the limited number of cases judged by courts. 
70 For example, see ᵡѳ䊚䇹ᶝᐎ㾯⒆仾Ჟ਽㜌४㇑⨶ငઈՊ༴㖊Ṹ(Zhu Naihao vs. Administrative Committee of the West 
Lake SHA in Hangzhou), (2012)ᶝ㾯㹼ࡍᆇㅜ 23ਧ((2012) Hang Xi Xing Chu Zi, No.23), concluded on 28 April 2012. 
71 For example, see ⦻ᯠ᰾ㅹо⎉⊏ⴱѤᆹᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌን㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓㓐㓧޽ᇑṸ(Wang etc. vs. The Government of Lin’an 
City), (2003)⎉㹼޽ᆇㅜ 3ਧ((2003) Zhe Xing Zai Zi, No.3), concluded on 15 March 2004. 
72 For example, see Ҿᆖቊоኡь哴⋣й䀂⍢ഭᇦ㓗㠚❦؍ᣔ४བྷ⊦⍱㇑⨶ㄉ⢙ᵳ؍ᣔ㓐㓧к䇹Ṹ (Yu Xueshang 
vs.Dawenliu Management Station of the Yellow River Delta Nature Reserve at the National Level in Shandong Province), (2013) 
ь≁ഋ㓸ᆇㅜ 105ਧ((2013)Dong Min Si Zhong Zi, No.105), concluded on 31 December 2013. 
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Causes of action Number of judicial cases Subtotal 
NR SHA FP 
Contract disputes 5 2 3 10 
Torts 1  1 2 
Administrative punishment  4  4 
Administrative compensation 1   1 
Subtotal 7 6 4 17 
Table 21: Number of judicial cases on PA-related issues based on their causes of action 
Source: Data are collected from Beidafabao, September 2014. 
Table 21 shows that of the limited number of cases, most are related to contract disputes. 
This is mainly due to negative influences of the validity of existing contracts from the 
designation of PAs or the adjustment of the zoning and boundaries of designated PAs. In most 
cases, such contracts use specific types of resources, such as forest land, wetland and mineral 
resources, for economic purposes. There are also disputable contracts between authorities and 
concessioners, real estate developers and enterprises engaged in commercially operating PAs. By 
resolving contractual disputes, courts have interpreted some designated use within PAs. For 
example, in the case of Xi’an Baluchuan Ltd. vs. 2nd Branch of Bureau of Geology and Mineral 
Resources Prospection and Exploitation of Gansu Province,74 the High People’s Court of Gansu 
Province ruled that the Forest Law, the Implementation Rules of the Forest Law and the 
Administrative Measures of Forest Parks did not preclude the right to prospect mineral resources 
within forest parks. Therefore, though mining activities are prohibited within designated forest 
parks, valid rights to prospect mineral resources are protected by law. A similar conclusion is 
drawn from the judgment of Xi’an Chubuxiang Ltd. vs. 2nd Branch of Bureau of Geology and 
Mineral Resources Prospection and Exploitation of Gansu Province75 with regard to the right to 
prospect mineral resources within designated nature reserves. 
In the following part, I provide several typical examples of judicial cases and discuss 
disputes that arise from PA management. These cases are labeled ‘typical cases’ by Beidafabao 
or the SPC via the SPC’s periodic release to guide the adjudication practices of courts at the 
lower levels.76 
                                                                                                                                                       
73 For example, see ⍋䱣ᐲ᮷⢙㇑⨶ተо⊚ḀㅹӪ䓛ᦏᇣ䎄گ㓐㓧к䇹Ṹ (Luoyang City Bureau of Cultural Relics vs. 
Wang et al.), (2008)⍋≁㓸ᆇㅜ 1734ਧ ((2008) Luo Min Zhong Zi, No.1734), concluded on 27 April 2009. 
74 㾯ᆹޛ䐟ᐍⸯъᴹ䲀ޜਨо⭈㚳ⴱൠ䍘ⸯӗईḕᔰਁተㅜҼൠ䍘ⸯӗईሏ䲒᧒ⸯᵳ㓐㓧к䇹Ṹ, (2010)⭈≁Ҽ㓸ᆇㅜ
195ਧ((2010) Gan Min Er Zhong Zi, No.195), concluded on 6 December 2010. 
75 㾯ᆹࡍ↕ґⸯъᴹ䲀ޜਨо⭈㚳ⴱൠ䍘ⸯӗईḕᔰਁተㅜҼൠ䍘ⸯӗईሏ䲒᧒ⸯᵳ㓐㓧к䇹Ṹ, (2010)⭈≁Ҽ㓸ᆇㅜ
194ਧ((2010) Gan Min Er Zhong Zi, No.194), concluded on 6 December 2010. 
76 The ‘Guiding Case’ system was established by the SPC in 2010. The SPC states that courts at all levels in China should ‘refer 
to’ (৲➗) these guiding cases when delivering a judgment. This initiative by the SPC is deemed a shift towards establishing a 
precedent system in China. For more details of the ‘Guiding Case’ project, see Stanford Law School China Guiding Cases 
Project, available at http://cgc.law.stanford.edu/. Last visited January 2015. 
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Case 18: Wang et al. vs. The Government of Lin’an City (2003)77 
The plaintiffs, villagers of the Baojia village, entered into a contract with the villagers’ 
committee to operate certain areas of bamboo forests in the 1980s. In 1993, parts of the bamboo 
forests were included in the nature reserve of the Tianmu Mountain due to the expansion of the 
reserve boundary. This adjustment caused negative impacts on the villagers’ utilization and 
operation of bamboo resources. The reserve management agency established a contract with the 
plaintiffs in May 1993, confirming the principles of benefit-sharing and integrated management 
and ensuring that the ownership and usufruct structure would not be changed and that the 
displacement of villagers would not occur. However, the defendant, the Lin’an government, did 
not make relevant benefit-sharing arrangements and delayed the compensation of villagers for 
their losses. The plaintiffs sued the court in 2001 for its inaction and asked for the performance 
of duties by the defendant.  
The court of first instance delivered the judgment in 2001, which ruled that the defendant 
did not have the authority to promise any compensation to the plaintiffs because this authority 
was given to the provincial departments or the State Council. Therefore, the defendant’s delay in 
compensating the plaintiffs did not violate the law. The plaintiffs’ claims were rejected. The 
court of second instance sustained the judgment of the first instance in 2002 and added that there 
was no legal provision at a higher level on the issue of compensation for monetary loss due to the 
designation and management of nature reserves. Therefore, the formulation of the compensation 
plan needed to wait for the issuance of relevant regulations by the State Council. The disputes 
continued, and the re-trial procedure (޽ᇑ)78 was initiated in 2003. The High People’s Court in 
Zhejiang Province delivered a retrial judgment that revoked the judgments at the first and second 
instances. It ruled that the defendant’s promise to compensate the villagers’ losses was valid and 
should be implemented, and it ordered the defendant to compensate the plaintiffs within 60 days 
after the judgment came into force. 
The key issue in this case was whether the government’s promise to compensate villagers in 
the absence of specific laws and regulations of ecological compensation was valid and should be 
implemented. Though the High People’s Court finally ruled to implement the promise via an ad 
hoc re-trial procedure, it can be seen from previous judgments that local courts are inclined to 
‘defend’ the local government’s inaction of compensation. 
                                               
77 ⦻ᯠ᰾ㅹ䇹⎉⊏ⴱѤᆹᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌን㹼֌ࠪ㓿⍾㺕گᯩṸ㙼䍓㹼᭯ҹ䇞㓐㓧Ṹ, (2001)Ѥ㹼ࡍᆇㅜ 13 ਧ ((2001) Lin 
Xing Chu Zi, No.13), concluded by the Basic People’s Court of Lin’an City;⦻ᯠ᰾ㅹо⎉⊏ⴱѤᆹᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌን㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓
㹼᭯ҹ䇞㓐㓧к䇹Ṹ, (2002)ᶝ㹼㓸ᆇㅜ 12ਧ ((2002) Hang Xing Zhong Zi, No.12), concluded by the Intermediate People’s 
Court of Hangzhou City in Zhejiang Province; ⦻ᯠ᰾ㅹо⎉⊏ⴱѤᆹᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌን㹼⌅ᇊ㙼䍓㓐㓧޽ᇑṸ, (2003)⎉㹼޽
ᆇㅜ 3ਧ((2003) Zhe Xing Zai Zi, No.3), concluded by the High People’s Court in Zhejiang Province. 
78 The re-trial is an ad hoc legal procedure after the final judgment has been delivered, when new circumstances are found which 
suffice to overturn the original judgment. It aims at remedying the mistakes made in the final judgment. 
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Case 19: All-China Environment Federation (ACEF) vs. the Lihu Lake and the Huishan 
Mountain Management Committee of Wuxi City (2012)79 
This case is the only one that relates to ecological derogation among the nine typical cases 
released by the SPC about the adjudication of environment- and resource-related cases.80 
Though the court applied the Forestry Law instead of PA regulations in its judgment, it can still 
be considered a symbolic case in adjudicating conservation-related disputes. 
The plaintiff, the ACEF, a government-sponsored environmental NGO in China, sued the 
defendant, the Lihu Lake and Huishan Mountain Management Committee of Wuxi City (the 
Committee), in 2012. The plaintiff asserted that the defendant arbitrarily changed the designated 
use of land from forestry to construction, built a sightseeing elevator and a fire pool on forest 
land and occupied a vacant lot up to 10 mu that violated the planning of this scenic area. These 
construction and occupation activities derogated the ecological environment. The ACEF asked 
the court to order the defendant to restore and compensate the derogated environment. The 
Measures of Jiangsu Province to Implement the Forestry Law provide that ‘the one who changes 
the designated use of forestry land without approval from relevant forestry authority should 
restore the land to its original status within a limited period’ (Article 41). By interpreting this 
provision, the court ruled that the dismantling of construction projects in the current case would 
be against the public interest and was neither economically nor socially efficient. Therefore, the 
Court finally ordered the defendant to plant trees elsewhere that would be equivalent to restoring 
the derogated landscape in the current case (ᔲൠ㺕Ἵ). 
The court’s initiative in choosing the alternative of ex situ compensation measures was 
applauded by the SPC and became the reason for the case to be listed as a ‘typical case’.81 
In addition to the cases included in the database, there were also cases released by media 
reports. The following cases were not substantively tried by the courts; however, they reveal 
challenges to the agency’s management decision of PAs brought by citizens, and at times they 
compelled the agency to change its decision due to public pressure. 
Case 20: Shi and Gu vs. the Urban Planning Bureau of Nanjing (2001)82 
                                               
79 ѝॾ⧟؍㚄ਸՊ䇹ᰐ䭑ᐲ㹑⒆ᜐኡᲟ४㇑⨶ငઈՊ⭏ᘱ⧟ຳץᵳṸ, (2012)䭑┘⧟≁ࡍᆇㅜ 0002ਧ((2012) Xi Bin Huan 
Min Chu Zi, No.0002), concluded by the Basic People’s Court of Binhu District of Wuxi City on 19 December 2012. Full text of 
the judgment is available at the ACEF’s website. See ACEF, ᡁՊᨀ䎧Ⲵᡁഭㅜаֻ⽮Պ㓴㓷Ѫ৏੺Ⲵ⭏ᘱ⹤ൿޜ⳺䇹䇬㜌
䇹(The ACEF win the first public interest litigation against ecological derogation which is brought by social organizations in 
China), 26 December 2012. Available at http://www.acef.com.cn/envlaw/wqdxal/2013/1213/128.html. Last visited January 2015. 
80 SPC, ᴰ儈⌅䲒ޜᐳҍ䎧⧟ຳ䍴ⓀᇑࡔިරṸֻ(The SPC released nine typical cases about the adjudication of the  
environment-and resource-related issues), 3 July 2014. Available at http://www.chinacourt.org/article-
/detail/2014/07/id/1329697.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
81  See the SPC’s explanation of the significance of this case, available at http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/-
2014/07/id/1329702.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
82 For more details of this case, see Huang Xiaowei, 㻛䘛᣶䲔(Forced dismantling), 3 (2002) ᯠ䰫ઘ࠺(News Weekly), p.13. 
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On 17 October 2001, two teachers from the Law School of the Southeast University lodged 
administrative litigation against the Bureau of Urban Planning in Nanjing to the Intermediate 
People’s Court (IPC) in Nanjing City. They argued that as the holders of the Park Pass to the 
SHA of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, they were entitled to enjoy the natural beauty that the 
defendant was responsible for maintaining. They argued that the construction of the viewing 
deck at the top of the Zijin Mountain in the SHA ‘destroyed the spiritual pleasure of enjoying the 
natural beauty of the SHA’. According to the Regulations on the Administration of the Scenic 
and Historic Area of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in Nanjing City, all of the construction and 
facilities should be in harmony with the environment within the SHA. Based on this planning 
principle, the plaintiffs argued that the planning permit for the construction of the viewing deck 
issued by the defendant was illegal and needed to be revoked.  
Six days later, the IPC ruled that the issue that the plaintiffs brought to the court was not a 
‘significant event’. This was one of the criteria for the jurisdiction of the IPC in receiving 
administrative cases according to Article 14 of the Administrative Litigation Law (ALL) of 1989, 
which prescribed that the IPC had jurisdiction over ‘significant and complicated cases in areas 
under its jurisdiction’. The Court recommended that the plaintiffs bring the case to the Basic 
People’s Court (BPC) at the district level. Instead of following the recommendation made by the 
IPC, the plaintiffs brought the case to the High People’s Court (HPC) of Jiangsu Province; 
however, they were again refused. Though this case did not ultimately go through trial 
proceedings, it drew attention from society and the media. In February 2002, under pressure, the 
government of Nanjing City decided to dismantle the viewing deck. 
Case 21: Jin Kuixi vs. the Bureau of Urban Planning of Hangzhou City (2003)83 
Another case related to the management of the SHA of West Lake addressed the 
construction permit issued by the Bureau of Urban Planning. On 25 February 2003, Jin Kuixi, 
who was a resident of Hangzhou City, brought administrative litigation against the Bureau to the 
BPC of the West Lake District of Hangzhou City. He argued that the construction permit issued 
by the defendant for the project of the University for the Elderly in Zhejiang Province was not in 
conformity with the law. According to Article 24 of the Regulations on the Administration of the 
SHA of Hangzhou West Lake, no new construction project or expansion of old construction 
facilities irrelevant to the management of the SHA of West Lake was allowed. Therefore, the 
issuance of the construction permit to the university project was illegal and needed to be revoked. 
Three days later, the BPC rejected his complaints because Jin did not have sufficient interest in 
this case and was thus unqualified to bring such a lawsuit. According to Article 2 of the ALL of 
1989, a person can bring administrative litigation to courts only ‘when his or her lawful rights 
and interests have been infringed upon by a concrete administrative action’. Jin appealed to the 
                                               
83 Chinacourt.org, 䠁ཾௌ䇹ᶝᐎᐲ㿴ࡂተṸ (Jin Kuixi vs. Bureau of Urban Planning of Hangzhou City), 29 November 2004. 
Available at http://old.chinacourt.org/public/detail.php?id=92767. Last visited January 2015. 
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IPC of Hangzhou City. On 17 April 2003, the IPC ruled to sustain the original rule made by the 
BPC by providing the same reason. 
 This case shows the legislative barriers in terms of the standing requirements for citizens to 
bring public interest litigation against management agencies’ decisions for PAs. 
From the cases discussed above, some features of the status quo of conservation-related 
lawsuits can be summarized as follows. 
1. Unlike the explosion of public land-based litigation after the 1970s in the US, there have 
been very few conservation-related lawsuits in China. 
2. Of the limited number of lawsuits, most address contractual disputes due to PA 
designation and management. This touches upon questions such as compensation and 
restoration. Most of the disputes are adjudicated on substantive grounds instead of 
procedural grounds. 
3. Though some cases related to public interest litigation are brought to public attention, 
they are rarely tried by courts in practice. As a result, the fundamental purpose and 
principle of PA regulations is seldom disputed in the courts, and the courts rarely 
interpret fundamental principles, such as the ‘coordination principle’ or ‘priority of 
protection’. In reality, controversial issues that might touch upon the interpretation of 
fundamental principles seldom arrive at the courts. Instead, debates only take place in the 
media and academia.  
4. Generally speaking, the judiciary plays a rather limited or even dormant role in resolving 
conflicts in PA designation and management.  
 Analysis of the Predicament of the Judiciary 4.2
The dormant role of the courts stands in sharp contrast to the situation in the US. This does not 
necessarily mean that there are no conflicts in China or that there are fewer conflicts than in the 
US. The reasons for the dormant role of the judiciary are numerous. 
First, potential plaintiffs are limited due to the standing requirement or the limited 
engagement of civil society. Traditionally, public interest litigation (PIL) is not allowed 
according to Chinese law. Changes have been made within the new EPL of 2014 that have 
opened the doors of the courts to NGOs.84 However, before this, individuals or NGOs that had 
no direct interest in the disputed issue could not bring the so-called PIL to the courts. Though the 
Civil Procedure Law was amended in 2012 to allow PIL (Article 55), it has been reported that 
none of the eight PIL brought by the ACEF in 2013 was accepted by the courts because these 
PIL did not satisfy the qualification requirements.85 Furthermore, of the limited number of 
environmental NGOs in China, most are reluctant to bring lawsuits to courts. They are more 
                                               
84 For details, see infra section 4.3. 
85 Zou Chunxia, ѝॾ⧟؍㚄ਸՊ:৫ᒤᨀ 8䎧ޜ⳺䇹䇬⌅䲒൷ᵚ・Ṹ (ACEF: 8 PIL claims were refused by courts last year), 
1 March 2014, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/2014-03/01/c_119559046.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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inclined to provide education to the public or other activities that can easily obtain support and 
sponsorship from governments rather than suing governments in the courts. A survey conducted 
by the ACEF in 2013 shows that only 30% of environmental NGOs prefer litigation, 57% 
express caution about bringing PIL, and 11% explicitly demonstrate negative attitudes toward 
PIL. In addition to their unwillingness to bring PIL, in practice, only 14% have experience 
participating in PIL.86 Furthermore, like the focus of policy-making in this field, ecological 
protection issues are overwhelmed by imperative concerns about pollution problems. Most PIL 
address pollution control rather than nature conservation. This further limits the number of cases 
that are actually brought to the courts, let alone the number of cases in which the courts actually 
deliver judgments. 
Second, there is a lack of a cause of action provided in legislation. In most environmental 
statutes, there is no clearly stated dispute-resolution mechanism. Therefore, whether a disputed 
party can bring a lawsuit to the courts is not fully grounded in law. According to a survey 
regarding the enforcement of environmental law in China with 12,512 judges and prosecutors 
who addressed environment-related lawsuits (the Survey), in terms of the question, ‘what are the 
reasons at the level of legislation that have impeded the full implementation of environment and 
resources law?’, 92.05% of the respondents chose the option that ‘the provisions of dispute 
resolution in environment and resources legislation are too simple and lack enforceability’, and 
3.97% chose the option that ‘provisions in legislation are too unrealistic to be implemented and 
do not fit the reality’.87 Most of the current PA regulations do not provide causes of action that 
authorize a citizen suit. There is currently no Administrative Procedure Law in China similar to 
the APA in the US, which authorizes citizen suits based on an ‘arbitrary and capricious’ standard. 
Furthermore, the ALL of 1989 prescribes two sets of standards that need to be satisfied before 
administrative litigation may be heard by the courts: the standard of ‘concrete administrative 
action’ and the standard of ‘personal and property rights’.88 Though the newly amended ALL of 
2014 changes the term ‘concrete administrative action’ to ‘administrative action’ and expands 
the scope of ‘personal and property rights’ to include ‘other rights’ (Article 2 and 12), it still 
requires a clear identification of the administrative action and legal rights involved. Furthermore, 
a connection between potential plaintiffs and disputable administration actions is a premise.  
Third, the chronic problems that administrative litigation has encountered in general predict 
the difficulties of environmental lawsuits against management agencies in particular. The lack of 
                                               
86 ACEF, ǉ⧟؍≁䰤㓴㓷൘⧟ຳޜ⳺䇹䇬ѝⲴ䀂㢢઼֌⭘Ǌ䈳⹄ᣕ੺᪈㾱(Summary of the survey report on ‘The role and 
function of environmental NGOs in PIL’), 28 February 2014, available at http://www.acef.com.cn/zhuantilanmu/2013hjwqtbh/-
huiyinarong/2014/0303/12495.html. Last visited January 2015. 
87 Wang Jing, ᡁഭ⧟؍⌅ᖻᇎᯭ䶒ѤⲴ䰞仈:ഭᇦਨ⌅ᵪޣᐕ֌ӪઈⲴ䇔䇶 (Problems of enforcement of environmental 
law in China: a perspective from officials working in the state judicial organs), 19-6 (2007) ѝཆ⌅ᆖ(Peking University Law 
Journal), p.742. 
88 For a discussion of the scope of judicial review in terms of administrative litigation in China, see Yuwen Li & Yun Ma, ‘The 
Hurdle is High: The Administrative Litigation System in the People’s Republic of China’, in Yuwen Li (ed.), Administrative 
Litigation Systems in Greater China and Europe (Farnham, England; Burlington, USA: Ashgate Publishing, 2014), pp.15-40. 
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judicial independence may be a considerable challenge.89 According to the Survey, for the 
question, ‘What are the reasons that courts seldom handle pollution-related lawsuits in China?’, 
the answer that ranked highest was ‘environmental disputes are numerous; however, local 
governments have intervened within a short term and settled them for the purpose of maintaining 
social stability; therefore, few of them are ultimately litigated’ (45.76%).90 Because the number 
of suits is one important indicator to assess social stability by the higher levels of government, 
local governments are inclined to decrease the rate of litigation, especially group litigation, as 
much as possible. Though this survey targeted the trial of pollution cases, the rationale is 
applicable to conservation-related cases. Local governments are the decisive actors that shape 
PA management policies. Their interests are closely aligned with enterprises that invest and carry 
out infrastructure construction and PA operation. In addition to inappropriate intervention by 
local governments, judges may spontaneously align themselves with the policy goals pursued by 
governments. When discussing Chinese judges’ spontaneous alignment with the policy and goals 
of the Party in environmental cases, Stern cited Feynman’s words that ‘the people in a big 
system like NASA know what has to be done – without being told’.91  
Fourth, among citizens, petition is preferred to litigation. Compared to litigation, the cost to 
petition governments to settle disputes is much lower. Table 22 shows the number of letters and 
visits (ؑ䇯), which is similar to the Ombudsman system in some Western countries, and the 
numbers of administrative reconsiderations and litigations related to environmental issues in 
recent decades. 
Year Number 
of 
letters 
Number of 
telephone/ 
internet 
complaints 
Number of 
visits 
Number of 
administrative 
reconsiderations 
Number of 
administrative 
lawsuits  
1996 67,268 - 47,714 - - 
1997 106,210 - 29,677 203 90 
1998 147,630 - 40,151 290 621 
1999 230,346 - 38,246 263 427 
2000 247,741 - 62,059 246 580 
2001 367,402 - 80,329 290 696 
2002 435,020 - 90,746 285 993 
2003 525,988 - 85,028 230 579 
2004 595,852 - 86,414 271 616 
2005 608,245 - 88,237 211 399 
                                               
89 For general discussion about judicial independence in China, see Yuwen Li, Judicial Independence in China :An Attainable 
Principle? (The Hague: Eleven International Publishing, 2013). 
90 Wang Jing, supra note 87, p.737. 
91 Rachel Stern, ‘On the Frontlines: Making Decisions in Chinese Civil Environmental Lawsuits’, 32 (2010) Law & Policy, p.82. 
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2006 616,122 - 71,287 208 353 
2007 - - - 520 - 
2008 - - - 528 - 
2009 - - - 661 - 
2010 - - - 694 - 
2011 201,631 852,700 53,505 838 - 
2012 107,120 892,348 53,505 427 - 
Table 22: Number of letters and visits related to environmental issues in China (1996-2012) 
Source: MoEP92 
It can be seen from the table that the number of letters and visits has skyrocketed since the 
late 1990s. The statistics on the number of administrative reconsiderations and administrative 
lawsuits are fragmented. Reasonable doubt can be raised regarding how these data are collected 
because they fluctuate erratically. Though the information is inconsistent, it can be observed that 
the numbers of reconsiderations and lawsuits do not show a comparable increase to the increase 
of letters and visits; instead, the number of litigations decreased sharply in the last year in which 
the data were collected (i.e., 2006). Based on a rough calculation of the 2006 figure, Lv et al. 
estimate that the ratio of the number of environmental disputes (in the form of letters and visits), 
the number of cases that underwent administrative procedures (administrative punishment and 
reconsideration) and the number of cases that underwent judicial procedures is approximately 
255:38:1.93 Thus, a large amount of environmental disputes do not enter judicial procedures. 
Instead, non-litigation methods, such as letters and visits, are preferred. 
 Recent Developments in Specialized Justice and Public Interest Litigation: A Critical 4.3
Review 
Recent developments with regard to the adjudication of environmental cases may shed light on 
and deepen the discussion above. Two developments stand out: the first is the establishment of 
environmental courts (chambers), and the second is the promotion of PIL in law. 
In June 2014, the SCNPC approved the establishment of a separate chamber, the 
Environment and Resources Trial Chamber, for adjudicating environment- and resource-related 
cases within the SPC. In reality, the specialization of environment-related adjudication was 
promoted at the local level before the final move of the SPC. According to the statistics, in May 
2014, 16 provinces had established more than 130 environment chambers, collegial panels or 
                                               
92  MoEP, ޘഭ ⧟ຳ㔏䇑 ޜᣕ (1996-2012)(Environmental Statistics Bulletin in China (1996-2012)), available at 
http://www.mep.gov.cn/zwgk/hjtj/qghjtjgb/. Last visited January 2015. 
93  Lv Zhongmei, Zhang Zhongmin & Xiong Xiaoqing, ѝഭ⧟ຳਨ⌅⧠⣦䈳ḕüüԕॳԭ⧟ຳ㻱ࡔ᮷ҖѪṧᵜ
(Investigation of the status quo of environmental justice in China: based on a thousand samples of judgments on environmental 
issues), 4 (2011)⌅ᆖ(Law Science), p.83. 
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circuit tribunals around the nation.94 This initiative of ‘specialized justice’ in the environment 
accords with the trend of ‘green justice’ worldwide,95 and it was realized as a result of decades 
of advocacy by Chinese scholars.96 In June 2014, the SPC issued the Opinions of the SPC on 
Comprehensively Strengthening Adjudication on Environment and Resources Cases and 
Providing Potent Judicial Guarantees for Promoting the Construction of Ecological 
Civilization.97 These Opinions emphasize the judiciary’s role in protecting citizens’ legal rights 
and interests in the environment and resources, unifying the standard of judicial interpretation 
and the application of law and supervising the exercise of administrative power by trying 
environment-related administrative litigation. 
Both authorities and the media consider the establishment of environmental courts to be a 
considerable achievement in terms of environmental justice. Wilson asserts that ‘the brightest 
hope for environmental litigation comes in the form of China’s newly minted environmental 
courts’.98 However, Stern expresses critical opinions by outlining the political logic behind this 
movement.99 She argues that these new environmental courts are ‘not a step toward judicial 
empowerments, as international observers might be tempted to conclude, but an effort to enlist 
courts to serve alongside government bureaus in a multi-pronged environmental campaign’.100 
She lists four functions of environmental courts in China: dispute resolution, policy advocacy, 
education and social control.101 Chinese courts are no different from other government bureaus, 
and ‘environmental courts are seen locally as a way to enhance cooperation to solve crises’.102  
She also notes that these specialized courts need a constant supply of cases to justify their 
existence.103 However, the record of the adjudication of these new courts is not satisfying. This 
relates to the second recent development, lowering the standing requirement and promoting PIL 
as a means to attract more cases to the courts. 
                                               
94 Yan Dingfei, ⧟؍⌅ᓝ䘋Ҷᴰ儈⌅䲒 (The SPC receives the environment chamber), in ইᯩઘᵛ(Southern Weekly), 27 
June 2014. Available at http://www.infzm.com/content/101787. Last visited January 2015. 
95 It is said that by 2010, there were 350 environmental courts worldwide. Half of them were created in the previous two years 
alone. See George Pring & Catherine Pring, Greening Justice: Creating and Improving Environmental Courts and Tribunals 
(The Access Institute, 2010). Cited from Rachel Stern, ‘The Political Logic of China’s New Environmental Courts’, 72 (2014) 
The China Journal, p.55 and footnote 12. 
96 See generally Wang Shuyi et al., ⧟ຳ⌅ࡽ⋯䰞仈⹄ウ (Research on the Frontier Issues of Environmental Law) (Taipei, 
Yuanzhao Press, 2012), pp.380-391 (Chapter 12: The necessity and feasibility of specialization of environmental adjudication in 
China); Alex Wang and Jie Gao, ‘Environmental Courts and the Development of Environmental Public Interest Litigation in 
China’, 3 (2010) Journal of Court Innovation, pp.37-50; and Tun Lin et al., Green Benches: What Can the People's Republic of 
China Learn from Environment Courts of Other Countries? (Mandaluyong City: Asian Development Bank, 2009). 
97 SPC, ᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ޣҾޘ䶒࣐ᕪ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚᇑࡔᐕ֌, Ѫ᧘䘋⭏ᘱ᮷᰾ᔪ䇮ᨀ׋ᴹ࣋ਨ⌅؍䳌Ⲵ᜿㿱(Opinions of the 
SPC on Comprehensively Strengthening Adjudication on Environment and Resources Cases and Providing Potent Judicial 
Guarantee for Promoting Construction of Ecological Civilization), Fafa No.11 [2014]. Full text is available at 
http://www.chinacourt.org/law/detail/2014/06/id/147914.shtml. Last visited January 2015. 
98 Scott Wilson, ‘Seeking One’s Day in Court: Chinese regime responsiveness to international legal norms on AIDS carriers’ and 
pollution victims’ rights’, 21-77 (2012) Journal of Contemporary China, p.871. 
99 Rachel Stern, 2014, supra note 95, pp.53-74. 
100 Ibid., p.54. 
101 Ibid., pp.61-63. 
102 Ibid., p.62. 
103 Ibid., pp.71-72. 
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In 2012, the Civil Procedure Law was amended to open the doors to PIL. Article 55 
provided that ‘lawful authorities’ (⌅ᖻ㿴ᇊⲴᵪޣ) and ‘relevant organizations’ (ᴹޣ㓴㓷) 
may initiate PIL against environmental pollution and other activities that violate the social public 
interest. These ‘lawful authorities’ and ‘relevant organizations’ were not adequately defined by 
law. The new EPL of 2014 addresses this omission to some extent. Article 58 provides that a 
NGO that has satisfied the following requirements may bring a case to the courts against 
behaviors that pollute the environment, derogate ecosystems and violate the public interest: 
1. Registered at the civil administration department of the government at the level of a 
municipality that has sub-districts (䇮४Ⲵᐲ) or above; 
2. Specialized in activities relevant to environmental protection for at least five consecutive 
years with no record of illegal acts. 
Thus, it seems promising for environmental NGOs to initiate lawsuits and enhance the 
authority of newly established environmental courts. However, Article 58 still leaves some gaps 
to be mended. It sets a requirement for NGOs to be registered at the level of municipalities. The 
two environmental NGOs in China that are currently active in PIL, Friends of Nature (㠚❦ѻ৻) 
and Nature University (㠚❦བྷᆖ), face the risk of being excluded from the list of qualified 
plaintiffs because both of them are registered at the level of the district of Beijing instead of the 
municipality level. This concern has been relieved due to the clarification of the scope of 
plaintiffs prescribed in the EPL by the SPC in its interpretations issued in January 2015 (the 
Interpretations).104 It prescribed that ‘districts of municipalities under the direct control of the 
central government (ⴤ䗆ᐲ)’ can be considered within the level of a ‘municipality’ stipulated in 
Article 58 of the new EPL (Article 3). Though the concern about the restriction of these 
particular two NGOs has been relieved, NGOs that are qualified, willing and able to bring 
lawsuits in China are still scarce.105  
In addition to the concern about the scarcity of NGOs to bring PIL, scholars have also 
expressed other concerns about PIL.106 First, the newly amended ALL of 2014 does not 
explicitly allow administrative PIL, as the Civil Procedure Law has done. Thus, the 
administrative PIL, which is the main type of PIL, may be excluded from courts. Furthermore, 
the Interpretations mentioned above specifically address civil litigation. Whether the expanding 
interpretation of the scope of qualified plaintiffs is equally applicable to administrative litigation 
has not yet been established. How to incorporate the PIL into the field of administrative law 
                                               
104 SPC, ᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ޣҾᇑ⨶⧟ຳ≁һޜ⳺䇹䇬ṸԦ䘲⭘⌅ᖻ㤕ᒢ䰞仈Ⲵ䀓䟺 (The SPC’s Interpretation on Several 
Issues Regarding the Application of Law in Public Interest Environmental Civil Litigation), ⌅䟺ǒ2015Ǔ1ਧ (Fashi No.1 
[2015]), 7 January 2015. Full text is available at http://www.chinacourt.org/law/detail/2015/01/id/148058.shtml. Last visited 
January 2015.  
105 Wang Canfa & Cheng Duowei, ᯠ<⧟ຳ؍ᣔ⌅>л⧟ຳޜ⳺䇹䇬䶒ѤⲴഠຳ৺ަ⹤䀓(Dilemma of environmental public 
interest litigation under the new EPL and its solution), 8 (2014) ⌅ᖻ䘲⭘(Legal Application), pp.49-50. 
106 Ibid., pp.47-48. 
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awaits further clarification and interpretation of the ALL. Second, more detailed rules and 
instructions on how the PIL should proceed in the courts are necessary to avoid inconsistencies 
in handling PIL cases across different courts. Third, a delay in judicial reform may make courts 
unwilling or unable to accept PIL cases due to inappropriate intervention.  
5. Summary 
Chinese law has made gradual progress in resolving PA-based conflicts. This is reflected in the 
shift of fundamental principles, the formulation of designated use hierarchy and the adoption of 
legal instruments on both substantive and procedural grounds. 
The shift from the ‘principle of coordination’ to the ‘priority of protection’ as the 
fundamental principle of environmental law indicates a strong resolution and commitment to 
environmental protection by the nation. Conservation trumps the use of nature, at least in theory. 
In addition to exhibiting a pro-conservation attitude, relevant statutes and regulations formulate a 
hierarchical designated use pattern in different types of PAs. This facilitates decision-making and 
judgment when competing interests and claims to use nature emerge. A preliminary normative 
framework is also established to mitigate development conflicts. Instruments such as ecological 
compensation, public participation and community-based management have been adopted. 
However, challenges remain with regard to how to guarantee the enforcement of sufficient 
compensation, access to information and the participation of local residents in practice. 
The greatest challenge lies in how to translate the law in books into law in action. 
Noncompliance and enforcement deficits in environmental law are paramount in China. Ad hoc 
law enforcement campaigns in the fields of SHAs and nature reserves demonstrate the chronic 
problems of translating conservation law into practice. The rampant adjustment of nature 
reserves at the local level demonstrates how conservation laws and regulations can be 
circumvented due to local protectionism. The overlapping designation and management of PAs 
reveals department interest-based institutional structures and inter-agency rivalry. Structural 
defects in legislation and local protectionism arising from the bureaucratic structure and 
underdevelopment of civil society are the three main reasons for insufficiencies in conservation 
law enforcement. 
The role of the judiciary in adjudicating conservation-related disputes remains extremely 
limited or even dormant. The judiciary faces considerable challenges in realizing its role. The 
high requirements and under-developed civil society have limited the number of potential 
plaintiffs. The lack of causes of action provided in the legislation does not facilitate the process 
of bringing lawsuits to the courts. Inappropriate interference by local governments diminishes 
judicial independence, especially in the case of administrative litigation. There is a lack of a 
litigant culture among the public in general, and citizens prefer petition to litigation. Recent 
developments to establish environmental courts and promote PIL signal increasing attention to 
the role of courts in adjudicating environmental disputes. However, limitations remain with 
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regard to whether courts can be liberated from the bureaucratic goals of policy advocacy and 
social control, which have a significant influence in changes to the legal landscape of 
conservation. 
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Chapter 11: Pudacuo National Park and Beyond in Yunnan 
Province: National Parks Envisioned and National Parks in 
Practice1 
1. Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the pilot project of national parks in Yunnan Province based on a 
literature review and on my field research. I chose this project for field research mainly because 
Pudacuo National Park, which was designated in Yunnan Province in 2007, is applauded for 
being the ‘first national park’ in China. During the initial stage of my literature review in early 
2012, the national park project in Yunnan Province did not attract my attention because I 
considered it mainly a local strategy, or even a trick, to attract more visitors and promote the 
tourism industry. After a search of ‘Chinese national parks’ online, a media report drew my 
attention: both Pudacuo National Park in Yunnan Province and Tangwanghe National Park in 
Heilongjiang Province claimed to be the first national parks in China. It soon became clear that 
the national park project in Yunnan might entail and indicate more than I had previously 
perceived. Aiming to conduct field research there, I began to search public information online, 
especially the contact information for the management authorities of national parks in Yunnan. 
Unfortunately, this effort was futile. I called several phone numbers provided online, but most of 
them were not answered. I then established contact with the local office of The Nature 
Conservancy (TNC) in Yunnan Province. TNC is a US-based environmental NGO that has 
played a key role in promoting the national park project in Yunnan. One researcher of the 
national park project, Ms. Jin, chatted with me via Skype. She then put me in contact with Ms. 
Wang, who was the manager of the national park project. I explained my research interests 
regarding how TNC collaborated with and mobilized governmental authorities in promoting the 
national park model in Yunnan. They showed great interest in my research and invited me to 
visit Yunnan. Initially, I hesitated about whether a visit to Yunnan was worthwhile because I had 
little contact with governmental officials or scholars there. In the summer of 2012, I presented a 
paper about the national park project in Yunnan Province, which was mainly based on a 
literature review, at an environmental law conference held at Wuhan University in China. 
Afterwards, following a recommendation from a law professor from Wuhan Law School, Ms. Du, 
I contacted two legal scholars working at a university in Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan, 
who had researched and published articles on the legal issues of national parks in Yunnan. I 
finally decided to target Yunnan as the object of my field research and paid a visit to Yunnan in 
September 2012.  
                                               
1 Part of this chapter is published in my article entitled ‘Contextualization of National Parks in the Nature Conservation Scheme 
in China: A Case Study of Pudacuo National Park in Yunnan Province’, 15-3 (2013) Environmental Practice, pp.293-312. 
However, this chapter has updated the contents of the article with a new structure. 
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To identify the roles of different institutions in the national park project, I listed a number of 
institutions in Yunnan that I would have liked to visit before my departure. After settling in 
Kunming, I went directly to the Forestry Department of Yunnan Province with a list of questions 
that I had formulated. Without any contact information or an appointment, I understood that this 
visit might turn out to be a wild goose chase. After showing my identification card and 
completing some formalities, the gatekeeper allowed me in. I then found the building directory in 
the reception hall and searched for the room number of the National Park Management Office, an 
ad hoc agency established to supervise the national park project in Yunnan. I wrote down the 
names of the director and other staff members of this office and began to shuttle back and forth 
in the building to find their offices. When I knocked on the door of the deputy director and 
expressed my intent to interview her about the issue of national parks, she was surprised but 
accepted my request. She talked to me for approximately an hour about the motivations of 
Yunnan to collaborate with TNC and introduced the national park model, the current institutional 
setting at the provincial and local levels and the status quo of the national park project. I still 
remember the words she spoke to me before the interview ended: ‘We, the Forestry Department, 
take charge of all the maintenance and management work of Pudacuo; however, there is still 
suspicion about us regarding how many benefits we have earned from introducing this national 
park model. I tell you, nothing! I understand you may write down something in your dissertation 
that foreigners may read. Therefore, I expect you to look at the positive side and the progress we 
have made when you write. Don’t just criticize. It doesn’t help at all’.  
Finding that this type of ‘surprise visit’ might work, I continued visiting other institutions, 
including the Legislative Office of the Government of Yunnan Province, the Research Office of 
the Government of Yunnan Province, the Pudacuo National Park Management Bureau in 
Shangri-la and the Diqing Prefecture Tourism Investment Company. The interview process went 
smoothly, and I received insightful information from my interviewees. Moreover, most of the 
interviewees introduced to me colleagues and provided me with unpublished materials and 
internal research reports, which I could not have obtained through an online search. 
In addition to interviewing officials working in relevant institutions, I joined a tour of 
Pudacuo National Park led by a local tourist agency. My reason for joining a guided tour was 
mainly because most tour guides at these agencies were members of the local communities. The 
scheduled tour also included a visit to local Tibetan guesthouses, where dinner was served and 
traditional Tibetan song and dance performances were provided as one of the features of their 
tourist services, though most tourists complained about this visit because it was compulsory and 
required extra fees. During my visit to Pudacuo, I talked to the tour guides about how their 
business had been influenced by the designation of national parks, visitors to the park about their 
personal experiences visiting the park and local community members who were hired by the 
tourism development company as trash collectors or forest rangers. In this semi-structured way, I 
obtained a general impression of how tourism-related services proceeded at the community level 
and how local community members perceived the government’s role. For example, the 
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compulsory guesthouse visit was proposed as a method to compensate local communities’ losses 
due to the ban on the horse-riding services they used to provide to visitors. The fees paid by 
visitors were distributed between tourist agencies and the contracted local households. 
After the field visit to Pudacuo, I returned to Kunming and met Mr. Jin and Ms. Wang, 
whom I had previously contacted at the office of TNC in Kuming. I was warmly received, and I 
shared with them my field observations and conversations with governmental officials. In turn, I 
was informed of the process and the status quo of the national park project from an NGO’s 
perspective. In addition, they gave me useful unpublished research reports about the Laojun 
Mountain and the Meili Snow Mountain, which were designated as national parks after the 
Pudacuo. 
Another source of materials that is worth mentioning is the previous field study conducted 
by John Zinda during his doctoral work in sociology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I 
contacted Zinda through the reference of a legal scholar working at a university in Kunming. 
Zinda conducted systemized field studies on the national park project in the Yunnan Province for 
a total of 17 months from 2008 to 2011, including participant observations, interviews and 
household surveys. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected and meticulously 
analyzed in his PhD dissertation, which was defended in 2013.2 Due to the nature of my PhD 
research and the limited time, the observations I obtained during my short visit to Yunnan cannot 
reflect the full panorama of the national park project, as Zinda’s research admirably achieved. By 
screening the abundant firsthand data he collected and through multiple contacts with him, I 
further verified my own field observations and complemented my limited field research. In 
addition to Zinda, other scholars have produced literature and field studies on Yunnan’s national 
park project, including Katherine Fritz,3 Meryl Burgess,4 D.Q. Zhou and Edward Grumbine.5 
Based on field studies, Fritz reported her interviews and visits to Pudacuo and provided 
insightful knowledge regarding the incentives of governments, the purpose of national parks, and 
the attitudes of park managers. Burgess based her work largely on document analysis and 
adopted a comparative perspective in analyzing national parks in China and South Africa. Zhou 
and Grumbine, who were directly involved in Yunnan’s national park project, conducted case 
studies on the establishment of Pudacuo National Park and Laojun Mountain National Park and 
evaluated whether the new model had improved the existing nature reserve regulations and 
implementation. In Megan Kram’s 2012 book Protecting China’s Biodiversity, published by 
                                               
2 John Zinda, ‘Organizing Conservation and Development in China: Politics, Institutions, Biodiversity, and Livelihoods’, 
unpublished PhD dissertation at University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2013. 
3 Katherine Fritz, ‘National Parks in China: A New Model for Nature Conservation’, Independent Study Project (ISP) Collection, 
paper 706, Spring 2009. Available at http://digitalcollections.sit.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1708&context=isp_collection. 
Last visited January 2015. 
4 Meryl Burgess, ‘The challenge in conservation of biodiversity: regulation of National Parks in China and South Africa in 
comparison’, in a series of discussion papers issued by the Centre for Chinese Studies, Stellenbosch University, May 2012. Full 
text available at http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/21175. Last visited January 2015. 
5 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, ‘National parks in China: Experiments with protecting nature and human livelihoods in 
Yunnan province, Peoples’ Republic of China (PRC)’, 144 (2011) Biological Conservation, pp.1314-1321. 
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TNC, the case study of the establishment of Pudacuo was included as a tool for land and 
biodiversity protection.6 Tang Fanglin, who worked on the practice of national parks in China 
for her PhD dissertation in ecology, provided detailed information on the process of the 
establishment of national parks in Yunnan.7 
Based on the literature, field observations and interviews summarized above, this chapter 
aims to answer the following two questions: how have the different actors involved in the 
national park project co-shaped the blueprints of national parks in Yunnan (‘national parks 
envisioned’), and how has the crafted national park model been translated into practice (‘national 
parks in practice’)? Reasons are provided to explain why a gap exists between these two issues, 
and possible solutions to mend this gap are presented. Lessons and experiences that can be drawn 
from Yunnan’s pilot project of national parks are summarized in hopes that they can contribute 
to the ongoing efforts initiated by the central authority to escalate the national park model in 
China. 
2. The Development of National Parks in Yunnan: Pudacuo and Beyond 
Yunnan has the largest number of ethnic nationalities in China and is extremely culturally 
diversified.8 At the same time, it remains relatively less developed compared to other regions in 
China.9 The significance of Yunnan for nature and biodiversity protection has attracted much 
attention across the globe.10 Yunnan is the area with the most environmental NGOs in China and 
is referred to a ‘paradise for NGOs’.11 Under these circumstances, on the one hand, Yunnan is 
burdened with the task of effectively protecting biodiversity and conserving nature; on the other 
hand, it faces considerable challenges in developing the local economy, improving livelihoods 
and resolving potential cultural and ethnic conflicts. These conditions make Yunnan attractive to 
international NGOs to bring their ideas, funding and expertise. The birth of national parks is thus 
facilitated and nourished in this region. 
                                               
6 Megan Kram et al., Protecting China’s Biodiversity: A Guide to Land Use, Land Tenure, and Land Protection Tools (Beijing: 
The Nature Conservancy, 2012), pp.171-179. 
7 Tang Fanglin, ѝഭഭᇦޜഝⲴ⨶䇪оᇎ䐥⹄ウ (Theory and Practice of the Establishment of National Parks in China), 
unpublished PhD dissertation, Nanjing Forestry University, 2010. See also Tang Fanglin, ѝഭ䴰㾱ᔪ䇮ӰѸṧⲴഭᇦޜഝ
(What kind of national park does China need?), 5 (2014)᷇ъᔪ䇮 (Forestry Construction), pp.1-7. 
8 In terms of the 56 nationalities in China, 52 of which can be found in Yunnan Province. 
9 Throughout the history of China’s economy, Yunnan has been ranked in the bottom three in GDP per capita out of 31 
provinces and autonomous regions in China. In 2013, the GPD per capita in Yunnan was 4,050 USD, which equated to 
approximately 25% of that of the top ranked province, Tianjin, in China. See National Statistics Bureau, ѝഭ㔏䇑ᒤ䢤 2014 
(China Statistical Yearbook 2014) (Beijing, China Statistics Press: 2014). 
10 It is said that Yunnan ‘harbors more plants, animals, and bird species than all of North America’. For example, 243 species of 
priority protected wild animals are found in Yunnan out of the total number of 335, accounting for 72.5% of China as a whole, 
15% of which are species endemic to Yunnan. See Yuming Yang et al., ‘Biodiversity and biodiversity conservation in Yunnan, 
China’, 13-4 (2004) Biodiversity and Conservation, p.813. 
11 He Xianghong et al., ⓷㾯े⭏⢙ཊṧᙗ؍ᣔ˖᭯ᓌо NGO ޡ㽴བྷ䇑(Biodiversity protection in northwest Yunnan 
province: cooperation between governments and NGO), in 俉⑟᮷≷ᣕ(Wen Hui News (Hong Kong)), 2 April 2009. Available 
at http://paper.wenweipo.com/2009/04/02/zt0904020049.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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 The Birth of National Parks: A Case Study of Pudacuo National Park 2.1
Since the late 20th century, TNC has been actively promoting the introduction of ‘national parks’ 
to China together with other NGOs. In 2001, TNC and the Planning Committee of Yunnan 
Province jointly launched the ‘Action Plan of Protection and Development for North-West 
Yunnan’, in which one target proposed was the establishment of the national park system.12 
Since then, TNC has organized a series of study tours composed of high-ranking officials from 
central and local administrative agencies to visit the field management of national parks in other 
nations, such as the US, Canada, Australia, Indonesia, New Zealand and Thailand. After more 
than 10 years of lobbying and preparation, Pudacuo National Park was officially inaugurated in 
Shangri-La County, Diqing Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of Yunnan Province in 2007.  
Designation and infrastructure 
Pudacuo covers approximately 60,000 ha, encompassing and extending beyond two existing PAs: 
the Bita Lake Nature Reserve (14,000 ha), which was designated by the Yunnan government in 
1984, and the SHA of Shudu Lake (1,500 ha), which was one of the scenic spots of the ‘SHA of 
Three Parallel Rivers (й⊏ᒦ⍱) at the National Level’ designated by the State Council in 
1988.13 The remaining 44,500 ha cover a mixture of collective and state-owned lands, nearly all 
of which are public-benefit forests (ޜ⳺᷇), which means that timber harvesting is prohibited 
therein.  
Within the core zone of Pudacuo is the village of Luorong, which contains approximately 
200 residents living in a relatively concentrated area. In total, approximately 6,600 people live in 
and around Pudacuo.14 They are allowed to continue using the resources in a traditional way, 
such as grazing livestock, cultivating crops, and collecting timber and non-timber products. In 
the past, the local residents around Pudacuo benefited from tourism by providing horse-riding 
services for tourists, a practice that is now banned. Since the designation of Pudacuo, local 
residents have received preferential treatment by being hired as forest rangers or trash collectors 
for the park. Approximately 3.04 million yuan has been disbursed to local communities to 
designate their collective forests as national parks and to compensate for the loss of horse-riding 
income.15  
Visitors to the park are required to board the shuttle eco-buses that connect designated sites 
that are open to visitors. On the buses, park employees use microphones to describe the 
biodiversity and geographic conditions of the park. Visitors can leave the bus and walk on two 
segments of designated trails. These two trails are made of wood planks, one along a wetland and 
                                               
12 TNC & Planning Committee of Yunnan Province, ⓷㾯ेൠ४؍ᣔоਁኅ㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂ (Action Plan of Protection and 
Development for North-West Yunnan), 2001. 
13 See the official website of Pudacuo National Park, available at http://www.puda-cuo.com/. Last visited February 2013. 
14 John Zinda, ‘Hazards of Collaboration: Local State Co-optation of a New Protected Area Model in Southwest China’, 25-4 
(2012) Society & Natural Resources, p.394. 
15 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, supra note 5, p. 1317. 
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the other with a view of local residents pasturing yaks from a highland meadow. Areas outside 
the two trails are closed to visitors to minimize the people pressure on the natural landscape. 
During my two hours walking along the trails, most visitors followed the trail and seldom 
deviated from the designated route. Signs have been erected that provide information about the 
flora and fauna of the area. 
 
 
Figure 19: Visitors walking on the trails in Pudacuo National Park, September 2012 
The institutional setting 
Multiple levels of government, from central to local, have been involved in the establishment and 
management of Pudacuo. Aiming to integrate the management authority and avoid overlapping 
problems, the institutional reconstruction of national parks proceeds at both the provincial and 
local levels in Yunnan (Figure 20). 
At the central level, the State Forestry Administration (SFA) approved Yunnan as the pilot 
province for the designation of national parks and supervised the establishment of Pudacuo and 
other national parks in Yunnan through its subordinate—the Forestry Department of Yunnan 
Province— in June 2008. 
At the provincial level, an ad hoc institution—the National Park Management Office 
(NPMO)—was established in 2008 within the Yunnan Province Forestry Department. Its main 
function is to coordinate the establishment and management of national parks around 
Yunnan—specifically speaking, to develop relevant guidelines and standards and to approve the 
applications from local authorities for the designation of national parks.12 
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At the local level, the Diqing Prefecture is in charge of supervising and overseeing the basic 
management of Pudacuo and coordinating with local agencies. Three agencies now run the park 
on a daily basis, supervised by the prefecture: the Bita Lake Nature Reserve Station within the 
Diqing Prefecture Forestry Bureau, the Diqing Prefecture Tourism Investment Company within 
the State Asset Regulatory Commission, and the Pudacuo National Park Management Bureau.16 
 
 
Figure 20: Institutional structure associated with the establishment and management of Pudacuo 
National Park17 
The Bita Lake Nature Reserve Station was in charge of the management of the area before 
Pudacuo was designated. It still manages the Bita Lake portion of Pudacuo on behalf of the 
Forestry Bureau. The Management Bureau of Bita Lake and Shudu Lake, established in May 
2005 during the preparatory stage of Pudacuo, was renamed Pudacuo National Park Management 
                                               
16 Megan Kram et al., supra note 6, p.178. 
17 The dashed boxes indicate newly established institutions during the national park project. 
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Bureau (PNPMB) in October 2006 after the park’s debut. Based on the enabling 
document—‘Interim Measures of Diqing Prefecture on the Management of Meili Snow 
Mountain and Bita-Shudu Lake Scenic Area’18—the PNPMB was empowered with ‘four unitary’ 
(ഋ㔏а) functions, including ‘unitary management, unitary planning, unitary protection, and 
unitary development’. 
While establishing Pudacuo, Diqing Prefecture set up the Diqing Prefecture Tourism 
Investment Company (hereafter, the Company), which is wholly owned by the prefecture, in 
2006. By using entrance fees from Pudacuo as collateral, the Company obtained a bank loan for 
up to 730 million yuan to be used as funds for Pudacuo infrastructure projects. 
As tourism investment increased, the Company expanded and it is now in charge of the 
overall tourism financing in Diqing. At the end of 2011, the total assets of the Company, with 
806 staff members, reached 2.236 billion yuan.19 As one of its affiliates, the Pudacuo National 
Park Tourism Company was established in 2007 to manage the tourism services within Pudacuo, 
such as collecting entrance fees, paying down investments, paying wages, and disbursing 
compensation payments to residents for income lost through the curtailment of resident-managed 
tourism.20 
Visitation and income  
After the park opened to the public in 2006, the effect of being branded the ‘first national park’ 
in China manifested, and Pudacuo soon became a major revenue generator for the local 
government: both visitation and revenues skyrocketed (Figure 21). Compared to the figures in 
2005 (prior to the designation), the number of tourists in 2011 increased sevenfold and the 
income 29-fold.  
The GDP of Diqing Prefecture benefited from the successful operation of Pudacuo, tripling 
from 2,797 million yuan in 2005 to 9,640 million yuan in 2011. In terms of Diqing Prefecture’s 
total GDP, the percentage of income from Pudacuo also increased sharply from 0.21% in 2005 to 
1.8% in 2011.21 
 
 
                                               
18 Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, ẵ䟼䴚ኡǃ⻗ຄ⎧኎䜭⒆Ჟ४㇑⨶(Ჲ㹼)࣎⌅(Interim measures of Diqing Prefecture on 
the Management of Meili Snow Mountain and Bita-Shudu Lake Scenic Area), Order No. 6, 2005, Article 6. 
19 This information was collected from an interview with Tourism Investment Company staff members on 24 September 2012. 
20 John Zinda, supra note 14, p.392. 
21 Diqing Prefecture, Statistical Bulletin of National Economy and Social Development of Diqing Prefecture (䘚ᒶᐎഭ≁㓿⍾
઼⽮Պਁኅ㔏䇑ޜᣕ) (2005-2011). 
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Figure 21: Income and tourist visitation of Pudacuo National Park (2005-2011)22 
 Moving beyond Pudacuo: the Dilemma of National Parks in the Context of Central-Local 2.2
Conflicts 
Pudacuo has served as a successful example in at least showing how this new model of PA could 
be a vast economic success. In December 2009, Yunnan Province identified a goal of creating 12 
national parks from 2009 to 2020.23 From July 2007 to February 2010, TNC obtained funding 
support from the European Union–China Biodiversity Program (ECBP) to establish another two 
pilot national parks in Yunnan: Laojun Mountain in Lijiang and Meili Snow Mountain in Deqin. 
A long-term goal was set by ECBP to ‘advocate the national park model of biodiversity 
conservation to other provinces and central government authorities’.24 However, the effort to 
expand was not as smooth as expected. Controversies flourish regarding Yunnan’s initiative, 
which besieges the new model of ‘national parks’ in a dilemma in China. 
Inspired by Yunnan’s success, competition about who should be the leader of this new 
model emerged at the central level among the MoHURD, the MoEP, and the SFA. In early 2008, 
both the MoEP and the SFA informed their counterpart agencies in Yunnan Province that the 
central government had granted the two agencies the authority to regulate the pilot national 
                                               
22 The data from 2005 to 2009 are from Megan Kram et al., supra note 6, p.177; the data from 2010-2011 are from the official 
release of ‘Construction and development of Pudacuo National Park’, available at http://www.xgll.com.cn/-
pdcgjgy/5Azl/2012-06/28/content_42902.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
23 Megan Kram et al., supra note 6, p. 174. 
24 Lu Hefen, In Search of Harmony: The ECBP Stories (Hong Kong: Pacific Empire International, 2010), p.95. Available at 
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1nkca/ECBPcompendiumbook/resources/52.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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parks.25 However, because of the statutory vacuum at a national level in clearly addressing the 
issue of national parks, a consensus could not be reached. Yunnan finally took a ‘forest’ 
approach to national parks: the SFA approved Yunnan as the province in which to launch the 
pilot national park in June 2008, and the NPMO was finally established within the Forestry 
Department in Yunnan Province. However, competition continued to ferment. 
Dramatically, in October 2008, the MoEP and the State Tourism Administration jointly 
approved the establishment of the Tangwang River National Park in Heilongjiang Province in 
north China. That park rejected Pudacuo as the first national park in China by claiming to be the 
first to gain ‘official approval’.26 At the same time, Yunnan officials claimed to be orthodox. 
One of my interviewees told me, ‘They (Tangwang River) just imitate us. They even don’t know 
what a national park is’.27 
The conflicts finally rose to the forefront. Consequently, both the legislation and the 
administration of national parks in Yunnan were adversely affected. The issue of national parks 
became sensitive and contentious. Compared to the fanfare when Pudacuo debuted, the 
governments in Yunnan became hesitant to openly address the issue of national parks. The pace 
of the pilot project on national parks slowed. TNC and the ECBP admitted that they had to 
‘adjust and redevelop’ the target they set to popularize the national park model in other provinces 
and nationally and to ‘set realistic goals during the project term’.28 It seemed that such a 
dilemma could only be resolved by a higher authority. As TNC admitted, ‘National parks will 
not truly be “national” until the central government fully embraces them’.29  
3. Evaluation of the National Park Model in Yunnan Province 
To evaluate the national park model in Yunnan Province, two questions arise: what the rationale 
and attributes of the national park model envisioned by its initiators are and whether the practice 
of national parks has fulfilled the objectives that have been previously established. 
 National Parks Envisioned 3.1
3.1.1 The Attributes of the National Park Model  
When TNC lobbied Yunnan Province to introduce national parks, the national park model was 
perceived as a better model to balance use and conservation. The model of national parks 
envisioned by TNC largely mirrors the definition and categorization of PA developed by the 
                                               
25 Ibid., p.97. 
26 Xinhua News Agency, ᡁഭᢩ߶ᔪ䇮俆њഭᇦޜഝ唁嗉⊏⊔ᰪ⋣ഭᇦޜഝ(China approves the construction of the first 
National Park in China: Heilongjiang Tangwang River National Park), 8 October 2008. Available at http://www.gov.cn/-
jrzg/2008-10/08/content_1115528.htm; China Radio International Online, ѝഭⲴㅜањഭᇦޜഝࡠᓅ൘ଚ䟼? (Where on 
earth is the first national park in China? ), 16 October 2008, available at http://gb.cri.cn/18824/2008/10/16/3665s2283606.htm. 
Both were last visited in January 2015. 
27 From an interview with Ms. Zhong, the former director of the NPMO, on 18 September 2012 in Kunming. 
28 Lu Hefen, supra note 24, p. 101. 
29 Megan Kram et al., supra note 6, p. 142. 
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IUCN. As previously shown, the primary objective of a national park is to ‘protect natural 
biodiversity along with its underlying ecological structure and supporting environmental 
processes, and to promote education and recreation’. The other objectives of national parks 
include managing visitor use, considering the needs of indigenous people and local communities, 
and contributing to local economies through tourism.30  
TNC’s vision of national parks was first translated into a blueprint for national parks 
co-developed by TNC and the Planning Committee of Yunnan Province. As previously 
discussed, in the Action Plan of Protection and Development for North-West Yunnan co-issued 
by TNC and the Planning Committee, six principles were framed for a model of national parks: 
‘one park, one enabling legislation’, one management agency with unified authority within one 
particular boundary (i.e., no overlapping management), the participation of multiple stakeholders, 
the separation of the power between business operation and management by introducing the 
concession system, the adoption of the management category classified by the IUCN, and 
coordination and benefit-sharing with local communities (section 4.1.3). The Action Plan largely 
invoked international principles and good practices in other jurisdictions as the source of its 
legitimacy. 
The partnership between TNC and the Planning Committee turned out to be short lived. The 
Planning Committee broke its promise in funding a subsequent project, and this caused concern 
about its lack of genuine attention to conservation. In 2002, TNC began to work closely with the 
World Heritage Office within the Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of 
Yunnan Province, and this collaboration led to the designation of the SHA of Three Parallel 
Rivers as a World Heritage in 2003. TNC intended to continue its collaboration with the 
construction department to make it the implementation agency of the national park project. 
However, after the successful application of the World Heritage designation, the construction 
department lost interest in carrying on TNC’s national park idea. 
TNC continued seeking partners within the bureaucracy. At the provincial level, TNC began 
to work with the Research Office of the Government of Yunnan Province, an ad hoc policy 
research agency. They co-produced a report on establishing national parks in Yunnan in 2005.31 
This report was written in an orthodox way by repetitively revoking the policy formulas, such as 
‘scientific development’, elaborated by the CPC. In addition to reiterating the perceived national 
park principles stated above, this report emphasized the advantages of a national park model in 
elevating the Yunnan region as a world-renowned tourist destination. In Zinda’s words, TNC 
began to ‘articulate the national park project in language officials were ready to receive’.32 
                                               
30 Nigel Dudley (ed.), Guidelines for Applying Protected Area Management Categories (Gland, Switzerland: IUCN, 2008), p.16. 
31 Research Office & TNC, ⓷㾯ेൠ४ᔪ䇮ഭᇦޜഝ㔬ਸᣕ੺ (Comprehensive Report on Establishing National Parks in 
Northwest Yunnan), 2005. This document is cited from John Zinda’s PhD dissertation, supra note 2, p.91. 
32 John Zinda, ibid. 
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At the local level, TNC worked with the Diqing Prefecture to promote the concept of 
national parks. Diqing showed great interest in embracing this idea. However, the departure of 
the local government’s perception of the idea of national parks from TNC was evident, as 
demonstrated by the selection of the site for the designation of a national park. The Pudacuo 
region was not initially promoted by TNC for national park designation. Instead, TNC intended 
to designate the Shangri-La Gorge as a national park because it was a biodiversity hotspot, and 
protection of this area did not yet exist. In contrast, Bita Lake, the key component of Pudacuo 
National Park, was already designated as a nature reserve. TNC’s idea was to introduce the 
‘American’ way of recreation to national parks in China, such as the wilderness experience, 
hiking trails, backpackers and bed-and-breakfast accommodations. However, the Diqing 
Prefecture had its own concerns. Shangri-La Gorge was located in a remote area and had hardly 
any infrastructure. It might attract some backpackers; however, it was not suitable for mass 
tourism and recreation. National parks needed a stable stream of visitation. Therefore, it was not 
a desirable choice. TNC compromised, and the first national park was finally established at 
Pudacuo. 
The leading role of the Forestry Department in the national park project was already 
established when Pudacuo was designated at the local level. TNC considered the Forestry 
Department a capable and powerful agency to seek support of national parks from the central 
government after previous unsuccessful collaborations with other departments. A TNC official 
stated that when they initially approached the Forestry Department, the department was cautious 
and chary of this project. Until the success of Pudacuo manifested, the Forestry Department 
decided to lead this project. A swift move was made within the forestry bureaucracy. As 
previously discussed, the SFA approved Yunnan as the province for the pilot national park in 
June 2008, and the NPMO was soon established within the Forestry Department in Yunnan 
Province. 
To summarize, TNC has envisioned a national park model based on the IUCN’s standard. 
However, when it sought support at the local level for its national park idea, some trade-offs 
were made to nudge national parks through local considerations. Nevertheless, TNC and its 
collaborators have reached some consensuses on the attributes of the national park model: 
1. Tourism is allowed but should be subject to conservation purposes and based on the concession 
policy; 
2. The administration should be unified with a well-established organizational structure; 
3. Community development should be prioritized, and benefits should be shared with local 
residents; and 
4. The legal framework should be developed and well implemented, and enabling legislation for 
each national park should be enacted. 
3.1.2 Contextualization of National Parks in the Existing PA Framework 
A question that arises with regard to the envisioned national park model is how to contextualize 
it in the existing PA framework, which entails the issue of the relationship between national 
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parks and existing types of PA designations. The essence of the argument made by TNC and its 
collaborators is that national parks not only differ from existing types of PA designations but 
also enable a better balance between use and conservation. 
The purpose of national parks is officially defined as ‘to protect nationally and 
internationally significant natural resources, cultural resources, and magnificent landscapes while 
providing opportunities for scientific research, recreation, community development, etc.’.33 An 
official interpretation indicates that first, the scope of protection for national parks is broader 
than the scope that natural reserves have protected; and second, that the value of the national 
resources that national parks have protected is higher than the value of ordinary SHAs.34 
Furthermore, it is believed that national parks can realize the effective protection of larger areas 
by developing smaller areas.35 The report co-produced by TNC and the Research Office of 
Yunnan Province noted that 97% of Pudacuo National Park has been effectively protected by 
developing and exploiting 2.3% of its area.36  
From a qualitative perspective, the perception of the relationship between national parks and 
existing models with regard to their capacities for income generation and biodiversity protection 
is reflected in Figure 22. 
                                               
33 Research Office of the People’s Government of Yunnan Province, Yunnan National Park Management Office and The Nature 
Conservancy, Resource Book of Yunnan National Park Policy and Research (unpublished) (Kunming, China, 2010), p.46. Cited 
from D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, supra note 5, p.1316. 
34 Project Team for ‘An Innovative Model for Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Development in Northwest Yunnan’, 
Ӂইഭᇦޜഝ・⌅ਟ㹼ᙗ⹄ウ(Research on the Feasibility of Legislation on National Park in Yunnan Province), Research 
Office of the Yunnan Provincial Government, September 2008, p.102. This research was conducted by the Research Office of 
Yunnan Province, the TNC and other institutions in 2007. A copy of this document is at hand with the author. 
35 See TNC, ‘The Project of Yunnan National Park’, available at http://www.tnc.org.cn/NP/. Last visited January 2015. See also 
Guo Huijun, Ӂইഭᇦޜഝᔪ䇮䈅⛩䈳⹄ᣕ੺ (Research report of pilot project of construction of national park in Yunnan), 
30-2 (2009) Ӂই᷇ъ(Yunnan Forestry), p.24; Yang Shilong, Ӂইഭᇦޜഝᔪ䇮ѝⲴ⌅ᖻ䳮仈(Legal conundrum during the 
construction of national parks in Yunnan province), in 2010ᒤޘഭ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ᆖ⹄䇘Պ(Symposium of Environment and 
Resources Law of China Law Society (2010)), p.575. 
36 Project Team for ‘An Innovative Model for Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Development in Northwest Yunnan’, 
supra note 34, p.100. 
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Figure 22: Perceptions of the relationship between national parks and other PAs in terms of 
biodiversity protection and income generation  
Note: NR=nature reserve; FP=forest park; SHA=scenic and historic area; and NP= national park. 
Source: Megan Kram et al.37 
As discussed earlier, Pudacuo encompassed and extended beyond previously designated PAs. 
In this sense, the national park model aimed to integrate and replace the previous models and 
functioned at a higher level than previous ones. However, in an interview, I was informed that 
the national parks were designed to function between, instead of above, the approaches of SHAs 
and nature reserves. When I asked a TNC staff member why TNC did not choose to improve the 
management of existing nature reserves but rather introduced a new model of national parks, she 
answered, ‘We used to collaborate with local nature reserve managers, but they don’t have 
incentives to work on conservation issues. Only nature reserves at the national level can get 
financial support from the central government. Local governments have to finance nature 
reserves at the local level by themselves. We introduced the national park model to complement 
nature reserves that local governments had no incentives to protect, not to replace them’.  
TNC’s concern echoes the findings in scholarly research that existing PA models, especially 
SHAs and nature reserves, have irreparable defects that negate a proper balance between the 
conservation and use of natural resources.38 SHAs and nature reserves are considered to ‘lie at 
opposite ends of the conservation and income generation spectrum’.39 No existing PA model lies 
in between. In this sense, the introduction of a new model that would lie in between was 
imperative, and national parks were selectively chosen to fill this vacuum. Specifically, a 
comparison of the attributes of SHAs, nature reserves, and the national park model envisioned by 
TNC and its collaborators is illustrated in Table 23 below.  
                                               
37 Megan Kram et al., supra note 6, p.143.  
38 For the legislative defects, see supra section 3.5 of Chapter 10.
39 John Zinda, supra note 14, p. 388. 
Biodiversity 
Protection 
None 
Lots
Lots 
Income Generation 
SHA 
NP 
FP 
NR 
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 SHAs Nature Reserves National Parks 
Tourism Allowed in full area 
Allowed in experimental 
zone 
Allowed in 
confined areas 
(delimitated by 
master plans) 
Zoning No clear zoning 
Three zones (core, buffer 
and experimental zones) 
Different zoning 
systems in 
individual national 
parks 
Administration 
Structure 
Construction department 
Environmental protection 
department (overall 
supervision); separate 
departments (corresponding 
to specific types of nature 
reserves) 
Unified 
management body 
(e.g., NPMO) 
Provision of 
Visitor Service 
Concession is not 
established; monopoly by 
state-owned enterprises or 
private enterprises 
Concession is not 
established; monopoly by 
state-owned enterprises or 
private enterprises 
Concessioners 
who contract with 
governments 
Benefit Sharing 
and 
Community 
Development 
Revenues shared by 
government and 
enterprises; complex 
governance structure; 
community benefits from 
tourism 
disproportionately 
Revenues shared by 
government and enterprises; 
disenfranchisement of local 
residents  
Community-based 
tourism; 
benefit-sharing 
with local 
communities 
Legislation and 
Implementation 
Regulation at low 
legislative hierarchy; 
insufficiencies of legal 
implementation 
Regulation at low 
legislative hierarchy; 
insufficiencies of legal 
implementation 
Management led 
and supervised by 
sound legislation 
and 
implementation 
Table 23: Comparison between the models of SHAs, nature reserves and national parks 
envisioned in Yunnan 
 National Parks in Practice 3.2
The actual operation of national parks in Yunnan has been examined in academic discussions. 
Many scholars have noticed the divergence of national parks in practice from the models 
envisioned. Zhou and Grumbine summarized three primary problems in Pudacuo: first, the local 
government focused most of its attention on tourism, not conservation; second, support and 
compensation for local residents were not appropriate; and third, the relationship between 
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provincial and local government authorities regarding national park management and 
implementation was problematic.40 Zinda noted that ‘the effort to establish Pudacuo National 
Park . . . became embroiled in a local strategy to build mass tourism, and as a result the park has 
not delivered on several of its promoters’ promises’.41 He summarized the divergences from the 
attributes of the national park model that TNC has espoused:42 
1.  ‘Tourism underwrites conservation’ has been changed to ‘tourism dominates 
management priorities’. 
2.  ‘Government direction’ is not unified in the way TNC staff had hoped. The authority of 
the Pudacuo National Park Tourism Company limits the reach of the PNPMB. 
3. The legislative process for national parks at the provincial and local levels has stalled. 
4. Monitoring and evaluation are restrained by lack of capacity and funding. 
5. Instead of a concession program as envisioned, a state-owned monopoly runs the 
national park. 
6. Resident households in and near the park receive the compensation that constitutes a 
small percentage of the park’s revenue. 
In accordance with the four previously discussed attributes of the national park model, this 
section examines the practice of the national park model with regard to the following four 
aspects: objectives, institutional structure, community development and legislation. 
Objective of National Parks: Tourism vs. Conservation 
As envisioned, the purpose of tourism is to fund and underwrite conservation activities. After 
Pudacuo became a major revenue generator for the local government, the title of national park 
became a lucrative brand for attracting investment and visitors. This shift can be found in the 
marketing tool that has been used to advertise Pudacuo. For example, in 2011, the Tourism 
Investment Company fully sponsored an extravagant wedding party held in Pudacuo for two 
Chinese pop stars, which attracted broad media coverage as well as harsh criticism from the 
society that it had abused its power to spend taxpayer money.43 The national park concept has 
become local governments’ strategy to compete with other local administrations in the area and 
make Pudacuo a world-famous tourist destination. 
Compared to the unbridled spending on such affairs, investment in nature conservation is far 
from satisfying. In my interview with a staff member of the PNPMB, I was informed that the 
Tourism Investment Company obtained a loan from the bank of nearly 730 million yuan. Only 
                                               
40 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, supra note 5, pp.1317-1318. 
41 John Zinda, supra note 14, p.396. 
42 John Zinda, supra note 14, pp.393–395. 
43 It was reported that the local government had invested 30 million RMB to sponsor the wedding party. In contrast, the total 
fiscal revenue in Shangri-La county in 2010 was only 300 million RMB. See Lu Guoping, ᕐᶠ䉒၌ႊ⽬᭯ᓌ䎎ࣙˈ⿱һޜ࣎
ኲᴹ↔⨶! (It is ridiculous for governments to sponsor the wedding party for Zhang Jie and Xie Na) , available at 
http://www.sd.xinhuanet.com/blog/2011-09/26/content_23782100.htm. Last visited January 2015. 
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230 million was invested in the park, and Pudacuo must pay off all the loan principal and interest. 
Zinda’s data show that between 2006 and 2009, 78.6% of the Company’s profits were transferred 
to the prefecture government.44 It can be inferred that only a small proportion of revenues were 
allocated to park management and conservation. 
In comparison with the concession-based tourism crafted in the beginning, the practice 
diverges. Instead of open bidding for its tourism services, the Pudacuo National Park Tourism 
Company has monopolized all the services, and it has operated the whole park. The concession 
system is not established. 
Institutional Capacity: National Park Authority vs. the Operating Company and the Forestry 
Sector 
Institutional reconstruction has begun, including the establishment of the NPMO at the 
provincial level and the PNPMB at a local level. However, the national park authority’s reach is 
limited at both levels. 
Though the NPMO is empowered with regulatory authority, its enforcement capacity is 
limited.45 This can be seen from the administrative affiliation of the NPMO. This office is not an 
independent administrative agency established by an enabling act, unlike the NPS, which was 
created by the Organic Act in the US. Both the NPMO and the Wetland Protection Management 
Office are affiliated with the Wild Fauna and Flora Protection and Nature Reserve 
Administration (hereafter, the Administration) within the Forestry Department. According to the 
‘three fixed plans’ (йᇊᯩṸ),46 the Administration is in charge of the planning, management, 
and supervision of national parks and can formally use the name and stamp of the NPMO when 
performing duties relevant to the protection of national parks. The NPMO’s role is constrained 
by its institutional capacity. Thus, conflicts between provincial directives and the local 
government’s implementation manifest. When a local government is found to deviate from park 
regulations and master plans, such as the case of the wedding party in Pudacuo, it can not be 
expected that the NPMO will be capable of rectifying the local government’s wrongdoings. 
At the local level, in the case of Pudacuo, the PNPMB’s authority is also limited. As 
mentioned earlier, in addition to the PNPMB, two other sectors are currently involved in the 
management of Pudacuo—the Pudacuo National Park Tourism Company and the Bita Lake 
Nature Reserve Station. This situation restricts the PNPMB’s authority. 
                                               
44 John Zinda’s PhD dissertation, supra note 2, p.99. 
45 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, supra note 5, p.1317. 
46 The ‘three fixed plans’ refers to ‘fixed functions, fixed internal institutions and fixed staff quotas’ (ᇊѫ㾱㙼䍓,ᇊ޵䇮ᵪᶴ,
ᇊӪઈ㕆ࡦ). SeeӁইⴱ᷇ъ঵ѫ㾱㙼䍓޵䇮ᵪᶴ઼Ӫઈ㕆ࡦ㿴ᇊ(Rules on the Main Functions, Internal Bodies and Staff 
Quotas of the Department of Forestry of the Yunnan Government), Yunzhengbanfa No.247 [2009].  
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First, the PNPMB has the same administrative rank as the Tourism Investment Company 
and thus lacks the authority to overrule the Company’s actions.47 During my interview with staff 
members working at the PNPMB, Mr. Bao, the director of the PNPMB, showed me a document 
that indicated that the PNPMB requested that the prefecture government issue instructions on 
rationalizing the relationship between the functions of the PNPMB and the Company.48 This 
request was made in May 2008, two years after the establishment of the PNPMB. The PNPMB 
clearly expressed its dissatisfaction with the relationship’s status quo in this document: ‘The 
PNPMB devotes nearly all its efforts to coordinating issues that involve community conflicts, but 
all Pudacuo National Park revenue is held by the Company, which causes the PNPMB great 
inconvenience in its community management and coordination’. The PNPMB asked the 
prefecture to clarify the credit and cooperation between the PNPMB and the Company. 
Second, the PNPMB’s authority is restricted by the forestry sector. In another document that 
Mr. Bao showed me, the PNPMB requested that the prefecture authorize the PNPMB to perform 
certain functions currently exercised by the forestry sector in May 2008.49 The PNPMB argued 
that the allocation of authority and responsibility to the PNPMB and to the forestry sector was 
unclear and disorganized, which could be seen in the action of the forestry sector passing the 
buck to the PNPMB in the case of recent forest fires. Thus, the PNPMB asked the prefecture to 
grant the PNPMB management authority over the state-owned and collective forests within the 
park. 
Though subsequent responses by the Prefecture Government to the PNPMB’s request were 
not available, from my conversation with the staff of PNPMB, it became evident that the 
relationships between PNPMB, the Company and the forestry sector have not undergone 
fundamental changes. In fact, PNPMB does not have the ability to oversee the daily management 
of Pudacuo. PNPMB is located in the center of the Shangri-La County, whereas Pudacuo is 
located approximately 50 minutes away from Shangri-La. Both the Company and the Bita Lake 
Nature Reserve Station are located within Pudacuo. Therefore, PNPMB usually makes phone 
calls and issues paper documents. The on-the-ground management authority is retained by the 
Company and the Station. 
Community Development: Benefit Sharing vs. Benefit Sidelining 
                                               
47 John Zinda, supra note 14, p. 394. 
48 PNPMB, 俉Ṭ䟼᣹Პ䗮᧚ഭᇦޜഝ㇑⨶ተޣҾ㾱≲⨶亪㇑⨶ተо᯵⑨ᣅ䍴ޜਨ䜘ԭ㙼㜭ޣ㌫Ⲵ䈧⽪(Request for 
Instructions from the Prefecture Government on Rationalizing the Relationship between Several Functions of the PNPMB and 
the Tourism Investment Company), Dipuguanqing No. 12 [2008]. 
49 PNPMB, 俉Ṭ䟼᣹Პ䗮᧚ഭᇦޜഝ㇑⨶ተޣҾ㾱≲ሶޜഝ㿴ࡂ४޵᷇ъ䜘ԭ㙼㜭ငᢈ㔉㇑⨶ተ䘋㹼㇑⨶Ⲵ䈧⽪
(Request for Instructions from the Prefecture Government on Transferring Part of the Management Authority within the Planned 
Areas of the Park which is currently under the Forestry Sector to the PNPMB), Dipuguanqing No. 11 [2008]. 
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The main forms of community development in Pudacuo are the employment of local residents in 
park-related jobs and compensation to them for their economic losses. However, both forms are 
limited in reality. 
Compensation to local residents remains a low percentage of the total revenue. As 
mentioned earlier, approximately 3.04 million yuan in compensation was paid in 2009 to 
residents’ households within and around the park. However, that amount accounted for merely 
2.6% of the park’s 2009 revenue of 117 million yuan. Mechanisms to enhance community-based 
tourism that were highlighted in various reports have not yet been acted upon by local 
governments.50  
Although local residents are given preferential consideration for park jobs, low levels of 
education often exclude them from better-paying occupations.51 Thus, inadequate capacity and a 
lack of knowledge hinder local residents from sharing the benefits. Local governments had more 
incentives to invest in material capital, such as the construction of infrastructure and facilities, 
than in human capital, such as the education and training of local residents, with the result that 
‘while the national park flourishes, residents sit on the sidelines’.52  
When I interviewed a staff member from the Tourism Company, he expressed his discontent 
about the residents’ desire for more compensation: ‘We give them 3,000 yuan, and they will 
continue asking for 4,000 yuan. If we give them 4,000 yuan, they will ask for 5,000 yuan. They 
just want to make trouble (䰩һ)’. When I asked a local resident who was hired as a trash 
collector ‘whether your livelihoods improved after the designation of national parks’, he told me, 
‘This place used to belong to us, but the government makes a lot of money from it. Every ten 
yuan Pudacuo earns, the government takes nine, and we only get one. This is not fair. I only have 
a small salary from the Company. This is not enough for my whole family’. I continued asking 
him about the local governments, and he suddenly asked me, ‘Are you a journalist? Are you 
investigating something? If yes, please write down something for us and express our opinions in 
newspapers so that the government will have to make some changes’. The friction between the 
authority and local residents in deciding the appropriate proportions in which to allocate tourism 
benefits is evident. 
The Legislative Process of National Parks: A Legal Challenge 
As previously mentioned, the model of national parks has been challenged by potential 
central-local conflicts. This situation is especially reflected in the legislative process of national 
parks. Although the legislative process for Pudacuo began as early as 2006, an enabling act for 
Pudacuo has not yet been issued. The draft of the Regulations on National Parks in Yunnan 
                                               
50 D.Q. Zhou & R. Edward Grumbine, supra note 5, p.1317. 
51 John Zinda, supra note 14, p. 394. 
52 Ibid., p.396. 
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Province was suspended because the Yunnan People’s Congress dared not use ‘national park’ in 
its local legislation before a national consensus could be reached. The Yunnan Province People’s 
Congress also suggested that the Yulong County People’s Congress revise the Regulation of 
Laojun Mountain National Park by changing its title to Regulation on the Conservation of 
Laojun Mountain as an interim legislation until the central government had clearer guidance on 
the designation of national park.53 The initiator of the project admitted that ‘the legislative 
process for national parks took longer than expected’ and referred to this situation in China as ‘a 
legal minefield’.54 
The Yunnan dilemma touches on a core question related the boundary of legislative power 
between central and local governments—that is, how much can law-making initiatives supersede 
previous legislation? Legal scholars, such as Yang Shilong and Wang Jiangang,55 have shed 
light on this question. By exploring whether Yunnan’s legislation related to national parks has 
contravened superordinate laws, it is found that the new zoning system of national parks has 
bypassed the strict protection formerly provided in the Regulations on Nature Reserves. For 
example, the special protection zone in Pudacuo, where the designated area accounts for 60 km2, 
is part of the core zone of the former Bita Lake Nature Reserve, which accounts for 141.33 km2, 
and the rest of the area is designated as natural habitat zone where the access is open to tourists.56 
The former distinction between the core zone and the buffer zone is thus blurred, and strict 
protection in the core zone of a nature reserve is degraded. In this sense, the legality of the 
national park legislation has been challenged, and the Yunnan practices might be overruled. 
Difficulties are foreseen and compromises are needed in the changing legislative map of Yunnan. 
4. Summary 
The national park model that was initially crafted by TNC largely mirrors Category II of PAs 
elaborated by the IUCN. The new model is promoted as a better model to balance use and 
conservation that can remedy the defects of existing types of PA designations in China, 
particularly SHAs and nature reserves. The key attributes of this new model include 
concession-based tourism, unified administration, community development and benefit sharing 
and an effective legal framework. However, the process of translating this model into practice in 
Yunnan demonstrates that the idea envisioned by TNC may be distorted by the power of state 
agencies. National parks may not be as effective and serviceable as they are meant to be. Instead 
of using concession-based tourism to fund and underwrite conservation, local governments have 
transformed national parks into areas for mass tourism without investing sufficiently in 
                                               
53 Lu Hefen, supra note 24, p. 97. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Yang Shilong, supra note 35, p.575; Wang Jiangang, 䇪ᡁഭഭᇦޜഝⲴ⌅ᖻ䘲⭘ (Application of Law on National Parks 
in China), in 2010ᒤޘഭ⧟ຳ䍴Ⓚ⌅ᆖ⹄䇘Պ(Symposium of Environment and Resources Law of China Law Society (2010)), 
p.532. 
56 See Ye Wen, Shen Chao & Li Yunlong (eds.), 俉Ṭ䟼᣹Ⲵ⵬ⶋ Პ˖䗮᧚ഭᇦޜഝ㿴ࡂ઼ᔪ䇮(Eyes of Shangri-La: Planning 
and Construction of Pudacuo National Park) (Beijing: China Environmental Science Press, 2008), p.46. 
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conservation activities. The reach of the newly established management authorities is restricted 
by existing exterior powers, and unified administration only exists on paper. A large percentage 
of revenue is retained by governments, and local residents remain poorly compensated and only 
benefit to a limited degree from the flourishing of tourism. The legislative process for national 
parks is disrupted by inter-agency rivalry at the central level.  
Several reasons can be identified to explain this gap. First, as previously demonstrated, 
economic growth and poverty alleviation are still the paramount concerns in contemporary China. 
This is especially the case in Yunnan. On the one hand, local governments in Yunnan are willing 
to cooperate with international organizations and accept funds, technology and experts from 
them. On the other hand, when implementing these cooperation programs, they are inclined to 
prioritize tourism development over nature conservation and use national parks to serve their 
own purposes. Second, the current legal framework for nature conservation may restrain the 
legislation process for national parks. TNC and its collaborators in Yunnan claim the legitimacy 
of the national park model largely by revoking the international principles and good practices in 
other jurisdictions. However, this basis does not suffice to justify the initiative by Yunnan. 
Instead, the new model must be contextualized in domestic contexts. The legislative vacuum at 
the central level creates uncertainty and causes dilemmas for national parks.  
To proceed with the national park project and achieve the initiators’ expectations of effective 
nature conservation and the improvement of local livelihoods, an explicit endorsement of the 
new model by the central authority may be a preliminary step. Recently, the central authority 
released a positive signal related to national park designation in China. In November 2013, the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC) issued the Decisions on Several 
Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms,57 which clearly proposed to 
establish a national park system in China (Section 52). This indicates that a comprehensive and 
fundamental change of the PA scheme will soon occur in China. The National Development and 
Reform Commission (NDRC) is empowered to take the lead in coordinating between 
departments and drafting the development plan for national parks. As of January 2015, when this 
dissertation was written, no further measure had been issued regarding how the new system 
would look. In contrast with the low-key NDRC, local governments have shown their zeal in 
establishing national parks. In early 2014, the Forestry Department of Hubei Province officially 
submitted an application to the SFA to be listed as a pilot province of national parks. Tibet also 
submitted an application to the MoEP.58 The three main departments at the central level, the 
                                               
57 CCCPC, ѝޡѝཞޣҾޘ䶒␡ॆ᭩䶙㤕ᒢ䟽བྷ䰞仈Ⲵߣᇊ(Decisions of the CCCPC on Several Major Issues Concerning 
Comprehensively Deepening Reforms), 12 November 2013, para.52. Full text in Chinese is available at http://news.-
xinhuanet.com/politics/2013-11/15/c_118164235.htmm; for an English translation, see http://chinacopyrightandmedia-
.wordpress.com/2013/11/15/ccp-central-committee-resolution-concerning-some-major-issues-in-comprehensively-deepening-ref
orm. Both were last visited in January 2015.  
58 Wen Quan, ཊൠҹᣒᔪ䇮ഭᇦޜഝ,уᇦ〠ᖸཊᰘ൘ᨀ䙏 GDP (Many local governments compete to establish national 
parks; experts say most of them aim at accelerating GPD), 19 July 2014, available at http://politics.people.com-
.cn/n/2014/0719/c1001-25301803.html. Last visited January 2015. 
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MoHURD, the MoEP and the SFA, also began to compete with each other by showing their 
competences and resolution to the central government to lead the national park project.59 
Although the way the institutional structure of national park management will be formulated 
remains to be seen, it is unavoidable that some trade-offs will be made between the central and 
local governments and among different departments. 
This positive move brightens the future of national parks in Yunnan and in China. It can be 
expected that some disputes may be resolved after the official establishment of the national park 
system by the central authority in a top-down manner. A clearer governance structure may be 
formulated after consensus is achieved at the central level. The suspended legislative process for 
national parks in Yunnan may resume after clearer instruction is given by the central authority. 
However, there remain lessons that the pilot project of national parks in Yunnan can offer.  
The situation of Yunnan demonstrates that there may be a gap between the way national 
parks are envisioned and national parks in practice. A mere shift in the title of a designation is 
not enough to make ‘national parks’ become the truth in China. ‘National park’ is not merely a 
label to attract tourists or a tool to advertise natural beauty and generate revenue for governments. 
It indicates an assortment of ideas, objectives, standards and mechanisms of PA management. To 
mend the gap that has been observed in Yunnan, several steps can be taken. First, the national 
park model needs to be legalized, and law enforcement needs to be constantly monitored to 
prevent noncompliance. Second, an integrated management agency needs to be established and 
fully empowered with the authority of integrated management instead of being a ‘shadow agency’ 
of existing institutions. Third, to realize the goal of effective community development in national 
parks, the knowledge and capacities of local communities need to be increased and enhanced to 
realize effective participation and benefit sharing. Fourth, a strict threshold for designating 
national parks may be set by law, such as the ‘national significance standard’ in the context of 
US law. Finally, the management of existing types of PA designations needs to be strengthened 
before hastily transforming them into new designations of national parks. The selection of 
different types of PA designations needs to be tailored to site-specific conditions and 
circumstances. National parks are not necessarily a better model per se than existing types of PA 
designations. As demonstrated by the IUCN, a ‘national park’ is only one category; it is not 
necessarily the best type of PA.  
                                               
59 Ibid. 
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Chapter 12: Comparative Observations, Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
1. Introduction 
Following the investigation in previous chapters on the formation of conflicts and the ways in 
which they are managed and resolved through institutional interactions in the contexts of the US 
and China, this chapter aims to draw comparative observations and conclusions and to make 
legal and policy recommendations for China. This chapter proceeds as follows. First, some 
comparative observations are provided by identifying the convergences and divergences between 
the US and China regarding the ways conflicts in PA management are identified and managed 
within domestic legal regimes. Variables that are engrained in domestic social and economic 
contexts, governance structures and the stages of legal development in general are identified to 
explain why divergences exist and how they are formulated. An assessment of the context in 
which the legal frameworks of PAs are structured from a comparative perspective may provide a 
better understanding of the transition that is currently occurring in China. 
Second, based on the comparative observations, some findings and conclusions are 
presented in accordance with the research questions proposed in Chapter 1. These include the 
role of recreation and tourism in shaping the use-conflict framework of PA designation and 
management; the extent to which a resolution of conflicts has been achieved through institutional 
interactions in the US and China; whether there is a desirable institutional setting for the 
management and resolution of conflicts in law; how this desirable setting can be applied in the 
contexts of the US and China; and finally, how the current research on the resolution of conflicts 
between conservation and recreation can inform the construction of PA law in general. 
Finally, legal and policy recommendations are provided regarding how China can improve 
its current legal and regulatory framework and better manage and resolve conflicts that arise 
from PA management in law.  
2. Comparative Observations 
In the previous sections, various conflicts in PA designation and management and the contexts in 
which they are embedded in the US and China were discussed. Institutional interactions, mainly 
among legislatures, agencies and courts, were observed in the two countries with regard to how 
these conflicts are identified, managed and resolved. Situating the conflicts in an institutional 
setting creates the entry point for comparative observations. Following the comparative 
methodology proposed in Chapter 1, this section summarizes the convergences and divergences 
by ‘analogy, distinction and contrast’ and identifies the variables that may give rise to the 
divergences presented above. By situating China in its current transitional phase, the context of 
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contemporary China is also assessed by referring to the experiences of the US to produce a better 
understanding of the uniqueness of Chinese problems. 
 Convergences 2.1
The nature conservation schemes in the US and China present some converging features, which 
are summarized below. This converging process is advanced both by domestic demands, such as 
increasing recreational activities on public lands, and by international norms, such as the call for 
sustainable development. 
First, based on a review of the evolution of public land policies in the US and China, it is 
clear that nature conservation and PA management are gaining prevalence in the two countries’ 
political and legal agendas, which can be observed in three aspects. First, both countries have 
adopted the conservation tool of PA designation and management on their public lands, and a 
common feature of diversified PA designation can be observed. Public lands in the US are 
mainly legislated into four distinct systems and are managed by four federal agencies. 
Overarching designations, such as wilderness areas and national recreational areas, are 
established across different systems. In China, although the designation of PAs is still 
undergoing contingent development, diverse types of PA designations have been formulated 
since the 1980s, and the PA scheme has been continually diversified. Second, PAs have been 
under intensive management, and exploitative uses of natural resources have been strictly 
regulated in PAs, such as regulations of mining and timber activities. Third, complicated 
frameworks of legislation, regulations and policies have been formulated in both countries on 
conservation-related issues. Although it features a common-law tradition, the US has enacted 
extensive congressional statutes to regulate the use of PAs. Furthermore, from an academic point 
of view, increasing academic attention to nature conservation law as a research field separate 
from pollution control, which is deemed the cornerstone of environmental law, has been 
observed in both countries.1  
Second, in terms of public land use patterns, both countries have ushered in an era of mass 
recreation and industrial tourism. The US has witnessed a boom of recreational visitation in the 
post-World War II period. This boom arrived in China in the 2000s along with the liberation of 
the Chinese economy and a visible increase in disposable personal income. The increase in 
recreational demand was accompanied by a tendency in terms of both legislation and 
policy-making to promote the recreational use of public land. This tendency is reflected in 
specific types of PA designations to serve recreational purposes, public-private partnerships in 
infrastructure construction, and cooperation between agencies and concessioners to provide 
recreational services to visitors. Recreational use and the conservation of nature have become the 
two most dominant features of the transformation of public lands. 
                                               
1 For a discussion of the ‘natural resource law’ in the US, see Robert Fischman, ‘What Is Natural Resources Law?’, 78 (2007) U. 
Colo. L. Rev., pp.717-1625. 
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Third, the effective management of conflicts arising from PA designation and management 
has become a common task for both countries. Due to the plurality of perceptions of nature, the 
transformation of land use patterns and the increasing regulations of the use of natural resources, 
conflicts have arisen from PA designation and management in both countries. These conflicts 
have occurred in various forms. Claims on the use of natural resources compete and conflict with 
each other, and the core of these claims are the commodity use, conservation and the recreational 
use of natural resources. Conflicts also arise from PAs’ competing goals, particularly their 
development and conservation goals. PA managers must also address various property claims 
from both individuals and collectives. Interest groups are continually divided, and new forms of 
conflicts continue to emerge. The identification of potent conflicts has become a crucial step in 
effectively managing and solving these conflicts. 
Fourth, both countries have endorsed some commonly accepted principles and underpinning 
values that govern the resolution of conflicts in PA management. These principles and values 
include the realization of equity between current and future generations, the sustainable use of 
natural resources, the integration of different interests and the equitable distribution of the 
benefits and burdens of tourism. These areas of consensus have been largely incorporated into 
the essence of the principle of sustainable development and its associated principles of 
sustainable tourism and ecotourism. Although the US and China show different attitudes toward 
the concept of sustainable development in their domestic legislation, both of their approaches 
indicate an attempt to realize the requirements of sustainability. Elements that are embodied in 
sustainability requirements are observed in the legislation of both countries, such as good 
governance, public participation, access to information and benefit sharing. 
Fifth, both countries have adopted common legal instruments to manage PA resources and 
recreational activities. These instruments have universal applicability and may be transplantable. 
The environmental impact assessment (EIA) is one such example. The EIA is broadly used as a 
procedural requirement for decision making concerning the environment. Its instrumental value 
has been broadly acknowledged across different jurisdictions. Moreover, to address the 
overcrowding problem produced by mass recreation, the determination of user capacity has 
become a common method, although whether this indicates a cap on the number of visitors has 
been debated in the US, as seen in the Merced River case. Both countries have also broadly used 
the mechanism of comprehensive planning to manage resources and visitors. 
Sixth, PA management in the US and China faces some common challenges. The arrival of 
mass recreation and industrial tourism has threatened PA management. Relentless people 
pressure has caused a management dilemma regarding how to preserve the unimpaired status of 
nature while simultaneously satisfying the public’s recreational demands. Funding shortfalls 
have demonstrated deficiencies in the effective management of PAs and the provision of 
sufficient compensation to those whose interests are affected by PA designation and management. 
Rampant concessions result in the commercialization of parks, and human-made facilities and 
recreational amenities need to be attuned to the natural setting. External threats of exploitative 
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commodity use negatively influence the quality of nature conservation at the scale of the 
ecosystem. These common problems create the need for a question-based and solution-oriented 
comparative perspective and facilitate a mutual learning process. 
Seventh, institutional dynamics and politics in environmental issues can be observed in both 
countries. There is a record of a connection between law-making and policy-making regarding 
PAs and their political environments. In the case of the US, the George W. Bush administration 
indicated a strong pro-recreation and pro-use attitude, which can be observed from both the 
drafting of the NPS MP of 2005 and the pro-snowmobiling policy in Yellowstone. The debate 
between Congress and the president on the allocation of the power to designate national 
monuments also demonstrates the dynamics and politics of conservation-related issues. In China, 
political turbulence in the 1970s and 1980s disturbed the development of nature conservation. 
Subsequently, conservation efforts became vulnerable to changes in administrations. Because 
most officials of local governments are appointed rather than elected, they are not inclined to 
make long-term conservation commitments during their tenures in office.  
 Divergences 2.2
Despite the converging features between the US and China, the legislation and practices of PA 
designation and management in the two countries present different answers to the research 
questions formulated in Chapter 1. These differences include the role of recreation and tourism, 
the main forms of conflicts, and the way these conflicts are managed and resolved through 
institutional interactions. This section examines how the answers to these questions diverge 
between the US and China. 
(1) The role of recreation and tourism in PA management  
In the US, recreation is one of the original justifications of the designation for national parks 
and the establishment of the NPS. When Yellowstone was designated, national parks were 
perceived as recreational areas and reservoirs of natural grandeur. By promoting the idea of 
national parks as recreational paradises, the newly born NPS accumulated its original 
constituencies, the so-called ‘elite recreationists’. This ideal of national parks may not be easily 
achieved without Americans’ desire for outdoor recreation. In this sense, recreation has positive 
influences on the way certain geographical areas can be protected from exploitative use.  
Recreational use is enshrined as one of the two fundamental purposes of national park 
designation, which is presented in the Organic Act using the term ‘enjoyment’. The role of 
recreation in the designated use patterns of national parks differs from its role in the designated 
use patterns of other types of public land designations. Under multiple-use mandates, outdoor 
recreation is one of the seven specifically enumerated types of designated uses of national 
forestlands and one of the open-ended multiple uses of BLM lands. Under a dominant-use 
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regime, wildlife-dependent recreational use is the priority general public use in the national 
wildlife refuge system.2  
In China, recreational uses and the accompanying tourism industry are the major impetuses 
for diversifying PA designation, especially SHAs and other types of parks. These 
recreation-oriented designations are distinguished from the original designation of nature 
reserves that are preservation-oriented. Tourism benefits are a basic means to generate funding 
for conservation and a major incentive for local governments to generate revenue.  
Recreation is enshrined as one of the fundamental purposes of both SHAs and forest parks. 
In contrast, recreation is not stipulated as part of the fundamental purpose of nature reserves, but 
it is subject to intensive regulation and is only permissible in experimental zones. According to 
the national park model envisioned by TNC and its collaborators in Yunnan Province, recreation 
is deemed a fundamental purpose of national park designations, and tourism benefits are 
considered the means to realize community development and to improve local livelihoods. 
(2) The dominant forms of conflicts in PA management 
Typology of conflicts US China 
Resource conflict Preservation vs. high-impact, 
non-motorized recreation vs. 
motorized recreation 
Exploitative use vs. 
conservation + recreation 
Exploitative use (existing mining 
rights, adjacent lands) vs. 
conservation + recreation 
Commercialized and 
industrialized tourism vs. 
conservation 
Development conflict Conservation vs. Native Americans 
(ad hoc) 
Local communities’ 
livelihoods vs. conservation 
Property conflict Federal ownership vs. non-federal 
rights (state and individual 
right-of-way, private inholdings) 
State ownership vs. collective 
ownership vs. private property 
rights 
Table 24: The main forms of conflicts in PA management in the US and China 
In the US, due to the increasing and diversified motorized recreational use of nature, the 
former alliance between conservationists and recreationists against exploitative commodity use 
has gradually collapsed. Interests in and claims for the use of nature are diverse and divided. 
Agencies must manage various conflicts that arise among preservationists, non-motorized 
                                               
2 For details, see supra section 6 of Chapter 6. 
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recreationists and motorized recreationists. These conflicts are managed by agency rule making 
and policy-making and are translated into numerous lawsuits in the courts. Although recreation 
has increased as a crucial component of public land use, it has not totally displaced traditional 
commodity use and become a dominant major use. Conflicts between economic development 
and conservation still exist. Exploitative activities on adjacent lands and existing mining rights 
within park boundaries continue to threaten the conservation and recreational use of park 
resources. 
Because there is no urgent need for poverty alleviation or for the improvement of local 
communities’ livelihoods, development conflicts are not commonly observed in the context of 
the US, with limited exceptions for Native Americans. Conservation policies in the early period 
of the US were censured for creating wilderness by removing local people and thus led to 
concerns about justice.3 This tension between conservation and Native Americans has been 
alleviated through compensation to Native Americans and the designation of American Indian 
reservations.4 
Although national parks are under the exclusive control of the federal government with little 
interference from state governments, non-federal rights continue to challenge the conservation 
and recreational use of national parks. This is apparent in the tension between federal ownership 
and state and individual rights-of-way and private inholdings inside parks. 
In China, conservation is challenged by the encroachment of economic and development 
activities. This situation is bound by the resource-reliant economic development model in China. 
The boom of tourism, especially commercialized and industrialized tourism, challenges 
conservation. Governments, especially those at the local level, are inclined to exploit scenic 
resources to their maximum in the short term while sacrificing the interests of nature in the long 
run and for future generations.  
Due to the large number of residents living within PA boundaries and the impoverishment of 
these areas, development conflicts are evident between local communities and the need for 
nature conservation. The designation and management of PAs has incurred resentment from 
local communities due to the strict regulation of these communities’ traditional uses of nature 
and the adverse impacts on their livelihoods. The unbalanced distribution of tourism benefits has 
caused tension between governments and communities and between communities within PAs 
and those adjacent to PAs. When economic benefits arise from policy initiatives in adjacent areas, 
claims arise from community members living within these areas to enjoy these policy benefits. 
                                               
3 Michelle Kalamandeen & Lindsey Gillson, ‘Demything “wilderness”: implications for protected area designation and 
management”, 16 (2007) Biodiversity Conservation, p.168. See Mark David Spence, Dispossessing the Wilderness: Indian 
Removal and the Making of the National Parks (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
4 See Robert Keiter, To Conserve Unimpaired: The Evolution of the National Park Idea (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2013), 
pp.121-142. 
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The ‘collective forest tenure reform’ that liberates forestry resources into the hands of individual 
households is such an example.5 
Due to the insufficient protection of participatory rights and the right to information, 
property rights were not always clearly defined when PAs were originally designated. The 
designation of PAs sometimes accompanies the ‘taking’ of collective and individual properties 
without proper compensation. Therefore, PA management sometimes collides with claims for 
property rights from collectives and individuals. These so-called ‘problems left over by history’ 
(শਢ䚇⮉䰞仈) create obstacles to the effective implementation of PA regulations. 
(3) The legislative approach to conflict resolution 
The US has developed a comprehensive legal system that regulates the use of parklands and 
resources. Compared to China and most countries in the world, the American legal system 
regarding national parks is the most extensive and complicated, as noted by American scholars.6 
In contrast, legal development in China lags behind economic and social development. The 
modernization of law has only occurred in the post-Mao period. Although a comparatively 
complicated legal framework has been established to control pollution, legislation on nature 
conservation is preliminary and far from mature. Nevertheless, ecological protection has gained 
considerable prevalence in policy-making. China has formulated a considerably complicated 
framework of PA-management policies. Problems remain regarding how to legalize these 
policies and to enact an ‘Organic Act’ in the sense of American law, which functions as the 
fundamental and governing law for all types of PAs. The ongoing discussion on enacting the 
Natural Heritage Law is such an effort. 
To assess the legislative approaches of these two countries, a general observation is that the 
US Congress adopts a ‘balancing approach’, which is particularly reflected in the NPS Organic 
Act. In contrast, by explicitly embracing the ‘priority of protection’ as the fundamental principle 
of the Environmental Protection Law, Chinese legislatures favor a ‘thumb on the scale’ approach, 
which prioritizes nature protection.7 
In terms of the ‘balancing approach’, there is an age-old debate over the fundamental 
purpose of national parks as prescribed in the NPS Organic Act, namely, conservation or 
enjoyment. Congress does not give explicit instructions to the NPS with regard to potential 
conflicts between the two. In other words, the Organic Act itself does not adjudicate such 
conflicts. Therefore, considerable room for statutory interpretation is left to the agency. 
                                               
5 See supra section 4.1 of Chapter 2. 
6 Robin Winks, ‘The National Park Service Act of 1916: “A Contradictory Mandate”?’, 74 (1996-1997) Denver University Law 
Review, p. 576 (‘legislation passed with respect to the Park System … has more extensive application than any other park system 
in the world’). 
7 The term of ‘thumb on the scale’ is referred to by Michael Healy, ‘The Sustainable Development Principle in United States 
Environmental Law’, 2 (2011) Geo. Wash. J. Energy & Envtl. L., p.19. For a discussion about the three approaches to sustainable 
development in American environmental statutes, see supra section 4.1.3 of Chapter 3.  
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Elaborating on its Management Policies of 2006, the NPS clarifies the priority of conservation in 
the case of conflict. It further elevates the non-impairment standard by clearly proposing the 
‘unacceptable impact test’ that governs the assessment of a proposed use. The NPS commits 
itself to conservation-oriented park management by binding itself to a stricter threshold.  
Modern environmental statutes, such as the NEPA and the Wilderness Act, burden agencies’ 
decision-making process either in a substantive or a procedural manner. To some extent, these 
statutes have hardened the softness of the Organic Act in adjudicating conservation-enjoyment 
conflicts by showcasing a clearer conservation mandate. However, by enabling acts and ad hoc 
intervention in management conflicts, Congress has shown an inclination to push back toward 
enjoyment on the scale. 
In terms of the ‘thumb on the scale’ approach, unlike the conservation-enjoyment debate in 
the context of the US, Chinese legislation has witnessed a shift from ‘the principle of 
coordination’ to the ‘priority of protection’. The latter proposes to remedy the deficiencies 
arising from the practices of the principle of coordination. The principle of the priority of 
protection is the epitome of the elevated role of environmental protection in the nation’s legal 
agenda, although gaps remain regarding how to interpret and apply this principle. This principle 
has also become a governing principle of PA management.  
(4) The quality of law enforcement 
Because the US has a good reputation in terms of the rule of law, the law is generally 
enforced to a satisfactory level in the US. Non-compliance with the law is not commonly 
observed. In contrast, there is a well-known gap between the ‘law in books’ and the ‘law in 
action’ in China. Non-compliance and deficiencies in law enforcement are commonplace in the 
ground management of PAs. Efforts toward the effective implementation of conservation law are 
easily crowded out by driving forces toward continual economic growth, job creation and 
societal stability. This is observed in the repetitive ad hoc law enforcement campaigns launched 
by the central government in the field of SHAs and nature reserves discussed in Chapter 10. 
Some specifically Chinese phenomena also showcase this gap. To develop the economy, local 
governments tend to adjust the scope and zoning of nature reserves to make way for construction 
projects. Inter-agency friction and rivalry are commonplace due to the overlapping designation 
and management of PAs. The case study of the Yunnan National Park Project in Chapter 11 
shows that there is a gap between the way national parks are envisioned and the way national 
parks take shape in practice. National parks, enshrined as a model that facilitates a better balance 
between conservation and development, have turned out to be part of local governments’ 
strategies to attract visitors and to develop the tourism industry.  
(5) The role of courts in adjudicating PA-related conflicts 
In the US, litigation has frequently been used as a method of dispute resolution on 
public-land-related issues since the 1970s. From a quantitative perspective, the courts contribute 
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considerably to resolving conflicts involving public land management through numerous 
litigations. Although exceptions are found in wilderness-related management decisions, the 
courts have offered substantial deference to the NPS on its management decisions based on the 
Organic Act. Situated in the Chevron framework, the courts clarify that Congress does not 
provide a clear-cut answer in terms of the conservation-enjoyment conflict. In other words, 
courts adopt the Chevron step two framework instead of a Chevron step one approach to 
reviewing agency actions. This has a great influence on how the Organic Act should be read: not 
as a spontaneous preservation mandate but rather as a ‘dual mandate’. Furthermore, litigation has 
limitations in the eradication of conflicts. Therefore, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 
mechanisms have been increasingly used to resolve national-park-related conflicts. 
In China, courts play a limited, even dormant, role in resolving conservation-related disputes. 
There have been few conservation-related lawsuits. Very few public interest litigations are tried 
by courts. Consequently, the purpose statements and the principles of PA regulations, such as the 
previous principle of coordination and the current principle of the priority of protection, are 
seldom disputed in and rarely interpreted by the courts. In contrast to the litigant culture in the 
US, there is a lack of a tradition of using litigation as a preferred method to resolve disputes in 
China. Administrative channels, such as petitions, letters and visits, are the main mechanism for 
receiving and adjudicating disputes.  
 Variables 2.3
PAs are never merely a separate material sphere; instead, they are interconnected with their 
surroundings and enmeshed in political, social-economic and legal contexts. Having observed 
the divergences between the US and China regarding their PA-related legislation and practice, 
this section identifies several variables in the contexts that may explain the divergences found 
above.  
(1) Recreational policy-making in social-economic contexts 
Although both countries have conducted intensive recreational policy-making, their starting 
points differ significantly. In an affluent society such as the US, recreation is deemed an intrinsic 
component of civic life and a crucial means of achieving public welfare. Recreation is firmly 
grounded as a fundamental purpose of national parks, whereas the tourism industry is considered 
a by-product.  
In contrast, in China, the social-economic contexts in which PAs are situated are not 
similarly poetic and opportunistic. When China commenced the implementation of actions to 
cope with environmental problems, its GDP per capita was less than 300 USD.8 The primary 
goal at that time was economic recovery and poverty alleviation. The GDP-based assessment 
                                               
8 Zhang Kunmin & Wen Zongguo, ‘Review and challenges of policies of environmental protection and sustainable development 
in China’, 88-4 (2008) Journal of Environmental Management, p.1249. 
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model of local officials’ performance pushes these officials to exploit natural resources to their 
maximum extent.9 Therefore, recreation is strongly connected to the incentive to boost the 
tourism economy, and is used as a means to serve the end of economic development.  
Compared with nature conservation in the US, nature conservation in China is more 
pressured. Well-documented factors of this pressure include the increasing demand on natural 
resources to develop the national economy, the large population, a poor economic basis and the 
problem of poverty.10 The following figures may be illustrative: China possesses 9% of the 
planet’s cultivated land, 6% of its water supply and 4% of its forests and must meet the needs of 
21% of the earth’s population, which is more than 1.3 billion people.11 The annual GDP growth 
rate exceeds 10%, and the poverty headcount ratio was 13% of the total population in 2013.12 
China is facing unprecedented pressure with regard to its conservation agenda. 
(2) The funding mechanism 
Funding shortfalls for PAs are chronic in China. Similarly, national park managers in the US 
complain about budget cuts. However, a fundamental difference exists between their funding 
systems. In the US, the federal budget constitutes the predominant portion of public land 
management. Only a small portion of funding comes from the collection of entrance fees and 
private donations. To cope with funding shortfalls, there have been occasional reforms in the US 
to increase entrance fees and concession royalties.13 However, these efforts do not change the 
government funding structure of national parks. Fees and royalties are ‘not intended to offset the 
operational costs associated with a park’.14 By contrast, most Chinese PAs have to ‘fund 
themselves by themselves’. There is no budget guarantee; only contingent subsidies and 
allowances flow into PAs.  
The consequences of this difference are qualitative rather than quantitative. The funding 
model in China directly results in the self-funding model for PAs and the follow-up phenomenon 
of a ticket economy. This is particularly reflected in the fact that in reality, local governments 
abdicate their management authority and responsibility by including the business sector in the 
investment and operation of scenic areas. Furthermore, the benefits of tourism have become a 
                                               
9 Liu Lingxuan, Zhang Bing and Bi Jun, ‘Reforming China’s multi-level environmental governance: Lessons from the 11th 
Five-Year Plan’,21 (2012) Environmental Science & Policy, p.107. 
10 See Charles McElwee, Environmental Law in China: Managing Risk and Ensuring Compliance (Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2011), p.2; Elizabeth Economy, The River Runs Black: The Environmental Challenge to China’s Future 
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2010). 
11 Benoît Vermander, ‘A growth engine reinvents itself : towards a greener China?’, in Elvire Fabry & DamienTresallet (eds.), 
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12 See Li Yuhao, ᡚ→ 2013ᒤᓅѝഭ䍛ഠӪਓӽᴹ 8249з (There were still 82.49 million people living below the poverty 
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huge incentive for local governments to invest in advertising and ‘decorating’ local scenic 
resources. Tourism benefits are expected to reimburse these expenditures. This phenomenon is 
exemplified in local governments’ enthusiasm in applying for the World Heritage designation. 
The expenditure on the application for the ‘Chinese Danxia Landform’ to be listed as a World 
Heritage site was nearly 1 billion RMB, most of which came from bank loans. Xinning county in 
Hunan Province, one of the joint applicants, spent more than 400 million RMB on this project, 
whereas the fiscal revenue of the whole county was only 200 million RMB in 2008.  
(3) The central-local relationship in PA management  
The concept of national parks in the US remains a product of the federal government. This 
concept is ‘based upon a strong national sovereign, with little interference by state or local 
governments’.15 Compared with other types of public land designations, national parks reveal 
fewer characteristics of cooperative federalism. 16  As observed by Fischman and King, 
‘power-sharing arrangements are part of the organic legislation for all of the federal land systems 
except the national parks’.17 National park managers have less direct connection with state and 
local governments with regard to development issues. Other public land management agencies 
must address issues of mining, timbering and hunting that are largely at the hands of state and 
local governments. 18  It is noteworthy that although this federal approach can prevent 
interference with the NPS by state interests, the strategy of isolating national parks cannot 
sustain itself. National park management faces considerable threats from adjacent development, 
non-federal rights and commercial activities in gateway communities, as discussed in Chapter 5. 
More cooperation between the NPS, states and gateway communities is needed. 
In contrast, PAs in China at both the national and the local levels remain predominantly 
under the control of local governments. Management agencies are situated under the ‘dual 
leadership’ structure in China. Agencies at the ground level are responsible to both the apparatus 
of PA management at the higher level and the local governments where PAs are located. Studies 
                                               
15 Denise Antolini, ‘National Park Law In The US: Conservation, Conflict, And Centennial Values’, 33 (2009) William and 
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show that Environmental Protection Bureaus at the ground level are mainly influenced by local 
governments rather than by the MoEP at the central level.19 This is also the case for PA 
management agencies, which have personnel and financial dependence on local governments. 
Therefore, these agencies tend to side with local governments when conflicts arise between 
national laws and the goals of local governments.20  
Similar to other developing countries,21 China has adopted a decentralizing process in the 
field of PA management. This process commenced in the early 2000s with the downward 
transfer of the pricing power of scenic areas, including both SHAs and nature reserves, to local 
governments.22 This decentralization process activates local initiatives and boosts the tourism 
economy at the local level because tourism benefits largely flow to local economies. Local 
officials are strongly incentivized to boost local economies to obtain promotions. It is said that 
the central government creates a ‘yardstick competition among local officials by rewarding or 
punishing them on the basis of economic performance’.23 In this context, local governments, 
rather than management agencies or departments at the central level, play a decisive role in 
shaping the policy framework and in indicating the direction of PA development.  
However, this situation results in aggravated local disparities and the problem of 
enforcement deficiencies of central regulations. It is argued that the governments at lower levels 
are ill equipped, with inadequate professionals and capacities to manage scenic resources with 
national significance. Considerations such as local interests and the economy impede the 
long-term objectives of protecting scenic natural resources.24  
(4) Operation of administrative power and public trust in general 
China has a long history of an omnipotent government. Lacking a separation of powers, the 
government serves both administrative and judicial functions. In contemporary China, multiple 
factors impede the exercise of administrative power in an accountable way, including the 
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absence of a unified administrative procedure law (APA, in the sense of the US), a lack of 
transparency and public participation in the administrative decision-making process, and a lack 
of awareness about the exercise of administrative power under the rule of law (׍⌅㹼᭯) among 
administrative officials. Therefore, to some extent, the government can freely switch between 
roles as the exerciser and the supervisor of power, which creates room for rent seeking.  
Unlike those in the US, where the NPS is barred from engaging in commercial and 
profitable activities, scenic resources in China are closely linked to governmental interests, 
especially governments at the local level. As a result, during the administrative process, potential 
conflicts embodied in law due to the brevity of legislation or the inherent ambiguities in statutory 
language are not properly resolved. Instead, these conflicts are intensified and sharpened due to 
the direct or indirect involvement of the government as the largest stakeholder. The government 
does not perform as an arbiter but occasionally as a party involved in these conflicts. 
Furthermore, public trust in management agencies differs. In the context of the US, the NPS 
is traditionally deemed a ‘white-hat’ agency (i.e., the image of a ‘good man’).25 The NPS has a 
reputation for resource stewardship, and it is one of the most popular and well-regarded federal 
agencies.26 This positive reputation is not similarly possessed by the Chinese government. 
Distrust in the government has become a crisis for governance and even for the legitimacy of the 
ruling party. This is evidenced in the increasing frequency of mass disturbances and social unrest 
on issues such as pollution and rights related to land and natural resources.27 
(5)  Judicial independence and the predicament of the courts  
In China, the courts show considerable ‘deference’ to governments’ decisions in 
administrative litigation in general. 28  This is also the case for conservation-related cases. 
However, this deferential attitude does not derive from judicial respect for agencies’ professional 
knowledge under the rationale of the separation of powers, as it is in the US. Instead, this attitude 
derives from the courts’ inferior role in terms of administrative power. The courts are supposed 
to work in tandem with governments for the purposes of policy advocacy and social control. 
Inappropriate interference in judicial work by governments has led to a phenomenon in which 
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local courts are not willing to handle cases against governments’ environmental decision making 
and do not have the ability to adjudicate such cases independently and neutrally. The 
predicaments that courts face in China are not found in the US, where constitutionalism and the 
separation of powers are well respected. 
(6) The role of civil society 
In the US, public awareness of environmental protection and nature conservation has been 
raised by constant environmental movements, including the early conservation movements of the 
late 19th century and the modern environmental movement beginning in the 1960s. These have 
been accompanied by a flourishing of environmental groups and their active participation in all 
environment-related issues. Furthermore, recreation-based interest groups have emerged as 
equivalent counterparts to the environmental NGOs that have played key roles in developing 
conservation schemes. These groups are willing and equipped to assert their rights and interests 
in the same manner that environmental groups do. Entitled with the standing to bring about 
public interest litigation, these groups, including both environmental groups and other civic 
groups, have played a crucial role in elevating the role of the courts in adjudicating disputes. 
In China, the awakening of public awareness of the environment occurred later, especially 
after the occurrence of serious pollution disasters. However, public awareness of nature 
conservation remains at a considerably low level. The example of Qingdao City may illustrate 
this. To promote citizens’ environmental awareness, some biologists presented the public with 
information on endangered species, such as their names, shapes and the locations where they 
were distributed. However, things quickly went awry. Some tourists harvested several plant 
species, including wild kiwi and lily flowers, according to the directions in the information that 
was presented. 29  Civil society (i.e., individuals and organizations that are outside the 
governmental apparatus) is relatively underdeveloped in China.30 The first environmental NGO 
in China was registered in 1994;31 as of 2008, this number had increased to 3,539.32 With such 
incredible growth, as previously discussed, most of these organizations do not have the intent or 
capacity to participate in litigation. The reach of environmental groups in the judicial sphere is 
confined by the standing requirement and the antagonistic judicial culture, as evidenced by the 
fact that none of the eight public interest litigations brought by the ACEF in 2013 was accepted 
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by the courts.33 Therefore, the role of environmental groups in elevating the role of the courts is 
not observed in China in the same way that it is in the US.  
 Assessment of Contexts: Understanding the Transition in China 2.4
Having analyzed the convergences, divergences and variables between the US and China, the 
next question addresses how to assess these contextual similarities and disparities to better 
understand the distinctive features of the current transition in China.  
 In recent decades, China has stunned the world with its incredible economic growth. This 
‘China miracle’ closely relates to the development model to which China adheres. Ding 
summarized the costs of the ‘China model’ in the 30 years after the reform and opening up as the 
‘considerable deprivation of vulnerable groups, derogation of ecological environment, systematic 
corruption and lack of transparency in public policy’.34 Dubbed ‘draining the pond to get all the 
fish’ (ㄝ⌭㘼⑄), the current economic development model in China is largely resource-reliant, 
which has placed environment and natural resources in serious jeopardy. Furthermore, the 
development path ‘pollute first, clean later’ (ݸ⊑ḃਾ⋫⨶) that most developed countries have 
followed is insurmountable for China.35 Environmental interests must currently be sacrificed to 
accumulate enough money to cope with future environmental problems. China’s economic 
growth is therefore accompanied by striking environmental costs that are estimated to account 
for 3%-8% of the country’s GDP.36 Thus, the sustainability of the so-called ‘China miracle’ is 
questionable. 
Is the development path that China follows inherently ‘Chinese’? Is there a sustainable 
growth model that China can incorporate into its current development discourse? 
Examining the public land policies of the US, one can observe a clear shift at the end of the 
19th century. Throughout the 19th century, the disposal policy, with its core characteristic of ‘first 
in time, first in right’, intensively shaped the landscape of the vast West. The Gold Rush and 
accompanying infrastructure construction were accompanied by the destruction of watersheds, 
the extinction of natural resources, the destruction of habitats and a series of pollution problems. 
The scarcity of natural resources was perceived, in contrast to the previous assumption of an 
inexhaustible natural bounty. The shift in public land policies from disposal to retention at the 
end of the 19th century signaled an awareness of nature conservation that was among the earliest 
in the world. Consequently, the US preserved a large amount of land and resources, leaving them 
largely intact and wild. The economy of the US witnessed a sharp increase after the designation 
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of Yellowstone; however, the large-scale destruction of the landscape and resources within 
national parks is seldom revealed to the public. At the political level, a consensus regarding how 
national parks should look has not necessarily been achieved. Chapter 5 has shown that national 
parks are still besieged by various political debates on the commercialization and exploitation of 
profitable resources. 
In contrast, China’s turn to develop its economy occurred when its turbulent period of 
history ended in the 1980s, the same time that the awareness of conservation heightened. 
Economic development was then deemed the paramount task of the Chinese government. This 
task was echoed by the Chinese people, who desperately needed to improve their livelihoods and 
quality of life. Therefore, the priority of economic development set by the central authority easily 
obtained legitimacy from society at large. The legitimacy of the CPC’s ruling authority was 
further underpinned by increasing and continual economic growth that produced a substantial 
increase in the livelihoods of a large percentage of the population in China. In other words, ‘the 
government is “chained” to the imperative of economic growth for the preservation of political 
stability’.37 In this sense, nature should be considered not only as a material entity but also as a 
basis for economic growth and furthermore as a basis for the sovereignty’s legitimacy.  
However, as society becomes increasingly pluralized and citizens begin to desire a better 
quality of life and a better environment, economic growth cannot completely sustain the 
legitimacy challenge in the new era. The derogation of the environment and the depletion of 
resources are occurring at an alarming rate. To smooth China’s transition, the authorities have 
revitalized and employed traditional ideals and values, such as the ‘harmonious society’, as the 
governing ideologies for contemporary China. However, one can assert that harmony may only 
be a mirage if it is built on the current development model. Making a commitment to nature 
conservation and delivering on its promise before it is too late might be the foremost task for 
furthering the unavoidable transition process in China. 
3. Conclusions 
(1) Recreation and tourism play a dual role in PA designation and management as a direct 
cause of the rise of conflicts and a mitigator of conflicts. 
On the one hand, recreation and tourism may directly cause the rise of conflicts. As shown 
in Chapter 3, recreation and tourism are decisive factors that transform public land use patterns. 
‘Resource conflicts’ arise among competing and conflicting uses of resources, such as motorized 
use and nature conservation. Recreation and tourism may also cause ‘development conflicts’. 
State policies that promote recreation and tourism in a certain area may be accompanied by the 
displacement of local people and the expropriation of lands for park designation and expansion 
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purpose.38 Tourism can be a causative factor that accelerates the marginalization of local people 
and enlarges the gap between local communities’ access to and control of natural resources and 
external visitors’ access to them. McCarthy notes that the growing popularity of nature-based 
tourism has transformed the environment ‘to the detriment or against the will of local users’.39 
Recreation and tourism may also cause ‘property conflict’. Private ranchers may be concerned 
that recreational users encroach on their interests in using their rangelands. Local governments 
may fear losing recreational constituencies and revenues due to strong preservation mandates 
from the central authority. This phenomenon can be observed in the claims of ‘right of way’ by 
states and individuals on federal lands in the US discussed in Chapter 5 and in the claims of 
collectives to share tourism benefits with the governmental authority in designated PAs in China, 
as shown in Chapter 9. 
However, recreation and tourism may also serve to mitigate conflicts in PA management. 
First, recreation helps to build constituencies and protects nature from exploitative use. In the 
early history of nature conservation, the earliest imperative for conservation arose from the 
demands of the rich to preserve animals for hunting.40 The coalition of recreationists and 
conservationists can counterbalance the exploitation of nature and mitigate conflicts between 
exploitation and conservation. Second, recreation and tourism can be an incentive for 
conservation activities. The conservation of natural scenery is a precondition for tourism 
development. Tourism benefits can contribute to local revenue and generate funding for PA 
management. In some developing countries such as China, tourism benefits account for a large 
percentage or constitute the sole source of funding in some PAs. The development of tourism 
thus becomes a prerequisite for the effective management of PAs. Third, tourism can be a tool 
for achieving development goals. The benefits of tourism make it a potential development tool. 
The rise of ‘pro-poor tourism’ at the end of the 1990s shows that tourism can be a crucial means 
of alleviating poverty. Pro-poor tourism focuses on ‘unlocking opportunities for specific groups 
within it’ rather than ‘expanding the overall size of tourism’ (tilting the cake, not expanding it).41 
It aims to generate social, economic and environmental benefits from tourism, especially for the 
poor.42 Although pro-poor tourism is criticized for failing to ‘deliver benefits from tourism to 
the poor’, in reality,43 it shows the potential of tourism to mitigate development conflicts in PA 
designation and management. 
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(2) The key to PA management and PA law-making rests in how to effectively manage the 
conflicts between recreation and conservation. 
The exploitative use of natural resources has been broadly and intensively regulated within 
PAs. The future development of PA management and PA law-making lies in the reconciliation of 
conflicts between conservation and recreation. Although conflicts between exploitative use and 
conservation in PAs may not be easily eradicated in the short run, conflicts between recreation 
and conservation may be a larger challenge and may represent the dominant form of conflicts in 
PA management in the future. The previous discussion has shown that a resolution to the 
conflicts between conservation and recreation is not as simple as favoring conservation while 
jettisoning recreation or vice versa. In contrast to the traditional focus on the regulation of 
commodity uses within PAs, the regulation of recreational activities necessitates a more delicate 
balance and a deeper quest for an answer to a fundamental question: what are PAs for?  
Previous case studies have shown that most recreational policy-making and law-making is 
value-laden. Some trade-offs between conflicting values need to be made to reach a balance 
between conservation and recreation. In his article ‘Fashioning a Recreation Policy for Our 
National Parklands’, Sax argues that fashioning a recreational policy is a profound philosophical 
choice rather than a mere management decision.44 The controversy regarding capping the 
number of visitors to the Merced River raises the question of whether PAs should be protected as 
enclaves or whether they should accept people. In Runte’s words, ‘To exclude people, whatever 
the means, risks loss of support for the national park idea; to accept more people as the price of 
support jeopardizes the parks themselves’.45 The Wi-Fi controversy in national parks in the US 
raises the question of what type of ‘park experience’ should be provided to visitors. The 
overflight controversy in the Grand Canyon also raises the question of whether there is a 
preference for a certain type of experience: do visitors prefer to enjoy the panorama of the Grand 
Canyon with an aerial view from helicopters or to hike along paved trails or routes? These 
questions cannot be easily answered through scientific surveys; instead, they necessitate a deeper 
inquiry into the fundamental purpose of conservation law. 
In this sense, competence in managing and resolving conflicts between recreation and 
conservation can be a touchstone to test whether an existing legal system of PAs is adaptive 
enough to embrace new challenges, stable enough to accommodate diversified interests and 
claims, and future-oriented enough to meet the needs of the future generations. 
(3) Sustainable development can be used as a benchmark for assessing the legal foundations of 
PAs in the US and China. A sustainability test of tourism in PAs is both necessary and 
plausible. 
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The terms ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’, although currently used 
imprecisely, can be useful and effective tools for communication between different jurisdictions. 
These terms provide an integral, holistic and equitable perspective with which to approach 
environmental issues. The integration requirements embodied in the principle of sustainable 
development may occur in both procedural and substantive forms. They establish a baseline for 
legislation and decision making. Governments are required not only to consider the environment, 
economy and society in their decision making and adjudication processes but also to realize and 
further environmental, social and economic goals in a substantive manner. Countries have 
translated this baseline into their own legal discourses, as seen in the different attitudes between 
the US and China regarding the inclusion of this principle in their domestic legislation. 
Nevertheless, the principle of sustainable development facilitates communication and dialogue 
between different jurisdictions. 
Recreation and tourism have an intrinsic connection to the three pillars upon which the 
principle of sustainable development is based: the environment, the economy and society. They 
are closely tied to nature conservation, the tourism industry and environmental justice. The 
practices in the US and China discussed above have shown that tourism activities may have 
negative impacts on nature conservation, generate revenue for governments and cause the 
marginalization of local residents. Therefore, an integral perspective needs to be adopted to 
examine the interplay and tension among the three pillars of tourism. Similar to the principle of 
sustainable development, the principles of sustainable tourism and ecotourism may have 
normative influences on how recreational laws and policies should be made and how tourism 
activities should be conducted in practice.  
(4) Interpretation of law is a crucial means of vitalizing PA-related statutes and ensuring their 
effectiveness.  
Statutory ambiguities are prevalent in PA-related laws. This can be seen in the examples of 
‘user capacity’ in the Merced River case and the ‘substantial restoration of natural quiet’ in the 
Grand Canyon overflights case, as discussed in Chapter 7 and the examples of ‘transfer of 
operation rights’ and ‘concession’, as discussed in Chapter 9. These legislative ‘deficits’ are due 
either to the unpredictability of conservation practices and management activities, or the 
intentional delegation of authority from Congress to agencies to realize the flexibility in 
administration. The existence of statutory ambiguities determines that law must be interpreted to 
best apply it. Facing an interpretative choice, the resolution of disputes between different parties 
largely relies on how and by whom the terms stipulated in law are interpreted.  
The effect of interpretation on the application of environment law is evidenced by the fact 
that most leading environmental law cases in the US are also statutory interpretation cases.46 By 
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adopting a dynamic approach to statutory interpretation, environmental statutes can be applied in 
difficult situations, and the political controversies surrounding the issues of such situations can 
be ameliorated. This is clear in the previous discussion about high-profile national-park-related 
controversies in which disputes were settled through the meticulous interpretation of the law. In 
the context of China, Nagle has keenly noted that unlike their western counterparts, statutory 
interpretation cases are missing in Chinese environmental law, although a western-style legal 
system has been adopted in China.47 The phenomenon of the absence of interpretation cases is 
closely connected to the enforcement deficit of Chinese law. The ‘seemingly beautiful’ 
provisions stipulated in law can only be vitalized and bolstered by being interpreted and applied 
in a dynamic environment. Therefore, more practices of statutory interpretation are crucial to 
improve the poorly recorded law enforcement in China. 
(5) The quality of a legal institution is engraved in the legal system in which it is embedded. The 
formula for desirable institutional interactions in legal interpretation needs to be established 
on a case-by-case basis. 
Schmitthoff notes that ‘the same institution may hold a key position in the legal system of 
one country and may be of subordinate character in another system where the corresponding 
needs are satisfied by other legal institutions’.48 The divergences between the US and China in 
terms of their institutional interactions indicate the significance of the context in which a legal 
institution is situated. Taking courts as an example, the quality of the judicial adjudication of 
disputes is closely linked to the legal system in which the courts are embedded. Multiple factors 
may influence the institutional capacity of courts, such as the relationship between courts and 
extra-judicial bodies, the degree of judicial independence, the development of civil society and 
the citizens’ trust in the judiciary in general. A mere elevation of the courts’ role in name, such 
as the proposal to establish separate environmental courts, does not necessarily increase the 
courts’ institutional capacities. Instead, corresponding measures must be taken to improve the 
general context in which a particular institution is situated.  
Desirable institutional interactions need to be built on the premise of institutional capacity 
building. This means that legislatures, agencies and courts need to be equipped with their 
respective institutional functions. In this context, the methodological significance of the statutory 
interpretation rules proposed by Vermeule, namely, that courts should follow the clear and 
specific meaning of legal texts or defer to agencies’ interpretations in the case of unspecific 
legislative texts, may be degraded when they are to be transplanted elsewhere. Vermeule’s 
analysis is largely based on empirical studies of the institutional interaction in the context of the 
                                                                                                                                                       
statutory interpretation case due to its adoption of the textualist approach to reading statutes. For relevant discussions of this case 
by Dworkin and Vermeule, see Adrian Vermeule, Judging under Uncertainty: An Institutional Theory of Legal Interpretation 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2006), p.28. 
47 John Nagle, ‘The Missing Chinese Environmental Law Statutory Interpretation Cases’, 5 (1996) N.Y.U. Environmental Law 
Journal, pp.517-555. 
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US. His argument indicates ‘a dramatic shift in interpretative authority from courts to 
agencies’.49 His trust in agencies’ capacities for statutory interpretation is built on the premises 
that agencies can perform their function of implementing the law in a satisfactory manner and 
that agencies have professional knowledge and information that courts do not possess. However, 
when agencies are tempted or compelled to consider irrelevant factors other than professionalism 
or when they are involved in the commercial sector, as is the case of China, where the rule of law 
is not fully established, the institutional capacity of agencies may not receive as much 
appreciation as Vermeule has argued. In China, public distrust against the bureaucratic 
government may raise suspicion among the public when courts are expected to ‘respect’ agencies’ 
interpretative freedom. Furthermore, in the context of the current PA governance structure in 
China, many different agencies are involved in one statute, and their department-based interests 
are interwined. Courts cannot sensibly detect to which agency’s interpretation they should defer. 
Therefore, the deference rule Vermeule has presented cannot be effectively established in the 
context of China, where the relationship between agencies and courts is different from the one in 
the US.  
Moreover, in the first part of Vermeule’s interpretative rule, which argues that judges should 
interpret statutes according to their ‘surface or apparent meaning, eschewing the use of other 
tools to enrich their sense of meaning, intentions, or purposes’,50 Vermeule urges judges to 
interpret statutes as simply as possible to minimize decision costs. In the context of China, 
considering the limited role of courts and the low capacity of judges in adjudicating PA-related 
disputes, it is doubtful that judges will produce better judgements if they omit the various 
interpretative tools by adopting Vermeule’s approach. Imagine keeping beginners out of the 
water when they are expected to learn to swim. 
Nevertheless, Vermeule’s thesis that the capacities of the institution and the systematic 
effects of a particular interpretative approach should not be overlooked in designing desirable 
institutional interactions remains inspiring. In Nelson’s words, ‘[Vermeule’s] call for 
decisionmakers in every institution …to make honest appraisals of what they do and do not 
know, is advice that all should heed’.51 
(6) In the US, the current institutional interaction among Congress, the NPS and the courts has 
not produced a productive and unified interpretation of the Organic Act. The courts’ 
institutional capacities are restricted by their deferential attitudes toward agencies and their 
deficits in eradicating conflicts. 
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The purpose statement in the Organic Act reveals ambiguities and leaves room for statutory 
interpretation. It has been claimed that the NPS has received a carte blanche from Congress52 
and that it has considerable discretion to make management decisions. The NPS is frequently 
accused in opposing allegations from both conservationists and recreationists based on the same 
mandate. Thus, the NPS’s discretionary decision making becomes increasingly vulnerable. In 
Cheever’s words, the ‘ambiguity which once provided agencies necessary latitude before 
Congress and the Cabinet now inspire[s] sophisticated western interest groups to challenge 
agency policy. Mandates which once contributed to the rise of agency discretion now contribute 
to its decline’.53  
The focus of national park policy in the US has vacillated between conservation and 
enjoyment. There is still room for conflicting interpretations of the statute, and there is no 
clear-cut rule about who should interpret the statutes and in which way. This situation not only 
creates confusion in academic studies but also leaves room for political maneuvering to tilt the 
scale toward use and development, which threatens long-term conservation. Statutory vagueness 
and the delegation of discretion to agencies is a compromise made by Congress to please 
interested parties. Therefore, Congress is accused of abdicating its responsibility ‘to make the 
tough choices and necessary trade-offs required of it’. In other words, ‘delegation gets politicians 
off the hook—they can promise everything to everyone, and when promises go unfulfilled they 
have a convenient bureaucratic scapegoat’.54 
Although the NPS Management Policies of 2006 established the preservation-oriented 
policy at the National Park System level, inconsistencies and confusion can still be found in the 
judicial interpretation of the Organic Act. The current Organic Act creates difficulties for courts 
in ‘find[ing] sufficient standards in the statute against which to test the arbitrariness of a park 
allocation choice [between conflicting uses]’55 made by the NPS. To some extent, this makes the 
NPS’s management decisions ‘largely immune from [judicial] review’.56 In fact, given their 
deferential attitudes, the courts prefer this immunity.  
By offering substantial deference to agencies, the judiciary shows its reluctance to have the 
final word on the value judgments made by the NPS, although there are no substantive obstacles 
that impede it from doing so. Antolini notes that ‘courts seem most interested [in] following a 
principle of great deference rather than in determining if the Organic Act has any substantive 
guidance’.57 The finding of substantial deference given to agencies by courts accords with 
quantitative research by scholars in the field of environmental law in general. For example, Chae 
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reviewed all the environmental judgments delivered by the Supreme Court and found that 
although the judgments showed both pro-development and pro-environment results, in general, 
the Supreme Court showed strong deference to agency decision making.58 Farber also concluded 
that ‘the persistent theme in the Court’s environmental decisions of the last twenty years has 
been deference to administrative agencies’.59 
In addition to showing a reluctant attitude toward agencies’ management decisions, the 
judiciary shows its limitations in fundamentally resolving conflict. Litigation on public land 
issues is protracted, repetitive and costly. As a result, there has been a rise in ADR mechanisms 
to end disputes and eradicate conflicts. Courts are not totally value-free. They are not immune 
from and are vulnerable to political changes, which is reflected in the conflicting rulings between 
the D.C. court and the Wyoming court in the Yellowstone snowmobile case.  
(7) In the US, a congressional solution may be the best alternative to reconstruct the 
institutional framework of statutory interpretation in managing national parks. 
Although the National Park System has evolved over nearly a century, the NPS is still 
governed by the Organic Act, which has not been significantly amended. The fundamental 
purpose of the National Park System remains intact. Is the Organic Act adaptive and elastic 
enough to meet current and future challenges? Is there a need to overhaul the Organic Act? 
Scholars have different opinions about the need for such an amendment. Keiter holds that 
there is no need to re-write the Organic Act. The gloss that has accumulated on the Act, 
including judicial precedents and agency policies, should be sufficient to enable the NPS to 
promulgate new policies and strategies needed to address the new challenges that national parks 
will face. Specifically, five reasons are provided:  
1. Congress has adopted several amendments to address changing conditions and crises instead of 
rewriting the Act;  
2. The Organic Act has proven to be flexible and adaptable, which enables the NPS to identify and 
implement new policies to address changed conditions, enhanced knowledge and new values;  
3. The Act’s non-impairment standard is the strongest found in contemporary public land law, and 
it has been used to provide important legal protection for park resources;  
4. Judicial precedents have acknowledged that resource conservation is the NPS’s first management 
priority; and  
5. Political compromises and trade-offs in the legislative process may not result in the expected 
result of rewriting the Act.60  
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In contrast, Antolini states that ‘the dual mandate has created an unpredictable system of 
judicial review’.61 She suggests that there should be a reinforced national commitment to 
conservation by national parks. To reach this goal, Congress should clarify the conservation 
mandate by amending the purpose statement of the Organic Act. She suggests adding the phrase 
‘where proven compatible’ before the word ‘enjoyment’.62 In this way, the Organic Act would 
read as follows: 
‘the fundamental purpose … [is] giving highest priority which purpose is to conservinge the 
scenery and the natural and historical objects and the wildlife therein and allowing, where proven 
compatible, to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will 
leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations’.63 
Cheever also supports a clearer clarification of the mission statement by Congress. Such a 
clarification may facilitate the conveyance of ‘the same message to all interested parties’ and 
may not ‘guarantee enhanced agency stature and discretion, but would at least make it 
possible’.64 
This research concludes that a simple amendment, as suggested by Antolini, would be both 
theoretically and practically beneficial; at least, such an amendment would be harmless. This 
might be the simplest way to bring national parks out of the current muddy situation. The 
argument for a congressional solution must be primarily based on reconstructing the questions 
that the Organic Act has raised. 
In terms of reading the Organic Act, the core question in the current literature and judicial 
deliberation is which one should be prioritized if conservation and enjoyment conflict. Courts 
deem the issue of balancing the two conflicting purposes of conservation and enjoyment to be 
within the scope of administrative discretion, and they have provided considerable deference. 
However, it needs to be clarified that there are actually two sets of questions embodied in the 
Organic Act: 
1. Whether conservation is the ultimate goal of national park designation and management; and 
2. Whether the proposed enjoyment is the type of enjoyment that will not cause impairment and 
whether a particular conservation activity is the type of conservation that will not cause 
impairment. 
Not only may enjoyment cause impairment, but impairment may also be caused by 
conservation activities in which affirmative management behaviors are conducted, such as the 
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culling of animals and the clear-cutting of trees. Wilderness-management activities, such as 
restoration projects, can also cause impairment to the ‘wilderness’ value protected by law. These 
management activities are frequently challenged in courts for not complying with the Organic 
Act.65 Therefore, both conservation and enjoyment must be subjected to the ‘non-impairment 
test’. Enjoyment may conflict with the unimpaired condition of national parks, not conservation.  
The first question, ‘what are national parks for?’, is more or less a public policy issue; in 
Nie’s words, it is a ‘value and interest-based political question’. The institutional capacity of 
agencies is limited to making a final judgment on this issue. They are not ‘the most legitimate 
arbiters of the public good’,66 and they are ‘usually ill-equipped to resolve what are often deeply 
divisive and intractable political conflicts’.67 Nor is the judiciary the proper institution to make 
such a choice. The judiciary’s deferential attitude, as shown above, has already reflected the 
limitations of its institutional capacity to answer this question. Instead, this question is most 
appropriate for legislative debate and resolution.68 Congress is the institution that has both the 
authority and the institutional capacity to perform this task. In addition to the theoretical 
reasoning, from a practical point of view, there is an increasing tendency in Congress to become 
involved in solving particular management conflicts, as shown in examples of the detailing of 
management instruction in enabling acts and the ad hoc intervention in conflict resolution by 
enacting specific statutes, as discussed previously.  
In contrast, agency expertise is best reflected in the second question, carrying out the 
non-impairment test. The NPS has expertise in assessing the possible negative influences of a 
particular type of recreational activity on nature. The NPS delivers its conclusion regarding 
whether an ‘impairment’ is caused based on the facts and data available to it. This is a process in 
which the judiciary lacks knowledge and expertise and should provide judicial deference.  
As implied by Vermeule, a desirable institutional design can only be achieved when the 
capacities and limitations of each institution are sufficiently considered and properly balanced. 
As Coggins urges, ‘all interests will be better off if Congress actually decides the political 
resource allocation questions, the executive carries out the letter and spirit of the law, and the 
courts make sure the executive does just that’.69  
(8) In China, institutional interactions do not yield a stabilized conflict resolution mechanism 
but a crisis-based approach. Institutional building may be the foremost task for China. 
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The dynamics of institutional interactions in statutory interpretation in the context of the US 
are not similarly observed in China. Institutional interactions among Congress, the central 
government, local governments and courts do not necessarily lie in who interprets the law and 
how, at least not in the current phase of legal development, but in how to make the law work. 
Discretion is not intentionally delegated to agencies for the flexibility of administration; instead, 
the brevity and vagueness of statutory provisions leave room for maneuvering and the abuse of 
power. Agencies’ decision-making processes are not always a prudent construction or 
interpretation of the law but are sometimes a process to deviate from the law by taking advantage 
of statutory loopholes. Departments at the central level—the legislators of ‘administrative 
regulations’—have sporadically clarified ambiguous statutory provisions for conservation 
purposes, as seen in the examples interpreting whether the prohibition of assigning or 
transferring land and resources within an SHA includes the prohibition of transferring its 
operational rights and whether the scope of concessions covers the operation of the whole area of 
SHAs or a specific item of services.70 However, prevalent non-compliance with the central 
regulations at the local level weakens the practical significance of these interpretative efforts. 
Although the principle of the priority of protection is embodied in legislation, legal enforcement 
bodies have neither the incentive nor the capacity to carry out these ‘seemingly beautiful’ 
provisions in legislation. Inter-agency rivalry has resulted in a piecemeal and counter-productive 
regulatory and management framework of PAs. A frail and weak judiciary is unable to genuinely 
supervise the government’s exercise of administrative power or to effectively resolve disputes. 
Lacking judicial independence and capacity, the judiciary plays a limited role in resolving 
conservation-related disputes.  
However, these discussions are not meant to downgrade the significance of statutory 
interpretation and its applicability in China. As mentioned above, statutes need to be 
meticulously interpreted to be best applied. More statutory interpretation practices need to be 
conducted by both agencies and courts in China. In this way, the statutory language can be 
sharpened, examined, tested and revived to be adapted to new challenges. Considering the more 
general language used in Chinese statutes, Nagle even asserts that China should have ‘more 
statutory interpretation disputes than the United States, not fewer’.71 
Instead of resolving disputes in an interactive institutional setting, a crisis-based approach is 
generally followed when conservation conflicts are identified and resolved in China. When there 
is a crisis that threatens the stability of the state, there is always some ‘strong reactive regulation’. 
Apart from such crises, ‘there are only weak proactive policies that do not substantially mitigate 
the continuing decline of the nation’s environment’.72 Potential conflicts are addressed through 
petitions or whistle blowing by those whose interests are affected. The media selectively 
intervene, and the conflict becomes a public event. Responses from the central and/or local 
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authorities follow the public debate. Finally, a site-specific decision or solution is made. Such a 
crisis-based approach is intrinsically ad hoc. A stabilized and normalized mechanism to discover 
potential conflicts and to manage and resolve these conflicts is not well established. There is no 
doubt that such a mechanism must be law-based. Rebuilding each institution’s capacity is a 
preliminary step. Specific legal and policy recommendations are made in the following section. 
4. Legal and Policy Recommendations for China 
The following recommendations are mainly made on three bases: (1) the observation of intrinsic 
Chinese problems and possible solutions; (2) the lessons and experiences of the US that may be 
beneficial in resolving similar problems in China; and (3) guidelines and good practices at the 
international level, especially the guidelines from the IUCN on PA management. The following 
recommendations are generally made in accordance with the logic of enhancing and improving 
each legal institution’s capacity and performance. There is no hierarchy or sequence to these 
recommendations. Together, they form an interconnected vision of and route for necessary 
reforms in China. 
(1) To elevate the role of law in general and conservation law in particular 
The process of realizing sustainability is a joint effort by different fields with specific 
concerns and perspectives. For instance, politics emphasize representativeness, responsiveness 
and responsibility; management involves efficiency and effectiveness; and the core values of the 
law are public interests, due process, justice and equity. Such co-efforts are of crucial importance 
for China to realize sustainable development. In this direction, the law can and should make a 
difference. 
The law plays a vital role in translating policy into practice. In the field of nature 
conservation, the law establishes the institutional framework for PA management, allocates 
access to resources among stakeholders, provides oversight on agencies’ decision making, 
regulates the use of nature, sets environmental standards, provides compensation to those 
affected and prescribes responsibility mechanisms for non-compliance.  
Given the value of the rule of law, law is employed as the principal tool for managing and 
resolving conflicts over land use in the US. The lack of a historical legal culture makes the 
realization of the rule of law a daunting task for contemporary China. China has gradually 
recognized the pivotal role that law can play in coping with the deteriorating environment. 
Despite visible achievements in the legal system, limitations remain. Governments are still 
inclined to use administrative measures of a command-and-control nature instead of legal 
measures. Officials still have limited awareness of the rule of law. Some mechanisms with a 
policy nature are still not legalized and lack legal supervision. Citizens prefer to petition and 
protest outside the established legal channels due to their general distrust of governments and 
courts. 
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In addition to elevating the role of law, more attention needs to be paid to developing the 
legal system of nature conservation in addition to increasing the awareness of pollution control 
law. In China, serious pollution problems arising from urbanization and economic development 
have gained considerable attention among the public. To some extent, this has dwarfed the 
urgency of nature conservation.  
Moreover, legislation is not an end in itself. The law must be enforced. The gap between 
‘law in books’ and ‘law in action’ has already become one of the largest problems that China 
currently faces. Although fundamental principles such as the priority of protection and strict 
regulations have been stipulated in the law, the way these provisions are translated into practice 
must be monitored and rectified in the long run. 
(2) To formulate an inter-connected legislative system for PAs 
The American experience demonstrates that the legislative framework for PAs is complex 
and inter-connected. In China, the development of the legal framework for nature conservation 
could not be accomplished simply by enacting a Natural Heritage Law or a Protected Areas Law 
regardless of how it is named by the legislature. Instead, legislative vacancies in other fields, 
such as administrative procedure law and ecological compensation law, also need to be mended 
to supplement the legal framework of nature conservation in general. 
In terms of legislative design, it seems that the proposal to enact the Law on Protected Areas 
as the governing statute of nature conservation law is preferable to the Law on Natural Heritage 
or the Law on Nature Reserves. This Law on Protected Areas would cover existing types of PA 
designations, including SHAs, nature reserves, forest parks and others. Based on the concept of 
the ‘Organic Act’ in the American sense, this law may function for PAs in China similarly to 
how the Organic Act functions for PAs in the US. Fischman identified five requisite components 
of modern organic acts, including a purpose statement, designated use, comprehensive planning, 
substantive management criteria and public participation requirements. 73  These requisite 
components can also guide the enactment of the Law on Protected Areas in China.  
To specify the contents of PA legislation, first, because the principle of priority of protection 
was stipulated in the Environmental Protection Law of 2014, the proposed Law on Protected 
Areas may also consider explicitly incorporating this principle.  
Second, designated use patterns should be formulated based on different types of PAs. A 
dominant use pattern may be a preferable choice to establish a hierarchy of different types of 
uses. The determination of a designated use needs to correspond with the goals for a particular 
type of PA. Some good practices can be adopted from the IUCN, such as the definition and 
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categorization of PAs, the delineation of the ‘primary objective’ and ‘other objectives’ of each 
type of PA and the hierarchical relationship among these objectives.  
Third, statutes may detail their constructions to managers in accordance with different types 
of PAs. In this way, agency discretion may be reduced to prevent room for undesirable 
maneuvering. New legislations and amendments of existing regulations may consider adopting 
more substantive and specific management criteria. The existing requirement that the area of the 
experimental zone should be less than one-third of the total area of nature reserves is an example 
of a substantive criterion.74 Lessons can also be learned from the NPS regarding its definitions 
of terms such as ‘appropriate use’, ‘unacceptable impact’ and ‘preferred public enjoyment’ in its 
MP of 2006.75  
Fourth, statutes may prescribe explicit procedural requirements for management decision 
making, such as public participation and the disclosure of information. Responsibility and 
accountability mechanisms for the violation of these requirements need to be stipulated 
accordingly. In this way, before the unified Administrative Procedure Law can be enacted, 
individual statutes can provide minimal procedural guarantees. 
Fifth, statutes may add the provision of providing rights of action to private individuals and 
organizations. The previous discussion has shown that the lack of the explicit provision of rights 
of action has led to a limited number of cases being heard in courts.76 Adding such provisions 
may facilitate lawsuits being brought to courts and may strengthen the authority of courts in 
receiving and trying such cases. 
Sixth, because contingencies and unpredictability have been observed in the allocation of the 
budget for PAs, a legal provision on budget guarantees for PA management may be added. It 
may be argued that the effectiveness of PA management cannot necessarily be increased due to a 
budget increase. However, this is a preliminary step that is likely to yield desirable outcomes. 
Without fundamentally changing the funding structure, the commercial operation of PAs will be 
unavoidable.  
Seventh, the statute may consider finalizing and unifying the regulatory standard for 
concession practices. Some loopholes and intentional ambiguities in existing regulations need to 
be mended and clarified. For example, the Regulations of Scenic and Historic Areas of 2006 
hesitate to use the term ‘concession’ and do not explicitly distinguish between ‘concession’ and 
the ‘transfer of operation rights’. The regulations only require that tickets should be exclusively 
‘sold’ by administrative agencies, but this does not necessarily mean that entrance fees should be 
exclusively ‘retained’ by agencies. These provisions leave room for maneuvering. ‘Good 
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practices’ in concession regulations, such as the Regulations of Scenic and Historic Areas in 
Guizhou Province, can be examined and used as examples for other provinces and for central 
legislation. 
Eighth, to cope with the problem of overlapping designations and management, the 
following provision may be added to statutes: ‘the management authority of newly designated 
PAs should not overlap with those of existing designations. With regard to existing overlap 
between different types of PAs, those legal provisions that provide for stricter protection shall 
prevail’.  
Finally, in addition to enacting an Organic Act for PAs, the legislative model of ‘enabling 
acts for each park unit’ in the US can be transferrable. Currently, the ‘one reserve, one act’ (а४
а⌅) goal has been recognized in both the literature and policy documents. However, most 
existing enabling legislation repeats the laws and regulations of a higher level without showing 
site-specific features. Local conditions and necessities may be taken into account in future 
legislation to facilitate site-specific management. Moreover, because all enabling acts in the US 
are enacted by Congress, the legislative authority may not necessarily be the NPC in the context 
of China. Local legislatures may take the lead in producing enabling legislation for the units of 
PAs. Situated in the legislative hierarchy in China, enabling legislation by local legislatures 
should not contravene with the governing ‘Organic Act’ by the central legislature, which means 
that the precedence of enabling legislation over the general Organic Act in the US does not apply. 
In this way, the uniformity of management standards can be provided without significantly 
jeopardizing the divergent needs of each unit. 
(3) To build efficient, professional and accountable agencies 
A healthy and productive institutional interaction among legislatures, agencies and courts 
necessitates an efficient, professional and accountable agency to carry out and enforce the law. 
Three steps are proposed to enhance the institutional capacity of PA management agencies. 
The first step is to establish an efficient institutional structure. The current institutional 
setting of PA management, either at the vertical or the horizontal level, demonstrates 
irreconcilable problems, such as local protectionism, non-compliance with central regulations at 
the local level and interagency rivalries. To solve these problems, reforms to streamline 
management authority may be necessary. Although these reforms have not been placed on the 
reform agenda, some proposals have been made, such as the establishment of an ad hoc 
department or committee at the central level to unify the conservation authority and the reform of 
the SFA by separating its productive and protective functions and merging its protective function 
with the MoEP.77 At the local level, there has been an ongoing effort toward the establishment 
                                               
77 Obtained from the panel discussion during the Annual Conference of the Environmental and Nature Resource Law Society of 
2014, held on August 21-22 in Guangzhou. Cai Shouqiu and Luo Ji hold different opinions on how to re-allocate the productive 
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of ad hoc management agencies at the ground-management level and the strengthening of their 
authority over integrated management. As shown in Chapter 11, ‘integrated management’ is one 
of the key attributes of the proposed national park model that is currently under deliberation. 
Cooperation among different departments is of crucial importance to assist these agencies in 
performing their functions. Therefore, empowering the ground-level agencies through the 
legislation and monitoring of law enforcement is a crucial step. To cope with the problem of 
interference in agencies by local governments, a plausible solution is to elevate the level that is 
in charge of ‘leading’ the management agencies. Some nature reserves have adopted the 
institutional structure ‘under direct control of governments or departments at the provincial level’ 
and thus have lessened the improper interference from governments at lower levels.78 
The second step is to build a professional agency. Science is the basis for effective nature 
conservation. Professional knowledge is therefore a prerequisite for managers to conduct 
effective PA management and genuinely enforce the law. Professionalism is the preliminary step 
in building an agency’s legitimacy, and it is the entry point for the judicial review of an agency’s 
management decisions. The quality of PA management in China remains at a considerably low 
level due to insufficiencies in professionalism. Even worse, PAs in China are pushed into 
tourism markets. PA management institutions are not ready to face the challenges that tourism 
may bring. Wang and Buckley note that forest parks in China are managed by forestry agencies 
whose expertise lies in timber production and trade, not environmental management.79  
The third step is to build an accountable government. As previously shown, Chinese 
governments do not possess the reputation of a ‘good man’, as the NPS does in the US. Instead, 
Chinese citizens are often suspicious of policies and decisions made by the government for fear 
of corruption and black box operations. This fear is validated by the rampant abuse of power by 
local governments in tourism development. The lack of accountability of governments to the 
public may be a crucial reason for this fear. The mechanisms of accountability generally refer to 
the legal mechanisms through which the exercise of public power is confined. Three sets of 
accountability questions arise: Who should be accountable? To whom and for what should an 
account be given?80 First, all subjects that exercise public power need to be accountable. In 
addition to governments and agencies, enterprises, especially those that are ‘improperly’ 
delegated with the power to operate and manage PAs by contracting with governments, should 
be held accountable. Second, in a constitutional sense, the government that exercises the power 
to dispose of and manage natural resources in PAs should be accountable to the original source 
of its authority, namely, the owners of PAs, which are, according to the Constitution, the people 
                                                                                                                                                       
functions of the SFA. Cai proposes establishing a state-owned enterprise that is responsible for timber production and Luo argues 
for privatization of timber rights in China. 
78 For example, Wuyishan Nature Reserve at the National Level is under the direct control of the Forestry Department of Fujian 
Province, instead of the government of Wuyishan city. 
79 Chao-Hui Wang and Ralf Buckley, ‘Shengtai Anquan: Managing Tourism and Environment in China’s Forest Parks’, 39 
(2010) AMBIO, p.452. 
80 See generally Colin Scott, ‘Accountability in the Regulatory State’, 27-1 (2000) Journal of Law and Society, p.41. 
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or the collectives. On a micro scale, governments should account for their actions to those who 
might be adversely impacted by these actions. Third, governments need to make their 
management decisions in a transparent and participatory way, justify their decision-making 
processes, serve the public interest and receive oversight from legislatures, courts and society. 
The abuse of power in PA development observed in the previous discussion can be curbed and 
controlled only when those who hold this power are held accountable. 
(4) To activate the courts’ role in adjudicating resource-related conflicts 
Although some defects in the judicial approach to dispute resolution in the US can be 
observed in the previous discussion, the current task for China is to strengthen, not weaken, the 
role of courts. The courts’ role needs to be activated to better adjudicate conservation- and 
recreation-related disputes. 
As previously discussed, in addition to their original functions of dispute resolution, 
environmental courts in China serve other functions, such as policy advocacy, public education 
and social control.81 The paramount task ahead is to establish and enhance the judiciary’s 
authority in general and newly established environmental courts’ authority in particular. Three 
steps can be taken to accomplish this goal: 
1. Depoliticize the political functions of the judiciary, particularly the newly established 
environmental courts, to align with the government’s policy goals and empower the 
judiciary with the independence to adjudicate disputes;  
2. Lower the standing requirements and encourage the use of litigation tools to provide a 
stable case supply to the courts; and 
3. Increase the level of professionalism of the judiciary in dealing with specific 
environmental issues to enhance its authority.  
There are concerns among legislators and policy-makers regarding whether the opening of 
courts may lead to a litigation explosion and the abuse of the right to sue. Concerns also arise 
regarding whether governments may lose the ability to control, thereby reducing social stability. 
These concerns have slowed judicial reform in this field. However, in contemporary China, the 
main reason for social unrest is the abuse of administrative power and the resulting paramount 
public distrust of government in general. Empowering the courts to solve disputes and exercise 
their supervision of governments may rectify governments’ wrongdoing. Furthermore, removing 
the barriers that courts face can be a continuous and daunting process. The cultivation of civil 
society and citizens’ willingness and desire to use the tool of litigation cannot be realized 
overnight. Therefore, although there is a possibility that a litigation explosion may emerge, it 
will not occur in the short run. The eradication of unnecessary concerns about litigation is a 
preliminary step toward establishing the role that courts should play. 
                                               
81 Rachel Stern, ‘The Political Logic of China’s New Environmental Courts’, 72 (2014) The China Journal, p.61. 
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(5) To cultivate civil society and increase public awareness 
Citizens’ awareness of environmental protection is a prerequisite for effective nature 
conservation. In recent years, public awareness of environmental protection has been raised due 
to horrendous pollution problems. This is partly because air and water quality directly relates to 
people’s daily lives. In contrast, the importance of biodiversity protection, such as the protection 
of ‘ugly’ species of toads or snakes, is not well acknowledged. The American experience shows 
that environmental NGOs play a crucial role in participating in governments’ environmental 
decision making or in lodging suits in courts. In China, because the amended Civil Procedure 
Law and Environmental Protection Law have embraced public interest litigation and empowered 
environmental NGOs to bring cases to courts, the cultivation of civil society, including various 
grassroots environmental NGOs, would be a crucial step toward guaranteeing the effective 
implementation of these provisions.  
As previously shown, in the US, recreational groups have emerged as a powerful counterpart 
to environmental groups in shaping conservation and recreation policies. In China, these 
recreational groups are also emerging, such as the Association for Self-driving Tours. These 
associations and clubs release data, reports and industrial standards and represent the interests of 
specific groups of citizens. The establishment of a participatory framework for the administrative 
process requires the equal representation of interests. Therefore, more attention needs to be paid 
to the cultivation and development of these special user groups. 
5. Final Remarks 
In contemporary China, multiple factors have emerged simultaneously, including increasing 
recreational demands, unprecedented pollution problems, rigid targets for continuous economic 
growth, developmental goals for poverty alleviation, the maintenance of social stability and a 
growing environmental community. Each of these factors holds a particular position on the 
country’s development agenda. The transition that China is undergoing has given rise to the 
further pluralization and polarization of interests, which has intensified the pre-existing tension 
in both society and law. Due to the underdevelopment of the legal system in general, it seems 
that the rate at which conflicts are managed and resolved by the law lags far behind the rate at 
which new conflicts arise. Furthermore, although new legislation is continually being enacted, in 
practice, the efficacy of laws remains at a considerably low level. Currently, the scheme of PAs 
in China is still undergoing experimental and contingent changes. It is difficult to determine 
China’s current path or the path it may follow in the future. It is conceivable that the path toward 
a full fledged legal system for nature conservation and the effective implementation of such laws 
in practice will be formidable and frustrating.  
It seems that any effort by a single institution to effectively identify, manage and resolve 
conflicts is ultimately insufficient. The long-perceived image of an almighty government in 
China has been continually challenged, and it is losing its legitimacy. Methods such as ad hoc 
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law enforcement campaigns and strong reactive regulations no longer suffice. The US context 
reveals a telling process of how different institutions interact with each other in a developed legal 
system. Some adjustments to each institution’s niche in the overall frame of a legal regime may 
be necessary, as previously argued. In contrast, for the time being, the foremost task for China is 
still to build each institution’s capacity instead of dismantling it. This capacity-building process 
is a prerequisite for a normative institutional setting and for the realization of the rule of law in 
the long run in China. Carving a new path is not easy. Following the path that is already paved 
may be a promising step for China. Let Congress make good laws; let law enforcement bodies 
genuinely apply the law; and let the courts decide whether the government has done wrongs. 
These suggestions propose a simple truth. As a result, any effort to search for an alternative may 
be futile.
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Appendix I: The List of Applicable Congressional Statutes of National Park Management 
in the US1 
1.   Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987 
2.   Acquired Lands Mineral Leasing Act 
3.   Administrative Procedure Act 
4.   Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 
5.   American Indian Religious Freedom Act 
6.   Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
7.   Animal Welfare Act 
8.   Annotated summary of laws most important to the NPS 
9.   Anti-Deficiency Act 
10.  Antiquities Act of 1906 
11.  Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 
12.  Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 
13.  Clean Air Act 
14.  Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
15.  Commemorative Works Act 
16.  Comp. Env. Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 
17.  Consolidated Natural Resources Act of 2008 (pertaining to the NPS) 
18.  Credit CARD Act of 2009 
19.  Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) 
20.  Energy Policy Act of 1992 
21.  Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 
22.  Federal Advisory Committee Act 
23.  Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 
24.  Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act 
25.  Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act 
26.  Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (Section (d)) 
27.  Federal Water Pollution Control Act (commonly known as the Clean Water Act) 
28.  Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968 (Section 18(a)--Preservation of Parklands) 
29.  Freedom of Information Act 
30.  General Mining Act of 1872 
31.  Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 
32.  Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 
33.  Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 
                                               
1 NPS Office of Policy, ‘Policy Related Laws’, available at http://home.nps.gov/applications/npspolicy/getlaws.cfm. Last visited 
February 2015. 
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34.  Historic Sites, Buildings, and Antiquities Act (popularly known as) (1935) 
35.  Index to title 16 of the US Code (where NPS-specific laws are codified) 
36.  Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 
37.  Mineral Leasing Act 
38.  Mining in the Parks Act 
39.  Museum Act (popularly known as) 
40.  National Cemeteries Act of 1973 
41.  National Environmental Policy Act of 1969  
42.  National Historic Preservation Act 
43.  National Park Service Concessions Management Improvement Act of 1998 
44.  National Park Service Organic Act  
45.  National Park System General Authorities Act 
46.  National Park System Resource Protection Act (commonly known as) 
47.  National Parks Air Tour Management Act of 2000 (title VIII of PL 106-181) 
48.  National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998 
49.  National Trails System Act 
50.  Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
51.  Negotiated Rulemaking Act 
52.  Noise Control Act of 1972 
53.  Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 
54.  Oil Pollution Act of 1990 
55.  Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act of 1997 
56.  Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009 
57.  Outdoor Recreation Act of 1963 
58.  Privacy Act of 1974 
59.  Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
60.  Reorganization Act of 1933 
61.  Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899 
62.  Safe Drinking Water Act 
63.  Solid Waste Disposal Act 
64.  State and Local Laws—Applicability 
65.  Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 
66.  Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 
67.  Telecommunications Act of 1996 
68.  The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 
69.  Toxic Substances Control Act 
70.  Volunteers in the Parks Act of 1969 
71.  Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 
72.  Wilderness Act of 1964 
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Appendix II: The List of Applicable Laws on Protected Area Management in China  
Enactment date 
(amendments) Title Main purposes and relevant provisions 
1979 (amended in 
1989, 2001 and 
2014) 
Environmental 
Protection Law  
To protect and improve environment; to prevent and 
control pollution and other public hazards; to 
safeguard human health; to promote construction of 
ecological civilization and promote economic and 
social sustainable development (Article 1) 
1982(amended in 
1999) 
Marine 
Environmental 
Protection Law  
To protect the marine environment 
1984(amended in 
1998) 
Forest Law 
To protect, cultivate and rationally utilize forest 
resources and speed up afforestation of lands 
1985 (amended in 
2002, 2013) 
Grassland Law 
To protect, construct and rationally use grassland, 
improve eco-environment, maintain biodiversity, 
develop modern husbandry, and promote economic 
and social sustainable development 
1986 (amended in 
2000, 2004) 
Fisheries Law 
To protect and rationally use fishery resources, and 
protect legal rights and interest of fishery producers 
1986 (amended in 
1996) 
Mineral Resources 
Law 
To develop mining industry; to strengthen the 
exploration, development and protection of mineral 
resources 
1986(amended in 
1988, 1998 and 
2004) 
Law on Land 
Administration  
To protect and develop land resources, rationally use 
lands and protect cultivated lands 
1988(amended in 
2002) 
Water Law  
To undertake the rational development, utilization, 
saving and protection of water resources; to prevent 
and control water disasters; to conduct the sustainable 
use of water resources; to meet the needs of national 
economic and social development 
1988 (amended in 
2004) 
Wildlife Protection 
Law 
To protect and save the rare and endangered species 
of wild animals, to protect, develop and rationally 
utilize wild animal resources and to maintain 
ecological balances 
1989 (annulled in 
2007) 
City Planning Law To conduct city planning and construction 
1991(amended in 
2011) 
Law on Water and 
Soil Conservation 
To prevent and control soil and water erosion, to 
protect and reasonably use soil and water resources, 
to reduce natural disasters, to improve the ecological 
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environment, and to ensure the sustainable 
development of the economy and society. 
1993 (amended in 
2002, 2009 and 
2012) 
Agricultural Law 
Protection of agricultural resources and agricultural 
environment 
2001 
Law on Prevention 
and Control of 
Desertification 
To prevent land desertification, rehabilitate 
desertificated land, maintain ecological safety; 
Requirement of reasonable financial compensation on 
designating nature reserves on rehabilated land 
(Article 35) 
2002 
Law on 
Environmental 
Impact Assessment 
To regulate EIA in planning and construction 
projects; compulsory EIA in special plans, such 
forestry, tourism and natural resources exploitation 
(Article 8) 
2005 
Animal Husbandry 
Law 
Construction of livestock farm is forbidden in SHAs, 
core zone and buffer zone of nature reserves (Article 
40) 
2008 
Law on Urban and 
Rural Planning 
Consideration of preservation and rational use of 
scenic resources in making urban and rural plans 
(Ariticle 32); prohibition of alteration of purpose of 
land use for natural reserves in urban and rural plans 
(Article 35) 
2013 Law on Tourism To protect and rationally use tourist resources 
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Summary 
Public land use patterns have undergone tremendous transformation across different jurisdictions 
in recent years. Two dominant features of this transformative process include an increase in 
public awareness of nature conservation, which can be seen from the prevalence of the 
designation of protected areas (PAs), and an increase in recreational needs that accompanies the 
blossoming of the nature-based tourism industry. The effective management and resolution of 
conflicts between conservation and recreation that arise from the designation and management of 
PAs have become a common task for managers and legislators of PAs. By adopting the 
methodologies of classic legal analysis, comparative legal study and semi-structured field study, 
this research aims to answer the following questions: how are conflicts between conservation and 
recreation in PAs managed and resolved in the legal regimes of the US and China through 
institutional interactions among legislatures, agencies and courts, and how should these conflicts 
be managed and resolved?  
This research is structured in three parts in addition to the introduction (Chapter 1) and 
conclusion (Chapter 12), which are further broken down into 12 chapters. Part I (Chapter 2-3) 
provides the conceptual and theoretical frameworks. Conflicts in PA designation and 
management are classified into resource conflicts, development conflicts and property conflicts 
by applying Campbell’s triangle model. The dual role of recreation and tourism in PA 
designation and management is identified as a direct cause that has led to the rise of conflicts and 
a mitigator of these conflicts. This research proposes that the ‘use-conflict’ framework can be 
used as a paradigm to postulate environmental problems and conceptualize conservation 
lawmaking. In this framework, PA law is supposed to identify, manage and resolve conflicts that 
arise from the uses of PA resources. 
By establishing a principle of integrated decision-making, a rule of conflict resolution and a 
framework of good governance, ‘sustainable development’ can be used as a benchmark for 
assessing the legal foundations of PAs in the US and China, although the two countries have 
shown different attitudes regarding the inclusion of this principle in their domestic legislation. A 
sustainability test of tourism in PAs is both necessary and plausible. To carry out the balancing 
exercise required by sustainable development, two issues need to be addressed: who to balance 
and how to balance. The process of balancing conflicting interests is a co-effort by different legal 
institutions that possess distinctive capacities and limitations. Considering the prevalence of 
statutory ambiguities and administrative discretion in conservation law, the degree that conflicts 
can be resolved predominantly depends on how the statutes are to be interpreted by different 
institutions. In this sense, the institutional theory of legal interpretation can empower a normative 
approach to adjusting and constructing the interactions among different legal institutions, 
especially legislatures, agencies and courts. 
Part II (Chapter 4-7) presents the country study of the US. In a transforming public land use 
pattern, the dominant forms of conflicts in PAs have shifted from the ones between commodity 
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use and conservation to the ones among motorized recreational use, non-motorized recreational 
use and preservation. By examining the roles of the US Congress, the National Park Service 
(NPS) and the courts in resolving and adjudicating conflicts, respectively, this research shows 
that the current institutional interaction among the three main institutions has not produced a 
productive and unified interpretation of the Organic Act. The US Congress adopts a ‘balancing 
approach’ in adjudicating the conflicts between conservation and enjoyment, which is especially 
reflected in the purpose statement in the NPS Organic Act. However, ambiguities exist, which 
leaves room for statutory interpretation. The focus of national park policy has swung back and 
forth between conservation and enjoyment. The institutional capacities of courts are restricted by 
their deferential attitudes toward agencies and their deficits in eradicating conflicts. This research 
concludes that a congressional solution may be the best alternative to reconstruct the institutional 
framework of statutory interpretation in managing national parks, because Congress has both the 
capacity and inclination to resolve the ‘value and interest-based political question’. A clearer 
clarification of the mission statement stipulated in the NPS Organic Act by Congress would be 
both theoretically and practically beneficial to the US. 
Part III (Chapter 8-11) presents the country study of China. Though conservation has gained 
greater acknowledgement in lawmaking and policymaking, it is confined by the stage of 
development and the conflicts between economic development and nature conservation in China 
are daunting. In addition to the encroachment by economic development activities, the 
commercialization and industrialization of tourism has become a major threat to conservation. In 
contrast to the situation in the US, development conflicts are evident between local communities 
and the need for nature conservation. In terms of the way that these conflicts are addressed in law, 
this research presents that institutional interaction does not yield a stabilized conflict resolution 
mechanism but a crisis-based approach that features strong reactive regulations. In contrast to the 
‘balancing approach’ in the US, by explicitly embracing the ‘priority of protection’ as the 
fundamental principle of environmental protection law, Chinese legislatures favor a ‘thumb on 
the scale’ approach. However, the greatest challenge lies in how to translate the law in books into 
law in action. Non-compliance and enforcement deficits in environmental law are paramount in 
China. The role of the judiciary in adjudicating conservation-related disputes remains extremely 
limited or even dormant, which is seen from the rare number of PA-related cases that are judged 
by courts. 
The comparative observations of the legal regimes in the US and China demonstrate both 
convergences and divergences between them. Both countries are facing similar problems in 
realizing effective management and resolution of conflicts in PA designation and management, 
especially between conservation and recreation. Some commonly accepted principles and 
underpinning values that govern the resolution of conflicts have been endorsed by both countries. 
However, the ways that conflicts are managed and resolved through institutional interactions 
differ significantly. This divergence demonstrates that the quality of a legal institution is 
engraved in the legal system in which it is embedded. Effective management and resolution of 
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conflicts necessitates a productive interaction among different institutions, mainly legislatures, 
agencies and courts, which are sufficiently equipped with their respective capacities. The 
institutional theory of legal interpretation proposed by Vermeule may be context-specific and 
thus has its limitations when applied in a country that lacks institutional building, which is the 
prerequisite for a desirable interaction. 
Following the investigation and comparison of the formation of conflicts and the way they 
are managed and resolved through institutional interactions in the US and China, several legal 
and policy recommendations are made for China. First, the role of law in general and in 
conservation issues in particular needs to be elevated; and an inter-connected legislative system 
for PAs needs to be formulated. Second, efficient, professional and accountable agencies need to 
be built. Third, the courts’ role in adjudicating resource-related conflicts needs to be activated. 
Last, civil society needs to be cultivated and public awareness of nature conservation needs to be 
increased.  
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Samenvatting 
Het beheer van publiek land heeft de afgelopen jaren een enorme transformatie ondergaan 
binnen verschillende jurisdicties. De twee dominante kenmerken van dit transformatieproces zijn: 
een toegenomen maatschappelijk bewustzijn met betrekking tot natuurbescherming dat vooral 
blijkt uit het aanwijzen van beschermde gebieden (Protected Areas), en een toename van de 
recreatiebehoefte die gepaard gaat met een toename van het op natuur gebaseerde toerisme. Het 
adequaat omgaan met, en het effectief beslechten van conflicten tussen natuurbescherming en 
recreatie die voortvloeien uit de aanwijzing en het beheer van beschermde gebieden is aan de 
orde van de dag voor beheerders van deze gebieden als voor degenen die de betreffende 
wettelijke voorschriften opstellen.  
Door het hanteren van drie methodologische benaderingen te weten: de klassiek-juridische 
analyse, een rechtsvergelijkende analyse en een ondersteunde field-study beoogt dit onderzoek de 
volgende vraag te beantwoorden: Hoe wordt er omgegaan met conflicten tussen 
natuurbescherming en recreatie in beschermde gebieden in de Verenigde Staten en China en hoe 
worden deze conflicten opgelost binnen de interacties tussen regelgevers, agentschappen en 
rechters, en hoe zouden deze conflicten in de toekomst benaderd en opgelost moeten worden?  
Dit onderzoek bestaat, naast een introductie (Hoofdstuk 1) en een conclusie (Hoofdstuk 12), 
uit drie delen. Deze drie delen zijn onderverdeeld in twaalf hoofdstukken. Deel I (Hoofdstuk 2-3) 
voorziet het onderzoek van een conceptueel en een theoretisch kader. Conflicten bij de 
aanwijzing en het beheer van beschermde gebieden worden aan de hand van Campbell’s 
Triangle model geclassificeerd in grondstofconflicten, ontwikkelingsconflicten en 
eigendomsconflicten. Daarbij wordt de dubbelrol die toerisme en recreatie spelen bij de 
aanwijzing en het beheer van beschermde gebieden geïdentificeerd als een directe oorzaak van 
de stijging van het aantal conflicten. Tegelijkertijd wordt onderkend dat toerisme en recreatie de 
intensiteit van deze conflicten kunnen verzachten. Dit onderzoek stelt dat een ‘use-conflict’ 
paradigma moet worden gebruikt als uitgangspunt voor de beoordeling van negatieve 
milieueffecten en voor het conceptualiseren van milieuwetgeving. Wetgeving met betrekking tot 
beschermde gebieden fungeert binnen dit raamwerk als een middel om conflicten die ontstaan als 
gevolg van het verschillend gebruik van natuurlijke grondstoffen uit de beschermde gebieden, te 
identificeren, ermee om te gaan en ze uiteindelijk te beslechten. 
Door een principe van geïntegreerde besluitvorming, een regeling voor conflictbeslechting 
en een regel van goed bestuur (good governance) te hanteren, kan het begrip duurzame 
ontwikkeling (sustainable development) fungeren als een ijkpunt om de grondslag van wetgeving 
met betrekking tot beschermde gebieden in de Verenigde Staten en in China te beoordelen. 
Daaraan doet het feit dat deze beide landen verschillen in hun houding ten opzichte van dit 
principe niet af. Een duurzaamheidstest voor toerisme in beschermde gebieden is noodzakelijk 
en verdedigbaar.  
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Om de belangenafweging, die het begrip duurzame ontwikkeling vereist, uit te voeren, moet 
aandacht worden besteed aan twee kwesties: wie maakt de belangenafweging en hoe wordt die 
belangenafweging gemaakt. De afweging van conflicterende belangen moet een gezamenlijke 
inspanning zijn van verschillende juridische instanties die elk beschikken over een eigen 
hoedanigheid met bijbehorende beperkingen. Uitgaande van de overvloedige aanwezigheid van 
vage normen in natuurbeschermingswetgeving en daarbij ook de veelvuldig aanwezige 
beleidsvrijheid in ogenschouw nemend, kan worden gezegd dat de mate waarin conflicten 
kunnen worden opgelost voornamelijk afhangt van de manier waarop regelgeving wordt 
uitgelegd door de verschillende instanties. In dit kader kan een institutionele theorie van 
juridische interpretatie een versterking vormen van een normatieve benadering bij het aanpassen 
en tot stand brengen van de interacties tussen verschillende overheidsinstanties in het bijzonder 
van regelgevers, agentschappen en rechters. 
Deel II (Hoofdstuk 4-7) bevat het deel van het onderzoek dat betrekking heeft op de 
Verenigde Staten. De afgelopen jaren zijn de voornaamste oorzaken voor conflicten in 
beschermde gebieden gewijzigd van conflicten die ontstaan door gebruik van de natuurlijke 
grondstoffen en de gelijktijdige wens de natuur te beschermen naar conflicten die ontstaan door 
gemotoriseerd toerisme, niet-gemotoriseerd toerisme en het streven naar natuurbehoud. Door de 
rollen die het Congres, the National Park Service (NPS) en de rechter spelen bij het oplossen en 
gerechtelijk beslechten van conflicten wordt aangetoond dat de huidige institutionele interacties 
binnen deze drie belangrijkste instituties niet heeft geleid tot een vruchtbare en eenvormige 
interpretatie van de Organic Act. Het Congres hanteert een benadering die neerkomt op 
belangenafweging bij het beslechten van een geschil tussen natuurbehoud en het genot van 
nationale parken. Dit komt vooral tot uiting in de regeling van het doel van de NPS Organic Act. 
Er zijn evenwel onduidelijkheden blijven bestaan, waardoor er ruimte blijft voor interpretatie van 
de wet. Het focuspunt van het beleid met betrekking tot nationale parken heeft de afgelopen jaren 
heen en weer geslingerd tussen natuurbehoud en genot. De institutionele capaciteit van 
verschillende gerechten wordt beperkt door de grote beleidsvrijheid die zij laten aan de 
verschillende agentschappen (agencies). Daarnaast wordt er in toenemende mate gezocht naar 
andere mogelijkheden van geschilbeslechting omdat de gerechten niet in staat zijn gebleken snel 
tot definitieve beslechting van de geschillen te komen. 
Dit onderzoek concludeert dat een oplossing van de kant van het Congres het beste 
alternatief is om het institutioneel raamwerk van wetsinterpretatie te reconstrueren, omdat het 
Congres het vermogen en de natuurlijke neiging bezit om politieke vraagstukken waarbij 
voornamelijk waarden en belangen betrokken zijn aan zich te trekken. Een helderdere mission 
statement in de NPS Organic Act, vastgelegd door het Congres, zou zowel theoretisch als 
praktisch gunstig zijn voor de Verenigde Staten.   
Deel III (Hoofdstuk 8-11) bevat het deel van het onderzoek dat betrekking heeft op  China. 
Hoewel natuurbehoud meer en meer wordt erkend in regelgeving en beleid, worden de 
mogelijkheden van natuurbehoud in China beperkt door het stadium van ontwikkeling waarin 
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China zich momenteel bevindt. De conflicten tussen economische ontwikkeling en natuurbehoud 
zijn enorm. Naast de aantasting van de natuur door economische ontwikkelingsactiviteiten is ook 
de commercialisering en industrialisering van de toerisme-industrie een groot gevaar voor het 
natuurbehoud. In tegenstelling tot de situatie in de Verenigde Staten, zijn conflicten vooral 
aanwezig tussen de nationaal gevoelde noodzaak tot natuurbehoud en de wensen van lokale 
gemeenschappen.  
Met betrekking tot de manier waarop deze conflicten in wetten aan de orde komen, stelt dit 
onderzoek dat de institutionele interactie niet leidt tot stabiele mechanismen om conflicten op te 
lossen, maar dat regelgeving reactief is en vaak tot stand komt na crises. In tegenstelling tot de 
belangenafweging die in de Verenigde Staten centraal staat prefereren Chinese regelgevers een 
‘thumb on the scale’ benadering waarbij de zogenaamde ‘priority of protection’ wordt omarmd 
als een fundamenteel principe van milieubeschermingswetgeving. De grootste uitdaging ligt 
echter in de vraag hoe de wetgeving moet worden uitgevoerd en in praktijk gebracht. 
Niet-naleving en een tekortschietende handhaving van milieuwetgeving zijn wijdverbreid in 
China. De rol van de rechtspraak in de juridische beslechting van milieu-gerelateerde geschillen 
is zeer klein, of zelfs afwezig. Dit kan afgeleid worden uit het geringe aantal uitspraken van 
rechters in zaken met betrekking tot beschermde gebieden. 
De vergelijkende analyse van de rechtsstelsels in de Verenigde Staten en China laat zowel 
een convergerend als een divergerend beeld zien. Beide landen worden geconfronteerd met 
verglijkbare problemen in het effectief omgaan met en oplossen van conflicten in het aanwijzen 
en beheren van beschermde gebieden. Daarbij gaat het in het bijzonder om conflicten tussen 
natuurbehoud en recreatie. Sommige algemeen erkende principes en onderliggende waarden die 
de beslechting van deze geschillen beheersen worden door beide landen onderschreven. De 
manier waarop conflicten worden benaderd en opgelost door middel van institutionele interacties 
verschilt echter significant. Deze divergentie laat zien dat de kwaliteit van overheidsinstanties 
afhankelijk is van het rechtsstelsel waarin deze instanties zijn ingebed. Een effectieve benadering 
en oplossing van conflicten vereist een vruchtbare interactie tussen verschillende 
overheidsinstanties, voornamelijk regelgevers, agentschappen en rechters, die daarvoor 
voldoende met bevoegdheden en met het vermogen om te handelen moeten zijn toegerust. De 
institutionele theorie van juridische interpretatie zoals voorgesteld door Vermeule is afhankelijk 
van een specifieke context en kent daarom beperkingen ten aanzien van de toepassing op landen 
met een gebrekkige institutionele ontwikkeling. Institutionele ontwikkeling vormt een 
voorwaarde voor een gewenste institutionele interactie. 
Na het onderzoek en de vergelijking van de manier waarop conflicten ontstaan en opgelost 
worden door middel van institutionele interacties in de Verenigde Staten en China, volgen enkele 
juridische en beleidsaanbevelingen voor China. Ten eerste dient het recht in het algemeen een 
belangrijkere plaats in te nemen, dat geldt in het bijzonder voor kwesties met betrekking tot 
natuurbehoud; er dient samenhangende wetgeving voor beschermde gebieden tot stand te komen. 
Ten tweede dienen er efficiënte, professionele en verantwoordelijke agentschappen ingericht te 
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worden. Ten derde moet de rol van de rechtspraak in de beslechting van juridische geschillen ten 
aanzien van grondstofconflicten geactiveerd worden. En ten slotte dient het maatschappelijk 
middenveld gecultiveerd te worden terwijl gelijktijdig het maatschappelijk bewustzijn ten 
opzichte van de noodzaak van natuurbescherming verhoogd moet worden. 
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